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CHAPTER VI
REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM ARMED FORCES

IMPROVEMENT AND MODERNIZATION

Introduction
(U) The year of 1969 was a year of RVNAF force structure increases and an accelerated
expansion of all military and paramilitary services. It was a period of intensive effort on the
part of both MACV and JGS in planning and developing programs designed to improve the
effectiveness of the RVNAF. Improvement and modernization was the o.wr'al) rrajor emphasis.
Consequently, many in-depth studies were undertaken to identify existing limitations and to describe specific actions which would be required to energite the RVNAF toward greater selfsufficiency. The studies exposed the magnitude of effort on the part of RVNAF, with continued
MACV/US support that would be required in years to come to achieve this objective.
(C) War weariness, lack of qualified aggressive leadership, lack of technical know-how,
and high desertion rates were special problems in the RVNAF. It was apoarent that immediate
steps were required to improve morale, welfare, and training of RVNAF personnel as rapidly
as possible. Comniced em1phasi* was plAced on these problem are-as which are disc&ised in
this chapter.
(U) Thist chapter also reviews the force structure plans for IVNAF improvement and modvrnination, the major programs developed to overcome esistng limitations, and insofar as cam
be determined at this early stage, the progres of tOe Vievtnamation effort.
bac kground

(S) Early in ln$
SECU)EV had directed planninug to develop a mnore sl-ufcetand
elfctive RVNAF. A plan had bee submitted by MACV in May, which had been returned in June
itth SECDEF intiructions to submit tho pla!s 1,4 two phasts with Phase I devigned to maximi4e
ground combat forces and consider US particlpation at current kevels, and Phase I direvted
toward a self-suffiient RVNAF based on a scaled-down threat. The Phase I package. which
provided for a force ceiling of 801. aIS had betn submitted on Z7 Aug 65 and had been approved
by JCS on 2) Oct 68. The Phase I oquipment r•equtrments had oteen programmed a#d deliveries
begun in volum n0lthough shortages in smne criticial ite•ms nxisted, The release ot stocks for
stpport of Phase I and the expedited supply attions had assisted materially in obtaining the re.
qititred equipment to meet activation Schedales. On 8 Oct, MACV 4&d sobmitted its Phase It
portion of the plan which ineb-idead an increased foroe structure of ASS, S94. Prior to this, on 4
Oct, a faorce tinreaise (PhaseI modified) of 4$. 7l5 had been requested from OSD. This Increase. intended to prepare RVNAF for the Phase It program, had been apptoved on 3 tNov. Ott
9.'Nov, MACV forwarded A0 accelerated Phase tI plan to the JGS. This plan had called for a
forc.e level of U?, 090 and had included Phase I forces which were to be deagtivated or reduced
onoce operational rcquireinents diminished. On IS Dec. OSD had approved the atcelerated
Phase It plan, with the exCeptioUM of the VNN portion and the ammunitiorn rqttirements. This
apprtval had authoried ait RVNAF force leove of 846, 44 at the end of 198.
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proposal to accelerate the Phase II activations, especially in tht, ARVN had been approved. On
2t, Dec, MACV had submitted new equipment requirements for the accelerated Phase [I program.
At the same time, a Q$ 400 strength inc rease in the RVNAF logistical system had been proposed
for FY69-71 in response to a JCS request to review the RVNAF logistical system to ensure that
the RVNAF would be able to make maximum use of combat strength without being hindered by
inadequate logistical support (a detailed study of all facets of the foregoing summation is 'ontained in the 19o8 MACV Co(.onmand History, Vol 1, pp 249-270). At the end of I t8, approval
of the accelerated Phase II equipment lists, the logistical add-on, the VNN force structure increase of 10, 46 1, and the a:nmunition requirements were pending,. I
(S)

At the beginning of I1%,'"'

the RVNAF strengths were as follow•s:
Authurizutd

Se rvice

Assigned
180U,70
18, t('43
18,882
', I 4
21 - , 7Cý2
74, s;u
819, 2tP0

374, 13ý2
32, 587
19. 44
9, 304
4 -1, k 1 1
178, 140
got,. 4&4

ARVN
VNAF
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Vietnarnizing the war should have the highest
priority. Providing needed equipment for the RVNAF
is therefore of greatest importance. To assure that
equipment turned over tn the RVNAF can be used
effectively, it must be suported by (1) training and
12) logistic support.
In implementing the Phase ii plan, because of its
high priority, stle':tive equipment turnover from US
units in South Vietnam should be utilized whenever this
can be effective, and some impact on non-SEA Army
unit readiness can be expected.
To expedite implementation of the PIhase 11 Plan,
COMUSMACV may make minor (five percent of each
service strength) adjustments to RVNAF service ceilings
provided the total RVNAF force strength remains within
the approved total of 675, 790 personnel. 3
(C) On 24 May, MACV submitted it,%new
schedule for thtt at celerated plan, including a
traatieft' to accommodate the rectsion. On .
lasting and ochetdule, and on 12 J.an, approval

RVNAF unit authorization hlsting and activation
revisvd ARVN lugistic structurr and the ARVN
JStn, MACV requeAt-d at ev'ly avproval of thi-s
was received from jCS. -4

Phase III and IIIA 16M Program

is)
rltvted

When DiIlSlK% IWU Approvvd the AvcorkAted PhAsev It PlaA on IS Mwtvas, hP had ats.
rtryarat ikor the SCS to itrtnitiltev A vot-writ of PiN'\AF fttrceSi-t tIe Ap~r;3P~tet to
hvpothrsiae twiil
\itn
Wfhase itan
owl '11
eta'
'Phase IIA) secvurity i~ondmtonw. Iný resoponse, CONIV$MACIV, it' ciatty Sa4miry, snbnuttedJ his
we'oVpt of 1e~sfor both ph4*04 anti
stated that ib-se happlp twerc
re aAIRul llow-otis to khr, 'wrs t See tiventttti
wihthr itae
Ui*ee was taMiltvd.
-the iotlowbnw %keeCOMiJ$MNACV'X conce~pt 01ofe-

$$rPhasev

MiA

A\k VN

llhArc IN

I, U00
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*t00,l

IVNNX

26.10

000

14.SOO
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040
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IUI
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000
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-00
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remained in RVN and infiltration of material and up to 3, 000 personnel per month continued.
The VC strength was seen as approximating the 1964-65 force level. Operations of RVNAF
would be aimed at destroying VC units, interdicting infiltration routes, screening the pacification effort, and defending threatened population areas and other critical terrain. Substantial
effort by conventional forces would be required in the areas contiguous to border sanctuaries
and support bases.
(S) The Phase III concept was formulated or, the assumptions that all NVA forces would
have withdrawn from RVN, Laos, and Cambodia; infiltration had ceased; an effective inspection
and verification system had been established to supervise withdrawal and border crossings; VC
strength and capabilities had been seriously reduced; and the intensity of combat, terrorism,
and sabotage had been substantially reduced. The combat operations of RVNAF would be aimed
at eliminating the remaining VC uniLs. As area security increased, the territorial forces would
move in to extend government control; as the enemy threat was reduced, conditions would
approximate peacetime in a developing nation.

A

(S) Transition of the RVNAF force structure assumed an improving internal security situation and a decrease in, or elimination of, the threat. It was estimated that at least two years
would be required to transition to Phase II completely, 2-4 years for Phase liA, and 4 years
plus to Phase III.
(S) In his submission of these levels, COMUSMACV emphasized his position that the assumed situations provided to Phase HIA and III did not reflect the views of his command as to
the situation and related needs which could be reasonably forecasted for the future, and that the
only realistic program, in light of all that was known at that time, was the accelerated Phase II
program previously approved (See 1968 MACV Command History, Vol I, pp 257-259). 5

GVN Midway Proposal

(S) At the 8 Jun US-GVN Presidential meeting at Midway Island, President Thieu presented
a plan to support an increased force level and improved standards of living for RVNAF soldiers
and their dependents. Following the meeting, SECDEF requested COMUSMACV and AMEMB
Saigonls comments and recommendasions regarding the proposals. On 27 Jun, those comments
and recommendations were furnished to CINCPAC.
(S) Basically, the GVN proposals were divided into two parts - a basic plan and other
(additiveV proposals. The GVN basic proposals, the number of spaces requested, and COMUS.MACV'q pdsitlos on each are shown below!
1.

ARVN
Total Spaces
Requested

"A
rea
:Infantry U;v.Reorg

13,311

I.nprovement of Logistics

4,477

VI-4
• -'M'

"

t.-.

COMUSMACV Position on
General Validity of Requirerfent
Valid; but modified to providu only
7,000 additional spaces,
Valid. approved peviously.

V

j

Signal (ICS+DTE+ATS)

Z,271

Increase Command and
Staff College

170

Deferred; insufficient detail provided to validate the proposal.

Increase in Admin and
Finance

3,454

Deferred; insufficient detail
provided to validate the proposal.

Logistic Trade-Off

9,236

Valid; approved previously in
RVNAF space tradeoffs.

2.

Valid; signat approved previously,
equipmen:: to be supplied by turnover of in-cmuntry assets.

RF/PF

PF

RF
CIDO Conversion
Increase for CMD

46 Additional RF Conipanies
and Support (Not part of MiWeway proposal; added by MACV
Staff).

2, 969
platoons
(10,915
spaces)

Valid but modified; recommend
I, 670 platoons with 58,450 spaces,

10,297
6,064

Valid.
Valid but modified; 3. 800 spaces in
support of PF increase (A & DSL
Companies).

7, 346

Validated for use in areas where
platoons cannot be recruited or
PF omployment not feanible.

a, 628

Valid.

I Arty Bin

$10

Valid.

Support

628

Valid.

510

Valid but modiflod; 550 personnelfor VY70 required to mat and
Mainta•tt
DE* and 10 WPBS.

3. VNMC
1

4. VNN
P•rsonael hicreasfo

Equipment

SValid; authorl•zed previouoly.
V

1- WP-

Valid;,ider

cmisidermiion by JCS.

4-S

.-

-.

, ' .

"

..
.- ,

u

i

N

w":

. . . -.. " • . "
.

~

.F

i iil
irl

)

Not valid; none available in US
inventory.

g LSSL

2 YOG

Not specified

Not valid; no additional requirement.

Added by COMNAVFORV

a

320

WHEC

Deferred; will be reviewed in 3/70
to see whether the WHECs could be
manned within VNN ceiling.

(S) The list of additive proposals, strengths requested, and COMUSMACV's position on
each is provided below:
1.

ARVN

Area

Total Spaces
Requested

COMUSMACV Position on
General Validity of Requirement

Nut
No,
Not
Not

Not valid; this applied to entire
air defense artillery... LIS
aircraft was adequate deterrent.

Air Def Arty
1 1/2 Hawk Bl,"
14 M55 Btrys
5 M42 Bis
!C hap Bns
II VuIC•
TOTAL SPACES

specified
specified
specified
spec fievd
6,512

A r mo r
Nut spevi'ied
Not apowiVied
Not specified
135

2 Amd Ude HQ
"3ACS
13 M106 Mort p1w
TOTAL SPACES
A,

"Fo*ur 6"

1, o00
FA Msnu
i(towd or $P)
1,920
:
Four
lOSm F A Boa iSP)
10t4o
4"
Eighteen 4I5nmm How Btrv
4nd Sixt,-fvl•e l0$nu How lbtrysI
14,162
TOTAL. SPACES

.tt±± valid; this applied to entire
request for more armor. The
currently authorized k7 squadrons
wore cons ide red adequate.

Oitly part of this arty rtequest was
valid., it was modited as follows:
Approved 3 battakions (2-105mrn
and I- 1 5mr tow|ed) with 1,490
sp.os for FY 70.

tqulpnwut Muderniaatuut
jth,
i

____W

How
'M 1it 1 0•osm
&113
I APC (Gas)
M41 Tank

M)102 0Smni How
N 113 AVG1C
IW.
(DieMao?
MS51 or NM44A•1

Entire requvot for.th•se particular
to ')o akodlernieod was not valid;
currently ato-horizatd oqulpmaot was

~adcquafto.-

*

nsPAGEf

E
CC
II-

4.71

2.

VNN
Total Spaces
Requested

Area
t'e.sonnel
Equipment

GOMUSMAGV Position on
General Validity of Requirement

615

See comment below,

3 RAIDs

Valid but modified to incorporate
the personnel as shown.

*Personnel (Not recomnmended at Midway but personnel are essential for the equipment
(3 RATDs) reqLL.-sted in Midway proposal.)
VNN LOG

1,205

Valid; required for the support for
VNN.

Manning for 80 RAG s

1, 190

Valid to man 80 RA~s.

Equipment mode rni~ation
WVith

Replace
Motrizea Junki

3.

PCFs

Not valid; currently authorized
aquipment was adequate.

3,498
(FY71)

Valid but modified for FY70, 3, 199
pers for VNAF expansion from 20 to
40 squadrons and establishment of
B~ase and Log Support.

VNA F

Increased Logistics/Ba~se
Support

Air Defense

Not speified

Entirt: air defense request not
valid, n.-iy be considered in a
post hosClities MAP program.

Not specified

En' -q sea~rch and re-cue request
not valid; a reasonable amount of
h~lp re -overy was inherent in the

2 F4 Scidn (36 aeft)
8 Radar stations

Z Hawk M0sl Btrys
Search and Rescue
8 C-47
8 SA -16

current expansion programi.

13 H-43
12 UH-1
Coastftl and Rive~r
Surveillance
15 PS/PSJ3

2 C-lA

22 FJH-I B
4 C-1ll

3 UH-3X

Not specified

Entire coaq'.al and river surveillance
request not valid; limited capabili..y
fee*this mipsion existed iv current
and progratnetid forcra.
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Increased SAM Sqdn

Not specified

Entire request for increase in SAM
Sq not valid; overriding operational
requirements precluded consideration.

Not specified

Entire request for conversion of
these aircraft not valid; primary
need was for short haul delivery.
3 Sqdn C-123 aircraft planned;
C-130 aircraft not required.

Priority LOG Support

Not apecified

Request not valid; VNAF currently
received priority LOG support.

Increased Number of Tech
Reps/Advisors For Maintenance

Not specified

Request not valid; presently assigned
number was adequate.

2 VC-47
a UH-1
4 U-21
CONVERSION (Equipment
Modernization)
I Sqdn C-47 to C-130
1 Sqdn C-119 to C-130

4.

Improved RVNAF Standard of Living.

,PROPOSAL

EST COST

Free Messing

$VN 30. 5 Billion

Nj recommended if

US

funded.

RF Allowance Increase

$VN 1. 1 Billion

Not recommended if

US

funded.

PF Pay Increase

$VN 3. 2 Billion

Not recommended if

US

funded.

Hospital Ration Increase

$VN .26 Billion

N

US

funded.

Free Rice Issue

$637. 0 Million
(US)

Not recommended. RVNAF did not
have capability to receive, store,
and issue additional rice. Would Increase overall tonnage handled by 30
percent.

Increased Number of Combat Rations (from 1,050,000
to 2,000, 000 per month)

Not estimated.

Epj recommended. Recent MACV/
JGS review only validated a request
for 900, 000 ration per month.

Working Capital for
Commissary

$100 Million
(US)

US Property Disposal to
RVNAF

THIS

COMMENT

No recommended. Prohibited by PL
I 51; GVN had priority purchase
rights.

so wp

/

4

......

UoA recommended. Sufficient GVN
funds were available to accomplish
this if GVN authorized off-shore
procurement.

Not estimated.

PACGE REGRAODED (TCASSIFIED
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Joint Support for Housing
Allowance Increase

Not estimated.

Not recommended. Was internal
GVN problem; M.ACV should not
address increase of standard of
living for one segment of GVN
population.

Curtail Commercial Consumables Transfer Program

Not recommended. Was a key element
to upgrade industrial base; was proceeding slowly due to GVN problems.
GVN should be encouraged to overcome problems. Imports of related
raw material through CIP was also a
determinant to level of USAID joint
support funding.

Increase Joint Support from
$VN 14.8 Billion (FY69) to
$VN 49.5 Billion (CY70)

Not recommended.

(1) Provide Joint Support
funds directly to GVN in US
dollars, or

(1) Not recommended. The commercial import program and PL 480
(Food for Peace Program) were sources
of Joint Support Funds for GVN.
Under present laws, funds provided
recipient country must be in local
currency and controlled by US. Proposal would reduce or eliminate US
control of funds and aggravate gold

flow problems.
(2) Support RVNAF as third
country forces are supported.

4

(Z) Not recommended. Third
country type support too expensive
to consider.

(S) A summary of increased personnel authorizations requested by GVN and those validated
by MACV are as shown in Table VI-1,
(S) The US Embassy and MACV commented that, based on the Embassy's information concerning manpower, the GVN proposal should not be completely implemented.
Based on the
preliminary evaluation of the Midway Proposal and other related matters, the Mission recommended an approval of an RVNAF FY70 force structure increase of 92, 883 (including 15, 000
AID/DOD.funded spaces for the National Police). Even this was expected to place a heavy

strain on RVN manpower resources, particularly in view that the preponderance of the increase
I

•be

in RVNAF would be In the Popular Forces. However, they felt that this calculated risk should
taken. If approved, these spaces would be controlled by MACV and released as the RVNAF

met utilization requirements, taking Into account the manpower and budget situation.
•.4.
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(S) Comments made by COMUSMACV indicated that:
U.!

1. Logistical support of the program within the time frame indicated would be dependent on early Congressional approval, DOD allocation, and production availability. The turnover of assets from redeploying US units would be required in many cases.

,

COMUSMACV did

not, however, recommend approval of any GVN equipment modernization proposals beyond those
"in currently approved programs.
2. The increased standard of living demand, amounting to some $VN 68 billion, would
be highly inflationary or would involve a very large aid burden, depending on whether the program were RVN or US financed. In either case, it would tend to extend and perpetuate the
country's dependence on imports. The financial assistance proposals were therefore, considered undesirable.
(S) Also COMUSMACV pointed out that the following restraints were applicable for future
RVNAF force structure increases:
1. Spaces should be released by MACV for approved increases by increments based on
RVNAF's capability to recruit and train forces, MACV's capability to equip the force, and
budgetary limitations.
2. No new sophisticated equipment should be introduced until RVNAF established a
capability to train personnel and to maintain and operate that equipment, in addition to maintaining their present equipment at a high state of readiness.
3. A joint evaluation should be conducted quarterly, beginning in 3d Qtr, FY70, to determine the readiness of RVNAF and the progress in the Pacification Campaign. The requirement and priorities for any FY71 force structure change should be based on this joint evaluation.
(S) in summary, COMUSMACV stated that before any space increases are released for
ARVN and RF/PF units, the problems impairing the effectiveness of the present structure would
be addressed. These included attaining and sustaining acceptable combat effectiveness, reducing desertions, improving leadership and specialist training, and improving the logistic
system, Consideration would also be given to the impact on the budget and the civilian economy.
(S) The CINOPAC forwarded his concurrence in COMUSMACV's analysis and proposals to
JCS on 18 Jun. The former also pointed out that current manpower problems must be given
serious consideration before moving toward anoth.r large increase. Much of the equipment requested was sophisticated, and the pool of talented Vietnamese was already overburdened, Personnel to man the additional equipment could not be trained until after the current long lead time
training requirements were met. He recommended that the proposals be approved for further
RVNAF expansion planning, that the currently approved ceiling of 875, 790 should be reached
before further expansion, that existing regular units should show a visible qualitative improvement before new regular units are authorized, and to approve increases in force structure
incrementally. 6
(S) The JCS completed their review of the GVN proposals for expanded RVNAF I&M made
at Midway and submitted their comments and recommendations to the SECDEF on 28 Jul. In
general, JCS supported the comments and recommendations made by the US Mission, MACV,
and CINOPAC.
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(S) Specifically, the JCS observed that:
As pointed out by the Mission, the financial proposals would be highly inflationary and tend to perpetuate RVN dependence on imports. Some of the
financial proposals were also unwarranted or lack
sufficient justification.
P

The GVN proposals call for appreciable quantities
of sophisticated equipment, whereas the type already
being provided appeared adequate in terms of current
requirements and the limited Vietnamese technical
capability. As these capabilities improve and if operational needs change, more sophisticated weapons
systems should be considered for introduction into the
RVNAF.
The RVN proposals for further RVNAF modernization and expansion envisions these forces taking over
the major fighting responsibility against the current
VC/NVA threat. The currently outgoing RVNAF I&M
Program, however, was not designed to cope with the
current threat but rather with residual insurgency.
While the GVN proposal provided for some additional
offensive capability, it was not considered sufficient
in itself for RVNAF to take over the major fighting
responsibility against current threat, particularly in
view of such problems as leadership and desertions.
Based on available manpower information, the
GVN was rapidly approaching the upper limits of its
manpower capability to sustain the present RVNAF
force structure of 875, 790. The force structure increase, proposed by the GVN, could exceed manpower
resources. However, a limited increase, with the
preponderance of spaces going to territorial security
forces, probably could be supported within acceptable
risk limits.
(S)

The JCS recommended that-

1. The FY70 RVNAF strength increase of 77, 883 recommended by COMUSMACV be
approved together with the validated increases In force structure.
Z. COMUSMACV be authorized to release to the JGS the FY70 force structure spacesr.
on an Incremental basis commensurate with qualitative RVNAF improvement and GVN capability
to recruit and train additional personnel.
3. An FY71 RVNAF strength Increase of 39, 164 together with the MACV-validated increases in force structure be approved for planning purposes.
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4. Interagency agreement be obtained for support of National Police increases of
15,000 in FY70 and 15,000 in FY71.
5. Funding and procurement authority be provided for replacement of that equipment
delivered to the RVNAF but which is required in the approved US Force Structure.
6.

Ship loan legislation be obtained for two DEs, as appropriate.

7. Agreement be obtained from the Department of Transportation for turnover to the
VNN of 10 US Coast Guard patrol boats and two high-endurance cutters with the understanding
that availability and turnover of the cutters should be reviewed in March 1970.
8. The military departments be authorized to deliver specified major equipment required in FY70 at an estimated unprogrammed cost of $118 mcillion.
9. Funding and procurement authority be provided for replacement of equipment delivered to RVNAF which is required in the approved US Force Structure. 7
(S) On 1$ Aug, SECDEF approved the recommended FY70 RVNAF force structure increase
(77,883) and the FY71 increase (39, 164) for planning purposes. The 15,000 increase in National
Police strength for FY70 was also approved, and an additional 15, 000 inc rease for FY71 waS
approved for planning purposes. In the approval, COMUSMACV was authorized to release the
FY70 force structure to the JGS on an inc remental basis with the recommendation that tho added
personnel spaces should be released as the (VN demonstratts its_ ability successfully to e:xpand
mad improve the RVNAF ond to recruit and train the next increment. Military departniwis were
requested to deliver necessary itemns of equipment and suppiios as required by COMUSMACV.

k

(S) By the end of Decvembvr, out of the total 77, 88W spac•• valicdt-ed for release in FYT0,
COMUSMACV had authortmoed release of 7, 9440 paces for RE (2, 140). PIF (4, 5h.
Antd VNMC
(1,115), respectively 1SeT
'fable V.4).1
(S) With respect to Ohe budgetary consideration off the new auithorigatin ant ceas, SkC
8
DEF stipulated that, in accordance with the FYTO-TI Budget .widancr (which woq akpproved _0
Jul 69), Increased ftudingtreqinrenwnts in FY70 would hr act eniAntdatled by reiprogra:mmting
with!n the specific appropriations involved or by proposvd traitasfr b@teven
approprtattons ill
volyed or by proposed transfers betwoeen appropriatIons jdsuch reprxogr
n
ore
r(w not possible. The FY71 increases wvere to be areoomrdatvd withihn the hical g;ldanve Vontainc-l in
DEPEC DEEDNO
Memorandumti f 10 Jul GIL Maximnum use wa tob1e iard 0f rliptlvnt i•toirover
from redeployhig US unsta to siatisi4 thes additional requirement, theo militAry departnAntis
were Authoriredl to replace P(Ittpneont •and suippliew uied to satisfy thes, revquileermnitt to the
ex•tent that thdit overall inventorits did not drop hblow that required i. iipport t*tir, post.
hostilities baseline forre structure.
(8) The SECDEF destlired that SECNAV -take r.ecessary avtioA to'obs.Aitn appropriate Ohip Ivean
legislation and an agreevint froni thO Departunnt of Tr"anmportation for I.hlwus"o¢vr of US
Coast Guard as#ets as revommended.
.
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(S) SECDEF also said:
Earlier RVNAF Improvement and Mode tnization
Programs were designed to provide a balanced and
self-sufficient RVNAF force capable of meeting insurgency requirements, and were based on the assumption that US, Allied and North Vietnamese forces would
withdraw from South Vietnam. Now the object of Vietnamization is to transfer progressively to the Republic
of Vietnam greatly increased responsibility for all
aspects of the war, assuming current levels of Nokrth
Vietnamese Army and Viet Cong forces remain in the
Republic of Vietnam, and assuming US forcet, redeployments continue.
(S) Accordingly, he desired that the JCS and service secretaries review, and submit the
results to himn by 30 Sep. the current RVNAF 1&M Program, and other on-goinLt and planned
actions to enhance RVNAF capabilities, with thc goal of developing an RVNAF with the capability
to cope successfully with the combined VC/NVA threat. 8
(A full d¢iscussion of this review and subsequent quvrivw
tivvness Section of this chapter.

and answvrs moay he found in the Efvc-

Army of the Rvpublic of Vietnam

Logistics Add-on
4ti-t'voas of , 400 sAps.wc
(C) As hay bvon notcd pve¢ivkutsly, UOQMUSMACV hat) rrequeitetd An
thlp tine r'-ae,. 1, 79)
Thr YI-n porttwo-n,
for log•istcal sipport toi the RVNAF on lo 1oiv kt.
to invnrptratc
thespatve w-ithin. ahw
Vpaces, was approvoti 6V XCS on 4 Mar n- w.ith itttirticot
present overall ARVN arithortian.
iS) On 14 Nias, COMUSMACV rvquot.e&td 0a1i varly tledstm"I tt Otrn evculAin$ttl4 IngiittIrsA in,cok#vfor FYO-?l1 (7,621) spAves) in ordeor to v~ihatvwe combinetd plalwn~in lwtwerit ItVNAF 'and
MACV. Thi% icreaote consoittod, of Oth iollowinig typer unitia.
Ac tat\ 46011

OM Depots *s Ksehanue
Cotnw1tseary Personne
Ort US Units 4 Relair Uhait
S ignal Support RElenints
,.gt Comtt

I,404
4o

-•'F70
F y70
VT

s$,$07

FV 70

?I

Units 4 Topog-

raphy Company

TanqF100oating Crane Dot
Inventory Coltru.
I)ot
Cronsthun.
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JCS approved this increase for planning purposes on 27 Mar and requested a list of plal:ne,3
trade-offs to accommodate the logistics structure increase within the approved ARVN ceiling of
374, 132. The trade-off list was provided by MACV on 24 May and approved by JCS on 12 Jun.
This approval did not raise the overall RVNAF strength authorization. 9
(S) With respect to this FY70-71 Force Strticture approval, this was the total logistic
structure increase that COMUSMACV had requested in December 1968 after a SECDEFrequested logistics review. At that time, it was envisioned that, in FY70-71, security conditions would continue to improve and, therefore, trade-offs in combat elements that were not
possible in FY69 could be planned for FY70-71. The large increase was proposed in recognition
of the LOC and nation-building role that would fall to the ARVN engineers. This increase would
also provide a better balance in the overall force structure with respect to engineer support. 10

ARVN Activations
(S) With the approval of the Accelerated Phase 11 I&M Program in December 1968, the
wheels had been set in motion for the activation, training, and equipping of additional ARVN
units through the FY69-71 time period, However, the majority of the activations-4Z out of 51
units-were scheduled for the last two quarters of FY69 and the first two quartero of FY0. 11
The original schedule for unit activations by quarter during this period is shown in Table VI-3.
iS)
qoarter,
plishvd,
planned

The 1969 first quarter activations progressed so satisfactorily that, by the end of the
some of the year's second quarter scheduled activations had already been accomand only six units required activation in the second quarter in order to maintain the
schedule (See Table VI-3),

(3) These six upits were activated itt the second quarter of the year, thus putti444 the
ortginally-planned schedule back on course (S$o Table VI1)). l
(C) During the Grat two quarter# of FYT0, all ARVN units originallv planned f•tr activation
as shown in Table VI-3 were activated by the JcW.
Uy the end of 1969 the followin; actions hAd
been Comipletedh
1. 10 Englneer ronstruttion W.ttalions had been deployed, includtng tuwo whirh were
part of Phase 11 acc•erated for.ce structure IncrevAse.
Z.

47 truck coipaniet ilight •nd medium.) had been deployed which met the Phase II

accolerated gioal.
3.

0 Ordan,.ýe direct support companies had been d.ployed.

4. 10 1o0t.stical direct support battalions included in the Phase II Accelerated forre
structore intrease had been deployed, one for each Iafantry dision.
S. The activated armored cavalry squadrons had eampleted trainingi and were deplayed. This aompleted an espansioa of AaVX arnor of apptosithately 70 percent over the laot
17 months. i
NOTh: The APIVN aMl VNMC Fort#* atWd lcationa at the end of the year a•re sown in Fiture
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ARVN a VNMC UNIT LUCý.ATIONS
AS OF DECEMBER 1969
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Egu.~pment Turnov~ rs
(S) The rnaj,-)rity of the equipment required to outfit the 1969-activated ARYN units under
the accelerated Phase !I plan was programmed to come from CONTJS production. However, to
resolve the deficit betwtien the equipment that was needed and that which was available from
GONUS, a program of equipment turnovers to setected ARVN units from US units which were
scheduled for ina,.tivatlior1 or redeploymen~t was establý-lhed. 14
(S) On 26 Jan, COMUSMACV requested approval of supporting actions pertaining to the
equipment turnover to selecAe-. ARVN units scheduled for activation in the 3d Qtr, FY69. On
20 Feb, JCS approvad the supporting actions as requested. The dates and "donating" units as
applicable requiredi to fu rnish the equipment to support these activations were as follows:

ARVN Unit
I -Abn FA Bn

1-FA Bn
I-F~A Bn
2-Engr En (Gonst)
1-7th Engr Const Gp Hq

Date Equipment
Required
Jail
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar

Supporting
US Unit

69
69

None
6th Bn, 77th FA
None
87th E~ngr Bn (Const)
None

69
69
69

The 3d Abn FA Bn had received its first increment of howitzers in Janu,:.ry and was scheduled to
receive all mission essential equipment by March. Turnover of equipment from the 6th Bn, 77th
Arty (105mm How-T) .vas to begin in March. The 87th Engr Bn (Conet) was programmed out of
the USARV force structure in March and was to provide mission essential equipment to both
newly- activate t ARVN engine,,.r battalions. As the ARVN engineer units progressed in training,
additional equipment wvas to be provided from the assets of the 87th Engr Bn and, if necessary,
by temporary drawdown on other US units. The temporary drawdown would, If necessary, be replaced by' equipment from the 116th Engr Bn (CBT) which was scheduled to redeploy to CONUS in

(S) On 15 Mar, COMUSMACV requested immediate approval of all1 supporting actions involv.
ing the turnover of US uqulpment to meet 4th quarter, FY69 ac~ivatlons; schedules for the followIng selected ARVN units:

ARYN Unit

*2-Ord

Date Equipment
Be~uired

1- FA fln (155 Hový '\ý"'
1- Eng r C o (livy Equip)

Apr 69

1-Trans Co (Mod B~oat)***
DS Co

N/A
May 69

Apr 69

Supporting
US Unit

6th 1,1n. 84th Arty*
87th Engr Bn (Con st)e
131st Engr Co (Lt Equip).,**
116th Engr Bn (Cbt)**
231st Travis Co (Med Boat)**
1st LOG Cornd (USARV assets)

*Unit scheduled for inactivation.
**Unit Rcheduled for redeployment
**Equip~tnent turnover had been completed to ARkVN unit by end of the year.
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At the same time COMUSMACV forecasted activation of the following units over and above those
previously reported for FY70 and requested that equipment turnover requirements be approved
for planning. These units would be part of the FY70 logistics add-on which at that time had not
yet been approved: 16

Unit

FY Qtr
Equipment Required

1-Medium Boat Co
5-Tug Boat Teams
l-Engr Const Bn
1-Engr Const Bn
l-Engr Hvy Equip Co
1-Floating Crane Det

1/70
1/70
1/70
2/70
2/70
3/70

(C) On 27 Mar, JCS approved the requested supporting actions for the 4th quarter, FY69
activations. In addition, the equipment turnover for FY70, as included in the Accelerated
Phase II plan, and the supplemental logistic structure increase mentioned above were approved
for planning purposes pending OSD's final overall approval of the accelerated Phase II plan. 17
(S) On 28 Apr, DEPSECDEF gave final approval to the overall Accelerated Phase II plan as
supplemented and the following schedule of equipment turnovers for the 1st Qtr, FY70, which
had already been established for planning purposes, became firm:
ARVN Unit

Supporting US Unit

1-Trans Co, Hvy Boat
1-Float Craft Depot Maint Co
I-Tugboat Team
1-Tugboat Team
1-Tugboat Team
1-Tugboat Team
I-Tugboat Team

329th Trans Co, Hvy Boat
USA Marine Acty
271st Trans Det (FJ)
272d Trans Det (FJ)
565th Trans Det (FJ)
566th Trans Dat (FJ)
567th Trans Det (FJ)

Equipment was to be made available for training only.
requirements were satisfied. 18

Transfer was not to be made until US

Engineer Asset Turnovers
(C) In conjunction with the Accelerated Phuse 11 plan for turnover of equipment to the
RVNAF, USARV was ta sked in March to provide minimum essential equipment (MEE) for two
newly-activated RVNAF engineer construction battalions from USARV resources. The MACV
concept envisioned a unit-to-unit transfer of the equipment; however, it was decided to take as
much equipment as por-ibie from depot assets in order to provide the newest possible equipment
for the RVNAF. Equipment not available from depot stocks was Ielng transferred from USARV
non-divisional units. The objective of completing the turnover be.fore the end of March was not
achieved due to the time riý4 Ired to Identify depot stocks on hand for trsnsfer and the time required to inspect, repair, coil-ct, and transport equipment from widely dispersed engineer
units. The turnover of MEE to the two new RVNAF battalions commenced on Z9 Mar and was
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scheduled for completion in April. The USARV had further been tasked to provide equipment
for an engineer heavy equipment company in May. 19

A•

Equipment Deliveries

(C) One of the cornerstones to the I&M Program was the timely delivery of equipment to
the RVNAF in order to activate new units and better equip the ones already in existence. In
order to establish a limit and priorities, the various I&M Programs established authorized
strengths for the different type weapons. Deliveries were then made from CONUS against this
authorization. On Table VI-4 are listed major items of selected equipment approved in support
of RVNAF I&M according to: the accelerated Phase I FY69; the Phase II FY70 authorizations;
the improved FY70 authorizations as a result of the Midway proposals; and MACV revision in
Nov 69 for FY70, based on MACV restatement of requirements. 20

"Vietnamese Air

Force

(S) At the beginning of 1969 the Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF) had five air wings with 19
subordinate flying squadrons. One of the wings was located in each of the Corps Tactical Zones
(CTZ) with the exception of III CTZ which had two wings (See Figure VI-2). The VNAF was
organized as shown in Figure VI-3. Against an authorized strength of 32, 587, there were
18,625 personnel assigned.
(S) The major 1969 VNAF goals were:
1.

Convert four helicopter squadrons (CH-34s) to UH-lHs.

2.

Convert three fighter squadrons (A-1) to A-37 aircraft.

3.

Convert one transport squadron (C-47) to a combat squadron (AC-47).

4.

Activate a Special Air Mission squadron (SAM) at Tan Son Nhut.

5. Program and train pilots and maintenance personnel (both in-country and offshore
for the expansion and activation of VNAF units in FY 71-74 (See 1968 MACV Command History,
Vol 1, pp 337-341 for VNAF units concerned). 21

*

(S) Each of the above VNAF goals was achieved by the end of September as a result of concerted effort to Improve and modernize the VNAF program. Additionally, final approval was
received during the 3d Qtr, CY69 for a force structure Increase for VNAF of 3, 199 personnel.
This raised VNAF's approved manpower authorization from 32,587 to 35, 786. However, MACV
did not authorize release of the spaces to RVNAF during 1969. 22
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VNAF
LOCATIONS
AS OF UNIT
I JANUARY 1969

II0TH LIAISON SQ (0-I/1.-17)
213TH HELO SQ (H4-34)
219TH HELO SQ (H4-34)
516TH FIGHTER SQ (A-1)

DANANG

4

T
IECTZ

SAIGON

620 WING
114TH LIAISON SO (0-I/U.-I7)
215TH HELO SQ (H-34)
524TH FIGHTER SQ (A-37)

230D WING
112TH LIAISON SQ (0-I/1.-I7)
514TH FIGHTER SQ (A-I)
518TH FIGHTER SQ (A-I)
5220 FIGHTER SQ (F-5)

BIEN HOA

XCTZ

415TH
41TTH
413 TH
716TH

TRANS
TRANS
TRANS
RZCON

SQ (C-47)
SQ (C-47)
SQ (C-119)
SQ (U-6/1.-17)

116TH LIAISON SQ (0-I/u-I?)
211TH HELO SQ (H-34/UH-I)
217TH HELO SQ (H-34)
520TH FIGHTER SQ (A-M7

FIGURE VI-2
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Conversion of CH-34 Squadrons to UH-IH Squadron9

•

(C) The conversion schedule of the four squadrons with their locafions was as follows:

€•;

Squadron

Location

211th
Zl7th
ZlSth
213th

Binh Thuy
Binh Thuy
Nha Trang
Danang

Standdown DateO/}%

Date..

•:
f:•-

•,
•
•.

S(C)
S•
•
;
!•
.•

I May
15 June
Between I Aug & 1 Oct
Between I Sep & 1 Nov

The four squadrons designated for conversion were initially authorized a unit of equipment (UE) of 20 aircraft each. The approved aircraft delivery schedule permitted fulfillment of
UE requirements for all squadrons during 4th Qtr, FY69. Subsequently, during the 3d Qtr,
FY70, the increasing availability of VNAF helicopter pilots from CONUS training and follow-on
helicopter deliveries permitted the beginning of a program to expand the squadron UEs from ZO
to 31 aircraft, which •as to be the standard for all VNAF UH-IH squadrons.
(C)

{.
:

i April
1 April
I May
1 June

The concept of operations for the initial Z0 UE squadrons was as follows:

I. A minimum in-commission rate of 71 percent was to be maintained. This would
provide 14 aircraft for daily operations of which two would "stand-down" for special inspection
and preventive maintenance.

S2.

The 12 remaining operational aircraft would be utilized for troop transport as
follows: 10 for transport, one for maintenance support, and one for standby to replace aircraft
which became nonoperational during a mission.

•
:."
•

3. The required gunships and command and control helicopters would be provided by
USARV until the VNAF squadrons were equipped with additional aircraft commencing in 3d Qtr,
FY70.
4. The squadrons were to be used for operational purposes in the following priorities:
l-airmobile combat operations, Z-medical evacuation, 3-aerial logistic support.

•
/
:
•:
i!!
.
•r•ii•"]P
il

i

Sand

i

(C) In order to train pilots for the UH-Is to be assigned to the four squadrons, an agreement was drawn up between the VNAF and the Ist Avn Bde whereby the VNAF would provide a
total of 55 rotary-wing-qualified pilots to the Ist Avn Bde in a TDY status for UH-ID/H transition and operational training. The training commenced in February with an initial allocation of
13 pilots in the first month and 14 pilots in each of the succeeding months. There were four
training cycles of 90 days each and each cycle was divided into two phases:
I.

Phase I was transition training of 30 days.

2. Phase II was practical experience of 60 days flying various types of missions with
special emphasis on airmobile operations. VNAF pilots were to receive a minimum of Z0 and
maximum of 100 hours of flying time per month. Also, they were to fly all types of missions
not be restrh:ted to any "specialized" flying.

"

(C) It was envisioned that the pilot needs for the reduced UE (20 aircraft) squadrons would
be satisfied through this method of in-country transition training. It was also envisioned that
when the squadron UE was increased from 20 to 31, the additional
required pilots (based on a
crew of ratio of 1:1) would be available from off-shore training in CONUS.
(C) Air gunner, flight engineer, and maintenance training courses also were initiated to
transition and upgrade personnel on the UH-l systems. Transition training was scheduled to
commence during the stand-down dates of the different squadrons. 23

Proposed Modification of VNAF Improvement & Modernization
(S) In a related development, based on DEPSECDEF guidance, DA reviewed the program
and, on 7 Jan, submitted recommendations to JCS. In order to provide for an accelerated program and, at the same time, maintain the combat readiness of US forces worldwide, DA suggested a major substitution of CII-34 helicopters for the UH-Is which were programmed, a
revised pilot training program, and a reduced UE for the VNAF squadrons. The justification
for each suggestion was as follows:

*

1. Substitution of CH-34 for UH-l. The US investment in the RVNAF would be reduced by $193, 000 for each CH-34 substituted because the purchase price of a new UH-IH was
$307,000 and the estimated retrofit cost of a CH-34 was only $134,000. Sufficient CH-34s were
available, according to DA, to support this proposal and could be made available to VNAF by
withdrawing them from US forces, retrofitting them in GONUS, and then shipping them to RVN.
This process could be accomplished within the time frame that VNAF personnel could be trained
to operate and maintain them. As a corollary, the procurement of UH-Is would continue but
with delivery to US forces, rather than to VNAF, to replace CH-34s withdrawn for retrofitting.
The Department of the Army also proposed that procurement should not be considered as an
adlitional cost since the CH-34 was scheduled to be phased out eventually.
2. Revised pilot training program. It was DA's contention that the pacing factor in
any plan to increase the VNAF helicopter force was the training program for the VNAF pilots
and that the full training requirements that COMUSMAGV had proposed in the acceleration of
the Phase I and Phase II programs could not be met without significantly reducing the US helicopter pilot training output. Army aviator training facilities were, at the beginning of 1969,
operating at near capacity, with loads geared to meet Service requirements in RVN. Since
Army aviator requirements for USARV had to be met concurrently with the VNAF pilot program, the use of CH-34s by VNAF would lighten the training load since fewer would be needed.
This would also mean that DA's VNAF expansion alternative using CH-34s could be completed
earlier than other plans.
3. Providing a reduced UE. Due to the adverse impact of the readiness of US forces
worldwide, as well as budgetary implications, DA proposed modifying the authorized strength
of the VNAF helicopter squadrons, According to DA's proposal, sufficient helicopters would
be made available to support a total of 14 squadrons, as follows:
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Number of Sq
2
1
1
10

Type of Sqdn

UE

UH-1
CH-47
CH-34
CH-34

25
16
Z5
18 CH-34s
6 UH-Is

The aircraft could be provided as soon as the VNAF demonstrated that it could receive, effectively utilize, and fully maintain them. The modification would satisfy the total lift capability
requested by MACV more quickly than other proposals while, at the same time, reducing the
dollar cost of equipment provided to VNAF. It also preserved the option of further improvement
and modernization of this force with UH-Is in the future to a level consistent to meet the
threat. 24
(S) In answer to DA's proposal, COMUSMACV, at CINCPAC's request, responded that:
1. Reference the proposed substitution of CH-34s
for UH-1s, this would cause a mixed VNAF fleet and,
S.lthough it would reduce the number of pilots by re"ducing the aircraft UE, it would create the need for
additional maintenance support personnel because of
the need for duplicative support equipment and maintenance capabilities within the mixed units for each
type aircraft. Also, the necessity for dual stockage
of parts, maintenance of supply channels, and related
support equipment for the two types of aircraft would
increase the personnel requirements to operate the
force. In addition, an increase in maintenance problems had been evidenced by CH-34s in RVN in 1968.
The not-operationally-ready-due-to-supply (NORS) rate
on the CH-34 was double that of the UH-I and with an
increase in CH-34s, as proposed by DA, maintenance
and spare parts problems could be expected to increase.
In short, provision oi the CH.34 was not a modernization program.
2. With reference to the training of pilots, GOMUSMACV stated that the proposed savings in the number
of pilots required and pilot training time were a result
of decreasing the number of aircraft in the VNAF structure and not the result of changing aircraft type because,
regardless of the type of aircraft supplied, VNAF helicopter pilot training requirements would remain the same.
3. With reference to the proposed 'educed UE,
COMUSMACV stated that one of the objectives of the
Phase II plan for VNAF was to provide ARVN wvlth a
capability of conducting sustained company and battalion aize operations including air assault, moedcal
evacuation,, resupply, liaison, and command and control.

:... i:- 27'i
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The USARV experience in RVN indicated that the 25
UE would provide approximately 10 lift helicopters
daily. This was not sufficient to provide the minimum daily operational requirements that a VNAF
helicopter squadron would be required to support in
performing the missions mentioned above. A full UE
of 31 (23 airlift and 8 gunships) was considered necessary to meet minimum daily operational requirements
of the 12 UH-1 Phase II VNAF squadrons. Also, the
14 squadron force proposed in the Phase II plan already represented a significant shortfall in the desired
lift capability since the force was predicated on a level
judged attainable by the VNAF and not on the level of
the RVNAF lift requirement. The force, according to
the Phase II plan, was structured to support a 12 division force (one airborne, one Marine, and 10 infantry
divisions), and the UE was modeled after the UH-1
helicopter companies supporting US divisions inonairmobile). The current USARV planning factor called
for 1. 5 such units for support of each ARVN division,
in contrast to the MACV Phase 11 plan which proposed
only one helicopter squadron per division. Thus, to
reduce the squadron UE would further decrease the level
of support to the RVNAF. 25
(S) CINCPAC concurred iully with COMUSMACV~s views and recommended early execution
of the Accelerated Phase 11 plan to JGS with the following additional justification:
1. Since the inception of the RVNAF 1&M program, the UH. 1 had been the helicopter
planned for issue. A change, such as substituting the CH-34 for the UH-i, could well be interpreted by the Vietnamese as a shift in US policy,
2. The DA proposal reduced the total number of helicopters by substItuthag 180 CH-34s
for 262 UH-.s, thus considerably reducing the planned airmobile capability.
3. Comparison of utilization rates of UH-lr and CH-348 in-country indicated a much
better rate for the UH-i, even though it had been in the VNAF inventory -for a much shorter
period of time.
4. Thv conversion of the "Otur CH-34 squadrons to UH- Ia was- not dependent on the
CONUS training of pilots or inalntenance personnel but-could-be accamplished by in-country
transition traliing which was underway, Farthermore, COMUSMACV had indicated that he was
willing to accept degradation of the US capability in order to divtrt'to VNAF 60 UHola which
were scheduled for delivery to USARV (discussed below).
5. Total US helicopter assets both in baing and scheduled for production would be
identical under either, the Phaase U/plan or the DA proposal. ý The DA proposal provided the
VNAF with a capability which w~ssles than the maxi~ix m atta~nsble by -the RVNAF both quantitatively and qualitatively... The Phase II plan w~ald etill leave the RVNAF with an airnobite
capability well below that desired. .but it would be. a inore de.0rLable and better configured

capability than the DA plan.
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(S) In a related development, COMUSMACV, in late December 1968, had requested diversion of 60 UH-1 helicopters from USARV's scheduled deliveries to VNAF in order to accelerate
the VNAF Phase II program. These were intended as a partial fill in converting four CH-34
squadrons to UH-1 squadrons (discussed elsewhere in this chapter) in accordance with the
Phase II plan. The CINCPAC had concurred on 31 Dec 68 and had forwarded the request to JCS.
However, JCS deferred decision and action pending completion of a joint CINCPAC training conference which was scheduled for 6-10 Jan 69.
V

(S) Following the conference and a review of COMUSMACV's and CINCPAC's views on the
DA proposal to modify the VNAF Improvement and Modernization plan, JCS, on 17 Jan,
approved the proposal for diversion of the 60 USARV-bound UH-Is to VNAF and directed DA to
implement action to expedite delivery and reduce USARV's authorization by 60 aircraft.
(S) Shortly thereafter, DA submitted its plan of projected delivery dates of the 60 UH-Is to
VNAF. Also projected were Z5 USAF-funded UH-Is. Following was the total projected deliveries through the end of FY69:
Month
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
TOTAL

USA

USAF
3
3
4
3
1

-

5
18
19
18
60

-

14

TOTAL
3
3
9
21
a0
18
7;

Note: Also Included in FY69 figures were nine USAF-procured aircraft already con hand and two
en route prior to January, making up the total 85 helicopters initially required. 28
(G) The CH-34s to be replaced were programnrud for redistribution to other VNAF CH-34
squadron, for attrition, storage in-country, or for withdrawal and preparation for redeployment

to CONUS. Z9
(C) All four squadrons stood down according to the plan for the transition training and conversion. Training was accomplished on schedule and aircraft doliverie* from CONUS wort
also, for tho most part, on time. The 2 11th Sqdn at Binh Thuy was declared operationally
ready (OR) on I May with its UE of 20 UH-Is. The 217th Sqdn also at Binh Thuy followed suit
and was OR at the end of May. They achieved their 20 UE on 3 Jun. The 215th Sqdn at Nha
Trang, which stood down in May, received their first UH-1 on 16 May. started their transition
flying on 28 May, had their 20 UE by 20 Jun, and were declared OR on 5 Sop. The 2 13th Sqdn,
which stood down on I Jun. received their first aircraft cp 16 Jun. On 24-25 Sep, the squadron
passed the OR! with a C-3 rating. The combat capability C.3 rating was primarily due to a
shortage of personal equipmont, i.e., a shortage of flying suit#. gloves, body armor and
ballistic helmet#, 30
(C) As of 30 Sop, 85 U14-lH helicopters had been delivered and all four squadrons poesensed their UE of 20-Zl aircraft. The waxt input four VNAF was scheduled to bwgin in January
1970. 31
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Logistical Support of VNAF Helicopter Squadrons
(C) A conference with DA, USAF, and MACV representation was condvcted on 18-19 Feb in
Washington to develop policies and procedures for procurement, distribution, and logistical support of helicopters in support of the VNAIF I&M program. Agreement was reached on the
following:
1. The Army assumed full responsibility for providing necessary UH-I helicopters to
meet the currently planned VNAF activation schedules and attrition requirements. Procuremnent, production, and distribution of the aircraft was to be through Armay channels wvith USAF
reimbursing the Army for transportation costs of delivering the aircraft to RYN. Title transfer
of the UH-Is would take place in RVN. The USAF wvould assemble .ý.nd test fly the helicopters
after transfer of title.
2. The USAF had, at that time. contracted for 63 UH-lIs, 11I of which had already bveen
delivered. One hundred and twenty nine additional UH-ls were included in the supplemental
FY69 and 332 in the F'Y70 budget for a total of 514. Using the approved attrition rate ol 3.0 per
100 aircraft, the forecast requirement throug), December 1971 was 580 aircraft. The total rc-.
quirentent through FY73 was 720O. In this light, the conferenice decided that, it necessary, a
supplemental budget request would be, submitted to OSD. The USAF agreed that all UH- I' pro-.
cured by the Arm~y would be reýplaced and that, except for the initial 60 supplied (diverted) by
the Army, as many as possible wvould be draw-n from in-country rosources.
3. All UH-lIs for VNAF would bo H models.
4. Logistical support for t oplecerment componontst and ongino,4 for
would be through tht, exicating Army pipeline.

4

N'AF helicoptoro

S. In addition, VNAF roqairod aircraft for one? CH'-47 scladron WE of 2Z. takin~g *ix
into consideration for attrition) in MaUy 1911. lBut UM"F plan,%ra~led for Only 116AircrAft in the
FY71 budget and thie rtemcining i6 in the FY72 and FY71A Udgots, SInve thte production loadtinie
wh# .4 months, this would rirquirec thW thep atrc-raft he furnished from the Army invntwory, Theo
DA and USAF' syffo were dietocvd to studF the, feasibility of inviuding the roquirernent In the)Y70 buduct.
Traning

tVA~Flt ivjterji ov

(S) A VNNAF 1, _iln~in Plan Coordlination Meeting wao hvid by CAMOAC 44t HAwaii doring the
iueae
n Vruig
upport
period 6-10 Jan to adlreis fixetd wing an$lfýtjrVy wXing pilo~t
Meiiing. Arid E0411ish IManuage Ivaininfi.
Alnvegrd to the VXAr helivaptsri pilot t-a~nltvg, tho
meating produied three courses of action.
1. Tvaln 1, 416 VXAF pilot* durwiu, the pkeriod October 1161, tixrough stepteIPM6r 1170 bV
itwrtasiin the, US traiolfit base to nmaimurnt capacity alld t
aigthe noutbbr Of US Pitrainred during thve petiod bw 1.214. toins Plant would havv a serious1 im~p ig of; the tour ivtVrAIS
for US pui.vto or an nuninlg Ievi1s for US pilots in Rt X oi~nti othor short tuar iarmas..
.1. Contiflue US Pilot trainiog it the rN~iireti Itevs buat 4espaid the traintiogbret
4weommodate VNAP pilot trAtinng. This *ould invaivr OPan ikoA ot factlitiet akt a £051x Mf
approxhuatatey ski Million anid procurviuvat of an iaditiutiona Z15 PtimlAry helicptitt trainer 4Md
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102 UH-l aircraft. This alternative would extend the MACV activation schedule by two to six
months and the overall program by approximately one year.
3. Combine courses of action one and two by expanding the training base and training
1,475 VNAF pilots in the required time frame. This would result in a shortfall of 1,482 in
trained US pilots during the period as opposed to the 2,214 which would result from the first
alternative. 33
S 't

(S) In response to a CINCPAC query, COMUSMACV stated a preference for the first course
of action. However, CGUSARPAC favored the second and proposed a fourth: conduct only the
primary helicopter coursein CONUS and return the cadets to RVN for transition training. This
training could be conducted by %Asingthe prevailing VNAF helicopter capability, by attaching the
cadets to US assault helicopter companies scheduled for inactivation, or a combination of both.
This alternative would be advantageous in that it would:
1. Obviate the need for expanding the CONUS traming base.
2.

Obviate the requirement for diversion of the 104 UH-I helicoptvrs.

w. Reduce CONUS training time by approximatviy 50 percent, thus rvdutcing the drawdown on US pilot training.
iS) CINCPAC opposed this additional course of action on the grounds that it w• s not advisabie to undertake trAnsition training in RVN at thi.s tie
bec-auste of thw adverse impat on combat
operations and the drain an the limittd logistical oupport. Instead, he retoninwndtd thatu
I.

Tho •irst -!.ornatkve be adopted: i.e. train VNkAF pilots it live

oft US pilots.

2. An in-coun~ry VNAF tranaition program be vstablishwd When combat Candtitons an1
logistical suipport permit.

L* An in-4countcy VNAr heliceopter pilirt undeirgradu' ate program
pilots be- establ-ishred wvhen conditions and rrsourve,* Permit.

wi train replacement

W
S On I Feh, XtS a-pproVed support ioe CINCPAC t sý ret-ornierdaiioo to train VNAV. pilots
int liero kii US pilatscomenin in Ocetober and u4rgvd that an"y nd~al
whlkh tnov develop
i# the VNAV IMN- program ho reported -A,- #00"n as Possible in4 Order to diiknisfh tihe sok.t-etc0 tlii
part ot the retluced US pilot output

-hich would orvtcr (or the 4.ratiotn of thr VNAP training pr-

* grm. itS also pointed out that, tit-si

reterencr to io-Vountz-1 trainau9 programs for VNAF

pilots, approval t10 pan for th01m1 when tontiunon
approval of the 'Phase It plan. •

4nd re•ourcs permitte*d was implitit in the

*|1kIc mertlasntenanc e and Sulpport Vrainin

(S) The VNAV training Plan Cooredinautig Meetvug -tonducted int lUwaAi 6-10 Jan conlue~do

ttnaisn

•1. An add4itiotal 2. 440 space. *ere
helicopter mechanics.
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w~a~'~
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The Army's resources should be utilized since USAF did not have the training

facility.
3. The current capacity of the Army's training facilities (6,630 spaces per year) was
inadequate to support both the VNAF and Army requirements.
4. If projected losses in the Army training base personnel could be restored and if
sufficient funds could be provided, an adequate training capability could be established to support the total requirements in time to meet the VNAF I&M Program activation dates.
(S) Based oi, these conclusions, CINCPAC recommended that funds and personnel be provided to the Army t:'aining base to support the total training requirement.
(S) Iii early February, JCS approved these recommendations and directed that action be
taken to increase the CONUS training base to permit the training of VNAF mechanics and support personnel in addition to meeting US and other foreign requirements. 36

A-IE/A37B Conversion
(C) A portion of the VNAF I&M Program included the conversion of part of the fighter force!
from the old propeller-driven Dc.uglas A-lE aircraft to the new and modern jet-powered A-37B
aircraft. The overall plan called for the conversion of three units - the 516th, 520th, and 524th
Ftr Sqdns - in 1969. The equipnment necessary for the conversion had started to arrive incountry in November 1968 with delivery of the first A-37. Follow-on shipments continued every
month until May at which time the full complement of 54 A-37B aircraft was realized. As the
aircraft arrived and were assembled, they were distributed to the 524th, 520th and 516th Sqdns
in that order. Each squadron's UE was 18 aircraft. During 1968 and the first half of 1969, aircrew and maintenance training was conducted for the three squadrons at both in-courtry and offshore (GONUS) sites, with the same squadron priorities as had been established for distribution
of the aircraft.
(C) The final results were achieved when the three squadrons underwent VNAI" Hq-directed
Operational Readiness Inspections (ORIs). The 524th Sqdn took its ORI on 18 Mar and was declared OR on 26 Mar, and the 520th Sqdn underwent Its OR1 on 28 Apr and was declared OR on I
May. However, when the 516th Sqdn took its OR1 on 25 Jun, it failed, primarily because the
ORI was conducted one month prior to the date scheduled according to the rnaater plan. There
were insufficient pilots, aerospace ground equipment (AGE) and special tools were lacking, and,
in grneral, training had not progressed sufficiently. It was given another OR1 in July which it
pas.,ed and was declared OR in the same month. 3

C-47/AC-47 Conversion
(C) On 30 Jun, the VNAF took delivery oni their first five AC-47 gunships as a further step
in the 1&M program. The aircraft were deliveired to the 417th Trans Sqdn at Tan Son Nhut AB.
On that same date, the squadron was redesignated the 417th Cbt Sqdn Aud was relieved of its
transport mission. Its new mission was to provide responsive and effective aerial fire and i,1umination support of friendly forces. The squadron UE waj 15 aircraft, and the transfer of the
balance of the gunships (16) to the squadron was completed by the end of August. In
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reciprocation, the VNAF transferred eight C-47s that were previously used by the squadron
back to the USAF.
(C) The 417th Sqdn started the conversion on 30 Jun as a C-I-rated, C-47 transport squadron. During July, the first month of conversion, it reverted to a C-2 rating but regained a C-I
in Augus3t. Also in August, the 417th Gbt Sqdn assumed full responsibility for the Tan Son Nhut
AC-47 gunships and illumination missions in III and IV CTZ. By September, the squadron had
completed AC-47 conversion training, well within the 90 days allocated. An ORI was conducted
by the VNAF-IG on 6 and 7 Oct and the 417th Cbt Sqdn was declared operationally ready with a
C-I rating. 38

Special Air Mission Squadron
(S) On 25 Mar, the Chief of the Air Force Advisory Group (AFGP) advised MACV that an
excessive number of VNAF combat aircraft, particularly the UH-1, were being used for VIP
support of GVN officials. He recommended that VNAF VIP support be limited to the proposed
Special Air Mission (SAM) squadron and that the SAM squadron UE be reviewed for sufficiency.
He also requested early approval of the UE and activation of the squadron. It was determined
that all aircraft and equipment for the VNAF SAM squadron had been requested in January and
February. Evaluation of the UE for the squadrons indicated no change was required, and on 2z
Apr, CofS, MACV informed AFOP that it supported the SAM squadron UE as approved and requested that VNAF be advised to activate the VNAF SAM squadron at the earliest practicable
date. 39
(C) On 30 Jun, the 314th VNAF SAM Sqdn was activated at Tan Son Nhut Airbase and had in
its inventory four UH-1H helicopters, two U-17s, and five VC-47s. Its mission was to provide
in-country and out-of-country air transportation for designated VlPs. 40
Note: VNAF units and locations as of the end of the year are shown on Figure VI-4.

Shortage of 0-1 Aircraft in VNAF
(S) In late October 1968, the Air Force Advisory Group (AFOP) had reported to Chief of
Staff, Air Force (CtAF) that a serious sh,-rtage of 28 0-1 aircraft existed in VNAF. The VNAF
had only 52 okt of an authorization of 80 aircraft, a 65 percent fill rate. These aircraft were
"urgentlyneeded for VNAF ALO/.FAC operations and A1FGP requested the scheduled delivery
dates and mode of transportation of these much-neoded aircraft. CSAF advised AFGJP that the
only source of 0-Is was from redistribution and that there were no 0-Is projected to become
excess to requirements in the near
He had stated further that future avaiiability
iutur.
dopendd on three factorst

.

i.

Receipt of new production PAC aircraft (O.QA, and OV-10As).

2.

Attainment of authotized UE strengtzh.

3.

Status of conflict.

1"'
W also had indicated that delivery date* oWcturrently-proeramnr•d MASF requirernts could
not be given a4 that time (5 Dec 68).

4
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LOCATIONS OF VNAF ORGANIZATIONS
AS OF 31 DECEMBER 1969

[0TH
213TH
219TH
516TH

DANANG

LIAISON SQ (0-I/U-IT)
HELD SO (UH-IH)
HELO SQ (H-34)
FIGHTER SQ (A-37)

114TH LIAISON SQ CO-I/U-I?)
215TH HELO SQ (UH-IH)
524TH FIGHTER SQ (A-37)

UCTZ

U

12TH SCH SO (U-1YA)

SAI

9IfN MCA112TH

514TH
510TH
52tTH
AIR 1.00

LIAISON SO (W-Ih/I.I.1)
FIGHTER SQ tA-I)
FIGHTER 30 (A-1)
FIGHTER SO (P-S)
CMO

VNAF HEADQUARTERS
314TH SAM S0 (VC-010U-ItU-1 ?)
413TH TRANS S0 (C-110S)

415TH TRANS so (C-47)
SO (AC-47)
417TM UCAIRAT

Hot") LCAISOI so (O.IiU-I?1)
titTH HELO $0 CUR-IH)l

fA(ThEL

$0 tWu".00~
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(S) Under the VNAF I&M program, USAF was scheduled to transfer 0-is to VNAF. However, delivery to VNAF from 7AF inventory had slipped by mid-January because 7AF had not
received the 0-2 replacements for the 0-is. 41

*

~.

(S) In late January, GINCPAC informed JCS that the problem of 0-is for VNAF still existed, that there were no 0-1 aircraft available in PACOM to fill the shortages, and recoinmended that necessarK action be taken to provide VNAF with the required 0-is from other than
PACOM resources.4
(S) In response to this request, JCS, on 10 Feb, informed CINOPAC that the Army currently had a requirement for more 0-Is than were available or projected to become available.
Also, the USAF had no 0- Is currently available and could not accurately forecast meeting the
VNAF requirements. JCS planning of 0-i deliveries to VNAF was primarily dependent on 0-2
and OV-10 production and deliveries to USAF units in SEA. Based on current projection of FAG
aircraft deliveries to these units, sufficient 0-is were programmed to become available to provide VNAF with the requi red 28 0-is starting the first quarter FY70 and being completed in the
second quarter FY70. 43
(S) On 20 May, CINCPACAF requested HQ USAF approval to transfer 42 0-1 aircraft to the
VNAF at a rate of 10 per month, June through August, and two per month, September through
February 1970. This transfer schedule would permit 7AF to maintain its authorized FAC aircraft strength in June and be five to 13 aircraft short of authorization in July and August, due to
the schedule and timing which the replacement aircraft were being delivered in-country. However, this degradation was acceptable in view of the I&M Program. Approval was given to this
plan and the first 10 aircraZft were turned over to the VNAF on 23 Jun. These aircraft were
distributed among the I110th, I112th, 114th, and 116th Ln Sqdns. 44'

(C) The second increment of 0-Is were transferred on schedule during July bringing the
total delivery to 20 for the year. 4

*

(S) Twelve more 0-Is were delivered in August bringing the total to 3Z aircraft in the inventory. This amount was enough to bring the four VNAF 0.1 squadrons up to their authorized
strength. The remaining 10 0.1s which were scheduled for transfer between October 1969 and
February 1970 (two per mionth) were for attrition purposes. 46
VNAF Rec ruitin~g
lU)it
order to alleviate the shot'tage of VNAF pilot candhdatcs

randuin on Z9 Doe 68 which autharizod tht- VNAF

JQS had issued a inero-

to recruit, without limitation, service person-

nel in the grades of 1--rvate through'&econd lieutenant in ARWN and RF units who fulfilled the
preocribed i~ltorA, which included.&.posests
1

a Blaccalaureate I Degree.

Z.. Att~ined .2a ytairv oi age or under,.
3, _Sigmn pkvlgel; which committed the porson to eight years of a r ice offective the

-date oi gra4u*U44io~rorn pilot training.
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Have 20/50 vision (changed from 20/20 in January 1969).

Training for those who were qualified and could pass the physical examination included incountry English language training and off-shore pilot training in the CONUS. NCOs and EM who
volunteered for transfer to the VNAF would be promoted to regular aspirant upon graduation and
to second lieutenant after 24 months. 47
(U) Despite this recruiting campaign, the prestige, flight pay, and officer commission (for
the NCOs and EM), the program was not very successful as the majority of the ARVN and RF
commanders did not adequately support or properly encourage their qualified personnel to apply
for transfer to the VNAF. As a result, JGS issued a second memorandum on 10 Feb in which it
reiterated the extreme importance of this program. The memorandum also directed the commanders at all levels to support the recruiting program, help and assist VNAF representatives
who would be visiting the units for recruiting purposes, and forward without delay any and all
requests for transfer to the VNAF. It further warned that unit commanders would be held responsible to the JGS for all complaints made by those who did not attend the pilot training course
due to failure to forward requests. At the same time, MACV sent word to its advisors to urge
their counterparts to comply with the two memorandums and to render maximum support to the
program. 48
(U) On . Mar, JGS issued still a third memorandum to the field.

This one was an adjunct

to the 29 Dec 68 memo and further expanded the recruiting base for pilot trainees to include all
PF personnel, conscripts, and newly recruited volunteers. Additionally, the memo amended
the requirement for visual acuity to permit the wearing of corrective lenses for farsightedness
and modified the procedures for the medical processing of program volunteers in order to
facilitate early determination of their physical qualifications. 49
(C) On 15 Mar, JGS, in still another attempt to recruit VNAF pilot trainees, drew up a
roster of second lieutenants and aspirants, by unit, who were to be given screening physical
examinations which were intended to identify those individuals to receive flight physicals.
Flight physicals for qualified officers were to be announced at a later date and training physicals
were to be completed by 15 Apr. The purpose of this move was to identify a reserve of pilot

candidates as a third priority resource to ensure achievement of the VNAF pilot recruiting
goals. so
Vietnamese Navy

(U) The Vietnamese Navy (VNN) had been organized in 1954 when the French relinquished
their control of the country to the Vietnamese. The French Navy haci left the VNN with 14 ships,
6 Dinassaute (River Assault Groups), and a small cadre of well trained Vietnamese officers and
petty officers. In 1955 USN advisors had been assigned to assist in the development of the VNN.
This effort had expanded as the VNN had embarked on a full scale insurgency. To counter sea
infiltration of arms and men from the north, the VNN reestablished the sea anti-infiltration
force concept used by the French. A fleet of ton sail-only junks hal been formed and assigned
to operate in the area of the 17th parallel. It had been manned by paramilitary personnel. By
1961 the VNN had a force of 23 ships, the largest of which were LSMs, 197 boats, and a personnel strength of 5, 000 men. Morale had been high, but the VNN forces had not been sufficient to
counter the growing enemy infiltration threat. Additional assets had been requested from the
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US. The years 1962-1964 had marked a rapid expansion of the VNN. Training facilities, repair
bases, and logistics support facilities had been established; communications equipment and networks had been improved; and organization and administrative procedures were strengthened.
The number of ships had increased to 44 and the personnel strength to 8, 100. By the end of
1965 the VNN had almost doubled its 1964 personnel strength. This was in part, the result of
having integrated the paramilitary junk force into the Navy. This force, an off-shoot of the
small anti-infiltration fleet established by the VNN in 1956, had been taken over by the Ministry
of Defense in 1960. By 1965 it had grown to well over 100 junks, and the RVN ordered it reincorporated into the VNN. At the end of 1967 the personnel strength of the VNN had increased
to 16,300. The number of ships had increased to 65, the River Assault Group (RAG) craft to
232, junks to 290 and 5Z other miscellaneous craft. Throughout 1968 the VNN had placed emphasis on the improvement and expansion of their training programs. This action was predicated upon anticipation of gaining increased responsibility in the war effort as well as additional
waterborne assets from the US. By the end of 1968 long range plans for the turnover of the
majority of the USN waterborne assets in RVN had been formulated.

Force Structure and Equipment Increases
(S) At the beginning of 1969, the Phase II force structure of the Vietnamese Navy (VNN)
was under consideration and study at DOD. The requested allocation was for 30, 805 spaces, an
increase of 10, 461 over the Phase I approved structure. On 12 Feb, DEPSECDEF, in a memorandum to CJCS and SECNAV, approved the VNN force structure with two changes. First, he
deferred the decision on providing the two destroyer escorts (DEs) to VNN due to future uncertainties which made it difficult to determine the role of the USN in a post-war RVN. Second,
DEPSECDEF approved a VNN force structure of 28, 700 spaces which he considered adequate to
man all the equipment which was to be provided to the VNN. This authroization was 2, 105
spaces short of that requested. 51
(C) The approved Accelerated Phase II plan increased the number of ships and crafts for
VNN from 171 to a total of 257 (an 86 increase). For specific identity of vessels selected for
increase, turnover to the VNN and year end progress see Chapter V, ACTOV section.
(S) On 26 Feb, JCS requested CINCPAC to furnish, if appropriate, additional justification
for the two DE. This request was passed on to COMUSMACV and on 13 Mar, justification outlined below was provided to CINCPAC:
1. The VNN had to patrol over 1, 200 miles of coastline to prevent infiltration from the
sea. The VNN had no ship capable of operating effectively in the 8-foot seas which occurred 15
percent of the time during the northeast monsoon, a highly probable infiltration period. The
NVN historically preferred coastal infiltration into RVN and had repeatedly attempted to infiltrate trawlers which represented a potential VC resupply of 100 tons of war material per
trawler. If not deterred, NVN could use coastal infiltration rather than the Ho Chi Minh Trail
or the Sihanoukville--Cambodian border route. These DE would provide the VNN with the
detection and intercept capability required.
2.

The DE was the only all-weather ship capable of intercepting a 20-knot trawler.

3. Indications were that for many years the VNAF would not be able to furnish assets
for an air barrier similar to the MARKET TIME P3 barrier. For this reason the DEs were
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even more necessary in the outer surface barrier to provide an all-weather detection and intercept capability during periods of no air cover and a reaction capability in case the US" should
fly a covert MARKET TIME patrol in the future.
4. Should the NVN oppose coastal surveillance forces, the VNN was inferior in firepower, speed, and all-weather capability. In any attack, NVN would have the furth..-r advantage
of being able to concentrate its forces while the VNN would be required to defend a i, ZOO mile
coastline.
5. There were no ships in the approved VNN that could successfully oppose PCEs or
the torpedo boats of the north. In fact, a DE against these forces would be marginal, but what
was proposed for the VNN was the minimum cost force'that had at least a modest capability
against the NVN Navy.
6. If the war continued at its present pace and MARKET TIME forces were continued,
it was argued that two DEs turned over to the VNN could replace USN DEs that would save over
$1. 6 million per year in US personnel costs and would release about 370 USN personnel for
other duty 5
(S) CINCPACFLT strongly endorsed the requirement to provide two DEs to the VNN and on
13 Mar stated in a message to CINCPAC:
CINCPACFLT concurs with (COMUSMACV's)
comments... A DE for VNN is approved in the JSOP.
The seaborne infiltration threat to the SVN coastline
is very real and the potential for a surge in enemy
capabilities is quite evident. To counter this real
and potential threat, it is incumbent on the US to provide the VNN with the necessary defensiv.e equipment.
The ships and craft currently approved for VNN are
not adequate. The seaborne threat is more real to
SVN than to other countries .n PACOM which have DEs.
As a matter of concern is the effect of not meeting our previously announced int tntion of providing at
least one DE to the VNN. ShoulI we fail to deliver on
what the VNN certainty considers a US commitment
to properly provide for the VNN, the high level of
esprit de corps which is evident will fade and may
affect our overall Phase HA plans. Active enthusiastic
support by the VNN is essential to accomplish the
ACTOV program. Any delay costs money and lives
possibly far out of proportion to two Drs scheduled
for inactivation soon. Additionally, we must be prepared to logically explain why we have decided that the
VNN has less need for a principal combatanc ship than
other US supported PACOM navies. Some principal
combatant ship numbers are: Korea 5, China 12,
Philippines 1, Thailand 1, Indonesia 23. The mere
fact that other navies perhaps are overstrength will
scarcely mollify the VNN disappointment at our
reluctance to support them fully. 53
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(S) On 15 Mar, CINCPAC concurred in the justifications submitted by COMUSMACV and
CINCPACFLT and recommended to the JCS that the two DEs deleted from the Phase II Plan be
restored as a necessary augmentation in order to achieve and maintain a balanced VNN, capable
of coastal patrol and fire support activities. He further requested early approval of the two DEs
to permit commencement of the required training and associated planning necessary to accept
these ships. 5

Z

(S) On 30 Apr, the SECDEF approved the two DEs for the VNN that had been deferred in his
decision of 12 Feb.
(S) On 7 May, COMUSMACV requested an increase of 250 spaces and 10 Coast Guard
Patrol Boats (WPB) for the VNN. The rationale behind this request was that only 69 of the 100
PCFs requested in the Phase II plan had been approved by SECDEF, and the increase in WPBs
from the approved 16 in the Phase II plan to 26, which represented the total Coast Guard assets
in RVN, would partially offset this deficit in PCF requirements and would provide some relief
to the shortfall in RVNAF coastal defense and surveillance which existed at the time. The 250
personnel were needed to man and maintain the additional WPBs. CNO, CINCPACFLT, the
Coast Guard Commandant, and CINCPAC concurred in this action. 55
(S) Military Assistance Command, Vietnam was notified on 14 Jun that informal coordination with OSD indicated probable approval of the turnover of the additional 10 WPBs; however,
the increase in the VNN spaces would probably be disapproved unless there was strong justification. The OSD view was that the required increase in the VNN strength could be accomplished
by adjusting the service strength within the approved RVNAF force structure, (COMUSMACV
was authorized to make adjustments up to five percent of each service so long as he remained
within the limits of the force structure. ) This was the same rationale that prevailed in the
approval of the transfer of the two DEs without a corresponding increase in the VNN strength.
(S) The JCS suggested that maximum use should be made of COMUSMACV's adjustment
authority for all minor adjustments of service strengths until the RVNAF demonstrated its
.ability to fulfill the currently-approved force level. The JCS also suggested that, in view of the
previous OSD position on strength increases for the two DEs, it might be more appropriate to
raise the strength ceiling by a significant single incrementL rathc-r than by a s.-.ies of small
increases. 56

RVNAF Amphibious Task Force

iý7

(C) As far back as Mar 1968, MACV had been urging the Vietnamese to form a force similar to the US Mobile Riverine Force (for a detailed discussion of the US MRF', see 1968 MACV
Command History, Vol 1, pp 242-Z43). At that time COMUSMACV had forwarded a recommendation to the CJ0 S for the formation of a Vietnamese Riverine Warfare Group composed of VNN
and VNMC elements. During the ensuing six months, there had been numerous exchanges of
letters and several conferences between MACV and JOS on the subject. The 3JS agreed in the
need for such a force, but had wanted to defer its formation until the VNN's River Assault
Forces could be modernized. in September 1968, COMUSMACV had recommended to the CJGS
that an Amphibious Task Force be established without waiting for the turnover of USN craft, At
about the same time, the Phase 11 RVNAF force structure had been finalized. The rationale, at
that time, had recognized that the Mekong Delta would remain the center of li.surgency and
would require amphibious/riverine forces for surveillance and control. To meet this requiremont, the RVNAF-approved force structure included sufficient VNN ships and river &*aault
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craft to lift a total of nine VNMC battalions, It was envisioned that the combination of VNN and
VNMC units operating from strategically located bases in the Delta and formed into an integrated amphibious team would provide a significant force capable of countering insurgency
throughout the region. In late October 0968, the JGS had directed the formation of an amphibious task forc~e (ATF) composed of one VNMC battalion and two VNN RAGs to be activated 1 Dec
68. The ATF had been reluctantly activated as scheduled but only operated for one week before
operations were suspended because of poor coordination between JGS and ARVN commanders.
This problem had been the subject of a mid-December JOS conference, but no solution was
reached. The subject had been temporarily dropped by the JGS.
(C) In March, the JGS prepared a draft SOP for the new formation of an ATF (TF 211) to be
composed of six new RAIDs and three VNMC battalions. Soon thereafter, the VNN prepared a
somewhat different SOP for the assimilation of the same six RAIDs into the Navy.
(C) According to the JGS proposal the primary mission of the ATF would be to conduct
riverine operations. It would be utilized as an element of the general reserve, with OPOON to
the CTZ commanders of the CNO, VNN depending on the type of operations. It would be
employed as a "joint" entity with only JGS having the authority to separate it into VNN and
VNMC elements. Also, the CTZ commanders could request OPCON of the ATF or an ATO
f rom JGS.
(C) According to the VNN proposal, the ATF would be composed of only the six VNN RAII~s
with infantry elements attached, as necessary and required for operations. The primary mission would be to control water LO~s. It would be used as an organic uwit of the VNN under the
VNN CNO, who would determine the AWs, or under the OPCON of the CTZ commander, upon
request, for limited operations.
(C) In the final analysis, MACV favored and recommended employment of the JGS proposal
for the following reasons.
1. It was a more versatileand effective force and would be preferred for any type of
riverine operation.
Z.

The J0.5 proposal made better use of the specialized training and capabilitics of

both the VN4N and VNMC. Separatit employmient of these forces could only be atutllorixed by JOS.
3. -The joint A !F bette r repliacod. the US MRF than would a solely naval force,

4. The ATF, as an integiratod force of the General Reserve, could react faster than a
force, that would have to be organited for each operation.
W)l The ATF, under the JOIS proposal .would have the following command aaid control
L. The CINO, VNN and the-CC, VNMC would be respnsible for their componfonts of
the A TF and would have comnnand, toss OPCON, of their e lemouts. Since the ATF would be an
elemntor of the General Rover~ve the JOS would kavv OPCON.
2. For large opjerationts. shre" tht on~hrv force would-be required. the JOS could pa~s
OPOON to a 0TZ commander.

.
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3. If only one of the task groups would be required for an operation, the JGS could
pass OPCON of one task group to a CTZ commander who could then pass it to DTA commander
if conditions warranted. The other two task groups of the ATF would remain under the OPCON
of -the JGS.
*

4.

For an interdiction missicn, the JGS could pass OPCON of a task group to the CNO.

(C) The JGS proposal did not address the question of a specific commander for the ATF or
any of the task groups, but, in accordance with the MACV doctrine for riverine operations, if
the mission of the ATF or any of the group s wertý to deny Li-e use of a wAer'..ay systfm, or to
maintain control of riverine LOGs, the overall c.am.angcr should bc a naval officer. If the
mission, however, was to establish or maintain control of riverine LOGs and contigious land
areas, or to locate and destroy enemy forces, supplies and equipment, the overall commander
should be a ground commander.
(S) The JGS proposal, which MACV concurred in and highly recommended an early execution date for, was a positive JGS response to a MAC V proposal for the atcainnent of the Phase
II force structure goals in the improvement of the RVNAF. 57
(C) The Vietnamese Navy was organized into six operational forces, four coastal forces,
and four area commands. (See Figure VI-5.) Lines of command had been clarified and
operational control of the various forces delegated to Force commanders. Additionally, the
country was divided for organization and simplicity into four coastal zones and two riverine
areas, each under a zone or area commander.
(C) Coastal Forces. The Coastal Forces of the VNN consisted of 20 coastal groups. Each
of the coastal groups was subordinate to one of the four VNN Coastal Zone commanders, A
coastal zone corresponded geographically to one of the four CTZs with ihe exception of III CI'Z
which extends into IV CTZ. (See Figure VI-6,) The primary mission of the groups was to conduct coastal surveillance in order to prevent infiltration from the sea and to prevent illegal
coastal transhipment of military contraband. The secondary missions included the support of
small unit amphibious warfare operations, resources control, intelligence, and psychological
warfare operations. Because of the variance in the tactical situation which existed in the
vicinity of the coastal groups, their make-up varied considerably, using assets of Command,
Yabuta, and Kien Giang junks as required.
(U) River Forces. The River Forces included the RAGs, RAIDs, and RPGs, The prinary
missions of these groups were amphibious assault and interdiction operations. Their secondary
mission was riverino security/waterway control. RAGs 81 abd 91 were responsible for escorting shipping and minesweeping on rivers and canals of the Delta. There was nc. Vietnamese
commander of the River Force; however, tho commanders of TF 211, 212, 214, Third anti
Fourth Riverine Areas, who commanded the RAIDs, RAGs, and RPGs had advisors assigned to
coordinate information and studies on the various components of the River Forces. River
Forces were composed of 12 RAGs. six RAIDs, and four RPGs. The units wore administratively assigned as follows in the locations indicated:
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Third Riverine Areas
RAG
RAG
RAG
RAG

Nha
Cuu
Nha
Guu

22
24
28
30

Be
Long
Be
ýong

Fourth Riverino. Areas
RAG
RAG
RAG
RAG

Dong Tarn
Vinh Long,
C an Tho
Long Xuyen
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I Coastal Zone -Danang
Trang/Qui Nhon
Ii Coastal lone -Nha
III Coastal Zone - An Thoi/(Phu Quoc Island)
IV Coastal Zone - Vung Tau/Can Tho/Chau Duc
Rung Sat Special Zone - Nha Be

f

All Fleet Comi-and ships were horneported in Saigon and normally returned there after deplomerits. Overhauls, major repair, and maintenance of the Fleet Command ships were accomplisg,.d at the Vanal Shipyard and the YR 9601 in Saigon. The shipyard was capable of performiing major overhauls on any ship in the VNN. The YR 9601 (Floating Workshop) was equipped to
perform all repair and overhaul work excep! shaft, screw, and underwater hull work. Normally
the YR was reserved for PGNM rtopair support, however, "ship-to -shop" repairs were accepted
from other ships.
MU Flotilla I - Patrol Ships. Flotilla I waz: composed of 411patrol ships. They wtere
organi?.ed into four squadrons. The patrol types included LSSLs and LSILs which wert- normally operated only in flivorine Areas or the Rung Sat Special Zone; although. on accasion, they
wvere assigned *ht- four coastal ?ones. Such duties included gunfire support for the coastal
groups or other units requiring assistance, PSYOP light logis tic /pe rsonnel lift m-issions and
patrol of ~MARKET TIME stations. These, operational -omm~itnients required 50 pe-rcent of the
patrol flotilla be deployed at all times. Toi muet that requirement, normal patrol routine was
40 days ilt Sea for POWs andi 50 days for L.SILs, PCEs, PCs. and WSCs. Fleet Caltimand
patrol sHips assigned to the rivoritie areas provided naval gonifiro support as well as paitrolling
fihe main waterways ini the riverino are-as. They onfo-rcutl arca curfews and coinducted light
logistic personnel lifts. One river patrol unit was assigned asi vonvoy escort on tho Motkting
River to and from the Camboedian border.
(11) Flotilla Ilk Logistik-is
Flotillai 11 was vomposedi of 44 lotiistic ,hips whichi wt-re
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promulgated an annual training plan by calendar year. The annual training plan contained a
listing of courses to be conducted at each training center, convening and graduation dates for
each course, and the number of students to attend. A basic on-the-job training program was
promulgated by VNN Headquarters for use on board ship. The CO of each ship was responsible
for scheduling and conducting such training. ARVN schools were utilized for training in administration, finance, supply, intelligence, and various other subjects. VNN Headquarters assigned
all personnel to Glass "A" and "B" schools. The short courses, whicin were conducted at Naval
Tr~aining Center (NTC) Saigon were the only ones which accepted personnel from units at the request of their COs. Policy required that all perso~nnel attend the Class "A" schools. Trainees
were selected on the basis of classification assigned each recruit upon graduation from the
Recruit Training Center.
(U) Training Bureau. The Training Bureau promulgated the school schedules and approved
and issued curricula for courses; established training goals and needs; conducted inspection of
training centers, and selected and assigned students to schools.
(U) Navai Training Center Sai on. The. Naval Training Center (NTC) wvas located at Fleet
Command Headquarters. It conducted Class "B" and "C" schools, English language training,
and Warrant Officer training. Prospective commanding officer and executive officer cou~rses
were scheduled to begin in spring of 1970,
(U) Naval Training Center, Nha Tran g. TIhe NTC at Nha Trang includced the Vietnamese
Naval Academy and the Enlisted Training Center. The training center conducted classf s in the
English languAige and Class "A" training, The course length of the 540-man Naval Academy
was 44 week~s, preceded by nine weeks of ARVN basic training. Two classes were in training.
simultaneously where midshipmen could specialize in eithet litte or en~gineering studies.
(U) Naval Tranhmm
enter, Cam R~anh Ila.
The center at Cam Ranh B~ay conductetl train-.
ing in Class "A" schools for 64natswaints Mate, Gunners Mate, Yeoman, D~isbursing Clerk,. ado
Commis~sarynman, An Advisory team of three officero and nine enlisted USN perPsonný.lI wevre
assigned to the venter.
(U) off-shore Trninng
In addition to in.%ýuntry training, the VNIN studtents rteceived a
wide variety of training iný IJN shcols through the Military Assistatnct Off-Shore Trainling Program. The program consisted of both office.r and enlisted trainees and took~ thle form of formal
svhooling, inndoctrinatdon tours. of US facilitxies, and OJT on board US hips
Th, ffl hoijý
teaitilno. needts of the VNN wero revieweod once aysn%%ully, in the fall, and r "piestv (tor the n c.x
IiSVIAl vkar werý' madev.
Ainticipatod nooth; f~ir a l~ive year period were projec~ted,! When-tho progrum for the nvxt fiawai yriar was approved, seetOnf
cAntJidAtk.- wore, selkctOd oil the basisi
of Zngli~h langwago. ability, rank/ratv, previotis "xperionvo, andi educ.ation,

Viintrimetzo Ffrrit-Cetrtnt Swift Itoa and Vinor
(C) Although the ideA of titililnlg ferr-cemenvt for naval construction originoally was teSted
in lEuropo durling thc n~t-nineteenth t~rntury, theý YNN hdnten
it'c
dtotunti
ay
1969. Qu~kh to xvo wnom of the possibi1ltvs* for fe*'ro-cement wateeborne craf~t, the VINN bogan
1o0Strovtion of I prototypeo
)%I~cmntjnk.
The pecject wis completed In .1'WPtemhVr when
the firm-t uch Junk was lAunehvet at the VNN Shipyard in Saigon. With lhe. p trposv of thi, ferroVt'e
nt buildilig progr'.Itl "otlined to irlovido the VNN with tile cApubility to m4ývt their opel
tio.nal. rqtirontents for bout*. the decisloiit w~.s matie to dosign and dovelop a forro~c~emotn Swift

4I4

boat (PCF) similar in construction to the aluminum USN PCFs and an experimental river craft
termed the VIPER. After the VNN engineers had completed the design of the vessel, they joined
forces with the shipyard employees to complete the prototype of each craft in only four months.
On the afternoon of 20 Dec, the launching of the two craft was held in Saigon.
(C) The ferro-centent Swift boat displaced 55, 000 pounds, and was 50-feet long and 12-feet
wide. It had a designed top speed of approximately 20 knots and armament identical to the
aluminum USN craft. See Chapter V. The 28-foot VIPER was an experimental river craft designed for river interdiction missions and escort and heavier fire support for the PBRs. It
displaced 12, 000 pounds and had a top speed of 16 knots. The VIPER was armed with an automatic grenade launcher and two M-60 machine guns. There was a four-man crew for the boat.
The cost of the ferro-cement PCF was approximately one-half the USN version. Similarly, the
construction cost of the VIPER was one-sixth the estimated cost of a fiberglass version.

Regional Forces/Popular Forces

(S) In late February, COMUSMACV requested CINCPAC's approval to plan for a 10, 000
space increase in the RVNAF force structure ceiling to accommodate a conversion of CIDG
troops to RF, His justification for this action was as follows:
I. The Phase II plan called for a reduction of CIDG spaces from 48, 000 to 24, 000.
The December 1968 assigned strength of the CIDG was 42, 251.
2. Rather than effect a general demobilization to cut the CIDO back to its authorized
limitation, it was considered feasible to upgrade some of these combat capable personnel to RF
status,
3. A cutback of 18,000 CIDG personnel was necessary in order to meet the new authorization. It was estimated that 5,000 personnel would be unsuitable for service in the RVNAF,
and 3,000 conversions had alreoady been approved and funded In FY69. This left 10,000 personnet for possible conversion to the RF,
(S) On 12 Mar, ChNCPAC granted approval to plan for the 10,000 man increase but stiputated that a request to the JCS for a ratse in the RF ceiling would be dependent upon the ability
of the RVNAF to fill thle 152, 927 RF spaces currently authoried. As of 31 Mar the RF strength
was only 237,814. 58
(S) On 24 May, COMUSMACV ompretsed concern over the RF Vtrengths. Overall authorizvd strength was ZSZ, 9Z? but overall tactical unit strength was only 160,980. Thip left a
91, 9Z7 overhead strength. He Indicated that a reduced RI" overhead might be an appropriate
place to obtain new space reqeirementu rather than Increase the force structure authori~atiun.
(S) From June onward. RF streagthe steadily increased and by the end of September had
exceeded the authorized strength, This growth continued througl the end of the year, with year
end strength at 260, 455 for RF and 2 14, 383 for PF. The RF and PF combined strength consti.
tuted about one-halU of the total RVNAF Oe. Table Ve.6).

............

..........
VI4-8

Accelerated Activation of RF and PF units

Y,

(S) In early November the RVN Minister of National Defense requested accelerated activation of territorial forces programmed for activation in FY71, pursuant to the Midway agreement.
These forces consisted of four RF group headquarters, 23 RF companies, and 670 PF platoons
along with command and logistic support. The GVN wanted to activate these units in FY70 in
order to maintain the momentum of the Pacification Program and free ARVN forces, which were
then committed to territorial security, for use in mobile operations.
(S) On 19 Dec, the JCS recommended to the SECDEF approval of the GVN request. The
proposal would result in an early increase of 29, 723 RF/PF spaces and 2, 964 ARVN support
spaces for a total increase of 32, 687 spaces. If approved, the following activations and the
resultant increase in force levels would result:
Element
Popular Force
670 Platoons
PF Pipeline
Total PF
Regional Force
23 Rifle Companies
4 RF/PF Group Hq
Command and Logistic Support for PF
Command and Logistic Support for RF
RF Pipeline

Spaces

New Force Level

23,450
1,000
24,550

239,390

2,829
76
1. 500
608
160

5,173

Total RF

275,670

ARVN

Command and Logistic Support for PF
Command and Logistic Support for RF
Total ARVN

RVNAF Total Increase

2,645
319
23964

390,799

32,687

986, 360

(S) The JCS pointed out that although new equipment for the recommended force increase

would be desirable, budgetary considerations might not permit additional equipment in FY70.
Alternatively, units should be equipped and supported temporarily on an austere bosis from
within command resources by reallocation of existing assets and uso of older equipment made
available as more modern equipment was delivered to other RVNAF units, However, to realine
full effect o the activations, new equipment should be provided as soon as finds could be made
available.

VI-49
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PERSONNEL AND TRAINING

Mobilization

(C) In order to meet the force levels of the RVNAF Accelerated Phase II I&M Program,
several mobilization measures were necessary to fill the ranks. On 24 and 25 Oct 67, the GVN
had published a partial mobilization law which had continued in effect until mid-1968. On 19 Jun
68, the 1967 law had been succeeded by a General Mobilization Law which provided that:
1. Personnel in the military service would serve for an indefinite period as long as a
state of war in RVN existed.
2. All males between the ages of 16-50 would be mobilized, with those between 18-38
serving in the RVNAF and the other age groups serving in the Peoples Self-Defense Force.
There were provisions in the law for various categories of draft deferments. 61

3.

(C) During the first quarter of 1969, the RVNAF Mobilization Directorate conscripted
19,102 personnel, exceeding the JGS quota by 4,689 persons. The fourth quarter, 1968, had
yielded 25, 638 conscriptees.
(C) On U Jan, the Ministry of Defense announced the callup schedule for 1969 which included men born in 1951 and having no baccalaureate or equivalent diploma. They were to be
called up on a quarterly basis corresponding to the quarter of their birth. Personnel not
knowing their date of birth, but only the year, were scheduled for the first quarter. Personnel
born in the first half of the year and who were attending school were deferred until the end of the
1460-69 academic year and were scheduled to report for induction during 1-30 Sep.
(C) In order to return some schoolteachers who had been drafted to their positions in the
civilian schools, the JGS, on 2 Feb, authorizved active duty reserve officers who had graduated
from officer training classes during the period 30 Sep - 30 Dec 68 and who were former governmeat schoolteachers to apply for detached service with the Ministry of Education and Welfare.
(C) On 9 Mar, the MOD directed the eallup, by name, of 226 doctors, pharmacists, dentists, veterin":'ans, and medical students who had completed their last year of studies during

the school year 1967-68. 6a
(C)

By end of the year a total of 80,443 personnel had been conscripted (See Table VI-5 for

monthly RVNAF Manpower acquitItions).

For RVNAF assigned strengths, which showed a

steady increase over the year, see Table VI.b.

Morale

SIC) tVNAF morale, whitle improved during the year, continued to be low enough to have a
significant adverse impact on RVNAF effeetivaloess. Analysis of morale indicators, stuch as
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high desertion rates and failure to receive full entitlements, provided a clear indication that
more positive action would be needed to improve the morale of the forces. Discussion of problems and actions underway at the end of the year follow.

Leave
(C) A significant morale problem had been the lack of enforcement of a liberal leave policy
by RVNAF field commanders. JGS leave policies authorized an annual leave of 15 days duration
for each service member. However, unit commanders were granting leave on a three or four
day basis which did not provide sufficient time for personnel to get back home and return to
place of duty. Available RVNAF transportation assets were limited, and most of the short
period of leave time was lost in waiting-out transportation.
(U) On Z5 Feb, JGS issued a directive which restated the RVNAF leave policy and strongly
urged the unit commanders to grant leave in a single 15 day period rather than splitting it into
shorter periods. It was believed that this procedure would provide the serviceman more ample
time for travel, conducting family business, and could minimize one cause of desertion. Also,
the longer period would reduce the workload on transportation.
(C)

As a follow on, RVNAF instituted a test leave program to improve morale and elimiproblems encountered by the serviceman taking annual leave. The test
program. was completed toward the end of the year, an(' JGS was preparing another memorandum to field commanders emphasizing the need for units to have between 5 and 10 percent of
their personnel on leave all the time. MACV was supporting this action by advising, assisting,
and making available airlift.

"nate transportation

Promotion
(C) The importance of an improved promotion program fur increasing the morale and performance of RVNAF personnel was rot disputed. The problem lay in identifying and promoting
qualifi'.d personnel in sufficient numbers to overcome the existing lack of experienced combat
and support unit personnel in positions of leadership at all levels. The shortage of setnior ranking personnel was acute at the beginning of the year. RVNAF had not achieved their end-of.year
1968 promotion goals and Implementation of the promotion system, established by RVNAF in
October 1968, was lacking.
(C) As 1969 began, two major actions were being taken in regard to the promotion system.
The first action was taken by the JOS to add the 1968 shortfalls to the 1969 annual promotion
quotas. The 1969 annual promotion board had been in session since early December 1968, however, results of the board were not released by JGS to M1ACV until February. Results were
disappointing and showed the limited extent to which the approved annual promotions had filled
the quotas for both annual and special promotions (See Table VI-7). As a result, MACV
strongly encouraged the JGS to fill the remaining quotas by special prontotions or by a combina.
tion of special promotions and additional annual promotiona. MACV formally requested that
JOS develop and forward a plan for filling the remainlng 1969 quotas.
4

(U) On 10 Apr, JOS announced that the following actions would be taken to increase the
1969 annual promotionsc
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1. The original 1969 promotion board would be reconvened in May to reconsider all
personnel who, though previously eligible, had not been selected by the board nor approved by
the promotion authorities.
2. A new 1969 annual promotion board would be convened in August to consider those
personnel who became eligible for promotion during 1969.
3. These boards would not be limited by a minimum point requirement in the development of their recommendations. The RVNAF promotion directive established points to be given
for time in grade, time in service, awards, decorations, reports, etc.., and a base total was
established. Personnel whose total was below the base would not be considered.
(U) It was believed that these actions would permit the RVNAF to achieve fully their 1969
quota except that for colonels which appeared to be high. In April, MACV recommended to the
JGS that they reevaluate their three-year realization plan goal for colonels. 64
(U) The annual promotion board was convened in May as scheduled. The board's recommendations were submitted in June to the promotion authorities for approval. Approval of the
board's recommendations could permit all combat and combat support branches to achieve their
1969 promotion goals in the grade of Major, and with the exception of Artillery and Armor, to
achieve 1969 goals in the grade of Lieutenant Colonel. However, the grade of Colonel and Captain would still experience a substantial shortfall of 1969 goals. Lieutenants and Aspirants in
all branches remained overstrength. 65
(C) Results of the Board which convened in May were announced by the JGS in September.
Approximately 1, 900 officers were approved for promotion to grades for the services shown
be low.

COL
LTC
MAJ
CAPT
TOTAL

ARMY

NAVY

26
183
468
849
1,526

3
7
85
11
106

AIR FORCE

17
72
6
95

MARINE

RF

2
10
8
20

5
9
140
154

66

(C) The second major action taken in regard to the RVNAF Promotion System was to
realign the RVNAF authorized officer and NCO strength requirement by grade. This realignment was based on an assumed RVNAF Accelerated Phase II I&M force level of 877,414. In
late March, the JGS established, for planning purposes, the following authorized strength levels
by grade for Regular and Regional Forces: 6
GRADE

REGULAR FORCE

5 STAR GEN
GEN
L'rG
MG
3BG
COL

REGIONAL FORCE

I
2
19
61
104
591

I

1
1
5
2
56
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GRADE

REGULAR FORCE

LTC
MAJ
CPT
1 LT, 2 LT, ASP
TOTAL
MSG1
MSG
SFC
SGT
TOTAL

REGIONAL FORCE

1,774
4,215
11,349
23,509
41,625

133
982
3,761
13,211
18,152

5,121
14,694
31,843
61, 7Z3
113,381

2,808
3,117
13,724
28,667
48,316

(U) The special supplemental promotion board convened in August, as originally directed in
April by JGS, to consider those personnel who had become eligible for promotion during 1969.
The results of this board are shown below.
ARMY
COL
LTC
MAJ
CAPT
TOTAL

28
31
8
474
541

NAVY

AIR FORCE

4
15
19
38

4
25
37
195
261

MARINE

RF
1

3
2
1
6

259
"60

(U) As of 30 Sep officer grades (with the exception of Lieutenants and Aspirants) were still
below the authorized ceiling, as expected, as well as below the assigned strength goals established for end 1969. The assigned strength goals compared with the actual assigned by grade as
of 31 Oct are shown below:
Current Assigned
(percent of authorized)
COL
LTC
MAJ
CAPT

36%
52
63
60

Assigned Strength Goal
(percent) CY69
60%
70
80
90

The RVNAF Three Year Plan for Officer Realization, Capt through Colonel, and NCO (E-6
through E-8) is shown in Figure VI-8 through 12.
(U) In the RVNAF promotion system, as established in JOS Directive 630-400 (U), 19 Oct
68, Subj: Procedures for Promotion of RVNAF Personnel, annul promotion boards were
normally scheduled in August for officers and In September for NCOS to consider those person.
nel who would be elibible for promotion In the following calendar year. Only one annual promotion board a year was permitted to recommend promotions for officers of all ranks and
services. In 1969, however, the board which convened in August was primarily concvrned with
the current year eligibles as an additional action to reach the original promotion quota goals.
The annual promotion board to consider those officers elipihle for Promotion in Cy 1Q70 was
convened on 25 Nov. As of 31 Dec, the results had not been released by JG5.
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(U) The formulation and publication of the JGS directive on promotion procedures, previously cited in this section, was considered by MACV as a significant achievement on the part of
the RVNAF. It simplified and incorporated into one document, the numerous policies that had
been issued heretofore in a multitude of separate media, usually in JOS memorandums. As a
result, it should increase the system's overall responsiveness to force demands, particularly
since it is applicable to all services. It was implemented for the first time during 1969 with
only one change, i.e. on 28 Oct, JGS published a memorandum which provided for additional
points towards promotion for Captainis of Navy ships. Undoubtedly, as in all systems, there
would be other changes. There was growing pressure being exerted on the JGS by VNAF, ARVN,
and VNN to permit separate promotion boards for each of the services. It was doubtful, however, that the JGS would favor any such major change in the near future, other than to scale the
promotion quotas downward. 68

Awards and Dlecorations
(U) In 1968 it was disclosed that a disproportionate share of RVNAF awards had been
g ran *tedto Regular Force units in comparison to the number awvarded Regional and Popular
Force units. Also, there appea 'ed to be a disparity among the four CTZs i:i award policies,
except in III CTZ where essentially an equality of awards existed. Since the judicious use uf
awards and decorations could be a significant morale factor and an effective deterrent to desertions, the RVNAF awards program became a significant area of interest during 1969 (Seeý 1908
MACV Command History, Vol 1, p. 489).
(U) In April the RVNAF Jc3S publihed a bilingual reference booklet for RVNAF awards.
Although the booklet did not piret' nbo award policiers or procedures, it didl consolidato into tone
reference document specific data pertaining to RVNAF awards to invilude promulgation atithority,
purpose of the awards anti a listing oft referonce documents applicable- to each awvard. Awards
consisted of approximately 50 me-dals of varying classes and degree~s, encompassing the whole

spectrum of military achievenwants.
(U) At4 RVNAF, with US advisory assistance, placed morv emiphatiis oti rievognixing HYNAF
servive men for outstandinv combat perforniancv and me nitoniotnt service, Ilhe numbor of Award
presentations. increased, For comparision, In 1467, 34,72i7 devcorations h.0l been awarded.
With increasetd emphasis in 196$. award presentation* more thant douiblod 17~$,890). By tend oft Svp
M9.9 the numbe r had alIready reachelw 60, 89 1.
(U) Although an analysis had not been made at the end tit the yes r on tht- awards presen~ted
to AkVAN anti RF/PF' personnel it) determinev if a dispoportionate share still existed by T/..
the data belew indivatvd: that, as of Augi'te, for exalrple, AIMN ptorsiowel. continued4 to receivev
thie greatest *hare:
icl
1

ARVN

RF/Pr

TO'IA 1

10 5

I,8S9

,9l8s

1,n0
t%

IS.zO8

IV
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(U) Another constructive step was taken when JGS issued a memorandum in April which
extended the authority of CTZ commanders to award the Gallantry Gross, Corps level and
lower, to civilian cadres and civilians. The authority included awards to non-indigenous
civilians and to Chieu Hoi returnees serving with RVNAF and FWMAF units. Results of this
expanded program, as of end of November, are shown below:
CTZ

Mul

Civ

Total

1
11
111
IV
TOTAL

11,207
4,015
9,090
10,467
34,78

50
23
247
433
T53

11,257
4,038
9,338
10,900
35,533

(C0) Although the system for RVNAF awards and decorations had improved during the year,
a MACV assessment concluded that it had not been utilized in full measure, and it still needed
minor modifications to fully stimulate morale. 69

Pay and Disability Gratuities
(C) Combined inspection reports of RVNAI' units revealed that transfer of pay to dependents and payment of disability gratuities to dependents had a significant imlpat.t or. serviceilen's
morale and wveli-bieing. JOS policy prescribed three methods by which service personnel could
s4end money to their dependents. power of attorney, nmilitary nmoney order, and civilian mny
order. The power of attorney authorized the dt~signatud dependent to receive: thle serviceman's
pay fromn thv unit paymaster. Thv other two were designated for the serviceman whose dependents did not reside with him, The lack of continued emiphasis on the program, in view of the
RV.NAF soldier's concern (or the welfare of his famnily, had been it contributor to high de-sertion
rates in RVNAF. JOS had a programn for payinig disability gratuities, but the amounts were tnot
adequate to support physically-im-paired servicemen upon discharge from thv service. Towardtithe Close of the year, a comlbinled personniel management and service study group of MIACV andi
JOS Personnel Systemls Evaluation Committee wuo studying thle entitlemevnts anti financial benefIts with a vivw toward improving and making thcose services more responsive to the needs of
the serviceman and hii family. Ani additional supporting action by 4MACV was to~ e~ncourage thltM~inister of War Vvtkirans to examine theý entitlements and financial benefits granted to war

veterans andi their dvpendeunts with view toward providing adequtate. support,
Gommi s-ary
(C) 1nadctitatc stoekUago in comnmissaries also had an Adverwse impact of' the morale. Many
prefe-rred items were not available, or had b#en iteverely rationed, Thist wa# due in large
nleasure to a lack of sofficient import credits released hy the Minister of Economy (MOE) for
replenishing stocks in'the cotmmiAssary systetm. Consoquently, !torns not avaltable ha(! to be
bought on the! local ecýonomy. However, in remoto areas, ceiviliasi markets did not stovck some
of thle items and the diswtance factor between the consumner and the market mado aeconomy buying
iticonvenient. 3everal. attempts had been made by the Ministry of Na4tional 0ofenise to have
however miet: with
import permits issued for the RVNA1F commissary food itemsa. All reqoý, F'ti
negative results, even though US action supported tilt Minister of Defense inhis requosts.
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Family Shelter for RYNAF
(C) Poor living conditions for RVNAF soldiers and their dependents was another factor
contributing to low morale. In 1968, RVNAF had eiatimated that 277, 951 additional units were
required. In 1969, ARVN established a self-help housing program. However, experience
gained during the year from III Corps indicated that initial enthusiasm wore-off and self-help
programs were not completed as planned. At the end of the year, the scope of the unsatisfied
requirements for RVNAF dependent shelters had not been firmly established, but it was estimated to be at least 275, 000 units for the Regular forces and the RF. It was MACV policy that,
to the greatest extent practicable, the GVN should provide the necessary financial, labor, and
material resources to execute the program. The development of an effective plan for overcoming the severe shortage of dependent shelters for the RVNAF was under study by a combined MACV/SOS committee.

Postal Service
(C) The RVNAF military postal system provided complete postal services to all elements,
including Regional and Popular Forces. This service covered personal and official correspondence, postal financial services (sale of stamp and money orders), and limited postal directory
services.
(C) A recent "Highland Study" (PleikuA and Kontum 1)rtwinces) forwarded to JGS in December for appropriate action, revealed that the proce.dure fur handling mail was generally unsatisfactory and, therefore, adversely 4ffected morale of RVNAF members, For example,
each roan had to sort through alithei mail io find the letter addressed to him. 'Ihere wais also a
problem of inequities in free mailing privilegea. For exarrple, -military persons hospitaliaed,
in training status, or an combat operations. were entitledl to frve mailing privileges whon mailing, to a civilian add ress. Free mailing privilege wafs limited hokyover to two letters per mionth
for enlisted personnel, whereas officttrs did not have the privilege at all. It was heliteved that
it all servicemen were given (ree mailing privileges for the durationi of the conflict atid postal
facilities were expanded and upgraded, morale of RVNAF pervannel could be improved. This
was identified as an area of RVNAF reispottsibility ftor inproenjert. 70
Staff Visitis
(C) Tlit JOS, CTZ Commandierii ant! sipnior maff jwrsovawl did not miako froquqmt oaouh
visits. to units in the fiold. As a rvoult, Ohey were not always aware. of. te morale and %vttfaro.
problems. In turnt, field commandver remained uninformed and felt the-ir effortA were goina
wmoaticed. It often fell upon US adviaors tio patio infori-tiaton betwom uni~ts inAthe 6eld And
hightr headquarttrs. US eoffort wouldl still be requiured' to ~encourag pe41.~ vitlitf hy high
OWN avid milita&ry officors to visit RVNAF orgAnisatlons to p eovide addiMaal guiidam; 0. 40tifltalace and reoanition as required. 71

196

Battleffi-ld Proi-uotlmia

MU)

In or~ler to enable ARVN nillitAirV servirps, and 4ranchesAto recognixe, in A

.3 lanner, Regolkr aud IRegiotial irorc.ea pas~onncl who hd. sotiagushed ihkrsvevos by
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outstanding achievement on the battlefield, the JGS, oil Z0 January, allocated a battlefield promotion quota, broken down as follows, for each quarter, CY69:

PROPOSED

ARVN AND
REGIONAL FORCE
CTZ
CTZ
CTZ
CTZ
IIl
-V
I
II

MSgt Ist
Class (E8)
MSgt (E7)
SEC (E6)
SGT (E5)
TOTAL, NCO
CPL ist
Class (E4)
CPL (E3)
PFC (EZ)
TOTAL, EM
GRAND
TOTAL

AIR
FORCE

NAVY

AIR
SPECIAL
FORCE BORNE MARs

TOTAL

23
32
95
85
235

23
35
102
87
247

30
38
118
100
286

49
110
144
100
403

42
58
91
76
267

6
7
10
12
35

3
5
8
13
29

4
6
9
6
25

196
315
650
541
1,702

259.
474
583
L1,1

356
662
780
1,798

390
710
859
1,959

435
834
978
2,247

195
203
225
63

179
299
417
895

30
40
60
130

100
150
250
500

29
91
140
260

1,973
3,463
4,292
9,728

1,491

2,033

2,206

2,533

1,026

1,162

165

529

285

11,430

16
24
73
62
175

Includecd Regular Forces and RF in service with Rung Sat Special Zone.
(U) The quota given to CTZS was for promotion
who met the prescribed criteria, without distinction
service, or status (organic, reinforced, or attached
operations within the related territory anti under the
sector involved.

of Regular and RF personnel of all grades
of military service, branch, technical
personnel) who participated in combat
operational control of the CTZ, DTA, or

(U) The quotas for the Air Force, Navy, Marines, Airborne, and Special Forces were intended for promotion of Reugular and RF personnel (organic, reinforced, or attached), for participation in special operations organized by the military service and branch concerned, by

themselves, or in cooperation with other units. Also, these operations were not to be within
the operational campaign or plan of the territorial authority involved.
(U) With regard to battlefield promotions for officers, including Aspirant, the CTZ headquarters, military service, and branch concerned were to prepare and forward recommetndations to AG/JGS for consideration and issuance of orders each tirme an officer accomplished an
outstanding achlevemnent.

"

(U) Finally, in order to ensure the success of this program which was Intended to boost the
morale of personnel who had distinguished themselves by feats of valor, the JGS reminded unit
commanders of conti.ering and utitiring, in a fair manner. the batttelteld promotion quota
$•~iven by the IGS,

Moreover, particular attention was to be exe•trted to the consideration of oot-

standing personnel of units that were operatin.lwithin the territorial sphere and reinforced/
Reports for the first half of 1969 received by
Rf
attached units so as to avoid dissatisfaction.
*V

i

.*

JIIJOS indicated that unly 48 percent of the battlefield promotion spaces allocated to the four
cTZg were used. 73
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(U) During the last half of the year, 6, 788 personnel (32 percent of allocated quota) had received battlefield promotions, shown below:

Allocation
Promotion
Percent of Allocation

ARVN/RF

VNAF

VNN

VNMC

TOTAL

1.6,526
5,796
33

2,052
674
54

2, 324
11
.5

570
307
35

21,472
6,788
3Z

(See Table VI-8 for Battlefield promotions by Corps and Branch.)
(C) End of year review reconfirmed that substantial battlefield promotion quotas had been
allocated to all Corps; however, it was clear the commanders were not fully utilizing this
means of promoting outstanding people. If they had been used, the serviceman, while serving
under combat conditions, could have expected at least a one-grade promotion in one-fourth the
time required for regular promotions. JGS had taken further action by sending messages to
Corps commanders urging them to utilize battlefield quotas to the fullest extent. Correspondingly, action expected by US advisors was to encourage RVNAF counterparts, in all combat
areas, to recognize outstanding individual qualifications and performance of officers and noncommissioned officers for a battlefield promotion.

Vietnamese Military Reactions to US Troop Reduction.
(C) Appraisal of Vietnamese military morale was a continuing process and reports
generally reaffirmed that attitudes were mixed but leaned toward proclaimed confidence in
RVNAF ability to replace US troops. This optimism, however, was tempered by insistence
that substantial American combat support must be continued. Confidence appeared to be
greater among junior and middle-grade officers than among generals; some younger officers
were, in fact, increasingly willing to express impatience with the slow pace of "Vietnamization." Optimism was most pronounced in areas, such as the Delta, where American presence
was already minimal, in contrast to areas where US was still present in force. Two of three
ARVN division comnnmtanders in Ill Corps, for example, privately expressed a very pessimistic
outlook.

it

(C) Contacts with enlisted men suggestud the following conclusions regarding their morale:
they were less concerned with larger issues of troop replacement of "Vietnamiization" than with
the problems of war and life in the army and more eoncerned by austerity tax-induced price
rises. The most important factor, however, in developing the "fighting spirit" of the men
seemed to be neither prices nor troop replacement, but the character and image of comrnanding officers. The enlisted men tended more to be war-weary and preoccupied with the wellbting of themselves and their families. This attitude, although reflected in traditionally high
desertion rates throughout the country, was not the major factor influencing their effectiveness
in battle or their willingness to fight. Their combat morale depended more than anything else
on their commanding officers, particularly at the battalion and rogimental levels. "When thte
RVNAF soldier has someone to follow who is worth following (perhaps one of the 'Im1patient'
officurs), he apparently will do just that." 74
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RVNAF Desertions
(C) Toward the end of 1968, JGS had instituted a vigorous anti-desertion program in an
effort to curb the growing desertion rate in the RVNAF. (For discussion of this program, refer
to the 1968 MACV Command History, Vol 1, pp. 278-Z88).
This program apparently had a beneficial effect because the total numbers of desertions was down in the last two months of the year,
but the fact remained that the RVNAF had lost 139,670 men to desertion in 1968.
(C) The desertion problem was an item of major interest to COMUSMACV and he emphasized this in a 6 Feb message to all advisors in which he said: 75
The overall decline in November and December
is encouraging and especially noteworthy for Popular
Force elements. However, desertions continue to be
the largest single cause of manpower losses in the
RVNAF. In CY69 a major effort must be made to
effect a drastic reduction in desertion rates.
This headquarters has worked continuously with
JGS to develop programs and policies designed to
reduce this useless loss to the GVN manpower base.
Current programs and policies are considered to be
adequate. However, vigorous implementation of JGS
directives is not being accomplished at the unit/
province level.
The magnitude and seriousness of this problem
must be understood by US advisors at all levels and in
all aspects of the advisory effort, and similarly conveyed to counterparts.
Vietnamese counterparts must
implement JUS directivws and take positive action to
reduce desertions in their respective units. US advisory personnel must convince their counterparts
that a reduction in desertions is of major importance
to the attainment and maintenance of RVNAF force
goals and effectiveness.
Advisors at all levels are
directed to counsel their count.orpart-k and assist them
in the review and Implementation of existing JUS
desertion control policies and directives.
The im'portAnte of this effort dictates aggressive
positive action by US advisors. Reduction in devertions will b1 a priority US offort at all levets. Senior
US advisors will urge the immediate formation of local
permanent US/IRVNNAF desertion control committees
at Corps, major unit and sector levels and the establishment of active anti-desertion programs for all 4rnotv
down to battalion/sub•octor level. E~mphasis should
be placed on the reception and indoctrination of new
recruill, and on those utits that malutain the highest
desertion ratwo.
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(S) By the end of the first quarter of 1969, the RVNAF net desertion rate had dropped to
10. 9 per thousand. This was a big improvement over 1968 during which desertions had risen to
an all-time high of 17. 2 per thousand in October. This downward trend in desertions was
attributed to the actions initiated by the GVN in September 1968 which included, but were not
limited to:
1.
4

Improvement in transportation for RVNAF personnel on leave to include providing

additional air transportation.

2. Establishment of acceptable maximum rates of desertions for all commands, with
punishment and/or relief of commanders who failed to meet these standards.
3. Increase in the award of the Gross of Gallantry to lower ranks in combat units to
include RF and PF personnel.
4. Increase in the number of personnel authorized to be on leave at any one time from
five to 10 percent of assigned strength.
5. Granting graduation leave of 10 days after completing basic training.
was in addition to the 15 days leave authorized annually.
6.

This leave

Organization of guidance sections to provide assistance to personnel on leave.

7. Indoctrination and motivation of servicemen in training centers and at all levels of
command down to squad level.
8. Participation in the National Police Records System which provided for the establishment of a Central Fingerprint File with related systems for providing information on all
wanted personnel.
(S) It should be noted that the sharp reduction in the RVNAF desertions in February (see
Figure VIo13) is less significant when viewed in light of the stringent limitations and controls
that were placed on RVNAF personnel throughout the Tet holiday period, 9-25 Feb. 76
(U) The decline reported in the RVNAF desertion rates during the first quarter of 1969
leveled off during the second quarter. Decreases in one military force were offset by increases
in the otherb. The overall RVNAF rate appeared to have stabilized at a gross rate of approximately 12 deserters per thousand (See Figure VI-13). However, the rates were still at an
unacceptable level. Over the first six months there had been approximately 60, 000 deserters.
an equivalent of five or more divisions. Fault could not be found In policies established by JOS
to reduce desertions. An analysis in May by MACJI 77 reaffirmed that policies and directives
from RVNAF were considered more than adequate and should have contributed to lowering the
rates to more acceptable levels. Apparently, however, the guidelines and directives had been
uniformly ineffective due to lack of implementation at unit command level. As stated by the
ACofS J1, MACV:
The JOS-published desertion control measure*
are sound and adequately cover all aspects of the
problem, The major emphasis needed is to insure
effective implementation anid enforcement of J•S
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directives at all levels. This is the responsibility of
the commander. The commander aided by the staff
must implement the numerous programs at the unit
level and then force compliance by active supervision.
In an additional effort to stimulate command interest, the JGS scheduled Desertion seminars
which were held at the 25th ARVN Inf Div on 3 Jun for III and IV Corp Desertion Control Committees and in July at the 2d ARVN Inf Div for I and II Corp committees. The specific purpose
of these seminars was to discuss mutual desertion problems and possible courses of actions.
Also in July the JGS activated desertion control committees at regimental level and MACV organized a Desertion Control Committee to augment and support the RVNAF in their efforts. Some
of the findings frcm various RVNAF/MACV reviews, studies and conferences follow.
(C) A review of the desertii rates by CTZ indicated that IV CTZ had consistently experienced ihe lnh.ghs desertion rate for the six month period from October 1968 to April 1969. A
June .969 MACV analysis of some of the causes of desertion revealed,
1. IV CTZ:

4.

a.

Compared favorably with the other corps overall.

b.

Had the best ratio of friendly to enemy maneuver battalions.

c.

Units spent an average amount of time in comlat operations.

The fact that there were no NVA battalions io IV CT/Z should have caused a lower

dvtlk rtion rato,
S.

P-•ay, houting, vommisA ris,

leave. and transportation

-omparvd iavorably with

other CT'Z*.
4.

IV C;TZA ppeared to be average as far as morale and

welfare

wore

tto weupport A highk-r releatton rho v %xoothat there
i. T ently
o•¢fear
unith in IV C
arnd the frivnlily K4hA rawtv 1000 was the highest ot Anyt ChZ.
WC) AppArently, tho MACV-

onv<I44
tht, overall
iaý

deertton

anlytlv wA#

ýC) Ii- anwt.4i'o

1.

ue

104or I

am ilieW.

fta-uor \kliih haA a

rato and, on I$ lon, MACYV requr,*%o

plysiof thet tuation to ordenvr to Asmkist

to rplain ihe

ve- looking Laotti

vantvrvOd.

veromi'g tho IV lCT-

US

imicn

I)MAC I" prtwitti Ai%
ate ienfianl•e.

loertkiont•

to lthe a~xovr rV~ovt ioe aniljis, CC, IDMAC t~voi~ed the 6ilowing thririq1
dvsertion riatvc 1
ttnt
ratorhip wa

4tho Primary ýausv.

1~. The IV CTZ as cot-tpared to the othirr provin.es h-4t a hi~ghvr ratto of iarmers.
Thoto piersorinel deserted tho Resguiar and At' to rcturo h~oto to be wi(th their familivyi.

CW

3. Tho AHNVi ksegrtor %foultchanrge his idootity Ativ to th1e lack ol oufficivotly hilkh
priorityV on thoe National ldvntity Systvnt to providc the clasWWfAtiou andI idntificatki;u
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This problem was compounded in IV CTZ

search measures required for positive identity.
since it was the heaviest populated CTZ in RVN.

4. IV CTZ also had the highest friendly KIA ratio per thousand of the four CTZs, the
fewest US units working with the RVNAF, and the least desirable operational area in which to
fight.
5.

The high incident of immersion foot also affected operations and desertions.

(U) JGS recognized the need for emphasis on reducing the rising regional force desertion
rate and initiated RF/PF Desertion Seminars in each of the CTZs. The first was held in IV CTZ
on 3 Sep in Go Cong Province. The RF/PF Commander in Go Cong had taken several measures
cited below which he believed were the best to reduce desertions, at least in his area:
Explain the Decree Law 15/66 (punishment for desertion).
Publicize victories.
Lead,.'s visit outposts.
Reward achievements.
Improve living conditions.
Assist the men to obtain legal papers.
The CofS, IV CTZ. at that erminar, directed all provinces in IV CUZ- to orgamoi.

-man teamrav,

a procedure piloted by Go Cong, to assist newv recruits in receivittv thvir omttikoertts.

MACV

requested that all RF/PF advisors country-wide encourage ocher CTer
to aý,"pt uhio concpt.
MACV also sutgested that JGS direct all CT.
to do likewioe. As i rkiu•l, the Deputy Chietf,
JOS directed all RF/PF Commanders to Carry out the following nwnttoo lb a, in igrt to control
desertions: explain Decree LAw i/v
issuet auckt cardi of provisitons 4f I5I, etablish von-

trol point/check pointp

t3

find deoserters. improve ontaaes

promote dvserving personnel.

and publiei&e victories,
(U)

During a semninar held by [11 CTZ or,

S.1A, tho M04, partivularly rrmphastatld thc

(ollowing points:,
Destionc~ntroml is a cotumand rvsputnsit.it~y.
$truss POLIVRAUat.ivitleos.
Curtail Corruption tno deserters on Mape p4yroul).
Apply Dvecre

La#

A-5/)66.

Coomnander visit "nUlpor-ts.
Apply JGS
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The RF/PF Seminar for II Corps was held on 12 Sep in Khanh Hoa Province where similar
points were stressed. 80
(U) RVNAF desertion rate dropped below 12 deserters per 1,000 assigned during third
quarter. 81 JGS and MACV continued to emphasize desertion control measures.
(U) Some of the problems identified by MACV Desertion Control Committee with corresponding recommendations to GVN/JGS were: 82
Problem
1.

Recommendation

Delayed non-receipt of pay.

Improve administrative process and
coordination between RVNAF Finance
centers and paying agents.

2.
Families not informed when member was inducted into the service.
Responsibility was left to the individual
and many inductees were not sufficiently
proficient in reading and writing to
notify their families.

That JGS revise recruiting and induction procedures to include notification
to an individual's family when he is
inducted.

3. New recruits unaware of requirement to possess certain legal docurnentation at time of induction,

That Mobilization Directorate include
this information as part of its induction
announcements (TV, radio, newspapers).

4. Inability of RVNAF Military Police
to positively identify deserters or
draft dodgers.

That JGS Central Desertion Control cornmittee obtain support of the Minister of
Interior to establish priority for processing military fingerprint iden ification cards.

(C) From a year-end look at th reported RVNAF desertions/figures, it was apparent that
some overall progress had been made during the year to lower the rate of desertions.
There
was a total of 123,363 deserters during the yea. (as compared with 139, 670 in 1968), and 15, 369
of them returned to duty which resulted in a net of 107, 994. A reduction was most noticeable
after the high peak in July, when the gross RVNAF rate dropped below 12 deserters per 1000.
Although this ratw stayed below iZ, a slight increasing trend %wasnoted du "ing the last quarter
of the year (see below).
1969 RVNAF Desertions
G(ross Desertions

*

Deserters Restored to Duty

Net Deserters

JAN
FEB
MAR
APR

10, 391
7,856
10, 187
10, 904

90.6
882
960
1,2'92

9,485
6,974
9,2427
9, 67,

MAY

10,548

1,252

9, a9(,

JTUN'

10,915

1,352

9, 561

JU L
AUG

11,296
10,633

1,088
i,491

10,208
9,142
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SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC
TOTAL

9,355
10,113
10,379
1
123,363

1,151
1,392
2,225
1,378
15,369

8,204
8,721
8,154
9,348
107, 994

(C) The highest desertion rate consistently occurred in the VNMC, compared with the other
services (ranged from 16 to 41 deserters per 1,000). However compared with the rate at the
beginning of the year, the VNMC had made the greatest progrese in reducing desertions to
almost half by December. Desertions in the Popular Forces were relatively low (ranged from 5
to 8 deserters per 1,000), while VNAF and VNN were consistentlf low (usually 1 per 1,000).
The ARVN rate was high throughout the year (ranged from 12-16 per 1,000) with IV CTZ consistently the worst (19-28 per 1,000). (See Tables VI-9 & 10.)
(C) Although there was an overall lower rate of net desertions from January to December
(11. 5 to 9. 6), the fact remained that the RVNAF lost 107, 994 men and desertion continued to be
the largest single cause of manpower loss in the RVNAF.

Leadership

(C) Perhaps the most serious problem facing RVNAF was the quality of leadership. In
spite of both JGS and MACV efforts over the course of the year, the quality of leadership was
still one of the major obstacles to aggrssive prosecution of the war and the achievement of
RVNAF self-sufficiency. The problem was chronic and not amenable to rapid solution. A
discussion of leadership problems with year end programs and actions required tc resolve them
follow.

Command and Staff Assignments
(C) The shortage of senior commanders in combat units resulted in a serious leadership
problem. Commanders were generally below the authorized grades. The greatest problem was
in infantry battalions and armored cavalry squadrons. For example, 47 percent of battalion
commanders were two grades below authorization. Lieutenants and Aspirants were called upon
to assume responsibilities beyond their experience or training. A major effort during the year
centered on identifying and promoting qualified leaders. Yet, despite an increase of 2,653
senior officers between December 1968 and October 1969 (more promotione than in any other
year), Regular Force's still had only 63 percent of their authorized senior officers assigned.
Rapid force expansion simply outpaced officer strength increases and the RVNAF supplemental
August promotion board actions had little effect in raising the percentage of assigned senior
officers. Additionally, staff officers lacked formal training. MACV and JGS were developing
plans toward increasing the amount of formal training conducted at RVNAF leader-producing
schools. 83

Shortfall of Officer and NCO Personnel
(C) A major problem which continued to plague both the regular and territorial forces was
an imbalance of the officer ajid NCO grade structures. The problem. stemmed mainly from the
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past inability of the RVNAF officer and NCO production and promotion systems to keep pace with
the rapid mobilization. This was compounded by the fact that most of the officer and NCO input
had necessarily been at the bottom of their respective grade structures. The RVNAF had no
large pool of reserve officers or NCOs from which to draw: when some 1, 055 reserve officers
were recalled to active duty in early 1968, the pool was almost depleted. The RVNAF developed
a "three year officer and NCO realization plan" which provided for a progressive system of
officer and NCO promotions designed to achieve at least a 90 percent fill in all grades by the end
of calendar year 1970. Forecasting RVNAF capability to achieve 1970 goals appeared remote,
however, due in par to continued force structure increases, lack of eligible and qualified personnel for promotion, and unrealistic promotion goals (See section on Promotion). JGS planned
to review its Three Year Officer and NCO Realization Plan with a view toward identifying future
personnel requirements and establishing realistic promotion goals for 1970. 84

Officer Rotation Program
(C) JGS adopted a limited officer rotation program to develop leadership and additional
competence. It was designed to permit officers who had served two years in one unit, upon request, to be reassigned to more desirable duties such as central agencies, schools, or the JGS.
The policy was not fully implemented, however, and progress in the program was slow. Somi
officers had never served away from the JGS Headquarters, while others had stayed in combat
units during their entire service. MACV initiated the development of a combined Personnel
Systems Evaluation Committee, which at the end of the year was studying the RVNAF officer
rotation program in order to improve and modernize the program. It was believed that more B5
rotation would enhance leadership ability, professional development, and technical competence.

Governmentai Requirements for RVNAF Officers
(C) Civil requirements had caused a drawdown on the availability of officers for purely
military duties. As of I Dec, JGS/JI reported that 6, 8Z8 military officers were performing
duties with various civilian agencies. This drain had a significant impact on leadership in the
RVNAF. The JGS and the Mobilization Directorate were at the end of the year refining person.
nel requirements for key leadership positions for 1970, to better cope with force structure
increases and expansion of the RVNAF.

Leadership Training

i

(C) A program to develop more effective leadership from the ranks of RVNAF was considered worth trying. Reports from the field invariably stated that NCOs and officers who had
progressed through the ranks were more effective in the field than leaders who had gone directly
irom recruit training to officer or NCO school. Toward the end of the year, a program was
being developed that would identify those junior leaders who had ,,-.sen through the ranks and to
send them to preparatory training in-country, with training specifically tailored to the students.
Additionally, and because the current career courses and Command and General Colleges were
too time-consuming for attendance by a large number of officeri, a proposal was being readied
to start selected for to five month associate career courses in CONUS for attendance by
KRVNAF office rs.

iiim
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Career Management
(C) The most significant breakthrough by the JGS in career management discipline, was a
This was JGS's first manpower
plan for the progressive development of infantry officers.
management program concerned with a particular category of personnel. It spelled out consideration for the career management of infantry officers, specified rotation of duty assignments between remote and the more desirable areas, and included provisions for alternating
tours between command and staff duty. Newly commissioned infantry officers were to serve
their initial tours with combat units. Educational criteria, specifying both military and civilian
schools, were prescribed for the selection of division, regimental, battalion, and sector commanders; for staff officers at all levels; and for service school cadre, to include the Command
and Staff School. The program, in fact, was basically similar to the US Armnys program for
officer career management. Although the infartry branch made the first step in officer career
development, all other branches experienced ,iubstantially less progress in career management

discipline. 87

RVNAF Personnel.System Evaluation

(FOUO) An evaluation of the entire RVNAF Personnel System was conducted by the MACV

staff between 8 Sep and 30 Dec and submitted to the Chief, JOS and COMUSMACY ft)i approval
and subsequent implementation. 8 8 Each major system and sub- system of the RVNAF personnel
programming was analyzed by first hand observations at every organization level including
District, Province, Division, CTZ, Central Departments, Schoole and General Staff, and
Ministry of National Defense (MOD).
Results of the study disclosed the RVNAF lacked sufficient procedures to accomplish effective personnel programming and management control over
manpower resources. Some of the significant programming problems and recommendations
included in the final report were:
PROBLEM: (Short Range): Adequate directives to disseminate policy and proI.
cedural guidance for programming personnel requirements do not exist.
RECOMMENDATION: That JOS prepare, publish, and disseminate a directive containing specific instructions for programmers at major subordinate commnands.
2.

PROBLEM:

(Long Range):

JGS had no long (5 year) or medium (3 year) range

plans for manning an optimum RVNAF force structure.
RECOMMENDATION:
That the current one year plans be supplemented by three
and five year plans to allow for procurement, training, and distribution of qualified personnel.
3. PROBLEM: (Short Range): Staff procedures for force structure programming do
not include coordination with JGS/AG, JGS/CLC, JGS/CTC.
RECOMMENDATION: That staff procedures be developed to ensure proper coordination of the personnel aspects of force structuring actions at JOS level and at major subordinate levels of command prior to approval.
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4. PROBLEM (Long Range): The current strength reporting systemn did not provide
information in sufficient detail to facilitate accurate and timely personnel programming.
RECOMMENDATION- That a strength reporting systemn be developed reflecting
excesses and shortages by occupational specialty and skill level so ~hat personnel are recruited
and trained in needed or critical specialties as future replacement.~.
5. PROBLEM (Long Range): RVNAF occupational specialty codes had not been impleme.nted to the degree required of a programming data base.
RELCOMMENDATION: That job descriptions and job specifications be updated and
career patterns developed. Personnel requisitions contain occupational specialty and skill level
ini addition to the number of personnel requiired-. School quotas be filled by occupational
specialty and training received be reflected by the award of occupational specialties or skill
leveles.
u. lPRQhLEIM (Long Range):
* bility for manipower allocation.

There was no single agency charged with thle responui-

RECOMMENDATION: That GVN /MOI) dete rmine manpower priorities for all
niational agxý*ncies iincluding RVNAF. Each province be levied to provide a portion of the national
*re~quirement based on available manpower resources in thte province. Shortfalls that occur
must be made up-from national resnourc es.
7.PROIILELM (Lon~g Ratnge): RVNAI" Personoel officers and US advisors lacked
unde rstanding of RVNAF personnsel systemt.
*
RECOMMENDATION: That orientation briefings on RVINAF persoiinel systemn be
provided to persotnnt.l advisiors. That KVNAF~ officers at JGS and component level be selectedl
for advancted
anguet
raining.
8. P~ROBALEM (Long- Range):
ast.Ignmunt to RVNAF unitE,

Spec iali,,t training \%as not being -accomplished prior to

RECOMAMENDATION: That this tu-roble-m be an area of further study to ensure that
best poossible spec ia list tra inhitz program is dleveloped.
<,PROB LLEM (Long Range),, The present RVNAF data base
did not provide detailed
information on shlortages and overages on, each occupation specialty and skill level. (A recoinnitndation wab -not stated.

10. PROB01LEM (Long Range): Subordinate omnd
ugniain
did not always receive or comply with JCiS guidance. Even the mos.t perfect system cou~ld not function under such
circumstances.

agencies,

RECONMMENDATION: That perlodic inspections L,, conduc.ted by responsible JCIS
especially JGS/J'L, to ensure that guidance documrents are on hand and being used.
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Personnel Verification
(U) In March, JGS initiated a program of verifying and auditing personnel listings for all
Regular, Regional, and Popular Force units. Each unit was to receive a roster which would
contain the name, rank, service number, and all personnel data currently recorded in the
RVNAF computer center for each individual assigned to a unit. Each unit was to verify the data
on the roster against the current data in the individual personnel records which were located at
unit level, make all corrections, additions, and deletions on the roster, balance the roster with
the unit strength report, and return the roster to MACV. 89
(U) On I Apr, the RVNAF Computer Processing Center began updating the Personnel
Master File using the verified personnel rosters and the by-name entries in the unit strength
figure reports. 9 0

Fingerprinting Program

(U) The RVNAF Fingerprinting Program had begun on I Nov 68 with a programmed completion date of 31 Mar 69. Extensive combat operations, lack of transportation, and faulty
preparation of individual cards delayed completion of the program beyond the projected target
date; however, AG/JGS redistributed the available fingerprint teams and the program was progressing to a probable completion in May. 9 1 By June, 96 percent of the RVNAF had been fingerprinted and by July 100 percent of the original requirement had been completed. As was
recognized, however, the program which was carried out by the National Police Records Center
would be a continuing one, particularly in light of the force structure increase in 1969. New
personnel were fingerprinted on a routine basis as they were inducted. By the crid of October,
867, 707 RVNAF cards had been forwarded to AG/JGS from each of the major RVNAF components as follows:
Fingerprint Cards
ARVN
RF
PF
VNAF
VNN
VNMC

I'otal Assigned Personnel

399, 148
231,Z55
174,464
28,790
24, 155
9, 300

401,595
254,800
Z06,998
Z9, 3$85
26.401
10,504

Out of this total, the National Police Records Cemter had Peceived 760, 000 cards and had classified approximately 50, 000. Completion of the RVNAF files by the National Police was programmed for January 1971. 92

Inspector General

(U) On I Feb, the JGS published a momorandum which reminded members of the RVNAF of
the correct procedures for submitting complaints, grievances, and requests for assistance.
The contents of this nmen•orandum received wide publicity in the radio, TV, and press subse.
quent to its promulgation.

UNCLASSIFIED
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(U) This memorandum served only as a reminder to all servicemen who believed that they
had suffered injustices or wanted to report violations of law, corrupt acts, violations of individual rights or deficiencies in the promotion system, of the proper method to submit complaints. It provided for appearing in person or writing to the IG/RVNAF where complaints
would be considered and investigated.
(U) The reason for this memo was that, in the past, some servicemen had sent complaints
to news media or to branches of the government. This not or.ly violated military discipline but
also slowed the processing of the complaint. Personnel were also reminded that all complaints
must contain name, rank, serial number, organization, and signature. Names were to be kept
confidential, and any servicemen who made a complaint to any agency other than the IG would be
subject to disciplinary action. 93
(U) During the period 31 Mar - 12 Apr, the Office of the Inspector General, Department of
the Army, conducted an inspector general orientation course for appoximately 100 Vietnamese
officers assigned as Inspectors General within RVNAF.
(C) TOE 62-218A for the Inspector General Directorate /RVNAF was approved by MACV
for programming and budgeting on 8 Sep. The now TOE authorized 103 military spaces, an
increase of 32 personnel. 94
(U) The first combined MACV/JGS Inspector General conference was hosted by the MACV
Inspector General on 14 Nov. RVNAF and US Inspectors General and inspector general advisors
attended. Better coordination among RVNAF, US and other FWMAF Inspectors General in
accomplishing the objectives of the Combined Campaign Plan was the theme. 95
(U) The RVNAF Inspector General held a seminar in early December with Inspectors
General of all echelons participating. Problem areas were discussed and reorganization plans
for IG offices at all command levels were developed.
(C) The JGS Inspector General briefed the RVNAF Improvement and Modernizatiort Comnmittee on 3! Dec. The current organization, mission and functions of the RVNAF inspector
general system were presented. A major problem, the fragmented inspection activities at the
Central Agency level was discussed. The JOS IG presented a plan which called for consolidation of the Central Agency inspection activities into the J3S 10 Directorate for centralized controt, elimination of duplicative inspections, standardized criteria, and more efficient operations. He ýlso revealed plans and requirements for training approximately 200 10 students
annually. 90

Training

RVNAF Academies, Colleges, and Schools 97
(U) A major portion of the iormal training which was administered by the Central Training
Command (CTC) was conducted through the many and varied military academies, colleges, and
schools throughout the Republic. Some of these institutions were relatively new while others
had been in existence before the RVNAF was established, and no less than four of them - the
Command and Staff College, the NCO Academy, and the Engineer and Medical Schools - were
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UNCLASSIFIED
originally located in North Vietnam. Almost all of the major schools have at one time or
another been located at and been a part of the Thu Duc Military School Center. This nowdefunct Center and forerunner to no less than 10 schools was the hub of RVNAF training during
period immediately following the Geneva Accords of 1954. In time, the different schools
expanded and, finally, most of them moved to other sites because Thu Duc was too small to
contain the budding training base of the new RVNAF. These institutions continued to expand
their facilities and develop, revise, and update their training curriculums in light of the emergence of the new military force. Also, new schools were instituted to broaden the training base
and develop a well rounded and bala.•ed RVNAF - a military force in which all personnel
regardless of speciality, could receive formal training. A listing of the acadeni'os, colleges,
and schools together with a brief history of each follows (for locations see Figure VI-14).

Sthe

(U) The Vietnamese National Military Academy (VNMA) had been iounded in December 1948
in Hue. Under French operation, the Academy was simply a nine-month officer training school
designed to produce infantry platoon leaders. In 1950 it had moved to Dalat because of better
local weather. It remained tinder French operation until after the signing of the Geneva Accords
in 1954, at which time the Vietnamese had assumed control. In 1955, the American advisory
effort had begun, and the curriculum was extended to one year; in 1956 to two years; and in
1959, President Diem decreed the VNMA to be a full four year, degree-granting, universitylevel institution. Expansion planning and construction had begun, but the program floundered
because of the conflicting short-term demrand for junior officers and a lack of qualified academic
faculty. As a result, the academy had graduated three 3-year classes but no 4-year classes
and, in 1963, had reverted to the production of enlightened platoon leaders with two years of
training. The concept was similar to US officer candidate school through 1965. In December
1966, Premier Ky had issued a decree which had reinsituted a four year educational institutio.l,
with graduates entitled to receive a Bachelor of Science degree, and had changed the Academy
mission:
The Vietnamese National Mtlitary Acadermy it
r.sponsiblv for training reguiar army officers fur
the Armed Forces of the Republic of Vietnam who
liossess a university level of instruction and a firm
military background.
(U) A VNMA applicant had to be a citien of RVN between the agg.s of 18 and Z, unmarried,
and a high school graduate to be considered for acicevptance. Appointment to the Acadeimy was
based upon the results of a two-day competitive academic wxainination and a Complete physical"
examination. The student quality obtained from this competition had provitdvd a basis for
developing the potential of a I'elitel professional corps. Approxiniatoly one out of 10 applicants
had been accepted. In 19)o8, foe example, out otf over 2, 500 applicants. onlý. 170 had bhon
accepted into thie our year program. The attrition rate had been •nimnial stoce its conversion
to a four year college., averaging 4-5 pe rcent itlh approximate average rate for USMA ats well
as the Philippine and Korean Mihta ry Academies is 10 percent). At the beginning of I9(,9, the
Academy had an enrollment of 900 cadets with plans to, expand the, enrollment to 1, 000 by the
end of tihe year.

-

tU) The physical plant consisted tof 10 bulitiings including four vadet dormittories, three
academic buildings, an academ"y headquarte'rs, a cadet mess
l
hall, and a cadet cLub. Under
€construction were faculty quartors, a fourth acadlmic building, a library, and a tadet regirmentat headquarters.
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(U) The four year curriculum was diverse. Besides military subjects and courses in
mathematics, physics, history, English, law, philosophy, chemistry, engineering, and surveying (50 percent of the academic program is devoted to engineering sciences), the curriculum
provided courses to help solve some of RVN's unique problems. For example, a course in
hamnlet planning covered everything from where to put the village chie-f's house to how to drill
wells for water. A course conducted in sanitary engineering was designed to improve the sanitation in hamlets and villages.
(U) Subjects were taught by the Academy's all-RVNAF military faculty of approximately
100. Classes were held as seminars with small groups of cadets. All cadets had their own
textbooks wvhich wvas something rare in civilian Vietnamese universities. Although the VNMA
curriculum was patterned after the US service academies, the cadets were exposed to more
classroom hours than the cadets at West Point; however, Foth participated in the samye amouat
of athletic activity.
(U) In i969, there were 12 US military personnel in the VNIMA advisory detachment.
Advisory efforts were geared towvard improving the quality of entering cadets, obtaining a better
qualified staff and faculty, developing a balanced Lurriculum, and suipporting the VNMA's
physical expansion. The US Senior Advisor noted that, although reports and commnycts about
the VNMA graduates have been excellent, "The future tof the Acadtemy rests with how well it call
keep pace with the changing situation andi times. Updating texts, expanding facilities to meevt
needs, bettering the faculty; these art, what are important."
(U) In Dcevvnber, the ' West Point' of RVN turned! out thv fi -st clasis of 44 cadetts tw gradiuate fromt it~s fouir year program. This- event set thv stakge for a cruxcial test of one of the most
atifbitious plan.%of V ittuaiA0.tien to date. During the colorttul pass in review graduation cc rteniony, the long rangeý Mportance o tv he academiy graduate's wasw pul~etua tvd by tht, presence!t of
President Thieni and a host of top political and tmilita ry leadlersL of the count ry. In remtarks by
Prctiident Th'livu, hie told themn 'they must beý more thtan militAry leaders and urged the gradutates
tQ be in the foref ront of a nation builIding gvn.,rtion. *
MU The graduated cdets weire ass*igned to the three iiervictes as follows: AIRVN - 77
VNAF -- 10, VNXIVNIMf
.- S. During the periodi IS-20 D)cc, 146 VAntidaleld
fo--r klass si
teportetl to VNIMA (or tn-processing. vxatllinatiotI.
Eigit ranidlaktes were devrkred limnit%flr
military seorviceo for nitdival reas~ons; 250 primiAry vondtdtlmts and 1 19 alternatesl had Ween
iselectedt for lthe vlass. On 24 Dio-c, I" fully qualified vandidatos werv AdtntitttU as new cadivts

and formial training com~menced.
Mt?) The National W~O Acati--ny had been foundedc by the Fronch Armyt in 1951 in Uuanrg-Vveo
Province, N~r-th Viotnatti and had bee-n railed the (CotinAndo School. After tho Vivneea Avccordsi

of 1954. the*. school bad rvvetted to tihe MtNAF andi had movtd to Mhanh Ifoa Veovlnkee in 11 C114.
Its mission had been changed frot" training commandos to that Of conductting all, bagtc infantry
courises. Duo to lieck of spa~ce, the school had 'beon transferred again to Nita Traing and renamedr
the Commando and Phtysical Training; Center with lthe expatidetl mission of odtticmmn,
late 1958, the school had beeni again redesignated as the N\ationa' NCO Academny, IkVN1AF andi
received Itis new mission of training selected NCOs in the prinviples of leadlership andi conm
mand. tI 1967, lthe Academy had incorporated airmobile training courties into its icuiriciuluani,
and in 1968, in order to relieve the training pressure oit the Infantry School, had ctindticted andi
gradwated four officer candidate classes. This co.,urse wall discontinued After the fourth class
graduated in early 1969.
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(U) Nine Reserve NCO Courses were conducted at the National NCO Academy during the
year, and a tenth class began on 1 Dec. Student input was 460 out of the programmed 600.
(U) During December, construction began on 15 new student barracks and three latrines.
In addition, self-help projects were initiated to construct two family reception buildings and to
enlarge existing mess halls. This construction and renovation was part of the overall modernization and improvement program to upgrade facilities and improve morale. Also, during December, the National NCO Academy was issued an additional 750 M16 rifles bringing the on
hand total to 1,000. This represented a significant step toward obtaining the minimum authorized of 3,000 rifles to improve and modernize training at the Academy.
(U) The National Defense College j NDC), one of the newest of the RVNAF schools, had been
established by National Decree on 22 Aug 67. It had been given the twofold mission of:
1. Educating outstanding and high ranking military and career government civilians to
become better qualified to perfor.n important functions relevant to the national security.
2.

Studying, planning, and developing national defense policy.

The first groip of 15 officers (0-5 and 0-6) and high ranking civilians c.ýonstituted the first clars
which had convened on 6 May 68. All 21 students completed the course antd were graduated in
April 1969. The second class of lb military and eight civilians coomnnnced on 3IMay 69. ThV
overall curriculum of the NDC consisted of an orientation, 10 courses and seven semiinars which
tell into three major categories finternational Setting, national resources, and national tlvrfe"ne
strategy), and• an individual research program. In addition, the talliego offered a4n elective
English program anti conductcd a unique seniur semnmar. In this weekly seniur sevmnar, kt.
general officers Andi distinguished career government officials were invited to hear imhportant
guest speake-rs as they lectured andl disvus_.ed significant topics with the regular v lavsp. Follass mna semittnar on sutbjeotd
lowing the lectur,,
the guest ope.-aker met \with the regular
related to the lecture. ihiW provedlure promoted untdrstmading At the higihstt governmental
level, niot only of the vital topics under ditcussion but also of the rule of the coll•ee and how it
,ontributed to the achitevement of nation•ail goal*.
(U) The Collmlmantd and Staf College Na it%1 •'-tining in Hanoi in 19 2 whein the Frentch
Expeditionary Corp* establ-ishedl the '"Tacucat Instruction Center" with thep mission oft training
grop,
~bii battalion, and comIpany cotllmnder.s. Iin late 1s3 the school hýAd Veen trantsl.
formed mtin the Military Reseoarchl Center with a missiton Wi urnvidittý wartmim office-rs ~txih
vccelerated training. Aftr the Ceneva Accords of 1I14, the colleger had moveYd f romt PIano; toý
'Saigon and was rede0signated the Commanld and General Staff Colleglt and aWsignedtiw01 mtissionl
of training high rankin. offifers for the VWNAF. In 1961 the college had again moved, t01i uhir.
to Dalat whtere it occupied the butldtdins which hadl previously houoged the VNMA. Duritn 1462
tinsurand i,•t3, the VýourLies Of instfltctioul had been shortenoed and orienteld to stresson-A
genry techniques4. Aifer relocation to Dalai, the Vollege had expladed and batitaonl tlaff, battlrnce,-isea werL Added. iThe battalion comtalion command, aind vextlnsion, or corspOnde
manld coursoe was trainsferred to the Infantry School in 1964. ) ýn addition, the battalion
cmmalnder-s combined armsi course, a 16-woek iobihlitatlon courve, had hbee itiatogurated at
the college in December 190$. A CiT study in early 19% had resulted in a channge in tlhe names
of the residenve tooirse, a broaditned oLope of instruction, anid a new name for the college - the
Command and Staff College (CItSC_).
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(U) In 1969, as the senior tactical school in the country, as a joint service institution, and
as the only institution (other than the NDC) that offered the education and prestige so vital to the
developing nation, the C&SC possessed a five-fold training mission:
1. To train selected field grade officers for duty as commanders at regimental and
senior sector level or higher, and staff officers at division level or higher.
2. To train selected captains and majors for duty as battalion commanders,
chiefs, or staff officers at battalion and regimental level.

district

3. To provide a limited number of Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps officers of
combat armis and technical services with sound knowledge of the armed forces in order to foster
a high degree of coordination in joint operations.a
4. To conduct an extension course for non-reýsident, active duty officers in grades
from First Lieutenant to Major.
5.

TO organiac Special c:ourSes as may be direocted by the JOS.

It-I The curriculum of the college consisýted of two separate courseos of instruction - a 20wekAdvancevd course for Major throuigh Colonel and ai 12-week Initerniediate course for
Captains and Mojors.
The Intermediate coutrite wasi also iffkered via a corresponde;nve courseý
for First LtrWUtenantsi througrh Majors, The c urritkulum \t As designed to support a joint servic e
college. 'Atd the progrAmsl Of ifl0trUtjtlto tot' OaVIh course e
conitinually rvvised and 'notified
to suipport thw require'me'nts of the- RVNAF And of province and district leaders. There was ;a
itt'rtsin.
degree of rep4etition between the two cou~rses. tat was boith niecsary and de~stirble in
provusiug backgrotittfudaunas inform`Ation1 Onl kSarI'C
eelpens
andt continu~ity. Moth
tourse eipasar
tmbinetl aIrms training 4ipproprtitv to the level of the coours,4
antti over the
pAst itir, rvarr* ( 1 "'It- 1 9('ql coolntiul rmgaiat
of the programs of instrvt tiun had Prrmitnl~a
W'arfare, contrnsrVny
VIcor nd4 let" itnt'ial livcutrited good cOVe rage okitco
ivpacf~atinpoiittct waHave,revoltnr
deceI"lopinot, &Itt aenerdl #Ubjicts dealino with
n~tional andi internationAl proble-m*4
lVy
11YIJS dirlective, 6An offcer mu~st he A
o the Inirrmcdatme coukrsto WO e rltigi*rthat
Wde (or prrnntotmn to Lieutenant Colutwl andl of theý Advanced couroe tor eligibiliVty or proniotion

(U2) the trskaiat~o r'NOeVrkiO of theý (dth Ate ancn ontd
AMd Staff Cmorse too4 place On4
1 VC. 41c111
the cutr
aillituriunt andk WAO presided oVter by the chief, Central irA4nint Come
"mnand. 'N~nety-seven situdenots
cssul
comnpleted the voursv, se-e~h fi~led.

*
*

!U) The Ili.1.
Wq
tProL
'k1AV.) Colletge histkorV dated bach tw ia Pyhlce(f
fare 1I'SVWAI& training icentvr which had beenI establis4hed At Vort Cay 4%aW,Saigon. in
S6
It* annual output wias III personnel tin Iq41, '44 in 19n2, anti %40 in 11403. In l%14, the training
cýenter had moveyd to CAamp Le Van Doyct 4n tit Corps. T'he isetlittro at this net%locatkon had
beet, totally ina~dequater Ant'. their student kap.ality had dereragied trom ASMto 6O persounnl. This
student outpot hadi later increased to 150 through self-help projec~ts. but the Ot'*i Output wtas
still below provious yiears, graduvatingu only 427 students.

{
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(U) With the advent of the political warfare structure in the RVNAF, the training center had
been redesignated the Political Warfare School in 1965 and had moved in 1966 to its present location in Dalat. At about the same time, it was upgraded to a college with the primary mission
of providing a two-year college level course to train professional POL WAR officers. Political
warfare cadets wvere recruited and sent tco the Infantry School to receive basic training with OCS
candidates. Upon completion of basic training, they moved to Dalat to begin their POLWAR
training. The first class graduated in May 1969 and the graduates were assigned to POLWAR
battalio~ns and to ARVN regiments and RF companies as POLWAR advisors. Thus, as a result
of the vcoilegte and its training, the RVNAF possessed professional VOL WAR officers in the field.
1U)) Other nnizsions of the college included
officers and organiz.ing and directing 1POLWAR
ior thc icourst- at the POLWAR college included
students in each of the three monith courses for

providing FOLWAR Branch training for RVNAF
specialist training as required. The 1968 quotas
379 cadets for the two year program and 475
1POLWAR Branch training.

(U) The Infantry School, originally called the Thu Duc Reserve Officer School, had been
establistwd at Thu Duc in October 1951 along with its sister school in Nam Dinh, North Vietnam.
Bloth schools wert- originally Administered by the French Arn-y, And all instruction was iP-tsentiec in French.
WU) lin 14S2. After the closýing of the Nam Dinh Reserve Offitcer School, the Thti DOU SchOol
had hinvtit the only Rese-ryt Ofcttr~protlLucint
rchool in RVN. lin 1954. After the LGentva
Act urth, the
aagmn
of thv sco~dol had chantgetl f rom the Frent h to the RV~NAF.
WI) In 1ISS. the lnhintry St hocol had been given 01h0 limssion of triltlntn eadrvts and tipv~calisx i othe r brat-tvhes of Othe AK\RVN tn adilttoo to lhie Infant ry. At th~t timer, its na4Me W4s
changed IL, the Ihtt thke 'M ltaary St Ititl Ckenter Anti toripristlo !he Iniant ry, Armor. A rttlry,
k~gteeS~gnail, Ordnance, Trantiptittmon, aiid AmirtistorativV Schools.i
In Ovtuhier 1%1, All
toi thýJIse tscho~duh
'%the
th 111
etof
1,4 ntrv Anti Aizoor, had tuwved ffiom the Tthu Otuv, arv.
to providiv *paki for thv- greatly PhpAnivii ARV.N Rvse#rvfg Officer procu-riennt Progr4aI'.
ttVt

After

With ýko t'4kAngig Mision,the1

%F-cerrl namrw k~ne
ltsttatet

ffirrer sk hoo'l hod

tern offl~ivilh

PMArned

thr IfA"ntry7 StfolW

duin

1'h'. out Aviervo

July 1

atV) 111k ikhoil hadl
patii til,
at the en;d r.4 iO
it had a ý:pa~tv~ ml l,5soo stu~drnto.
It# tar inko petgram tnc lw4d the Officee
'da,
Ceompatty (ktia~r
einlFort.*
Officer
414VIlkwr
lvkd~4'hokda 44 Intrctoticr*Pl.
H~ýrV~r fo0"iIIP khr k.n-rlti-ro
JV;!'sLv
44 V1- 19%4', all vkilf~eo we'rke anelti
V1% e
vv
tf
the- two+-jfCr oJ";krr jcan4;d tLs.
ku) It; 1114f 1,64 a drallaltv chatger 1wi tofCrrV4 l ~ the r.'ha"Vpciriuii
n tamoiing
pr~tan.
to meet isocra4-ae olW1cvr
t
e
atk A restilt of Ohe general an
lgtothp
A.(4tqt had .0frrarwd Ito
Lr0000i Aludents. the t4ftivfr ciiltdlatv Programn of
stqttnhadj kde regopkd irtosO
to* 14 kIo-elssf, %Vth Ihe first ninjep'*Pk4 hee-j4 hi'igIaSif and
~~ei i ;'.ih~a
~
a th (hang rus~ irnin
veiter a044 kho haface~ 0f trai~viiiag
lWipg ko~dettlo At the 1kh"01.
ku, sinee
oim
anl
ir-prttn
400 stuisen
14
T. w of No
1ý 46nd

a'rt-1 4.

4#~q
1452u,1

the finfAntrV 5*htuc* ha

I"t~gIA t ho 3,1 roir "kjpýt vr x~i x 4
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-4 411i
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(U) On 15 Dec, construction began on nine prefabricated classrooms, as a special construction project to upgrade facilities. On Z7 Dec, 1,495 additional M16 rifles were issued to
the Infantry School bringing the total on hand to the authorized level of 2, 400. The receipt of the
additional weapons would significantly enhance the future weapons and tactical training at the
school.
(U) Also during December, the 22.-week Reserve Officer Gandidate Programs of Instruction
(POI) was revised and approved by the CTC. The revisions provided for additional tactical
training and more effective utilization of available training time. The revised POI was also
designed to correct deficiencies noted in previous graduates and would provide future graduates
who are better prepared to contribute to the Vietnamization of the war effort.
(U) The Artillery School had been originally the French Army's Artillery Training Center
of Indochina and was located in Phu Hoa in RVN. In 1955, after the signing of the Geneva
Accords, the trainin~g center had been turned over to the RVNAF and was redesignated the
RVNAF Artillery School. In October 1955, the school had moved to the Thu Duc Military School
Center and shared its facilities with the Eng~neer S~chool. In Octobe- 1957, th-- Eng~ineer School
had moved out and the Artillery School had taken over the entire area. With this additional
spacv, the school had been reorganized and the training activities wvere expandedi. In J"uly 1961.
the school had moved again, this time to its present location in Duc My wvhere it -was again
reorganizted with its owvn admiinistrative and logistic support. It has continaed training RVNAF
artillery officers and NCOs in the Gperation and maintenance of all artilleny ecZuipm,:nt and also
condLucted basic and advanced unit training for ARVN' artillery battalions as they were activated
unde:r the RVNAF Impro'.ement and Modernization Program. A four-week Counter Bathery
Courzie was e'itablished at titr s-hc~ol, along with two AN/MPQ/4A radar sets and equipment in

(U) The rated capacity of the s-ithoot was 600 stuidetnts. During Decemiber, the peak student
load wa* l,08C which placed an extronw strain upor lacilitiv-s and instructors. The overload
Was a result of tho requirement to traini additional personnel to fill newly activated "nits and
klunit st hkduled for 4ictivation. Under the .,%erc rowding conditions, the amiount of p~ractical
wvork done and pertwnal suop'rvtaion received wag rcduced, Avvrsoly affvuting the quality of

(U) The Arnwr School had been first vtuli~wtf by the Frey-0i at the Viettuamese Military
Academvy in Milat In MO5and v,4s mAnned by French officers and Vietnamese enlistvd onen In
latw 19$2, the ochool had rovvd to itit present Im-twitiai and bectstne part oit the Thu Due Rese'rve
Offieerri' School. In Fohruary I 9ý5, the armor portion of the Officevr3' Schtool had been vbitablislietl no 4 spAratv owhooil, whteh had knrtauf
~eietl ts tralitinr rst ilitivs ard had been riturgjnirvd

ondter the newly N(otlne Tho Our Military School Cvntser. Whvn thw othr schoolst of the training
VVLIter had boen moved to the now iokostinng in Octobe-r 161oth Armor Shooil had W conir a
*pgAlvt ontity wider thi' Armor Citirniand wnd hasi ronmawn oiv tinvt then.
ft.) Tli- tongxr
a rmor- typ *ýh~

of thip *Oiool war. torain aArmyr pers(*onel tin the t1*0 411d tat ttv* 54 All
ontinteVA
'e V ;nvont~iy. It all
ýoii~uwktotd 6Aiv wnd vidvn ei uIIIit
atrmil'i tor all aiwwly 4rivto' AKVN ari~io onitip to onitire thAt they were eonWi reAdy beforetr
gafgisothe field A-# opvratlanal focg
(Ui) O)n I$
Trmtg Itom.

,oriosrociot, ot a tauilk 11%utnerv'
migo~ Awa,
Owdmet
Armo-r School
The rtige, appoimately 40~ kim fromn the gehool, p ewmite th.
hi'ni
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principal weapons without having to travel excessive distances to tank ranges under U3 or
Australian operational control.
(U) The Signal School had been originally the Communications Training Center of the
French Army in Indochina and was located in Gia Dinh. In 1954, it had become the ARVN Signal
Communications Training Center and consisted of two separate centers -- the Signal School in
Thu Duc, which had the primary mission of training signal officers for the ARVN and enlisted
men of all services in signal equipment repair, and the Signal Training Center in Vung Tau,
which had the primary mission of training RVNAF enlisted men in the use of all types of communications equipment.
(U) In October 1961, the Thu Duc portion of the school had been transferred to and consolidated with the Vung Tau portion in their present location. The consolidated portion was designated the RVNAF Signal School and given the combined mission that had previously been
assigned both centers. In August, the school's organization expanded to include personnel and
equipment for a cryptographic facility for the purpose of training all RVNAF personnel in the
use of the new cipher equipment.
(U) The Engineer School had its beginnings as a training center near Haiphong, North Vietnamn. Here, until 1951, the French had maintained an Engineer Center with the responsibility
of instructing and training Vietnamese engineer soldiers. In 1951, it became desirable to integrate a greater number of Vietnamese officers into the Corps of Engineers, and the center was
moved to and became part of the Thu Duc Reserve Officers' School. In 1954 the school had been
turned over to the Vietnamese, and the Engineer Training Center was moved to Bien Hoa. In
September 1955, it had moved back to Thu Duc and was designated as the Engineer School, It
was here that the entire family of courses in military engineering, from basic training to
generalized education, was developed and presented.
(U) Becaus? of the need for expanded facilities and more adequate training areas, the
school had moved to Vung Tau in October 1957. Many new courses were deveioped and presented, including specialized operator courses for all types of enginecr equipment. The student
capacity at Vung Tau had been 400 officers and men.
(U) In August 1961, the school had closed and moved to its present location at Phu Cuong in
Binh Duong Province. Classes resumed in January 1962, and the school has since trained
officers, officer candidates, NCOs, and enlisted personnel of the RVNAF Corps of Engineers in
the techniques, procedures, and methods of military engineering. The training mission was
based on the concept of making combat engineers through courses on engineer equipment operation, first and se.cond echelon Maintenance, and career-type courses.
(U) The student capacity at Phu Cuong was 1, 000, a capacity which became inadequate for
future expansion requirements. The Engineer School developed a five year plan to increase its
capacity to 3,000. The Central Training Command Upgrading Plan considered relocating the
Engineer School. However, in coordination with the Engineer Department, the CTC on 15 Dec
decided to keep the school at the present location and upgrade the facilities to increase the
capacity to 3, 000. The decision pormitted a more orderly expansion program for training and
implementing the five year plan.
t'

(U) The Z iilitary Police School had been first organized as a training center in Danang in
1957, the sanme year that the ARVN Military Police Corps was established. It was given the
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mission of conducting basic Military Police training courses at a rate of five iZ-week courses
every two years. Each class consisted of approximately 250 personnel, and graduates were
Later, assignments were made to units throughout the
initially assigned only to I Corps.
country. In April 1962, the center had moved to its present site in Vung Tau and was renamed
the RVNAF Military Police School.
(U) In January 1965, the school's organization had been expanded to include personnel and
equipment for a criminal investigation laboratory which was to be responsible for scientific
Howanalysi.; o' evidence submitted by field units and the training of criminal investigators.
,,ver, this laboratory was still not operational as of the end of 1969.
(TT)

The school received an approved expansion plan for the 1967-1969 period which per-

mitted trairin, of 500 students at any one time. This included the training of Military Police
Corps. jtnior officers, NCOs, and criminal investigators. The school also conducted the basic
ombat training course for all recruits assigned to the MP Corps.
(U) Administrative Schools. In October 1955, the RVNAF had established the Military
Adminiotration School at the Thu Duc Military School Center with the mission of providing specialized training in quartermaster, finance and administration, and personnel administration
subjects. As the program expanded, and student capacities were raised, it had become necessary, in 1958, to reorganize the school into two separate branches -- the Finance and AdminiThe arrangement had proven satisfactory until
stration Branch and the Quartermaster Branch.
1962 when it was decided, as a result of a lack of space and the rapid expansion of the different
This had resulted in the creation of
branches, to divide the School into three separate schools.
the Adjutant General's School in March 1962 and the Quartermaster Schuol and Administration
and Finance School in July 1962. All three schools were located in Saigon where they trained
specialists in their respective fields,
(U) ihe Transportation School had its beginning in 1954 when a highway transport officers'
basic course was organized and conducted at the Thu Duc Reserve Officers' Training Center.
Officers were transferred into this course upon completion of their infantry training. In February 1955, the Highway Transport School had been officially activated as part of the Thu Duc
Center and was transferred as a separate school to the supervision of the Transportation ComThe school's mission of training drivers and organizamand which was formed in April 1955.
tional mechanics and NCO- had required such an expansion of facilities that in January 1957 the
school had been split, and the regional driver and second echelon mechanic courses were moved
to the Quang Trung Training Center. The rest of the school had remained at Thu Duc until
September 1958 when the school was consolidated back into one location -- the Quang Trung
The school's mission remained essentially
Training Center area, 14 km northwest of Saigon.
the same as when it was established in 1955 and had an increased training capacity of 700 students. During this year, the school advisory detachment was increased from one to three
personnel.
(U) The Medical School had been first established in 1951 in Hanoi to provide the Vietnamese Medical Battalion under French command with its first formal medical training capability.

The mission of this school was to train regular medical officers, pharmacists, and dentists.
The school had moved to S-igun in 1954 and, in 1956, was combined with the Medical Training
Center whose mission had consisted of training enlisted medics and NCO medical specialists.

This combination of the two schools had been officially redesignated the Military Medical School
in 1961. Shortly thereafter, planning was instituted to construct a modern facility which would
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enable the school to meet the increasing medical requirements of the expanding RVNAF. This
facility, constructed in the Phu-Tho area of Saigon, was completed and operational in April
1964. The school conducted 35 different courses in its training of Medical Specialists for the
RVNAF.
(U) The Ordnance School had been first established in 1952 as the Materiel Training Center
at Thu Duc. Its mission, like other branch-type schools, was to train ordnance personnel in
their speciality. In 1957, it was redesignated as the Ordnance School and had retained its primary training mission. In 1961, the school had separated from the Thu Duc Center and moved
to Saigon where it conducted 68 different courses in its training of ordnance specialists for the
RVNAF.
(U) The RVNAF Military Intelligence School had been first established in 1955 at historic
Fort Cay Mai in the Saigon-Gia Dinh area with the mission of training the intelligence platoons
and squads of the ARVN. In 196Z, its mission had been expanded to include training of the
intelligence units of the Regional Forces. This latter mission was withdrawn in October 1967.
In 1968, the school had instituted the Aerial Intelligence Interpreter's Course and graduated its
first class in September of that year. In April 1969, the Combined Intelligence Course seminars were begun between ARVN intelligence personnel and their US counterparts; later in July,
Interrogation of Prisoners of War and Order of Battle courses were instituted. These courses
had previously been conducted offshore in Okinawa. The normal programmed input to the Combined Intelligence Course was 30 students per class (15 Vietnamese and 15 US). The program
objective was to train all Sub-Sector S-Z personnel and this objective was met with the completion of the final class in December. A total of 534 officers attended the four day courses and
received instruction designed to enhance the exchange of intelligence information on a daily
basis.
(U) The RVNAF Logistics Management School had started in 1959 but was not officially
dedicated until March 1960. The mission of the school was twofold:
1.

Provide high level logistic

instruction for RVNAF.

2.

Research, study, and develop logistic

organization and doctrine for the RVNAF.

(U) The school taught three levels of instruction, each designed to cover a specific portion
of the overall logistic system in RVNAF. The Logistics Management Course concentrated on
preparing selected officers for General Staff duties. The Logistics Staff Officers' Course prepared officers to work at the intermediate level and the Supply Officers' Course prepared
officers to work at unit level. During this year, two new programs of instruction were added:
The PRAISE course and the US Advisor Orientation Course. Also, the school's capacity
increased from 125 to 175 students.
(U) The Army
cial Training School in Saigon had been established unofficially in October
1952. The school pi vided basi.c and advanced technical training in social welfare to Women of
the Armed Forces Corps (WAFC) officers and NCOs whose actual or anticipated assignment was
as a Social Service Assistant in the RVNAF Social Service Department. In addition, the school
provided technical refresher training for civilian kindergarten teachers administered by the
Social Service Department and provided such other appropriate technical training as might be
directed by the JGS.
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(U) The RVNAF Band School had been founded in Saigon in February 1959, due mainly to
the efforts of the incumbent bandmaster. Originally, it was known as the Army Band Center
and, shortly after establishment, had developed a training program of basic and intermediate
courses. In 1961, it was renamed the RVNAF Music School and moved to Thu Duc where it
continued to train musicians for the Z0 RVNAF Bands. In December, at the request of the
Senior Advisor, the English translation of the Vietnamese school was changed to RVNAF Band
School.
(U) The RVNAF Armed Forces Language Schoul had opened in Saigon in June 1956 with the
mission of teaching English to Vietnamese who were programmed to attend off-shore schooling
in the United States. Its student capacity at that time had been 1,000. In July 1967, the school
had doubled its input by increasing facilities and operating on a two-shift basis. The school's
mission was then expanded to include training Vietnamese translators for in-country requirements. During the Tet Offensive of 1968, 70 percent of the school's facilities had been
destroyed. However, new facilities were secured and the training continued almost without
interruption. As the RVNAF expanded and the requirement for off-shore schooling increased,
the school expanded its facilities until, by the end of 1968, it had a capacity of 5, 000 students.
(U) Graduates of the school who were offshore trainees were released with a 70 percent
language capability, thus permitting direct attendance at US schools without the previously required three month TDY period of English schooling in CONUS.
(U) An additional facility for the school was established at Vung Tau, by renovating the
Kiet Compound building for a capacity of 660 students. The facility was completed on 5 Dec and
first class of the RVNAFLS, Vung Tau began on 8 Dec. Four hundred sixty-four ARVN Signal
Corps students entered the class to learn English in preparation for further training in the ICS
program.
(U) Junior Military Academy (JMA). The first Junior Military School had been established
in Vung Tau in 1915 under the French and was later relocated to Gia Dinh and My Tho. Similar
schools had also been established in Mong Cay, Hue, Hanoi, Ban Me Thuot, Song Mao and Tha
Dau Mot, all supported by the French. The RVNAF Junior Military Academy was activated in
1956 at Vung Tau bringing together at a single location the several Junior Military Schools once
located in Central and South Vietnam, Since 1956 the Junior Military Academy had been supported and administered by the Government of Vietnam. By end of 1969, the CTC provided tho
instructors and facilities and the Ministry of Education established the curriculum and Programs of Instruction (POI).
(U) The mission of the school was to provide secondary education and military training to
the sons of Vietnamese Military, Regional Forces, Popular Forces, Police and Village Administration Personnel who had served or had given their lives in the war.
(U) The RVNAF JMA academic year began on 15 Sep and ended un 30 Jun. The courses
taught included an Elementary School Course (equivalent to US fifth to ninth grade), a Junior
High School Course (sixth to ninth grade), a Senior High School Course (tenth to tweoth grade),
and Military Basic Training. Ages at the students ranged from IZ through 18. 98
(C) The most important factor in the program for the Improvement and Modernirtaion
(I&M) of the RVNAF was training. As new equipment was brought into the RVNAF inventory.
personnel had to be trained in Its use before any value could be received; as the RVNAF
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expanded, additional recruits, specialists, and leaders had to be trained to fill the newly created
units; as the RVNAF accepted an increasing share of the burden of combat, both the quantity and
quality of the training product had to be upgraded. During the first few weeks of 1969, orientation visits were made to the 47 training centers, service schools, and commands for which
MACV provided advisory support. Although the overview gained from these visits indicated that
the training base had made considerable progress toward self-sufficiency, it was obvious that
many improvements had to be made to ensure that the training base could cope with its role in
the I&M Program. Numerous studies and programs had been initiated to correct deficiencies
within the training base. Many other actions were initiated and/or completed by August 1969,
which allowed the training base to move closer to self-sufficiency. Below, in resume, are the
more salient accomplishments.

Programs of Instructio~n (POI)
(C) POIs formed the outline upon which all training wias based. Each POI listed the subjects to be taught, the instruction time, the manner of presentation, the training aids and ammunition used, and the length and scope of end-of-training tests. Initial studies of existing POIs
revealed that, in most cases, the basic recruit cycles were too short to prepare individuals for
combat; however, in an expanding army, the need for trained replacements often required a
reduction in the length of training progra~nis. Therefore, while MACV developed longer and

more comprehensive POls for basic and advanced individual training and recommended to the
Central Training Command (CTC) their adoption when the situation permitted, an immediate
impact approach was adopted. Existing POls were 4analyzed as to scope and completeness andi
changed in content, if appropriate, without increasing the length of training cyciv.s. An example
was the Popular Force (PF) recruit P0IL Staodardiaed ait 10 weeks, the 1401 broke downi into six
weeks of military subjecta and four weeks of Revolutionary Developmvntn ltD) and Political
Indoctrinationi training. The scope andi length of the military training received by P.IF recruit
was totally inadequate. The RD training could be, reduced to A brief orientation period with more
comprehensive RD training conducted after the recruits reported to their uinit. %he, IA01 was
changed, not in length, but by increasing thev number af weeks devoted to military subljectA from
six to over eight wfoeks, thus providing t.ho recruit with the, opportunity to gaini the basic nilitary
knowledge required to perform hits mission while rtaducing the RD training accordingly.
Tactical Training

*

(C) Subsequent to the 196 Tot Ofiviisive, tactical. training at many trbining clentersk and
most aervlee aehoolo had been diraotically curtailed because? oi in-otcoro conditione. *tirroundiing.
the installation#. This htad been es#pecially true of night raw
Tho hours dovototl to tactical
trining in the P06s were not reduced, but commander!* hatt .- r ro4 oooduct training in
are.As close to the perimeter at the inotallattu'ii:- and thoi only ditug dut 44ny. In *FOA.uary.
NtACV tried to imiprovt this situation and AtroniglY Urged the CV; to PrVOVdie realisti-r utiickAl
training, both day "dantight.
thus, a JtOSICTC direetive on 10 Apt rrquirod all prtliribod
night training to ho condueteid by the training rentert. and Schoult Andj, #uhSeQuently, every
training center and school began cnducting, *s a mini murni the day and night tactical training
prescribed by the POle.

*Now
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M16 Marksmanship Training
(C) The ARVN training programs had incorporated M16 rifle marksmanship training on a
limited basis in February 1968 with the first issue of M16s. Howeve:, priorities did not provide early issue of these weapons to the training base, precluding the training base from changing completely to an M16 marksmanship program until a year later. During the interim, the
G [C developed a 76-hour basic M16 rifle marksmanship course with the understanding that it
would become effective upon issuance of sufficient quantities of Ml6s to the training centers and
schools. The full MI6 marksmanship program began in March 1969. Definitive guidance and
training publications were lacking in the implementing instructions, i. e., no specific record
course of fire or qualification standards were prescribed. Therefore, MACV developed two
comprehensive training directives designed to provid& necessary guidance to the training centers and schools, convinced CTC of their worth, and assisted in their publication and dissemination. The results of this program were a marked improvement in the number of recruits
qualifying with the M 16 and improved management of the marksmanship program.

Expansion of RF and PF Unit Training
(C) Programs to increase the number of RF companies and PF platoons were prepared and
implemented during the first nine months of 1969. In the fourth quarter, 1968, MACV had
assisted CTC in preparing a program to train 278 new RF Companies during I Jan - 30 Jun 69.
These new companies were allocated as shown beluvw
CORPS

NUMBER OF COMPANIES

III
IV
TOTAL

$1)
119
179

1

50

Major actoltn included prvparation of the program and a system to moriutor its progress. In
December 1968, the initial program had been distsemimatd to each Corps and to all training
centers *0eected to conduct this training, Subsequently, a modification was published and distrIbute., BecAuse the total training requirement wva tw he completed by 30 Jun 11, it was necessary to develop a monitoring soystem to allow early d&tetton anot correctiotn of unauthorizvd
deviation, trom the program. An informal spot report with unslrcutons At training renters
provided timely information goncerning input of the new RF companies. Add~tionally, report
requirements and tormats for higher headquarters woere determined. Certain pr;'bloms develaped early In the execution phase of this training program, oarticularly the tendency ot the
Corp* to deviate from the CTC input sd0wdhilo tlrough delayed itpmbt wr tranhinu' egnters an1d",0

the case of one Corps. shitting of training requirements among tralnlng centers, Eight nocv Ri
companits (rom IV Corps did not compiete training by SO Jun and, in III Corps, three new
companies did not Complete training by 30 Jun. each Corps was Informed of unauthoriard
deviations and reminded that approval most be obtained from JGS/C1'C for deviations.
IC)

MAof )I Aug, 1. 477 RY companite had been aActivated out of the I.47ý authorised to

Phase HA and 1, 47T were operationsal.
-4

by September only one more RAP company required

activation and all but two uut of the total authorited were operatioalt. Vhtdfctleg I Nov the JCS
ordered the activation of an additional Z3 RI? Cuorpaniev for training to begin I Jan 70. 99
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(C) In June, following the Midway US-GVN Presidentiai Meeting, the JGS was ordered to
activate, train, and equip 863 FE platoons prior to 31 Dec. Although MIACV approval for this
increase was not granted, the training base was totally committed to this program,

&

(C) In August the JGS activated the new PF platoons. Recruitment and training progressed
at a rapid rate during the subsequent months. By the end of September, all the 863 platoons had
been recruited, 825 w-re in training (which resulted in overcrowding of the Popular Force
Training Centers) and 10 had completed training. By the end of the next month, 530 had corupleted traiving, with the status by CTZ shown below: 100
I CTZ

11 CTZ

III CTZ

IV CTZ

TO TAL

144
144
0
144

125
125
83
4Z

167
167
80
87

427
427
170
457

863
863
333
530

Authoriaed
Recruited
In Training
Completed training

(C) The JOS/CTC program to rec ruit and train 863 new PF platoons during the second half
of 1969 wascompleted with final graduation on 29 Dc. The successful, timtely c!ompletion of
this prngram, in spite of pro ramming and traininýg difficulties, wast considered 4y MACV to b4
a significant achievement. 101
0
ctivation of 44 additional 107 IT
(C) Effoctive I Nov , a J3S niessage ordetrd thle
quotas as follows: 104
for training to bogin I Jan 70 wiQthiC
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PF
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in accordance with the force structure increase. A conference with field advisors was held on
29 Mar, during which the seriousness of student shortfalls at service schools was presented and
recommendations for solutions solicited, in early April, a joint MACV/CTC shortfall mont toring and control system was established in the form of a Training Coordination Center (TCC). It
received shortfall feeder reports from service school senior adviaors 24 to 48 hours prior to
the start of each class. The advisors to those units which failed to fill their allocated spaces
were i.-lormed and requested to urge their counterparts to fill the spaces.
(C) While the Training Coordination Center vastly improved the student fill at the service
schools, a deviation reporting system was also established to handle shortfall or overfill problems at training centers. The main difference between the Schools and Training Centers systerns was that corrective action could b- directed at those organizations failing to fill their
allocated spaces at service schools, while the unfilled spaces at training centers normally were
caured either by a failure to recruit sufficient ntumbers or a failure of units, scheduled to
urdergo refresher training, which could not be roetlased by their parent organization because of
operaot, al requirements, therefore, there was little immediate corrective action that could be
tahen, However, the deviation reporting system forced on the CTZ HQs Rnd the JGS an awarr.
ness of the irnportawnee of realistically forecasting training requirements to provide the
inductees and voluntoers to fill classes.

OJT
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A.

4. Category IV. RVNAF personnel trained on-the-job in their present units by US
training teams. Upon completion of this training, trainees would be utilized in their current
un it.
(U) All the above were considered programs which would realistically contribute? to mnaximizing th.? effectiveness of RYNAF commanderts, staffs, and units. Experience showed that the
most effective programns were in the mechanical fields whepre students learned by watching,
imitating, and doing. Effectiveness diminished in programs which required a knowiedge of
theory and related applications. The conclusion drawn was that the expansion poten .tialI of the
OJT Programr was limited only by the complexity of modern equipment initro-duced in Vietnnim as
:omnpared to the qualifications of the trainees. The language barrier rerysined. ap the major
problem and stumbling block in the progiram 4 In mary instancos of techr.ical ter~miriology, there
was simply no Vietnamese wa)rd equivalents to use for Nu4 and precise understanding..
Offshore. Trainin
(C) The F'Y69 Offshore Training Programn p~rovided formnal training to '434 •gfic.vra and E.M
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(C) In September, an English Language- Aptitude *rest (SLAT) was introduced into the
RVNAF Language School. SLAT was designed to identify and eliminate the slow learners early
It wvas. introduced on a test basis, found successful, andi adopted as
in their lAnguage 'training.
a standard proceoure for screening potential candidates for follow-on training in the various
rechnwt.a~l iii and out of counftry training srhIoo)Is for which understanding of English was a must.
ror c-xantpWe. in. Oetotrr, \'ANAr initiated action to enploy SLAT as: a prereqluisite to recruit
cadiatsfor the- Pilot Cadiltsti andi M..chanics CfAaztses.v
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(C) Following this, the DEPSECDEF directed preparation of the following two plans to train
local nationals to assume the entire control of the ICS-SEA:
1. JCS prepare a detailed time-phase plan for theý turnover of selected ICS equipment
and facilities in RVN and Thailand.
Z. Army prepare a detailed plan for training Vietnamese and Thai personnel needed to
operate the residual C-F systems,

(C)1 The JCS established the following specific responsibilities for trainting of IC/N and Thai
personnel:
Formal Training:

1.

a. ArmTy wvill plani, fund, anid conduct thp formal training for all se~rvici-o in operaticcn an1d otitnneof
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1.
to include:

Identification of cadre and faculty requirements for all training centers and schools

a.

Increased assigned strength of cadre and faculty to 100 percent of TOE.

b.

Replacement of those of long tenure (5-years).

c. Replacement of ineffectives (those without field/ope rational experience, incompetent, lack of motivation).
2. Determination of an equitable levy to be placed forcibly on the four CTZs to provide
the field-experienced replacements identified in action 1 above at a ratio of 3:2, anticipating that
some would not meet the desired prerequisites.
3. Tasking one or more training facilities to conduct a program of instruction to
qualify selected personnel as instructors.
4. Assignment of graduates of the instructor's course by priority based on individual
qualification and training facility needs.
(C) To provide impetus, the CofS and COMUSMACV discussed the program with their
counterparts: the CofS with CofS, JGS on 18 and 29 Apr; COMUSMACV with GJGS on 28 Apr.
As early as 22 Apr, the JGS/Jl presented an analysis of the proposed program to CJGS which he
approved. The analysis determined that existing TOE officer shortages would be filled and a
slight overstrength authorized and filled at the training centers and schools. In addition, CTC
was directed to replace unqualified instructors. On 31 May, MACV was requested to comment
on a draft CTC program designed to fill all cadre positions with combat-experienced personnel,
except those involved with administrative or logistical support. After incorporating MACV's
comments, on 4 Jul, CTC disseminated the formal program to implement the 4-point program
for upgrading the cadre/faculty as originally submitted by MACV.

Logistical Support of Training

"(C) Discussion of efforts to keep pace logistically with other improvement programs can
best be divided into four functional areab: facilities, logistics, budget, and development of
tables of organizationi and equipment (TOE).
(C) Facilities. On I Aug 68, 39 small provincial Popul.ar Force Training Centers (PFTCs)
had been consolidated into 12 inter-provincial PFrGs under control of CTC. The seven Highland
'PFTCs in 11 CTZ had remained as provincial PFTCs under control of the CG, II CTZ to provide
local facilities for the training of Montaguards (In Jme, a decision was made by the JOS to consoli.date the seven highland PFTCs into three IPFTCs under the control of CTC. This was the
r'.sult of constant effort by MACV to convince CTC that the training effort in II CTZ would improve through consolidation).
The closure of so many PFTCs in the consolidation required the
capacities of those which remained to be increased as much as five-fold. A joint MACV/CTC
survey was initiated to detvrmine what new facilities were required to support the desired
"capacities of the IPFTCs. Requirements were determined and a three phased construction program began to provide housing, messing, storage, and training facilities. All but the third
phase was completedi by mid-August. During the joint survey of the IPFTCs, it was found that
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there was no comprehensive inventory of facility assets at the other training' enters and
schools. Thus, survey sheets were sent to all training centers and .choe•l in October 1968,
through both advisory and Vietnamese channeis, and vwcre followed up by visits of a combined
MACV/CTC team to ensure the completed surveys reflected accurat,-Iy the existing facilities.
The comprehensive inventory of facilities made it possible to plan realistically for short range
and long term construction as well as major rehabilitation projects. This inventory proved
valuable during the preparation of the FY71 MASF/MILCON submission by MACV in June 1969.
The facilities survey highlighted one of the most serious facility problems: water supply and
distribution -- a problem compounded by a lack of command emphasis within RVNAF and improper maintenance of the equipment incorporated in the water systems. Coordination with the
CTC and Central Logistics Command (CLC) staffs did secure comrnand interest. As the water
systems were repaired or constructed in the months ahead, continued emphasis on proper use
and maintenance at all levels should reduce the deterioration.
(C) Logistics. During the first seven months of 1969, the RVNAF logistics system was
required to support the trainiag of cver 200,000 trainees/students. A 6ignificant improvement
in the supply of training ammunition during this period reflected considerable MACV/CTC effort
to accurately forecast needs long before the ti.aining was conducted. Prior to November 1968,
ammunition forecasts had been oascd primarily on previous requests, modified normally by
adding a small "fudge" factor. However, as a basis for the 1969 forecast, each POI was analyzed to determine the ammunition required for one trainee and/or unit for a particular POI;
thus, it was relatively simple to forecast the ammunition needed for the training base, and the
accuracy of the forecast equalled the forecast of tr-ining to be conducted. Using these same
analyses as a basis, forr'-rl POI-related tablhs oi allowance were prepared which reduced the
advisor's role in compu1 g .'-ture ammunition fc.recasts while forming a valid basis for checking RVNAF forecasts.
(C) A major accomplishment of the RVNAF logistics base during the first six months of
1969 was equipping and transporting the 278 new RF companies activated during the early
months of 1969, Some companies were delayed for short periods becatse of a lack of readily
available transportation and not all RF companies were fully equipped as prescribed by TOE.
However, the logistics base reacted to problems as they became known with solutions following
soon the reafte r.
(C) The most serious logistical problem was the low equipment priority of training centers
and schools. This low priority, resulting from operational units being given an almost unrestricted priority for new equipment, impacted in three Interrelated problem areas:
1. Equipment reached tho field before personnel were trained in its operation and
maintenance.
2.

The quality of the trainees graduating from the training base was lowered.

3. Units were required to devote Wime, men, and material resources tu provide necessary training on items of equipment.
(C) In early May, MACV approved In concept the granting to the training base of first
priority on items required for training, and filling the current shortages within the training base
during the next year (25 percent per quarter). This corcept was discussed with the JOS on 9
May'. in order to provide the training bas: with items otherwise not readily available, MACV
developed a Supply Management Project in which materials were obtained from US Property
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Disposal Yards and provided to the training centers and schools on an accountable basis. After
approval of the project on 2 Apr, an accountable officer with authority to draw materials from
US Property Disposal Yards was assigned on orders. At the same time, training centers and
schools were informed of the project and told that lists should be submitted to the project officer.
The project officer was able to obtain material far beyond initial expectations. Almost 375
requests were received as of 1 Aug, 33 percent filled completely and 10 percent partially. The
salvage yard value of the material obtained was over $43, 000, Commanders of the training
facilities enthusiastically improved their facilities with the materials provided.
(C) Budget. Prior to the fall of 1968, budget procedures had lacked necessary controls to
efficiently manage funds. Since that time several changes were incorporated into the funding
system to upgrade the use of training funds. Two fundamental requirements of a budget system
are the formulation of realistic plans and the review of expenditures. About 50 percent ot the
training centers and schools initiated budget advisory committees in 1969. The National Defense
College's plan for establishing budget review procedures was reproduced and forwarded as
guidan'>u to a nu-ibcr of schonls thet were studying its provisions for adaptation to the individual
school's requirements. Each training center and school submitted its own budget to CTC to be
used as a basis for submitting the overall training budget. This was an important change. In
addition, once the annual budget was approved, training centers and schools were informed of
their anticipated quarterly fund allocations in advance of each quarter, per-nitting more rational
budgeting during the period.
(C) The outstanding action in the fiscal area was concerned with a budget inspection system.
After criteria for evaluating the finaiacial administration system was prepared, they were consolidated into a checklist. This list was used by a CTC inspection team for evaluating each
facility. Priorities of locations to be visited were determined on the basis of amount of money
expended and special problems. This process served notice that CTC would monitor the budgets
closely and provided the means to correct inefficient and ineffective budgetary procedures in a
timely manner.
(C) Development of Tables of Organization and Equipment (TOE). The MACV Training
Directorate was the proponent for 94 ARVN authorization documents, including infantry, armor,
artillery, and ranger units, training centers, and schools. All these tables of organization and
equipment (TOEs) were reviewed between August 196". and August 1969 with recommended
changes being submitted to MACMA. In addition, JGS agreed to develop staffing guides for all
CTC organizations as a means of managing manpower resources since CTC organizations were
not tactical units and, therefore, did nothave a TOE for appropriate reference. To permit the
quantities of weapons authorized for training to be more responsive to fluctuations in student
load, it was recommended and approved that training weapons of CTC facilities be removed
from the TOE and placed in a TDA.

RVNAF Base Study Group
(C) The 1969 RVNAF training base had been developed in response to daily requirements
rather than through an overall plan, and it was inevitable that gaps and duplications had been
introduced. With this in mind,
vACT submitted a proposal to the CofS, MACV on 5 Jun to
forni a combined US/RVNAF Study Group to make a comprehensive evaluation of the entire
RVNAF training base. The study group would be co-chaired by US and Vietnamese general
officers not specifically involved with the training effort. The study would encompass the
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calendar y~ars 1970-75 and be completed 120 days after the establishment of the study group.
On 9 Jun, the CofS approved the proposal and forwarded a letter to the CofS, JGS requesting his
There was no reply from the JGS on this proposal and consequently the combined
concurrence.
study group did not materialize.

Base Development Planning
(C)

The most significant planning activity of 1969 within CTC,

one which would eventually

incorporate ;ll the activities discussed above into a total, cohesive, self-sufficient RVNAF
training base, was the Training Development Plan (TDP). In December 1968, CTC had become
convinced that an overall plan to guide the improvement of the training base was necessary.
Since December, CTC developed short range (2-year) and long range (5-year) objectives and
guidance to assist in developing details of the plan. In addition, CTC appointed program managers to ensure ar orderly and simultaneous development of each of the six major problems
developed in the TDP. The initial results were encouraging, but much remained to be done to
implement fully the TDP, as it was a framework for a steady improvement of training without
sacrificing the flexibility to meet changing needs. 108

NGQ Academ yTrainmj
(U) In an effort to fill the critical NCO shortage and reduce the EM overstrength in units,
the JGS opened a Special Reserv- NCO Training Course at the Nha Trang NCO Academy at the
beginning of 1969. Experieace indicated that the majority of NCOs graduated from the NCO
Academy demon"tra.ed exceptional mili+arf knowledge and combat experience and it was highly
desirable tu have more of these high-caliber NCOs in RVNAF. This program was open to all
personnel, Private thrc igh Corporal First Class, with a minimum of one year in service.
Classe,- were scheduled to commence on a nraonthly basis. Widest dissemination of this program
through the chain of command a.nd the CentLal FOLWAR Command, to all eligible personnel was
encouraged. Unit commanders were to answer to the JOS for all 1G JGS complaints made by
enlisted men whose requests failed to reach CTC. 1G9
(U) This program was resisted by sor,e RF commanders, as during field visits it became
apparent they were reluctant to designate qualified enlisted personnel to attend the course. This
resistance was due to JGS assignment policies which 6.d not guarantee return of NCO class
graduates to their original units.
Therefore, in an effor" to overcome this problem, JGS issued
a memorandum on 7 May which stated: 110
Urge subordiiate Sectors to designate qualified
enlisted personn:il to attend Special NCO Courses, in
compliance with the number or NCO trainees prescribed
by the JOS. After graduation, these individuals will
be returned to their original units

NCO and OCS Leadership Training

(S) Following was the training status of potential junior lea'era for RVNAF at the end of
1st Qtr FY70:.
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Programefed
OCS
NCO
OCS PREP
NCO PREP

z, ZOO
8, 112
2,000
2,000

Actual
2,300
7,576
1,440
1,100

(S) The NCO shortfall was a result of the shortfall in NCO Preparatory training. The total
shortfall (890) was partially offset by overfills in Reserve NCO courses at the NCO Academy.
The shortfall in OCS and NCO preparatory courses occurred because the Mobilization Directorate could not obtain sufficient trainees who met the prerequisites for selection, and because of
the continuing reluctance of some commanders to release personnel for school attendance.
MACV continued to encourage JGS to reemphasize to RVNAF commanders the necessity to
release personnel for attendance at these schools.
i

Training Deficiencies
(S) At the close of the year, there were major training deficiencies which would require
improvement in order that training in the RVNAF could be considered effective.
The most
significant deficiencies were:
1.

The Central Training Command was not staffed to effectively control the training

effort.
2. The Central Training Command did not control the specialized schools. Personnel
assigned to specialist schools were under the control of the respective technical service.
3.

The quality of training did not meet required standards.

4.

There was a lack of standardization in training programs.

5. Proficiency testing was not adequate. There wao no proficiency test for recruit
training and unit training tests were often marginally effective.
6. The system for rotating cadre into and out of training centers was ineffective.
Marginally effective cadre had remained at training centers for as long as seven years.
7. Many key personnel at training centers and service schools had no combat experience. It was desirable that all training center commanders, combat arms schools commandants, and all tactics instructors have combat experience.
8.

There was no effective program to relate combat experiences/lessons learned in

9.

Training base facilities were inadequate.

combat.

(S) Further, the GVN budget was so constructed that all costs supporting training could not
be identified. It was known however that the Ministry of National Defense (VN) Budget for FY7073 was planned to provide training funds in the following general areas: 112
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1. RVNAF Training: Funds provided for general military training at locations other
than service schools and training centers.
2. Military Ceremonies: Funds provided for ceremonies at schools and training centers and division level and higher marksmanship contests.
3. Military Schools and Training Centers: Provided funds for operation of schools and
training centers on the basis of a set rate per man per month with funds allocated for the
following:

4.

a.

Maintenance of clothing and equipment.

b.

Personal hygiene and sanitation.

c.

Physical training.

d.

Administrative and instructional supplies.

e.

Textbooks and technical materials.

f.

Technical shop operations.

g.

Instructor salaries at certain schools.

h.

Pay and allowances for junior cadets.

Publication of training periodicals.

5. Training Support Activities:
ment, and range targets.

Funds provided for training aids, audio visual equip-

The P.VNAF CY70 budget, was expected to be extremely austere and unable to provide funds for
construction of required facilities. The cost of facilities upgrading, if performed by US contract, was estimated at $27. 3 million. While RVNAF would accomplish training and training
upgrading programs within its capability, continued US assistance would be required in not only
off-shore training but in providing improvements to training base facilities.

RVNAF LOGISTIC4L ORGANIZATION

(U) The RVNAF logistical organization was established as depicted in Figure VI-15. Five
of the six technical services (Signal, Ordnance, Quartermaster, Engineer, and Medical) provided common item supply support to the ARVN, VNN, and VNAF. The commanders of the
VNAF and VNN commanded installations which provided logistic support peculiar to aircraft and
naval vessels, respectively. Five Area Logistic Gomman~s (ALC) provided direct and general
support to the CTZs and the Capital Military District. 113
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FIGURE VI- 15

ARVN Logistical Organization

(C) The overall support for ARVN units was furnished through three major subdivisions:
the ALCs, the Central Procurement Office, and Technical Services. Additionally, ARVN provided logistic support to the territorial forces (RF/PF), accomplished by the administrative
and direct support logistical (A&DSL) companies.
(C) Logistic support for the four corps and the CMD was provided by the five ALCs, whose
command and control logistic units and installations, including the post engineers, were located
in the respective areas. The ALC boundaries were not necessarily the same as the CTZ boundaries in that there were two ALCs in II CTZ, dividing the CTZ into approximately two equal
geographical areas. The other three ALC boundaries corresponded with the CTZ boundaries.
The ALCs supported the ARVN, VNAF, and VNN on common service items and supported paramilitary forces and the FWMAF on designated items. Each ALC had field depots, general support maintenance units, and direct support units which provided logistic support on an area
basis.
(C) The Central Procurement Office (CPO) had the mission of procuring all in-country
supplies and services in the Saigon area for RVNAF, except small purchases (less than $VN
2, 000, 000, construction, and perishable subsistence). Procurements in areas outside of Saigon
were made by the I, II, IV and V ALC's. The CPO's approval was required for formally advertised ALC contracts exceeding $VN 1,000, 000 and all negotiated contracts in excess of $VN
5,000,000.
(C) There were six ARVN technical services, (discussed below) and each service, with the
exception of Transportation, maintained a base depot in the Saigon area. Base depot missions
included supply (receipt, storage, and issue) and maintenance (4th and 5th echelon) missions.
Backup support to field depots and local direct support was provided by these ARVN base depots.
The technical services commanded the base depots and any other logistic units not assigned to
the ALCs or Corps. Though they did not command logistic units assigned to the ALCs and the
Corps, the technical services exercised technical supervision over such units to include inspection.
(C) The six ARVN technical services, mentioned above were Engineer, Medical, Ordnance,
Quartermaster, Signal, and Transportation, each with a separate mission, and supply and maintenance functions.
(C)

The missions of each were as follows:

1. Chief of Engineers: Plans, directs, and supervises engineering construction,
supply, equipment and facilities maintenance, fire protection/prevention; provides administrative and technical supervision to RVNAF engineer units and area construction offices; provides
maps, topographic survey and engineer intelligence materials for RVNAF; manages car;ers of
engineer officers, trains individual engineer soldiers, and provides technical guidance to the
engineer school.
2. RVNAF Surgeon General: Exercises command and control of the medical base
structure consisting, in the logistics field, of the Medical Base Depot; functions as technical
service headquarters and provides control over field medical depots in the medical groups.
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3. Chief of Ordnance: Exercises command and control of the ordnance base structure
consisting of one supply depot, one rebuild depot, two ammunition depots, and one collection and
classification company; provides technical assistance and guidance to all ordnance units and
personnel.
4. Chief of Quartermaster: Responsible for providing technical assistance and guidance to all quartermaster units and personnel.
5. Chief of Signalh Exercises command control of the ARVN Signal Corps; provides
signal logistic service to the Central Logistics Command; develops all plans for ARVN signal
logistic support and distribution; recommends location of support installations; prepares and
supervises the Signal Corps GVN budget.
6. Director of Defense Transportation (DODT): Commands and controls the Saigon
Transportation Terminal- Command and the 10th Truck Group; pe'ovides technical supervision to
the RVNAF transportation system; operates the RVNAF portion of the Saigon port complex; provides highway transport support for the Saigon area local haul and ALC line haul; provides
commercial and ARVN-ope rated water transportation.
*(C) The supply and maintenance functions of each of the services were as follows:
1. Engineer supply and maintenance functions were performed by an Engineer support
battalion located in each ALC. Also under the support battalion was one or two direct support
companies depending on the size of area supported and the density of equipment. These support
battalions requisitioned supplie's from the base depot located in Saigon, which also controlled
off-shore requisitions under the MAP.
2. The RVNAF Surgeon General:
a.

Supply:

func-

(I) The Chief of Supply was responsible for all medical supply policies,
tions, procurement, maintenance, and construction in RVNAF.

(2) Field depots located in each CTZ provided logistical support to hospitals,
separate dispensaries, and. divisional medical units.
(3) The Medical depots served all services (ARVN, VNAF, VNN) and paramilitary forces.
(4) In-country receipt of Class VIII supplies, including direct shipments from
CONUS and Okinawa, was through the Base Medical Depot in Saigon to the field medical depots
located in Danang, Qui Nhon, Nha Trang, Saigon, and Can Tho. In addition, direct shipments
from Okinawa were made to field medical depots (except Can Tho).
b.

Maintenance:

(1) The Chief RVNAF Medical Maintenance Officer was responsible for overall
management of medical equipment repair to include new equipment capability requirements,
preventive maintenance programs, and drafting applicable regulations. He was also responsible
for providing technical assistance to all medical facilities.
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(2) The Chief of the Medical Base Depot was responsible for epeertion of the
base depot maintenance shop, technical assistance to the stock control section for requisitioning
of medical repair parts, and inspection of field medical depot maintenance facilities.
(3) The field medical depots performed third and fourth echelon maintenance
for hospitals, separate dispensaries, and divisional medikal units. The 70th Base Medical Depot
performed limited fifth echelon mainienance of medical and dental equipment. Repair of dental
handpieces, microscopes, X-ray tubes, and calibration of audiometers was performed by the US
Army Medical Depot RYUKYUS (Okinawa).
3.

Ordnance:

a., Supply: In-country receipt of Class II and IV supplies were primarilt through
the Ordnance Base Depot in Saigon, and direct shipments for designated Glass II and IV supplies
were also made to the ordnance medium support battaltons at Danang, Qui Nhon, Ca.i Tho, and
Nha Trang.
b. Maintenance: First and second echelon maintenance was conducted at the organizational level in ARVN units; third echelon by dirct support units; fourth echelon by the five
medium support battalions (one in each ALC); and fifth echelon by the Ordnance Rebuild Base
Depot in Saigon. This depot also -provided a limited manufacturing capab*iLt for batteries, tire
recapping, and canvas and box fabrication.
c. Ammunition: In-country receipt of Class V supplies was through the six deep
draft ports: Danang, Qui Nhon, Nha Trang, Cam Ranh Bay, Cat Lai, and Vung Tau and the
shallow-draft port at Can Tho which was operated in conjunction with Vung Tau. There were two
ammunition base depots in RVN: one served by the port of Cat Lai, with the mission of distribcting ammunition in the 3d and 4th ALC areas, arid one served by the port of Qui Nhon, with the
mission of distributing ammunition in the 1st, 2d and 5th ALC art-ti. Becax".e of their ability to
receive ammunition directly from CONUS, field depots inDanang, Nha T.rang, and Can Tho
assumed the mission of base depot support for their respective ALCs. In addition, the field
depots served by Cat Lai ard Qui.Nhon also.received ammunition directly from CONUS.
4.

Quartermaster:
a.

Supply:

(1) In-country receipt of Class I, II & IV supplies was through the Quartermaster Base Depot in Saigon and the depots at Danang, Qui Nhon and Nha Trang.
(2) In-country receipt of Class III supply was through three commercial oil
companies (Caltex, Esso and Shell) for bulk and some packaged fuels and lubricants, The
balance of package requirements were requisitioned, stored, and issued by the POL base depot
in Saigon, which obtained these items through MILSTRIP channels. In addition Lo the base depot,
there were POL field depots located in each ALC. All POL was MASF-supported.
b, Maintenance: The Quartermastee Base Depot fabrivated tents, furniture, and
other items rather than performing maintenance. Second and third echelon maintenance of
quartermaster item was performed by A&DSL Companies and the Maintenance Companies of the
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Division Logistical Battalions. Items not repairable at this level were evacuated to the ALCcontrolled QM field depots where 3d and 4th echelon maintenance was performed. Items not
repairable at this level were salvaged.
5.

Signal:

a. Supply: In-country receipt of signal supplies were processed through the Signal
Base Depot which issued to signal support groups in III and IV CTZ and to signal support battalions in I and 11 CTZs. An exception was the shipment of selected dry batteries direct to the
signal field depots at Danang, Qui Nhon, and Nha Trang. The signal field depots issued to the
units and activities in their area of responsibility.
Maintenance: The Signal Base Depot performed backup fourth and fifth echelon
include rebuild of selected high density items. Signal support groups in ILI and
IV C TZ and signal support battalions in I and II CTZs performed third and fourth echelon maintenance. Evacuation of equipment requiring higher echelon maintenance was the reverse of
supply distribution.
b.

"maintenance to

6. The Transportation Directorate was unique among the technical services in that,
while it provided service, it did not have a supply or maintenance mission.

VNN Logistics Organization

(C) The Vietnamese Naval Suppiy System was patterned afttr an amalgamation of French
It was headed by the Deputy Chief -f Staff for Lcgistics who,
and Vietnamese Army systernm.
through the Navy Logistic Group, provided both policy and technical guidance to all echelons of
the sy3tem. The Logistic Group compared with the US Navy Office of Naval Material in organizational structure:
DCSLOG/Chief
Stipply Group
Supply Bureau.

-r

Technical Bureau

-

Estate &. Houaing Bureau-

' -P

Transportation Buzeau
-Finance & Budget Bureau
Planning Bureau

The functions of the various bureaus of the N;ývy Lusistic

Group were as follows:

I. Supply Bureau: performed broad logistic planning for material sipport; provided
direction and control for the supply system; responsible for procuring and distributing major
equiprmf.nn; established system stock levels; controlled the effective utillzation of system atock;
coordinated with ARVN supply agencies ft..r support of the VNN in comtmon consumables a.nd
equipment; coordinated the supply operations of all Naval units; and administered the excess
material program,
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2.Transportation Bureau: coordinated with the JGS Transportation Board to schedule
tac-tical use of Naval logistic lift assets; took operational control of logistic lift ships when cornmitted to a logistic lift rnisslon; arranged transportation oi, Navy material; prepared cargo manifests-; monitored utilization of all Navy transportation assets; and recommended distribution or
redistribution of transportation equipment.
3. Technical Bureau: exercised techni;cal and management control over the! Nava.
shipyard and repair facilities; promulgated maintenance programs for ships, rivercraft and
iunks.- directed salvage operations; prepared and disseminated instructions regarding utilization
and maintenance of equipment; maintained technical publications; performed techniical inspections; prepared and disseminated damage control plans and proge-ans; developed and monitored
training programs for technical personnel; monitor.-d the assignment of technical personnel;
cooperated with the Finance
and Budget lPureau in budgeting for repairs and maintenance of
to
ships, craft, junks, and equipment; directed the programt fur major repairs and ovýerhauls of
ARVN, RF, and PF boats; and reviewed, approved1, and authorized ship and boat alteratio)ns.

*

4. Finance and Budget Bureau:, responsible fur drafting, submitting, timplementing,
anid accounting for the VNN Budget; apportioned funds among various activitie~s; audited the use
of Navy funds; approved contracts miade by Naval activities; administered salaries to civilian
emlplo~yees; and pe rformned financial analysis.
S.

E!,tattu and 1-ousing Bureau:

respt. *.ihle for estabilishing an

antingazmpe

hensive base developinent programt; initiated ruquvst9) for newv construction to the JOS; coordinated the efforts if mobile light c~onstruction tem;determiined requiremen-rts for de-pendent
houising; cecornmended port construction projects; rtquisitionied real estatr; planned b~ase fortifications; prestcrihed standards ftir barracks, piers, and i-vaching wities;U an~d monitored Cefnutruc.lion, major rehabilitation. and bast, :ainterantc projects approved fur Armiy Engineer or
cootract aceumvulifthuwotts.

tZ

5'

bV.Prnang Bureau: mo3nitored the organiration of the Naval Logisticsý System;
responsible- for systemis aitalysia; prepared ant issued operating instaructionsv; propared anid
revit-wed tahW,. of equtipmelnt for all Naval u-nits; estat~iihed logistic, inspection bwdeduler'. porformedl lrs~wttions4 In coupe ration with tithe x- lngisth4 litrvjus: provikded gutuanet ki intmplomenting dirtetaves issued by tlw JUS Logistic Department;- rcviewed the requirkmont for logis~ti.
iis'allatiltoil; monitoreod the impl-nwntAtilou of log.istkc pht's to rdnte
ogs
tvaining

hau; and prepare

laip
ttchfticat with TralinR
jC)thŽlolli'ng is a listing of VNIN stupply
and rooponsibllltiee;

"dothr then
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Repair

Eastern, Cuu Long

Performed 3d, 4th and 5th echelon maintenance and

Facilities

Weatcr:,

Sun~k Rep)air
Facilities

I C T2, Danang
11. C-TZ, Qui Nhon &
Nba Trang
III1 CTZ., Cait La
IV CTZ, An Thai &
Rach Soi

Performed 3d, 4th and Sth echelon maintenance and
repairs on junks oper-ating in coastal zones. Cat
Lo and An Thai performed limited repair and maintonance far fast patrol craft.

Auxiliary
Supply Depots

I CTZ, Danang
II CTZ, Qui Nhon &
Nha Trang
III CTZ, Cat Lo
IV CTZ, An Thai &
Rach Sal
4th RA, Gin Tho

Served as supply issue points for Navy peculiar and
cctramon cansumables and repair parts for units
operating in coastal zones and riverine areas.

Mlet

Saigon
Commanda

Can Tho

maintenance and repairs on riverine force craft.

Operated, in addition to coastal survelllanctt torce-,
logistics lift flotilla in support of RVNAF'.
VNAF Logistics Organixation
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(C) Aviation fuel and oil in support of VNAF was provided by US forces and commercial
contract, depending upon the storage facilities, joint use operations, agreements, etc, applicable to the particular base. Init'ally, a forecast of VNAF requirements, including a request for
contraclural coverage, was submitted to COIVMUSMACV semiannually by the AFGP. With the,
increasing conversion of VNAF from reciprocating engine aircraft to jet engine aircraft, the
proportion of JP-4 fuel requirements was expected to increase and LhGoe of AVCAS te decrease.
All VNAF bases had their own JP-4 issue capability.
(C) Air munitions were supplied against requirements requisitiozeed in accordance with tire
monthly VAMP (Vietnamese Air Munitions Program) procedures. The VAMP report was prepared by AFGP, and inventory and expenditure data for this report was furnished by VNAF.
More positive control of requisitioning procedures and timely response by CONUS Depots
ena3.n-d toulti-port shipment of air munitions.
(C) Transportation in the VNAF involved air, sea, and land modieu. The VNAF provided
air transportation for its own requiremerts, the needl of other Vietnameset.armed forces antd
GVN agencies. A system of scheduled flights and special missions linked the Bien Kva and theSaigon/Tan Son Nhut airhiases with various in-country bases. The RVNAF airlift requirements,
in excess of VNAF capability, were .-spported by USAF airlift. Sealift and barge movemewnts
weke provided by the ARVN and US Arnmy to destinations having marine facilities. Since thvre
were numerous rivers and seaports throughout tihe country, water transportation wvs very ilnportant to VNAF in th• accomplishnent of is.t mission. Ground transportation continued to
remahi a problem due to highway conlitions and security; however, a large volumie of.nmotur
transport was used betwevo the kiev Hoa.Depot and tOie Saigon!Tan Son Nhut ;ara.
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RVNAZ Logistical Situation

ARVN
(C) During FY69, the ARVN continued to improve their ability to support themselves
against internal threats and insurgency. The supply system responded well during the past
Communist offensives and although instances of shortages were reported and a number of logistic installations were damaged or destroyed, the ARVN logistic system displayed the capability to support the combat units. However, US materiel and advisory assistance continued to
be required, as well as continuation of the existing levels of airlift and sealift, if the ARVN
legistical system was to meet the requirements placed upon it.
The ability of ARVN to support
itself ag=.inst external aggression carried the same or greater limitations that were applicable
to the insurgency situation. The ARVN continued to lack depot repair, hospital facilities, and
mriical capabilities.
The implementation; of the Territorial Medical Plan during 1969 relieved
the medical problem to i considerable degre'. (.ommand support was lacking in the ARVN preventive maintenance program. Corrective action was being taken to acquaint ARVN Commanders with the fact that maintenance was : comraand responsibility. This subject was stressed
during a Command Maintenance Management Inspection (CMM.I) Program conference held in
Jul;-.
The conference was attended by representatives of each Corp, ALC, and Division and was
chaired by the RVNAF DCS/LOG.
";ring the conference, the area of responsibility for the control of inspection teams was changea to require c;.ch Corps to field its own inspection team and
to report its findings directiy
'he Corps Commander.
This was a significant step taken by the
RVN:AF to increase the commnand influence and involvement in insuring that corrective action
was taken by his units. 114
(C) In August, the
vIMI directive, which had been developed by the DCS/LOG and his ý;taff
with assistance of US advisors, -..-as issued to major ARVN units in thc field. Developed over a
seven month period, the new directive enhanced the maintenance management at all levels
within: ARVN. 115
(C) Transportation improved with increased road security and restoration of military highwa;'s and bor :ers. Security also improved to a point where 95 percent or more of the military
essential highways were in green or amber condition at all times (See chapter IX).
The movement of supplies and equipmnnt continued to be hampered by shortages of intra-coastal shipping
and inland transportation, as well as war-damaged secondary reads and insecure lines of communications to outlying areas. Direct shipments of supplies and equipment from offshore
sources to up-country ports relieved the congestion in tue Saigon Port. Competition for civilian
labor between RVNAF and US forces and civilian firms continued with the result that ARVN was
still short of technically skilled civilians. This problem was expected to continue until the GVN
revised the present system of wage controls.
Approved and recommended force structure
increases included additional logistical personnel to support the present and planned force
structure and enhance the possibility of a self sufficient ARVN logistic system. (See RVNAF
I&M stction of this chapter for a more detailed discussion of FSI.)

'vNN

(C)

The VNN logistic system, although continuing to show irnprovemrent over the past year,

had to be reorganized and expanded in order to support the VNN force which was increasing
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rapidly under the RVNAF I&M program. The magnitude of change was reflected in a projected
67 'xrcent increase in personnel strength over a one year period, an increase of some 400
assorted ships/craft by end of FY70, and construction/rehabilitation/turnover of some 33 bases
scheduled for completion by the end of 1970.
(C) The desired degree of VNN self-sufficiency under- VNN expansion could not be achieved
within the existing organization as described above. The following major deficiences had to be
resolved:
I.

The current logistic command and control structure was weak and undermanned.

2.

Stock and inventory control procedures were ineffective.

3.

The.-c was no system for control and distribution of assets between depots.

4.

There was a lack of adequate storage facilities for material ammunition and POL.

5.

Obsolete and excess stocks were taking up needed storage space.

6.

Availability of skilled, trained military personnel was inadequate

7.
facilities.

There was a shortage of skilled civilian personnel at VNN maintenance/repair

8.

The VNN preventive maintenance program was ineffective.

9.

There was a lack of adequate base maintenance znd facilities support from APRVN.

10.

There was a shortage of bilingual technical publications.

(C) The above deficiences were recognized in an in depth analysis of the VNN logistic system. This analysis was part of a program to develop a plan for the improvement of the VNN
logistic system. The resultant plan, ACTOVLOG (The logistic aspects of the accelerated turnover of US Navy assets to the Vietnamese Navy) was designed to improve VNN logistical systems
as a merger was affected between the in-country US Navy logistic system and the VNN logistic
system. During the process, weaknesses were to be eliminated and the strengths of both
systems adopted (See Chapter IV).
(C) The VNN Logistcal Support Command was established on 1 Oct. Although key personrnel had been assigned to the billets, the overall shortage of officers in the VNN at that time was
creating a problem for the VNN Logistical Support Command; primarily, the lack of expertise
in the middle management was evident. 116
(TS) It wa, 3stimated that the VNN would only have an overall 30 percent capability to
satisfy their logistic requirements by 1 Jul 70. 117

VNAF
'

(C) The VNAF logistical system provided supply and maintenance support for 1Z types of
aircraft, located at six widely dispersed bases
It had not
d the desired degree of
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self-sufficiency and had to be augmented by support from ARVN, US Forces, and CONUS.
order to improve t&e system, plans and procedures had to be developed which wou.': 118

In

1. Strengthen command control at each echelon.
Z.

Improve coordination of materiel matters among the different VNAF staff agencies.

3.

Develop a more responsive communications syftem between logistic

activities.

4. Develop management and supervisory skills to achieve optimum use of materiel,
manpower, and facilities.
5.

Improve training capabilities and skill levels of logistic

personnel.

6. Improve response to high priority aircraft spare parts requirements and expedite
requisitioning, processing incoming shipments, and issue to using activities.
7.

Reduce time span for return of repairable parts to depot for shipment to CONUS.

8.

Increase and effectively use VNAF airlift capability.

(U) Courses of actions to overcome the deficiencies in VNAF logistical system as well as in
ARVN and VNN systems were identified in the Country Logistics Improvement Program (CLIP)
and initiation of those actions started in the 1st qtr FY70 (see CLIP section under RVNAF Logistic Improvement and Modernization, this chapter).

RVNAF Logistics Improvement and Modernization

(U) RVNAF had a logistics system in being which worked moderately well, but significant
improvements throughout the entire sp-ctrum of logistics were required before RVNAF could
approach complete logistic self-sufficiency. Changes in the conduct of the war had increased
RVNAF logistic support requirements at an accelerated rate. The decision to Vietnamize the
war magnified the urgency of improving and modernizing the RVNAF logistic system toward
self-sufficiency at the earliest possible time. Major factors during the year which affected the
RVNAF system with considerable impact were:
1. Force Structure Increases. Rapid increases in the RVNAF combat force structure
required commensurate increases in the logistic support base. Although additional logistic
personnel were authorized in the force structure increases, efforts to fill authorizations with
trained, qualified personnel had yet to achieve desired results.
2. Improvement and Modernization Program. The introduction of modern sophisticated weapons and support equipment in significant densities into the RVNAF inventory enlarged
the scope and complexity of the logistic support requirements. Large inventories of aircraft,
helicopters, boats, vehicles, weapons, and communication assets would require extensive
supply, storage, distribution, maintenance, evacuation, and disposition systems to support
them. Basic to those systems were the requirements for l echnically-trained military and
civilian person -Al and modern depot facilities, Competition for civilian labor between RVNAF,
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US Forces, and civilian firms had left RVNAF short of technically skilled civilians. Depot
repair capabilities and physical facilities were inadequate to support requirements generated by
the Improvement and Modernization Program.
3. Expansion of Territorial Forces. The rapid expansion of territorial forces had
placed a tremendous support burden on the administrative and direct support logistical (A&DSL)
companies. They were simply unable to handle the increased support required and immediate
significant improvement was required in all aspects of the A&DSL companies.
(U) To develop RVNAF logistics self-sufficiency, a Logistics Master Plan concept was
developed which combined several individual logistic plans, programs, projects, and studies,
each designed to improve the RVNAF logistic system. The Master Plan contained a total of
eight (two plans, three programs, two studies, and one project) as follows:

NOTE:

1.

Combined Logistics Offensive Plan (CLOP), ZZ Jul.

2.

Country Logistics Improvement Plan (CLIP), 31 Jul.

3.

Base Depot Upgrade Plan, Oct.

4.

Plans for Turnover of Facilities and Functions Program.

5.

Budgeting and Funding Concept for Improvement Program.

6.

A&DSL Company Study.

7.

Automated Data Processing (ADP) Systems Study.

8.

On-the-Job Training (OJT) Program (Project Buddy).

See Figure VI-16 for Master Plan Management.

The overall program to improve the RVNAF logistical support system to achieve selfsufficiency represented an ambitious and all encompassing undertaking which would require
extensive action on the part of JGS and assistance by the US. Out of 36 major action tasks, 26
were targeted for completion by end of FY70, with the remaining 10 phased through FY71, 72,
and 73. Summary and status of above plans follow.

Combined Logistics Offensive IIlan (C LOP)
(U) The CLOP was basically a short range, immediate action plan designed to foster a
positive, aggressive logistic offensive spirit in the conduct of logistic operations and solve
specific problems. It was a unique logistic plan in that it was a combined RVNAF/MACV plan,
directivw 3n application to RVNAF and was the only one of Its kind in the logistic area. The
CLOP listed 121 specific problems by service (73 ARVN, 27 VNAF, 21 VNN), provided problem
solutions, and actions required. All actions were scheduled for completion by September 1970.
See Chapter IX for additional treatment of C LOP.
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Country Logistics Improvement Plan (CLIP)
(U) The CLIP was a coordinated long range program of major objectives for improving the
logistics operations of RVNAF. The plan was composed of 81 specified projects, by RVNAF
service, containing broad project objectives, background/current situation, sequenced courses of
action, and time completion criteria. Each project identified host country and US responsible
*

S.

agt;icies. Over half of the projects were scheduled for completion in FY70, with the majority of
the rest due for completion in FY71. It was estimated that the RVNAF logistic system would
approach self sufficiency to the degree that CLIP projects were implemented and completed.
Major projects were:
1.

Develop a plan to establish a viable self sufficient VNN logistical system.

2. Develop plans and procedures; publish directives and regulations; authorize personnel spaces; and program for equipment.

receipt,

3.
Develop a petroleum system capable of providing a single coordinated effort for
storage, and issue of bulk petroleum products to RVNAF.

4. Develop a manual management information system jointly with RVNAF to measure
progress of logistics programs in areas of supply, maintenance, and transportation.
5. Program and develop maintenance facilities, establish a maintenance training program, and develop the skill level of personnel to operate quality maintenance systems and
associated equipment.
6. Establish an orientation and formal training program, effect equipment turnover,
and phase out US units.
7. Evaluate current RVNAF medical preventive maintenance procedures,
comprehensive program to upgrade procedures.

and develop a

8. Define and develop systematic procedures suitable for ADP applications to sorting,
collating, and reporting generation requirements for ordnance at the 20th Ordnance Storage Base

Depot.
9.

Train personnel; reorganize the 12 support units into support battalions; obtain

civilian technical advisors and equipment in each ALC.
(U) By the end of the year, nine projects out of the original 81 were completed. In addition,
three new projects were submitted during the second quarter and several existing projects were
expanded by additional courses of action. Based on a detailed review of projects requiring action
during the 1st and Zd quarter FY70 and the actions reported as accomplished during those
quarters, it appeared that overall progress on implementation of the CLIP was on schedule and
in many cases ahead of schedule. P19

Base Depot Upgrade Plan
(U) The Base Depot Upgrade Plan was established to upgrade RVNAF base depot capabilities
through improvement of facilities, utilities, and equipment.
The accelerated introduction into
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RVNAF of modern ordnance, signal, and engineer equipment in high densities had toxed the
support capabilities to the limit. Discussion of this follows.
(U) Base Depot Maintenance Upgrading. There were serious limitations at the base depot
sites (Engineer, Signal and Ordnance Depots in greater Saigon area) which impaired the effectiveness of the RVNAF Logistic Support System. The potential of the facilities had been
reduced primarily due to heavy usage, inadequate water and electrical power supply, and worn
out equipment and tools. Consequently, the Ordnance, Engineer, and Signal Base Depots experienced significant shortfalls between rebuild capability and actual production. At the Ordnance
Base Depot, selected tracked vehicle end-items and major assemblies were retrograded for outof country rebuild. The Engineer Base Depot had an appreciable backlog of engineer equipment
for rebuild. The Signal Base Depot was incapable of performing 5th echelon maintenance on
signal equipment. Additionally, each depot was considerably undermanned in skilled civilian
personnel. The development of an effective, viable depot maintenance capability was essential
in the Vietnamization of the logistic effort and this became even more important during the year
as additional assets were being introduced into the RVNAF inventory. MACJ4 initiated an upgrade program and requested Army Materiel Command (AMC) to furnish technicians to survey
the facilities and determine how they could be improved. An eight-member team from AMC
conducted a survey in July. Additional studies were conducted by the Vinnell Corporation and
the US Army Engineer Construction Agency, Vietnam (USAECAV). The findings and recommendations were incorporated and published in October as a MACV/RVNAF Base Depot Upgrade
Plan. The plan identified the current capability of each of the base depots and what would be
required to bring each of them up to a posture to support the RVNAF improvement and modernization program and force structure increases. It did not envision the conversion of the depots
into highly automated sophisticated facilities, but rather those upgrading actions required to
support the expanded depot maintenance mission. Specifically, improvements were required to
develop personnel skills, improve training, facilities (sites, buildings, utilities), equipment,
and tools. The plan set forth the requirement for $30. 8 million to upgrade the three dep6ts (See
Table VI-11) and a realistic schedule for phasing actions (See Table VI-12). When implemented,
the plan would achieve the following required objectives:
1.

Assist RVNAF to become logistically self-sufficient.

Z. Augment the development of the Vietnamese economy through the creation of job
opportunities, increased employment, wages, and consumer spending.
3.

Eliminate the out-of-country transportation costs for the retrograde program.

4. Reduce the overhead and labor costs for repaired end-items or major assemblies
relative to the costs of repair at out-of-country depots.
5.

Minimize equipment down-time and thus reduce the size of the maintenance float.

6. Ensure that in-country depot maintenance was available to support an equipment
investment of $887,500,000 ($144,000,000 for Engineer, $116, 300,000 for Signal and
$627, -00, 000 for Ordnance).
(U) In addition MACV recommended:
1. Provision of production equipment for each depot, primarily from DIPEC assets, if
available; and secondarily from commercial sources.
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Z. Appointment of an AMC team to acquire the designated equipment and tools and to
move the equipment to a central CONUS location for assembly, check-out and final shipment to
RVN. Further, the team should accompany the equipment to RVN and remain -for a six-.month
period at eacti depot to supervise equipment installation, insure complete shutdown of shops
would not occur, -and to conduct necessary operator training.
3. Improvement of depot locations (installation of water supply and electricaJ power
systems, repair of buildings, development of interior road net and open storage areas) he
accomnplished in phase with the acquisition of equipment.
4. Approval of funding in the amcunt of $30, 800, 000 through Military Assistance
Se rvice Funding P rogram.
Designation of HQ, MACV as the coordinating agency for, all actions of the project.

5.

(U) At the end of the year, MACV was prepared to proceed with the Base Depot Upgrade
Plan, and awaited notification of approval for release of funds.

Plans for Turnover of Facilities and Functions Program
(U) The objective of this program wvas to provide for the orderly transfer of US facilities
and lopgistic functions to RVNAF. Development of a US plan, procedure, or directive was cunsiciered necessary, as well as an RVNAF equivalent plan for receipt of facilities.
(U) Basic US guidance was developed and included in MACV Directive 735-3, Disposal of
Excess US Armed Forces Real Property aod Related Property in the Republic of Vietnam, 3 Nov
69. The directive set forth the following procedures and requirements:
1. MACV reserved approval authority for tuansfer of excess real and related property
for transfers having operational significance-; transfers to RVNAF and CNN agercies, transfers
to US non-DOD agencies in RVN', and to FWMAF; transfers of commnnunications-eleýctro-nic
facilities or prope rty that would effvct such facilities.
2, For abOVe transfe rs, an initial conceptual proposal and a detailed planl would be
oubmitted to MIACV for approval.
3. When installations ov facilitiest were transfer red to RVNýAF, thc componient 8ervicev
being relieved. must hinsu r continuity of opvrationl and 1111intenanct cepponlsibilitv and that
RVNAF porttonnol Pvoceive aleqtiate training in the ope ratimns and mnaintenance of aisuciated

equwpmcnt and systemis.
on planning long tevoi u~tiliaatior. of
4. Advisors %votlditctively assist RVNA F elvment-proetyt anir red to IkVN-AI, to tneludc, fNot and pelronnol progratrming to tipport' opurahtmion and malowniance retqui cemtnts. (The adviory aissi stams. actions Nvero providord sptc iti_
calty to bnsure. that Iloitilc functions wo~uld not lk*nelctel in the proveeus of tramferring
(U) RVN.AF gidtivane iptd provedures %vvc4 #stvudiniiiJOSWI'AJ$ CntrA I Logitics Command Nientiumndoni dated 7 Foeb 69. S~hhj, *Traiste of US~ Compomlld to the IRVNAFr. Tho
memrandum~ wao tho RVNAIP vuvalkmof )4*M.V Direci-vO 75*ý.3 and OACIAh
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US -Vietnamese Committee for coordinating
(U) By the end of the year, a combined
facility transfers had been established at the JGS/MACV level. Similar committees had been
established at GTZ level. While several minor installations and isolated facilities were transferred during the year, the major transfers completed wereFacilitvy

Receiving Organization

Dong Tam
Black Horse
Dung Ha (portions)
Bien Hoa (RMK facilities)

ARVN 7th Inf Div, IV Corps
ARVN 18th Inf Div, III Corps
ARVN I1st Inf Div, I Corps
VNAF

Twenty-two additional transfers were pendhig which included such installations as a base camp
at Quang Tni, the Saigon Port, and Vung Tau Sub Area Command. (See Chapter IX for additional
discussion of facilities turnover.)

Budgeting and Fundig Concept "or. improvement Program
(U) Budgeting and Funding for Imropovement. A plan on this subject addressed the steps
necessary to ensure the availability of funds in eupport of RVNAF self-sufficiency. It was not a
formal program buxt rather a concept that alerted action officers to the requirements for funding,
in order to accomplish the tasks, such as fund depot upgrading, ADP system, and transfer of
US facilities.

Administrative and Direct Supp~ort Logistical (A&DSL) Company Stdy~. 120
(U) Expansion of the Regional/Popular Forces resulted in personnel equipment and weapon
increases, which impacted heavily upon the A&DSL companies. For the most part, the A&DSL
comnpanies were not capable of providing satisfactory support to the RF/PF.
(U) On 1.3 Jul, DEPCOMUSMACV directed a study be made to identify problems of A&DSL
companies and to determine appropriate corrective actions. A MACV ad hoc committee was
formed to conduct the study and JGS/CLC was requested to participate (participation by the JGS'
however, failed to niaterii~lize). The study, which concluded oil 19 Aug, identified 29 problems
and disclosed Punuerous shortcomnings. A Summary of findings follow:
1. Lack of aggreasive c!)mnmand emphasis and interest in company operations was
vvident at all levtels. This was considered the gruateOt Single C4AuSe of problems which existed

in thue A&LASI.L Company,
*

2~. Mhomago ard nm&sust' of traitiec personnel hindered all facetis of the support offort,
ro xampit.znp~ay pt-eannoeiwort- usrid for rtany non-relzited duties such as city necurity.

ambtthpixrul.
;iriell
Scurtyandprvine
bnds
Diersonof pnersonnel greatly reducod
funtional capability of the companips. Shortages of traited poraor~nel lit all areas of personnel
~~, fintiance, skipply, anu:ac, an~d t ranspo rtatin s.o'rlousaly de Vianag Ome fittamna
tractetd fr#oti potenti'al wiapport capubil~ity.

ONCLASSIF11B
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*

UNCLASSIFIED

.

3. Lack of and untransiated publications rc'sulteo. in RVNAF and US advisor personnel
being unaware of procedures for handling and storage of supp lies /equipment, maintenance of
records, payment of the troops, and cash control.

-

4. Inadequate real estate, facitities, ammunition, and POL storage areas resulted in
unsafe storage c-onditions, supply and equipment deterioration, and damage.
5. Inadequate guidance, malassignment, and mnismanagent

of US adisr

resld

in a general failure to provide full effort toward upgrading and improving A&DSL Company
operations. Tendency on the part of advisors to by-pass RVNAF logistical channels and divert
supplies provided through US channels to RF/PF use, diluted the demands upon the RVNAF
supply funrtion.
6. Failure to conduct in-depth inspections of technical operations and utiliz.ation oif
lac~ilitie s, equipment, -id personnmd deprived commanders and key personnel of knowledge
~requirea to ba~se decisions for improvement of operations.

*
*

7. Lack anu -i-on-use of, and failure to enforce procedures caused delay in support,
ineffective control, and !rustratio~n which resultod in wasted man hours and sub-standard
support to RF/PF units.
8. Deficient -'ormand and icontrol. arrangement caused confusion, dvlay and lack of
responsiveness to the requirements of customers, The A& DSL Company was under ope rationa~l
control of the sector commartdvr, however, instructions anti technical supervision were
received from the ALC and the Adiiiinistrative and Finance Servico (A&FS). This, coupled with
staff guidance from sector and Corps, served to further complicate ail alrevady complex~ situation, caused difficulties in coordinatior. and had a degrading effect on the efficie-ncy of thev unit.
(U) The Ae.DSL Company Study iaentified principle 305 action agoncies and MACV voordlinating offices for taking actions on correction of the problems. The majority of actions leant
themselves to a long range time frame due to the complexity, i. e. developing command interest,
training of administrative and technical personsiel, obtaining veal ostate, adequate facilitiva,
and translating docuu~ejits. Those actions, wL~Ich were primarily the responsibility of MACV to
correct (those c..:)ncvrned with the US ativiaorts) and scheduled for completion by end of thp your,

were completed.
MU Thn MACV A&DSL Company Study was not accepted by RVNAF for Implemevntatioll.
Instead, they published a RVNAF counterpart plan, callotl the RY/lPF Logiaticsg Improvknient
Plan, on 30 Sep. 'This plan was translated into English in November, and IMAGJ4 used this to
cross reference their actions to those In tho A&M~L atudy, 'Vhe--v A&L)SI avtion could not he
identified, MACV planned to request the CLC4 to include them In their quarterly update of the
iR'/PF Dimprovement Pian.
l
AQP System# Stuid,%

*

(U) The purpose of ti*i otudy was to pronido ItVNAI' with an automated capability to
manage0 ~logtfis at the fitionol Inevl. 1ASURAllaIon Of ask wltomatedl logistics vyvtoim for f4VNAIF
would.- provide nevasary intorac With the US supply NY-stom In the 1u11Imand language of
NUL TRIP; and, gnorwa tInneneftormaul-on
~
flat presently ava~lablo for RVNAI' and USi
noeecs. The following objecuvat wore etbihd

UNCLASSIFIED
vt-lSi

UNCLASSIFIED
I. Develop an effective materiel management information system which will standardize the supply procedures within the RVNAF and provide visibility to the asset position.

a.

Develop and implement sub-systems within an overall systems concept of compati-

bility.
3. Time phase sub-systems to assure that the standardization effort progressed in an
orderly fashion, outlined below:
a. Phase 1: Develop a computer-assisted, standard supply system for the ARVN
technical services and base depots.
b. Phase II: Expand the materiel management information system to incorporate
the VNAF and VNN logistic systems into the inventory control capability developed ivk Phase 1.
c. Phase III: Organize and staff a National Materiel Managet-nent Agr-cy to provide centralized direction to the logistic' effort %ith support from the Logistics ýL"a Protxessing
Center.
(U) Results of the study were incorporated into a Combined RVNAF/MACV Plan UZ-b9,
RVNAF Automated Materiel Management System (RAMMS). Major tasks were brtok•n down ito
time phase estimates. The estimate from qtart to completion of all mrajor tasks wats set from
October 1969 through October 1971. Iy Nvembvr, the RVNAF" hlwd activated an AD)' Logiatics
Data Processing Center at GLC. Studies were underway at the end of the year to enlarge its
scope of activities with the final goal of developing the A01- Center into the National Logisttes
Management Center. At the close of thle year, a d•velo.hpmtet implementation plan was, in the
final stiages to be presented to USARPAC, CINCP>AC, DA, and WOD in Vebroary IWO.1

OJT Project BUDDY
(U) In January the lot L.og (loox piloted a prttgr;.m vAlW4d P•cort DUDLD!Y sad t.mutedtk
it
tirot~tgh USARY to MACV for ApprovAL. This wasa tweof
ath
412
ny OJT programsi nntfrr4 4rvvrnpe
ment by the commando t stupport IPM t•%
1t NAP 4 Stbav-ortiil, MACT was eharged wtth tiw
coortlinatlon, evaluation, tlatda vottvvltmn, atnd monitoring o the
1w,
•rao,.|
MACT ..tahbt a
proposed dirvctive wlvikh wms pubhlishv.d ti 13 Oct UMACV Oirov-tive 350-tit, ltptsblhr o'f
On-The-Job Traitnin• !OJT), Prtjigrtn). It was applicable to All MACV imoborditaxo AniM cn";ttPi.
"nent Commands. It MabIar a
do
Lntie
y)MACV- And ItVNA to idet'tWy skýfla i;, need
of lmprovenwn~t, ard to. providek RVNAY -pvtooruwi with OJTln Uio4(@ sills. At ther- eviM oi 11w
your, all lrAttlations were. that 01wVrtx OJT l'esprauts %tt'rre
Ae~~
riginalaptat
ts.
t
Since die puiblIcationi of MACV I:.itotuV-tl*
04
lte Alowtng.0311 trannaig of RVNA-Fpcrntwtwl
by US forves had Ionn ~on~.w
atptganid
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(S) As menti'nn-d in the Irnpro'ernent anc' Moderniv.ation se'ction of this chapter, SECDEF on
18 Aug requested that the JGS and service secretaries review anti subylit the results of the current flVNAF I&M Prograrn and other on-going and planne~d actiois to vn~haiice '1VNAr capabilities, to him by 30 Sep, wvith the goal of developing an RVNAF capability to repe successfully with
the combined VC/NVA threat. This review was to consider:- Actions to inmpzove RYNAF leadership ai.d esprit and reduce desertion rates;: possible increased usc of combinedc operations and
planning; the RVNAF optimimi force structure, ways. to in-prove RVNAF Iotgisties and intelligepce
capabilities, an~d, most important, development of stratoigy and tactics best m4tchttft with RVNAF

(T$) After reviewing the fkpproved IRVNAF forcv structure and the RVNAF' MM Program,
rev~ie'w consideredi:
MACV forwardeI it~r views on Z Sep to CINCPAC. 114h
i.

The combltioel VCINIVA tbreat which wouid possibly ecoolron RVNAF.

2.

Tho RVXAF' capability to vope %iith the cnhinted thitrw.

3.

Moeautrel' heitt, ot, %whhicotld 6o, lp.en to 1:oprovt, IVNAV.
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TO/C4force that GVN could man and sustain through FY72 was considered to be approximately 993, 000,
Quantitative
i.e., the presently authorized force, inciuding the FY71 Midway projections.
improvement in RIVNAF did not appear to be feasible or a realistic course for the foreseeable
future.
4. Qualitative improvement in RNYNAF could be made, however, there was no feasible
way for RVNAF to improve qualitatively to the degree necessary to deal with the current enemy
threat, given a drastically reduced US troop strength in-country.
5. In summary, given the manpower constraints faced by the GVN and the current
enemy capability, it was not considered possible for RVNAF to improve, either quantitatively or
qualitatively, by an amount sufficient to cope with the cormbined threat. This situation was
expected to persist so long as the present enemy threat remained.
(TS) Measures being taken to improve RVNAF.
1. Improvement of leadership and esprit de corps. RVNAF had consistently been cited
for inadequate leadership, especially at the company grade and NCO levels. This shortcoming
had, in turn, an adverse effect on esprit de corps, which, it was anticipated, would continue,
especially in the NCO ranks. NCO recruitments for the past three years had been well short of
requirements. Recently authorized force structure increases would compound the problem. A
number of actions, which were underway to help alleviate this problem, were:
a.

Increased emphasiF on merit promotion of officers and noncommissioned

officers.
b. Increased emphasis on prompt recognition of achievement by appropriate
awards and decorations.
c.

Increased emphasis on officer and NCO schools.

d.

An on-going study of RVNAF pay and entitlements.

e. Increased emphasis by internal communications media on encouraging, in
military personnel, a stronger sense of loyalty to GVN, and a feeling of responsibility to the
nation, in addition to traditional family ties.
2. Reduction of the RVNAF desertion rate. The desertion rate appeared to have
levelled off at a rate of about 12 per thousand assigned personnel per month. A number of
actions were underway to fuither reduce desertions and included:
a. Formulation of permanent desertion control committees, improved awards and
decorations policy, a liberalized leave program, expanded political warfare activities at the unit
level, and a fingerprint identification system for RVNAF servicemen.
b. Expanded activities by psychological media to educate the populace, advertise a
reward program, and to emphasize punishments under the law for harboring deserters.
3. Improvement of RVNAF intelligence capability.
RVNAF capabilities in:

THSPACE
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Actions were underway to improve

---

a.

Counterintelligence.

b.

Communications security.

c.

Communications intelligence.

d.

Intelligence training.

------

-------

_

4. Increased reliance on combined planning and operations.
efforts to encourage this trend, among which were:

There were on-going

a.

The JGS/IVIACV staffs had initiated combined strategic objectives planning.

b.

The Combined Campaign Plan (AB series) was the product of combined planning.

c. Combined planning with regard to US troop redeployments was being conducted
within appropriate security constraints.
d. Combined planning related to US residual force concepts were being conducted,
constrained by appropriate security safeguards.
e.

Combined planning at unit level.

5. Improvement in RVNAF logistics capabilities.
of RVNAF logistics included:

On-going programs for improvement

a.

The Country Logistics Improvement Plan (CLIP).

b.

The Country Logistics Offensive Plan (CLOP).

c.

Improvement of VNAF airlift capability.

d.

Improvement of VNN,sealift capability.

e.

RVNAF depot upgrade plan.

f.

A&DSL company study.

It was considered that effective programs existed and were being implemented to improve
RVNAF logistic capabilities to a level commensurate with anticipated requirements of the programmed RVNAF force structure.
(TS)

The optimum RVNAF force structure.

1. An optimum force structure would have to W- mouch larger than the maximum force
the GVN could man and sustain. Accordingly, optim'zation of the RVNAF force structure
became a question of how best to organliz,
equip, and train forces within the presently authorized force level.
2. Under study were proposals to improve further I
resources by Increasing:

TCTRI

utilization of existing
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a.

Ground and air mobility of ARVN divisions.

b.

Firepower available to support ARVN divisions and territorial forces.

c.

Minesweep and coastal surveillance capabilities of VNN.

d.

Air support capability of VNAF, by the addition of helicopters and A-37

squadrons.
3. Action on territorial force improvement was underway. The schedule of redeployment of US units witii the aim of transferring to RVNAF a greater responsibility for the war may
have had considerable impact on territorial security force requirements in FY71 and FY72. As
US forces were withdrawn, an increased territorial force would be required in areas from which
US units were redeployed.
4. The foregoing proposals could provide additive capabilities for RYNAF; however,
these could not enable RVNAF to bear the full burden of a war against the combined threat.
(TS)

Strategy and tactics best matched to RVNAF capabilities.

1. Strategy and tactics for Allied forces were derived from missions, objectives, and
concopts set forth in the Combined Campaign Plan. The Combinvd Campaign Plan 1970
(AB 145), was prepared by a combined JGS/MACV planning group andi incorporated concepts,
missions, and objectives in extension of its predecessor plane. Major objectives set forth in
AB 145 which would govern strategy and tactics employed by Allied forces werc:
a. Full participation in the CVN Pacification andi Duvelopment Plan, to asisist in
securing the populace, pacifying the countryside, and neutralizing the VC1. Military civic
action, psychological operations, refugee settlement assistance, resourvte control programs,
and the detection and interdiction of enemy infiltration were. related tasks.
1). Defeat of VC/NVA forces through sustained, cordinatted, and comb-ined military operations a'sainst enemny forces, base areas, and logistic stystems, Resource, denial,
counter-infiltration, border and coastal surv~eill-ance, psychological operations, active intelligence, and counte r-nte iligonce ope rationt; were related tasks.

2. Plan AD 145 provided for transition from the current socurity sysOtvm to onev that
would ultimately not re~tpire participation by V.S/FWAMAF combat forces at their prtsent levels.
As major enomy forces were wvithdrawn, or forceod to withdraw to NVIN, as Pacification and
D~evelopment goats were met, arid afs theoftvns
of 1RVNAF showed deomonstrated irnproveý
m -tt, the requirement for US/FkVMAF combat forces would roduceý avcordingly.
3. Territorial forces were being vqpanded and iniproved in order to mantia"n thV
11omentu") of the Pacification Campaign, tiýecurt thke populave, and wherv possible, free regular
ARVN forces for operations against enemy main forces. Torritorial forces wort to eventually
bear the brunt of operation* to secure the populace.
4. The J(OSIMACV conwbineod strategy ancl L~eic-4 had been detigned to vxploit
rnpruved RVNAF capabilitits, defeat the onemAy, and support the pacificationm prograrn. The
v.ratfogy of "ecuring the population, reflected in the "ona war"' concept of AD 14S, would isolate
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enemy base areas from the populace and rely more heavily on small unit ambushes, patrolling,
and selective use of firepower. Additional supporting tactics would be determined, tested, and
implemented as appropriate to the developing situation. Since ARVN could not turn full attention
to the enemy main force so long as regular units were required in the pacification role, provisions were made for improvement in territorial forces. Thus, a realistic strategy had to take
into account, not only strategic goals, but also focus clearly on the enemy situation and activities, and on progress in pacification. The current strategy and tactics not only met these
criteria, but placed increased responsibility for self-defense on a greater number of the Vietnamese people, which in turn could help increase their commitment to the GVN. 124
(TS) On 7 Sep, CINCPAC forwarded concurrence in the COMUSMACV evaluation of the
RVNAF and the measures outlined for improvement of the RVNAF. He also forwarded comments as follows: 125
1. In regard to the RVNAF desertion rate, he recommended that any presentations or
briefings which displayed both RVNAF and US desertion rates specifically address the fact that
RVNAF personnel were identified as deserters after a 15-day unauthorized absence as opposed
to a 30-day absence for US personnel.
2. Information available clearly indicated that the scope and comprehension of the
current accelerated VNAF I&M Program was at its maximum. Further, add-ons or compression of this program prior to Zd qtr, FY72 could produce a pernicious effect on existing and
planned actions and jeopardize the I&M objective. For example: there were no programmed
squadron activations in FY70 due to the already large VNAF training program which included
1, 821 pilots and 3,817 technicians. This training represented a maximum effort and must proceed uninterrupted and be concluded successfully if the 12 squadrons scheduled for activation in
FY71 are, in fact, to be activated. The point that had to be recognized was that RVNAF personnel were being trained to the upper limit of their resources and their technical ability. Activation of the 12 squadrons in FY71 would be contingent on the VNAF-demonstrated capability to
receive, operate and maintain the aircraft and related equipment at that time.
3. The accelerated Phase 1. RVNAF I&M Program and the approved addition from the
Midway proposal outlined an extremely ambitious program for the Improvement and modernization of the VNN. Further acceleration could prove self-defeating. The success of the on-going
programs depended heavily upon the proper training of the VNN officers and enlisted personnel.
The training of personnel to take over the new ships and craft in itself was a major undertaking.
When one also considered the support (logistic and maintenance) personnel that had to be
trained during the same time frame, the magnitude of the job was clear. The next few years
would be critical for the VNN and CINCPAC believed $hat the present schedule should not be
compressed.
4. From the overall training viewpoint, analysis of past and current message traffic
indicated the In-country training school system to support the approved programs was already
being taxed to the limit. In addition the in-country capability to train effectively sufficient
RVNAF personnel in the English language, to a level adequate for comprehension at CONUS
training schools or in the expanding OJT program with US forces in-country, could pi'ove to be
a major limiting factor in improving the qualitative aspects of RVNAF effectiveness even in the
presently approved programs.
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5. Combined operations and planning were being used in all areas. As an example, the
VNN had assumed responsibility for Areas Eight and Nine in MARKET TIME (Gulf of Thailand
and southwestern coast of the Ca Mau Peninsula). VNN personnel also assumed control of the
coastal surveillance center at An Thoi at the same time. Three RAIDs were on Operation
GIANT SLINGSHOT. One RAID was on the Vinh-Te Canal, and two RAIDs were scheduled to
operate in the 4th Riverine Area with the VNMC. These responsibilities had been assumed
within the past six months. Joint manning of PBRs and PCFs was proceeding with no major
problems. Mutual acceptance of USN/VNN by each other was encouraging and considered a
direct result of the personal response program.
6. In summary, CINCPAC concluded that it was quite clear that the RVNAF I&M Program as approved should not be expanded at the present time. The program should be allowed
to be implemented as planned, with qualitative improvement being the key factor.
(S) With reference to MACV's submission of its RVNAF assessment and review, JCS, on 6
Sep, requested additional detailed information. 126Specifically, JCS requested:
i. Regarding the improvement of RVNAF intelligence activities, a description of
actions taken and comments on the capability to be provided to the RVNAF with tactical sensors.
2. A description of the proposals to improve the RVNAF utilization of existing resources and the possible extent of RVNAF reorganization and the time period being considered.
3. In reference to the approaching upper limit of manpower capabilities, comments
regarding the feasibility of placing an additional 15, 000 to 20, 000 women in the RVNAF in clerical and administrative roles, thereby freeing men to fill additional combat and combat support
units.
4. Regarding manpower, comments on the feasibility of extending the draft at this time
to include the 39-42 age group and the effect, if any, on such an increase on RVNAF capabilities,
assuming the necessary equipment were provided.
(TS) On 10 Sep, MACV supplied JCS with the additional information requested above.
MACV stated that, with regard to improvement of RVNAF intelligence, a number of actions,
summarized below, were being taken: 127
1. Counterintelligence: Military Security Service (MSS) was the RVNAF agency primarily engaged in CI activities. With improvement activities currently in-being and programmed, all indications pointed to MSS being capable of carrying out counterintelligence
activities necessary for the maintenance of domestic security and personnel security within the
RVNAF. To further improve this capability, action was underway for an expanded ARVN-supported training base, increased logistic support, and standardized funding procedures.
Counterintelligence courses for the RVNAF MI School were being accelerated from FY71 to
FY70. Although the MSS was at approximately 90 percent of authorized strength, a request was
made to GVN for higher quality personnel for assignment to MSS. Shortages of TOE equipment
were being handled by priority action. The MSS training in financi.al and funding actions also
was being accelerated by US M1 Group.
2. Communications Security (COMSEC): increased personnel and equipment of the
RVNAF COMSEC units were authorized, and MACV had requested the RVNAF to raise personnel
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and equipment priorities for COMSEC. US crypto material was furnished and KL-7 operator
training target dates were advanced. A formal course of instruction was underway, and efforts
were being made by the RVNAF COMSEC personnel to increase troop awareness of vulnerabilities. The provision and use of the M-Z09 convertor at subsector level was accelerated from 4th
F)70 to 2d Qtr,
SQtr,
FY70. Additional emphasis was placed on the translation and distribution
ACP-122 (C) by Sof
the RVNAF.
3. Communications Intelligence (COMINT): the limiting factors in the COMINT area
were the lack of qualified personnel and equipment. Personnel and equipment increases which
were authorized in the fall of 1968 had only been partially filled, and 10 direct support units were
programmed. Two of these units were currently in the field undergoing Advanced Unit Training,
scheduled for completion in January 1970. All units were scheduled to be trained, equipped, and
operational by I Sep 70. Higher personnel and equipment priorities were being requested.
4.

Intelligence Training:

a. The RVNAF MI School was capable of training intelligence personnel in specialized intelligence and security courses, with exception of DAME-DASE photography. As a result,
offshore school requirements for FY71 were programmed to be greatly reduced. Previous planning for implementation of the DAME-DASE photography course was FY71. Planning had
accelerated the target date, and actions were under way to start this course in January 1970.
b. A review of specialized requirements for the VNN and VNAF was being made
and oriented toward those portions of intelligence training available in-country that would satisfy
the particular needs of these services and was being conducted by the respective advisory groups
of the RVNAF. Target date for completion was 1 Jan 70. Completion and implementation of
specialized requirements of the VNN and VNAF was expected to reduce future requirements for
CONUS training.
c. In thf IDHS area, actions had been taken to recruit and train US-hire Vietnamese civilians to facilitate training of ARVN personnel and phase out of US military.
Increased use of USAID ADP courses would supplement in-house training. Action was under way
to obtain translation from English to Vietnamese of necessary Automatic Document Storage and
Retrieval Systems Manuals. These actions were expected to accelerate attainment of selfsufficiency in this area by one or two quarters.
5. Tactical Sensors: the Zd Regt, Ist ARVN Div had been active in DUEL BLADE/
DUFFEL BAG operations since December 1968. The Combined Instruction Team (US/RVNAF)
completed initial training for selected personnel from Zd ARVN Div on 9 Aug 69 and these
elements were currently undergoing OJT with US units in I CTZ. Selected personnel from 1st
ARVN Div had completed training on 23 Aug. Training for INI and IV CTZ was to follow in order.
Progress to date had been satisfactory.

'!
J.,

6. In addition to the foregoing, accelerated actions were being taken to reduce US
presence in the combined centers and intelligence field advisory elements. Specifically, a
review was being made of the role of the intelligence advisor and US combined center personnel
with the objective of further limiting US activities and presence and preclude US active participation in the day to day support of operations. Achievement of this goal would substantially
accelerate ARVN self-sufficiency throughout the intelligence system.
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(TS) With regard to improving RVNAF utilization of existing resources, MACV stated that
the proposals which were under study were not sufficiently developed to provide det: .Ied information at that time. However, it was clear that neither individually nor in the aggregate could
the effect of proposals under study provide RVNAF with a capability to cope with the combined
VC/NVA threat. All studies underway concerned, for the most part, qualitative '.jprovement.
Quantitative improvement of RVNAF to the extent necessary to enable the Vietnamese to deal
with the current VC/NVA threat would require quantum expansion of the force by orders of magnitude not considered feasible in view of the limited manpower base, with its shortage of leadership and technical skills.
(TS) With regard to actions being taken to improve territorial forces, i%"ACV stated that
beginning in 3d Qtr, FY70, a quarterly joint MACV/JGS evaluation of the readiness posture of
RVNAF and progress of the pacification campaign would be in full swing. 3ased on these joint
evaluations, force requirements, and priorities for FY71 RVNAF force str,.cture changes would
be drawn up. Redeployment of US combat forces could have a significant impact on territorial
force requirements in FY71 and FY7Z. Specific requirements and programs were to stem from
the joint evaluations; however, like other elements in RVNAF, the territorial forces were competing for limited manpower. It was anticipated that the overall effectiveness of RF/PF would
continue to improve by the continuation or institution of the following:
1.

Deployment:

a. Advising and assisting RVNAF in the deployment oi RF and PF, and advising
and assisting in the activation of 23 RF companies and 1, 000 PF platoons during FY70.
b. Continuing to review RVNAF-proposed RF anti PF forc9 structure changes
aimed at increasing their combat effectiveness.
c. Maintaining the US advisory effort on the GVN Centra, Pacification and
Development Council.
2.

Operations:

a., Continuing to evaluate operations us.kng TYE$; ad.Asing and making reconunen.
dations to JGS.
b.

Continuing the combined JGS/MACV lnhpuctioo visits to RF' and PF units.

c. Assisting RVNAF and "VN minLters in pianning for the ,ise of P'SDF and
National Police in secure areas to ena'Ao the RFIPF to be employed in other areas.
3.

Training:
a.

Activating and utlizing 145 more MATS during 19?0.

b.

Keeping RVNAF adherence to the 6 hou, s per week in-place traitnng (or RF/PJF.

c.

Assisting in scaeduling RF and PF unit refresher training at training center#.
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Equipment:

a. Issuing AN/PRC 25 radios as they became available. Completion date for this
program would be June 1970.
b. Continuing to upgrade the weaponry. All RF and PF units in the FY69 force
structure increase were scheduled for replacement of the older family of weapons with M16
rifles, M60 machine guns, and M79 grenade launchers as appropriate by October 1969. (See
status in section on Equipment Deliveries.)
5. In addition, it was stressed that all measures taken to improve the operational effectivenss of RVNAF were applicable to RF and PF, as these forces were an integral part of

RVNAF.
(TS) With reference to expanding the use of women in RVNAF, MACV's position was that it
was possible that RVNAF could utilize as many as an additional 15, 000 to Z0, 000 women in
clerical and administrative roles. For this to be a feasible course of action, however, the
following problems would have to be resolved:
I. Inherent nonacceptance of females in the military role by both male and female segments of the South Vietnamese populace. This was the primary obstacle in Vietnamese society.
RVNAF had never recruited its current quota of females, i.e., 3, 512 assigned vs over 9, 500
authorized.
2.

Competition for the female labor force by civilian agencies.

3.

Requirement for considerable expansion of RVNAF training facilities for females.

4.

Question as to the ability of RVNAF recruiting to meet the requirements.

(T') As for expanding the draft, it was stated that the MACV manpower estimates were
based on those of the GVN Mobilization Directorate. The MACV manpower estimate concluded
that an additional 12,000 persons were all that might be realized in 1969. and i0, 000 iln 1970, if
the 40-43 year groups were to be mobilized. Until the qualitative deficiencies were overcome.
it was not felt that these modest strength augmentations could significantly improve RVNAF effectiveness. In addition, the resulting degradation in the civilian economy might more than offset compensating gains to the military.

Summary of RVNAF Effectiveness

(S) In order to provide a quantified objective evaluation of R VNAF unit effectiveness in the
performance of the mission assigned, and to Identify problem areas which reduced IIVNAF combat and pacification, the System for Evaluating the Effectiveness of RVNAF (SEER) had been institutod on I JSan 68. However. In view of ths inherent differencei, in ground. sea, and air forces
forces and the differences in the mission, organisation, employment, and equipment of the regular and territorial pround forces, direct comparison of levels of por(ormanCe or of statistical
indieators was not meaningful. A fair appraistal of any unit required that its scores and statistics be tompared directly only with other units in a roughly comparable combat environment.
-Its effecttiveness rating had to be considered in the light of its level of effort, typo of
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mission, the combat support received, and the results achieved. This evaluation could then be
correlated with such factors as leadership, personnel (including morale), and logistics.
(S) With these qualifying statements in mind, the following represented a progress synopsis
by quarter toward the goal of enhancing the effectiveness of the RVNAF based solely on operational reports.
(S)

During the first quarter: 128

1. Regular ground forces of RVNAF results measured in terms of enemy KIA per
battalion and weapons captured per battalion increased, and KIA ratios and weapons captured to
lost ratio generally improved or remained at high levels which was indicative of improved
leadership.
3. The RVNAF desertion rate declined reflecting the emphasis given to the program to
reduce this rate to a manageable level. (See the Desertion Section of this Chapter for figures.)
3. Due to issuance of the M 16 rifle and MZ carbines, March TFES reports for the
RF/PF indicated that 84 percent of the RF units and 79 percent of the PF units had attained a
status where these units possessed firepower equal to or better than nearby VC units.
4. The VNN continued to improve its operational capability, and the turnover of in.
country US naval assets to the VNN began in February. (See "VNN" in the I&M Section of this
Chapter for details.)
5. The modernization and operational improvement of the VNAF also progrmssed and
the first of three VNAF squadrons completed conversion of the A-37B. (See "VNAF" under the
I&M Section of this Chapter. )
(S) During the second quartert I19
I. RVNAF ground forcos results measured in terms of enemy KIA per battalion 4aid
weapons captured per battalion decreased, and weapons captured to lost ratio. also declined,
white KIA ratios remained at approximately the same level,
2. The VNN continued to improve it. operational capability, and the turnover of in.
country US navol assets to VNN continued.
3. The nod.mination and operational improvement of the VNAF also prokressed, and
conversion to the UOHI kWiccpter vommenced during the quarter,

4. The* expansion of RVNAF continued at the maximum practical rate jsec Mobilization
Section of this Chapter); however, this expanslon had the anticilpted effect of temporarIly
degrading the effectiveness Of the RVNAF regular ground for•es, As Ote overall strengths of
the YtVNAF Increased, ,any combat units lost strength, and the effectienes of those uurte va3
constrained by the lack of .e4tperienced junior officegrs, a high de4serton rate, and the lack of
adequate traintig time.
(C) AKVN/VNMC uekits showed *low but noticeable improvement# during the first quarter of
1969. There were signs of Inoreased coutidence in their ability to defeat the enemy. The trend
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toward more combat operations and fewer security missions continued. There was improvement in training, in the planning and conduct of large unit operations, and in the conduct of independent battalion operations. The issue of modern equipment continued to enhance performance.
ARVN artillery provided rapid and accurate fire support. Still, there were sonme perennial
weaknes~ses which degraded the effectiveness of most units to some dogI roe. A few of the problems which proved least amenable to rapid solution were as follows: 1sO
1, Leadership: the reluctance of senior commranders to delegate and their willingness
to tolerate poor performance; lack of supervision by the chain of command in the execution of
orders.
2. Grade imbalances and slow promotion! many battalion commanders were captains
anad most company commanders were lieutenants.
3. lack of school-traine-d officers and tech-nicianis:
substandard.

skill levels in many units were

4. Desertion:, great Improviement was attained by some units, but in others it was
still a very serious problem, Desertk~ns casused a critical drain on manpower by requiring
extra trainees to replace deserters, thus requiring a disproportionate share of qualified NCOs
and officers to remain with the training base rathier than go to tactical units.
5.

Failure to exploit supporting fires: more prompt follow-up by ground troops was

needed.
6, Lack of thoroughnoas in planning and coordination: more planning was needed in the
integration of mailitary operations with pacification.
7.

Poor exploitation of tacetical intelligence.

failure to react rapidi?.. and to pursue

aggressively was still a frequent commennt 6y advisors.
(S) Du&ring the third quarter:-

1.* RVN.AF ground forces results measured In termis of enemy XIA was lower thant for
the previous quarter. Although eountwy-witdo enemy KIA decreasedl, thoro was an increase in
IV CTZ. Friendly losses were lower And the number of om%.my weapons captured declined, both
in line with fewer enemy contacts*
Zý The wokq cf the Vieatnameso tuvy wis becoming riore Itnportant in the war since
naval blockades of imiltration -,out**were hindering the nianey'a) movement moev thsai ever,
Combat eiffctlvo-nese continued. to biprove with additiona Iturnovet of new crat, increasing lsie
of tOe forces and improvemuent Otrough training of VNN personnel., Although mode rniiatio of
the VNN was on schedule, piroblemst persisted in thfo fonin of officvrr shortagos, lack of a

resiponsivv promnotion system, Oindequate standard of llvin2%, and ?Alack of skilled shipyard,
workers, Partl& solutions had been foundt to thoe problems ted ptoncemo was being sade

it,

alt are*as.

3. There wert considerable gains in VNAP otfativenoea and tha tnt~erWaaohv ans
Unprovement progtram. 1the VNAF' UoAls for conversion ofaircraft units had Lsvon comipleted.
A nsuchainprovutd oporationa capability waýs re&alize with ani S 1wrcent Imerease ot assigned
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aircraft, higher operational readiness ratings for all squadrons than any time since 1968, and
improvement in the in-commission rate. The number of VNAF strike sorties continued to
increase while those by USAF' declined. However, although VNAF flew more strike sorties than
ever before, they accounted for less than 22 percent of the total in-country strike sorties. Even
though the VNAF improvement program had proceeded as scheduled, it was determined that the
VNAF technical training program was inadequate to iully support VNAF' modernizatton, nor did
VNAF have the capability to operate and maintad~i VNAF air base facilities; consequently, it
would need to rely upon the USAF for techrical, financial and manpower support on a continued
basis.
(TS) During the fourth quarter:
1. RVNAF combat effectiveness indicators showed declining performance for ARVN/
VNWC battalions and better performance by territorial forces, particularly the R.F. Compared
with previous years, however, there was an overall uptrend in the effectiveness of ARVN/
VNMC. There was an encouraging improvement in specific ARVN mutsi tad, Sth. lith, 9th, and
23d Dive) which earlier in the year had been problem units oi' otheprwise known for poor performance. Regular forces were beginning to take ant increasingly aggreasive appr~Avh tq. combat
operations and were engaging the enemy -an a unilateral basis with significant reduction in US
reinforcement. The RF/PF, once hold In disrepute. were steadily gaining a reputation as an
efficient combat force, They had assumed an increasing share of the mission o- population
security, (which contributed much to the significant pacification gains), freeing regular forces
to *eugage enemny main for"ce units. For example. the number of battalions on pacification mlisslons decreased fromn 43 in June to 17 in December. They had not, however, succeeded in
cutting down VC Incidents of terror,
2. The Vietnamese Navy continued to expand andi 4aumv additional responsibIlities in
tha war . The amphibious task force, caomposed of VN?4/VNMC units. was operating successfuly I.- the D~elta; iadopepndent VXN and combined USN/VNN commands controlled moist of tho
nava operations iWboth III and IV CTZs; Z9 of 49 inshore coastal surveillance stations wort
controlled by 'INN. The 'INO 1wd 76 1'combat aud logistic craft operating In the Melta and by
the end of the year, with aWmos one half of the Vietuatifese Navy und!',r the Viet~nan-wou ftag.

Tralining w;as proceeding rapidly; 336 officer and 10, 199 enlisted men had bWen traiucd through
schools tand train-Ing programs, with over 7,000 In training at the close of tho yearý Th* 'INN
Logistics Covvmard, fOrmned on I Oct, lacked middle tuaago~matt oxpertise, but this was
txpected to bo overvoine.13
1, Thle 'INAF assumed ian Increasing share oif all apeirotons includino airtnowbite *perations, modIcal cvacuations, and logistic mnIssions. 'INAF pe sonnet continually dis .yed
sreater Initiativt Anti Awaranoss. S~ignificant Progresst and eftinswais
Pa tiltlyr ovident ift tho Delta, Ohere thoro was -a slight incrfea-se io, porteut #of etlts and a infet
ow4reot@4 operationial lhvonemcntut, The 'INAF avrgetl 35 #trike sottlies per datv upproxi.
Maitely SS-60 Percimt of div total sottitd); 'INAF FAG contrellad nearly all of their *wn istriko-s
and aboyý~AOpercent ofi the USAF attrikes. All (lyingC wats were ratod fully operational
V*Ady.

-------.
. ...

New Horizons Programs
(C) The New Horizons Campaign was a program, first initiated in 1967, to improve the
administration, logistics, command /leadership techniques, and political warfare (POLWAR)
activities in the RVNAF. It was first implemented in the 46th tInf Regt, 25th ARVN Div, which
was selected for this preplanned POLWAR and administrative improvernf'mt program because it
had demonstrated a poor performance record and a high desertion rate. In effect, it was one of
the worst regimeats in the RVNAIF at that time. A national General Political Warfare Department (C.?WD) team visited the regimnrntal area, gave classes :,Lnd guidance, trained small unit
leaders in leadership and POLWAR techniques, helped set up or improve the regiment's administrative and logistic machinury, and helped establish unit SOPs. The campaign was moderately
successful with the 46th Inf Regt and the SOS decided to implement an improved program in1 1969
on a larger scale. This program was to be the main effort in 1969 to improve the combat
effectiveness of the RYNAF. 134
IC} On 6 Jan, the CJGS directed that the JOS choose one main force regimnent and two RF
companies in each CTZ and one PIF platoon in each sector to be pilot units in the rejuvenated
program. These units were to be the most inadequate in operation, logistics, equipment, training4 leadership and command, and POL WAR, and they were to have the highest dose rtion rate in
the CTZ -. in other words, they were to be the worst units in the CTZ/Sector. Immediately after
the selection of the pilot units, thue Cfls and Sectors were to detail POE WAR officers from
division level and lower to make an on-the-spot study of the pilot unit status at the time of
selection. This would be a base from which to smeasure the effectiven-ess of t~he program.
These on-the-spot studies were to include such are-as of information asi unit strength, desertion
str~tistlc N, status of military dependents and the local populace, aniount of eante rtainment availa.
blf (books, films, sports activities, oet.), enemny activities In the area, status of morale,
conunand attiudes, logisticu, and soldiors' rights.
(C) As a result oft these reports and inquiries conducted by thv Central Desertion Proven* ion Board, JGS noted that most RVNAF wnilts had the following she rtcontiogs: 135
1. In the Area of leadership and ccmntthere was a lack of cltma cooperation
betweenf the so1liers and the commaunding officers, the esprit de corps was ntot Improving, the
comandngofficerst ethic~al Conduct And work proceduros still had mnany- defeit; s leadurship in
low livel units was poor, and unit activifties were weak,
ZiA theg vieee of POLIYAR, the troops' tegative attitude was not being corrected;
education on polities* military co-nduet, and discipline were not given regu)lArly or properly.,
unit areas tadt Iadoquate recreational facilities, educational and uowidl welfare facilities were
i;nade~quale Ixa moet ~qirte
t.:lwalevet unite tacke~d trained POEWAR cadre; and 4social

welfare and realigious activities wetro not being properly carried out,
1. k the area of administration and training, Military rocor~s and civil status tiles
were niot kept twwo dAte. replacements were. vot on t!"nw. awards and puoishronens wore not just,
a"adtaoaleavo llvt, was not provided tor thet troops, and the refresher traing
oaino
Un

duty skVeto #ot carriznl out Owtn eno3ugh.
.4. to the imrea of logistics, quarters reqluiremdents aM4 public utitities problems were
no: twnga s*tli.tactorily solve-d, medical caro for servicemeo and dependentsg was Inadqae h
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organization of mess service was inadequate and the rations were not s !fficient, PX rations
were inadequate and sporadic, clothing and equipment issue wece not corresponding to TOE, and
periodic replacement of these items was not being made on a timely basis.
(C) These shortcomings naturally led to discontent, loss of confidence, and non-observance
of discipline in the ranks, and a general breakdown of morale. Commanding officers became
discouraged, and there was too much negligence of duty and Ilss of discipline. The end consequence of all this was a sapping of combat effectiveness in the RVNAF and an alarming desertion
rate. These shortcomings and subsequent consequences were the targets of the New Horizons
Campaign, whose objectives were to1. Improve and make the units ( ,fective in all fields.
Z. Lead the troops in the unit toward discipline, unity, confidence, and eagerness for
military life.
3.

Effectively support the Pacification and RD programs.

4. Prove POLWAR could be effective when closely combined with the activities inside
as well as outside of the units.
S. Provide a basis for ideological motivation within the framework of the "RVNAF
Effectiveness Developing irog'an.
(C) The pilot programn was dtevlopod and divirded into three phases.

1. Pr(-paration Phase I May wtt AO Jun tli) during whikh New Hteriron conr*itteetv wotld
be fitrmed which wvuld study and futly understand the plAn. increvav .oupport and issue vquipt"Ont
for pilot units in aceorduntnc with tht estimated requirviwnrvts, ,id use practival solutiwois to
solve valid grievanves of the troops so as to raise. their morale.
2. Implementation Phase tI Jul to 41 0ct 69) during which the
wuitmittevs o•uhld earry
out corrective-actions for shortcorming fouand in the first phase-. Impleyroent the programw
devisied for all field., of activity in all pilot units; And organie twarns, at Central a-ni C17 lhvel,
to visit pilot units frequently.

3. Continmation P'hase (I Nov to Il Dev kst) during uhich thr eflortS of the fivtit phAAVO
would bu trtantahtwd the progroi would W cArried out in avriardancv wil,
th th prosribed sir"dards, ob&ervation tours -for trams fervom other RVNAF' inais would be organcaed, and dipVetlopmon'. of plans to carry the programn Into other rewit* would Ix inttitated.

(C) Ne0w

ar~ir-"0 on
(

mM004 wero istablishedý at All lokfelfi0 <0u%
.ma4ke

to Division (for ARVN) and Sectorjr

f(or IYFV') level.

Cn

I fu

the JOS~ 4uowi

anerrs or their deputies
r* ah

various levels were designated to tc the New ttorisou Coniveitt4e vhairtmtln to insutro '0h1t the
program rorvlvod top-leveil emphasis. Also snvludtl onthto various ct .ravidswere th# Chirfs
of the POLWA1R, Logistics, and JIA I, 1, O."d $ staff offictri-s at tho 4•i(oevfnt heAdQsiartvrs.
Thl#wo cotntoittees,,
toottIsd ontirely of RVNAiF porlonnl, Witte Ito 4ir4linifteor th6 ItMV NAV
program

to the best of thoir ability and to mako tht IKVNAF systtin

should.
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(C) The New Horizons campaign was directed primarily at two areas -- logistics and POLWAR. It was the thinking of the planners that these two areas wvere inseparable and helped On(*another
to make common pi -~ress. By concentrating principally on these two areas, it was felt
that the lot of the RYNAF soldier could be enhanced and upgraded with the end result being a
more effective fighting lorce.
(C) The first of these areas -_ logistic -- brought the Central Logistics Command (CLC)
into the fore as one of the prime agencies responsible for the success of the program. The CLC
,tctivated special logistics committees whose job it would be to inspect the pilot units and per.
form immediate and practical corrections for minor shortcomings in t~rder to immediately promote confidence in the pilot unit. Inspections were to include status andi training of assigned
logistic personnel, unit records, status of soldiers' individual equipment, and status of
facilities such as mess hall, kitchen, billets, preventive medicine, medical evacuation, recreation, and dependent housing areas.
1C) The execution or problem-solving of the New Horizons campaign for the logistic area
was divided into three segnients -- immediate, three m-onths, and six months. The itutmediate
portion was to be accomnplished concurrvntly with the inspection. Included in this wetre:
1.Additional issue and r, placenivat of milita ry t:lothing.
Z. Distribution of kitchen tools and food for the txwswvs.
i1.Haircuts.
4.

5,

Mediral varo,
MtvetriAlo for

01neanec
the %;ktkompcw'4 with prnorkty wodePendelnt hokkokng.

KC) t'he there-'mooth plan rallvd tior the following mvAures
. rttrg~itat the pruct-lurvo for requesioig military vlothitin
roord, rvqttering cycir, chago ot owe ouawsint tine. *P#Val toiti).

l~aia~ethe Mvda ivoe

4.

S.

10,%o#p Otrivt OkvigUtlott it dth

i~i.ý gall. 41Th1ton rl

:tmditqry clthing

edllnes

iirtt Othelvo pr'ventiive "AintenanV

ever~kiion.

of millitary

boabfltate the delevata housing it-Va. iniltiAtt the inOVnmewttt of itemst procuared

ftor *te,.
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(C) The six-month plan called for the following optional measures:
1.

Follow up on the replenishment of logistic reserve.

2.

Establish a plan for the training of specialists (basic-advanced).

3.

Follow up the use of specialists.

4.

Review, implement the above three month program again.

5.

Improve the capability of 2d echelon preventive maintenance of military equipment.

6.

Improve the medical facilities (dispensary).

7. Execute the activity of production in Dependent Housing Areas (a vegetable garden
or a coop of three chickens or a sewing-machine for each family).
8.

Implement the rehabilitation of availible dependent apartments (partitions, water,

9.

Construct a dispensary or a class-room (three classes) or a kindergarten.

latrines).

10. Continue inspections.
(C) The second area of prime concern was POLWAR, and specific guidelines were drawn up
and issued to the committees to follow in executing the;r portion of the plan, These specific
guidelines were broken down into four major categories:
1.

Improvement of the Organization:
a.

Assure that POLWAR cadres are at 100 percent strength in each pilot regiment.

b.

Provide 60 percent of the equipment required 1y the POLWAR organivation.

c.

Issue PIOLWAR MOSs to all cadres.

d. Give advanced training in the formn of sominars for all Regiment/pOLWAR
sections and for the POLWAR cadres at battalion level.
e.

Give basic ý 'aining for all Deputy Company Gomnianders/POLWAR OIfkurs,

f. Give priority for specialized training of POLWAR cadres (NCO-enlisted m•n)
of the regiment.
g.

Make use of POLWAR soldiers in the POLWAR G;ommitteoui n thworpatItv

the regiment.
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2.

Troop Affairs Activities:
a.

"Order of the day activity":

b.

Political education activity: weekly.

c.

Off-duty morale-building activity:

d.

Set up a club and library for each regiment.

e.

Issue one mobile library to each battalion.

f.
each company.

daily.

I percent of the strength.
180

All with the participation of

semimonthly..J

Issue one ket af musical instruments (guitar, mandolins, and harmonica) to

g. Issue one "Republican Fighter" magazine for every three soldiers and one
"Vanguard" magazine for every two officers.
h.

Issue two short play scripts and two books of songs each year to each regiment.

i.

Provide cultural performances or movies once a month.

j.

Issue PSYWAR and unit activity funds on time.

k.

Improve the sports activities down to company level.

I. Establish one soccer ground and one volley-ball. court for each regiment and one
volley-ball court for each battalion.

nt.

Organiat, contests twice a year at battalion level and above.

n. Organlv physical trainkng for 30 minutes every day according to the local
situation with the participation cf 75 percent tf the personnel.
o. Organiae 'iaekwan-Do 0-arate) courses for each regiment.
strength should be at least 10 percent.
p.

and oubliciat

Contest ope-rakion:

The part-ciputing

Select one eNemplary soldier at battalion level each quarter

thr reasons for his selection,

q. Religious activity: organive mass stsi".','s or periodie p roachng under the
appropriate chaplain with the participation of 30 pertwnt of the soldiers, not including the

followetr.
r.

Assign adequato chaplains ta each regimant.

s.

Assure Social 3ervive Sections of the regiment are at full strength.

t. Set up one more cleatniutary school and oue kindergarten in each reginit.it.

S:
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u. Assign an adequate number of teachers to the regiment's educational facilities
in accordance with the estimated requirements.
v. Organize a tailoring course and an animal husbandry program on the basis of 10
sewing-machines for each course and 10 families, in charge of breeding animals, for each
Dependent Housing Area.
w.
once a month).
x.

All wounded and sick soldiers must be consoled (visit by the unit commander

Utilize the regiment's Military Security organization to the fullest extent.

y. Organize an indoctrination program to teach preventive measures against
enemy troops proselyting activity for all soldiers.
z.

Review the security status of all personnel in confidential positions and for new

aa.

Complete 80 percent of the individual and unit records; improve 80 percent of

draftees.

Z records (records of suspect personnel --

3.

suspect because of VC family connections, etc.).

bb.

Set up a plan to check and separate the suspect elements in the unit.

cc.

Give support to all military operations and territorial security operations.

Civil Affairs Activities:

a. Show movies and perform cultural shows for the people in the area of operations once a month.
b. The commanders of the units stationed in districts or villages should visit or
talk with lucal authorities and influential citizens at least twice a month.
c. Pa'rticipate as much as possible in the local activities (parties, condolences,
congratulations, festivals, etc.).
d. Fifty percent of the unit strength should participate in and guide the activities
of religious and traditional ceremoneis (Buddha's Birthday, Christmas, Mid-Autumn).
e. Motivate 80 percent of the populace to participate l the National Day Ceremony
and the Cornwemoratlon of the Hung Emperor. Organize cultural performances, movies, and
loudspeaker broadcast* to explaln the meaning of the anniversary.
f.

11%e unit should motivate 80 percent of the populace to participate in the PSDF.

g.

POLWAR training should be given to 50 percent tf the PSDF members.

h, Coordinate and support 80 percent of the Census and Grievance Committee
activities in the assigned area.
I
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i. Achieve 80 percent of the community and social development program goals
(repair of roads, organization of classes, construction of medical stations, sick call, and
distribution of medicines and gifts).
4.

Enemy-oriented Activity:

a. Motivate soldiers and civilians to establish contact with Communist soldiers
and call them to rally through family relationships.
b. Motivate soldiers and civilians to drop leaflets, post slogans, hang banners,
and distribute documents during combat operations to call the enemy to rally.
c.

Welcome, award, exploit, classify, and employ ralliers.

d.

Establish a 50 ralliers a month goal in the regiment area of operation.

(C) The POLWAR guidelines set down for implementation in RF units were similar to those
established for Regular Force units except for the areas of religious activity, schools, tailoring
and animal husbandry programs, and a monthly rallier goal. This goal for the RF was Z0
ralliers in the company area per month.
(C) The program set down for the PF was more abbreviated than for the Regular or
Regional Forces and included only basic training for POLWAR officers and soldiers; the same
type of recurring activity as established for Regular and Regional Forces; magazines, monthly
cultural shows or movies, a volleyball court, and animal husbandry program; basically the same
type of civic affairs activity as set down for the other forces; and a goal of two ralliers per
month in the platoon area.
(C) By the beginning of April, the pilot units were selected-by virtue of their being the
worst units in their respective CTZs. The main force units selected were: 1 CTZ -- 4th Regt,
2d ARVN Div; II CTZ -- 44th Regt, 23d ARVN Div; III CTZ -- 48th Regt, 18th ARVN Div; and
IV CTZ --

15th Regt, 9th ARVN Div.

(U) By November, the New Horizons Campaign, as applied to the selected pilot units, was
in the evaluation phase with results expected to be published by February 1970. 136
(C) By the end of the year however, due to slippage in the program, it was decided to
terminate the Campaign for the above group of pilot units on 30 Jan 70, with the evaluation phase
to be conducted at a subsequent date. Also, the campaign was extended indefinitely to afford
more pilot units to undergo "New Horizons" training. 137

"VIETNAMIZA TION

(U) The term "Vietnamization" came into the vocabulary in 1969. This term was first
alluded to in a memo by the DEPSECDEF, when, in April, he gave final approval of the Accelerated Phase II RVNAF Improvement and Modernization Plan. In the approval memo, he stated,
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among other things "Vietnamizing the war should have the highest priority". It was not until
President Nixon's statement on Vietnam in November, however, that Vietnamization brought
world-wide focus and a requirement for more precise definition. President Nixon used it as
identifying a "plan developed with the South Vietnamese for the complete withdrawal, first of all
U.S. combat ground forces and eventually of other forces and their replacement by South Vietnamese forces on an orderly scheduled timetable. " In December, COMUSMACV, in a letter to
all subordinate commands, spelled out the approved definition of the term as follows: 138
Vietnamization is the process by which the US
assists the Government of Vietnam to assu-ne increasing responsibility for all aspects of the war and
all functions inherent in self-government.
It means building a stronger government with an
improved economy; and strengthening the military
and internal security forces sufficient to permit the
US to reduce its military and civilian presence in
Vietnam without unacceptable risks to the objectives
of the United States and to the security of Free World
and GVN Forces.
The MACV letter, also provided the DOD statement concerning use of the term Vietnamization:
Vietnamization, of course, refers only to the
assumption by the Vietnamese of that portion of the
war effort carried on previously by the United States.
It does not refer to the total war effort in which the
South Vietnamese themselves have carried such a
large and heavy burden for so many years.
(S)

The USAF expressed the essence of Vietnamization as applied to the VNAF as follows:139
Vietnamization is not just another project or a
special approach to an old problem. It is an entirely
new concept for both the USAF and South Vietnamese.
It represents a radical departure from previous USAF
strategy in that it proposes to transfer combat and
support responsibilities to the Vietnamese Air Force
at the earliest practical time. It includes the earliest
preparations and transfer of facilities and equipment
to the VNAF, and all technical assistance necessary to
enable them to effectively employ their newly acquired
weapons system.... Vietnamization is the maintenance
of a USAF presence only so long, and in such numbers,
that the basic security of the country is assured. It
is a decision not to decide--but to allow our allies to
take the initiative. It is determining when thle assumption of a function by-the VNAF relieves the need for
continuance of USAF participation in that function....
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In citing the task ahead, USAF stated:

The timetable suitable for Vietnamization is not
necessarily one of our own choosing, nor one subscribed to by the Government of Vietnam. Rather, it
is a process predicated on the ability of all USAF and
VNAF commanders and planners to manage, innovate
as required, and assist in the training and equippage
of the VNAF so they are capable of assuming total
control in minimum time.... By fostering VNAF
leadership now, at both the headquarters and the
grass roots level, boldly utilizing "cut and try" techniques, and providing a qualified ounce of advice
rather than the usual American pound of doing, VNAF
self-sufficiency and USAF disengagement will most
certainly become realities in the time frame we are
seeking.

L

Examples of Vietnamization progress follows.

Vietnamization Status of ARVN Operations

(S) The following were examples of ARVN Vietnamization during 1969: 140
1. Vietnamization of the Capital Military District was essentially complete. All US
troops had been withdrawn except for a small number of radar and generator operators, and
these personnel would be replaced as soon as RVNAF personnel had completed training. Special
efforts were being directed toward ensuring that RVNAF units assumed complete responsibility
for contingency plans for reaction and reinforcement of critical installations and bridges.
2. In I CTZ, more and more of the ARVN units were becoming less dependent on US
support in tactical operations. ARVN operations, by the end of the year, included the ability to
form and operate multi-battalion task forces to execute their own plans. Rather than working
with US units exclusively, the ARVN had developed separate plans and executed them with ARVN
artillery and VNAF air support. Combined planning was being reoriented to assume responsibility for military facilities as US forces were redeployed from Dong Son II and FSBs. Also in
I CTZ, the 1st and 2d ARVN Divs and the 51st ARVN Regt had implanted their own sensor strings
and were reading out and reacting on a real time basis. ARVN engineers were assuming
increasing responsibility for mine sweeping, bridge repair, and combined land clearing operations, and would assume responsibility for LOG maintenance in the near future. All railroad
bridges were secured by RVNAF units and of the 92 bridges on primary and secondary roads, 72
were being secured by RVNAF/GVN personnel and the remainder were under combined US/
RVNAF security. USASF advisors had withdrawn from Gia Vuc CIDG Camp, which allowed the
VN Special Forces to assume all operational and administrative responsibilities.
3. In II CTZ, RVNAF had assumed responsibility for most of Kontum Province. Major
battles, such as those of Ben Het (Kontum Province) and at Bu Prang and Duc Lap (Quang Duc
Province) were fought by ARVN ground maneuver forces, supported by US combat support and
combat service support units, as required. US grou:• *ianeuver forces were being used to
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assume security missions of designated ARVN battalions, which freed those battalions for
deployment in the battle areas. The ARVN 18th Engr Bde had initiated a program to develop an
ARVN horizontal construction capability (quarry, road and airfield construction, and paving
operations).
4. In IV CTZ, ARVN engineers were assuming a larger share of airfield maintenarce
and were building major highway bridges; the 40th Engr Gp had taken over a quarry operation in
Nui Sam; ARVN personnel were being trained to operate 14 active helicopter stage fields, but
assisted only in the handling of cargo at mini-ports and ammunition at stage fields. At Dong
Tam stage field, ARVN personnel were conducting the entire operation, except for hauling the
cargo in and out.
5. Intelligence functions and operations had been strengthened in several areas; the
ARVN IV CTZ Interrogation Center (combined POW and Hoi Chanh facility) which began operations in April, was fully operational by the end of the year; Combined HUMINT operations with
ARVN intelligence collection agencies were operating in IV CTZ; the GZ effort at IV Corps Hqs
and DIV/STZ was being accomplished by ARVN with US advice and support; in I CTZ, ARVN GZ
controlled all intelligence activities and coordinated directly with the US/FWMA forces in the
Corps area; all administrative and operational functions, requirements and records had been
transferred from the I Corps GZ Advisor to the ARVN I Corps G2. Also in I CTZ added US
counterintelligence support was being provided to each PIOCC and DIOCC in high threat areas to
increase the flow of intelligence and to train counterparts in more sophisticated intelligence
techniques.
6. Numerous training programs, both formal and OJT were being condvcted by US
counterpart units for RVNAF personnel on such diverse matters as leadership, combat loudspeaker operations, medical corpsman procedures, mechanical maintenance, stock control and
storage,
operations, scout sniper, and artillery firing procedures.
7. Transportation responsibilities were being assumed by RVNAF particularly in
carrying out port clearance and long haul responsibilities. With the activation of medium boat
companies and receipt of additional LCM-8s, RVNAF had increased Its water transport capability. Port operations at Saigon had been turned over to RVNAF, and plans were progressing
for turnover of port operations at Tra Noc port In Binh Thuy/Can Tho in IV Corps, and at Vung

Tau.
8.

Psychological operations and political warfare matters %%erebeing emphaslzed by

RVNAF in several ways:
a. The General Political Warfare Department (GPWD) had formed a national level
combined PSYWAR Development and Coordination Center, to provide overall direction of the
PSYWAR effort, develop media, and to assume operational functions.
b. The production of PSYOP material was increasingly being assumed by the Vietnamese. Contingency plans had been prepared to Lurn over the 4th PSYOP Group printing and
development assets to RVNAF. At battalion level, the leading role in media development.
through Propaganda Development Teams, was being assumed by Vietnamese.
c. The Vietnamese had assumed increasing responsibility for planning and direct.
Ing large scale PSYOP campaigns. GPWD conducted the Nguyen Trai I and UIcanmaigns which
were intensive and highly successful in increasing VC defection rates.
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d. In III CTZ, DCS POLWAR and 30th POLWAR Bn had assumed an expanded role
in planning and coordinating combined PSYOP. Overall responsibility for operation of the combined headquarters, execution of combined plans, and exploitation of ralliers had been assigned
to 5th ARVN Div.
e. A new Political Mobilization Committee had been established at the national
level, with provincial counterparts, to coordinate and provide policy direction to the entire
information effort of the GVN.
9. A single integrated telecommunications systems to serve the needs of GVN civil and
military authorities was receiving high priority. A training plan had been developed and initial
language training begun which would enable RVNAF to gradually assume management, operation,
and maintenance of the telecommunications system. ARVN personnel were in an OJT status at
several ICS-SEA sites and others were in classroom training prior to OJT. Training was oriented toward development of skills necessary for operation and maintenance of the IGS-SEA and
associated dial-telephone exchanges and tandem switches. Off-shore training for ARVN personnel in hard skill communications-electronics MOS was underway and was programmed to continue through FY70.
10. ARVN doctors and nurses were receiving OJT in US Army hospitals, and ARVN
personnel were being trained in air-ambulance techniques. ARVN medical units were assuming
care of PW casualties as US Army medical units redeployed.
Vietnamization Status of Air Operations 141

(S) The following are examples of Vietnamization accomplished or being accomplished at
the end of the year:
1. An Air LouIstlcal Command had been formed in VNAF to operate the country wide
logistic system and the VNAF supply system had been converted to interface with the USAF
supply system.
2. VNAF personnel were being trained to take over complete operations of two bilateral HUMINT programs (POW Interrogation and covert collection) by end of FY70. In addition,
VNAF personnel were being trained at the TACC and DASCs to assume the intelligence support
functions at those facilities.
3. Control and Reporting Posts and Centers and navigational aids were jointly VNAF/
USAF manned and operation of those facilities would be turned over to VNAF personnel as soon
#s they had become fully qualified.
4. In IV CTZ, the Direct Air Support Center (DASC) was operated primarily by VNAF
personnel with USAF assistance only. VNAF had assuumd responsibility for the 7th and 9th
ARVN DTA where VNAF Forward Air Controllers (FAG) had been controlling USAF and RAAF
tactical air strikes on a regular tragged basis since 1 Apr. There were 37 VNAF FAC (21
pilots anti 16 observers) operating in IV CTZ, qualified to control USAF/IRAAF air strikeN.
Because of this signUicant progress, early activation of the IZZd La Sqtbd at Diah Tlnuy would be
reconnettnded.
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5. VNAF was participating more in the combined USAF/VNAF PSYWAR sorties
(approximately a 34 percent increase of participation).
6. The VNAF Air Training Center was being expanded to add 17 new courses to begin
in March 1970. To meet the VNAF increased requirement for liaison pilots, Air Training Command (ATC) expanded the Liaison Pilot Training course to graduate 72 01/U-17 pilots.
7. USAF was training VNAF personnel to attain self-sufficiency in fire fighting, base
defense, base operations, aerial port operations, communications-electronics, construction
supervision, and other critical support areas.
8. Of the combined USAF/VNAF transport operation in support of RVNAF, VNAF
moved twice as much cargo and people than during 1968.
9. VNAF participation in in-country strike sorties rose significantly (33 percent of the
Combined USAF/VNAF sorties as compared to 19 percent in January).

Vietnamization Status of VNN Operations

(S) The Vietnamization process in naval operations was progressing exceedingly well and
to the degree that the following forecasts were made: 142
1. By continued gradual shift of emphasis from unilateral USN operations to unilateral
VNN operations, turnover of nearly all barrier/interdiction operations and associated areas of
responsibility and command and control functions would be accomplished by end of FY70.
Already there was an increasing expansion of VNN communications-electronics capabilities to
support the enlarging VNN combat operations role.
2. Logistic versatility would be attained through the establishment of strategicallylocated depot level maintenance bases, repair facilities, and operating bases, and by using
support ships as mobile bases to counter the shifts in the enemy's areas of operations. Turnover of logistic assets to VNN (ACTOVLOG) by end FY72 would result in the transfer of 30
shore bases, eight advanced tactical support bases, and six afloat support ships. This would
provide VNN with the logistic self-sufficiency to support their expanded forces.

3. Continued effort in turnover of combat assets to VNN (ACTOV) would result in the
transfer of 520 boats and craft to VNN by end of FY70.

Trends of RVNAF Reaction to US Troop Reductions

(S) RVNAF reactions to announced withdrawal of US combat ground and other forces, based
oit i•waons of both officers and enlisted RVNAF personnel were generally guarded and
expressed specific concern. There was guarded optimism and co'nfidence in overall RVNAF
ability to assume a greater combat role. There was deep concern at all levels of RVNAF, from
generals to NCOs, that the US would withdraw precipitously and without regard to the military
situation or the ability of ARVN to fill the gap. There was fear that a precipitous withdrawal
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3. Current Situation. State in terms of enemy and friendly situation the strength,
composition, disposition, and significant trends. Provide a summary of factual data and best
estimates establishing the limits of GVN ability to develop and support an effective defense
against the current threat, to include but not limited to, demographic and economic factors.
4.

Discussion.
a.

Optimum use of GVN resources to consider:

(1) best allocation of GVN resources, in view of the assumptions and situations, leading to a postulated allocation of manpower to military and paramilitary forces by
fiscal year.
(2) the most effective allocation of the military/paramilitary strength, to
support a table of authorized strengths by FY for RVNAF services and GVN paramilitary

organizations.
b.

Maximum development possible for RVNAF, to consider:

(1) means of developing the maximum RVNAF capability and effectivenesb in
the shortest time possible.

(Z) estimated requirements for basic, advanced, and technical training, based
on abbreviated UALS and activation schedules.
(3) means of reducing requirements and expediting required training and

identification areas in which increased US effort might assist in training.
(4) estimate the cost, by service, of the total RVNAF program, including
expansion, operation, traiDing, and support by FY year, with expanded detail provided in the
areas of intelligence, communications, training and logistics functions, morale, leadership,
air support for VNN, psychological operations, specifically designed equipment and system, and
estimated US costs for RVNAF Phase III for FY71, 72, and 73 DOD budgets.
c.

Comparative analysis of enemy vs GVN/Free World capabilities, to:
(1) compare the enemy threat to the maximum achievable capability 0i GVN/

Free World Forces, by fiscal year.
identify shortfalls by fiscal year in terms of units or effort.

(2)
d.

US effort required to offset shortfalls, to:

(1) describe the US effort required by FY to offset shortfalls in GVN/Froo
World Forces, in terms of units in-country and effort from out-of-country and offshore.
(2) identify the strengths and locations of US out-of-country/offshore forces
which are regarded as essential preconditions for attainment of the objectives in-country, in
compensating for any unavoidable RVNAV shortfalls in Air and naval support.
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Optimum Use of GVN Resources
(Figures in thousands)
FY71
ARVN

FY72

FY73

406.9

410.7

422.2

VNN

37.7

37.7

37.9

VNMC

13.4

13.4

13.4

VNAF

38.5

41.8

43.7

RF

287.6

287.6

287.6

PF

247.8

256.6

256.6

1,031. 9

1,047.8

1,061.4

119.2

122. 2

122. 2

TOTAL RVNAF

National Police
PRU

6.0

....

APT

6.7

4.7

Z. 7

RD Cadre

40.0

32.2

23.0

ST Cadre

6.0

4.0

2.0

1. 1

0.5

--

..

-

Kit Carson Scouts

.

CIDG
TOTAL PARA-

179.0

163, t

149.9

1,210.9

1,211.4

1,211.3

MILITARY
FORCE TOTALS

I

TO
VI- 153
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I

(3) identify missions that should pass to RVNAF, missions for which US
forces must be retained as critical and cannot be transferred within the alternative times stipulated, and those which should cease as US forces depart.
(4) provide total force structure breakout, by service, for both the alternative
in-country forces (260,000 and 190,000).
e.

Optimum total force, to:

(1) describe, by alternative, the optimum total in-country forces by fiscal
year required to accomplish conclusions in C and D above.
(2) include tables showing major GVN, Free World, and US units or elements
in-country by fiscal rear; GVN, Free World, and US total strengths by fiscal year; and estimated total cost, by service, by fiscal year.
f.

Statement of risk, to analyze:
(1) risks which would be incurred if GVN/Free World shortfalls are not offset.
(2) the nature and extent of risks, by alternative.

(3) whether risks can be limited or localized, vary as a function of time,
whether results of various risks are precipitous or delayed.
(TS) MACV's response was developed and forwarded to CINCPAC on 29 Dec. This history
will not attempt to repeat the content of the input, in that the two volume document should be
used directly in any future planning and assessments. However, for the purpose of this history,
it was considered appropriate to cite the coneluslons submitted to CINCPAC, in response to the
JCS requirement to establish a plan for devclopnwntof RVNAF, under the assumptions provided. Conclusions were as follows: 146
I. The proposed UVN military/paramilitary force (See Tables VI-13 & 13A) was considered to be the optimum in view of constraints imposed by the cQmpeting requirements of
other GVN programs and by the sustainment capability of thu total svailable manpower tool.
2. The combined US/RVN/FW forces iro not ad-equatr in FY7I or FY73 against a continuation of the current in-cotntry and out if country threat (See Table VI.t14).
3. Should progr-e in pacification and population security continue ao th• same general
pace as in CY69, the in-country enemy threat should be signitfcantly reduced, and the riska that
the combined forces could not moet the total threat would 6v corrospondingly leasened.

*

4. If pacification and RVNAF improvements were to continue at reasonable rates,. tho
260,000 US support structure appears to be a roasasable planning objective for end FY71; thu
feasibility of the 190,000 forc•e would depend upon substantially greater progress in pacification
than can be foreseen at this time.

5. US force reductions, when required, ared twat accoMP1'IClc 0ý.tra
enemy throat and GVN capabilitivei existing in the timo frame %
.
'x.w

"cut and try" approach which has proved valid in earlier plan.!n•g.
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VIETNAMIZATION RVNAF I&M (Phase 111) and Related US Plannings
Allocation of Manpower to Military/Paramilitary/Civil Forces
Forces

Approved
End FY70

Proposed
End FY70

Proposed
End FY71

Proposed
End FY72

Proposed
End FY73

RVNAF
Regulars
ARVN
VNN

387,835
.31,645

391,235
37,697

406,962
37,697

410,720
37,697

42Z, 24
37,947

VNAF
VNMC

35,786
13,070

38,536
13,070

38, 536
13,435

41,766
13,435

43,737
13,435

Total Regulars

468, 336

480,538

496,630

503, 618

517, 343

270,497
214,840

275,470

Z87,591

287,•591

'87,591

~$7I
5

9.0
3

256,71
54 16
1.047:?80

0.S05
06

Territorial

Regional Forces

Popular Forces
Total Territorial

239 390
3 37?35t
48L1

Total RVNAF

J±T.± 92
~

953, (73

95598

1.032.0Z0

National Polic
Provincial Reconr Units
Revolutionary D.v Cadre
Son Thon RD Cadre
Armed Propaganda Teams
Kit Carson S&out

107,200
6,000
47, 204
7,300
6,640
2.916

107,200

19, 200
6,000
40,000
6,000
6,660
1,080

Total Paratilitary and Civil

4Os,,,* 634

147Ž~13

M.16!

Paramilitary and Civil

Totai IWNAF, Pratninliiary

1. 1 'JAL07

6,000
47,200
7,300
6,660
z,916

1,10.,30
o

12,200
.-..
32,000
4,000
4. 660
5Ž53.

8
A2101

910

1,2144"

V,0
.I
13,000
2,000
.116
2

4,6
I~I4a,11

6

and Civil
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Total Strengths of the Z60, 000 US Force Alternative
FY71

FY7Z

FY73

1,031,526

1,047,786

1,060,986

FW

42,007

42,007

42,007

US

2491674

194,730

43,066

1,323,207

1,284,523

1,146,059

RVNAF

TOTAL

Total Strengths of the 190,000 US Force Alternative
FY71

FY72

FY73

1,031,526

1,047,786

1,060;986

FW

42,007

42,007

42,007

US

198,130

194,730

43,066

1,271,563

1, 284, 5Z-3

1,146,059

RVNAF

TOTAL
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6. From the US viewpoint, the proposed RVNAF structure is a good basis for continued
planning with the GVN. There appears to be a consensus with JGS on certain significant areas,
but it should be recognized that considerable adjustments can be anticipated.
(TS) There were three overall recommendations,

as follows:

I. That Phase III RVNAF I&M continue to concentrate primarily on qualitative improvements, togethe: with those minimum structural changes required for force balance.
2. That the recommended concepts, programs, strengths, structures, equipment
authorizations and funding set forth in the plan be approved as a basic requirements plan for
continuing discussions with the GVN.
3. That the 260/190/MAAG structures be considered goals to be reached under the "cut
and try" approach, rather than specific FY end-strengths.

Summary

(S) Progress in the key areas of RVNAF improvement and modernization and Vietnamization had been major ccnsiderations in the strategies of the US and GVN Governments. Considerable progress had been made in setting the groundwork for RVNAF improvement and there
were encouraging signs by the end of the year, that a reasonable amount of success was being
achieved. It was estimated that as a result of the accomplishments so far in expanding the
RVNAF, that the greatest part of the Phase II I&M program, as amended at Midway, would be
completed by summer 1970. There was conviction that the programs and plans developed over
the year when fully implemented, would build an effective on-going RVNAF military force, In
evaluating the past and looking to the future, it was determined that additional programs would
be needed to fill the gape required to round out the RVNAF and impro,-e effectiveness. Wherein
the major attention had been focused on the Regular and Territorial forces, the now phase for
emphasis for 1970, extending over the next three years, would be to consider the associated
requirements of the National Police and paramilitary forces, and to ensure these forces would
be adequately considered in the combitied JGS/MACV planning for Phase Ill, RVNAF Vietnamiration and r.eated US planning. 147
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CHAPTER VII
SPECIAL OPERATIONS
SENSOR PROGRAMS
General
(S) Intrusion detection equipment in the form of trip wires, visible and infrared searchlights, surveillance radar, day and night vision devices, etc. had been introduced into RVN
during the earliest days of the conflict. On 15 Sep 66, the SECDEF had directed the development of an anti-infiltration capability to support an interdiction program against vehicles and
personnel moving overland into the RVN. Major systems had been identified and development
initiated.
(C) An outgrowth of this development program was a system of ground sensors. By the end
of 1967, anti-infiltration system equipments had been delivered to SEASIA. During 1968, however, increasing and at times particularly strong emphasis had been placed on families of attended and unattended personnel and vehicle sensors which would sound an alarm in some
relatively distant observation post or surveillance center when activated. In general, these
items fell into categories according to the principle of sensor operation, i.e. magnetic, seismic,
acoustic, infrared, etc., and the method of emplantation, such as, hand-placed, jet-or helicopter-dropped. or mortar/artillery-delivered.
(C) The variety existed because each sensor had inherent weaknesses. For instance, the
infrared type which used an interrupted beam to trigger the alarm was susceptible to false
alarms by trespassing animals, waving or falling branches, and the like. At the same time,
the seismic detectors which appeared to be the most promising of the group, could be activated
by artillery or mortar rounds landing some distance away. Also, no sensor could differentiate
between friend or foe. However, a mix of the different types of sensors could assist in screening false information. When properly integrated with other intelligence sources, the seosors
generated both targeting and intelligence information and assisted in refining existing iformation
obtained from other sources.

"(C) Data was collected at sonsor monitor stations which wore equipped with one or more
sensor monitor receivers. These monitor stations were ground'baood or airborne. DAta was
analyzed on a near real time basis at the *tations and then was tsed for both immediatt targeting and long term intelligence collection. I
(S) The anti-infiltration sensor managerment was divided into four prograttmz.
1.
V

DUEL Bt.AI)E,

The dpoignation, for the sensor-supported anti-infiltrattion sy0tevw

in northern Quang Tri Province in the area bounded on the north by the southern boundry of the
4DMZ.
on the cast by the South China Sea, on the south generally by QL-9 from Laos in the west.
east to Ca Lu, direct to Dong Ha and theft along the Cu. Viet River to the South China Sea.
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2. DUFFEL BAG. The designation for the employment of attended and unattended
sensors in support of tactical surveillance operations against the enemy within RVN.
3. IGLOO WHITE.
was administered by 7AF.
4. TIGHT JAW.
border surveillance plan.

The designation of that portion of the overall sensor program that

The designation for the combined US/RVNAF sensor- supported

Duel Blade
(S) DUEL BLADE was the anti -inf ilt ration System o.perated by the III MAF j ust South nf
the DMZ in Quang Tni Province. Its purpose was to impede infiltration across the DMM.
DUEL BLADE was divided into two parts--the Strong Point Obstacle Systemi (SPO$ýý on the eastern coastal plains and the Defiles System (DFS) across the mountains wistward to the Laotian
border. The SPOS was to consist of a combination of stroing points, support basest, ob~servation
posts, obstacles, and sensing devices, the DFS was to consist of combat operating bases.. observation posts, and sensing device-s. The two Systems were, to b, -linked to.twrethr tco provil*i
a continuous anti-infiltration systexr across RVN imiYediat4-l'y #0uth of the. DM7.
(S) Progress on DUEL BLADE had bueti sporadic. Work on clearingt a 4(MI0rneter swath
between Glo Linb and Con Thien had conmmenced in March 1167 when he- DM?. 4re.A had br-on
relatively quiet. Twenty thousand civilians had been evacuated fronm ar.-4# frwird ofA tho swath
and fortification materials rnoved in. By the time bunker cFnst~r;Atiot', h;,d started In Auglstm.
the NVA had invaded the area attackinc, Con Thion, Gio Linh. andt logistic. Vtkses At lbng M
and Cua Viet. constrkction had co.kntinued nevertheless, hantpered ape wevll by hoavy September
and October rains dtiring jh0 monsoovAl trarisitions. By wid- Janlury 116N, the i&ajr eastern
In
wx-irk
sr tid ont the obsotacle
oad
strorng pointa and all four bases had bieen largely cortplete
had prupteti. drawinig
just east of Gin UtAhi Alwmos immeditettly, howevewr, the Khs, Sar' ht
p.
trwin
of a (ifth &ftonc
off combat [ercect piroviding security for the eonstvuctirtro
point, thle linear obt~iad'2e. anid secirnd generation hviog faollttie.a huAd beený deterred. A vcootiniot
h~~
otivie
trtic'
two, et~nt (ire
iteney plan had been prepared to permit this additional c
With Completion in tfour months1, assumling UýMmitc vattett iotionr 41W 1AV4orable upathr,
*

*

~~(S) Thto SPOS offese4 at gtnr± oppurtintity to denmtnetrate ;ý*mldfoe ia AIAVN by givin them
an important rolo In the diroct eenfronitAtion with thve NVA skeross Ow DN1Z, To th4& Owl. tho
fp
or-ts,
td Regi of the lot AItYN Dv had been skugnietited with adlifi-oual Intantry and rnceb
rogivnett
edditinal crwsrofep
tiaad priorivy lo~gistic and personnel supr.Thi*
had compilod an outstanding combawt record sincet'ct 1969. kihiinm ovo. A ŽQo "ofthe enemty irhilte
ofwti the forw*ar strong Vxoints.
suffriecin I". KIA itt sad tt'nsvoetl the-SPOS.aroa. 0rcuvingtv
dthy provided clear ovideueo of ARVN etahmbfltios to onset and Owfeat strongý 'NVA -wilttarV lorc..s
even those that estkjyt*'d ht~svy nrtirlory sopport in "aftetwarV fr~ont grouad tamek north of Olw MMlV7
(8) A revisiton o~f the, enttire 91M. BLA14C operatiet h6d cxnonttvottett on 240
IOt
$ý The
pro0ram In areas adj4acent tO ttw DMN4'A
6-t$trto
misioian romin.n4 to condtwt ams
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however, the methods and means were updated to be consistent with current rnd anticipated
tactics and the operational posture of both friendly and hostile forces. Sensors had been handemplaced along known enemy infiltration route.s just south 3f the DMZ in the eastern area and
the first combined US-ARVN sensor training school had been completed. Utilizing all means of
surveillance detection, with emphasis on unattended intrusion detection devices, the FWMAF
maintained a mobile operational posture, supported by air strikes, artillery, and naval gunfire
to detect and deny or impede enemy infiltration across the DMZ. 3
(S) MACV review of the revised DUEL BLADE Program (DUEL BLADE II) had been
completed and approved by COMUSMACV on 30 Dec 68. Implementation of the plan was directed within programmed funds and available resources. During the period 9-10 Jan 69, CINCPAC
and his staff were briefed on DUEL BLADE II. The former expressed his personal satisfaction
with the plan. 4
(S) At the beginning of the year, any plans to continue the construction of SPOS were
cancelled. DUCK BLIND, the sensor project, and DUEL BLADE I, the strong point effort,
were conmbined and became known as DUEL BLADE II, though the term was usually shortened
to just DUEL BLADE.
(S) By the end of January, a total of 26 strings consisting of 92 sensors had been hand or
air-implanted and activated throughout the DUEL BLADE area. A project to defoliate a trace
2, 000 meters wide adjacent to the border of Laos and immediately south of the DMZ was incorporated into the western portion of the DUEL ELADE area. By 31 Jan, RANCH HAND spray
aircraft had completed 79 percent of the total defoliation required and land clearing operati.ons
had commenced adjacent to P.oute 561 north of Cam Lo to clear 2, 400 acres. 5 (See Figure
VII- 1. )

(S) There was no appreciable gain in the number of sensors available for allocation to
DUEL BLADE. March was a very active month for sensor operations. Implant teams encountered heavy opposition in the area immediately south of the DM7. and in the Ba Long Valley. Several
teams were engaged by the enemy and, on two occasions, teams were forced to destroy sensors
to prevent possible capture. Detections during early March were very heavy in the west-central
portion south of the DMZ and gradually shifted to the east-central portion of the zone. Sensors
were particularly helpful in early detection around FSB ALPINE. Construction of 614 second
generation, functional, steel arch bunkers commenced in March and it was planned that 300
would be completed during the 1969 dry weather building season. Gun pads and observation
towers were also started at the base areas.
(TS) During April, ground implant teamus continued to encounter stiff enemy opposition
during implant operations ,long the southern edge of the DMZ, Because of this intense opposition, the Rules of Engagement were
re interpretated to permit aircraft emplacement of sensors
6
south of the PMDL in the DMZ.
(S) The defoliation project north of Cam Lo that waj underway at tho beginning of the year
was completed on 5 May. At mid-year, construction of 37 second generition, functional, steelarch bunkers was in progress at sites throughout the DUEL. BLADE AO.
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(S) By the first of July, the average number of sensors available in the DUEL BLADE AO
was up to Z00 and remained at that level through August. The data received by the system produced a successful ARC LIGHT mission in July conducted west of Con Thien along the southern
edge of the DMZ. Construction continued on the 37 steel arch bunkers.
(S) In August, 1, 124 activations of the sensors brought the combined reaction of mixed artillery, mortar, and air strikes; the attacks resulted in 21 enemy confirmed killed and 17 secondary explosions. Battle damage assessment was generally precluded by the inaccessability of the
areas to combat sweep operations. In September the average number of sensors was increased
to 261. The activations and engagement results remained virtually unchanged from the preceeding month. Due to the 3d Mar Div standdown in November, the readout sites on Hills 812 and 950
were closed as was the readout site at Signal Hill. In addition, COMUS declared all DUEL
BLADE M-14 and M-16A antipersonnel mines excess to in-country needs and requested CINCPAC
to forward disposition instructions. A problem existed due to the large number of mines, approximately 669, 000 on hand, and this problem was compounded by badly deteriorated packaging.
By October the largest part of the 3d Mar Div had redeployed, causing a major adjustment and
reduction of sensor coverage in the DUEL. BLADE AO. The 3d Mar Div sensor strings and assets were transferred to the 101st Abn Div (Ambl); 1st Bde, 5th (Mech) Inf Div; and the 1st ARVN
Div.
(S) During October there was an average of 262 active sensors in the DUEL BLADe. AO
with a total of 760 targets detected, and 245 fire missions called in response to them. Confirmed results were 32 enemy KIA and 70 rounds of 82mm mortar ammunition captured with no
US casualties. 8
(S) The number of active sensors in the DUEL BLADE AO decreased during November and
December dropping to 150 by the end of the year. Likewise the number of detections were reduced from 1. 173 in November to 720 in December, with 629 and 385 fire missions of mixed
mortar and artillery conducted in response to the activations.

Duffle Bag

(S) The DUFFEL BAG program was develop,,d as a result of the successful use of sensors
at Khe Sanh. The use of the sensor devices for battlefield surveillance and real time intelligence
Pgathering "as instrumental in directing the air and artillery strikes that destroyed the attacking
aorces and broke the siege at Khe Sanh,
(S) On 1 Apr 68, COMUSMACV had stated a need for the development of sensors, readout
equipment, concepts, and tactics for the employment of sensors against the enemy within RVN.
During April, requirements had been stated and plans developed to implement this program. In
May, the SECDEF had approved the Phase I implementation of the DUFFEL BAG program and
had directod that the Phase II follow-on program be approved for planning purposes.
(S) The Phase I program employed IGLOO WHITE/DU•EL BLADE assets in a variety of
tactical operations for the purpose, of establishing operational concepts and validity of applications. During Phatse I, completed on 25 Aug 68, sensors were evaluated in eight applications:
combat sNeop, ambush, onemy base area surveillance, targeting, convoy protection, route
surveillance, base area defense, and the monitoring of helicopter landing zones. The scope of
the evaluati'n had been limited by availability of sensors, time and lack of enemy activity in
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DUFFEL BAG SENSOR LOCATIONS
AS OF JANUARY 1969
MAR DIV
3D105(23)

DUEL BLADE II AREAHUE .
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the test areas. While dramatic BDA had not been obtained, sufficient success was attained to
justify an expansion and continuation cf the problem.
(S) Limited availability of sensors and ancillary equipment had restricted in-country sensor
operations through the remainder of 1968. At the end of the year, however, DUFFEL BAG
sensors were being used in the defense of Saigon, riverine/Delta operations, defense of Danang
and along border infiltration routes. It was expected that increased availability would permit
the expanded use of hand-and air-implaced sensors in support of tactical operations in 1969.
Sensors would be employed in support of border anti-infiltration operations, enemy base area
surveillance, main supply route surveillance, base and city defense. 9
(S) At the beginning of 1969, DUFFEL BAG operations reflected the constraints of a continued low sensor inventory, although the situation was improving. The priority for allocation
of sensors continued to be directed to IGLOO WHITE/COMMANDO HUNT operations. The
priority within DUFFEL BAG operations was to DUEL BLADE II, with remaining assets allocated to the detection of infiltration and surveillance of enemy base areas elsewhere in RVN.
(S) DUFFEL BAG operations, including the DUEL BLADE AO as of 31 Jan 69 are depicted
in Figure VII-2. There were a total of 366 active sensors employed, which represented the
largest number of sensors in operation at any time since the beginning of in-country sensor
operations. 10 Sensors were employed by the Ist Mar Div, 3d Mar Div, 101st Abn Div (AMBL),
4th Inf Div, 25th Inf Div, 3d Bde of the 82d Abn Div, llth ACR, 199th Lt Inf Bde, 173d Abn,
plus Navy TF 116, TF 117, and TG 194. 9.
(S) The sensor inventory steadily increased during the first half of 1969 and by the end of
June numbered 1, 455. Sensors were being employed along and within the DMZ and throughout
all four CTZs. They were employed along border crossing areas in support of the combined
US/RVNAF Border Surveillance Plan (TIGHT JAW), in enemy base camp areas throughout RVN,
along waterways and routes in the Delta, and on the approaches to Saigon, Danang, Chu Lai,
and other cities and military installations in RVN. Positioning of additional ARVN artillery for
response to sensor activations was progressing. Operations were restricted, however, due to
the nonavailability of readout devices for which requests exceeded assets. With the impending
transfer of AC-47 gunships to VNAF, plans were being formulated to reconfigure AC-119K
aircraft with sensor readout devices for an additional rapid reaction capability to sensor
activations. 11
(S) The Sensor Analog Relay System (SARS), an automatic readout and relay system,
arrived in country early in the year. After orientation and tests were conducted, the first
unit became operational in the border surveillance program in May. Use of SARS increased
the readout distance and provided multiple channel coverage.
(S) In May, COMUSMACV was requested to provide information to enable the JCS to
"properly assess the impact of unattended ground surveillance devices on current and future
US operations in RVN and sensor budget requirements for FY70 ano FY71." Specifically, information was requested on the extent to which sensors could contribute to the reduction of US
casualties, the contribution the sensors made in producing enemy casualties, and the direct
impact sensors had on planning. COMUSMACV's reply included the following:
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For approximately four months DUFFEL BAG operations
have been expanding at a significant rate. At present
there are over 1, 000 sensors operational in-country.
Almost every division and separate brigade utilizes sensors and their stated requirements continue to far exceed
supply.
The extent to which sensors can contribute to the reduction of US casualties is a determination which does
not lend itself to quantitative measurement. On the
other hand, the 24-hour day silent sentinel function
performed by sensors has contributed to economies in
force, provided early warning of attacks on base camps
and cities, and has contributed to the reduction of rocket
attacks... It is concluded that where SA, mortar, arty,
and TACAIR response to sensor activation have turned
back an enemy attack on a base camp or city, or frustrated a rocket attack, there was a contribution to the
reduction in possible casualties. The role that sensors
can play in the future in reducing casualties will depend
upon utilization. It has become accepted that sensors
now provide a target acquisition means, particularly at
night, which has made significant contributions to the
effectiveness of H & I fire. It has also become accepted
that sensor density and target generation are in a direct
relation. Therefore, as the depth and density of sensor
fields increase, there should be less and less opportunity
for the enemy to successfully approach friendly concentrations for any purpose, be it reconnaissance, attack
by fire, or ground attack.
Enemy casualties have been attributed to sensor surveillance to a significant degree, both directly, (target
acquisition) and indirectly (intelligence). The rationale
expressed... concerning reduction in friendly casualties
applies conversely to an increase in enemy casualties.
The availability of sensors to date has to a degree
limited their use in determining "when" the enemy is in
a traditional corridor or assembly area. As sensor
availability increases, the more active role of finding
"where" major concentrations are taking place throughout the principal area of interest will be realized. At
such time, sensors will make a more significant contribution to enhancing the validity of the estimate of the
situation and consequently improve the probability of
success. A case in point is the timing of Operation
PURPLE MARTIN in western Quang Tri Province. The
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initial indicators of the renewal of enemy presence in
this sector were sensor activations. Based on this and
other intelligence the operation was launched. Enemy
"casualties for the 15 day battle were 250 KIA and six
detained.
Sensor derived intelligence is used at all levels of command... Sensor information is processed with other information as an integral element of the intelligence analysis
on a continuing basis at bde (regt), div, and corps. It is
inherent to the daily operational planning cycle. At the
Hq MACV level, sensor-derived intelligence is considered during daily ARC LIGHT targeting sessions, and has
been an influencing factor in target selection in Laos the
last six months.
On the basis of experience gained thus far, it appears
that DUFFEL BAG sensor technology may be one of the
more important developments to come out of the Vietnam War. At the present time, the only limitations on
successful sensor-supported operations are the availability of sensors, and the degree of imagination, initiative, ingenuity, and resourcefulness of tactical
commanders. 12
(S) In the third quarter, the number of active sensors increased again, and at the end of
September there were 2, 276 sensors in the DUFFEL BAG program. This represented more
than a 55 percent increase in this three month period. In July, the first SEA LORDS senscr
monitoring van became operational at Tuyen Nhon, greatly enhancing sensor operations in the
GIANT SLINGSHOT Campaign. Additionally, ARVN 105mm artillery had been placed at this
location to support the operation. Further enhancement of sensor readout was realized in Septemberwhen the second Deployable Automatic Relay Terminal (DART II) went into operation at
Pleiku. The first, DART I, had previously become operational at Bien Hoa. The two systems
were similar; however, where DART I used a readout platform located atop Nui Ba Den, DART
!I used an airborne (EC- 121 aircraft) read-out platform to cover sensors in the tri-border area.
Also, the second SEA LORDS sensor monitoring van went into operation at Ba Xoai in the Seven
Mountains area. The principal utilization of the van was to monitor sensors emplaced along the
Cambodian border between Chau Doc and Ha Tien.
(S) The September statistics indicated the effectiveness of the DUFFEL BAG program.
There were 2, 474 recorded enemy activations which were engaged with 1, 897 mixed artillery
mortar, naval gunfire, and air strike missions, 16 troop maneuver reactions, 66 patrol boat
missions,one air cushion vehicle mission, and a claymore mine field fired. Results were 361
enemy killed (body count), 11 personnel captured, 26 AK-47s captured or destroyed, and 300
pounds of rice, 34 grenades, two pistols, one M-79 grenade launcher, one M16 and miscellaneous documents captured. Other results included one Hol Chanh the discovery of a hospital
complex, destruction o five sampans, 13 secondary explosions, and numerous bunkers
destroyed. 13
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(S) The number of active sensors in the DUFFEL BAG program increased from 2, 082 to
2`408 during October. Sensors continued to be employed by every US division, separate brigade, Navy task group and unit, as well as numerous other supporting units in RVN. The Navy
sensor operations at NSA Nha Be were moved to Song Ong Doc, where they were operated in
support of Navy operations on the edge of the U Minh Forest.
(S) Results for October were: 2, 179 recorded enemy activations to which there were responses of 1, 349 mixed artillery, mortar, naval gunfire and air strike missions. These indirect
fire missions were combined with troop maneuvers and patrol boat operations which resulted in
298 enemy KIA, five PWs, 31 AK-47s and other materials captured. Eight water buffalo also
were kille.i by artillery after activating sensor strings. Reports indicated that the enemy herded
the buffalo into the area to determine the degree of surveillance. 14 A Battle Area Surveillance
System (BASS) was placed in operation during November for test and evaluation. The sensor
signal receiver and relay portion were located atop Nui Ba Den with the readout devices located
adjacent to the 25th Inf Div TOC at Cu Chi, Hau Nghia Province. During December there were
2, 361 fire missions, 33 TACAIR, 26 helicopter, 241 water craft, and 54 troop maneuver reactions to sensor intelligence in the DUFFEL BAG operations. At the end of 1969 there were
3,272 active sensors employed in the DUFFEL BAG program, which was by far the largest sensor program in operation. The only significant change in sensor location occurring during the
year was the addition of several sites in IV CTZ where fields were emplanted along the Vinh Te
Canal and along the western edge of IV CTZ in several areas in support of the SEA LORDS operations and SEA FLOAT. There was a significant change in the units employing the sensors
throughout RVN due to the redeployment of troops and qualification of ARVN units, however, the
areas in which sensors were employed were basically unchanged. As assets increased and personnel were trained in use of sensors their employment greatly increased as indicated in the
number of active sensors at the end of the year. A major factor in II CTZ was the use of DART
which permitted greater read-out capability and explained the much greater number of sensors
worked in the tri-border area over the preceeding year.

Igloo White

(S) The IGLOO WHITE Program, implemented in December 1967, was an all weather, full
time surveillance network of acoustic and seismic sensors, together with relay aircraft and an
Infiltration Surveillance Center (ISC). The program was under the operational control of a winglevel organization known as TF ALPHA, and its mission was to detect and target enemy infiltration activities from NVN through the western DMZ and Laos into the RVN. This program,
which provided near real time intelligence on enemy infiltration movements, had been developed into a highly refined system and provided a major contribution to the effectiveness of the outof-country air interdiction effort. IGLOO WHITE was originally envisioned as two separate
operations: MUD RIVER--an antivehicular subsystem covering major roads in Laos, and DUMP
TRUCK--an antipersonnel subsystem in the western part of the DMZ and eastern Laos.
(S) The antipersonnel infiltration subsystem.had not been implemented, At the intended
time of implementation in January 1968, sensor resources were diverted to support operations
during the siege of Khe Sanh. As a result of a shortage of sensors, due to production slippage
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and further diversion to the DUFFELBAG Program, the proposed testing of this subsystem was
indefinitely deferred. The revised DUEL BLADE concept would provide a vehicle suitable for
translation into an evaluation of the application of sensors in the antipersonnel infiltration role.
(S) The antivehicular eubsystem of IGLOO WHITE had first priority and had progressed
through the evaluation phase into an effective, fulltime operation. Originally conceived as an
aid to locating and striking fleeting targets, it proved to be most valuable in contributing critical and timely intelligence on traffic trends, location of lucrative truck park and logistic area
targets, and changes in LOC utilization by the enemy.
(S) At the time of the bombing halt on 1 Nov 68, IGLOO WHITE resources were concentrated primarily in Laos in support of the COMM.ANDO HUNT interdiction program. A limited
number of special, long-life sensors were emplaced prior to the bombinghalt along LOCs in the
NVN panhandle.
(S) The IGLOO WHITE sensor support for the 7AF COMMANDO HUNT interdiction program
during the northeastern monsoon was expected to achieve a programmed level of 500 active sený.ors in early 1969. The planned introduction of new and improved sensors i,- 1Nte 1969 would
permit a further .!,xpansion in the number of active sensors and sensor fields.
(S) As 1968 ended, the availability of sensors had improved sufficiently to permit a continuing buildup of the COMMANDO HUNT sensor field and at the beginning oif 1969, IGLOO
WHITE resources cortinued to be concentrated primarily in Laos in support of the COMMANDO
HUNT interdiction campaign. Sensor string locations as of the end of January 1969 are shown
in Figure VII-3.
(S) The seismic sensor was the more effective it, truck traffic detections, and the desired
ratio of seismic to acoustic sensors was four to one. While this ratio was not reached due to
a lack of seismic sensors, a ratio fo 3:1 was reached in February and maintained thereafter.
(S) IGLOO WHITE resources continued to support the interdiction campaign In Laos, In
April, distribution of sensors shifted from the heavy concentration in the COMMANDO HUNT
AO to cover entry routes in STELL TIGLR NORTH and exit routes Into I CTZ. The numAber of
truck detections then decreased, due in part to the change in routes being monitored and a reduction in the total numtber of active sensors as the sensor field was shifted southward. Weather
was also a factor in the decrease of detections, as many roads became impassable due to flooding. 16
(8) t3ad weather hindered olvrations during the monsoon months of June, July, and August.
Many of the irnplanted sensors failed to function and It was the consensus that heavy rains had
softened the ground to such a depth that the sensors penetrated too deeply to permit nornial
operation. Battle damage assessment was low due to the inability of forward air controllers
and strike crews to make assessamehtt In bad weather. It was not all without success, though.
The enemy shifted some of his activity to the Xe Banh Hiang and Xe Kong waterways, and these
were seedod with MK-36 mines with notable results. There was also evidence that the constant
bombing had created serious mud problems for the *tnemy, partially accounting for the decreased activity.
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(S) The 7AF increased sensor implantations throughout September as the area dried out.
The COMMANDO HUNT operation plan called for 504 sensors, dedicated to road monitoring, to
be in place by 1 Nov. Additional assets would be used to insure monitoring of suspected truck
routes and parking areas. The successful campaign of friendly forces and the absence of sensor-detected movements caused 7AF to cancel the orbit (airborne station for monitoring aircraft) in the BARREL ROLL area. Another orbit in the: far south of the STEEL TIGER area
was temporarily suspended due to the lack of enemy activity. Additionally, in an effort to
improve readout capability in areas that were marginal during the 1968 campaign, 7AF adjusted sensor string locations in the immediate vicinity of Mu Gia and Ban Karai Passes. 17
(S) By 1 Oct, the number of sensors in the IGLOO WHITE AO had been increased by one
third over the start of the preceding month. Further increases during the month brought the
final count at the end of October to 433 active sensors in 73 strings. The PURPLE ORBIT and
ROSE ORBIT were re-established to perform manual air read-out. In mid-month, enemy truck
activity showed the first surge of traffic since the end of the southwest monsoon. During the
month 312 trucks were attacked by air, destroying 42 and damaging 29 others. With the redeployment of US Forces in I CTZ, CG, IU MAF requested 7AF to increase the number of airemplanted sensors and air read-out of sensors in the western RVN provinces of Quang Tri and
Thua Thien. 18
(S) As the result of a thorough evaluation undertaken at a planning session on 1 Nov and
subsequent sessions, a joint plan was developed by 7AF and III MAF for sensor coverage in
western Quang Tri and Thua Thien Provinces.
(S) There was a iignificant increase in the sensor activity in November, as 587 trucks were
des'royed by 7AF units reacting to sensor information. During December over 22,000 movements were detected by sensors in the STEEL TIGER AO compared to visual reconnaissance
which detected 6, 574 during the same period. Aircraft attacks against trucks resulted in 670
d.stroyed and an additional 542 damaged in December. Since the beginning of IGLOO WHITE
operations in, Docember 1067, 7AF had emplanted 1, 145 sensors in the STELýI, TIGIER AO. 647
in DUEL BLADE, and 88 in BARRWL ROLL. 19

Tight Jaw
IS) In M. rech, CINCPAC directed COMUSNMACV to develop a lnn 'Air the voibbitne'l US/
RVNAF emplnymnntif vensora in /ulfiul.ment of a DEPSECDLF rsqui rement, This operation
was designatd TIGHT JAW, Lnihas.4ls would bl on combine-d US/IRVNAVF hordr ;cv.reoilla¢.c,
Subs•que.ntly, COMUSMACV directed CO. USARV and CO, III MAF to cointinue, prkYsrr •tn•sor
opetrations, and to plAn for a gradual increame to a caibiUity of processing 4, 000 Individual
syensor unit* a mntoh. Concurrently, they were to dovlop plans for Iersonnel and facility
expaasnon to support an additional increnae to approximattel 6. 700 individual selnsor 'nlts Pir
month. It was aNtiC1ipate-d that Increases of 300 imits per nthot over the 4, 000 u ould t'&unno.
in Septomher. 5ýapport of this plan required Incrmental processing of a total ol' apprt',aiot.y
1, 000 li0w oensor units for the Force Logistics Command, conminncing in October 1969.,",
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(S) In April, MAGV Operation Plan 103-69 (Ground Surveillance for ARVN) was siibmitted
to CINCPAG. The plan, in addition to accelerating the introduction of -sensors in RVNAF, established a border surveillance program using the operational concept described for DUEL
BLADEi II. It also provided for a gradual expansion of DUEL, BLADE~ Il-type operatic.,Is, consistent with the threat priorities and the availability of personnel and equipment. As selected
RVNAF forces were trained. in the use of DCPG (Defense Communications Planning Group)
sensors and sensory devices and could bring to bear appropriate operational response, they
would supplement the US effort. Conceptually, the plan built toward a combined US/RVNAF
border surveillance program, which, at an appropriate time, could be turned over to RVNAF
for unilateral operation.
(S) CINCPAC concurred in the plan on 20 Apr but had these comments:
It must be recognized that the anti -infiltration provisions
of this plan will not stop infiltration. Sensor systemis have
proven capable of only assisting in impeding infiltration.
Based on DUFFEL~ BAG and DUEL BLADE II experience,
this plan should provide, an increased capability for battlefield surveillance. target acquisition, and intelligence
gathering.
OPlan TIGHT JAW supports T-Day planning. It providp.s
for a near term benso- capability in RVNAF. improved
border surveillance capability, and economiy of forces.
Comipleting RVNAF nidernivation plans will affect the
availability of qualified RVNAF personnel for sebnsor

operations,

While at the present time not considered

a major problem,. as other modernizatilon programs
Involving technologýy multiply, facquisition of trainable,

persomitel may be increaaingly difficult.
The IMACV plan makesi repeatedc reference to tho eiktr voe
of sensor control dnd nianagemefnt platoons (SCAMP) or
sotions In US Army kinilts. It should be noted that th -ge ar"
provisional forgatnltation@ that have been organi;ý,d with AvAilable permonorl and equipment. Thero iii cur .ently no oad
arditation :.r actual authorixatiun for thom.
OUFFFI. 1AAG operationsa have enjoyed a considerabe* menouro
of oucc~eit znd thr field commattdor's conitlotw in those
oyotems has been growing. For the fors~e;%ble futuer, on-.
goitig LIS sensor uoerationo will conptriu for vokioru 4nd
sa.hoal tr~ained sensor peroonnol. Change# in a*0unment of
priorities for revvurcta and aerea of (offort In Sonso oper.
a&tions wvill be made to attain rxaainiunm exploitation and
*homld be roscevved to the judgtemo.t of CINCPAC and
COMUSMvACV, 21
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(S) TIGHT JAW was approved by JCS on 29 Jul arnd the training of the first RVNIAF unit
under the provisions of COMUSMACV OPLAN 103-69 began on I Aug. Classroom irstruction
and field exercise training were completed in I CTZ during August and units of the Ist and 2d
ARVN Divs performed OJT with US units in I CTZ. A small VNN cadre also began training at
Vung Tau and ARVN training in 11 CTZ was scheduled for September.
(S) The 1st and 2d ARVN Divs achieved an initial operational sensor capability in September.
With assistance provided by Military Assistance Training Teams (MATTs), the divisions were
each operating over 60 sensors at the end of the month. Meanwhile, on 24 Sep. training began
on schedule for ARVN II Corps personnel at the Duo My Training Center in Khanh Hoa Province.
The initial training of the 23d ARVN Div and 42d ARVN Regt elements was to be followed with
OJT under supervision of the 4th Inf Div teams. In October, the 51st ARVN Rogt and the I st
and 2d ARVN Divs continued effectively, to employ sensor-gained intelligence with other sources.
These organizations executed ground operations based upon sensor -obta ined information. The
ARVN elemnents had planted over 1S0 sensors by month's end.
(S) Formal classroom and field training of 11 CTZ units was completed 3 Oct. Sklbscquently, both the 42d ARVN Regt and 43d ARVN Div participated in combined operiation#4 with thie 4th
Inif Div. Due to intensified enemy activity during the latter part of the rnonth, the exeoution of
the sensor programn within both ARVN units was delayed. Meanwhile, formal classrotim And
field oxercines were conduvted at Vung Tau for the '.5th ARVIN Div ti-ith combined opera-ions
with the US 25th Inf Div scheduled for the first wepek in Novembier. A retraining cycle for the
7th ARVN D~iv, originally glven toke-n training in early July, was conducted from 11-25 Oct.
D~uo to a lack tif US forcer. in IV CTZ/, two tiwmbers of the Combiined Inmrtrudlon Team WIT)
and one Technical Liaison Team (TI.Tl accompantived the 7th ARVN Div upon completion tit tho

clasis to provide puidantce and asitstancte far th,- conduict of O37.

Bly the end of 190 AIRVNi

personnel were monitorino river M.0 sensors in I CTY alone and ARVN unito in il) four CT?;e
had smie degree of aensor training and ussett. 2

n
lHerbliWs. operatlon* riondurtod to KVN Included two, mafrr prrurmili*: dofIoaio
Theste prugrm4ki wort pelt %rily RVN14 ;rtiono sm~pried 1w the, VtS. N-licy
asid gutdanice cc wernling thirso prugraths woro ofitaiehed4ý fymtrual oroor"Ool between the
f C*

crop dootruction.
0VN and the 'IS.

4U) Ht.-04cdde operatiotio had brguu in IAVN in 196 on a liitolld baysis. D atlohfon "-uiiknts
WperAtion RANCHI HAND) wore fltiwn itt USAF Aireraft atul *or# condudetd fto uo-covrr voply
it filteatlOwt routies. *kato havn* . and stfrag# slilet aod to improvte the -w ltwratillity ot thr~es
atevý, to, *ir w~keie. Dofoliatlofi hP71,iicdea 444 A140 be-en u*Ped f* imti"Pmove the "bQratlon
kpoltt id ordor to twrevont pilforag and
*Upply poiints, 4i~d fl.@ ed
#restvid trie-ndly deptiu
1
imptov4o tie 40fetmac ot theme areas.
S) Cro
atul

tarrivd

destnrcion mi~stoons 11SýARM (I)A1E) tirigioafly %*c"d alrceAft w¼ith
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III and 111 CTZs to deny food (rice, cereals, and broadleaf crops) to the VC and their sympathizers which forced the VC to divert manpower to c- op production and weakened VC strength in
23
these areas.
(U)

2
TIhe following herbicides were used: 4

'Name

Characteristics

Orange

Oil based, effective against broadleaf vegetalon,
achieving maximumi effect in fou~r to six weeks,
with a duration of approximately 12 months.

White

Water basefl, used on targets where spray line
was critical, visible effe~cts in about four weeks
with m-axtimutin- effect in six to eight weeks, with
with a du~ration of approxirnatvly 12 months.

Blue.

Water based, fastest reacting, visible effects
within 44 hours. used primarily an grass-typo
targets.

NoW;

All chemicals were sold romnmervia11y muthe, U$ And were nontoxic. noncorrusivk4

and nr-I harmlful

to

any form of humian kr animal lif.

IS) Ituletnsfor
14W) wirre, etlormined to be 400 effoctivet snrtles per month.Thn
*arkties were planed basedt on
oetreint
field commanders. MACV prparedl A tmonthly
t~r~get Priority hot based on these reirnnt
414d VA'llable wveedier data. The lit- laK
-i!rvra tft was4used~t for thesie m4tisslon.
This 'alrcraft had thet cAapaity toi cArry 1'. 000. gallons
herbivitle, and with this
col
<0014~t
Pray a swa~th so metero wide an-d 17
4vo'ee~loga
A spray rate of three0 callen* per 4Vre, N'OrMal delivery ospoed and Altitutulo were 105 kno tsan

100 fret.

flriai

nclntuded fronm two to 12, aircraft.

WI Hoirbicide aircraft viere bcailt-d At meno 110a and4 114nang with additional *ervivinc
locAtignýat Pilhu Cat And Nhil Trone. Thrse two aidditiontal locations. pervitted raipid turn around
kif the AirvrAfl whrtn A siecond 4n01y rission *-ao flown in it tilt1
Their proxnitv toIntWonded
utaret, and their capabiliiy to refuel akircraft andl refil the hertulCide tanks* Increased the effiCiency4: of the operatifn.

*
*

1iS) IntitiAlly, autholrity I,; 4pp~rOve mistionst had bieen vested, in the $~Sr" AtAtr
In Mayq
1962, the AMAN1II andt COMUSNIMACV had been delpgtated fmntd authoritv to conthtmc defoliatIon
opferations~ providfinstit ih OW.ralwuns would 140t itiritde. crop destruction%Qnd WoItd IwP limitedl to
rlearint roadiside.. pa•*rrlines. tailroadsi, And other lines of cnnnctis.AMd the a~reas
~adraent to depais, aIrfields, anid other field insttallation,.

~~(SI Crop destructructipn U'as far m010C ooltitlivw. uidesw~ bade ith e'trnhtr
,h
Priotram cfuld e~askiy ivfetcrat the pscoo~a vnof "'Ogswairfapr.
A1.thoutig intatio crop
dostruct-ion lad started voncumrrett with defiuliatlos' voptations, the protraim ha latterd for fear

IIC

of repercussions. Operations had continued into 1963 against a background of increasing adverse propaganda from NVN. In May 1963, as a result of this unfavorable propaganda, the
State Department had requested a full report and evaluation of all herbicide operations in 1963,
and, as an interim measure, had required that all future crop destruction mission be approved
in advance by the Assistant Socretary of State, Far Eastern Affairs, and DOD. An Ad Hoc
committee, TF SAIGON, after a thorough evaluation recommended that crop destruction he
continued as it was an effective weapon against the VC. It was further recommended that authority to approve crop destruction missions be delegated to the Ambassador and COMUSMACV.
(S) Such authority was not forthcoming, however, and in February 1964, it had again been
requested that approval authority be delegated to the Ambassador and COMUSMACV for 12 VC
areas in addition to War Zone "D" in order to avoid time consuming procedures for crop destruction approval. This authority had been granted on 3 Mar 64. The continued expansion of
VC-controlled areas, however, had soon resulted in numerous VC food production farms being
discovered outside of the originally approved areas. At COMUSMACV's request, the State
Department, in July 1964, had dnlegated the authority for approval of all crop de .truction
operations to be Ambassaoor-CUMUSMACV level.
(S) Crop dsstruction, although conducted on a sonjewhat limited scale, had been by far the
most effective herbicide operation employed in the RVN. Even so, the food denial program had
not achieved its full poteutial in these early yeare. Success had been limited by several factors,
Perhaps the foremost of thoie had been the failure to prsue and gain early approval for crop
des.tructiovi when the control of people and terrain by the VC was limited. Additionally, the
JSS had not been organised to conduct these type operations on a cm-untry-wide basis, and poorly
enginerec spray equipment and lack of motivation or, the pirt of the VNAF pilots quite often
had resulted in inefficient delivery of the herbicid-s on target.
(C)

Growth 4i the crop destruction and defoliatit.n prugranis can be seen readily from the

tbhblo below.
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(S) The increased use of herbicides as a tactical weapon in 1966 had generated two major
problems: a herbicide shortage and an inadequate number of C-12 3 delivery aircraft. To
combat this, the number of delivery aircraft had been increased to 17 by mid- 1967. The herbicide shortage had not been solved, and large-scale defoliation projects had been extended in
time or deferred. 26
(S) To avoid political repercussions, certain restrictions were observed in defoliation
operations near the Cambodian border. First, a 5-km buffer zone was established, though
special projects within this zone were considered on an individual basis. Additionally, only
low volatility defoliants were used, mission altitude had to be as low as possible, wind direction
at the time of defoliant applications had to be away from the border, and the border in the spray
area had to be known and clearly identifiable from the air. Special precautions were also taken
for operations around any active rubber plantation. 27
(S) The US/GV4 policy con herbicide operations had beten reviewed extensively in 1968 by
a contmittee chaired by the US Am.basasdor. Committee members had included representatives
from MACV. CORDS, USAID, and SUSPAO as well as -ýcological exp#erts from CONUS. The
review bad cot.,cludcd that the military benefits cleasrly outweighed the economic and psychcipolitical cost-3 of the herbicide program andI had recommended that the program be continued,
The US Ambassatior had concurreýd in the position and the "Report on the Herbicide Policy
Review", dated 2 8Aug6 8, wa s publi shed. 48
(C) In Febcuary 1969, JCS stated that due to reduced SMASIA requirements and expanded
industry capability to satisfy both civilian and mi~litary reqviremonts, herbicides were no longer in critical srapply. A problfem that had existed since the inceptioia of the herbicide proera4.i
in RVN had finally been solved. 2 9
W)~ Also in Fpbruiiry, PA reporttd the feasibility of corverting, x.sting stocks of 'Orange'
herbicide to 'Super Orange." Tests had rovealed that 'Supesr Orange" proiL'uced the longer'
period of effective defoliation characteris.iL of 'Whit'` -vhile retaitulng the quicker effect of
"Orange. " It was also effective against a widt r spectrunm c broadleaf vegetation. AMEMB.
Saigon %uggestedthat itse oif "Super Orange' would ha-.e distinct advantages in tormis of effectiveness, utilization and security of personnel and materials, and overall cost. It would also
re~duce 0-e need fo~r retroatruevt and double treattment with "Orange" and "White, " practices that

the 1968 Herbicide Policy Review had recomtmended be avoided. The AMF.M1 rtques4,ted. however. that the term "Modified Orange" be use-d in lieu oif "Super Orange' because of the undesirable political connotation of "Super" in connection with the herbicide progr'am. Although
vomo ditscussion an converting "Orange" stocks to "Super Orange" continued, the Idea was
drovped and "Orainge" was used throulnout 1969.
(U On 15 Miar, OASD (PA) notified AMEMB, Saigon of the impending ar-rival of Drs.
Egbart Ptleffor and 0ordon Orians, two "Scientists (or Social Ilesponsiblllty. " to Investtigate
the "harmful effects of herbicides in Vietnam. " In the p-ast. the tv-o scientist hid boan highly
critical of the herbicide progratn. The Mission was surprised to learn of the visit as it was
thought that visitors could obtain no infortmation of significance that wvas not readily obtainable
,in Washington. It was suolected th~at the primary purpose of the visit was to obtain an appearance of expertive from alleged on-the-spot Inquiry which could be used to buttress future urgumeats against the ho.rbicide program.
(U) Initial wteetings were held with MACOI, a repre sentative of the AMEM13, and members

i

i

NUMBASI
of the MACJ3 Chemical Operations Division. These visitors were afforded a correspondent's
clearance for their visit by MACOI. During their two week stay, they visited the 12th Special
Operations Squadron (RANCH HAND) and flow on a defoliation mission, toured the Rung Sat
Special Zone by river patrol boat, and were taken on an orientation flight in III CTZ to observe
the effects of defoliation and ARC LIGHT strikes. They also spent several clays on their own
conducting visits with the University of Saig'Lon, professional colleagues in US civilian agencies,
and the French Rubber Institute. " Doctors Pfieffer and Orians published several articles upon
their return to the US. The following is indicative of their changed attitude toward the herbicide

1.rot, ra.m:

In the harsh and loose lexicon of the Vietnam War.
defoliation is a bad wvord. But it oughtn't to be. not
unquoalifiedly so, at any rate. This is the *judgment of
two zoologists--Dr. Fghe rt W. P'feiffer of the University
of Montana and Dr. Gordon H. Orians of the Unive rsity
of Washington--who wvent over there recently to investi-

r

Tic Scientists Cnutdtheir suyoe
vd
area. Thyfound soiupesantefctiners
of both plant anti animial life, but the picture wvas not
all negaitive by any means. In one area, for example.
deofiliat.1z tl id an effective jobh aga inst tall ý' ra sse s, but
diid not injure, the health of rats therie. or of carnivo
''res$
preying on the rats. Thel( he rbi cides, inllshrt , tholue:h
killing off vv'~vtati'nl antd cha si nk away bi rd s alnd thle
like, haive been consideia bly less horribilhI than somie
lulridi accounts have dotpivited.
1) i-. Ptei fferi has pot the mlatter illi ~g44.i pet's pevtivve
lIn ''no regio'n, act''rtlinQ t,) this report. het and 0r. Urtan
..stca ecly saw a ii v1114 plant''t,
andhit'I't
tlt
- -at'
rt frontl the
lsll-oeati n \ ariot v \Xe i,o fowhe le inl sjQ1t . P~ut it thw
smilte tillit. he hast elllphas i ie thitat thle tw~ ' of theml pimll.
p. a
atbly \%on Id not have 1-ttwrtoed a live irt'on their tripit
mile ion rtley hetween Saiet'l a ll the, Sea, hadl it noit beelt
fil thle flefollat iol-~-1 prol: tail that is tievcidedlof.
effet tive
A gainust the da nger t'it lelhal atilbutheli by thlt Vie (et ig

*Vhiý it;
polint that nvetls Iklt-h kespt in wn'id by tht-se
thinil, it evil to Ilse vhetiitias againist the imngle. It-,
JfteIf fe r
%t~ords
I
i IjS"t is
I))Ott
te
I , Vl 1-4 lisMnIc
V*it It y bodly Iii e
1jt'tml
itai'tY %otittutndol? Illt ftlez'oo th I.
4'
at lag sa fogtiards
"There, is Ilk, 1 ttestilon tkbokt mtý theoy
save Awontehanii
owl,"
n aliso the lives i~ft ho Souvth
V let ttait- se and moth is eolga ged Illtitth alIlied si rugolv
atgaiitist the t. Thunuolliti i.
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There eaiti be nio t'a~ittioal itargleimett dgainst this,
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Pfeiffer-Orians study has served a useful purpose in
clarifying and supporting a program that has been grossly
misrepresented. 32
(C) In early April, Cdr, San Antonio Air Materiel Area (SAAMA), Kelly AFB, Texas,
requested that strong consideration be given to the use of "Orange" in lieu of "White" herbicide.
This substitution would avoid further procurement of "White" herbicide at a time when contracts
for "Orange" were being terminated. Further, due to the long supply of "Orange" it was expected that termination actions would ultimately cost the government more than $19 million. Additionally, SAAMA provided new scientific information on the capabilities of "Orange" and
"White" herbicides and recommended continued use of "Orange" as the agent of choice. CINCPAC felt that the differences did not justify increased expenditure of "White" and he requested
a review of requirements for both herbicides and recommendations concerning possible means
to increase the substitution of "Orange" for "White." 33
(C) The Cdr 7AF provided reasons for continued consumption of "White" herbicide and
suggested new contracts he initiated to maintain CONUS and SEASIA levels. COMUSMACV,
however, re-affirmed that "Orange" was the preferred herbicide for all defoliation targets in
RVN, and that every effort was made to use "Orange" on targets which did not require waterbased herbicide under current policy restrictions. The current policy, as established by the
AMEMB, required that only water-based herbicide be used for targets within 10 1km of active
rubber plantations. In mid-April, based on the finding
that "White" and "Orange" did not
vary sufficiently in volatility, the Ambassador rescinded the requirement that only "White" be
used within 10 knm of rubber plantations. CINCPAC had requested this change for economic and
logistical reasons. While rescinding the earlier requirement, the Ambassador maIntained the
prohibition against use of any herbicides within 5 km of rubber plantations and is4cified that
future herbicide operations near such plantations would be carefully monitoretd.
(S) In April, COMUSMlACV stated that membors of the special Interdepartmental committee
had expressed skepticism over the effectiveness of the herbicide crop destructioti provram.
This committee, with mnembership from MACU i. MACfJ,
MACCORDS. USAID. JXUSPAO. and

the US Embassy, was responsible for the evaluation of crop destruction projects in I and 11
CTZs. In order to provide the committee cutrrent inforantion and to assure adequate consideration of the military value of these toperations. COMUSMACV requested that CC. Ill MAFISA I
CTZ and CG I FFV/SA 11 CT? submit a one-tiwe evaluation of crop destruction operations.
Both CC*# Ill MAF anti CO. I FFV were of the opinion that crop drstruction operations wvore an
effoctive means of denying food to the onemy. The following specific points were broutght outi. F.eney operations, in some• areas, had been seriously hamperod by lack nt food.
Local units no longer carried outt operatiotns or engalted in battle because of food shortage. This
food shortage had forced the oeoney to devote increasing, amounts of time to food production and
procurement rather than combat operations.
food.

Z. Morale in soene
mnomy
units was very low due, in part, to the difficulty of obtaining
Some returnees indicated that the lack of food created hirdships that caused them to re-

turn to GVN control.
3. As the enemy was forced to extend his food gathering iorays to hamlets anid popM.
lation centers, he xposoed his personnel, LOCs. and base areas to dotection by friendly forcns

and subsequent interdiction and destruction. 35
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(S) In early May, a French Embassy officer called at the US State Department and stated,
"On Apr 20 and 25, US planes spread defoliants on the Vietnamese side of the GVN/Cambodian
border in vicinity of Mimnot and Krek. As a result of a southwest wind, the defoliants fell on
rubber plantations owned by two French companies,. . . seriously damaging some 4-5,000
hectares. " After a preliminary investigation, AMEMB, Saigon reported that defoliation of a
strip of vegetation in northern Tay Ninh Province, extending f rom. 5- 10 km f romn the Cambodian border, had been underway since 16 Apr. Between 16 and 30 Apr, eight missions, involving 44 sorties, had been flown in this area; however, plots of the coordinates revealed that
the closest points to the Mirnot and Krek plantations wvere 12 and 14 kin, respectively, with all
but very small portions of the plantations lying 14 and 18 kmn or more from those points. AMEMB, Saigon went on to say ". . . experience in Vietnam with alleged herbicide drift as well as
direct application of herbicides on rubber trees would indicate, however, that the French claim
of serious damage to 4-5, 000 hectares is grossly exaggerated. " In spite of this, however, it
was suggested that if the Cambodian government would agree, US c vilian experts be sent to the
plantations to investigate the claim and assess any probable loss. 3
(S) AMEMB, Saigon believed that the investigation should take place as soon as possible
while the alleged botanical traumata were still in the early stages. It was further believed that
because of the continuing inflation of damage claims, terms of reference should be as broad as
possible. The team of experts should suggest the duration of their visit and appropriate equipment and supplies; however, a brief stop at Saigon for orientations was recommended. 37
(S) MACV, meanwhile, had conduc~ted a comparative aerial photography survey of the
Miniot rubber plantation between 28 Apr andi 3-5 Jun. This survey revealed considerable thinning of the canopy over large areast of the plantation. On the 28 Apr mission. the plantation
looked normal wvith all trees apparently healthy; however, the photography for 3-5 Jun showed
an urnexplained thinning of the canopy over large areas of the plantation. lit the most serious
areas of defoliation. the trees were almost bare, while lit others little chan~ge was noted.
However, lines of demarcation between varying dogrops tif leaf fall were. straight and regular
and there was ato noticable leaf fall In tho jungle areas surrounding the plantation, even those

adjacent to the most serious leaf fall in the rubber. is
(S) The teat" arrived in Saigon on 26 Jun.

It w~s composed of Dr. C. F:, Minarik, lDlroctor

Plant Science .I-Aborntory, A plant physiolottist and 3-pecialitit In the use of herbicides; Dr. F'red
Ttichirloy, Atosigtant Chief, Crop Protection R~esearch Blranch. USD)A, a plant eco~logist. Dr.
N4ader G. Vakili, Agronomy Adviser, USAID, SAigon, A plant patliologiot: ond] Mr. Jack B.
Shumate, Chief Forestry Divisioin, USAID. Saigon. After bripfings by MtACV and the
bmasgy,
thr teamn departed for Phnom Poinh on 30 Jun. By this time, the RIXG claim for damagest gaid
to have beon caused by US defoliant operations covered An area oft skome 37. 000 acres and damages were estimated at S8. S million. This sumr wasi broken down to $7. 6 million for damage tit
rubbier trees. $227. 666 for diamage to fruit trees, and $S57. 14-t (or one year*s relief to laborers
thrown out of work. 14
(S) The toua" ofi exports returned to Saigoa on 8 Jul. and completed their report of findil"A
ott 11 Jul. Their report mat~ed.
Herbicide damdge litt the so~theatitern part of Kompong
Chao Province Caiwbotlik. was oxesteive duo to a combin4110*11 Of two (4001:0' (A) Deoiation0
0f fruit treesP On the
Cambotlian oide near teborder wAs a rosult of drift truni
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spray operations in Tay Ninh Province, and (b) Defoliation
of rubber, fruit, and forest trees farther north was probably
caused by a direct spray application by an unknown party on
a north-south line running through the plantations of Dar and
Prek Chlong.
SECSTATE recognized that no such mission had been directed and that navigational error of
such scale was unlikely. On the other hand, there was no reason for the RKG to defoliate plantations, and there was no basis for believing that the VC/NVA had the capability or the desire
for doing so. SECSTATE, however, did leave open the possibility of accidential over-flight.
Subsequently, COMUSMACV requested the Cdr, 7AF to conduct an investigation to assure th,,t
permanent records existed to document this matter. The investigation was to cover all herbicide
missions flown which could have accidentally caused the reported damage. It was to include
statements by lead pilots, navigators, and other appropriate personnel, pertinent radar surveillance records of the Cambodian border area, aircraft operating records which might indicate
unauthorized aircraft use, statements of policy regarding navigation techniques used on herbicide missions, and any other pertinent information. The documentati6n would be in a format
appropriate for eventual presentation before the International Court of Justice (ICJ) as Prince
Sihanouk had talked of taking this case to the ICj. 4 0 When the 7AF investigation was comulete,
AMEMB Saigon sent the following message to SECSTATE:
Full investigation of aspects of US-supplied herbicide
operations in Viet-Nam for possible presentation to international tribunal in connection with RKG claims of herbicide
dunage in Carnbodia.. .has been completed and is being
forwarded to Department... Report concludes, inter alia,
that no US aircraft despensed herbicide within tihe territorial jurisdiction of Cambodia during period 29 March 25 April 1949.41
(S)

In September,

CINCPAC requested COMUSMACV's views oil a phasedown of herbicide

operations to an objective of 25 percent of current capability by I Jul 70.

In response to this.

COMUSMACV stated. in partfiVN herbicide progranm continues to be responsive to
requirements of ground cotomanders throughout R VN,
Current capability of an average of 400 productive
sorties per month is minimum required for the prior.

Demand for herbicide missions continues at a hig.. 'ovel with most
priority missions against barde
t¶:.
" roottp,
Priority crop missions in I and It C'Z have contributed
to current critical food shortages affecting VC/NVA
troops.
ity targets ii the CY 69 program.

"CV T0 program is expected from J0G and US advisors
in October. Indications are for reduced miogion requiremoats in lowland areas adjacent to popoxlation
centers as paHfleation progreisass but for continued
high priorities to border areas, iittiltratio, routes. and
against enemy crops.
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The trend to shift focus to border areas is intensifying
and this will result in reducing accidential damage. It
will not necessarily reduce the alleged damage referred
to in ref message. This headquarters investigates nearly all alleged damage and has found consistently that
allegations are nearly all unfounded. Recent examples
include the peanut crop at An Khe which was alleged as
herbicide drift but which was determined by the experts
from Fort Detrick as disease and not attributable to
herbicide; the alleged damage adjacent to Long Binh
Post resulting from improper transplantation; and most
recent claims near Da Nang which resulted from the
extreme drought situatio.n and resultant susceptibility
to disease and insects. In both latter cases, affected
individuals had seen insecticide spraying by helicopter
or UC-123 and assumed the spray was herbicide. This
assumption is widespread throughout Vietnam. Insecticide spraying, which is done over friendly areas and is
easily observed has been found to be behind the majority
of damage claims.
Out-of-country use of herbicide appears to be increasing and is an additional factor to be included in discussions of the overall herbicide program. Decreases in
missions flown during July and August resulted from 7AF
measures taken to reduce the number of hits of herbicide
missions, weather, and action taken by this hoadquarters
deolting lower priority targets. This headquarters continually monitors approved targets and issues monthly priority desigiontlons to 7AF. During CY 69 to date approved
targets have beet: denied, curtailed or cancelled In the
following provinces: Blinh Duong, Long Khanh, Bion Hot,
Chuong Thipn, Tay Ninh, Kien Giang, Dar Lac. Quang
Duc, and Binh Dinh.

In light of contiouing GVN/FWMAF requiromonts for herbicide operations and the high priority placed on these misait~o. by tactical commanders, it Appears unreuali•ti to
anticipate a phaetdown to 25 percent from current level.
Some reduction may be pos•ible but reduction to 7U-75
porcent appearit more likely in the time frame conoidored. This headquarters will continue to review the herbicide program with the intent of pha•ing down as rapidly
as the tactical situation permiut.
(S) CINCPAC accepted this rationale and directed that herbicide operations be phased down
to an objective of 70 percent of current capability by I Jut 70. CINC.PAC further otated, however. that at a later date, further review of the herbicide program would be undertaken to detortuine the imamct of this reduction and to make other t:hanges to the prograntt which might be
bo indicated. In accordance with CINCPAC's order, COMUSMACV directed that herbicide
operations be phased down as follows,
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Continue current level of 400 productive sorties per month until I Nov 69.

2.

Phase down to:
a.

380 productive sorties per month for November and December 1969.

b.

350 productive sorties per month for January and February 1970.

c.

320 productive sorties per month for March and April 1970.

d.

300 productive sorties per month for May and June 1970.

e.

280 productive sorties per month for July 1970 on.

42

(S) In order to prepare SECDLF to answer congressional queries, COMUSMACV furnished
detailed operational information on herbicide activity in Laos from the inception of the program
in December 1965.

TOTALS-

Z91, 015 gals

BLUE
WHITE

-

CROP
DEFOLIATION

-

41,500 gals
20.485 acres
109, 125 acres

ORANGE

56, 630 gals

The defoliation missions were accomplished to imrprove visibility over enemy intiltration routed
and bypasses. All anticrop operation# were dhsignod to deny food being cultivated by the enemy
to stustain his iniiltrating troops. All targets in both categories received prior approval by the
AMEMB. Vientiane. 41
(C) In sun mrry, herbicide oporatios contilmed to play an importan.t ra•pin
1upport of
combat operations throughout RVN during 1669.
Continued imphaiasi was placed ont aoot•m:n
that UC-1|1 herbicide targets we re
motte frm
populated aceas.
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CHAPTER V11I
PACIFICATION AND NATION BUI LDING

INTRODUCTION

(U) Pacification in RVN was a complex military, political, economic, and socia-psychological process with the prircipal thrust of providing security to the population of RVN as well
as peace, prosperity, political s,.ability, and social justice. Broad in concept, it combined doz-.
ens of individual programs and efforts which bad, among other aspects, the following basic objectives, establishing or re-est.ablishiag local government responsive to the citizenry and in-volving their participation; providing sustained :redible security; destroy-ing the enemy's underground government or infrastructure.: asserting or reasserting GVN political control, involvnient
of the people in the central g~overnment; and luitlating economic and social activity capable of
self-sustenance and expansion.
(U A sound A;7`ationt prograrn was inherently es~iential to a successful counterinsurgency. Experienc, arl niown that it should be a viable and dynamic program with major and
timely emphasis. Experience had also shown, however, that this was rarely, if ever. the case,
Apathy, faulty, and self-centered leadership, the urgent dernands of immedickte civil and military crises were usually enough to push pacification into the background. This was particularly
true in RVN. While President Ngo Dinh Diem had initiated specific pacification efforts shortly
after he became president %,fthe RVN In 1954. inherent weakness within the government historic
traditions which permitted corruption and created little or no national consciousness, and crises
precipitated by subversive elements within the society permitted only uncertain, spotty, and
slow progress.
'-

(U) In late 1966 the GVN, with US help, had Initiated a major effort desig-ned to avoid past
mistakes while embarking upon a meAningtful program to denty the enemy his vital base of popular support. It was not until the establishment of the Office of Civil Operations (OCO) In lnto
1966, thAt efforts to coordion.to security plans with revolutionary development (then considered
by some another name for pacification) had begun In earnest..
(CORDS) organization was itttegrated into MACV and with it the )pportunity to coordinate and

a more afcit.ognzto
(C)

o

ietn

t

The paosh of enemy mliMtry effort# in a timotable to effect a military decision had

occurred in 19.
h
ot~ns
ofniebgnwt
the Tot Offonaive oft 30 JAn 68, follow.
ed by four ofictutivea. each *ith labs intensity, eniding with Chc Tet 1'169 Offenvive. The enemty
Tot 1968 Offens-ive vicioudsly aittacked Allied fore*# atidihe peop'o~f tho RVN -in an attempt to

C-.M

. .

effect a military defe,ý-t and coerce the people into an uprising. Both attempts failed. The
offensives, however, were helpful to pacification in the long run. They provided both an opportunity and a requirement to review past pacification policies and concepts. After the Tet attacks,
for example, the GVN realized clearly that one central authority was required to coordinate and
direct the vast recovery operation. The Central Recovery Committee (CRC), first under the
chairmanship of the Vice President and later under the Prime Minister, provided the direction
required at this critical time. Equally important, however, the CRC established the vital precedent of a central planning and implementing authority in a coordinating body at a top government echelon, something that later would be vital to the pacification program.
(C) After the crisis of Tet 1968 had passed, a comprehensive review of pacifi.cation policies
and management techniques had been undertaken. Particular attention had been devoted to ways
of strengthening pacification management, the need to focus on priorities, and establishment of
tl..• prnper mix between development and security-oriented programs. At the same time, MACCORDS, on its own initiative, had undertaken a comprehensive review of pacification which resulted in a documer.t entitled "Thoughts on Pacification." This important paper placed great
emphasis on territorial security as the first essential stage of pacification, stressed the need
for centralized direction and improved management, recommended greater concentration of
pacification resources on the most important geographical areas and programs, and urged the
establishment of strong governmental authority in villages on a permanent basis. It also urged
that the pacification effort be centered on the village rather than the hamlet, and it strongly recommended the involvement of the permanent technical mninistries. Finally, "Thoughts on
Pacification" set up a series of priority objectives, all of which eventually found their way into
the 1969 pacification guidelines.
(C) Encouraged by initially favorable reactions by high GVN officials to the concepts presented in "Thoughts on Pacification," MACCORDS had developed a complete package of pacification guidelines which were specifically designed to be used as a basis for negotiations with
GVN officials at the working level. The result had been formulation of the plans and guidelines
to be followed in 1969, to include a preliminary surge effort, beginning 1 Nov 68, and known as
the Accelerated Pacification Campaign (APC).

THE ACCELERATED PACIFICATION CAMPAIGN

(C) After the failures of the enemy's 1968 August offensive, the GVN had taken a decisive
stop which, in retrospect, had served to coalesce thinking on 1969 pacification strategy. It had
been decided that a "special campaign" should be launched immediately to "seize initiative from
the enemy and expand GVN control and authority in rural areas."
(C) President Thiou announced the Accelerated Pacification Campaign (APC) on 11 Oct 68.
"In the present situation which is favorable to us in all fields, " he said, "we must seize the initiative to conduct strong military counteroffensives in all the battlefields in order to exploit the
enemy's weaknesses, and most of all, to support our Pacification and Reconstruction efforts."
"Its objective, " he added, "is to consolidate what we have achieved, and furthermore, to extend
a firm control over the neceasary territory and a minimum of 8C percent of the whole population. ,"
'
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Roo(C) Under the general concept of pacification, President Thieu made the following point:
We should direct our efforts to secure effectively
the territory, chiefly the population and economic centers and strategic areas, at the same time to set up an
effective local government entrusted with full power for
implementing successfully the national policies supported massively and enthusiastically by the people.
The reconstruction should encompass both the rural
and urban areas in order to bring the people freedom, justice, prosperity, and a brilliant future.
The territorial security should be assured by consolidating an effective territorial defensive system in
which the Regional Forces assume the main role, supported by Popular Forces and People's Self-Defense
Forces. The territorial forces, especially the PF,
shoula be stationed permanently in the villages and hamlets to support the local government and reconstruction
activities. The territorial defensive system should be
supporte-d adequately by artillery and an effective net
comiiunication.
All lin, , of c ommun"cations necessary to military
and r.conomic efforts should be secured at all cost.
The Communist irfrastructure should be eradicated
because the- e cpdres are the Communists' most effective
tools in the struggle to win the people and seize the territory. Their presence constitutes a permanent threat
to our territorial security. 3
(C) In touching on what he called"main eforfq, " President Thieu stressed the necessity of
maintaining "absolute security" in those hamlets rated "under GVN influence" (A, B, or C)
by the Hamlet Evaluation System (HES). He insisted that "local government muut be incorrupt
and efficient" and that "new life should be developed at full swing in the bpirit of community
development. " In those aleas rated as "contested" (D and E hamlet,), he ordered "concentration of efforts to restore security" and "limited development o- new life w~th uncostly and mostly necessary facilities. " As for the Communist-controlled hamlets, he emphasized the necessity of "conducting search-and-destroy operati,. , disrupting thu enemy's logistic and troop
movement systems, maintaining an insecurity status in the enemy's base areas as the pr~tof of
our capability to be wherever and whenever over tLe whole country according to our initbtive.
(C) President Thieu then proceeded to 'he "prime tasks. " He listed these as improving
the Regional Forces and Popular Forces, promoting the PHUNG HOANG (PHOENIX) or antiVCI plan, reforming local governments, organizing the people into Self- Defense Forces, enforcing economic revival measures, improving infornxation and propaganda systu-ms, properly
implementing the Chieu Hoi or "Open-Arms" policy, and assisting the rehabilitation and resettlement of refugees.
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(S) Although President Thieu did not openly announce it at the time because of its classification, he had set specific target goals to be achieved before the official termination of the campaign on 31 Jan 69. These were as follows: (1) To drive the enemy from populated areas; (2)
to upgrade 1, 000 D&E hamlets to C category; (3) to neutralize 3, 000 members of the VCI each
month; (4) to rally at least 5,000 Hoi Chanh by 31 Jan; (5) to expand the People's Self-Defense
Organization to one million, of which at least 200, 000 would be armed; and (6) to expand the
information and propaganda campaign to exploit enemy failures and demonstrate the GVN's
seizure of the initiative to end the war in victory. 6
(C) The various organizations and units necessary to implement the directives were set up,
the target hamlets selected and the supporting military campaigns arranged. Included, of course,
was a massive PSYOP effort. To COMUSMACV, the new program represented a "fine framework" for a "vigorous overall pacification program." "It deserves, " he wrote, "our fullest
effort and support. "7
(C) The program was launched with vigor as scheduled on 1 Nov 68 with the GVN calling
the unclassified portion of the effort "Determined to Win." There were problems of course,
but for the most part these were overcome. An early and potentially difficult problem, for
example, was that of central pacification management. It soon became clear that the loosely
organized Central RD Council was ill equipped to manage effectively something as broad and
as urgent as the APC. The result was the establishment, under the Prime Minister, of a permanent Central Pacification and Development Council (CPDC) (See Figure VIII-l). Under this
arrangement, the Prime Minister actually chaired the council, with the First Minister serving
as Secretary General and all other ministers participating in pacification and development as
equal members. There was, however, a smaller coordinating committee chaired by the Secretary General and composed of representatives from the ministries most directly involved in
pacification. There was also a Current Affairs Committee, which was equipped to handle planning, reporting, inspecting, and analysis and which, as a result, was charged with handling the
Council's "daily business. " This new arrangement was by no means perfect and further refinements were made in the 1969 program. But the changes during the APC were significant because
in fostering authoritative centralized control, the GVN was greatly increasing the possibility
that the all important momentum of the APC would be maintained.
(C) Since the Accelerated Pacification Campaign carriedover into 1969, its final results
were not known until well into the period covered by this history. These gains, when they were
announced in February, were impressive, although they did not always meet target objectives.
In the category of hamlet security which was a basic foundation to any permanent type pacification, a total of 1, 870 hamlets were raised to A, B, and C status. However, only 889 of thooe
were "target hamlets" specifically picked for the APC. (It is important to realize that the APC
was a surge effort aimed in certain directions. Regular pacification programs continued largely as before.) Of the 889 APC target hamlets, 591 came out of the &kE
("contested") category
and 298 out of the VC-controlled category. In addition, 13 target hamlets in Pleiku Province
were reported as upgraded but because of the Montagnard narnes, they could not be Identified
by the working Hamlet Evaluations System (HES). 408
(C) Countrywide, the statstics revealed that 14 provinces ha& upgraded 100 percent of the
D, E or VC-controlled APC hamlets to relatively secure status. Fifteen provinces upgraded
25 or more of them. Eight provinces achieved less than 60 percent of projected APC hatnlet
security goals; however, as one report pointed out, "significant progress it marked If only
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movement to relatively secure status is noted. An Xuyen Province, where only one of 14 target
hamlets advanced to relatively secure status, had 12 VC hamlets move to 'D' status.
(G) Measured in terms of people, the results were even more impressive. Almost 2. 5
million people in contested areas or under VC control were brought up to A, B, or C status
with nearly one million coming directly from VC control. 9
(C) The final percentages provided President Thieu by MACV for his press conference at
the end of the APC was that 79 percent of RVN's hamlets were now in the ABC categories, 10
percent in the D and E categories, and 11 percent classified as under VC control. President
Thieu, however, felt that A, B, C, D, and E should be lumped into a new category called
"population under GVN control" with the remainder "not yet fully under GVN control. " He thus
announced at the end of APC that 89 percent of the people were "under GVN control. " The point
cou~ld be disputed but even with the 79 percent figure of MACV, the overall ABC gain for the
three month period was 9. 2 percent. 10
(C) Before the APC was launched, GVN programs were neutralizing members of the VCI
at the rate of about 1,200 per month. The APC objective was to raise this figure to at least
3, 000 per month but in this respect, the effort fell short. During November. 2, 338 were neutralized, 2, 372 in December, and 1,294 in January. (The January figure came under new and
more stringent criteria for determining what constituted VCI. Under the old criteria, it would
have been approximately double. )
(C)

It the GVN had proven overly optimistic in the estimate oif its ability to neutralize V(3,

it proved overly pessimistic about the number of enemy who would rally under the Chiou Tini
(Open.Arms) program. Tho goal of 5, 000 returnees (H-ol Cha,,nh) for the three-month period was
exceeded by 3. 646 with nearly three-quarters '4 the 8, 646 total coming from IV CTZ..
(C) This onumber of Iioi Chanh repro.sented a markedly successful exploitation of the declining einemy military capability, especially in tho large rural population of IV CTZ. The primary
contributing factor was theo iugriotiiveness of Allieod military operAtions conductetd during latc
1968 and early 19(49. Additionally, a reward prograrn whereby n-oi !hqnhweort! given money for
inducing othe-rs to rally wag more romunerativo in IV CTP clue to the nature of the population and
terrain -which enhanced interpersonal cmmu fitcationno. "atwevor, the mlost sAignificant aspect of
Ohe Ohieu "Wte program -wau the fftect on enemy recruriting which steadily declined during theyear. and forced the enemny to reinforce hiIg foireo* in IV CT7 with NIVA units, poersonnvl roplacemeonts. and political eadre, Tho dileu ljoi rates by month and by CT?. for the APC period were
as follawat
APC
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(C) Expanding the Peoples Self-Defense Force (PSDF) to one million, of which 200, 000
would be armed, was a vital part of APC program. The aim was to organize a 50-man force,
armed with at least 10 weapons, in each of the target hamlets. At the same time, the PSDF
would be expanded in urban areas so that some of the RF/PF elements presently guarding those
areas could be redeployed to target hamlets.
(C) In some respects, the PSDF portion of APC progressed better than expected although
the goal of arming 200, 000 fell short by 30, 000. The overall total of PSDF members rose to
1, 107, 000 by 31 Jan, with 659, 000 of this number considered trained. Generally the PSDF had
little capability for providing territorial security, except in areas where there was high esprit
and strong leadership. With a relatively new program such as PSDF, this was probably inevitable. No doubt the value of the program would increase with the passing of time. In the meantime, there was real benefit in involving the people, even if ineptly at first, in the defense of
their own communities.
(C) Another important aspect of the APC program was the extension of GVN presence into
the targeted areas through the development of local governments at the hamlet and village level.
This, in itself, was an announcement that the GVN intended to remain in the area permanently.
For this reason, all target hamlets were provided with functioning administrative committees,
usually through GVN appointment but sometimes through elections. In many cases former officials, who may have been either appointed or elected but had been living in exile, were brought
back and reestablished in the target hamlets. By the end of the APC, therefore, some impressive gains were evident. Of the 1, 335 specifically targeted hamlets during APC, 554, had
elected GVN administrations, 730 had appointed ones, and only 61 had none at all. (Note: The
initial list of targeted APC hamlets contained approximately 1, 100 names. Between the time
this list was drawn up and the beginning of the program, some Z00 of the named hamlets had
already moved to "relatively secure" status. A supplemental list was then made up, bringing
the total to 1, 335.)
(C) The progress of the PSYOP portion of APC, which had the rather vague objective of
expanding the information and propaganda campaign to exploit enemy failures and impress the
people with the GVN initiative, was difficult to measure. Two hundred eight-five radios and
245 television sets were placed in strategic locations, 304 information offices were built, 813
Vietnamese Information Service (VIS) cadres were assigned to target areas, 570 bulletin boards
were established, and propaganda leaflets and newspapers were distributed in appropriate
places. Indeed. only 66 of the target hamlets received no special propaganda and information

emphasis.I
(C) Based on an "attitude survey" run in III CTZ, MACCORDS officials believed that the
effort had a beneficial effect on the 0opulation in general. In one area, the local inhabitants
indicated that they favored the campaign but wished that officials wouAd stop bothering them
about self-defense and other civic duties during harvest time. Also, in a number of areas, the
people expressed concern over the permanence of improved security and wondered if GVN
interest in them might not wane after the campaign was over. The real value of the PSYOP
effort, therefore, was to be measured in terms of the future.
(C) One aspect of the APC remains to be noted. Although not a specific objective, military
operations which shielded the pacification effort and, in many instances, were organized and
conducted with pacification in mind, are worthy of mention. These intensified military operations had the effect of pre-empting enemy reaction and preventing concerted enemly ac-lvitios
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against target pacification areas. Moreover, US combat divisions were able to lend considerable support by reconnaissance in force operations close to target areas and by conducting
continuous operations against selected enemy elements which otherwise might have seriously
interfered with the APC. As one report stated, "Essentially all military operations during the
APC directly supported the campaign. The involvement of both US and ARVN in the campaign
under the 'One War' conceptproved highly beneficial and was a major factor in its success."
(See Ground Operations, Chapter V. ) This same point was also made in those documents which
emphasized that the lack of systematic enemy opposition was one of the primary reasons for

the APC success.
(C) When President Thieu held his press conference announcing the end of the APC, he
termed it a great success. COMUSMACV agreed. The assessment portion of the wrap-up
message from COMUSMACV to CINCPAC deserves to be quoted at length:
The Accelerated Pacification Campaign strengthened the GVN's position vis-a-vis the enemy's political/
military presence in the rural areas; gave local GVN
leaders considerable more confidence by demonstrating
that progress could be made with resources at hand and
increased pacification momentum in all CTZs and most
provinces. All goals were not achieved but even in these
cases there was a substantial increase in pace over the
rate of earlier months. Enemy resistance was lighter
than expected and the lack of concerted enemy countermeasures was a major factor favoring the campaign's
success. Support from top GVN officials, including
President Thieu, was excellent, The newly organized
Central Pacification and Development Council was tested
and acquitted itself reasonably well, although it needs
more staff and a coordinator who can devote most of his
time to the expanding activities of the Council and its
staff. (President Thieu has indicated that he intends
to strengthen the pacification organization shortly. )
However, the APC demonstrated that the GVN is able
to effectively integrate the several aspects of pacification. All four CTZ Commanders gave their active
support as did US field force and division conunanders.
In sum, the APC was highly successful, has definitely
given the GVN pacification initiative, and provides a
strong base and forward momentum for the aggressive
1969 Pacification and Development Plan.

The 1969 Pacification and Develor'-ient Plan

(C) In a lengthy document dated 15 Dec 68, the GVN had laid down the basic policies and
objectives of its 1969 Pacification and Development Plan. This authoritative document was not
only the foundation for the 1969 program, it was itself a notable achievement in cooperation
and coordinatioai.

For one thing, it was the first time the GVN had put all the guiding elements
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of pacification into a single document. Also, it was the combined effort of the newly formed
Central Pacification and Development Council (CPDC), various ministries, and MACV. The
basic directive at the beginning of the document, for example, was drawn up by the CPDC but
closely resembled a proposed draft suggested by MACCORDS. Before going to the field, it
was signed by 16 ministers, deputy ministers, and the Director General of National Police.
The various annexes were drawn up by the appropriate ministries; however, the final drafts
were written at CPDC with a representative from each of the ministries present. Each ministry, therefore, had the opportunity to defend its own policies as expressed in the annexes while
CPDC members ensured that the ministerial policy was consistent with national pacification
policy. " A representative from MACCORDS also was included to coordinate US policies and
12
objectives.
(C) The extensive preparation and cooperation meant that the 1969 pacification program
would have widespread support within the GVN. (This was a most important consideration,
since previous programs had generally faltered for lack of unified support. ) It also ensured
that the policies, objectives, and programs that made up the 1969 plan would be basically sound.
For this reason, the document is worth detailed examination.
(C) The seven page Basic Directive gave as "our essential task" the "liberation of people
from coercion and control of the enemy. " In this regard, it went on to say, "the 1969 Pacification and Development Plan is . . . a continuation and extension of the APC. " Pointing out
that the "village is the basic community of the people, so the people will participate actively
in the 1969 Pacification and Development Plan within the operational scope of their village,"
the document went on to stress what it called the basic principle of "Community Spirit.
The Community Spirit Principle must originate with
the people; every effort of the Government mnst be developed based on that principle, while carrying out any program or operation.
The Community Spirit Principle must work on a
three-fold basis: cooperation among the people, cooperation between the people and the Government, and cooperation among Government organizations. Only then
can the Government be more powerful and stable; then
the people will realize that they are involved and will
cooperate with the Government to defeat the common
enemy.
(C) The Basic Directive then outlined eight objectives. In the achievement of these mutually supporting objectives, it stressed, "following the tne Principle, is essential to reach the
common objective, which is to drive out the enemy and prevent his coming back." The eight
objectives, and the rationale behind them were as follows:,
1. Bring security to 90 percent of the population
by the end of 1969, and extend national sovereignty
throughout the country.
The security factor is the most Important in the
pacification process. RF and PF are our territoral
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security forces. They must conduct active patrols and
be determined to defend the people living in the hamlets
and villages, mostly at night when enemy activities are
more intense. As these forces are being increased both
in quality and quantity, they will help us defend the rural
people more efficiently. Moreover, they will be able to
perform other tasks pertaining to the Pacification and
Development Program.
The Province and District Intelligence and Operations
Coordinating Centers must provide adequate information
for territorial security operations, and simultaneously
support and develop close links with security elements in
the villages.
The National Police (NP) duty is to maintain security
and public order in the hamlets and villages. In 1969, at
least 50 percent of the NP forces must be deployed from
the district level downward.
70 percent of the population are now living in relatively
secure areas. The accelerated Pacification Campaign is
expected to liberate an additional large number of people
from the enemy's tyranny. Security protection for 90 percent of the population is the first of the eight objectives to
be achieved in 1969.
If we correctly apply the Community Spirit Principle
we will be supported by the whole population In achieving
the said objective.
2.

Ellrinoate 33,000 VCI by the end of 1969.

The Phoenix (PHUNG HOANG) Campaign is achieving
realistic results. The accelerated Pacification Campaign
will easily eliminate 9,000 VCI in three months. The elimination of 33,000 VCI by the end of 1969 1a simply an extension
of the APC. In addition to this, if we correctly apply the
Community Spirit Principle, the .population will help us identiy the VC1 and thus we can eliminate them more eabily.
i. luvolve additional people in the People's Defense
Groups (PSDG) to bring this strength up to Z, 000. 000
members.
A million PSDG members will be organixed by the end
of the special campaign. The objective of the 1969 camtpaign
is to organire more m•nembers to attain the 6, 000. 000 members
strength and to arm at least 400, 000 men. To arm the people for their self dotense is an importaot (act in the application
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of the Community Spirit Principle. Those who are not
armed will participate in common self defense, such as
fire fighting, first-aid, and other activities.
4. Establish local Government in the villages
throughout the country.
The degree of importance of the village has been
pointed out above. The establishment of local Govern
ment in those villages with contested hamlets and VCcontrolled hamlets included in the 1969 campaign
framework is very necessary to realize and insure a
durable and real presence of the Government in rural
areas as well as the appliaition of the Community
Spirit Principle.
Organization of elections is the best way to establish
local Govertnent in areas where popularly elected administrative entities do not eist and also is a method we
should use wherever we can. Only in places where the
Province Chief deems it unsuitable to organiz.e elections.
would the local Government he designated. In such a
tvase the Province Chief has to indicate the reason for
his doing so.

The present hamlet and village officials aq well ats
the pontiaMl ot'will
have to untdergo trainling for il'proivenwnt. Il~etildet. qualified hamlet andI villalge officials will havo to be trained and twiade ",ailahle for the
administration, upon the enemy's withdrawa'., of the
villagoe previously vontrolled by the Vt,
5.
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involved, we should be able to rally 400 or more Hou Chanh
per week. Thus, we expect to receive 20, 000 Hc4i Chanh
during the year 1969.
6. Decrease the number of refugees to less than
1,000,000 and resettle or return to their native places
300, 000 people.
Presently, there are more than one million refugees.
The number of people who are settled or returned to their
native places has been increasing and we must maintain
that momentum. After this resettlement or the organization for 300,000 people to return to their native places
in 1969, the total number of refugees is expected to be less
than one million at the end of the year. The ministries involved need to be aware of the strategic value of generous
assistance to these refugees because they have left the
Communists to return to the National just cause. Their
cooperation when they return to their previously Insecure
areas is very important to the rapid re-establishment of
a sound and viable local government.
7.

Increase the information and propaganda effort.

The Ministry of Information has had the responsibility
to diffuse ant explain to the people the "one Principle and
Elight Objectives" pointed out abovw.
The inforrmatitor program mut t1w c:arri•d nut even to the irural aeas. MWbile

bnfflrmatitkn teamsv must conduct, under the Miuisory'A controe, frequent infarmational ot'wratinins in the distri••s and
villagOe tI 1'nV
sueh thom•s a& o-ir determination to
1phasl
%kin, .•lf-help and stelf-tife,
the ettirjinnrlttu of the
VC" it.rnAtrudture, and the rallying of tl.t Chanh, etc. Information -a.tdre ull be assAgned even to hatlets and villag4e
to w-.rk with the appointed or lectetd local government. They
will work unidor the control of the Village Administrative
Committee Chairmai. hut must be tralite. guided and supported in th#.r oporation by the lafuorrtion -Ministry.

a.

Encourage the rural c'tnnomy.

Pi.cificatin- -will gradually improvo the local serarity
sltuate'nn antd will bring prosperity te* the local POOn14..
Although substantial neouomnii ewpmntsinn oecurred in rural
areas in 1967. like the rising prie. of pbddy to the' farmor
and the increating pro•ductitn of veietables and. bOAtie, etc.:
this expansion was set bacfr by the Tel Coitmuntst Offenosivo.
The naw programs aimediL at developing "'
'" (TX F)
rice, lecreasing the prnduction of chickens, ducts, aond pigs
and ancouraping tho us of
awater pAmps and other farming
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equipment have been slowed down. In spite of this, the
rural economy is reviving gradually.
In order that pacification may progress we need to
continue to revive the economy. We must have larger
rice production in order to boost the farmer's income.
The roads from the rural areas to the cities must
be secured and repaired. Low interest loans must be
made to the rural people. The necessary farming equipment such as water pumping machines, tractors, and
other engines must be available and abundant.
eTo
foster
the free movement of merchandise and produce, unnecessary permits, taxes, and checkpoints should be eliminated.
(C) The major items of the 1969 Pacification Plan, were addressed specifically to the
basic objectives listed in the Basic Directive. i.e., the attack on the VCI. village end hamlet
goverrnment, the PSDF, Chieu Hoi, the refugee problem, information, and improving rural
economy. Because it was Inherent In all the other programs, special annexns, however, were
devoted to military support of the 1969 plan, the role ,f the National Police, the Village SelfHelp Program and the RD cadre.
(C) Of special importance was the extensive emphasis on cooperation one the responýsbilities of commanders from the corps level down to subsectors.- At the same time, the roles of
the regular, Regional, and Popular Forces were spelled out and guidelines given tos these groups
for the preparation of plans and reports.
(C) The National Police drew special attention to assisting in achioving the overall ohbjectives of 90 nerceht security in the RVN with at least SO percent of the forvy depQoyed at the

district level or below,

The intent was that oach of the

Z51

districts In the country wo•.0d have

at least One National Police Field FOrce (NPFF) platoon with a strointh of 46 mon. This
ai.tomatically heoralded a shift in poliOe iforcO since 1400e NAtional PoUlic w'14ld have toUb1

shifted to the. NPFF. Also the •ield companis., which had hervtofore laruely operated At
province level would have to be broken up and sent down to district level,
(C) National Police support of the IPacifttation Plan, hwevevr, did twt cad with a strongth.
eulng and dispersal of police forves. Those units as•signd to district level were .harged with
Incrdaoed attention to traditional re•spnnsbibllts. suich as traffic control, the fight arainst
Corruption, -And anitiationt, Morevr, those activities wore to be carried dtiwn to villao• ansd
4anmlet leve.
(Police were suplpOed to viilt All eoxept the Vc.-iietrolled hamlets onte a weký. I
Also. in each hamtlet. tho police ere required to establish an
•ntellivence network made up of
sympathtr•ers 6cul to explMin to all oncernoed-the hiwisjilanc. of reporting oathiy actiity. Fi,-A*l.
W., police efforts *tror to include Auch things 4s asgsisting in the attach ofanthe Vfl, tooperatiing

in

armed def•ese of populitfed areas, i'ssuing Ientity carts

tor

aoll

over IS years of

ritieno

Ilge, and cooperating •nthat portiou o0 the ..SKYOP program"whivh stressed the pIolce role it;
protelcting the population.
(C) An integral part of the 1964 Pacification Pian4, but not one of thbe ight stated objectives.
wis the Village Self-ielp Develowpment Program. A Its name-Iwmplied, this program ititenlded
that the villagoers wtld btcme involved itn Useful ptrject. designte4 t( protect anid maintain,MV
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public interest while creating a favorablc .. -mosphere for cooperation with the ARVN. RD cadres,
and the GVN. Such projects would help re.t -re the local economy in addition to fostering the
basic concepts of "cormmunity spirit.
(C) Self-help plans were not new to pacification in the RVN. The 1969 program differed
from previous ones, however, in that it was more carefully conceived, had stronger financial
backing, and was part of a large, well supported campaign. All villages were eligible for financial support under the program and, as an added inducement, those villages which had already
organized their elections were eligible for additional support of relatively expensive projects.
All villages qualified for $VN 400, 000 which would be used for activities ranging from the cultivation of fruit trees to the building of volleyball courts for the youth. No single project could
cost more than $VN 150, 000 however. On the other hand, those villages which had held organized elecTi.)ns were allocated an additional $VN 600, 000, which could be used for projects such
as roads, schools, dikes, and sewe.rs costing more than $VN 150, 000 per project. Generally,
all projects at all levels fell into tb. basic categories of education, health, public works, and
agriculture.
(C) Organizationally, the self-help projects fell under the objective of establishing local
government in the villages t~t - ughout the country. (See Figure VIII-6. ) The philosophy behind
self-help, however, was manifest in severai of the announced objectives. Under "Concept of
ev.plained it as follows:
Operations," the 1969 p!
During previous years, in many plac. i the villagers
and the village/hamlet authorities did not actually choose
their projects, implement them by themselves, or control the distribution of funds and materials, The province
and district authorities often infringed upon the rights of
the villagers and the Hamlet Managing Boards. On the
other hand, in several places the people took pride in
their achievements on these projects and in the democratic spirit demonstrated in their villages and hamlets.
Therefore, in 1969, the Self-lielp Program will aim at
increo sing the achievements realized through past programs,
and at the same time, creating for !he villagers favorable
opportunities for self-improvement within the democratic
process in the villages and hamlets.
(C) The use of Revolutionary Development. (RD) cadres was -vital to the 1969 Pacification
Program. The cadres, comprising Vietnamese nationais ak.lled in c'rtnin spocialties, had
been in use in RVN for some time, usually as 59-man tuams which entered a target village,
performed the assigned functions, and moved on• to another village. The 1969 Plan, however,
included several significant improvements over previous years. Training at the National Training Center at Vung Tau was intensified, with empbhsis on quality rather than quantity. The old
59-man teams were reorganized into tc'Ž-ns of 30 men each who, with their families, were to be
permanently assigned to a particular village. There, operating directly under the Chairman of
the Village Administrative Committee - fhe group leaders would automatically become assistants
for Political Affairs and Revolutionary Development to the Chairman; they would innervate the
The focus of their .iperations .vas to be the D, E, and VC
village and hamle'. infrastructure.
hamlets with the announced intention of upgrading them to at least C category by concentrating
on the following objectives: identifying thn VCI, organizing and training the PSDF. organizing
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the elections of local officials, and starting the implementation of self-help programs.
(C) Under the 1969 Plan, the RD cadre teams became the vanguard of the GVN, carrying
its political doctrine to the target people, and assisting them in developing those facilities and
organizations which would uinite them with the government under the "community spirit. " This
was vital work and would no doubt provoke VC retaliation. As a result, the RD cadre moved into
an areh after clearing operations by Regular and RF/PF troops. Moreover, the cadre was
assigned to a particular village or hamlet only when it could be supported per-ianently by at
least one PF platoon. This explains, in part at least, why the RD cadres themselves were involved in organizing the PSDF.
(C) The "Geographic Areas of Precedence" portion called for concentration of effort in
selected regions to ensure that pacification resources would be used where they would do the
most good. in the guidance the GVN listed what is called "national" and "provincial" areas of
precedence.
"By applying criteria in selecting target villages resources can be distributed
most logically and efficiently. " It also specified the criteria and the national-provincial
breakdown.
The first and foremost is population density. The
purpose of pacification is to bring security to people,
to gain and retain their loyalty to the GVN. Hence, resources must be concentrated where the people are.
Other criteria are lines of communication, impc: -tant government centers and installations, and major
economic resources. Pacification of areas where such
assets are located will improve their strength and security and thus increase their value and usability. Of
course, the above-mentionea installations are usually
in populated areas"

For these reasons, the Central Council has applied
the criteria discussed above to define 28 important
geographic areas of precedence,
These areas will be
given first priority in the allocation of management
attention and new pacification resources.
In addition, the Central Council has applied the
same criteria to define geographic areas of provincial precedence for each province.
These areas will
he accorded second priority.
(C) The 28 areas of national precedence contained an estimated 58 percent of the population
of RVN and the areas of provincial precedence contained an additional 19 percent. Since 13
percent of the people were already residing in areas classified as "relatively secure, " a full
90 percent of the population could be brought to category C state by gaining control over everyone living inside the areas of national and provincial precedence and by preserving the security
of thm aforementioned 13 percent. In this way, the first of the eight objectives would be met,
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i. e. the "use of local security forces, reaction forces, and police forces at the hamlet and
village level to control and secure 90 percent of the population (and) extend the national
sovereignty throughout the country."
(C) Finally the 1969 plan addressed itself to the "organization and preparation of the province pacification plan and reports. " An integrated plan for the employment of all pacification
resources within each province was to be developed and monitored throughout 1969. The GVN
requested that the province plan be simple, use map overlays if possible, and contain a minimum of narration. Specific attention, however, was to be directed to each of the eight specified
objectives of the national plan although the provinces were also directed to include annexes on
intelligence, pacification targets, military support, civil forces, and province forces and
resources.

THE 1969 ACCELERATED PACIFICATION CAMPAIGN

(U) With the 1969 pacification program progressing relatively smoothly (see the various
sections in the pages following), the GVN Prime Minister suddenly announced to a Central
Pacification and Development Council meeting on 23 May that the Program was being stepped
up to meet the 1969 goals by the end of October. This new program, entitled the 1969 Accelerated Pacification Campaign (APC), was formalized in a circular issued from the Prime
Minister's office on 26 Jun. 13 "Phase TI of the 1969 Pacification and Development Campaign,"
the circular said, "will cover the four month period 1 Jul through 31 Oct 69, " It then listed
a two-fold objective for Phase II:
I. The fulfillment or over-fulfillment of the eight objectives originally set for the
1969 campaign.
2. The achievement of a fully secure (HES security rating of A or B) status for 50
percent of the hamlet population.
(C) Treating each of the eight objectives in the original 1969 plan, the Prime Minister offered guidance on each. With regard to hamlet and population control, for example, he announced that "first priority (italics his) will be given to bringing at least a C level of security to 90
percent of the population. " Second priority went to "the task of raising enough of the population
now in a security status of C or lower to an A or B status, so that 50 percent of the hamlet
population will be in an A or B status by 31 Oct."
(C) As for the objective of rendering the VCI ineffective, the Prime Minister added a new
goal to the one already in effect. Five thousand VCI were to be sentenced during the four months
period, however, he stressed that "the purpose is not to convict the innocent but to expedite
decisions one way or the other and establish sentences for the convicted which will effectively
remove them from the war for the duration of the insurgency."
(C, The objectives concerning the PSDF, village and hamlet government and the Chieu Hoi
progr.•m received little discussion. The Prime Minister did say, however, that women and
youth sould be used as necessary in the PSDF, that emphasis would be placed on the staffing
and training of all authorized village and hamlet positions as well as the I illage Self Development PTo.LL -.n, and that "emphasis will be placed . . , on the rehabilitation and useful
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employment of Hoi Chanh,.. parti.cularly in APT-s and mobile PF units."
(C) Refugees presented something of a problem. The Prime Minister acknowledged that
the revised Phase I goals had not been met and it wa3 unrealistic to expect the year-long .bjectives to be met by the end of October.
Every effort will be made, however, to re-establish
as many refugees as possible, keeping in mind that the main
objective is to .estore these citizens to a normal life in such
a manner that they will consider themselves to have been
fairly treated by their government. In particular no effort
.will be made to force refugees or ex-refugee,; to participate
in return-to-village campaigns against their will. Heavw
emphasis will be placed during the campaign on the reestablishment of villages and hamlets for the refugees.
(C) The 1969 APC goals in the information and propaganda category emphasi.zed the
"complete staffing of information cadre positions and the training of personntel, plus the use
of varying techniques to explain to the people the-goals of the PD program and their role init."
Also, emphasis should be on "informing and educating the people, rather than merely on recording government successes and enemy atrocities."
(C) The only goal prescribed under the objective of stimulating the rural economy related
to the existing land reform program, which was then in the final stages of development. (See.
Land Reform, this chapter. ) Province authorities were told, however, that they must continue
to stress the "several other programs contributing to this directive, including LOC improvement and security, reduction of unnecessary provincial restrictions and LOZ checkpoints, the
promotion of 'miracle rice' production, etc."
(C) In a presidential directive dated I Jul, President Thieu endorsed the 1969 APC and
added some emphasis of his own. He raised the second priority objective of having 50 percent
of the population in "full security" (HES rating of A or B), for example, to a primary objective.
In so doing, he announced his expectation "to have 50 percent of the countrywide population with
a strong national stand, under the control, organization and guidance of an effective administrative and political system which means that these 50 percent are loyal to the National Government
and are determined to support the National Government. ,,14
(C) President Thieu also listed several items for special emphasis. He called these items
decisive and suggested that if some were not completely accomplished, he would not consider
the campaign a success. These items were: efficient security, efficient administration, and
effective enforcement of law and order. He further mentioned three important programs which
must be effectively implemented to guarantee success of the special campaign. These were the
PHOENIX (PHUNG HOANG) program, the Information Program, and the Land Reform Program.
He charged the province chiefs with "personal responsibility" for "planning and executing" these
programs. 15
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PSYOP Support for the 1969 APC
(U) The 1969 APC, like land reform and other major programs, was targeted for special
PSYOP support. On 30 Jul, the GVN Ministry of Information issued Circular No. 94/BTT/NTT/Il/TT, establishing support in the form of an "Enthusiasm" Campaign. 16 This campaign had the following stated objectives.
Arouse an atmosphere of enthusiasm and confidence
of all level staff members, cadres, and the people with
good will and peace in the GVN to drive the National Liberation Front to give up weapons, refuse to work for the
Communists, to return to the National community, and
settle the war by peaceful means.
Support the implementation of the state policy within
the accelerated PD program of four months, directing the
people toward the prospect of a peaceful and prosperous
life when we end the Communist aggression war.
(U) In order to achieve these objectives, several organizational/training objectives had
to be accomplished. The circular, for example, called for full appointment of village and
hamlet Chieu Hoi information cadres in A, B, and C hamlets, setting up the necessary installations for the cadres to operate, and training the cadres in propaganda techniques and the
posture and policy of the government. It also called for people's study sessions so that at
least 50 percent of the people of A and B hamlets throughly understand the national posture and
the way to counter the Communist activities in the area. Finally, the plan required support
and coordination of all appropriate agencies during the four months of thu accelerated ?ID
program. 17
(U) The "Enthusiasm" Campaign was late getting started, the 1969 APC was already a
month old when it was announced and the campaign was supposed to endure only. as long -as
the APG. Still, it was not as bad as it seemed. the "'Enthusiasm" Campai'n was: basically a
surge effort using media already in existence. The themes. however.., were modified and
directed towards the objectives stated above.

PROVIDE TERRITORIAL SECURITY

(C) As mentioned earlier, the prime pacification objective of controlling and providing
security for 90 percent of the population w-s. not discussed in a separate annex of the 1969
Pacification Plan. The reason was that virtually every aspect of the plan, and certainly
every military aspect, involved security in one way or another. As the.chart at Figure VII-;

indicates, responsibility for this secvrity invo1ved both the RVNAF tincluding RF /PF) and
the Free World Military Asistance Forces (FWMAF), tWgether with the National Police.
PSDF, and a communication not known as thu Village Hoatvlet Radio System. The Idea was that
each of these military and paramilitary forces would be nsnd according to its: capabilities. The
AlkVN and FWMAF, for eqample, would b•-used it, tho larpe'sweep or reconnaissance in force
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operations in which contact with significant numbers of the enemy c,,uld be expected. "he
RF/PFs would be used to provide local security. By staying in an assigned neighborhood,
security in that general area would be more or less pe-rmanent. Security -or individual hamlets and villages on a continuing basis was a matter ol special attention in the 1969 Pacification
Plan. (This is treated in the section of this chapter devoted to the PSDF. ) The same wa,.s true
of security against the VCI. Overall, both the concept for providing adequate security and ile
methods for securing it were in keeping with COMUSMACV's one war concept.
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Security and Major Military Operations

(C) While defeating the VC/NVA remained the prime objective of many major military
operations, with pacification and improvement of RVNAF significant byproducts, other large
scale operations were initiated specifically as an aid to pacification. Operation BOLD MARINER/RUSSELL BEACH was a case in point. (Note: BOLD MARINER was the Marine portion
of the operation, including an amphibious assualt. It was discontinued on 9 Feb. RUSSELL
BEACH, the US Army portion continued until 2 1 Jul. )
(S) BOLD MARINER/RUSSELL BEACH, a combined US and ARVN operation backed by
NPFF and Armed Propaganda Teams (APT), was targeted against a top priority area in the
Batangan region near Quang Ngai City. This area (referred to as "Pinkville") was completely
under VC/NVA control. As a pre-assault message put it.
The region contains 80 percent of the special
APC target hamlets in Quang Ngai.... The total estimated population there is 27, 470. Estimated enemy
forces include two VC/NVA battalions, two to four
VC/NVA companies, and a hundred or more local
guerrillas. We hold blacklists containing names of
208 VCI. VC/NVA forces in the region have capability to mount battalion-size coordinated attacks
anywhere in the target region. Small unit harassing
attacks are occurring on a weekly basis. 18
(S) The military operations of BOLD MARINER/RUSSELL BEACH, which began on 13 Jan,
are described under Ground Operations, Chapter V. Suffice it to say here that the opportunity
to meet and destroy a large enemy force in battle did not materialize; however, in terms of
security the operation was very successful. A USMC publication describing January operations
described it as follows:
In retrospect... the total success of the action
ashore far exceeds the enemy battlefield casualties
-- both those counted and the many enemy soldiers
and hoards of material undoubtedly buried in collapsed or sealed tunnels, bunkers, and caves. 19
(S) Throughout the year, search and clear operations returned significant portions of
the population to GVN control. These operations fulfilled their designed purpose of providing security sufficient for the pacification process to take hold.
These operations had to
be followed, however, with the establishment of a more or less permanent local security,
which included positioning the RF/PF platoons, building up PSDF, and continuing to root
out the VCI. Then with an appropriate measure of local security, other pacification processes, such as village development, establishing local government, and stimulating rural
economy, were possible.
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(S) While major operations specifically targeted for pacifiation purposes marked one end
of the spectrum, both COMUSMACV and his RVNAF counterpa'rt stressed the relationship of
pacification to all military operations. The 1969 Pacification Plan, for example, required the
CTZ commanders to study and prepare for forces to assure the security in areas already pacified; forces for ensuring security in the target villages and hamlets. It also required study of
a plan to support operations to be conducted either solely by ARVN infantry divisions or with the
coordination of FWMAF. In addition, the CTZ commanders were to break up their overall 1969
security plans into two or three phases in order to carry them out according to the availability
of troops, cadre, and the security situation in the CTZ. 2 0
(S) An example of COMUSMACV's concern for security was reflected in his Operational
Guidance Number 2, dated 6 Feb. In this document, he referred to a recent incident wherein
a "VC force twice, on successive days, invaded a resettlement hamlet and forced its adult inhabitants to go to adjoining areas and work for the VC. " In this particular incident, "there had
been no friendly reaction until the third or fourth day. " 'Sucha slow reaction to enemy initatives, " COMUSMACV said, "is not to be tolerated. " "Security must be provided to RVN population. Security is vital to pacification and is the first objective of the 1969 Pacification and
Development Campaigi•. It is the duty of every friendly armed formation to see that necessary
security is provided.."1
(S) Providing additional guidance, COMUSMvIACV added:
Major force commanders are to ensure that a
system is established whereby units can receive immediate flash notice of molestation of any villages,
hamlets, settlements, or RF/PF elements within
their AO.
Units are to maintain a reaction capability to
defeat enemy attempts at disruption of the Pacification Program. RVNAF will be encouraged to play
a major role in this program.
Responses are to be so prompt and decisive and
the punishment of the enemy so severe that he will
realize that any time he assaults a hamlet, village,
resettlement project, or other community, or an
RF/PF element, he will receive a massive response
from friendly forces.
Commanders will insure that security of villages
and hamlets within each AO is given the highest priority,
and each village or hamlet is aware of the friendly unit
to be contacted when reaction force assistance is required.
(S) Further, COMUSMAGV then ordered that the operational guidance be incorporated into
all Standing Operating Procedures for support of the Pacification Program and announced that
the JGS had been asked to issue similiar instructions through RVNAF channels. "It is requested, " COMUSMACV concluded, "that this headquarters be informed of responsive operational
procedures presently in being or planned that meet this objective. ",2
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(C) Among the responses to the MACV directive, one was especially significant. In II CTZ,
the CG, I FFORCEV directed his staff and the appropriate CORDS operating agency to examine
their current military/pacification program and determine what changes, if any, should be made.
The result was a new pacification concept to be used in an upcoming operation in Binh Dinh Province, the most heavily populated province in II CTZ. This province was also the scene of the
highest number of enemy incidents in the CTZ and thus rated correspondingly low in security. Z3
(C) The new concept involved an integrated effort by ARVN, US, and ROK regular forces
operating in concert with RF/PF, PSDF, National Police, PRU, CIDG forces, and appropriate
GVN agencies. The aim was to achieve pacification progress through the following:
1. Long Range Combined Effort. The purpose of the effort was to ensure that the concept was applied as required and that the effort involved the best possible relationship between
ARVN, US, and ROE regular forces and GVN civilian agencies.
2. Common Goal. The previous practice of often pursuing different, if not divergent
goals, was to cease. In its place, friendly forces, including regular forces, would concentrate
on providing close-in security to village and hamlets. The anticipated effect was that RF/PF
units could be released from static defense missions so they could be used in conjunction with
GVN civilian agencies to assist the pacification process.
3. Change in Target. While continuing to give attention to enemy main forces, the
new effort would be concentrated on the VCI, the guerrilla terrorist, and the sapper. "Massed
enemy threats will be dealt with by bringing in additional forces as required.... Rapid reaction
by regular forces to VC/NVA attempts to disrupt pacification will be an essential consideration."
4. Geographic Concentration. For purpose of the campaign, to be known as WASHINGTON GREEN, Binh Dinh Province was to be aligned so that areas of responsibility coincided
with civilian ones. This was in recognition of the fact that pacification, by definition, was
basically politically oriented.
5. District Chief Direction. As usual, command and control was to remain a national
matter; however, the pacification operation itself was to be directed by district chiefs in keeping with the 1969 Combined Campaign Plan and the 1969 pacification goals. "Of fundamental
importance, " a briefing officer at I FFORCEV stated, "the district pacification plan will be the
starting point for support operation. ARVN, US, and ROK regular forces will plan military
operations in support of the district pacification program. In addition, battalion CPs and district headquarters were to be collocated where possible."
(C) Operation WASHINGTON GREEN was launched on 15 Apr. Like most major military/
pacification campaigns, the number of enemy dead and detained were small compared to the
overall gains of pacification. Rather, success was measured in terms of an atmosphere under
which the pacification process could work effectively and which, in turn, was more to be measured by whether a village chief dared sleep in his village at night than by body count. In such
terms, WASHINGTON GREEN, and a number of similar military/pacification operations, were
obvious successes. (Note: For a brief description of the major military operations in support
of pacification, see Ground Operations, Chapter V.) Whether the pacification process would
then hold and make proper progress, however, was another matter. A US Embassy report of 11
Jun, for example, praised the efforts in Binh Dinh Province, saying that "a rapid increase in
Hoi Chanh and an enemy food shortage were notable signs that the other side's morale had been
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damaged, and his communications blocked, by the Allied presence." But the document also
mentioned that "consultation between ARVN commanders and province officials still leaves
much to be desired." In fact, it was necessary to remove the province chief, an uncommon
occurrence, in order to facilitate cooperation among the Vietnamese. 24

Expanding Security:

National Police

(C) Vital to the security level within RVN were the number and caliber of people available
to provide it. The number of ARVN and FWMAF available for pacification security varied with
circumstances, but it was significant that during the year efforts were made to increase the
number of National Police and RF/PF. These two forces, it will be recalled, were integral
parts of pacification security.
(C) In June, shortly after announcing the Accelerated 1969 Pacification Campaign, the
GVN proposed major expansion and improvement in the National Police. The idea was to expand the existing force level of 77, 000 to 92, 000 by the end of 1969 and 122, 000 by the end of
1970. 25 By category, the proposed breakdown was as follows:
Uniformed
Police
Present
End CY 69
End CY 70

51,000
60,000
84,000

NPFF

Special
Police

Total

13,000
17,200
20,000

13,000
15,000
18, 000

77,000
94, 200
122, 000

(C) The GVN proposal indicated that first priority in expansion should be in tht, NPFF and
Special Police categories, primarily because these two groups were not closely connected with
pacification security. (It was also intended that large numbers of the uniformed police be, assigned to districts and particularly villages, where police presence was essential ftr continuation of pacification process. These men, assigned three to eight to a village, were to assist
in maintaining law and order, which involved security. The primary purpose, however, was
to strengthen local government.
(C) In the GVN view, police expansion and improvement ranked with the high priority inmprovement and modernization of RVNAF. In both cases, the goals seemed ambitiltis in view oi
the manpower shortages and budget limitations. Nevertheless, the GVN seemed determined
to go ahead. MACV, which would finance much of the program, took the position that the best
plan would be to begin orderly expansiun based on tht recommendeud new ceilings but "keep
close watch to detect undesirable and unacceptable pressurt,4s on economy or other manpower
requirements, so that we can operate on basis of total long range plan rathetr than to make
piecemeal requests for a series of incremental steps." 26
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Phase II Evaluation

*

(C) Whereas no quantitative personnel increase goals per se had been established for the
National Police, they were to play a definitive role in the qualitative goal to increase the security status of the RVN during Phase II. In this capacity, they made a significant contribution.
Despite the clear VC intent to increase terrorist and sabotage activities -- primarily against
all components of the pacification program -- the National Police undoubtedly contributed to
the 25 percent reduction in terrorist incidents during Phase 11(1 Jul - 31 Oct). For instance
in Saigon, they pre-empted a VC terrorist program by accelerated arrests of a substantial
number of its would-be prepetrators. Also during Phase II, National Police independent operations resulted in: 1,059 VC KIA, 2,985 VC arrested, 3,621 suspects detained and contraband
seized in the amounts of 1, 183 individual weapons, 178 creu-served weapons and 1,602 grenades. 27
(C) During this period the NationalPolice were also faced with several problems, the largest of which was the mobilization restriction on recruiting. This restriction limited them to recruting only those over age 35. This limitation actually caused a decline in the National Police
strength from 78, 043 in January to 76, 330 in September, which in effect placed the year end
goal of 92, 200 beyond reach. However, in September, the GVN authorized the transfer of
13, 000 men (largely volunteers) from the military to the National Police. By the end of October.
5, 534 had been selected and 3, 225 were in training. This action brought the end-October
strength up to 81, 560. The second problem was no doubt associated \with the under strength
situation. Although the National Police contribution of reduced terrorist incidents during Phase
II was a positive result, it did not meet President Thiou's established goal of a 50 pwrccnt reduction. Therefore. it was assumed that this point would be roaddrossed in the 1970 Pacification Program.

Year-End Sumxa riy

(C) Aided by thr transfer of 9, 229 RVNAF personnal, the National Police year-end rolls
rose to 85,218 - or 914percent of th, goal, In spite tf their stron•th level, and the neomy attemplts to raise the level of terrorist activity, terrorist incidents were reduced by 2S percent
during the last five months of the year. 28 An overall representation of Nato nal Police activities and accomplishments is reflected in Flgure ViU-1.

(C) The personnel status of the Nationai Police waa of suth -concern to DtPCOMUSMACV/
CORDS that he rconmmended to the Vice Minister and Chief oft Staff, CPUC on 4 Der that one
of the Zirit tasks of the recently organized National Mobilization 1tanpswer Comnmittee should
be to look at the National Police manpower problem. te avknowtledged that it was a very complex and difficult problem ant suggested that either the police got more people from the military,
more recruits from the Quang Trung Training Center, or modify the mobilization pr-cedures to
allow the National Police to recruit personnel below the tIS-year-old age limitation. "lth vice
Minister replied that in addition to its increased autborie•ed strionth, the program u-as late in
gotting atarted on an expansion drive. Additionally, all other fortes wore also increased, and
as the other forces reach their manpower goals the manpower drain would be eased. allowing
the National Police to fill their 1970 goal of 122. 500. 29
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Expanding Security:

The RF/PF

(C) As of 1 Jan, the authorized strentgth figures for RF and PF were 252, 927 and 178, 140
*
respectively. Actual strength figure& for that period. however, showed 220, 865 RF and 173, 219
*PP.
As these figures n-ake clear, the short-fall was not serious in the case of the PP but represented a significant percentage in the case of the RF. A prime objective for the territorial
*
security portion of the 1969 Pacification Plan, therefore, was to increase the number of RF, a
difficult task considering the manpower shortage caused by mobiliz.ation. Also, 1969 plans called for upgradingg both the RF/PF by issuing more modern weapons, particularly the M16, and
by increased support by small mobile advisory teams (two officers and three NCO's). Now.:
See the section of Chapter VI on RVNAF Improvement and Modernization. )
(Cl During the first half of 1969, considerable progress was made in overcoming the shortfall, particularly in RF. Indeed, by 'lhe end of June, the assigned strenizth had Climbed to
Z49, 553, just 3, 374 -short of the authorhned figures. During the same period. the PF strerigth
climbed to 175. 1 18 or 3. 02? short of the authorized figure,
(C) At the same tim-ie during the pi'riod. significant improvement %%as made in "modernr
i?,ation- 11 RF/PF. In particular, an additional I113,494 M16 rifles wore issued to) RF!PF durim, the first half of the year. resulting in incrt-ased fire~power and tho increaseod co-nfidenve that
went alung with it. Also, thie vlso of solie i53 m1obile, advis.ory tasInereatsedl IR/PF iggresstivenotia. Thus, by mid ye.,tho RE kill ratiu with the VCINVA wag a iavorable 4.4 to 1,
Tho PF ratio Motlo at 3.4 to 1
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(C) The following statistics depict the operational status and effectiveness of RF and PF
units as derived from the 31 Oct Territorial Forces Evaluation System (TFES) report complet3
ed by the District Senior Advisors: 3
Training - (Percentage of units reporting conduct of required six hours)
RF - 27%
PF - 21%
Fire Power - (Percentage of units rated by advisors as inferior or greatly inferior to enemr)
PF- 11%
4%
RFMission Performance - (Percentage of units rated by advisors as satisfactory)
RF - 97%
PF - 90%
Supply Support - (Units marginally or critically short of barrier materials)
PF - 28%
RF - 22%
(Units with more than 90% serviceable weapons)
RF - 94%
PF - 86%

Year-End Summary

(C) In an attempt to compensate for the reduction of US forces in RVN, the JGS on 11 Nov
unilaterally decid(d to accelerate the activation of 670 PF platoons and 23 RF companies from
FY 1971 to FY 1970. 34 The JGS accelerated activation was to be effective I Jan 70 with inputs
into the training centers in two phases, Phase 1 beginning on I Feb 70 and Phase 2 on 1 Mar 70.
The JGS also determined the CTZ distribution as follows:
CTZ

PF PLATOONS

RF COMPANIES

I

100

4

II

107

4

I

97

3

IV

366-*

1Z

670

23

TOTAL

*,TGS directed IV CTZ to assign six of those platoons fir security missions at the
interprovincial PF training centers. (Two each at Vinh Long, Bac Lieu, and KAen
Glang).
(C) As the RF and PF organizations grew to a strength of 467,961 by the end of November,
so did their efficiency in their offensive missions. Although RF small unit operations decreased, the number of contacts and enemy KIA increased as did RF casualties. 35
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(U) Figure VIII-4 reflects the year-end strength of the RF/PF as compared with the previous year, total operations, and operational results.

Measuring Population and Hamlet Security (Phase I)

(C) Throughout 1969, population security was measured by the Hamlet Evaluation System
(HIES), a computerized system which arranged and analyzed information provided by province
and district advisors. The HIES then supplied information on demand, with the most important
being the categories living in areas graded as A, B, C, D, E, or V. These letter grades had
the following definitions:
A. Adequate security forces, infrastructure eliminated, public projects underway,
economic picture improving.
B. Not immune to VC threat but security is organized and partially effective, infrastructure partially neutralized, self-help programs underway and economic programs started.
C. Subject to infrequent VC harassment, infrastructure identified, some participation
in self-help program.
D. VC activities reduced but still an internal threat, some VC taxation and terrorism.
Some local participation in hamlet government and economic programs. Contested but leaning
toward GVN.
E. VC are effective although some GVN control is evident.
GVN programs are non-existent or just beginning.

VC infrastructure intact.

V. Under VC control. No GVN or advisors enter except on military operations.
Population willingly or unwillingly support VC.
(Note: These definitions were basic to the HES and consequently were to be found on many
documents associated with the system.)
(C) As of the end of January, when the APC came to an end and the 1969 Pacification and
Development Program began, 79. 2 percent of the population of RVN lived in A, B, or C areas.
D and E population stood at 9.4 percent awi the VC population 11.4 percent. 36
(C) For the rural population, the percentages
the VC could completely control some rural areas
for any length of time was out of the quistion. By
breakdown was as follows: ABC, 69 per3nt, DE,

were slightly different, primarily because
whereas complete control of a major city
individual categories, the rural population
13.5 percent and V. 17. 5 percent.

(C) Despite a lag during the Tet holidays, problems associated with shifting from the APC
to the 1969 Pacification and Development Program, and the series of enemy attacks beginning
on Z• Feb. the month of February showed an increase in secure population over January. 37
The DE and V decreabed by 0. 7 percent and 0. 4 percent respe-tively, raising the percentage
of secure population (A, 1, or C) to 80. 3. (Note: For reporting purposes, the D and E categories were often lumped together.)
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(C) Among the rural population, the ABC categories increased by 1. 4 percent to 70.4 percent, reflecting a corresponding decrease in the DE and V categories. In view of the February
attacks and the uneasiness surrounding Tet, this was somewhat surprising, particularly since
there was no corresponding increase in the urban areas. Part of the reason for this anomaly
lay in the fact that enough hamlets had been brought to near C status during January that continued security and some additional work, such as arming the PSDF and completing certain
self-help projects, raised them to "C". Also, the enemy generally left rural villages and hamlets alone during the opening stages of the offensive. (As of Z8 Feb, only 119 hamlets were reported to have been entered by VC/NVA units for even a short period.) On the other hand, there
was some decline in rural security near the approaches to Saigon, reflecting enemy activity in
that region.
(C) Since the VC/NVA continued their offensive throughout March, there was loss of security during that month in certain provinces. Quang Nam and Quang Ngai in I CTZ regressed,
as did Kontum, Phu Yen and Darlac in II CTZ, Phuoc Long, and Bien Hoa in In CTZ, and Kien
Tuong in IV CTZ. Elsewhere the 1969 Pacification and Development Campaign got underway
despite the increased level of enemy activity. This step forward, together with enemy failure
to attack pacification per se, allowed the GVN forces to enter more than I, 200 target hamlets
and redeploy nearly 1, 000 RF/PF platoons. As a result, security was expanded and improved
in 36 provinces with the country as a whole showing a relatively secure (ABC) population gain
of 1. 8 percent for the month. However, more than half the gain was in IV CTZ where the
enemy was least able to accomplish his objectives and where an usually high Chieu Hoi rate
indicated that he was having problems with morale and discipline.
(C) Of some concern during February and March was the impact of the enemy attacks on
the overall pacification effort. (Tet 1968, it will be recalled, had proven a serious setback.)
In mid-March, a special study was completed which analyzed the problem. One major conclusion was that whereas the enemy had talked about the necessity of attacking the pacification
effort, as yet, pacification "still apparently has not been singled out by the enemy as a special
target. " This conclusion was based in part on response to a special questionnaire sent to each
of the senior province advisors. Of the 44 respondents, 36 reported no or only slight effect
on momentum and progress.: four reported momentum definitely slowed, although there had
been no significant lowering of rural security; two reported that momentum had halted with
some lowering of rural security as reflected in reduction of ABC population; and two reported
that pacification had been set back, with a significant (more than 5 percent) reduction in ABC
population. 38
(C) The overall conclusion of the office of MACCORDS, which prepared a report of the
survey, was that pacification still appeared relatively unscathed. However, continued high
level of enemy activity and the resultant more tenuous security situation could begin to have a
dampening effect on pacification and cause provinces to hold back from aggressive execution
of the ambitious 1969 plan. To counter this possibility, the report concluded, "Deputy Prime
Minister Khiem is visiting each CTZ to check conditions and urge that 1969 plans be executed
promptly."
(C) While the relative security for the population as a whole rose to 82. 1 percent,
the ABC categories for the rural population increased during March by 2. 5 percent to 72, 9
percent -- a net gain of some 265, 900 people, Population in the DE and V categories declined
accordingly by 1. 2 percent for the DE categories and 1. 3 percent for the V category. The endMarch figures for these two -groups stood at 11. 7 percent and 15. 4 percent respectively. 39
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(C) The net result of continued enemy attacks during the first part of the month and the
increased tempo of 1969 pacification plans resulted in another favorable showing for April.
The rate of increase, however, was not as great as that of March, primarily because the latter month had witnessed most of the redeployments of territorial security forces and RD cadre
teams. Thus, in April, pacification resources were most active in hamlets which had already
been entered earlier in the campaign.
(C) Overall, the ABC population increased during the month of April by 1. 2 percent to a
total of 83. 3 percent, with once again half the gain coming in IV CTZ which had top pacification
40
priority.
(C) May witnessed an ABC population increase of . 9 percent, bringing the overall percentage to 84. 2 percent. At the same time, DE population increased slightly (0. 4 percent)
while V population decrease (down 1. 3 percent) was greater than in either March or April.
Most likely this was the result of provinces carrying out President Thieu's instructions to
consolidate administratively the unpopulated or sparsely populated villages and hamlets with
nearby villages and hamlets having functional local governments.
(C) In 12 provinces, Quang Tri, Quang Tin, Kontum, Binh Dinh, Ninh Thuan, Binh Long,
Binh Duong, Bien Hoa, Long An, Kien Giang, Chau Doc, and Sa Dec -- population within GVN
security (ABC) declined during May. However, only in Quang Tri (down 6.8 percent), Chau
Doc (down 2. 9 percent), Kontum (down 2. 4 percent), Kien Giang (down 1. 2 percent), and Sa Dec
(down 1. 0 percent) were the changes significant.
(C) ABC categories of rural population increased during May by 1. 6 percent to 76.4
percent, a net gain of 216, 800 people. The V population declined 2. 0 percent to 11. 8 percent,
4 1
but DE categories increased 0.4 percent to 11.8 percent.
(C) The May total of 11,664 hamlets reported was down by 751 from the previous month's
total, thus reflecting continued GVN consolidation of hamlets and villages having no or very
small population with large hamlets having functional GVN administrations.
(C) The lIES results in June underscored the trend of approximately 1. 0 percent gain in
ABC population each month over the past several months. Actual increase in June was 1. 4 percent or 325, 800 persons. At the end of the month, therefore, total ABC population stood at
85.6 percent or 14, 820, 400 out of an estimated total population of 17, 310, 600. IV CTZ showed the largest increase with 3. 1 percent. VC population decreased by 160, 100 to 6. 9 percent
of RVN population, a decrease of 0. 9 percent in this category, leaving 1, 189, 500 people rated
VC. By the same token, DE population country wide decreased by 75, 200 (0. 5 percent) to
1, 294, 700 or 7. 5 percent of the estimated total population. Eight provinces suffered a decline
in ABC population compared to 12 in May. 42
(C) ABC categories of rural population increased during June by 2. 5 percent to 78. 9 percent, a net gain of 493, 900 people. Rural population in DE- categories decreased by 51, 000
(0.7 percent) to 1,223,800, while V population decreased by 155, 500 (1. 8 percent) to
1,110,400 people or I0 percent of the total population.
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Phase I Review
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(C) Looking back at the prime objective of territorial security after Phase I had come to
a close, MACCORDS found the results "more than satisfactory. " The gain from 79. 2 percent
of the population in relatively secure areas at the end of January had been increased to 85.6 percent, 2. 6 percent more than the Phase I goal. Of the 1,691 target hamlets earmarked for Phase
I, 1, 56Z or 92.5 percent had been entered and 1,080 (63.5 percent) had been raised to C category or higher. Also, the authorized RF increase was 99. 5 percent complete. 43
(C)

Put into more subjective terms, progress in territorial security was determined to

be as follows:
I CTZ

II CTZ

III CTZ

IV CTZ

RVN

Population

good

good

good

adeq

good

Hamlets entered
Hamlets raised to
"C" or higher
RF Increase

good

adeq

good

good

good

adeq
good

adeq
good

adeq
good

adeq
good

adeq
good

(C) The main reason for the improved territorial security was the "favorable military
situation." As the midyear report put it,
ARVN and allied forces in general kept enemy main
force units away from heavily populated pacification areas.
Local security improved largely through the GVN's mobilization program and increase in numbers and effectiveness
of Regional and Popular Forces (RF/PF)... Results were
additional operations and contacts with the enemy ...... and
enemy's decreasing ability to roam at will to forage, conscript, and tax. 44

Population and Hamlet Security (Phase II)

I

4

(C) On I Jul, President Thieu issued a directive which endorsed the Prime Minister's
order of 26 Jun to execute Phase II of the 1969 Pacification and Development Plan for the period
1 Jul to 31 Oct. However, he established as a primary objective the consolidation and upgrading of currently secure hamlets by providing "full" security (HES rating of A or B) for 50 percent of the population by 30 Oct. This objective was in addition to the objective of continuing
to expand territorial security by providing security (rES A, B,or C rating) to 90 percent of
45
the population.
(C) The first month of Phase II showed no startling innovations or developments, although
statistical indicators seemed to indicate the campaign got off to a &ood start. As of 31 July,
87 percent of the population and 75 percent of the hamlets were rated ABC. Moreover, 52 percent of the population (less Saigon) was rated AB, thus exceeding President Thieuls goal of
50 percent by end-October.
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(C) HES results for July indicated an increase of 343, 900 people in ABC population, or
about double the increase for the previous few months. This increase could be attributed in
part to the low level of enemy activity in the country. Also, the tot`ý DE population decreased
by 79,000 during the month, leaving 7 percent or 1,215,700 of the population in this category.
The VC population decreased by 258, 800 leaving 930, 700 people (5.4 percent) rated VC.
(C) For rural population, the HES reported 81.6 percent rated ABC, an increase of 2. 7
percent during July or a net gain of 260, 800. This brought the overall rural population rated
ABC to 8, 824,400 of a total estimated rural population of 10, 817,600.46
(C) The August ABC increase of 1. 3 percent showed a slight loss in momentum from July,
when impetus of the 1969 APC and low level enemy activity r:Sulted iL. an unusually high increase of 2. 2 percent. The August increase reflected a return to a more normal rate of
progress.
(C) The ABC rural population increased during August by 2.2 percent to 83. 8 percent
leaving 1,760,800 (16.2 percent) of the population in the D, E,and V categories. 47
(C) Significant progress was made during September, as pacification activities intensified,
meeting only light opposition. Not only did enemy military activity decline throughout RVN, but
also terrorist incidents declined from 937 in August to 791 in September - - a decrease of almost
16 percent. The waning enemy activity and the steady expansion of the GVN's control resulted
in 90 percent of the population rated by the HES as ABC and 51.5 percent rated AB. The
primary goal of Phase 11, to consolidate and upgrade already secure hamlets so that 50 percent
of the population could be rated AB by the end of October and the counterpart goal of 90 percent
rated ABC, were thus achieved one montb in ad-ance of the target date.
(C) The rural ABC population increased by ". 3 percent during September to a total estimated rural population of 10, 766, 000. or a net gain of about 215,400. The rural population in
the DE categories decreased by 1. 2 percent to 555, 60U. 48
(C) During the month of October tLe ABC rated rural population increased by 2. 5
percent to 88. 6 percent of a total estimi-teW rural poipulation of 10, 828, 600, or a net gain of
about 314, 300. The rural population ln the DE categories decreased by 160, 300 (1.6 percent)
to about 774.400 and the V population decreased by 91.600 (0. 9 percent) to 464, 000 or 4. 3
percent of the total estimated .:ural 1"jpvlation°

Phase 11 Evaluation

(C) Phase 1 of t..' 1969 Pacitie-t.Aon and Developrnent Plan ended 31 Oct asn subitantial
The main tV.runt of Phase 11 was the qualitative Inprovement in socurity. administraand law and or.'er to consolidate the gains of the rapid GVN oepansion of late 1968 and the
first half of 1969. President Ttde.'s pinuary goals of 50 percent of the population being rated
AB and 90 percent rated ABC by 4ES wern exceeded. The end results were 55 .1 percent and
92 percent respecuvely.

success.

Stion.
fi

(C) The rna..r factors %h%!&h contributed to the success of Phase It were the lack of systevv-.
atic and effective enemy opposition, and tha ntiative and drive shown by the GVN to nuke the
pacification protram work.
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(C) Facts thus bear out 1969 -- through Phase II -as a year of considerable progress
and accomplishment. Whereas these accomplishments were achieved in an atmosphere of

reduced US presence and sustained enemy opposition, the 4critical
factors were maintaining and
9
strengthening the present GVN resolution and momentum.

(C) The November HES rating rose to 92. 5 percent, an increase of 0. 5 percent or about
165, 100 people. The ABC population was thus approximately 16, 186,400 -- of an estimated
total population of 17, 501, 300. During the month seven provinces showed a percentage regression in their ABC population, but only four dropped by over 1 percent. 50
(C) The December HES results showed that 92. 7 percent of the RVN population were rated
A, B, or C in Security/Development - - an increase of 0. 2 percent, or about 83, 800, over the
preceding month. Thus, approximately 16 million of an estimated total population of 17 million
were rated A, B, or C. The VC population, although decreasing by 9, 000 during December,
remained at 2. 8 percent of the RVN population -- or about 483, 600 persons. 51 The overall
growth of population security -- compared with 1968 -- is reflected in Figure VIII-5.

Year End Summary

(C) The overall progress in pacification in 1969 was achieved through the increasingly
effective GVN use of its military resources to clear the target areas and to follow this with
the creation of local government and local defense. However, the increased territorial security
forces, provided by the pacification program, increasingly became targets for enemy attacks
as COSVN Resolution 9 recognized the GVN pacification and development programs as a primary target. 5Z

Inflation in HES Ratings

(C) The controversial HES rating system came under the scrutiny of MACCORDS on
13 Nov when a letter was sent to each CTZ commander and SA requesting that a list of hamlets
in each CTZ be reviewed to ensure the appropriate HES rating. 53 The reason for the request-

ed review was due to the variance between the ratings given each hamlet under the HES and
the comparison with data reported in the Terrorist Incident Reporting System (TIRS). The
variances occurred when comparing HES Factors IC (VC military incidents affecting Hamlets)
and 2C (VC political and subversive activities affecting hamlets) with the TIRS Reports.
(U) For a hamlet to be rated A or B, under HES Factor 1C, there could not be a military
incident in the hamlet. (These incidents ranged from full scale assaults supported by heavy
weapons down through attacks-or harassment-by-fire (including long range sniping or mines).
For a han-let to be rated A, B or C, under HES Factor 2C, there could be no overt incidents
in the hamlet. (These were incidents of propaganda, abduction, assassinations, bombings,
shootings, and the like.)
(U) In contrast to the HES reporting the degree of security, TIRS was designed to report
incidents that occurred in the hamlets. It included assassinations, bombings, shootings,
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minings, grenades, taxations, abductions, harassment and any other means the VC might
exercise to subvert the control of the GVN. Most of the incidents- reported were those that
would affect HES Factor 1C. However, in no case, when an incident was reported by TIRS,
should HES Factor IC be A or B -- or HES Factor ZC be either A, B, or C.
(C) A comparison was made against the HES indicators and the TIPS, using August data.
It was found that there were 102 incidents in hamlets rated A or B under lIES Factor IC and
HES Factor 2C was A, B, or C (22 inI CTZ, 24 in1 CTZ, 21 in III CTZ and 35 inIV CTZ).
It was further discovered that 120 hamlets were the subjects of incidents when HES Factor IC
was less than B and Factor 2C was A, B or C -- (15 in I CTZ, 40 in II CTZ, 39 in III CTZ and
26 in IV CTZ).
(U) Following close on the foregoing review was the advise of DEPCOMUSMACV/CORDS,
when confronted with a variance of comment, to DEPCORDS, II CTZ. He stated:
The obvious contrast between the tone of these two
comments concerns me. I certainly hope that you
will continue to encourage the PSA to speak frankly
about resurgence of enemy activities. At the same
time I believe we must equally strongly emphasize
our desire that the HiES be an accurate management
tool rather than a constantly rising curve. 54

ESTABLISH LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN VILLAGES

1969 Program and Policy

(C) Unfortunately, the people of the RVN were not blessed with a tradition of nationalism.
As a result, it had been difficult for any government to speak for the people as a whole. The
VC were able to exploit this weakness, pointing out to the people the "lack of governmental
interest in them and attempting to unify the people behind the NFLSVN by stressing their alienation from the existing government. If, as is generally accepted, insurgent warfare was in
reality a struggle for the hearts and minds of the people, any sensible pacification program had
to include efforts to politicize the people into a nation-state. (See Figure VIII-6.
(C) The 1969 Pacification Plan was no exception. In this case, however, the GVN placed
primary emphasis on unifying the village and hamlet governments with the central government
rather than attempting to win individual loyalty. It was the village and hamlet governments,
the GVN planners reasoned, that answered the needs of the people. By the same token, the
village and hamlet governments would carry out the programs and policies of the national
government. In other words, these local governments "are the medium between the people and
the government and transmit to higher authorities the true aspirations of the people and at the
same time explain and execute the programs and national policies in rural areas. 1155
(C) In the absence of a tradition of unity between lo.al and national government, the task
of strengthening village and hamlet administrations and tieing them to Saigon promised to be
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particularly difficult. Historical experience suggested that the agrarian population of underdeveloped countries tended to regard government above the local level as a form of tyranny
and the people of RVN were no exception. As long as the peasant farmer was unable to see
direct benefits from having a central government in Saigon, but did have unhappy memories of
contact with tax collectors from time to time, he was bound to regard the central government
as less than salutary to his interests. The problem facing the GVN, therefore, was to show
what it could do for the peasant, possibly in the form of security, land reform, and transportation. It could then hopefully expect the people to respond with allegiance to their benefactor.
(C) The 1969 Plan, as suggested above, centered on the village and hamlet governments.
These were, or should be, responsive to the people as well as to the government. For this
reason, one of the prime objectives of the 1969 Plan was to establish such administrative apparatus in every hamlet and village. "In the conduct of the APC, " the document noted, 'we
are establishing our foundations in 1, 116 contested hamlets and uncontrolled areas. In 1969
we will occupy and control the remaining villages and hamlets. " The plan recognized that a
raped expansion would require a corresponding increase in the number of villages and hamlet
officials, and that these officials preferably should be elected by the people. Moreover, the
officials should be well trained, relatively free from corruption, and have sufficient strength
and authority to carry out their assigned duties.
(C) Since part of these objectives could be achieved by holding elections as soon as areas
were liberated, elections received considerable attention -- and publicity -- throughout 1969.
Getting people to run for office, however, did not make them competent. Also, any would-be
office holder had to recognize that effective leadership automatically made him a VC target.
The GVN. therefore, sometimes rosorted to the expodient of appointing qualified district or
province personnel, usually from among the RF/PF or RD Cadre operating in the area. To
avoid criticism and ensure that the various officials had pufficient strength, it was announced
that the 1969 Pacification and Development Plan would put "much confidence in the village and
hamlet officials."
The Village Administrative Committee Chairman
will be invested with much authority over Popular Forces.
RD Cadre, and National Police operating in the village.
They themselves organixe, train, and direct the People's
Self-Defense Forces with the -support of the technical services. The village and hamiet officials will manage the
expansion of the self-help prograin and the village government has more authority over budget planning and implemeontation. 56
On the other hand, the 1969 Plan announced that "officials with bad cooduct and behavioi,
unqualified and ineffective ones nuast be replaced."

Mid-Year Evaluation

(C) As of mid-year, considerable progress had boon made towards the goal of otrengthening local government. Duting March and June, 794 village and 4,461 bamldet elections woret.
held with 89.7 percent of the eligible voters in the hamlet electiona. Thus, by the end of
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Phase 1 (30 June), 1, 891 or 88. 7 percent of all RVN villages and 8, 776 or 81.4 percent of all
RVN hamlets had elected governments.
(C) In addition to the elections, progress was also made in other programs. During the
first hailf of the year, for example, 2, 839 village officials were graduated from a special 5week course in village duties, administration and political objectives of GVN. A village development program whereby funds were alloted for village development projects was initiated, with
the village governments themselves responsible for disposition and selection of projects. A
MACCORDS midyear report described this program as "slow in getting started as it was revolutionary compared to past practices and stumbled over a number of bureaucratic procedural
problems, but it seems to be underway throughout the country. 1 Primarily as a result of
these problems, the village development program was given an "inadequate" rating as of 30
June.
(C) In February, the RD Cadre changed from 59 to 30-man teams in order to put greater
emphasis un their politica~l and vrganizational iunctions and less on paramilitary activity. As
of the end of June, cadre members totaled 43, 724 in some 1, 477 teams, plus another 7, 412
highlander cadres. These improvements, however, were made doubly important by the fact
that government directives wvere emphasizing the policy that elected village officials should
have operational direction over all cadre in their village, including RD cadre, National Police,
and information cadre. 58

Phase II Evaluation
(C) Throughout the acc eloratedl Phasev 11 Special Pacification Campaign. goals wvere either
met or surpassed he~ote the 31 Oct deadline. Elections, conducted during Septemtber, resultcd
in 147 village and 111, itamlet Adrntnistrator!s being tlected. This continued emphasis on the
development of local poertwmrnt and responsibility resulted In 2,.020 of 2, 186 villages with
elected governments and 9, 700 of W., 750 hamlets or about 92 and 90 pe rcent, respectivoly.
(C) The propensity toward locAl rulp ond responsibil.ty, waýs furthered by sionding 14. 486
loc-al officialo to the National Training (.enter at Vuag Tati where they recoived a 5-weeok course
of Instruction designed to train them in their new rspaoiabilities. authority. and the CiVN's
political objective*. Additioniflly, the Villalle Sell-Development Program, which provided
national funds to the villages to be. used (in improevement pro)oct@ seleicted by local Villagers
working togethe- with their electad rather than national officials, substantially inereased tile
self- confidence and authority of officials and fostered community tobe sion. Approximiately
15.001 local village projects were either coropleted or underway by the end of Phase It. The
general reaction of both US advisors and local. officials indicatd that Oth program had perform-

ad its function (Af sparking now Interest in the community life at the village lovol.
Year. End Sunm~ary
(ILocail go ivranwin eilections coutinuod l Ito tDecomiltr raiting the 31 0104 HfES figurott
to morc than 1,0()00 of 2. 117 villages and -4 800 Of 10, 706 hattlets with elected officialig. This
finali outgo alsu olovatod thea countrywido total to an estimated 96. 4 percent of inhabitod villages
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and 92. 5 percent of the populated hamlets with elected governments.
(C) The Village Self-Development Program, which was started late and was beset with
complications and bureaucratic pitfalls, pickc ' up speed and finished satisfactorily with about
15, 545 local projects completed or in progress. The end of year obligation was 84 percent of
the two billion piasters budgeted or $VN 1,489, 505, 800. Those projects not funded as of 21 Dec
or those funds not expended, were to be carried over into the 1970 Village Self-Development
Program. 60

ORIGANIZE PEOPLE'S SELF-DEFENSE

1969 Plans and Policies

(C) During the Tet 1968 Offensive and immediately thereafter, large numbers of RVN
citizens had asked for arms with which to defend themselves. At first reluctant to place large
quantities of arms in the. hands of the popula.=e. the government eventually relented and. or.
19 Jun 68, had issued its Mobilization Law. This decree required all able-bodied male citizens
between the ages of 16 and )7. and thcse betwveen 39 and 50 to participate actively in some sort
of self-defense activity. The Mobili'±ation Law thus became the foundation for tho People's
Self-Defense Force (PSDF). (See Figure VIII.4.)
(C) The PSDF, which is iteither a political nor a paramilitary program. was formed for
two basic purposes. The iirst was to get as many people as possible committed to) the government by having the-t actively engaged in Its defense. The second was to strengthen the security
of the rural a.di urban wreas against eanmy infiltration, subversion, antd attack. In this way.
the GVN recoivpd much needed assistance in its vital security programs. At the same time.
by giving the !t.dividual a program for self-defense, the govornmont demonstrated its interest
in the hopes and asplratlond of the average citi.en. According to an tfficial GVN 40ocimtent, the
essential duties of People'. Self-1)efense Consisted oft61
First- Security activities In q9urtors, hailotu,
village* In viaew of destroying all VC socret establishments. annihilating all underground cadres, or organhtations, ,-idpreventing them from inffltrating lnto
the areas.
Seeýnid' To discover and giv• olarm of all VC
Infiltrations aud issist the Army and police to stop
all the achemas to attack or shell thn areas.
Throe: Assist the Army and police in Intelligenee activittis, first aid, evactation of wiunded.
logistic.. intforn•ltion, liaison, fire provefatioet....
Fourvawcuate. assist and. protect the poplmation'o
live* antl property In case the VC attack the area.
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(C) Organizationally, the PSDF had been controlled by a national committee chaired by the
Prime Minister. At the lower levels, subordinate self-defense committees had been organized
at CTZ, province, district and hamlet level, with special organizations for the six autonomous
cities. Moreover, since the implementation of national PSDF policy had been carried on by
the Minister of the Interior through his ministry, each committee was backed by a full-time,
salaried cadre to assist, advise, and monitor the program.
(C) Beneath the committees, the self-defense units themselves were organized into groups
composed of subordinate teams. Each team was a specialized unit, some of which were trained
to fight and defend the local area. Some were skilled in firefighting, while other units specialized in first aid, intelligence collection, and self-improvement projects for the community. No
uniforms were worn and no salaries were received. The government provided only arms and
6
amrnunition. 2
(C) In theory, the PSDF program fitted ii -rery well with overall plans for the use of other
military and paramilitary forces. The regular ARVN forces bore the brunt of providing national
security; the RF/PF handled the small-scale local defense and offensive operations in their
assigned areas and served as reaction forces. The people themselves, however, were obviously the only ones capable of providing on-the-spot protection against minor intrusions by VC tax
collectors, propaganda teams, terrorists, and the like. Should RVN achieve the status of an
armed camp with the citizens playing a very substantial role in their own protection against
guerrillas and other marauders, the insurgency would be over. On the other hand, considering
the overall circumstances in RVN, getting the people willingly to assume the responsibility
in adequate numbers and with sufficient reliability would be a real accomplishment. Early indecision at top levels as to who would organize and train the PSDF and what arms should be
provided had a vitiating elfect. Even more important was the basic apathy on the part of many
potential PSDF members. In late January, a survey of local Popular Self-Defense Groups in
two villages of Gia Dinh Province revealel. in the words of the report. "that most peoDle in
these villagos do not like to participate in PSDF or any other organization. . . "3
Both villages
agreed that security was improved because tof PSDF presence but in response to the question of
how the program could be improved, "most of the respondents in both villages stated. 'We have
never thought about a way to improve the PSDF movemeent yet, because that is not our responsibility. '
Finally, ao with all programs of this nature much depended on leadership, It goes
without saying that an energetic village chief could not have a first-rate self-dtfnse force without support frunt the disori.t chief, and vite wvrIa. Also people naturally responded poorly

when poorly led, yet they sihtwed considerablo vigor when properly guilded. The Peopl 's
Self-Dofonis program in Vanh .UcDistrict. Thua Thien Provi.4ev. was a case In point:64
The PSDF is t40 moot dynamlic single prograni
In January the. t)istrect Chief started
a program of ,' ,okly bivouacs, training crmpetititni.
drAma shows and civic action. T'he self-defense (forve)
froi•i selected village amsembles mo Saturday anti training
Im conducted throughout thea day. Saturday night
they peAtt on a drama/talent show, As mAny ast. , 000
peoplo havl attended hose Shows oaid the ghows have
•tnoetiniv* laoted until widnight. The Sunday iproram
"itnchido# a trip to a nearby village •whre the okehl-dp"tenso
from the t.econd village acts a* host. Sunday
liiorning. I* liispent in a civic action activity. Repair
m
in the district.
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of roads, bridges and schools are examples.
At noon
the host group serves a meal and in the afternoon
competition is conducted. This program was initiated to perpetuate the enthusiasm and civic interest
that was obvious in each village when self-defense
training started. This civic interest is sometimes
manifest in gifts from citizens. Frequently meals
are paid for by contributions and in one case an old
man gave 10, 000 $VN to the village self-defense (Force.
The unanticipated benefits may eventually prove far
more important to the pacification program than the
original objective of the self-defense (force). Approximately 700 weapons have been issued and approximately 250 remain to be issued. Concurrently with the training of the last 500, from An Bang
and Ha Uc, a re-training program was started for
the 460 self-defense (personnel) from Vinh Hien.
It is planned to continue retraining on the same
cycle that initial training was conducted.
(C) As of 31 Jan, which marked the end of the APC, PSDF membership exceeded 1. 1
million with approximately 200, 000 of them armed. The 1969 plan, however, called for increasing the PSDF to a minimum of 2 million with 1. 6 million of this number trained and
400, 000 weapons issued. 65
(C) The 1969 Plan recognized that, in order to meet the above objectives, Public Law
003168 which required all eligible males between 16-17 and 30-35 years of age to join the PSDF
must be enforced and that "all other elements of the population should be induced to join this
organization on a voluntary basis." FurthermoreIn relatively secure hamlets (A, B) the PSDF will
be trained and adequately armed in order to gradually
replace the RF and PF to maintain security and public
order. In insecure areas, this mission will not be trusted to the PSDF, unless the local Village Administrative
Committees assure that the PSDF's degree of training
proficiency, armament, and the security situation allows. 66
(C) The 1969 Plan also authorized cities, provinces, and districts to recruit RD Cadre to
help the people in organizing their PSDF. However, the specific duties of the cadres were
left vague. This oversight was corrected in May when the Minister of the Interior announced
that the first of the formal training sessions for People's Self-Defense Cadre would be concluded on 5 May and that "in accordance with their capabilities, the Ministry specifies their duties
to be as foulows.
1.

To help the people organize into PSDF.

Z.

To aid the government with the tasks of training and armament.

3.

To help the members to elect their own supervisors; e. g.,

group leaders, inter-

team and team members.
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4. To guide the activities and operations of the PSDF Program in accordance with
GVN national polices.
5.

To execute plans for developing, improving and maintaining the organization.,67

(C) In May the GVN also sent out detailed instructions for organizing volunteers into the
PSDF according to age and sex. Women from 16 - 40, for example, could join the PSDF's
Female Support Group. (Women, 16 - 40, could also join the PSDF as combat members.)
These women would engage in social welfare, such as education, raising poultry, health activities, and morale support, which included consoling, taking care of members of their family,
music, etc. Men over 50 could become volunteer members of the Elders Self-Defense Group
with duties involving people's welfare promotion (raising poultry, cultivation etc.), social welfare (fire protection, first aid), and advice and morale support to PSDF. Finally, boys and
girls from 13 - 15 years of age could volunteer for the Youth Self-Defense Group, which highlighted activities dealing with information and liaison, charitable activities, sports, music,
and the like. 68
(U) Another refinement of early 1969 was a series of ministerial decrees directing formation of PSD committees at ward, village, and hamlet levels. It sounded simple. One decree
directed the organization of the committees and the other specified who should be on them. But
the step was a very important one. Since participation was the key, the committees, in effect,
were the government instrument for planning and realizing the PSD program.
(C) One of the best indications of success with PSDF was the VC/NVA reaction to the program. The first reaction was immediate, indicating that the enemy also recognized the potential of the PSDF from the beginning. Like village and hamlet officials, teachers, etc., PSDF
members became subjects for special VC. attention, often in the form of intimidation but also
including assassination. A message from COMUSMACV to his senior corps advisors, dated
7 Feb, noted that 'the enemy is obviously targeting on personnel and installations of the People's
Self-Defense Force. " Five months later, COMUSMACV included in his description of the gen69
eral situation in RVN, the following:
Terrorist incidents of rocket/mortar attacks
continue to take heavy toll in civilian casualties,
People's Self-Defense Forces remain a prime target for abduction. Groups of trainees are frequently kidnapped and threatened with more severe punishment should they continue their support to the GVN.
Many return to resume their work, but some fail to
reappear. VC attacks on village/hamlet officials
continue at about the same rate,
(C) An overview of enemy emphasis on the People's Self-Defense Forces is to be found
in Figure VIII-8.
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Phase I Evaluation

(C) The ambitious goals set for the PSDF during Phase I were based upon optimistic projections of the 1968 trends and the results of the APC. Thus, while PSDF numbers increased
rapidly at the beginning of the 1969 campaign, primarily because of considerable command
pressure from President Thieu, the shrinkage of the pool of prospective members covered by
mobilization and a concentration on the broader objectives of the program caused a slowdown
as far as recruiting was concerned. As a result, only 473, 193 new PSDF were added during
Phase I, less than 50 percent of the number needed to meet the Phase I objective of 1.73 million. At the same time, weapons were issued to bring the total for all PSDF to 270, 527. 70
(C) Despite the fact that members of the PSDF were unpaid and only moderately trained,
they gave a reasonably good account of themselves during the 6-month period from January to
June. While occasionally targeted by the VC/NVA indicating growing enemy concern for the
program, the PSDF killed 1,487 of the enemy while losing 1, 197 of their own. During the same
period, however, they lost 1, 508 weapons while capturing a modest 709 from the enemy.
(C) The overall rating for PSDF during the first half of the year was judged by MACCORDS
to be "adequate. " This took into account the fact that while the contribution of the PSDF to overall security was still modest, the political dividends in terms of increased popular participation
in the war had been substantial. 71
(C) Although Phase I goals were not met by the end of June, the GVN saw no reason to
decrease the year-end objectives, particularly since the trend was up at midyear. Indeed, the
Phase II goals announced by the GVN in May included the addition of 375, 000 PSDF by the end
of October, with 300, 000 of this number trained and 75, 897 armed. In effect, therefore, the
year long program objectives for PSDF were moved up to 31 Oct.

Phase II Evaluation

(C) As with the RF/PF. President Thieu's 1 July directive placed a secial emphasis on
the role of the PSDF and the part it was to play in attaining national goals. 2 Two of the three
criteria established by President Thiou to determine the A and B security status of a hamlet
were: (1) PSDF for combat fully organized, trained, and armed, and (2) PSDF for support
(women, children, and elders) fully organized and trained.
(C) The Phase 11 goal of 1. 8 million PSDF members organized was met by mid-September
and continued to increase rapidly to a 31 Oct total of 2. 75 million. The latest surge was attributed to the unusual rate of progress during September when a special effort was made to
enlist women, youths (12-15), and older men (over 50). 73 This litter group was destined tur
support roles to provide much needed first aid and logistical support. Statistically, the and of
campaign goals, attainment, and structure were:
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Goal
Organized
Combat:

Support:

1,800,000

Achieved
2,750,645

Male
1, 104,966
Female 166,561

1,271,527

Elders
Women
Youth

1,479,118

309,786
688,613
480,719

Trained

1, 225,628

Armed

391,897

385,905

(C) Although the PSDF did not attain the goals established for training and armament, their
mere presence in the countryside made a significant contribution to security of the pacification
program. Measured by traditional indicators of effectiveness, e. g., contacts with the enemy,
KIA and weapons captured ratios, the PSDF could not be considered a very effective force.
Nevertheless, reports continued to attest to their valor and willingness to stand and fight for
their communities. During the month of October they were credited with 272 KIA and 60 captured while losing 196 KIA and 355 wounded.
(S) The gathering momentum of the pacification program did not go unnoticed by the
enemy. Reports were received from throughout the country which indicated the enemy's intent to subvert the GVN's growing pacification program. A typical example was contained in
DIA's INTBUL 295-69: "Communist forces in southern I CTZ have increased their efforts to
thwart the Government's pacification program. Since I Oct. 75 percent of the enemy's attacks
in Quang Ngai Province have been directed against combined action platoons. refugee centers,
regional and popular force outposts, resettlement camps, and other pacification installations.
The pattern of these attacks reflects growing enemy determination both to wreck the program
and to force Vietnamese civilians to return to VC-controlled areas. "74

Year End Summary

(C) During the closing month* of 1969, the PSDF effort sorpassed all established goals
except for weapons issued, which failed to meet the established goal by 465 weapons. However.
training still represented a problem as the total "trained" figure included some who were previously trained and then recruited into RFIPF and ARVN units. 75 Training during the year was
concentrated on the combat elements to such a degree that much effort would be needed to make
the support elements more than just paper organiations. The Minister of the Interior reported
the following year-end statistics
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PEOPLES SELF DEFENSE FORCES
THOUSANDS
35001969
I JAN- 31 DEC
3000-

2500'
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Goal
Organized
Combat:

Male
Female
Total

1,158,475
174, 111
1,332,586

Support:

Elders
Women
Youth
Total

406,484
872, 282
607, 732
1,886,498

Trained
Armed

Attained

2,000,000

3,219, 084

1,600,000

1,897,981

400,000

399,535

The growth of the PSDF is reflected in Figure VIII-9.

INCREASE THE NUMBER OF HOI CHANH

Background
(C) The Chieu Hoi (Open Arms) Program was considered vital to the 1969 Pacification
Campaign. Easily one of the most successful programs ever initiated by the GVN, more than
90, 000 Hoi Chanh or ralliers had returned to GVN control since the effort began in 1963, with
more than 10, 000 of this number coming from enemy military divisions and over 4, 000 from
important enemy civilian infrastructure elements. With respect to the 1969 campaign, the GVN
took the official view that continued emphasis on the program would "lessen the burden on the
Pacification and Development Program. " It would also "increase basic pressure on the enemy
and extend a good prospect for development of the Chieu Hoi Program both in terms of inducement and rehabilitation of Hoi Chanh. " (See Figure VIII-10.)
(U) The
three months
these results
lowing quotas

SFIE91

1968 Chieu Hoi program produced 18, 271 ralllerr, with 7, 798 coming in the last
of the year when the Accelerated Pacification Campaign was in effect. Based on
and the current general situation, the GVN set the 1969 goal at 20, 000 with the fol76
for the various CTZs.

Otd~SecA
9 ~ ~NOLASIF~

I CTZ

2, 500

II CTZ

3,000

III CTZ

5,500

IV CTZ

9,000

~
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1969 Objectives
(C) The objectives for 1969 naturally included more. than a desired total and the inducement
programs that went along with it. The pacification plan specifically mentioned the following objectives associated with the "Main Tasks" of motivation, reception, and rehabilitation:
1. Motivation.
a.

Disseminate widely the National Reconciliation Policy in the Chieu Hoi field.

b. Motivate the people, military men, officials, cadre,' Hoi Chanh, and particu.
larly the people whose relatives are in the Communist ranks, to encourage defections to the
government side.
c. Reinforce propaganda media and improve PSYOP techniques for a psychological campaign against the enemy, create division among them and widely disseminate the open
arms policy.
Z. Reception.

3.

a.

Eliminate all complex of guilt and suspicion in Hoi Chanh minds.

b.

Elevate Hoi Chanh team spirit and determination.

c.

Improve facilities and the management of Chieu Hol Centers.

d.

Improve the processing of intelligence on the enemy situation.

e.

Improve Hol Chanh training system.

f.

Reinforce the protection of Chieu Hol Centers against enemy sabotage.

Rehabilitation.

a. Create for 'ioi Chanh suitable conditions to join the national community as
soon as possible. However, the treatment of llal Chanh must be rational to avoid any possible
envy by personnel in nationalist ranks.
b. The use of Htl Chanh in government agencies and ARVN must bW carried out
based on their ability to perfrm, the detree of repentence, and right attitude to insuro mnasimum ocurity for our agencies and at the same time to exploit the latent :&apeity of allo
Chauhb *
(C) With the e'xprionce of 1968 as a backup and with the momentur o.f tho 1969 APC.
combined with heavy military pressure, it was not surprising that the 1964 n ivu
Proaram.
except for the aftermath of Tot, got off to an exoellent tart. Every indication was that the
I969 goal of ZO, 000 would be met, In (act. as it became evident that the quutoa miuht well bh
met before mid-year, MACV and the QVN responded by raliing the year's gal to 31, 500. 71
Chieu Hao rates and trends for 1969 aro given in Figure VII- 11.
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Reasons for Success
(C) The trend in the Chieu Hoi rates provided a factor for measuring the success of
pacification and security. Surges also indicated pressures placed on elements of the population
that were subjected to Communist proselyting, intimidation, and other activities. There seemed little doubt that the failure of the Communists to topple the GVN during the three major 1968
offensives had not only discouraged those troops who had been promised victory but also helped
stabilize the GVN. Moreover, the extension of GVN presence into the country, particularly
through the APC and the 1969 P&D Plan, brought the government into contact with enemy who
may have wanted to defect but who never had a chance or did not want to give themselves up to
Americans for fear they could not make themselves understood.
(C) Of special interest in revealing reasons for success was the IV CTZ which produced
more Hei Chanh than the other three CTZs combined. On 10 May, DEPCORDS for IV CTZ forwarded a message to COMUSMACV in which he stated that the sharply increased Chieu Hei rate
w ithin the IV CTZ had been analyzed to determine the reasons causing this increase. 7 9"Without question, " he wrote, "the primary reason is low morale associated with stepped up military pressure by GVN and US forces, " He added, however, that "another and quite significant
reason is emerging as ra cause for defection. "
This is the upgrading program currently being
intensified by the enemy wherein individual members
of guerrilla forces are being upgraded to become
members of main and local force battalions, thus
forcing them to leave their native hamlets and villages.
(C) The DJ2PCORDS IV CTZ then went on to quote front a recent report of a survey
made of ralliers in Kien Thong and Dilnh Thong Provinces.
All of the Z7 J|txi Chanh interviewed stated that
the morzale of the VC in the "liberated aras'" Is very
low. This is causoe by thei incroaso in VC efforts at
recruiting, taxing, and "apgradlng to fill lossoes suffored in the main force and local forco units., The youth
in the hamlet and village uniti have no desire ta particip.to in fighting with the large units a* they are
"trAii the"y will W. killed by air Mtrikes, artillery, or
recruiting is WWInI dune by force
friendly nrv.The
and the recruilt arc being forced to le€ave their home

areas, a breach tof rh* KkrtilnAl prornise by the VC
that rciruits would protect tflmir own homos. VC
prolpagzandat contlnueo to cstol lw virtues of sacritfiv

while 0.0 poople feel they have, *41crificod enlotagt in
the numlro. of youth who have alr.ady be.en tae.
Approxinoately half ot the rallior. inteti'wed indicatesi that there Wero many other VC in the Area Who
)rv :ons*idering rallyi 1 6, but VC effort4 are keeping them 401A doing so.

(C) Ais With the Chienlit
morale was the tmai

Proarawn1 throughout itý enistenCc, it Wna 0'bVlOtIO that l6W

fore. inducing VC/tNVA Ito rally.to OWN just an it was

.islv'ally military
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operations that produced the hardship and low morale. Even this would not have been sufficient,
however, to make the Chieu Hoi program really effective. Needed were massive PSYOP support and programs to exploit dissatisfaction and induce VC/NVA1 to rally to GVN. Of these programs, three were of special significance in producing the impressive results of Phase I.
were the use of Armed Propaganda Teams (APT), the Returnee or Turnabout Program
and, perhaps most important, the Third Party Reward Program.
(C The APT utilized several former Hoi Chanh, acting as a group and protected by armed escort, to enter contested areas and engage in face-to-face contact with local VC and their
supports. This program had distinct advantage in that the APT members had seen both sides of
the situation and hence were able to counter enemy propaganda.
(C The Turnabout Program, as the name implied, involved sending individual H-oi Chanh
back to their local villages and hamlets. The idea behind this program was the proven ability
of Hoi Chanh to influence relatives and friends.
(C The Third Party Reward Program was somewhat similar in that one person attempted
to directly influence another. In this instance, however, the one who induced the other 'iid not
himself have to be a rallier. Also, a cash reward was involved, the amount varyingi with the
calibre of the returnee.
(C The Third Party Reward Program had been initiated in October 1968 as part of the
APC. it *o-'n had an impressive record, accounting for 14. 8 percent of all ralliers in November
53. 1 percent in December. and 56. 9 percent for the first month of 1969. Indeed. in the first
three mvonths of its existence, the propram alone accounted for 3. 968 H-ot Chean.
With such a
record, it was. little wonder that thc, prograw. was extended "indefinitely" and made an integral
part of the 1969 Chiou H-Id effort,.
(C) Theo three programti mentioned above, along with the Chlieu Ilni effort in general, tocalved mnastivo PSYOP 4upport, Airborno ;xnd ground-4ased Io J*aker7. radio, TV, and
extensive printed matter announced to the populace that ralliers would be
lvttoedl a trolsteti
the hardship and hopetlossnosa of the %ICINVA cause, and omplutoirod tho favordblo Apiýts of
Chlou Iloi. There was even a surge ciampaign, known as NGUYEN' TRAI 11 which betgan on i
Jun with a stchedued termination date of 15 Sap. In support of this
wich was 4gln
u~plgn
ad to brin; in 9,000 rallioro during the three-month period, US 1SYOP peroonvial printed 691
mil41lion leaflets AnM 300, 000 poster#.
ftycial Evenit,~ The Chiou Hoi/PF Propoosal
(1$) Meanwhilo. tho suceoss with the Chiou Hoti p gram, paticularly in IV
10l. to
g
~~Rotl contort and, lttdiroeetly'. t,, a sign~ificat popot~pl. -.ubmittod by
DEPCOMUSIMAC V XOIUS. to Dloputy Prifoe Minimi -i- Khlemn on I Jun.
^'A potsib~e iolut~ion
of these problems of t'esotthenient aind ovorcrawd; LA,"he wrote, '"to to recruit PW 04toong
from these conterg. " Afnltrijmting that thore Would W. objoectionsý to ttwb at proposal. 0EPCOMUSIMAMC~f~OlR.f acknowadgad~ that there was omp risk but rentindadv4 tho Depot- Primes
Minister that the Armed I oM~anda 1'eAmos tand the K~it Carson Scout* er also iormotr inetiibaris of the VC. and they have provoen itheir 1syakiy to the GVN.

ovorrowtlltg 0i thle

!t P7F'

(S) Beleving the risk could be minimized by proper indoctrination and so_,reening, he
went on to submit his proposal in the following words:
By accepting this minimal risk the GVN could achieve
a decided psychological advantage by offering the VC guerrilla a lucrative opportunity to become a Hci Chanh, subsequently become a PF soldier, and return to his native
hamlet under the GVN banner, By exploiting the known
reluctance of the VC guerrillas to leave their native hamlets and villages as the enemy is attempting to integrate
them into local and main force units, the GVN can gain a
new source of manpower and, even more important, deprive
the VC of trained guerrillas.
May I suggest that, on a con+rolled and experimetal
basis, and in coordination with the Chieu Hoi Ministry, the
Joint General Staff, and the IV CTZ Commander, you conduct a test program to recruit PF platoons from the Chieu
Hoi Centers. Within a district selected by the IV CTZ
Commander, an appeal would be made to local village and
hamiet guerillas to return to GVN by reporting to the district Chieu Hoi office as Hoi Chanh. There, as a group,
they would receive expedited processing and reiadoctrination as Hoi Chanh, an accelerated PF traininj
program, and return to their hamlets in platoon strength
under a GVN flag. This program could be accommoda t ed
within the currently approved PF force level and available
equipment through the establishment of provisional platoons on a temporary basis. The "est program would be
evaluated to determinu if it should be expanded, curtailed
or terminated.
(C) The DEPCOMUS/CORDS proposal was discussed at the 18 July US/GVN Coordination
and Liaison Meeting on Pacification and Development, and the Deputy Prime Minister stated that
the President had approved the recruitment of Hoi Chanh into PF mobile platoons. He also added that the program should be carefully researched before it was launched, as many problems
existed. Various aspects of the proposal were discussed by one of President Thieu's aides, the
Minister of Inforination and Chieu Hoi, and DEPCOMUS/COF.DS. Areas of interest discusded
were: loyalty of the Hol Chanh to the GVN, feasibility of organizing "1.oi Chanh into special units
or on an integrated basis and the psychological impact on the populace. The proposal was tabled
for further study and coordination with the jCS. 84
(C) On 31 Oct the J3, iGS, requested MACV 33 and CORDS review and recornnind
changes to a draft directive for the establishment of mobile PF platoons consisting of returnee:,.
COMUSMAGV's coordinated response of 1 Dec 69 was,
It is considered that more benefits would be derived just now from ct.atinuing to integrate Hoi Chanh
into already formed RF/PF and ARVN untws rather than
forming PF mobile platoons consisting entirely of HoI
Chanh....
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Part of MACV's rationale presented at that time was:
By concentrating Hoi Chanh in PF units, a valuable resource that could be distributed throughout RF/
PF platoons consisting
PF units would be lost........
of returnees have definite sociological implications.
The indication would be that the Hoi Chanh is ........
not afforded the same privilege as other citizens by
being shunted into segregated units.
There may be a reluctance on the part of province
and district Chiefs to recruit Hoi Chanh units within
their boundaries because of the potential security threat.

The letter closed with a statement that the MACV staff would be available to discuss the matter
in more detail at any time. 85

Special Grants:

The Rallying of the Dissidents

(C) While some 1, 100 dissident soldiars from the Khmer Kampucha Krom LKKK) and Hoa
Hao groups rallied to the GVN in 1968, they were not allowed into the Chieu Hoi program. The
reason was that the program, as established, recognized only three categories of VC and made
no provision for armed dissident groups such as the KKKK, '4hich fought the GVN but were also
known to have fought the VC from time to time. In the last week of June and first two weeks of
July 1969, however, some 625 KiKK and 436 H-a Hao rallied in large groups. 86 As a result,
the GVN reconsidered Its Chieu foi criteria and, in early July, allowed the armed dissidents
to rally under the "other" category.
(C) The rallying of the dljsidents reflected both the rewards and problems of the Chiou
Heao program. On the one hand, the input of such numbers seemed a significant gain, perhaps
worthy of PSYOP exploitation. Moroover, the KKK met the Chien Hot Ministry's criteria of
turning in at least one weapon for evtry two rlliers, with most of the weapons appearing new
and in good condition. The Hoa Hao did not moet this requirement; however, a deputy company
comMander anmong them reported that they decided to rally because they were finally convinced
that the existing government was in firm control of the nation.
(C) On the other hand, there were several factors which diminished the value of the
groups. The US Ambassador noted that the Ha Hfao explanation that they wore confident that
the government was here to stay "is vory likely only part of the reason they chose to rally."
They were poorly oquipped, had certainly not been
operating very energetically for quite some time, and
were probably very tired of wandering about on their
Gwo. The appearanee this spring of NVA soldiers in
Chau Dec for the first time may also have biten * factor
in twducin%,.he ral~iers to come in out of the heat at
this tille.o
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(C) There was also some question about the KKKs. When the initial group of 231 rallied
in Chau Doc province, the Province Senior Advisor informed MACV that "large elements of
KKK have.... been attempting to rally in this area for some time, but have always desired
special treatment, such as being accepted as an RF unit. " He also noted that the "Chau Doc
Province Chief has refused to grant this, having enough problems already with KKK and other
armed ethnic groups. " Moreover, the PSA revealed that preliminary interrogation had turned
up no information of tactical value, partly because "their stories changed with the hour of the
day."
It appears highly likely (he concluded) that at
least half of the 231 are not soldiers but villagers
.. who have gone through this bogus Chieu Hoi irk
hopes of improving their living status (such as
evading the draft or at least assuring themselves
the chance to serve as a unit with their friends. )88
(C) The GVN was aware of the problems associated with the in-coming dissidents; however, recognizing that there were advantages and possibly a necessity, in absorbing those
dissident groups willing to rally, the GVN elected to receiv them. In July, leaders _f both
the KK(K and Hoa Hao groups were taken to Saigon to negotiate their acceptance with Chieu Hoi
officials.

(U) All of the di3sidents were finally assembled -- not in Chau Doc Province, but in Sa
Dec Province -- on 10 Jul. After many dlays and several exchanges of proposals and counterproposals among GVN, Hoa Hao and KKIK representatives regarding the payment of inducement
and weapons awards, an award ceremony was finally conducted on 2Z Aug. The Hoa Haos were
paid $VN 191, 000 and the KKKs $VN 833, 000 for the weapons that they had brought in with them
and surrendered. An inducement award of $VN 635, 000 (scaled down from $VN 1.071.000) was
approved by the Chieu Hoi Ministry in Saigon on 9 Aug and paid by the MACCORDS/Chieu Hoi
Directorate out of its special fund,
(U) After refusing all offers for gainful employment unless they were employed as a unit,
the dissidents voluntarily hired a motorcade of tri-Lambrettau and minibuses and returned to
Chau Doc on I8 Aug. 89

Chieu Holi

Evaluation

(C) In ita mid-year rating of the -969 Paivification and Development Plan, ACCORDS
declared the Chtitu Hot program to be romarkably succossful and a "'tar performor. " Indeed,
it could hardly have betn otherwise when the totas ralliers for the first six months (20, 924)
exceeded the 1968 total, was 134 percent higher than the l-hase I objective, and, despite.
seasonal drop during the Nummetr months. continued its upward trend, 90
(C) Tit Phase It %'I1Oct) goal -- which was attained in August - was surpassed by
S
4,654
ralliers. Although aevoral previous monthly totals were swelled by the addition of large
numbers of non-VC rallivris -- sttch as Hoa Hao and KKI< - tho October total of 5,609 was the
highest monthly total recorded since the bogining of the
hieu Hot program in 1903, However.
only minor suceass bad been met in inducing NVA personnel to rally -- a total of 304 by campaign end. 9 1
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(C) There were two interesting trends in the Chieu Hoi program during October, both of
which seemed to result from the extension of GVN presence over the preceding months. The
number of group rallies increased significantly: Long An Province reported nine group rallies,
including one 12-man local force guerrilla squad. Quang Tin Province reported four group
rallies in Thang Binh District, including one unit of 33 men and one of 21 men. The second
interesting trend was that similar conditions in different provinces in CTZs I, II,and III resulted in an influx of returnees far in excess of their previous rates. Quang Tin Province reported
465 in October and 112 in September; Binh Dinh, 259 in October and 96 in September; and Phuoc
Long, 185 in October and 32 in September.
(C) Province reports indicated that the high returnee rate resulted from the same combination of factors, including: (a) lack of support, food, and medical supplies; (b) the withdrawal of VC main force units into the hills, leaving local forces and guerrillas exposed to
Allied military pressure and PSYOP; and (c) GVN presence in previously unpenetrated areas,
particularly the establishment of permanent RF outposts. Because of the withdrawal of main
force units, local forces, guerrillas and low-level VC population were most susceptible to the
effects of Allied propaganda and less subject to strict VC discipline. 92
(U) Following the October high of 5, 609 ralliers it was no surprise that the remaining
months of the year reflected a reduction in total numbers. However, the year-end figure of
47, 023 broke all records for the Chieu Hoi Program. 93 A comparison with previous years
showed:
1969 - 47,023

1965 - 11, 124

1968 - 18, 171

1964 -

1967 - 27, 178

1963 - 11,248

1966 - 20,242

Total since 1963 - 140,403

5,417

(U) The upsurge in Hui Chanh can in part be ascribed to the expandett-',V•' presence in
now areas. This pressure and the QVN efforts to hold the areas put heavy prsguro oi the VC
who were less able to hold up their own local control, particularly over
S
fgu•'k n.an'f'/rce
bors, The 1969 breakdown by region and categories showed-,
CT/z
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Termination of the Third Party Inducement Program

(U) The Ministry of Chieu Hoi, on 25 Nov, announced that effective 2400 hours, 31 Dec,
the Third Party Inducement Program would be terminated. The ministry message stated that
whereas the program had been a great success, recent suggestions from citizens indicated that
payments under the Third Party Inducement Program tended to compromise the integrity of the
people and the Chieu Hoi policy. Many of the people believed it was the duty of all citizens to
participate in the program, even without reward. The message also stated that claims submitted prior to the specified termination date were to be satisfactorily resolved NLT 2400 hours,
28 Feb 70.94
(U) In reality, the program was terminated because of US advisory pressure. Abuses,
which became evident in the latter part of the year, caused the advisory action. The primary
abuse was a Hoi Chanh, who rallied without being induced by a Third Party, would later work
out arrangements to claim that he was induced and then divide the funds with the alleged inducer.
Also, assistance-in-kind funds, which were supporting the program, were cut by 66 percent for
CY 1970 resulting in the elimination of the program. 9

Kit Carson Scouts

(U) A valuable offshoot of the Chieu Hoi program throughout 1969 was the Kit Carson
Program. This program dated back to the summer of 1966 and originally had been inaugurated
by the US Marines in I CTZ. Basically, this concept consisted of integrating certain experienced VC/NVA ralliers into US and Free World combat units, with the idea that these highly qualified volunteers would be invaluable as guides and scouts in locating and identifying enemy units,
installations, booby traps, assembly areas, and routes of movement. Understanding the VC/
NVA modus operandi because they had participated in it, they could assist in the search for
enemy equipment and supplies, join in certain psychological operations; assist in the interrogation of captives, suspects, or other returnees; assist in the identification of VC and VCI; and,
last but not least, help in identification of dead and wounded enemy. This concept had proven
so effective that by the following April, MACV had extended it to all CTZs.
(C) Early reservations about the reliability of the Kit Carson Scouts (KCS, had been laid
to rest by their subsequent performance. Desertions were not unknown, of course, and in a
few instances, the scouts defected to the enemy. Breaches of trust, however, had been relatively few in number and had been more than offset by a flood of significant episodes involving spectacular bravery anti sacrifice on the part of XCSs. In November 1967, for example, an 8-man
patrol of Marines had been ambushed by some 30 to 40 NVA troops firing from concealed positions within the secondary undergrowth that flanked the trail. Four Marines had been wounded in the initial buret, including a Kit Carson Scout named Nguyen Chau who had sustained
wounds in both hands, his stomach, and his right foot. Thb remainder of the story, as related
in the MACCORDS Chieu Hoi Division publication follows.96
Despite his wounds, when a youthful Marine went
down, his leg shattered by an AK-47 rouad, Chau shielded the American with his own body, then raked the surrounding enemy brush with devastating automatic fire.

.4

V

Seconds later, while blood flowed from his stomach,
Chau took over the point, and led the Marines up a
steep incline to a sheltering plateau while maintaining covering fire. Later, when a radio call for help
brought a helicopter overhead, it was Chau who secured the landing zone when he killed a half dozen
enemy as they attempted to charge the incoming
chopper. It was only after the enemy had been driven off and the wounded taken aboard, that Chau collapsed from his wounds. When flown to an emergency
field hospital with the other wounded, the medics found
that Chau had stuffed one of his patrol maps into his
open stomach wound to help slow down the bleeding.
(U) The story of Nguyen Chau could have been duplicated by dozens of similar incidents
wherein Kit Carson Scouts had performed significant acts of bravery. Not surprisingly, an
unusual bond of basic trust and loyalty soon had developed between the scouts and the units they
served.
(U) As of the end of 1968 some 1, 517 scouts were serving some 17 major US combat units.
Also, as of that date, 71 had been killed in action with 239 listed as wounded. Desertions were
not uncommon. (They amounted to 26 in the last quarter of 1968, nine less than the number
killed). Only a minimal number went over to the VC, however. As with the ARVN in general,
the desertions were mostly for family reasons, and, to the Vietnanmese mind at least, did not
bear the connotation of dishonor.
(U) By late 1968 the Kit Carson program had become an accepted institution, with the requests for KCSs exceeding the authorized figure. For this reason, on 6 Oct 68, the authorized
quota had been raised to 2, 500. The following March, it was raised further to 2, 916. Meanwhile, it was up to 1, 844. Also, by end-March, total casualties for KCS stood at 127 killed and
370 wounded.
(U) Concurrent with the increased authorizations, came a number of significant improvements in the KCS Program. In mid-March, for example, a change to MACV Directive 525-6
authorized inclusion of NA"FORV into the KCS program. This directive also clarified the draft
deferment status of Kit Carson Scouts, authorized tht- scouts to receive US awards for valor,
and Indicated what GVN awards the scouts were eligible to receive. In addition guidance was
provided to ensure that the scouts would not be misused by employing units. 97
(U) Another MACV message, dated 16 Mar. established the following breakdown of KOS
autho rizatlons:

III MA F

USARV
*1, 400 US Divisions (7))
0500 Brigades/Regitments (5))
*300 Advisory Unit,. U. III

*400 US Divivion ta))

and IV)
NAVFORV

Other FWMAIF

6240 US Naval Forces

050 Royal Thai Forces VN
0'6 Australian VN

10Indicatet Scout Ceiling.
Total Scouts Authorihtd:

2, 916
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(U) During the second quarter, the number of employed KCSs rose to 1, 993 in May but
dropped to 1, 970 in June. The reason for this decline was the redeployment of elements of the
9th Inf Div. Scouts employed by the division were offered employment elsewhere but since many
of them lived with their families in the area, they elected to leave the program. Also, as of the
end of the quarter, the number of KGSs killed in action stood at 168 and the wounded at 512.
Praise of the scouts continued to come in, including awards for valor up to and including the
Silver Star. 9
(U) The thi7-d quarter of the year reflected the continued rise in the utilization of KCSs-both in total numbers and operational results, Their total strength rose to 2, 101, while they
suffered 33 KIA, 112 wounded and 4 missing. The valor, resourcefulness, and dedication of
the KGSs continued to be their hallmark, and personal acts of bravery were the rule rather
than the exception.
(U) A typical example of a KCS performing his duty concerned Ha Van Phong, attached
to B Troop, 1st Sqdn, I11th Armd Gay Regt. On 6 Sep. on his first mission with the troop,
Phong was riding tin his troop commnander's vehicle when the unit came under intense automatic
and RPG fire. Phoizg immediately secured an N416 rifle, took up .a prono position on the back
dleck of the a rmored vehicle. and directed fire to the exposed flanks of the vehicle, personally
killing several previously undetected NVA soldiers. As the troop moved through the initial
enemy positions. Phong dism-ounted, searched the enemiy dead, and siL-nificantly aided the inter preter in the inrte rrogatio~n of the prisoners. As the troop reacted to on-the-spot intelligence
gained from the POWs. Phonv' was wouinded in the, back by a grenade but, refusing m-edical attention. he continued to advance with the unit. F'..r his heroic actions, he \%as recommetided for
the US lironze Star for Valolkr ind tlie GVN Crtiss of G~allantry with Palm11.99
1(3) The' enthusiastic employment tit KCSs was not restritcted toj US Forces aMone. The
Australian Task Foirce, operating since January with z%quota of 46 scoutts, requested on 45 Oct
thnt their quota bo raisqed to SO. The inc reasediat~ir~to would allow them tot use oneo stovut
with each tif 19 platnoos, twit with each oft three battalion headquarters, aind five, with the tatil
fut'ce hentdquartersi. The bat~ftlo anid tasqk forces headquart ers alltcittitinFs werv to sfotrve asxt
a potid for use by a rmorerd and avinltion elements oif the t-Ask force, .4nd in the t raltiln oft scoutls.
in his request, "I ATF feels,1 stroingly that. toi ho. offective, z4 scout
The ATF comadeitatd
must boe losely Itlentiflod with at particulatr grotup, rathur 0tan be allocatod ask required fromt ia
requetig war,
Th, present iimlt 14 26 sv,,uts 0llows mnly the latter imethod, "The
eontt'ai witeol
a pprioved on II Nktv. 100
(ty) The tionlth tit 00tibet' mftkeol the- tfd of an Ora it) th1f KC~S Pr,$irt1m As thie Id hilr
01)v termintstet Coamp G ri~on . . the homo tit theý KCS Avhootl -- with the redepployment tit 1th
dilsioni on IS~ Oct. The respo~nK~bIitV fo~r tipprattiui of*the sehwol wasit tron.,ferred its the 101Mt
Abn 01)- (AM III.) aind tho id Nio' D)iv lKCS1 were. etnpltyiet bVytb' I At IMPl. 4t:h lnf (Nifch) and

101,%t Ahn M)v. l01
in the montth o4 Dvl~ecemer
tU1) Kiiptolymnet tto KC'S0 reat bed it-%all.timr high ,if 2-,2
Ani iti rease of 62~ %scoitraovr iho provlo;ami month. Additionally, 1the 1OKF'V oinedpt the. KCS
" 0 scou0ts. FNIAting unitx wort, ashet Ito contIrlhte
4tiato
pniirarm .kith an initial
O10
mwovral #*Iwrleniveii *vtoiuti to Av4%1*1 tho KorogAn in Atartinu thvir pe oue
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REDUCE THE VCI

1969 Programs and Policies

(C) Because the PHUNG HOANG/PHOENIX program for elimination of the VCI had been
in operation for some time and had received particular emphasis in the APC, the 1969 Plan was
basically an extension and refinement of organizations and operations already in existence.
Moreover, some of the specific refinements were reserved for the end of the APC, at which
time the Central PHUNG HOANG Committee, together with member agencies, planned to get
together and, drawing on the experience, good points, and shortcomings gained from the campaign, reorganize and strengthen the existing program to accomplish the following improvements: 103 (See Figure VII- 12 for Organizational Structure.)
1.

Consolidate, strengthen and preserve current operational results;

2.

Improve manpower and material resources so that the plan can be more efficiently

executed;
3. Study the evolution of the situation in order successively to launch other campaigns for the purpose of eliminating the enemy infrastructure;
4. Enlarge the area of activities of the PHUNG HOANG Committee by employing
hamlet and village cadre (village chairmen, hamlet chiefs, village security commissioners,
hamlet security assistants, village motivation commissioners, assistants for hamlet motivation)
to identify VCI for destruction in rural areas; and

5. Increase the NPFF strength to provide additional strength to provinces and districts so the latter could have sufficient permanent forces to operate effectively.
(C) The 1969 Plan specified goals and targets, and suggeated rules of instruction for the
anti-VCl program. It reiterated, for example, that the main targets within the infrastructure
should be members of the National Liberation Councils; Committees of National Alliances for
Doemocracy and Peace; the Finance-Economy cadre of the PRP. all chairmen, deputy chairmen
and other executive apparatus of the PRC located in hamlets, villages, districts or provinces;
and the com|nro-liaison cadre. It also announced that the attack on VCI must be carried out
continuously and energeticaly everywhere in the country. Particular attention and operational
priority should go to certain areas. Priority 1, for example, was given to contested area*,
priority Z went to areas under temporary Communist control, and priority 3 to the secure areas.
In addition, a "special priority" for "everywhere" aimed at the National Liberation Councils and
Committees.
(C) For goals, the 1969 Plan called for effective drimination (through surronder or killing) of 33, 000 individuals or. including January, which camn under the APC, an average of
3,000 per month. Of the monthly fi.ure, 550 wore allocated for I CTZ, 650 for It CTZ. 850
"forIII CTZ. and 950 for IV CTZ.
(C)

The 1969 Plan also offered

skeveral imrportant

guido•nes.

The principal ones werea
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Vill-6s

Province and District Committees must study and
apply simple and rapid measures and procedures to screen
out VCI and suspects from innocent people in order to avoid
a negative effect on the program
It is necessary to organize mobile interrogation teams
and PSYWAR/Civic Action teams which will follow military
operations for an on-the-spot screening in order to set innocent people free immediately after having heard the PSYWAR/Civic Action team's explanations of government policy.
These teams will give help and comfort to the people as required.
The participation of Hoi Chanh, Information PSYWAR/
Civic Action, Village and/or Hamlet Councils, and Hoi
Chanh APTs in cordon and search operations is very
necessary to identify the enemy, and at the same time
enable the NP to take pictures for identification and
preparation of order to battle (OB).
Be kind to the population as well as to the prisoners
during operations.
Captured VCI cadre must be quickly exploited and their
files set up so that their cases can be tried by a court or
by the Province Security Committee.
The basic rules and regulations of judicial and administrative procedure must be correctly applied (in accordance
with- MOI directives about rehabilitation). After Investigation proves a suspect to be innocent he must be set free immediately.
All authorities in the locality having jurisdiction in the
PHUNG HOANG campaign must be delicate in their contact
with the people in order to get their help and cooperation
in the extermination of VC Infrastructure. 104

MACV Supwprt

(C) A* in all other pacification prograris directed by the GVN. n•eutrali-ation ot the VCI
received considerable support from MACV. On 23 May, MACV published Directiv* Number
10-20 which prescritbd policies, established responatbill ties, and command relationship*. and
outlined procedures for joint US civilmilitary actions to complement or support the GVN's
iUNG HOANG program. 105 This directive. more than 40 pages in length, went into contiderable detail but It#overall purp"o,
ast stated in the directive Itself, were to (1) -"coordinatw
atul give impetus to QVN. US, and FWMAF civil and military.
operations directed toward
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neutralization of the VCI", (Z) "ensure that overt programs and operations conducted by US
components as they relate to identification, location, exploitation, and elimination of the VCI,
are integrated, compatible, and coordinated with parallel GVN programs and operations, and
(3) "achieve, within established priorities, maximum effective utilization of resources available
for the sustained, accelerated attack on the VCI."
(C) The MACV Directive naturally emphasized some of the same points stressed by the
GVN in the 1969 Pacification and Development Plan. Where the MACV Directive made its
most significant contribution, however, was in setting up an organization designed to serve as
the vehicle for coordination of US plans, programs, and operations to support the PHUNG
HOANG organization and the attack on the VCI.
(C) US support of PHUNG HOANG/PHOENIX followed the US chain of command while
paralleling the GVN PHUNG HOANG structure. Thus, at the MACV level, a PHOENIX Committee and a PHOENIX Directorate were organized, the former to come directly under DEPCORDS and the latter under the ACofS, CORDS. (See Figures VIII - 13 & 14). The PHOENIX
Committee, chaired by the DEPCOMUSCORDS, was designed to be a policy making cornmittee
for US support to the National PHUNG HOANG Plan whereas the PHOENIX Directorate, consisting of a Director, Deputy Director, and three functional divisions of Plans and Operatluins,
Training, and Program Administration, would function as the PHOENIX Coordinator at the
national level. In meeting its assigned responsibilities, the directorate provided staff support
to the PHOENIX Committee Chairman, and, based upon the guidance and decisions of the Committee, promulgated programs,plans, doctrine, and implementing instructions for corps, province, and district PHOENIX organixations and actions. In addition, it was to maintain close
and continuous liaison and coordination with the GVN Central PHUNG HOANG Permanent Office (CPHPO) and assist the CPHPO in carrying out its prescribed functions. Finally, it was to
provide overall staff supervision, management and arrangement of support for the PHOENIX
Program, to include programing and reporting. The PHOENIX Directorate would, as required.
conduct special surveys and reviews, and assist in the coordination and plaiming of other major
programs as they pertained to the anti-VCI attack.
(C) The MACV Directive 10-Z0 also spelled out which organizations were responsible
for planntin and implementing the PHOENIX program at the corps, province, and district
levels, for several autonomous cities, and the CMD, At the corps level, for esaniple, DEP-

CORDS, wvas listed 4s the US counterpart of the GVN Chairman, Province PHVUNO HOANG
Cormittee. As such. he was assisted by a Corps PHOENIX Committee, a Corps PHOENIX
Coordinator, and a PHOENIX cIvil/military staff element. (See Figure VHill-1S).

(C) At the province level, planning and itplonenrint the PHONIX Program ttifforod
from the corps level in that the province senior advisor had the basic reosponuibility. He was
listed as the US counterpart to the GVN Chairman. Province PHUNO HOANG Cotmiitteve and,
like the various DEPCORDS at the corps level, was assisted by a province PHOENIX coordi.
nter and a PHOENIX staff element. (See also Vigure VtII-IS).
(C) The dtistrict senior advisor was listed as responsible for implementation of the
PHOENIX Program in his district. Also designated as the district PHOENIX coordinator.
he was the US counterpart to the OVN district chief who was responstbie for the Pcecution of
the national PH.UNG. HOANO plan at the district level. In his pH)INiX duties, the District
Senior Advisor was to be .assisted by one or more Civilian or military personnel Avsigncd as
coordinators to the GVN District bachigence and Opdrationt Coordlrating Center (MIOCC).
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(C) The MACV Directive 10-20 did not detail the organization of US PHOENTIX elements
for the autonomous cities. The reason given was that the existing PH1JNG HOANG eleme'ý,ts
varied considerably among the cities. Accordingly, it was left to the discretion of the corps
senior advisor to determine wvhat the US PHOENIX support organization should be. Instructions
were that they should parallel the GVN PHUNG HOANG organization.
(C) The CMD, while one of the smallest geographical areas covered by the PHUNG
HOANG /PHOENIX program, presented several difficult problems. One reason was that the
CMD included part of a province (Gia Dinh), the autonomous city of Saigon -nd, within the city,
distinct precincts. Basically, the Gia Dinh portion followed that of other corps areas ir. that
its PHOENIX activities were to be managed and supported by the. CMLAC which, in turn, .vas
subordinated to III1 Corps AI1 FFORCEV. (See Figure VI1I- 16) Thus, the CMAC aifort had something of both province and corps elements in it. At the same time, the Saigon Civil Assistance
Group (SCAG) was assigned responsibility for mAnaging, supporting, and conducting the Saigon
City PHOENIX effort which generally paralleled the GVN functional organization for provinces
(See figure VIII-17).
(C) The PHUNIG HOANG permanent office at Saigon Precinct level was known as the
Combined Intelligence and Operations Center (CIOC) and operated under the direction of the
precinct police chief. Due to the absence of a US military advisor/team at precinct level, however, PHOENIX responsibilities at that level were passed to a US district PHOENIX coordinator
who was responsible direLtly to the. SCAG PHOENIX coordinator.
(C) These organizations reflected MAC V's view that neutralization or elimination of the
VCI was a Vietnamese responsibility and that'tTS and- FWM1A Forces and agencies will perform
basically and advisory, assistance, and support role in the attack on the VC1. " It also reflected MACV's intention that the IUS effort should stimulate the PHUNG HOANG organization ajid
its member participants, and that it should aim at producing a self-sustaining GVN organization
capablo of accomplishing its missions with minimum US support.

Mid-Year Evaluation

(C) During, Phase 1, 7, 262 VCI (80. 5 percent of the revised goal of 9, 000) were neutralized. It was true that the numbers reflected a newer and strictei, criterion for pinpointing VCI
but then so did the quota. Even more impor' ,'nt, the number represented only 9 percent of the
estimated VCI strength in January, not enough for anything more than a modest impact on the
infrastrubtire. "Measured against the need, " a MACCORDS report for the period stated,
"Ioverall progress. . . has been inadequate," 106
(C) The reasons for this unacceptable state were supplied in a pacification status report
for May, which elaborated: 107
PHUNG HOANO..
lacks aggressive and continuous
command emphasis by GVN and in some areas insufficient
resources are applied. In a few places, Quang Nam, Phong
Dinh for example, interest by province chief and other officials,
together with application of substantial resources against large
target, has produced significant results. On the other hand,
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many provinces consistently eliminate fewer than 10
VCI per month. Such spotty performance indicates
much room for improvement. In addition, detainee
accounting system is just getting started. Preparation of dossiers is inadequate. Province Security
Committees are mostly slow to act, and many VCI
are released outright or given light sentences. Others
are imprisoned for long periods without any hearing.
Much improvement is necessary although rapid change
in this complex business is not likely.
(C) The end of Phase 1 (30 Sun) report was not as pessimistic about the PHUNG HOANG
program although it listed overall evaluation as "inadequate" whereas the May report had termed it "marginal. " The Phase I report noted the same difficulties mentioned the previous month;
however, it also noted that the GVN had further tightened the classification system in order to
focus on the more important VCI. 108 Also, the GVN had issued instructions requiring local
authorities to impose sentences commensurate with the status of the individuals involved,
Moreover;
...
it is working on systems to follow individuals
from their arrest through legal processing to detention
so that VCl picked up are actually handled so as to be
taken out of the war for the duration and not slip back
through premature release, light sentences, etc.

(S) One reason for the lack of aggressive, continuous command emphasis not mentioned
in the end-of-Phase I Report but hinted at in the May report was what the latter termed "the
present political situation and the uncertainties of the Paris negotiations. " Later the matter
1 09
was spelled out quite clearly in a message from the Kien Phong Province Senior Advisor;
There is an underlying concern, which became
prevalant immediately after the Midway talks, about
the possibility of a coalition government. It was expressed clearly here by a two-month slump in VCI
neutralizations (June and July). Vietnamese officials
said privately at the time that they were afraid that
they might have to deal with the VCI they were trying
to neutralize. (This belief was made somewhat
stronger by President Thieu's offer to the NLF to
hold free elections, to include NLF candidates. ) Thin
fear has slackened somewhat but has not disappeared.

Phase II Evaluation

(C) Statistically PHUNG HOANG operations during Phase II ended on the bright side and
exceeded the Jul-Oct goal of 7, 200 by 340; however, the attainment of the overall goal to 31
Oct *.- 16, 200 -- fell short by 133, During the Phase II period, several new innovations were
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instituted to standardize the procedural processing of detained VCI personnel and to overcome
public apathy to the program.
(C) In an attempt to rectify a longstanding problem of the inequitable application of existing guidelines as pertained to captured VCI the Ministry of Interior Promulgated Circular 2212
on 20 Aug. Appended to Circular 221Z, entitled "Improvements in the Methods for Resolving the
Status of Offenders", was the Offender Dossier Form. The circular contained in almost all
respects the PHOENIX Directorate's proposals regarding the implementation of the MOI's
ABC Classification Sentencing Guidelines, use and content of dossiers for prosecution, use of
evidence and intelligence for convictions, Security Committee activities, detainee disposition
feedback, and similar legal processing matters. When effectively implemented, the guidance
contained in the circular was expected to promote logical, uniform, and effective processing,
sentencing, and detention of apprehended VCI. 111
(C) The second innovation instituted during this period was the nationwide PSYOP campaign to publicize the PHUNG HOANG plan. This program -- presenting PHUNG HOANG as
part of the people's protection against terrorism rather than a secret menace -- was launched
by Prime Minister Khiem on 1 Oct.
(C) The program was carried out from two aspects- first, the educational aspect of the
program; second, the operations side. The educational and informational part of the program
was designed to bring the PHUNG HOANG program to the people and tell them how it worked for
the benifit of all. It was directed at fostering public acceptance and support for the crucial
effort of eliminating the VC threat to the GVN. At the same time, the PSYOP campaign was
directly attacking the VCI through the publication of their names and inducements to rally.
(C) This hard-hitting, well conceived, JUSPAO-supported program had a well deserved
initial impact. Individuals identified from posters and photos were captured, and information
which led to subsequent arrests was obtained from them. An excellent example occurred in
Kien Phong Province. On the first day of the campaign, based on pictures and names, the first
person on the list was turned in and arrested. Several days later, three more persons on the
list surrendered and later one more was arrested. Thus, during the first two weeks of their
poster campaign, five of the eight most wanted VGI were apprehended. 112

Year End Stn'imary

(C) After reaching a highpoint in September, PHUNG HOANG operational results decreased for the last three months of 1969 to a December low of 1, 637. Although the annual
goal of l, 600 was not achieved, due to low neutralizations in the first six months of the year,
the 1969 effort did achieve 90. 4 percent of the goal. From January through December a total
of 19, 534 VCI were neutralized - - as compared to a total of 15, 776 in 1968. However, the
increase in neutralizations was more significant when compared to the more stringent criteria
applied to reportable VCI neutralizations in 1969, and that 11, 675 (approximately 60 percent)
were priority targets. In addition to the VCI neutralized throughout the year, a total of 28, 316
VCI supporters, 16,936 guerrillas and 11, 323 VC/NVA soldiers were neutralized under the
PHUNG HOANG program. Year end figures reflecting arua and method of VCI neutralization
13
were: '
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Killed in
Action

Captured

1,680

2,340

1, 343

5, 363

II

934

2,004

786

3,724

III (Incl CMD)

844

1,774

869

3,487

2,729

2,397

1,834

6,960

6, 187

8,515

4,832

19,534

CTZ
I

IV
TOTAL

Rallied

Total

INTENSIFY INFORMATION AND PROPAGANDA EFFORTS

1969 Objectives and Guidelines

(C) Since "winning the hearts and minds of the people" was the ultinmatc aim of the
pacification effort, a broad information program was essential to the 1969 PD Plan. As implied in Figure VIII- 18 this information program was essentially an intensification of existing
information and propaganda efforts. The 1969 plan, however, included specific objectives and
concepts for execution.114 The two prime objectives were to:
1. Disseminate and explain to the population, particularly rural people, the decisive
importance of the 1969 PD Campaign.
2. Encourage and motivate the entire population actively to participate, and to cooperate with the government to achieve the eight objectives of the 1969 PD Campaign, applying
tle Community Spirit principle.
(C) The same points were to be stressed in this information portion of the 1969 campaign as were stressed by the GVN in the APC. In secure areas, the aim was to exploit RVN
military and political victories both at home and abroad, praise the results of the APC, and
appeal for the people's active cooperation in destroying the VCI and building up the People's
Self-Defense Forces. Those areas would also be warned against Communist attempts to increase terrorism, sabotage, and distorted propaganda calling for a peace cabinet, coalition
government, etc.
(C) In the contested areas, and particularly those "D" and "E" hamlets chosen as target
hamlets, the main emphasis was to be on exposing Communist intentions and methods whole
portraying the good intentions and programs of the GVN. Understandably, these people were
to be encouraged to cooperate with the GVN by informing government authorities about the VCI,
encouraging relatives in the VC to rally to the government, taking part in PSDF and other security programs, participating in local government, supporiing the program to return antiCommunist refugees to their homes, and building the community spirit necessary for a better
hamlet, for a better family life, and for a better standard of living.
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(C) As steps towards effective implementation of these plans and objectives, the GVN
scheduled a preparatory phase (10 Dec 68 - 31 Jan 69) during which the appropriate agencies
would draw up necessary study guides, explanatory documents, leaflets, posters, and films,
including documentary movies and slides. While this was going on, the regional echelons were
charged with continuation of the APC Quyet Chien Thang or "Determined to Fight and Win" campaign. At the same time, the regional echelons were to organize conferences concerning
"Quyet Chien Thang" and the 1969 PD Plan, draw up a schedule of specific activities to be accomplished during the year, and, perhaps most important, complete the training of Village
Inf.rmation Commissioners and Hamlet Infermation Assistants..
(C) Operations for the plan itself were also broken down into central and regional responsibilities. The central echelon (Saigon), which included the Inspectorate, the Director of Research and Planning, and the Directorate of Information, was to send representatives to each
of the provinces to attend the send-off ceremony of special Mobile Information Teams that would
be entering contested territory. Also, starting on the eve of 30 Jan, the central echelon would
ensure that all radio and TV facilities in Saigon and in local areas "initiate this plan, read and
project slogans, etc."
(C) At the regional and local level, all available media were to inform the public according
to the objectives of the information campaign. One of the most notable media was the Mobile
Information Team, which was designed to enter contested areas and conduct concentrated propaganda efforts. Each team, consisting of two cadremen ( a Village Information Commissioner
and a Hamlet Information Assistant) would enter with members of the RD cadre and utilizing
equipment provided, construct information stations, prepare newsletters and bulletins, select
and train hamlet information cadre, and supply the latter with equipment when available and
when the security situation allowed it.
(C) At the heart of this broad propaganda effort were a number of key themes and slogans,
all carefully spelled out.

They were as follows:

For public places:
I.

We support the 1969 Rural Pacification and Development Plan.

Z.

Let's develop villages and hamlets together to achieve democracy, justice and

3.

Let's eradicate all underground VC.

progress.

4. The national policy of Revolutionary Development will give us a secure and prosperous life.
5.

Join the People's Self-Defense Forces to protect your villages and hamlets.

6.

Promote the tradition of "community spirit" to build a prosperous countryside.

7.

The Communists destroy and kill. The Government of RVN reconstructs snd

protects.
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For homes:
1.

We strongly support the government of the Republic of Vietnam.

2.

We do not recognize the so-called Liberation Front.

3.

My home does not lodge nor supply the Viet Gong.

4.

Let's denounce all underground VC.

5.

Let's participate in village and hamlet activities to improve our lives.

Phase I Evaluation

(C) Despite the ambitious nature of the information and propaganda portion of the 1969
Pacification Plan and the emphasis originally placed on it by GVN, results at the end of Phase
I reflected only marginal improvement, Those responsible for evaluatiag the program recugnized the difficulty of measuring an information effort except by a questionable system of attitu•,e
sampling. However, in their evaluation, they found both positive and negative indicators. On
the positive side, they reported that national leaders had spent more time in recent months in
communication with the nation. In particular, President Thieu and many of his ministers had
traveled widely around the country explaining government policy and pacification. An important seminar on information and propaganda was held in Saigon in April and a course for information cadre began at the National Training Center at Vung Tau on 16 Juz:. On the other hand:
ý.. measures taken since 1 February 1969 to
intensify the inforrmation effort have not added
up to what could be expected of one of eight priority pacification progrArms. Intensity of information impacting to target at village/hamlet level
has not Increased mreasurably. Local lea'|ers pay
too little attention to information program, letting
weak VIS (Vietnam Information Service) carry moust
of the load. Much more improvement is needed,
overal! progress has boon signaled... 115

STIMUIATE RURAL ECONOMY

1969 Program and Policies

(C) Except in a broad way, the 1969 Pacification Guidelines had comparatively little to
say about stimulating rural economy although the document a,'knowledged that "the encouragement of rural economy and increase of rice production to raise incomes and to stirnulate buying
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power of rural people play a very important role."
6
lowing objectives for the 1969 campaign:11

In particular, the document listed the fol-

I. Increase rice production from approximately 5 million to 6 million tons. (This
was to be accomplished primarily through the introduction and use of IR-8, (a variety of "miracle" rice) to the lowlands, andIR-5 ( another "miracle" variety) in the mountainous areas.)
2.

Improve and defend roads and waterways connecting the countryside with the cities.

3.

Increase low interest loans to peasants.

4. Procure more production equipment and sell at low cost to the peasant, i. e..
mechanical pumps, tractors, boat motors, small agricultural machines, fertilizer, seeds,
insecticides, etc.

5. Strengthen and develop the farmers organizations, such as the farmers associa-

tions, cooperatives, etc.

6. Encourage the diversification of agricultural products and increase the raising of
domestic animals.
7. Reform the existing rice conmmercial system. including eliminating exploitation
by nmiddlemon.
8. Disseminate handicraft plans in which local raw materials were used, and seek
markets for the handicraft,
9. In order to promote freer mcvement of goodt. simplify procedures regarding the
establishment of retail outlets in villages and districts; facilitate the issuance of trading license.
and abolish licenses, taxes, and checkpoints which were not necessary.
(C) In keeping with the overall tone of the guidelines, the rural economy objectives were
more or loss left up to the ministries concerned, particularly the Ministries of Economy and
Land Reform and Agriculture: however, the document eopliasitzd the matter of cooperatitn.
"In order to achieve the above objectives," it stated, "it to necessary to have good coordination
among various Ministries and concerned agencies at central as wvell as local lovol:, in the eoxcution of Government programs." The document also laid considerable rtross on tho role of the
province in the rural economy. After outright abolition of licenses for the transportation of
rice from western provinces of RVN to Saigon and from one province to another in the TV CTZ,
it called upon each province to draft its own plan for stimulating rural economy. Each plan
would include the .allowing "main poitit,"
1. Acquisition of additional rice in 1969.
Z. Abolition of permits or the simplification of procedures for obtaining them.
3.

S

Reduction of the number of resource control checkpoints.

4. Preparation of a general plan for the development of the rural econotny, to include development of farmers organizations and distribution of necessary products.
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(U) In other words, ctimulating the rural economy was considered to be largely a provincial matter although the central government indicated that it would keep a close eye on the
matter and would provide overall direction.
(C) The 1969 guidelines further stressed the importance of province development. Comparing this objective to the Village Self-Help and Development Plan, the guidelines announced
that "there will be other development works closely relating to pacification operations and affecting various villages or the wlole province." As as a result, "these development works may
exceed the people's abilities within the framework of the village self-help and development
plan." What the 1969 Guidelines had in mind were projects such as bridges, roadways, schools,
canals, etc., which had a general as well as a local effect and which, as a result, fell outside
the village program and budget. The guidelines thus specified uiiat funds for provincial projects would be provided by the CPDC but only after the individual projects, examined on a caseby-case basis, had been recommended by the province P&D councils.
(C) Overall. the following benefits were desired (and expected) from the 1969 rural
development program.
1. Drainage. land-forming, irrigation and other land improvements which would
result in expanded cultivation of "mi racle" rice.
2. A more aggressive and generous pro.ram of agricultural credit resulting in
stimulation to rice, pork, poultry, and secondary crop production.
3. Continue improvement in village health and sanitation rscrvicou, supported by a
more effective intraprovincial logistical network.
4. The rapid expannsion of food processing installations by private Lnd cooperative
organiations.
•5. The developtment of improvid facilities for transporting fresh and froren produce
to Saigon and other urban markets.
6. An imaiginntive program of private invoatmont promotion re•ulting in generation
of the capital and manatgement needed for the industrial ooctor.
(C) In addition to the above, the GVN anticipated rolated benefit* in tho fieldo of pxtblic
safety and administration. In a way, this reflected the broad interrelationship of the various
pacificatien and development efforts. The rapid e•pann.lo of the PSDF and NFF, f(or eoni.ple,
would undoubttdly stimulate rural economy, as would ak more efficient publc adwinistration.
For this reason, the recurring empaois on coordination was not misplaced.

E:asing Fishitm Restrictions
(C) For some time, significant portioios of the GVN'* coast had been ikubject to fishing
restrictions. The purpose of these restricted rones wat to deny the enemy the use of the Areas
for logistics and infiltration operations. As of Z5 Jul, for example, the percentages of coast1
line in the various CTZs restricted from fishing were as follows, 17

r
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I CTZ
II CTZ
III CTZ
IV CTZ
Total RVN

24-Hour
Restriction

Night
Restriction

No
Restriction

65,.5
34.8
23.5
48.6
44.3

23.1
12.8
36.5
22.0
20.0

11.4
52.4
40.0
29.4
35.7

(C) In May 1968, COMUSMACV had asked the CTZ commanders to comment and make
recommendations on the existing policy on fishing restrictions in RVN. Later, on 9 May, he
authorized the CG, I CTZ to "study. retain, or lift the restricted fishing areas in I CTZ."
(C) In August, COMUSMACV suggested that "additional effort is required to stimulate
the Vietnamese fishing economy and the pacification program. " In particular, he suggested a
complete reevaluation of the existing restrictions with a view toward relaxing or, where possible, entirely removing them. He recognized that the review might point up certain areas
where increased restrictions were needed, such as the western coast of IV CTZ near the U
Minh Forest. "Basically, " he said, "the military advantage of a restricted area must be weighed against the economic gain and enhancement of GVN popularity." Nevertheless, he anticipated
improvement. "It is expected," he concluded "that by I$ Sep. definite improvements in percentages oi unrestricted fishing areas will be noted In all CTZs. "118
(C) Despite continued comrmand emphasis and encouragement, through the CTZ commandors to GVN province and district officials, to submit requests for opening rerl of tho
coastline fcr unrestricted fishing, the progress was relatavely small. As of 20 Nov the percentages of coastline restricted to fishing by CTZ weret
14-Hour
Re striction

Night
Restriction

I CTZ

61.4

28.2•

10.4

11 CTZ

27.6

16.2

S4.,2I

36S

23.6

Toetal RVIN

No
Ro~rilon

(C,) Tho forog~ing figutres
reflect an overa|| ilt"Provment front the ?15 Jut ruprk by-: a
T,.8 percenit reductrion In the 24-hour to-stric:tiont. a Lý porivpnt increase in the trtght restriction,
nt in " no restriction category. I19
4 4. 1 percent

(C) While all possible efforts continued toward the reduction of fishing restrictions. the
military situation did at titneo impede progress. MAC33 presented the military situation in a
fact Sheet as folloV,7*.
..
changes in the enemy's areas ot activity nit!ht
require an incrorease in restrictions. At the present
time the western coastal area* of IV ,TZ in such ani
area of increased enemy activity, and has resulted
in the CO, IV CTZ request for changes from open and

K

.

.

night curfew to full restriction over a great length
of that coast. In contrast, the CG, IV CTZ requested
a considerable reduction of restricted fishing areas
along the eastern coast of IV CTZ. If JGS approves
the changes as requested, this office will continue
to evaluate the situation in western IV CTZ and as
soon as the opportunity presents itself the recommendation will be made to again reduce the restrictions
in western IV CTZ. 120
(C) As of 15 Dec. the existing restrictions were:
Night
Restriction

24-Hour
Restriction
I CTZ
11 CTZ
III CTZ
IV CTZ
Total RVN

59.5
27,0
26.4
31.8
36.0

28. a
16.8
37.6
32. 1
24.0

No
Restriction
11.7
56.2
36.0
36.1
40.0

(C) An example of the varied political and military factors to be considered in Ohanging
the status of a reatricted area was contained in COMUSMACV's response to a request for
change, and is quoted in part. IZ1
My colmnsentu and recommendations on the
four proposed changes are as followst
a. Phu Yen Sector: Recommend the present night curfew from CR 095tIS to CO
1T4910 bo vontinuod pending further coordination bofevrn CO, It CTZ and SA, It CTZ.
b. Ehatik Hox Sector: Re-ommended that the
Nhba Trang Esttuary (CP 049?5W) be opened for
boat traffic 24 hours daily.
C. Calu Ranh Special Zone, Binh Hung area-:
l understand that the request for the corridor "ay
not be valid. since coast inquestion is in Ninh
Thuan Province and Provinve Chief does not want
retrictions ghanged. I suggest your tt(ff investigate this differenco of opinion between Ninh Thuan
Province and Cam tanbi
Sppedal Zone. Unit)ilih
matter ti resolved. I roecommend that the presett
rtstrictions retain in effect,
d. Cam R'ank Special tone. CP 027 10 ttoiP
91160: inasmuch aS this area is across the bay
from US Army powo.r ships and supply depot, anl

T
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its control is vital to their defense, I recommend
that the night curfew be continued.

Land Reform

(U) A New Year's speech by President Thieu, broadcast on TV 31 Dec 68 had contained
the following statement about land reform:
I will carry out the policy to help people
acquire pruperty through a truly vigorous and
revolutionary land refornm program. I am not
completely satisfied with the results of the
1968 program. Consequently, in 1969. 1 shall
distribute all lands which should be distributed
and at the same time I shall review, amend the
supplement land tenure regulations in order to
correctly implement this policy. The landlordtenant and farming regulations and the application
of land .rents will also be appropriately revised
so that peasants will no longer have to suffer the
state of having land and not geting its revenues.
The goal I want to achieve is; to have by the end
of 196- an Additional ono million hectares of
riceland for distribution to fanevrs. 1±1
(U)

In view of the iroportanc.e of land reformx in GVN'*s plans for 1969. it wat significant

that land reform jMr.so was not nwndonod in the 1949 PacificatIon fluidelines. No offivial
reason wvas riven for this omission4 though subsequent deVvekpmnents madei it ovusthat as
of the first of the year, the0 Saigon VOVIrnMent was uncertin As tW the esset plattern lan~d reform
ohould take. Nevertheless. Pres*ident Tiblee' willingness to Announce the prouram befroe it
was fi~rm was A strong Indlcatlon of the hnportanve ho attached to It.
MU) The, initial stetp in the now lAnd reformi progrAm was a oneo year frt4veon
(*Ian
and rent in newly pacified villagesi mid hanmlots. At osplalnd Iin the GVNN circul-4r wkhich 4n.
nounced It, the purpose oi the froeea
pacfiead areaw:

wat to allexiate the cocernt of farmers in the nwwly

W-hen an area l0oses security an1d farters and
smtall owners miigratet from their villagtes to (loverntnet~cotrole4Areas, the land they farmt ig diviode
Uip for cultivAtIon by farmers whmsay in the %rillgizo
ror is aillocated

16y the VC to farmerik of their rhoive.

On the other hand, wheni they conteal ani area,
the VC usttally AIply a pliey of edlentrlibtwttn of
lAnd according tw their own criteria. Thery confusoe
lhe land siluation aj$'-- pJjt the CVN in a dilliCUlt pC-

liftion to Solve the Problemi.

Vill-63Ci

I

I

'4I
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rherefore, when a hamlet is pacified, farmers
who are cultivating the confused land are worried
and afraid former farmers may lake back the land
and thus they will be deprived of a way of living.

"To calm• all classes of farmers and to make them
supporters of the National Government, the GVN detided to freeze occupancy and rent in order that all
farmers can live in peace and contentment under the
protection of the Republic and at the same time allow
local authorities time to examine each case and to
apply the right measures to avoid further confusion
of the land situation. 123
(U)
Breaking the farmers down into three categories, the circular decreed that the present farmer automatica]ly became the legal tenant of cultivated land belonging to non-tiller
landlords provided the lalter had it for rental and there were no previous occupants. If the land
cultivated belonged to a former owner-operator, the "present farmer" had two choices after the
one year freeze. Ile could either stay on the land and become the legal tenwt by signing a contract with the former owner or he could move to a location chosen by GVN where he would be
providecdl with land equivalent to that he had just vacated.
This land would be made available for
owwnership. In the third category, wherein the cultivated land was previously rented by another
tenantl. "the present occupant is entitled to stay on for cultivation, to sign a lease corntract directly with the landhlrd and rven can acquire the land if the land is put under the Land-to-the"Tiller program of the Government." Under this arrangement, the former lenant could not gel
back the ]and even though he held a legal lease contract. But he was to be given priority to
rent communal land in the vicinity, if available, or he could acquire for self-ownership other
Gvernment-owiied land equal in hectarage to that he previously farmed.
(U)
The I reeze on occupancy and rent in newly pacified villages and hamlets was merely
the first step in the revolutionary land reform program. Other anti more important programs
designed to bring land to the tiller were essential if the overall program was to be as President
. the most important effort of the government to provide social reforms. 124
Thieu inlended, i.e.
1U) With the GVN owning 147, 1.0 hectares o-f former French and other expropriated rice
land in 27 provinces of the 11, Ill and IV CTZs, President Thieu expressed his intention to take
the kVN out of the land-lord business and distribute the lanti during 1969.
Therefore, on 8 May,
the Ministry of I and Reform and Agriculture dispatched a circular to the province chiefs outlining the procedures to be followed in attaining the presidential goal. I29
(U) Among other things, the simplified procedures outlined in the circular called for
extensive' publicizing of the program, to include training sessiions for hamlet and village officials
and the education of farmers on how to take advantage of the GVN offer. This circular established criteria for the colleclion and authentication of applications anti it provided for a Village land
Distribution Gommittee lo rule on the nrerits of each application. It decreed that the village
coimmittee should transmit the inforrnation and application, if approved, to the Province land
Service within seven days. The Province Land Service, in turn, would complete the dossier
and again with a deadline, pass it omn to the minitlry for checking and issuance of an ar.rete.
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After the arrete was signed, the process was to be reversed. The authorization was passed
down to province level againfor the drafting of titles and arranging of transfer ceremonies.
(U) As the circular made clear, emphasis was on getting the job done with a minimum of
delay. "Because of the top priority the GVN has given to land reform, " the circular stated,
"each province chief will instruct his Village Agriculture and Land Reform Commissioner to
work full time on the land distribution program. In these villages that have land to distribute,
they must not give any kind of excuse for not doing the job."
(C) The goal for distributing all government-owned land in H, III and IV CTZs by the
end of the year was what the Saigon Embassy described as "an eminently desirable one, toward
the realization of which we will provide all possible assistance. " It was apparent almost from
the beginning, however, that technical difficulties such as the handling of land in VC-controlied
territory, might preclude realization of the year-end goal. 126 Such proved to be the case.
At year'o end, less than half .-d the 147, 210 hectares schediuled for distribution had actually been
handed over to the tillers.
(C) Another land refotm program was also underway. This program, tentatively titled
the Montagnard Land Tenure Program, was designed to facilitate the identification and Issuance
of titles for land guaranteed the Montagnards under a 1967 decree. By the terms of this decree,
the right of the Montagnards to own the land they had traditionally farmed was recognized. Thus,
the new arogram was, in effect, a continuation of the old. As no tiwnetable was established by
the end of 1969, no titles had actually been issued under the Land Tenure Program- however,
the necessary procurement and reproduction of the required aerial photography had been undertaken. It was also evident at the end of the year that titles to an estimated 550, 000 hectares in
the highlands could be issued. mostly to the Montagnards but with some left o\er for veterans
and retugeas.lZ7
(S) Meanwhi4.
yeot another phase of the land retorm program was lunder serious consideration. This was the search for an appropriate method to reduce landlordism through the expropriation, v•ith compensatlon, of privately owned lands abovc a certain hectarage. As President
Thieu explained in an April meeting with the US Ambassador, he hoped to implement a voluntary
purchase plan wherein landlords, particularly absentee ones, would sell their land to the tillers.
This meant that the gevernment would have to .rupply some incentive, including willingness to
underwrite the program. President Thieu estimated the cost at nearly $VN 48 billion, but he
felt that OVN could got as many as 800,000 hecatres by this means. 28
(UM USAID, which was responsible for 'nonltoring US interests in the land reform program, went on record as strongly supporting this plan. It took the position that this program,
when compared with the freeze mentioned earlier, "is a much better method of approaching
the national constitutional objective of 'helping farmers to have farmland, than for the Govornmer.t to amend Ordinance 57 to reduce the present landowner retention to possibly 5 to 10
UMAID listed the following reasons for this position- 129
hectares.
The land would be immediately transferred to
to the farmer without the intermediate stop of going to Ote Government first as in expropriation.
Governmnnt financial and manpower resources
would not become comnmitted to the purchase of land
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not being farmed as happened under Ordinance 57.
A totally new land reform concept would be implemented and could not be associated as a continuation of the unpopular Diem land reform program.
(S) Desp-'te the arguments favoring tne voluntary purchase program, the Minister of Land
Reform and Agriculture found sufficient disadvantages to propose a bolder revolutionary landto-tiller scheme, In particular, he found that VOLPUR, as it was called, would require at
least thr-e years to complete the major portion of title issuance and, a minimum of six months
to estwblish the n-.cessary administrative machinery. Also, there was the fundamental problem
that tillers would be required to pay for the land. Few could afford it even if it were offered. On
the 3ther hand, he saw considerable political benifits for GVN if the latter transferred the land
to the tenants without the tenants having to pay. 130

i

(C) President Thieu liked the new idea. A week later a USAID telegram carried news of
the lMinister's "rapidly unfolding new approach to land reform." President Thieu recalled that
after distribution of government-owned lands, 700, 000 farmers would still own no land. He
mentioned a major new scheme to expropriate approximately one million hectares of rented
riceland which the GVN intended to give, not sell, to tenant farmers. 131
Land -to -the-Tille r Program
(C) President Thieu's revolutionary land reform proposal overshadowed all previous programs. Presented to the National Assembly as the Minister of Agriculture and Land Reform's
"Land-to-the-Tiller Program," it proposed to distribute one million hectares of land to the
800, 000 tenants then cultivating them. Also, the new program would:
1. Give title free of charge to any tenant, squatter, or VC-appointed cultivator who
filed an application with his Village Administrative Committee.
2. Grant payment from the Government to the former owner following issuance of title
to the new owner.
3. Preclude landlords from keeping any tenanted land for which the farmer files an
application.
(C) The majority of the land in the new program was privately owned and not operated by the
owner. Applying a revolutionary measure--that all privately owned rice and crop lands farmed
by persons who were not the owners would be transferred to the tillers upon application--the
administrative procedures were reduced to relative simplicity. The certification of tenure would
be made by the village government rather than by the Central Government. 132
(C) On 9 Sop the Lower House of the National Assembly passed its own version of the bill.
If enacted by the Upper House, the Lower House version would seriously compromise the
political and psychological objectives of the basic proposal. The major changes proposed by the
Lower House version were:
1.

Landlords In the lowlands would retain up to five hectares of land, those in the high-

lands up to 15 hectares.
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There was no requirement for the owner to cultivate the land himself.

3.

Certain religious lands and grounds of worship were exempt from distribution.

4. The MOA&LT bill used a payment formula of 20-80 percent, i.e., 20 percent
of the total value paid immediately in cash, 80 percent in bonds redeemable after eight years.
The Lower House version required that the first five hectares be paid in cash and the remainder paid for using the 80 percent formula. (This provision alone added an estimated $VN
8. 5 billion piasters onto the $VN 10 billion piaster cash of the program during its first two or
three years -- placing an even heavier burden on an already overloaded national budget.)
(C) Additionally, the exempting of religious lands and grounds of worship from distribution
would reduce the total land available for distribution by approximately 100, 000 hectares. However, opposition to this provision might have caused a religious lobby and serious political
repercussions, endangering the entire proposal and hence the MOA&IR did not oppose such a
position. 133
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Thieu presenting tiller his land title.
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(C) The year-end status of this far reaching land reform bill was contained in US Embassy
Saigon message 25248, 29 Dec which read in partUpper House consideration of land reform bill
has been delayed... UH Chairman Huyen now
expects action in special session, hopefully
within first two weeks of January.13
Improve Rice Production
(C) In furtherance of the long range objective to return the RVN to a state of self-suf ficiency in the production of rice - - and eventually regain its position as an exporter of rice
a goal of 200, 000 hectares planted in IR-8 rice was established for the year. The object of this
goal was to supplant an equal portion of the total RVN rice crop with the "miracle" rice and
effect a greater yield per hectare. (It followed that as domestic production increased, foreign
imports could be reduced and thereby stimulate the sagging economy. ) As only 44, 000 hectares
had been planted in IR-8 rice the previous year, the increase to 200, 000 hectartes was a dramatic one.
-

(C) One surmountable problem encountered in the expanding production of IR-S rice was

that sonie people wvere not accustomed to Its taste and did not like It. Therefore, the GVN
Minister of Agriculture and Land Reform was tasked to expand greater effort to publicize Moro
appetizing way* to prepare it. The results of these efforts were not discernible by the end of

the year but an increaued acceptance of IR-8 rice was expected.
(C) During the year approximately 190, 000 heetares of land under the government program and an estimated 50, 000 hectares of private land# were planted In IR-S rice. Althoullh
the rice crop year did not terminate until I F~eb 70, initial results of thp, first crop harvosted

indicated that 100 percent of the goals would be fulfilled Q.r surpassed after the second harvest
was in. 135

RE~DUCE THE NUMBIER OF REFUGEES
1.1Pograms nd Pligiqis
* (U) As of I Jan. there was a total of 1, 328. 517 registered refugees in RVNI, Of this
number, ulightly more than half (681,75S6) were located in I CT7Z whore one. provinte had more
"thn IS.50 000. one province had between 160, 000 and 200. 000, mind the remaining three provincos
Only ono of its I J pro.
bad between SO0,000 and 100, 000. The H CTZ came next with 373, a.9.
vinet., however. ha evtr SO, 000. The exception. Dinh Dinh, had 124.4466. aore thau the rest
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of the provinces combined. The IV CTZ had a total of 192, 734 registered refugees, with the
heaviest concentration (31, 224) in Kien Giang Province.. The III CTZ had only 80, 735, with
individual provinces ranging from a high of 18, 229 at. Phuoc Long to a low of zero in Bien Hoa
(C)- The 1969 Pacification and Development
lern and listed as one of the eight main objectives
less than 1 million. This meant the resettlement
0, -people ýduring the year and a number
durin'g the year.
--

-thn3

Plan took careful notice of the refugee prob'.
the reduction of the number of refugees to
or return to their native villages of more
eqUal to the number of new refugees getlerated

(C) In the section on refugees, the 1969 Guidelines stressed the fact that while some refugees moved from their native land because of military operations, the mass of the people
were basically anti-Communist in that they had left relatively insecure villages and hamliets to
avoid Communist pressure or influence or they had suffered damage by VC attacks or shellings. For this reason, the guidelines listed maintaining the people's anti-Communist spirit
as one of the three basic objectives for the 1969 program. (The other two were the short term
'goal of reducing the number of refugees to less than I million and helping the people to be selfsufficient. )137 (See Figure VIII-19 for the program areas of intent.)
(C) Since a refugee program had been in effect for several years, the 1969 Pacification
Guidelines were more concerned with overcoming existing shortcomi*nlgs than outlining structure
and organixation. They mentioned past lack of support, motivation, and control*0 on the part of
certain agencies and province administrations. resulting in a corresponding lack of aid to the
refugees themselves. Also, the provinces did not establish promptly future economic develop-.
raont potential. Filnally. the guidelines amphasixed the neglect of territorial security and Its
effect on the refugee problem.
The provinces. were supposed to launch pacification operations in order to restore military and terri-torial security. Instead they have forced people from
insecure areas to refugee camps. Such action not only
creates diesuati*faction but also is a burden to the Govea'umeot in implementing the relief program...
(C) Because of the above shortcomnings, the 1969 Guideline', announced that tthe following

principles must be appliedThe government must pacify ardzas and bring security
to the people instead of forcing them tovo --w to' secure
areas.
Avoid moving the people from newly pacified ham.let* to villages, districts or provincial capit~1s. except
for unavoidable migration that must be reported to the
Central Patification and Development Council for study
and decision.

Encourage the poputlation of D), E., and WC Hamlets
in villages scheduled to be patified in 1969 to ranain
in their commnirnties.
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The Service of Social Welfare and Relief should coordinate with the Service of Information and local military,
civilian and administrative agencies to exhort, propagandize, and launch the "return to village" campaign to encourage the people to resettle themselves at their native
localities as soon as D. E, and VC hamlets are pacified.
After returning to their native communities, the
people should be encouraged to participate in the hamlet
self-defense operations and assume various functions in
the Hamlet Managing Board or the Village Administrative
Committee after election or designation based on the cornmunity spirit principles.
(C)
Because of many needy refugees, the 1969 Plan also had guidelines for relief. As
before, relief in the form of food and funds was available through civic action operations and
through the Ministry of Public Health, Social Welfare and Relief. But first priority was to go
to refugees in the temporary evacuation phase, either inside or outside the refugee camps.
To encourage these refugees to settle in new locations or return to their native areas, a resettlement subsidy of $VN 5. 000 was allowed each family which did so, along with 500 grams
of rice daily for each
riSon for a 6.month period, $VN Z, 500 (in lieu of cement), and 10 large
sheets 'i m.ofing metal.

Mid-Year Evaluation

(C) Although the total number of registered refugees climbed to 1.45 million in February,
principally because of better bookkeeping, each of the first 6-months witnessed a significant
number of refugees resettled or returned through GVN auspices to their native village and hamlets.
(C) Despite a budgot.,ry disagreement between the President Thieu and the National Astl. -y,irliv , in the year which directly affected the refugee problem, the first six-months of
),ý r witnes.ed a decline from the alltime high of 1.4 million in February to less than 1. Z
million at the eno of June. Of this number. noorly 100. 000 were actually returned to their
original villagos while the remainder were dropped from the rolls after choosing to resume
normal lives in a new area,
(C) The story of the refugee problem during Phase I waa not all progress. The undertonnned Refugee Service tended to operate In spurts, either concentrating on taking census,
pushing resettlement, or upgrading refugee centers and the care of people in these centers.
During Operation BOLD MAIUNER/RUSSELL BKAC14 (See Ground Operations, Chapter V)
on the Batangan Penisula in Quang Ngai Province, for example, the Rlefugee Service did a
creditable job caring for and later resettling the 10, 000 people removed from the operational
area. In the meantine, however, most work with the other UZ,
000 refugoee in the province
practically halted. Such spotty performance left the refugee program with an "inadequate"
rating for Phase I in II and IV CTZs, I CTZ was ated "adequate", and III CTZ "good." Over.
all performance was rated as "adequate." 13 8
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Phase II Evaluation

(C) The nationwide refugee population, at the end of Phase I (31 Oct) had dropped to a
remarkable 536, 827. Of this number 216,602 were in temporary camps, 14., 631 were in the
process of resettlement and 172. 594 were classified as out-of-camp. Despite the generation
of 13,786 new refugees in October, a startling overall refugee decrease of 253,299 occurred.
The greatest reduction occurred in Quang Ngai Province where 102, 246 out-of-camp refugees
were paid their final entitlements. 139
(C) Undoubtedly the phenomenal results attained during October -- especially in Quang
Ngai Province -- could be attributed to Communique No. 8924, issued by the Ministry of Social
Welfare on 23 Sep. The communique revised the procedures under which resettlement and
return to village allowances were to be paid and restricted the payment of allowances to certain
groups. Under the provisions of this communique, province chiefs were authorized to make
return-to-village and resettlement payments %ithout prior approval from the ministry, the end
result being more expeditious payments to qualified refugees. However, the communique also
prohibited payment without prior approval by the ministry to those refugees who since I Jaan
voluntarily abandoned insecure hanmlets not included in the 1969 Pacification program or who
were evacuated by ARVN/Allied military operations, and those temprarily evacuated during
military paciflcatlon operations without regard to date. 140

Year End Summary

(C) The downward trend in total refugee population continued during November and December as the province staff* of the GVN Ministry of Social Welfare concentrated their efforts
on making payments to refugees in ill categories. A record high of 126. 892 refugees received
their final resettlement allowances during the month of December, bringing the 1969 total to
58. 388. At year's end Z68, 252 refugaees remkined on the rolls, including 150. 60S in camp.
65, 9Z9 in resettlement vrocess, and 51, 716 out-of-camp. This unprecedented forward movemont in dealing with the refugee problem should 4e reeoanited but not misinterpreted. The
assistance provided to the individual refugee was one of the most important elements in their
rehabilitation. Equally important, however, was the development of resettlement and returnto-village sites considered essenotial to the creation of economic and social viability, 141
(C) The concentration during 1619 on 1o"I fulfillment - by completing refugee payment*
entailed the sacrifice of development. As the efforts necessary to complete refu(ee paymeots lessened, service chiefs were directed to focus the majority of their ef1forts upon corfi
pletton of the developmental aspects of the: refugee program, i.e., rehabilitation and up4rading of resettlement sites, ieludiig those ecowimdr project* and improvements necessary to
ensure the reatoee a means of livelhUwod.
--

(U) Fiaure VM..O0 reflerts the dramatic success achieved in 1969.
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CHAPTER IX
LOGISTICS

logistics is the application of time and space factors
war. It is the economics of warfare, and it comprises,
in the broadest sense, the three big Ms of warfare-- materiel, movement, and maintenance. If international
is the "art of the possible", and war is its instrument, logistics is the art of defining and extending
the possible. It provides the substance that physically
permits an army to "live and move and have its being."
...

.dto
,

4

Ipolitics

James A. Huston

GENERAL

1968 Review

(C) The overall logistic situation in RVN had remained satisfactory throughout 1968 as the
US logistic system met the requirements of supported elements. The RVNAF also had been
able to meet the majority of their logistics requirements.
(C) Although some equipment and supply shortages had existed during the early months of
1968, emergency resupply actions taken had provided sufficient support for combat operations.
The interdiction of LOCs during this period had dictated heavy use of air transport. Because
air transport available to RVNAF was limited, major reliance had been placed on US aircraft
resources. Shortages of barrier material, petroleum products, and certain types of ammunition had existed countrywide; however, resupply from RVNAF base and field depots and incountry US sources had helped to alleviate these shortages. Expedited supply action on certain
critical items requested from CONUS had re-established a satisfactory overall supply posture
within R VNAF.
(C) Increased combat activity in May had created some equipment and supply shortages.
Again, emergency resupply action had provided sufficient support for combat operations. Emphasis during July, August, and September had been placed on upgrading and improving the
quality of RVNAF logistic support. While increased quantities of mode,'. weapons and equipment had been made available during this period, shortages had remained in weapons,, radios,
and motor vehicles, particularly Lor the RF/PF.
(U) In retrospect, the logistic posture in RVN during 1968 had showed continued improvement over the preceding years. Significant advances had been made in all areas of supply, construction, hospitalization and evacuation, maintenance, and transportation. Programs to provide more effective and responsive support to US forces had been initiated; added emphasis had
been placed on the RVNAF Improvement and Modernization Program.
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Logistic Responsibilities

(U) There was no major change in logistic responsibilities during 1969. Following JCS
Pub I doctrine each service was responsible for logistical support of its own forces except when
agreement or assignment as common- servicing or cross-servicing was provided.
1. The MACV Directives 10-11, 405-1,
RVN as follows:

405-2, and 405-3 assigned logistical tasks in

a. COMNAVFORV - For US military logistic support operations at ports and
beaches in I CTZ; and for common-item support, base development (exclusive of air bases assigned to USAF), and real estate services to US and FWMAF in I CTZ; and for Navy-peculiar
support to USN and Coast Guard units throughout RVN.

S

b. CG, USARV - For common supply and common service support to all US and
FWMAF in .1, III, and IV CTZ; for base development (exclusive of air bases assigned to USAF)
and real estate services in these CTZs; and for Army- peculiar supply support throughout RVN.
c. Commander, 7AF and CG, III MAF - For service-peculiar support throughout
RVN. Commander 7AF also was responsible for base development and real estate services at
air bases where USAF had primary responsibility.
F

S(II,

2.

The NMACV Directive 701-9 established responsibilities for logistical support of US/

FW forces when redeployed between NAVFORV support area
III, and IV CTZI. This directive defined and outlined:

(I CTZ) and USARV support areas

a. Common Items: Class I, III and selected II and IV items as agreed upon by the
component commanders concerned.
b.

Service-peculiar:

All items required by a service not included in paragraph 2a

above.
c.
Redeployment: Movement of a unit from its original deployment area.
This
included units diverted prior to arrival in-country as well as the units moved within country.
d. Procedures: Procedures were establisl,ed for support of US/FW forces which
were deployed between NAVFORV and USARV support areas on a permanent basis, or when redeploymnnt was for contingency operations, and the unit would be returned to home base after

*

operations were terminated.

The Logistic Concept

(U) Logistic support was based on use of the major logistical facilities ("islands") that
were established in RVN, as well as on the availability of air, land, and sea transportation.
Logistic support of US forces in RVN was organized essentially on an area basis. Figure IX- I
depicts major logistical facilities used during 1969.
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I

STH LOGISIA

SAIGYNH

~US ARMY SUPPORT COMMAND

SAIGON
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DALA

II

IV CT
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So*I Corps Tactical Zone
(U) The US forces in I CTZ were provided common-item support by COMNAVFORV, and
Navy Support Activity, Danang (NSAD) had been established as the wholesale supplier of common-item supplies. The Force Logistics Command (FLC) of III MAF operated the support group
at Danang and smaller support units at Chu Lai, Dong Ha, and Hue/Phu Bai. The USARV Ist Log
Comd provided the Army in I CTZ with service-peculiar support through the Danang Support
Command with direct support activities at Chu Lai. The NSAD also operated the pipelines in
I CTZ. Support for items limited to units of a particular branch of service was provided by that
service.

*

II. III, and IV Corps Tactical Zones
(U) The US forces located in II, III, and IV CTZ were provided common-item support by
the CG, USARV through the 1st Log Comd. The Army's logistic responsibilities were fulfilled
by three major support commands located at Saigon, Cam Ranh Bay, and Qui Nhon. Each of
these support commands were major subordinate commands of 1st Log Comd. They each operated a major depot complex to provide wholesale or general support level supplies, maintenance,
and services within their areas of assignment. Local support groups were established at key
locations to provide retail or direct support level supplies, maintenance, and services in areas
of major troop concentrations.
US Support of Free World Forces
(U) The US provided combat service support to FWMAF in accordance with bilateral arrangements. The responsibility for providing such support rested with the US component commanders in whose area these forces were operating.
RVN Support of Free World Forces
(U) The FWMAF MAP-peculiar items were provided by RVNAF in accordance with arrangements agreed upon by the national authorities involved.

Overview of 1969 Activities
(C) The logistic posture in RVN continued to show improvement in 1969. Although logistical
requirements remained high during the year, components were responsive to the needs of the
operating forces.
First Quarter
(S) During the first quarter the availiability of supplies to support operations remained
generally satisfactory, with no significant problem areas. Class MI (POL) consumption was
10.96 million barrels (MBBLs) during the quarter as comparud to 10.46 MBBLa during the proceding quarter. Available tankage was adequate at 2. 7 MBBL#.
(S) The total throughput performance for RVN military ports averaged 1,142, 168 STONs
per month for the first quarter compared to a monthly average of 1, 273. 000 STONs during the
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last quarter of 1968. The average number of ships waiting in-country during each month of the
quarter was four. The tonnage of USAID cargo handled through military facilities increased to
12, 000 STONs which was over the program of 10, 000 STONs. The SEASIA airlift system continued to be responsive to the needs of tactical operations.
(S) The OSD release of FY 69 funds increased the Military Construction (MILCON) funding
level for use in RVN to a grand cumulative total of $1.7 billion. Military construction in place
increased by $85 rillion during the quarter and brought the grand cumulative total to $1. 34
billion. Funds obligated for military construction decreased $8 million to a grand cumulative
total of $1. 55 billion. The FY 69 funds remaining unapportioned at the end of the first quarter
CY 69 were $98.8 million. The grand cumulative total of MILCON funding in support of SEASIA
in the Pacific Command reached $2.42 million by the end of the quarter.
Second Quarter
(C) During the second quarter, the logistic posture in the RVN continued to improve although logistical requirements remained high.
(S) The military construction funding level rose to a grand cumulative total of $1.715 billion. Military construction in place increased by $57 million during the quarter and brought the
grand cumulative total to $1. 399 billion. Funds obligated in RVN increased $24 million to a
grand cumulative total of $1. 575 billion. At the end of the second quarter CY 69 there were
$92. 9 million of FY 69 funds unapportioned.
(S) During the quarter the availability of supplies to support operations remained generally
satisfactory, with no significant problem areas. Class III (PO L) consumption was 10.8 8 MBBLs.
(S) The total monthly throughput performance for military ports averaged I, 169. 060 STONs
per month for the quarter. An average of four ships per month waited discharge in-country during the quarter. The tonnage of USAID cargo handled through military macilties was approsimately 12. 000 STONs which was again over the program figure of 10, 000 STONs. The SEASIA
airlift system continued to be responsive to support requirements of tactical operations.
Third Quarter
(S) In the third quarter, generally adequate levels of supply wert malatained by components
and the first effects of troop redeployments were discerned in consumption of materials and
services. There were several base transfers, primarily in I &adIV CTZ, as. redeploying US
forces transforred their facilities to RVNAF.
(S) Total military construction funding level increased to $1. f3l billion whil, military en•23 milstruction in place rose to $1. 460 billion. Funds obligated in RVN during the quarter,
lion, brought the grand cumulative total to St. 598.billion, leaviti $91.7 million unbligatod.

K

(S) There were no major problems with supply. The available POL tankage increased to
3. 898 MlBLs while consumption declined to 3, 326 MBB Ls.
(5) The total monthly throughput performance for AVN ports averaged 1,016, 105 STONs
monthly and the average number of ships waiting in-country during the quarter was loss thian
eight each month. The military handled 9.665 STONs of USAW cargo durist the poriod. The
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command's supporting airlift maintahied timely and adequate support to all components in spite
of a slight decline in the number of C- 130 aircraft available in-country.
(U) A significant event of the third quarter was the conception and promulgation of the combined logistic offensive aimed at accelerating development of a viable RVNAF logistics system.
.Fourth Quarter
(S) Major focus of logistical activities in the fourth quarter was on Vietnamization, with
maintaining the momentum of the logistics offensive and transferring of unneeded materiel and
facilities to RVNAF as the major efforts.
(Uj The logistics offensive made significant progress as both RVNAF and MACV Command
Logistics Offensive Coordination Centers were activated, tasking for both RVNAF and MACV
was completed. and several programs of the offensive were moving an schedule.
(S) Military construction funding was at $1.717 billion while construction in place increased
to $1. 507 billion. There was an increase In obligations to a grand cumulative total at year's
end of $1.6SI billion. There was $66.3 million wiobligated at the end of the year.
(8) With the troop redeployments, POL consumption declined to under 3.300 MBBLs wvhile
;steel tankage increased to 3, 900 MBBLS.
(S) Total monthly throughput perormance for It VN ports Averaged well under of%* million
STON& with October refloctinga a decline to under 850, 000 STONe.
(U) At the end of the year louistics operationx in RYN mirrored the thrust of US policy.
The build-up was clearly over and every effort was hbein made to trantsfer to RVNNAF the WOWitical w.6.rewithal so vitally needed for their own. self -sufficioney.

LOGiISTICS OFFENSIVE

()In 068 US strateogy in RVN had embratiet a rebirth iif the spirit of tho offensive and tho

*
*

*

VC-INVA founed themselves suabject to new and Incea singly aggressive offensive clotiton fromn both
US "ndAllied forees. In 196f9 this spirit of tho offtasive was espandeti to coombat service support as Improvomtont and toodertitatiatio o' flVXAF assumedl traiter 4nmportanrew As flVNAI'
force lovels lincreased, COMUSMACV recotittiset the roing reurmet
for accelvratinig the
devolopment andJ improving the efficacy ot the Indigentous logistical system. Heo believed thero
was a fteed (or a 'lug414iet

offensivi" because at the rapid btaild-utp of tho RiVNAP for~ve which

resuited tit an asteleraetol rcelpt of tmaterial. Hie also was convincedt the ItVNAF combat forces
nust be supported Ity a traloted, rosportolve and flexible RVXAF logtistic (arc#.
(U) The task was seean as being short range - to identify basle pirtbloto~ whith whien e
solved would give inatwtttctatio Itiprsvetnetds - most within a six month poriod. I ltis plan conI tattVd with the Counttry Logisticst Improvotaent t0lan (CLIP) whi(Ah was a Wag rang.#plan dealing
in fatilitaies inapravest-wumt and otwer twaJor objectivos wbich were to bo accomnplished over a
Auftber of Years.

UNCLASSIFIED
(U) The logistic offensive was not revolutionary. It was believed there were fundamental
principles that could be followed or applied more effectively. *rhe basic plan, prepared by
*MACJ4,
identified what had to be done, who was to do it, and when it was to be done. Emphasis
was placed on impetus coming from RVNAF's JGS so that all echelons would become involved.
The major focus was on reorientation- not reorganization, and not more equipment and personnel spaces. The RVNAF had to do better with what they had; they had to exercise their system.
Motivation, attitude, and the spirit of the offensive wvere the substantive objectives of the logistic offensive.I
(U) Data were collected from the field and after evaluation and analysis the findings pointed
up 121 problems whose resolution would improve IV'NAF's logistic posture. Forty-three percent of the total ItYNAF problems applied to two or ms-ore of the services. (See Combined MACV
Plan 185-69/RVNAF Plan CLP S769, undated, for a complete listing of the problems.) All lal
problems were identified by service, function, cause, and echelon within RVNAF. Since problems reflected the sympturms of problem areas, they were used to find the cmauses which had to
be %;errecvted.
(U) Ten basic vausc-s for all the problems were determinedm ( e.g., scrounging by RVNAF
and advisors; to gett the job done advisors and RVN.AF bypassed the established supply system.
a practivo which was detrimental to the supply system's effevtiveness as it was built on demands. ) After the analysis of the problem-s, a basis for corrective, action was formedt that re.lated dirtectly it) the Causes of the problems. Correetive Actions then wero initiated thrliurh r.-orientation rather than reorganizationt and were baiird ton the following I I ro"Clufsionn,
1. There wvas a need for further t unmiiAnd etophAoits itt iAll echelons of the logilstic systeM, bltarting at tho GVNN level.
2. The Vietnumoov must use vontinvand vhannels for logistic uperations and dvloeate
mort. outhority.
3.

masinlntm part ivpatiwo by 41he Vio"tninese WiA1 elisenlial.
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"11. Increased use of assistance and trap ig teams was needed as the teams could irmpart knowledge rap 4 dly in the basic individual skil
as well as in matters pertaining to depot
operations, facilities management, and plant lavout. It was envisioned the teams would come
from CONUS and in-country sources.
(U)

Based on the above conclusions the plan was formulated. In order to introduce the
the offensive at the earliest time and maintain the momentum of the offensive three

"RVNAF into

management activities were establishcd:
1. A combined JGS/MACV Logistics Committee. This group was composed of senior
commanders and staff officers and served to focus command attention on major logistic problem
areas. It provided a forum for combined action to resolve logistic problems.
2. JGS Logistics Offensive Coordination (,enter (LOGCG.
It functioned as the focal
point for RVNAF logistic performance informnation and evaluation by collecting and analyzing
data, ensuring completeness and coordination of reports, developing performance' standards for
evaluating the adequacy of logistic support to operational units, and making recommendations as
to the ,solution of logistic problems to the combined committee.
3. MACV Logistics Offensive Coordination Center. It performed similar functions to
those performed by the JGS LOCG
a'-'nd provided a focal point for all MACV logistic data. (Both
LOCC. used a common source of information.) These three management activities were continuous and they not only meyitored the resolution of current problems but addressed future
potential problems.
(U) Specific RVNAF staff agency tasking was based on the 1Z1 problem areas.
the tasking was as follc',s:
1.

In general

DCS/Logistic Actions.

a. kssunue primary responsibility for the logistics offensive and initiation and control of most actions to solve the individual problems.
b. Establish the RVNAF LOCC which would monitor logistic operations for the
coin: ned LOCC.
c. St rss
the importance of logistics by ensuring itti consider'ation in operational
plans, conducting conferences with key commanders, and making frequent visits to logistic
activities.
d.

Delegate authority to the lowes, practical level to enable the system to be m''re

responsive.
e. Develop an automated material -ianagement center for efficient asFot control
anrý. d- stribution.
f.

Standardize the diverse requisitioning procedures used by the five technical

so rvi oe:.
g.
Assist commanders by implemnnting the rormand maint enanco
spection program and using more contact and other assistance teams.

manag enment in-
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Z.

RVNAF DCS/Personnel Actions,
a.

There were very junior and inexperienced officers at corps and division level.

To give proper emphasis to logistic planning,commanders needed trained and qualified officers.

Ssources.
3.
c

b.

A standard cataloging system was needed.

c.

An established MOS system was needed to assure proper use of personnel re-

RVNAF DCS/Training Actions.

a. Assure- school quotas were filled with qualified people who could learn the required skills and return them to their parent unit.
b.
school training.

Suoplem-!nt the normal unit and organization training programs with formal

c. Provide specialized technic.al training teams to improve existing methods
provide a base of trained personnel.
4,

and

RVNAF Inspector General Actions.
a.

Assure inspections of logistic activities.

b. Staff inspectiotn reports through command channels to ensure commanders and
their staffs were informed.
c.

Require reports of corrective action.

5. RVNAF DCS/Onerations Actions. Ensure inclusion of logistic considerations in
operational planning bo as to obviate RVNAF units seeking support from US units and province
administrative and direct support logistic companies (A&DSL) rather than the ARVN supporting
units.
6.

f

RVNAF DCS/Political Warfare Actions.

Publicize the logistics offensive.

(U) The MACV staff war also tasked for specific functions with MACJ4 complementing the
actions of the RVNAF DCS/Logistics, ensuring selection of advisors for the RVNAF LOCC
based upon MACAG's recommendations. Also, MACJ4 ensured technical channels to the corps
G4 advisors were exercised to head off potential problems. Meanwhile MACJI arranged with
appropriate CONUS activities for the selection and notification of personnel selected for advisor
positions prior to 0} ir CONUS departure. Personnel selected for advisory positions were
screened to ensure they possessed the required grade, MOS, and experience to func'ion effectively. MACJ1 also arranged for newly assigned advisory personnel to attend the RVNAF Logistics Indoctrination Course.
(U)

Other MACV staff agencies participated as follows:
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1.

MACT

a. Initiated actions required to provide translated technical publications for
RVNAF units. (The 7th AF SEAOR # 181 Machine- As sis ted Translation System was tested as an
alternate method for expeditious translation of technical data for ail VN1AF units.
b. Arranged for specialized technical training assistance teams from CONUS or
in-country, to conduct training beyond the capability ofl RVNAF, assigned advisors and monitored existing programs. (The JGS and MACJ4 identified potential requirements for specialized
technical training and assistance teams.)

*
*
*

2. MACJ6.
Advised and assisted JGS- DCS /Operations in establishing expanded and
expedited communications support for RVNAF logistics.
(U) The first meeting with RVNAF committee was held on 5 Jul , nd the staff sections represented displayed great interest. Evidence of the degree of urgency accorded the plan by JGS was
the approval of the combined plan on 14 Jul.
(U) With promulgation of the combined plan the Vietnamization of RVNAF logistic system
was underway. First, MACV's and subsequently RVNAF's LOCCs were activated and interface
was established. The two facilities provided continuous liaison and monitoring of the specific
tasks initiated to resolve the 121 problem areas in the master plan.
(U) Overlapping with and providing the longer range objectives to the goals of the combined
logistic offensive plan was the Country Logistics Improvement Plan (CLIP). (See Chapter VI,
RVNAF Logistics.)

I
ii

i

(U) Another program that contributed to the improvement of the RVNAF logistic system was
..
. . ..
. . .....
establishment of the National Materiel Management Center. The objective of the program was
to provide RVNAF with a standard, automated capability to manage logistics at the national level.
While US personnel assisted in developing a program technique to identify and administer the
major events necessary to accomplish the program, the Vietnamese accepted the M.ACV recommendation to engage a US firm to analyze the system requirements.
11(U)

At the end of the year the logistic

offensive was making significant progress.

Of the

11specific actions designated at the outset of the offensive, 101 were completed and follow 'ip
actions were underway. Additional 3ignificant progress included:
1.

*

Major Tasks, _RVNAF.

a. The Logistics Coordination Branch/Plans & Programs Division, Central Logistics Command (CLO) was activated on 20 Oct with the same basic mission as the MACV LOCC.
Its mission was broadened to include implementation of the RIMMS (See -Chapter VI, RVNAF
I&M) within CLC. It was also charged with assembling and displaying logistic data for use by
the JGS in coordinating logistic support to the field.
b. The first orientation course for US Logisti.: Advisors commenced at the
RYNAF Logistics Management School in Saigon on 17 Nov. The course was one week in duration
with mornings devoted to classroom instruction and afternoons to field trips to RVNAF depots
and other logistic Lir.-.- Uations.
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c. An ADP Center was activated at CLC and studies were underway to enlarge its
scope of activities with the final goal of developing it into the National Logistics Management
Center.
d. A series of competitions was organized to select the outstanding A&DSL Company each six months. A committee under the auspices of the Commander CLC selected the
Quang Nam Province A&DSL Company as first winner on 1 Oct.
4

e. A new logistic communication system was designed by CLC and s~ubmitted to
MACJ6 for study. Meanwhile efforts were devoted to upgrading and increasing utilization of the
existing common-user system.
2.

Major Tasks, MACV

a. Mobile training teams had arrived from CONUS and were working in the
engineer, signal and ordnance fields.
b. Continued emphasis was being placed on the production of translated field and
technical publications.
c, Department of the Army was apprised that 54 officers selected to fill logistic
advisor positions between November 1969 and May 1970 should be notified of their participation
in the logistic advisory effort. Also, DA was notified that personnel selected for assignment to
the advisory positions should possess grade, MOS, and experience indicated by JTD paragraphs
and line numbers. Response from DA was that all effort would be made to fill these requisitions
with grades and skills authorized; however, some substitutions would be necessary due to the
inability of the personnel requisitioning authority to support the request. 2

SUPPLY

General

(U) Throughout 1968 the supply status of the command had been generally excellent and
many improvements had been made in the system. This trend continued in 1969 as improved
management of stocks and levels resulted in increasing responsiveness to requirements at the
"lowest possible costs to components.
(U) In USARV a comprehensive effort had been initiated in November 1968 to improve logistic policies and procedures and many refinements and improvements had been identified. In
1969 this Command and Control Improvement Program made significant strides in practically all
"areas of supply management. Examples of the many subprograms were:
1. Operation FILL - provided intelligence showing what the combat essential weapons
systems really needed among the stocked items in order to contribute directly to the defeat of
the enemy by prevention of deadlines and continued operational readiness to the maximum extent.
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2. Operation STOP/SEE - identified procedural implications, both retail and wholesale, on the levels of supply in the combat theater and in CONUS.
3. Project CLEAN - identified procedures pertaining to reconciliation of demand data
and appropriate changes to stockage criteria based upon having high velocity stock in support of
deadlined equipment forward with slower moving stock progressively removed to the rear and
supported through rapid transportation.
4. Project FLOW - determined the ingredients both in and out of the theater which provided command and control of supplies in transit allowing for reduced stockage on the ground;
supplanted knowledge and control of supplies in the pipeline.
5. Project THRU-PUT - provided the basis for procedures which eliminated unnecessary stopping and rehandling of supplies that should either go forward or be retrograded without
stopping at intermediate locations.
6. Project EDIT - whereby, at the lowest level, the supply specialist and NCO began
the process of determining if an item was required and challenging the priority within which it
should be requisitioned.
7. Project MANIFEST - provided supply information on all manifests rather than just
cube and tomiage by general nomenclature, allowing for appropriate challenge of movement and
p~replanning of material to be received.
8. Project CASTLES & FLAGS - a command and control system to assure, no more or
rio less, within two or three months stockage objective criteria availability of construction
material needed in engineer and communications projects.
(U) NAVFORV also had an intensive review of supply procedures underway at the start of
1969. The Commander, Naval Support Activity, Danang was involved in identification, location,
and inventory of material excesses. In a program called Operation CUTBACK, all stocked
iteins were reviewed to revise forecasts. Requisitioning objectives were reviewed for possible
reductions and requirement projections for Selected Item Management items were updated. During January, NSAD inaugurated Project RAMROD (Review All Material Retrograde or Dispose).
Under this program, all elements of NSAD screened all material in use and in stock to identif•
excesses and determine whether to retrograde the excess material or process it for disposal.

*

(U) The overall supply situation in III MAF was adequate to support the mission during 1969.
Like the Navy there were concerted efforts to reconcile backorders, purify records, and identify
4
and dispose of excess throughout the year.

Class I Supply
(U) The status of Class I supply throughout the command remained at an adequate level
during 1969. Improvement in on-hand stocks, which had begun in 1968, continued and no significant problem areas were reported by the components.
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(U) Reflecting the trend of improved management of stocks in all servicei, USARV reviewed the subsistence pipeline to determine if stockage levels within RVN could be reduced to a
lower management level through the use of intransit stocks. The use of these stocks reduced
requirements for reefer and other storage. 5 See Figure IX-Z for Class I status in 1969.
USA.RV
(C) The USARV Class I stocks were relatively stable throughout 1969. There were fuctuations in on-hand quantities but all three types of rations were available in sufficient stocks to
support customers and maintain acceptable reserves. See Figure IX-2.
(C) A new concept was implemented in March to improve the management of refrigerated
subsistence. This concept was based on the principle that there was an optimum stock level between the stockage objective, which was rarely ever reached, and the safety level, below which
stocks were not permitted to go. This optimum level was called the "management" level. Thus
the inventory was constantly in motion turning over at a rapid rate as long as a balance was
maintained in receipts and issues. Examples of how the concept was implemented were:
1. Eggs were requisitioned so as to decrease on-hand quantities to a six-day supply
before depot level stocks were replenished.
2. The stockage objective was eliminated for all items appearing only once during the
28-day menu cycle. Troop issue requirements were requisitioned to arrive 10 days before they
were to be consumed while a 15-day safety level was maintained for resale requirements.
3. Those refrigerated items, such as frozen vegetables and juices, dairy products,
meats, and poultry, which appeared more than once during the 28-day menu cycle were requisitioned on the basis of a 15-day safety level. 6
(C) During the second quarter there was some overall improvement in levels of Class I
supplies with respect to stockage objectives. These improvements resulted from improved
management procedures such as the inventory-in-motion concept which was fully implemented
for refrigerated items by the end of April.

The excesses from the previous quarter were

eliminated.
(C) There was a slight improvement in status of USARV stocks in the third quarter. Gains
made during the first two months tended to be offset by declines in September for both refrigerated (R) and nonrefrigerated (S) subsistence. The level of meals, combat, individual (MCI) remained in excess of stockage objectives as issues were down, reflecting the lowered level of

combat.
(C) In September perishable subsistence began to arrive in RVN from 10 days early to 40
days late. This fluctuation was traced to the failure of commercial vendors to deliver to CONUS
depots or ports on schedule. Upon request from 1st Log Comd,- the Chief, Purchasing Division,
Data Processing Service Center (Alameda, California) took ste s to'correct the deliveries so
that shipments would arrive on dates specified on requisitions. 1

V

(C) In the fourth quarter the level of subsistence support remained relatively unchanged
from the previous quarter. The overages of MCI continued though there was a decline in the
level of nonrefrigerated items.
There were no significant problem areas and the year ended
with adequate levels of subsistence to supported elements.
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(C) In October a change was made in the mode of transportation for fresh fruits and vegetables (FF&V) and dry ice from Taiwan. Formerly, these items had been supplied to RVN
users by two WESTPAC reefer vessels arriving on a 10-day cycle. The vessels were arriving
with only 16 percent of their capacity being used while the daily rental for each was $4, 915 or
$Z94, 900 monthly. It was determined that C-130 aircraft could not only reduce the cost (rotator
flights could-be provided without cost to the Army), but the quality of FF&V and dry ice could be
improvedby eliminating transit time and rough handling inherent in hatch cargo.ope'rations. 8
(C) Also in October, CG, lot Log Comd requested subsistence items be included in the
Logistics Intelligence File (LIF) maintained by the Logistical Control Office - Pacific (LCO-P).
This request was approved by DA and a program was developed which us.ed transceived data to
improve management of subsistence stocks. Inclusion of the items in the LIF also permitted
furnishing receiving depots in RVN pre-punched receipt cards prior to arrival of the transporting vessel. 9
NAVFORV
(C) NAVFORV continued efforts to improve on-hand quantities vis-a-vis stockage objectives. Imbalances of the previous year continued in spite of efforts to eliminate them. See
Figure IX-2.. At the Chu Lai detachment of NSAD there was significant improvement; however,
at Danang the imbalances increased, particularly with respect to S rations and MCI stocks.
These imbalances did not affect operations. While reductions in orders and procurements were
made to reduce excess S rations, reduced usage of these stocks continued to-frustrate reduction
of the excess quantities.
(C) During the second quarter there was little change in the status of Class I supplies in
NAVFORV. On-hand quantities of nonrefrigerated items continued to be above stockage objective levels, while MCI and R items remained below objectives. The short~alls had no effect on
naval and USMC operations.
(C) Class I stocks of NAVFORV approached stockage objective levels in August.
gains were offset by an overall decline in September.

These

(C) A major problem developed for NSAS detachments at Dong Tam and My Tho in the Delta
when the 9th Inf Div redeployed from RVN. These detachments had received Class I support
from the 9th S&T Bn supply point at Dong Tam. Responsibility for support of Navy elements remaining at Dong Tam and My The was given to the 3d Spt Bn, 3d Bde, 9th Inf Div at Tan An- however the ISSA provided for the drawing unit to pick up at the supply point. Neither the Navy nor
the Army had the transpoetation to deliver subsistence from Tan An to Dong Tam and My Tho.
As an interim measure, the 3d Spt Bn, 3d Bde, 9th Inf Div provided transportation for perishables until September when lot Log Comd assumed the responsibility by supplying the Navy at
Dong Tarm and My Tho directly from the depot at Long Binh. 10
(C) During the fourth quarter the Navy maintained Class I stocks at an acceptable level.
The major problem area continued to be the inability of the Army to support some of the outlying Naval activities, notably Binh Thuy and Cat Lo where efiectiveness of support received
was approximately 50 percent of requirement. 11
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Refrigerated Storage

(C) The components continued their efforts to free floating reefer storage during the year.
Two refrigeratcr ships, 'SS .Parismina and.Bodia, had been released at the end of December
1968. Construction was accelerated on two refrigerated warehouses- at the US Army Depot, Qui
Nhon'and the estimated completion. dates were 1 Jul and 1 Sep 1969. Construction also was underway at the Long Binh Army Depot. At Danang, NAVFORV gained another reefer bank in
February, increasing the facility's total capacity to 552, 251 gross cubic feet. The added capaacquired by the new construction at Danang was partially offset by the loss of 33, Z5Z gross
cubic feet of space as the result of a rocket attack on 23 Feb. 12

-.
I •bility

•'

(C) On 25 Jun, 166, 750 gross cubic feet of reefer warehouse. space became available at
the Army's Qui Nhon Depot. The availability of this space permitted the release of an additional
reefer vessel, the SS Hibueras, and it departed station. 1

*

"

.

(C) Additional Army reefer warehouse space at Long Binh was finished on 21 Jul. There
were further increases in space in 'August as two more sections of the Long Binh Depot cold
storage facilities were completed and placed in use.
(C) On 6 Sep enemy rockets again damaged the NSAD's reefer storage facility, reducing its
capacity from over 612, 929 gross cubic feet to 376, 924 gross-cubic feet. An emergency request
for reefer shops vias submitted and adequate levels of Class I supplies were maintained. 14
(C) The availability of refrigerated storage continued to improve during the last quarter
and by the end of the year the status by component was as follows-15

1.

USARV:
LOCATION

OR CU FT RQD

Saigon.
Cam Ranh Bay

1,071,600
296, 100

Qul Nhon

SZ.

GR CU FT OH
1,154,325
582, 595

460. 600

498,431

1,8Z8,.300

"Z,235, 351

NAVFORV:
-LOCATION

GR CU FT RQD

OR CU FT OH

64Z,120

Danang/Chu Lai

584,850

US Army Commussary Sales Store

.
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.(U) A decision to limit commissary privileges was made by COMUSMACV on 15 Mar,
unpopular but necessary measure, it was based on the following rationale:

An

1. Only a small percentage of US military personnel in RVN had access to the commissary and, of these, only a few did not have ready access to military messes.
Z,. The overall effort and cost entalled in operation of the commissary at the then current scale could',be reduced cosiiderably by limitiag patronage to those having a legitimate re-
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3. The volume of business of the commissary exceeded the capacity of the physical
plant for effective operations. A reduction in patronage would enable better service for those
who had a valid need to use the commissary.
4. Many US civilian employees of US Government contractors received a station allowance, including subsistence allowance; hence, the granting of commissary privileges in addition
to subsistence allowance constituted.an overpayment by the US.
5.
purposes.

Concrols were needed to ensure commissary sales items were used only for intended

(U) In accordance with the MACV policy, sponsoring agencies DCG, USARV; COMNAVFORV: CDR 7TH AF: CG, III MAF: OICC: US Embassy; and CDRs, FWMAF retained the prerogative to grant commissary privileges to the-following personnel who had valid requirements:
1. Duly authorized military and civiliani personnel who did not have access to an
authorized mess. In making the determination, sponsoring agencies considered if a person was
authorized mess privileges in accordance with MACV directives, was billeted within a reasonable distance (considering security and curfew aspects)9 and could be accommodated by a Government mess.

basis.

2.

Individuals purchasing for authorized organizational functions on a nonrepetitive

(U) The above criteria applied equally to FWMAF personnel and TCNs as welt as US military and civilians. In addition, commanders of FWMAF in several cases voluntarily imposed
additional patronage restrictions on their forces. 16
(U) There was a dramatic drop in sales at the commissary in April (from $566, 100 in
March to $395, 180); however, sales rose again in May. By June, patronage had risen back to
$581, Ill and the store's capacity clearly was exceeded once more. Commissary officials reported 13, 846 patrons actually used the facility. Several additional measures were taken to reduce 'patronage, some of which drew criticism of commissary policies in the mass media and
from Congressman L. Mendel Rivers, D-South Carolina. In spite of the outcry, DOD officials
supported COMUSMACV's policies and the restrictions remained in effect. The policy changes
included: 1?
1. Removal of all contractor personnel from the patronage list. (These personnel had
access to field ration messes or to messes operated by their employers. The latter messes
were authorized to draw subsistence from Class I supply points on a reimbursable basis.)
2. Removal of all patrons who purchased less than $30 per month in merchandise.
(This measure was based on the rationale that anyone making purchases in this or a lower
amount probably had access to a field ration mess.)
(C) The directive eliminating contractor empluyees from those authorized commissary
privileges was promulgated on 2 Sep to be effective as identification cards (MACV Form 6) expired. The list of MACV- sponsored patrons also was reviewed, resulting in withdrawal of
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privileges for 1, 714 patrons who failed to purchase $30 or more monthly during May through
August.

By the end of September the number of authorized patrons was reduced to 7, 305. 18

(U) On 10 Oct there was a further reduction in the number of personnel authorized commissary privileges as the following steps were taken: 19

*

1. All personnel having access to a field ration mess were eliminated from the
authorize patrons list.

•
C.

2. Retired military personnel having no affiliation with a US Government agency or
contractor were eliminated from the authorized patrons list.
3. Contractor messes were restricted to Class I supply points for all military furnished subsistence.
(U) By the end of November an additional 194 US military and 155 US contractor personnel
had been removed from the patrons list and the total number of authorized patrons had been reduced to 6, 968. 20

Class 11 Supply

General
(C) The level of Class II supply was adequate throughout 1969. Except for 7AF, the components reported several items in critical supply; however, the degree of criticality was such
that there was little or no impact on tactical operations. The major significant problem occurred as the result of a fire of unknown origin at Warehouse No. 7 at Saigon Naval Support Activity
on 19-20 Feb. Supplies, predominately general stores, valued at over $1 million were lost.
NAVFORV efforts to offset the loss included an in-country screening and transfer of stocks and
a request to Navy Supply Systems Command to assist in timely funding and procurement to assure prompt replenishment. 21

USARV
(C) During the first quarter Class U supplies remained at a generally satisfactory level
with issues throughout the theater following normal trends. The retrograde of Item* no longer
needed was continued with emphasis on bringing stocks of paper products and furniture down to
requisitioning objectives. The command also continued its efforts to standardise equipment so
as to reduce authorized stockage lists (ASL) as well as to eliminate theater excesses.
(C) Significant items placed on the critical list during the quarter included flyers fire retardant gloves and PSYOP book paper. In both instances, adverse impact on operations was
averted through draw down on other SEASIA stocks and submission of 02 priority requisitions.
Other items on the critical list were paper plates and identification tagswith chains, Timely
requests to the Defense General Supply Center (DGSC) resulted in early removal of these items
from the critical list. 22
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(C) In the second quarter the drawdown continued on paper products and furniture, and retrograde shipments combined with consumption to reduce quantities to favorable stockage objective levels. 23
(C) During the third and fourth quarters Class II supplies were maintained at satisfactory
levels and only one item was reported at a critical level. This was the combat vehicle crewmen
helmnet. The item was at a zero balance at USA.RV depots. Intensified management controls
were supplied lin November and at year's end the NICP in CONUS had indicated expedited shipments were en route. Z4
NAVFORV
(C) The level of Class II supply support was adequate throughout 1969. The most gignificant items on the critical list were nine types of cable wire. Quantities of these items were
destroyed when enemy rockets hit the Danang Supply Depot on 23 Feb. Prompt identification
the critical items to COMSERVPAC resulted in expedited re.plenishment. The only other significant item on the critical list was paper plates. Heavy issues of these plates during the Tet
offensive activity had resulted in a resort to expedited replenishment. Indicating the responsiveness of the supply system, the plates were removed from the critical list by the end of
March. 25
(U) The NAVFORV reported no problems with Class U items during the last three quarters.

LA F
(U) The 7AF encountered no significant problem areas and reported no itvms to be in critical supply duringi 1969.

(C) The III MAF reported gao maskcs, helmet linerui, M7 bayonets, anti body armor as the
major significant items in critical su ply during the first qoarter. Expedited replenishment
action eliminated the shortages of bayaonts and helmet Useors as 1h@ quartor ended. The supply.
of body armor andigas mas&ks, however, remained at'the critical level. 16'
(C) During the *aeond quarter, additional shipment. of body armor arrived .4"d tho item,
was removed from the critical l16t lin May. All bacia orders wer* ettmittatod and a satiesfactory
level of supply was attained. ~
(C) By the end of the third quarter, there were no Itenn at a critical level and thia suppor~t
position for Class 11 supplies wao'satisfactory. This lovel of support was intkiairid for the

remainder ef the year,
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Class IIIA and IIIW

General
L

~

(U) At the beginning of 1969 there was a highly efficient system in operation for supply and
distribution of petroleum products to US Forces. The systemi was under overall supervision of
the MACV J4 through his Staff Agency, Petroleum Office, Vietnam (SAPOV). The, system was
meeting customer demands for- bulk and packaged products, both Class IIIA (for aircraft) and
'Class 111W (for ground vehicles). The SAPOY was interfaced with DSA's Defense Fu'el Supply
Center-which was responsible for world-wide procurement of petroleum products and related
services ;is well as coordination of their distribution for DOD. A truly unified system, it also
was interfaced with component ICPs and CINCPAC's Joint Petroleum Offico. In RVN the system,
using both,commnercial and millitary receiving, storage, and distribution facilitie-s, constituted anexuis of pipelines, terminals, distribution points, and motor,. rail, and water tankers which
provided the IP01. products so essential~to operations. 'Bulk requirements were fulfilled by
PASTS tanker deliverle-s and DSA contracts with Ease, Caltex, and Shell Ottl Companies delivering US-owned fuel to IIVN. Packaged products were supplied forces through MILSTRIP and
through DSA contracts with Ease, Caltos, and Shell. The system functioned under the following
concept.
1. Bulk Petroleum trednets,' ackaged fuels, and ljqulflod petroleui &as -LPG The
SAPOV initiated action for supply of products baisod on requirements submnitted by components
and RYNAF. In Addition to matrine terminal hulk deliveries by PASTS, contractsa awarded by DSAI
required a local eontrae'tor to deliver products to ocean terminals and selected inland. locations
within their delfivery capabilities. Distribtwipn of products beyond the c~ontractor's capability
was accomplished by CG, USARY. 'To entvure timelyagnd effective supply and- to asslst Con1tractars in developing blenditig sechedulese SAPOY, in e~onjunictittn wvith th.- commercial suppliers,
esta~blished monthly tupply and distribution plans basedl in quisrtrly requiremenots submitted by
components and IlYNAF. The packaged products Wtr-?e supplied by CCI, USARV and COMNAV*
PORY through MIISTRIP channels. The-ecvitraeturs supporting4 US tupetle* requiring brand
"name, packaged products which weret not available thirough the US military. supply system ohtainod these items through their own resoources,
4L Ptlxtqacttdt et roloum oroducts*Ienluditutj ickaue Nuel &njj
The SAPOV in4 Pljj
formed component Which commercilAl packfage ptwroleum produets were to be provide~d. The
SAPOY then Iinitiated action (or contractual supply of these product* to I, 111, or IV CT?.s baoed
on eqireens ubmitted by ennip"Poni command-ers amo RYNIAP. (All H Cfl support woas
through thii. MII$TRIP system.) Camtio~trv~al packaged potrolew prodlucts werep mnade available
inl the-Saigon. the Delta. AM Danane~ areas. Coutractors diO1vered as speified in their contras.Pakaedproduct**lifted (rn~ro liontractor lteminals tor delivery to area~sfo
notpfetioid
Ift the contr-act w-ere mnoved to the tinal destination by tovormnoomtaprovided Itrasportation.
-Movemenot of ihc-!o proutsAto
11 It CV re~quire Approval 0f and coriainWith CC, VSARV,
To ensure tbinely tird effectivo-4upply and- to a~ssitctatosi
4veoloploce blendingp scheules,
inl 4nutlnWith .eornnwrciAi suppliprs, established ntotthiy supply anid distribution

.SAPOV,

plans based on quartely ceqstireownts submiittedtby itonwofttnts and RVNAP.

Tho NtiSITRIP

packageod products weore suppl[ed by CC. USAPRV mnd CONINAYPORY thr-ourah military supply
channels,. The contractorsf kaupportiy VS ageC~ieso ireuiring braod ttilw, packagedl proucts,

which wore net available thtutagh the U1S military *supoly ts~tcnt, dbtai4Wd tseitemIs throuh
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1969 Overview
(C) A signiiAcant transfer of fanction occurred on I Jan when the US Army assumed RVNwide responsibility for procurement acceptance inspection of all POL products in RVN, replacing the Navy. Two civilian inspectors were authorized USARPAC for this function.
(C) During the first quarter of 1969, overall Class III posture throughout RVN remained excellent; nevertheless, there were several problem areas that required command emphasis to
avert adverse impact on operations. Transitory low inventory positions were reported during
.. eb.'uary at Qui Nhon and Phu Cat due to restrictions in Qui Nhon's tanker discharge lines and
enemy interdiction of the Qui Nhon-Phu Cat pipeline. Both locations were brought back up to
capacity by the end of the month. A lesser problem occurred at Danang on ZZ Feb when one
10,000 barrel JP-4 tank was lost to enemy action.

p

(C) Consumption increased sharply to 3,866 MBBLs in January. This trend continued during February with a consumption of 3,021. 2 MBBLs, and was attributed to increased diesel fuel
consumption in I CTZ and an improved accounting system, also in I CTZ, which provided more
accurate reportang of consumption. Military tankage increased from 2,653 MBBLs in November
1968 to 2,813 MBBLs in February 1969. Commercial tankage dedicated to storage of military
products increased from 1,086 MBBLs to 1,111 MBBLs. See Figure IX-3.
(C) During thc second quarter POL supply operations continued responsive to operational
needs in spite of two significant problem areas. The first of these was the continued enemy interdiction of POL facilities, resulting in significant losses of product. -The second problem was
unusually large losses of product from pipelines, primarily on the Vung Ro Bay-Tuy Hoa Air
Base and Qui Nhon-An Khe lines. These losses were offset by increased tankage construction
and resort to other means of transportation which wt re afforded by the highly flexible POL system. Total tankage in use remained well above 3, 700 MBBLs, while consumption remained
generally under tankage as indicated in Figure IX-3.
(C) During the third quarter consumption continued in excess of 3,000 MBBLS monthly although there was a slight decline from the previous quarter. This decline was due to the redeployment of the 9th Inf Div (-) and a generally lower level of combat. Throughout the quarter
tankage increased until at the end of September there was a command-wide capacity for 3,898
MBBLs.
(C) In the fourth quarter consumption continued to decline reflecting further redeployment
of US Forces. Meanwhile, steel tankage increased slightly and by the end of the year was nearly
4, 000 MBBLs. There was a sharp increase in enemy damage to POL facilities during the
quarter with the most significant constriction occurring at An Khe. Also JP-4 and MOGAS
reached critical levels at Tuy Hoa Air Base as deliveries were coustrained by pipeline interdictions.
7A_r,.
(C) The POL status of 7AF remained stable throughout 1969. Consumption of JP-4 and
AVGAS exceeded slightly the 1968 rates but the level of support was adequate. Figure IX-4
depicts consumption and inventory status during the year. 28
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USARV
(C) Class lilA and IIW supply was maintained at a generally satisfactory level throughout
the first quarter. A major problem developed when stocks at Qui Nhon, An Khe, Pleiku, and the
Phu Cat Air Base reached undesirably low levels in January because of pipeline interdiction and
low tanker discharge rates. The interdiction included a 3 Jan attack on Tank Farm No. 2 at Qui
Nhon and frequent damage to the Qui Nhon-Phu Cat pipeline. On 24 Jan, the enemy also damaged
a bridge, causing a two-day shutdown of the pipeline. By the end of February, these constrictions had been eliminated and stocks had been returned to normal at Qui Nhon. The stockage
level at Pleiku also improved by the end of February. On 9 Mar the 13-MBBL tank farm at Phu
Hiep was placed in operation with manifolding into the Vung Ro Bay-Tuy Hoa Air base pipeline,
thus further improving POL supply operations. 29
(C) The Qui Nhon POL Terminal was turned over to a civilian contractor, Tong Shin Enterprise, during the first quarter. The turnover of these facilities, which included three tank
farms and a T-2 jetty, took place on 1 Mar and resulted in the release of 240th QM Bn personnel
for other duties. 30
(C) The Red Beach line in Qui Nhon was washed out by tidal action on 8 Jan. Rather than
repairing the line, emphasis was placed on the completion of the new 8-inch buried, welded pipeline from the T-2 jetty to Tank Farm No. 1 by 4 Feb. The alternate line from the T-2 jetty to
Tank Farm No. 3 was used as an interim measure although the discharge rate was limited. The
T- 1 Tanker Chattahoochee was utilized as frequently as possible to supplement the alternate line
through the two 4-inch submarine lines in the outer harbor. Stocks were depleted to low levels
due to low tanker discharge rates caused by line constriction. 31
(C) On 23 Feb, enemy rockets destroyed a tank containing 200,000 gallons of JP-4 at the
Northwest Tank Farm in Danang. By using a water fire fighting sý stem that had been constructed during the month the fire was contained and damage or destruction to additional tanks
was prevented. 32
(C) Enemy action was especially heavy against petroleum installations and facilities during
March. Three 107mm rockets damaged a Shell Oil Company 50, 000-MBBL JP-4 tank at Nha Be
Terminal, however, product loss and damage were minor. Tank Farm No. 2 at Out Nhon was
attacked by sappers on 20 Mar resulting in the loss of three 10-MBBL tanks, two 3-MBBL tanks,
over one-half million gallons of fuel, and a considerable quantity of packaged oils and lubricants.
This damage, however, did not significantly degrade the petroleum supply capability of Qut Nhon
Support Command but did limit the degree of flexibility of operations. The 250-MBBL Vung Tau
TPOL terminal was attacked
by rockets on 21 Mar, resulting in the 33
loss of one 10-MBBL tank.
attack and loss of product had no major effect on operations.

SThis

(C) During the second quarter enemy attacks continued against POL facilities. An enemy
attack at Dalat in April destroyed all stocks of JP-4 and AVGAS stored in collapsible tanks at
that location. The couantry-wide high point on 12 May resulted In damage at Qui Nhon, An Khe,
and Long Binh. Despite improved security measures, the last remaining 10-MBBL steel tank at
Out Nhon's Farm No. 2 was destroyed by a B-40 RPG round. The enemy used 82mm mortar fire
to destroy two 10-MBBL tanks, and 334, 000 gallons of JP-4 and 414,000 gallons of diesel fuel
at An Khe. The damage at Long Dinh was liuited to loss of several drums of packaged products. 34
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(C) For some time USARV had experienced large fuel losses from several pipelines. In
May a joint investigation team under the PM, 1st Log Comd visited Phu Yen Province to determine the cause of the losses from the Vung Ro Bay-Tuy Hoa Air Base pipeli- .1. The team determined that most of the 2 million gallons of POL lost monthly was due to civilian pilferage
along an 8-km section of the line. With assistance from USARV engineers, work was begun to
bury the critical segment. Also, the CG, IFFORCEV provided improved •ocurity for the pipeline. The same measures were taken on the Qui Nhon-An Khe line in June. To prevent further
losses, this pipeline was filled with water until it was buried and, at midyear, similar actions
were planned for the Phu Cat Air Base segment. Line haul motor transport using 5, 000-gallon
tankers was used during outages of the pipelines. 35
(C) During the third quarter adequate levels of Class lIlA and II'W supplies were maintained at all USARV terminals and supply points. There was continuing enemy interdiction, primarily small arms fire and satchel charges, but this action failed to have a significant effect on
operations.
(C) Good progress was made during the quarter on burial of -vulnerable segments of pipelines at Qui Nhon. This work, begun during the second quarter, was nearing completion at the
end of September. 36
(C) On 10 July the management of packaged POL supply 1.as transferred from the automated
system at ICCV to a manual system at the Directorate of Petroleum, 1st Log Comd, Long Binh.
This change provided improved record accuracy and greater management efficiency than had
been possible under the automated system. 37
(C) In October, JP-4 and MOGAS reached critical levels at the Tuy Hoa Air Base. Normal
resupply by ocean tanker through the pipelines to the AV' tankage was not feasible in the first
weeks of the month due to obstructions which were Introouced when the lines were buried. Convoys of tankers from Cam Ranh Bay and Qui Nhon were required to bring sufficient fuel to maintain operations until the pipelines wore repaired. At month's --nd the 8-inch line was operating
properly and the critical situation at the base wis relieved; however. the 6-inch line was not
operating in a normal manner and represented a continuing problem.
(C) Also in October, the Dong Nai jetty near Long Binh was damaged by a tug berthing a
POL barge. Operation of the jetty was temporarily susper:ded until emergency repairs were
completed. The condition of the jetty lid not warrant L-ubstantial repaArs and a project to build
a new jetty was submitted. Another constr:ctiou; occurred when the Shell ship Amoria ran
aground in QuW Nhon harbor and reduced the maximum dr'aft to '4.8 feot which required further
light loading of T-Z tankers boore they ce %ldenter khe harbor. Dredging operations began on
Nov. 3 8

*15

During November, a4 quate suppl t •t of Class IUiA mnd JIIW were maintained at all
SUSARV terminals and supply ,ointa with the exception of An&Khe and Pleiku. Stocks at these
A
terminals were low for muc| of the month due to an enemy attack on the An Khe tank farm and
the inability to pump prod,.ct through to Pluiku..
*

(C)

(C) Enemy damage to petroleum facilitles ib.creaasd markedly over previous period.. For
the first time mince May, enemy sappier* were able to tause large scale damage to petroleum
Installations.
On I Nov enemy sapp;-;r penetrated the perimeter at An Khe and destroyed four
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J3-MBBL tanks. This represented approximately Z3 percent of the JP-4 capacity, 100 percent of
the AVGAS capacity, 50 percent of the MOGAS capacity, and 23 percent of the diesel capacity.
Seventeen 10, 000-gallon collapsible tanks and one 50, 000-gallon collapsible tank were installed
to provide sufficient storage to assure operation of the An Khe tank farm, and the Qui Nhon-An
Khe pipeline. Damage to other petroleum facilities was limited to pipelines which suffered almost nightly damage from small arms fire and satchel charges.
(C) Due to continued pilferage water was injected into the Qul Nhon- Phu Cat pipeline and it
was closed down for 30 days to test the capability of resupplying the Phu Cat Air Base by tank
truck and rail tank car. The contractor commenced welding and wrapping of pipeline in preparation for burial. Actual construction was delayed pending right of way clearance from local
officials.
(C) Also in November, the MSTS ship Suamico broke her mooring lines at Vung Ro Bay during a period of high winds and shifted the mooring. Until the mooring was realigned, the discharge of POL tankers took place at a De Long pier which was equipped with POL discharge lines
for such emergencies.
(C) In order to reduce aerial resupply requirements two LCMs equipped with 10, 000-gallon
bladders delivered 20, 000 gallons of diesel fuel to Rach Sol in the Delta on ZZ Nov. This was a
trial run to determine the feasibility of delivering POL by surface transportation. The test was
successful and the two boats were assigned to a regular Delta POL shuttle. 39
(C) Adequate supplies of POL were maintained at terminals and supply points in December.
Enemy damage was generally limited to small arms fire and satchel charges used against the
pipelines. The year ended with POL stocks at a satisfactory level. 40
(C) In a trial at two locations in the Delta in December, the Low Altitude Parachute extraction System (LAPES) was used to deliver JP-4. Four C-130-loads of product In steel drums
were dropped at one location. Three of these went in without incident but one caught fire due to
a raised plate on the pierced steel planking covering the airfield. Similarly, four loads of JP-4
in 500-gallon collapsible drums were dropped at another location, One complete load (nine
drums) and three drums on another load ruptured on impact. Initial evaluation of the drops indicated that collapsible drums were unstable for use In LAPES operations. 41
NAVFORV
(C) The NAVFORV maintained adequate levels of Class 1I1A and 111W supplies during the
first quarter. The largest problem encountered was adverse weather at Danang In January and
February which delayed discharge of tankers. The movement of |POL on the Cua Viet and Perfume Rivers continued without interruption In spite of the %eather except for the mining of 4
landing craft (LCM6) on 21 Feb. The latter incident blocked the Cuse Viet River for that day only.
(C) The increased tempo of GIANT SLINGSHOT oeperations (See Chapter V. Naval Operations) created increased requirements for POL on the Vam Co T ay and Vain Co Dong Rivers.
To meet; these requirements. NAVFORV took the tolloving actions, 42
1. Positioned a 70,0 00- gallon pontoon barge at Tuyan Nhon.
40 100- and 8,400- ga lon lighters at Moe Hoa.
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Repositioned a 4,200-gallon NLP from Nha Be to Tan An.

3. Arranged for resupply to Tuyen Nhon AMMI and Tan An NLPs from USS Askari at
Tan An as needed.
4. Supplemented NAVFORV '-esources with Army tank trucks and a Y-boat tanker.
(C) On 27 Apr NAVFORV POL facilities at Danang were reduced to 500,.000 gallons per day
when fire and an explosion at ASP No. I damaged four JP-4 and one AVGAS, 10-MBBL tanks.
The loss had negligible effect on maintenance of support inventories. 43
(C) Like the other components, the Navy also experienced considerable losses of fuel due to
diversion and pilferage. The installation of meters on commercial tankers had considerable effect on reducing these losses, and by May both Esso and Shell Oil Companies reported increased
sales of fuel to civilian customers at Danang. 44
(C) The NAVFORV efforts to reduce diversion and pilferage of product from the supply system continued during the third quarter and the program was designated Project ASAP (Abolish,
Stealing of American Petroleum). At N&VSUPPACT Det, Binh Thuy, a commercial truck driver
unsuccessfully attempted to bribe a POL Inspector. The driver was apprehended and turned
over to the National Police as all NAVSUPPACT Saigon elements were alerted for further bribe
attempts by drivers of commercial POL delivery trucks. 45
(C) As was the case with Class I supply,. NAVFORV had to provide POL to units in the Delta
formerly supported by the 9th S&T Bn at Dong Tamn. A Y-tanker Initially was used to meet Navy
requirements and new requisitioning procedures were established. An a long terin solution and
in keeping with Vietnamization, the ARYN was advised to operate a small craft refueling point
for the 'INN at Dong Tam. 46
(C) In the fourth. quarter NAVFORV maintained POL supply .support at a satisfait~ory level
and no major problems were encountered. In I CTZ bulk fuel issues declinedt reflecting troop
redeployments and neither weather noer enemy action caused any signi -ficantdelays of fuel to cOischarge port. up the Cua Viet River.

III MAP
(C) The 111 MAP experieoneod no major problems with POL. during the-first quarter and significant improvements In Its resupply system resulted from Increasing tankage at An Hie& and

Vandeg rift combat basos, Losses. to onomy action included S7,000 gallons of AVGAS and 6,000
gallons of Class IU%. These losses had little effect on operaticons.

(C) Colas* TUW capabilities were improved by the Installation. In January, of a fuel hose line
across tb. Thu Bon River at Ah flea, thus avoiding disruptions formerly experienced when the
Aa Hon ferry was out of operation.A?4

4

(C) During the second, quarter the 111 MAP maintained adequate levels of POL supplies: however, the component shared with the other services in loass*# resulting from enemy attacks. In
April an enemy rock~et destroyed 3S,OO0gallonas of JI%4 and a collapsihte bag at Vandegrift cornbat base. The Danang losse# from the ASP No. I fire on Z? Apr Included four 10, 000-gallon eellapsible bas,* cotaining a -total of 16,000 gallons of MOGAS and 16,000 gallorts of diesel fuel. Additionjal losses becu rred -t May when MAG-16 lost one 10,000-gallon bag and 500 gallons of JP- 4.
at Doal Hae, sit of the. bags and 60,000 gallons of diesel fuel were- lost. Losses continued Into
May when the Ast UAW. lost thre~e 10.0400-gallon bag# of -J-P-4 and Doug 14a lost two mo re bags. 48
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(C) In the third quarter there was a significant decline in losses due to enemy action and
POL support operations were maintained at a satisfactory level for the-remainder of the .year.

Class IV Supply

(C) The overall Class IV supply situation remained stable during 1969. Intensive efforts
were made by components to identify and reduce excess materials throughout RVN. The USARV
established intertheater excess programs whereby non-Army customers were offered materials
which were in long supply. Also, the Army studied a proposal whereby Class IV stocks in-country could be reduced by using Okinawaas a "surge tank" and shipping to that location. Project
STOP/SEE was continued with intensive effort being made to identify and, through coordination
with Logistics Coordinating Office-Pacific, divert and frustrate unneeded types and quantities of
construction materials.
(C) The only item reported in critical supply was lumber as USARV, III MAF, and NAV49
FORV reported selected stocks in short supply.
(C) The shortage of lumber continued during the third and fourth quarters in spite of crossleveling of stocks between components. The lst Log Comd had requested assistance from. USARPAC W• July; however, improvement in the level of supply was not evident until November. At
year's end.there was continuing increase in stocks and all requirements were satisfied. 50
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Crates of supplies await loadfng .o the tank landing ahip USS Luzerne County at Vung
Tau post In. South Vietnam
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Class V
and VA Supply

(S) Supply levels of Class V and VA remained generally satisfactory throughout 1969.
Following the trends in management of other classes of supply, the components placed major
emphasis on purifying stocks, identifying excesses and unserviceable ammunition, and bringing
stocks into closer conformity with stockage objectives. In March, mortar and artillery ammunition was removed from MACV management control. Emphasis was continued on retrograde of
excess and unserviceable stocks, and USARV excesses were used to improve ARYN stocks.
(C) There were major ammunition losses as the result of enemy action during 1969 with
62, 963 STONs valued at $136.7 million destroyed. The foilowing data reflect the significant
losses:

*

INVENTORY LOSS
S/TONS
$ MILLION

DATE

INSTALLkTION

COMPONENT

20OJan
22 Feb
22 Feb
22 Feb
23 Feb
28 Feb
28 Feb
1 Mar
2 Mar
10 Mar
22 Mar
23 Mar
27 Mar
11lApr
27 Apr
27 Apr
2? Apr

Qui Nhon
Qui Nhon
Danang
An Hoa
Qul Nhon
Danang
Danang
Quan Lol
My Tho
Qui Nhon
Quan Loi
Qui Nhon
Dong Tam
Tay Ninh
Danang
Danang
Danang
Go Vap

ARVN
ARVN
AR VN
USMC
USARY
USARY
USMC
USARV
ARVN
TJSARV
USARV
USARV
USARV
ARVIN
USMC
USAF
VNAF
ARVN

Z, 833
6,173
4,490
1,292
8,37.8 .
185
113
45.1
10
1,729
Z6
1,315
934
402
31,523
Z, 424
67
471

Lai Khe
Pleiku

ARVN
ARVN
TOTAL

153
300
6Z, 963

2Z May
26 Jun
19 Aug

3.3
17.9
.7.1
1.5
10. 3
.4
.3
.01
3. Z
.04
1.4
2.0
1.0
70.3
15.2
.2
1.5

.2
.31
$136.76

(C) During the second quarter a major loss of ammunition resulted from a grass fire that
went out of control at ASP No 1 at Danang and resulted in the loss of 34, 014 STONs, valued at
$85.7 million. These stocks belonged primarily to III MAF; however, 7AF lost 2,4Z4 STONs
of the total amount.
(C) Except for the continuing shortages (shared by USARVO NAVFORV, and MIMAF) of
2. 75- inch rockets, illuminating signals, and offensive hand grenades, all types of ammunition
were maintained at acceptable levels of supply throughout the second and third qua rters.
(C) In the fourth quarter the 2.75-inch rocket shortage eased considerably while the illurainating signals and offensive hand grenades remained in short supply as GONUS production

*
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continued to lag. The monsoonal wahrinhibited ammunition activities in I CTZ during the
quarter but all requirements were fulfilled.
7AF
(S) There were sufficient quantities of all types of air munitions on hand to support monthly
PACOM allocations during 1969. Air operations were supported without interruption in spite of
record expenditures of general purpose bombs, 750-lb fire bombs, and CBU munitions. The
only significant problem encountered by 7AF was the loss of 2, 424 STONs of ammunition as a
result of the 27 Apr fire at Danang. This loss, primarily base defense munitions, required immediate intratheater resupply. Stocks were reconstituted and normal operations resumed by
4 May. 5
(S) Figure IX-5 reflects the total munitions expended by 7AF during 1969.
USAR
(S) The overall status of ammunition during the year was as follows:
MONTHLY STATUS OF AMMUNITION
(short tons)
Received

Month

Issued

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May

72,119
80, 173
83,340
73,739
77,300
78,143
70,218
74,648
78,300
7Z, 467
82, 375

40.216
49,383
71.266
70,748
76j 52Z
104,423
75,378
46, ?88
6S,621
48,098
103, 535

74, 693

96, 605

4Jun

Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov

tDec

(End of Month)
On Hand*
188,131
158,45
140, -89
137, 104
137,512Z
U66, 506
176,195
144,510
132.,166
121,580
.147, 289

163,.974

*Serviceable

(nch
wAt the

romnin
of the first quartor

the shortages of offensive -hand grnd@ and~

dlivris fomCONUS. In the moantime, an expedient grenade was adopted 1n-e'intry
celrat
that uefzecomponents (0~872) with 1/2-lb blocks of TNT,ý thus In effect _"m~aking" offensive
grenades. Teewas noearly relief furecast for the short&ge Uf irockets. *nd strtrgant mtmage-.
Mont wsipedon their use. By the end of the quarter, the results of increased CONUS production began arriving and the shortages eased s lightly.5?
(S) The intensive program to retrograde unneeded ammttunition stocits made considerable.
progress as Phase 11 of the prog ram officially began In January. Over 6, 650 STONs wv to to-j
trograded during the month, including 1, 47 STONs which were transferred to AIVN. Seau.
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a considerable amount of the Phase II retrograde tonnage was moved befo re January, the end-ofmonth total credited to the Phase II total was 19,464 STONs against an end-of-February goal of
35,0C00 STONs. 53
(C) As a result of the 22 Feb enemy action direct, d at the Qui Nhon%Ammunition Depot, portions of that depot's missions were transferred in March to the Camn Ranh Bay Ammunition Depot. The transferred missions included storage of 8, 000 S TONs of the Qui Nhon Ammunition
Depot stockage objective and 6, 000 STONs of the Danang Support Command stockage objective.
The latter tonnage ai. -ady had been stored at Qul Nhon due to insufficient capacity in the Danang
Support Commnand. 54
(C) The supply of 8-inf-h HE projectiles, a continuing shortage Item, improved during the
quarter i -id by late March the on-hand balamce had climbed above the safety level. -55
(r,) By the first of April there were onl'y three items under DA's ASR management; howvever,
MACV and UJARV were allocating additional items, primarily mortar and artillery ammunition,
2. 75-inch rockets, and selected demolitions. Through the discretionary use of intensified
management controls, the shortages wer-i not permitted to affect operational requirements. The
supply of 2. 75-inch ro~ckets and offensive hand grenades continued to be critical and a third Item,
Mk Z4/45 aircraft flares, waa added. To provide temporary relief for the flare shortage, USARPAC authorized draw down on and shipments from the Japan Propositioned War Reserve. 56

(C) In July there were seven itoms under DA's ASR management, three being carried over
from the preceding month and four being added during the month. During August stock positions
improved and by the end of the third quarter only four itams required DA's ASR management.
Both MACV and USARV continued to -impose management controls on selected items, primarily
mortar and artillery ammunition and rockets.

$

(C) The supply status of offensive hankd grenades Improved substantially In September due, to

arrival In
RYN of Increased CONUS production. These receipts permitted removal of the Item
fromn DA's ASR management and enabled USARV to meet HAVFOR V's long outskand~ng requirement.

(C) The s ho rtage of 2. 75-inch rockvt% continued throughout the third quarter. There were
indication* that this critical shortage would case In October. The primiary flarei (Signal, RIleminating, L312) used In the night dotection of swimrnero/.appers also continued critical In the
third quarter as DA's Allocation Commvittee. Ammunition imposed an ASR whan assets failed to
meet requirements. This action impactod on NAVFOR-V as well a# USARV at.ace the lattr Acoiponent. provided the Item to the N4avy. To help ease the demand for thq Item. USARtV is sued
40mm grenade flares to all combat units having the U.79 grenado lrunchez, reserving 1.12
flarve for those olements not so equipped. S?
(C) During Oetober, 71, 467 STON* were issued and 48.0"8 STONa were received.
We"e 1.1, 580 STONs of serviceasle ammunition on hand at the food of the month.

*

There

~(C) Phase IVof the retrograde prog ramt commenced in July and exteniet! through Dvcombee, with a goal of 1,*000 STON. per month.. On .3 Oct 818TON* had bt% retrogadd
(C) The project mnwager tor thb .Z.S-nch rocket system visited ARYN during 1- 7 Oct, Ve

was accompanied by two techncian. tram Picatinny Arsenal.

The party visited guitship units in
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each of the CTZs in an effort to gain first hand information on the operational support aspects of
this system.

S1.

Of particularinterest to USARV were the following support concepts:

Shipment of rockets already assembled i,- containers up until the rockets were
loaded aboard the gunships.
2.

Ready round trailers to transport rockets from storage area to rearm point.

7_
Also provided was valuable

3. Disposable launching pods to reduce the rearm time.
information on funded rocket production and planned deliveries.

(C) The overall 2. 75-inch rocket situation improved significantly during October to the extent that two types of 2. 75-inch HE, VT-fuzed rockets did not require allocation. Assets of the
other 2. 75-inch HE PD-fuzed rockets also increased, and increased quantitites of these items
were made available in November. The 2. 75-inch fle( ._ette rocket posture also improved significantly. The outlook for continued availability of the rockets for the ensuing months was good.
The shortage of illuminating flares, offensive grenades, and 40ram grenades continued because
of the lack of production. Other tube-fired illuminants were placed under local ASR management
because of supply/distribution problems. This was considered a temporary situation. 58
(C) At the beginning of November there were four items under DA's ASR management. Four
items were carried over from the preceding month: flechette and HE 2. 75-inch rockets, illuminating signals, and trio flares. USARV allocated several additional items.
(C) The overall 2. 75-inch rocket situation continued to improve during November. For the
first time in many months supply exceeded demand. Illuminants, however, continued as a problem in spite of production increases. Projections showed improvement as CONUS production
was scheduled for months previously showing no production.
(C) Also in November large sea swells resulted in a modification of ammunition unloading
procedures at Qui Nhon. Waivers were obtained for discharge of Class V at the De Long Pier.
General cargo receipts were such that Class V was diverted to the De Long Pier and there was
little or no impact on overall support. 59
(C) During December there were shortages of some items in the Danang Support Command
because shipments were disrupted by monsoonal weather. The weather restricted discharge
operations at Qui Nhon also. The monsoonal pattern weakened by mid-December and discharge
of ammunition was resumed at the normal rate.
(C) A significant problem occurred when DA suspended 15Zmm HEAT-T because of a malfunction at Aberdeen Proving Ground. The iualfunction was caused by excessive tube wear and
the ammunition used a fuze which was not affixed to stocks in RVN. In spite of these circumstances, USARV was required to airlift 6,000 substitute HE-T rounds to satisfy immediate requirements. In addition all of the suspended HEAT-T was recalled and strict ASR management
60
was imposed on the substitute item. HE-T.

(C) The Phase IV retrograde program, begun in July. was terminated in December, A
total of 10, 767 STONe were retrogradcd under the program which had a goal of 1, 000 STONs
monthly. 61
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(C). At the end of the year there were four items under ASR management in addition to the
152mm HE-T described above. The items were three types of signal flares and 40mm HE
grenades. 62
NAVFORV
(C) There were adequate stocks of Class V and VA to support naval operations throughout
the first quarter. The only significant problem areas reported were the growing demands for
antiswimmer explosive devices and signal illuminating devices. The requirement for antiswimmer explosive devices continued to increase as a result of swimmer/sapper attacks on
NAVFORV ships.
(C) In addition to NAVFORV requirements, the Army requested 100, 000 rounds of the device per month while only 29, 000 rounds per month were available. The Army anticipated that
it would be capable of providing 60, 000 devices by May. Meanwhile, the Z9, 000 rounds available
for February were supplemented by 7, 500 rounds constructed from TNT blocks. The requirement for 100, 000 antiswimmer explosive devices per month was considered essential to provide
units in II, III, and IV CTZs with adequate defenses.
(C) The signal illuminating grenade was in short supply for the period 24 Jan-Z4 Feb. Of
the 10, 000 rounds allocated, only 6, 120 were received. The Navy requirement per month was
30,000 rounds. 63
(C) During the second quarter the Navy experienced a shortage of the 2. 75-inch rockets and
40mm HE cartridges. To alleviate the shortage, NAVFORV requested an increase in the Intense
Combat/Theater Sustaining Rates as authorized by USARPAC. In the meantime it was necessary
for CNO to authorize an allocation from CONUS stocks to support operational requirements. 64
(C) During the third quarter NAVFORV shared with USARV the continuing shortages of
2.75-inch rockets, offensive hand grenades, and L312 flares. Drawing on Navy stocks at Subic
Bay, NAVFORV eased the shortage of rockets; however, the shortage of grenades and flares
continued to be critical. 65
(C) There were no problems with Class V supply reported by NAVFORV during the fourth
quarter. As was the case with USARV, the 2.75-inch rockets were removed from allocation
and the supply of all types of munitions was generally satisfactory.

iMAF
(U)

The III MAF maintained ammunition stocks at acceptable levels throughout 1969.

(C) The only significant problem was the result of a grass fire at ASP No 1 at Danang in
which $70. 3 million worth of ammunition (both A and W subclassification) was destroyed. In
spite of the heavy loss, there was no significant adverse effect on operations, though 10, 110
STONs of class VA and 24,413 STONs of class VW stocks were destroyed. Restoration began in
early May after an on-site survey by representatives from MACV and III MAF. 66
(C) In the fourth quarter all operational requirements for ammunition were met in spite of
torrential rains that hampered supply activities throughout I CTZ.
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Class VI Supply

(U) The level of special services supply was adequate to the needs of the command and components reported no significant problem areas during 1969.
(U) The USARV Special Services Supply Depot completed a 100 percent inventory of stocks
as of 15 Jan. This was the first inventory in the history of the depot and it revealed stocks on
hand that had neither been formally received nor picked up on accountable records. An all-out
effort was initiated to identify those items with valid federal stock numbers of the Inventory Control Center, Vietnam Depot for proper managment and control of distribution. The Special
Services Supply Depot then managed only those items which were peculiar to special services
activites; e.g., craft shop, sports facilities, libraries, and entertainment workshops. Items
used at unit level, for morale and welfare, were henceforth supplied through the supporting
supply activity in their area of operation. 67
(U) In June the control and mangement of Class VI supply was returned to the components
and support was provided as prescribed in respective component procedures. The FWMAF
continued to be supported by USARV.

Class VII Supply
(C) While the general level of Class VII supply support was adequate for the first quarter,
there were significant shortages of tactical vehicles (1/4- and 5-ton trucks), engineer construction equipment, MHE, tactical generators, countermortar radars, AN/VRC-lZ radios, RC-ZP9
antennas, mint detectors, and amphibious landing vehicles. Compounding the 1/4-ton truck
shortage was the requirement to transfer large numbers of these vehicles to RVNAF in support
of the I&M program. This issue depleted depot stocks in January and February. At the end of
the first quarter, there were management actions underway to alleviate all significant shortages
and expedite the replenishment of stocks.
(C) The shortages generally continued through the second quarter though there was slight
improvement in the. supply position of RC-Z9Z antennas and 1/4-ton trucks. In May turn-ins for
replacement of 107mm mortars (M30) and . 50 caliber machine guns (MZ) depleted depot stocks
and expedited resupply action was initiated for these weapons. As in the previous quarter, most
of the shortages were reported by USARV.
(C) In the third quarter the overall status of Class VII supplies improved. By the end of
September, sufficient quantities of AN/VRC-12 radios, RC-294 antennas, 5-ton dump trucks,
caliber . 50 machine guns, and water trailers were in R VN and the items were deleted from the
criticallist. The shortages of engineer construction equipment also had eased and only three
items remained in critical supply. The shO.trages of 1/4- and 5-ton cargo trucks, 4000-lb
electric forklifts, and mine detectors continued.
,
(C) In October crane shovels and mine detectors were removed front the critical list, however, the shortages of 1/4-, 3/4- and 5-ton cargo trucks continued for the remainder of the year.
The 5-ton dump truck was once again in critical supply as backorders exceeded receipts during
November. The latter shortage had an adverse effect on engineer construction.
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supply.

'The 7AF reported no significant shortages or major problems with respect to Class VII

USARV
(C) Within USARV the following major problem areas by subclass required management
attention1. Subclass B: The continuing shortage of 4, 000- lb electric forkli~fts was partially
eased In February by receipt of 21 items from Okiniwa as a result of USARPAC action. Further
relief was to be provided by the expected arrival ot 1, 000- lb forklifts as substitute items. The
problem of tactical generators was critical due to TOE shortages as well as the absence of a
maintenance float and depot stocks. Assistance was requested from DA, USARPAC, and MECOM to help relieve the shortageq. In addition to the critical shortages, the following items
were reported in short supply:
Compressor, rty- pwr, drvn,
Ciane Shovel. -Crawlr, mtd,
Crane Shovel, Crawir, rntd,
Distributor, bitum trk- rntd,
Distributor, water, trk'.mtd,
Ditching Machine

air, whl-mtd, 600,cfm
40-ton, 2 cu yda
12 )/2-ton, 3/4-cu yd
800-gal
1,000-gal

Loader, Schoop Z 1/2 VY (CLSP Item)
-Pneumatic Took & Compressor Outfit, Z.5OCFM trl..ztd
Rock Drilling Equip,, 75TPH
Roller.' motorized, Z-rolls, 5-8-ton
Roller'. motorized, 3-rolls, 12-18-ton
Roller, twd, 9-ton
Roller. twd., 7 1/2-35 Ton
Roller, Sheoepfoot, twd
(C) During the saecond quarter suifficient quantities of the pneumatic tool and compressing
oujtfits anid rollers, motorized, 3-rolls, 9-14-ton and 12-18-ton, and rollers, motorised, aroll#, 5-8-ton were received and the items were no longer deomed to be in short supply. Shortages continued for the other item~s,
nd(C) The status of-subclass B Items continued to Improve during the third quarter and at the
edof- Septemnber only four items ware in &'critical status- crane shovel. crawler mtd, 40-ton,
2cu yd. distributor, bitum, trk-mtd,, 800-gal: ithnmaie:adrler,
Z
Sheepefoot, twd.
*

(C) in Oecter crane shovel* and forklifts arrived In safflcient numbers to permit removal
of the Items from the critical list. As a result only the ditching machine, biturn distributor, and
Shtepsfoot roller rewained on th* critical list at the end of the year.
a. Subclass 0'.
a. With the Increase In enemy Indirect fire attacks during the first quarter. the
need tar cowktatmortar. radar equipment was accentuated. There were 69~ &NIMPQ-4A radars,

flt ACF~P cPNf)
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the principal countermortar radar set, in-country. This number was three under the theater
authorization and did not provide for a combat/maintenance loss allowance of two per year. The
US Army Electronics Command (USAECOM) initiated measures to expedite delivery of 27 new
sets. They arrived in RVN by the end of June, and the item was removed from the critical list.
b. A shortage of AN/VRC- 12 family radios also occurred during the first quarter.
There were technical problems related to a new production contract that impeded delivery of replacement sets. As an expedient, the MACV staff took action in conjunction with USAECOM to
supply critical receiver/transmitter components so as to meet operational requirements. These
actions envisioned timely return of unserviceable components to CONUS depots for repair and
return to stock. The shortage eased somewhat during August but the overall status remained
critical.
c. There was also a shortage of RC-292 antennas which continued from February.
This item was subject to heavy demand and expedited resupply action continued, until stock
levels improved during July. The item was then removed from the critical list.

d. In the fourth quarter the supply of AN/PPS-5 radars.became critical due to reduced DADAC allocations. The shortage continued until the end of the year and relief was not
expected until increased allocations were received.

3.

Subclass K:

a. There was a critical shortage of 5-ton cargo and dump trucks and the DADAC
allocations through June totaled 55 percent of anticipated losses, with most of the allocation intended to modernize the present transportation truck fleet. Command-wide, the shortage was
approximately 30 percent of all authorizations and no depot stocks were on hand. Assistance
from USARPAC was requested to obtain a rovision of DADAC allocations to help fill USARV requirements. The 5-ton cargo truck was being considered as a candidate for the Closed Loop
Support (CLS) program by US Army Tank-Automotive Command. Special actions by DA resulted
in expediting delivery of some items from CONUS and drawdown on other USARPAC stocks; however, the shortage continued through midyear. In August, 5-ton dump trucks arrived in sufficient quantities to reduce back orders and the item was removed from the critical list. The
vehicles were again in critical supply in November as backorders increased at a greater rate
than receipts. The 5-ton cargo truck remained in critical supply through the rest of the year
and this shortage impacted primarily in divisional and separate artillery units where it was the

primary vehicle for tranuport ui smia.tuittion.
b. A critical shortage of 1/4-ton trucks also occurred during the first quarter of
1969 when deliveries of 400 vehicles to RVNAF were accelerated. This action, designed to expedite RVNAF I&M, caused critical shortages (approximately 20 percent) in most USARV units
as depot stocks and due-lts through February were used to meet the requirement. By the end
of the second quarter, shipments began arriving from CONUS. In spite of these receipts, all
depot stocks continued to be issued apainet TOE shortages and no significant improvement was
foreseen. The shortage actually worsened during the third and fourth quarters with no relief in

view.
e. In April a shortage of water trailers became critical, due in part to the acceleration of deliveries to RVNAF. An was the case with the other items, USARV requested expedited
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allocations of the trailers from DADAC.

was removed from the critical list.

The trailers began arriving in September and the item

d. In the fourth quarter 10-ton tractors became critical as due-outs mounted.
This shortage impacted in the divisional engineer units and in the engineer brigades where there
was a high density of the vehicles.
e. Also in the fourth quarter the supply of 3/4-ton trucks worsened as back orders
rose to 821 (258 of which were for ROKFV). To ease the near critical shortage, 708 vehicles
from USAREUR stocks were shipped to RVN and this shipment plus those vehicles arriving
through the regular Closed Loop Support Program were expected to eliminate back orders by
late January 1970.
4. Subclass M: In May 107mm mortars (M30) and . 50 caliber machine guns (MZ) were
in critically short supply as the result of heavy turn-ins for replacement. The shortage of mortars was eased in June when sufficient quantities were received to fill all back orders. The
shortages of machine guns continued until August when all orders were filled and the items were
no longer regarded in critical supply.

NAVFORV
(U) There were no significant problem areas reported by NAVFORV during 1969.
IH MAF
(C) The III MAF reported only two items as being significant problems during the first
quarter. These were mine detecting sets and amphibious landing vehicles (LVTE-1). The latter
In June a number of the mine detectitem was removed from the critical category by midyear.
ing sets were received fromthe USMC Supply Activity at Philadelphia and receipts reduced the
number of back orders for the item. The shortage of detecting sets continued through the remainder of the year.

Class VIII Supply
(C) There were adequate stocks of Class VIII supplies available to components throughout
1969. In all CTZs there were intensive efforts by management to purify stocks and stocks records, identify excesses, and effect retrograde of items where indicated. Demands were high
during the first part of the year reflecting a trend to accumulate sufficient quantities to support
the expected intensification in level of combat during the Tet period (February-March). The
major problem with respect to Class VIII supplies was lack of controlled environment storage
which was needed for preservation of drugs and medicinals.

USARV
(C) Despite continued high demands, the supply support of Class VIII medical material was
excellent during the first quarter and customer requirements were satisfied on a timely basis.
(C) As in previous years, the need for additional covered storage for Class VIII continued
to be the most significant problem area. During FY 68, the tonnage on hand in the medical depot
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at Cam Ranh Bay had increased from 5, 979 STONs to approximately 8, 759 STONs. This increase in stock without a corresponding increase in covered storage had necessitated storing
approximately 50 percent of medical stocks in outside storage areas. The high temperatures
and humidity in RVN accelerated the deterioration of medical material. Of primary concern was
the storage of medical items such as drugs, biologicals, and official reagents. Many of these
items required controlled temperature (50-80 degrees F) storage, but because of the volume of
items and lack of adequate covered storage, use was made of outside storage. Requests for additional covered storage space for all medical depot activities had been submitted in May 1968
and, although several projects were approved, construction was not anticipated until mid- 1969.
The diversion of three 8,000-sq ft warehouses of the USA Depot at Cam Ranh Bay to the 32d
Medical Depot in February provided some relief at that location. 68

I

(C) The identification and disposition of excesses continued throughout the quarter and
over $Z16, 000 worth of material was transferred to Okinawa, RVNAF, and USAID. 69

z

(C) With a view toward reducing breakage and pilferage, containerized shipment of medical
supplies, using Sea Land containers, was initiated from the Cam Ranh Bay Base Depot to the
Long Binh 1st Advance Depot. 70
(C) During the second quarter the supply performance of the 32d Medical Depot continued to
improve in response to purification of stock record data, reconciliation of requisitions and dueins, and cross-leveling of in-country stocks. The numbers of due-outs and zero balances continued to decline to new depot lows. Because of improved management, the requisitioning objective for all medical supplies was reduced from 45 to 30 days. Also, the conversion from a
manual stock record control to a mechanized system using the NCR 500 computer was completed
in April. 71
(C) The storage problem improved during the second quarter with completion of six warehouses at Phu Bai and acquisition of a warehouse at Qhi Nhon Support Command in May. 72
(C) In the third quarter customer satisfaction was maintained at the same high rate as in
previous quarters as the number of requisitions declined in consonance with the level of combat.
(C) In August significant progress was made in identification and disposition of excesses
and the following measures were taken: 73
1. Stratification of assets reflected potential excesses in the amount of $4. 4 million.
These excesses were screened by RVNAF and USAID in an effort to apply excesses against their
requirements. As of the end of August medical material in the amount of $408, 000 was furnished RVNAF and USAID and $1.7 million was shipped to Okinawa, (Excesses had been gener
ated as the result of reduction in the supply levels, reductions in the number -of stocked items,
and hospital closures.)
Z. Purification of due-in/due-out files. Reconcilations between the base/32d Medical
Depot and the adviance depots were begun on a monthly basis. Reconciliations were to be conducted quarterly between the 32d Medical Depot and the US Army Medical Depot, Ryukyu Islands.
3. Improvement in locator record accuracy, identification of accounting for unrecorded
stocks, and reduction in processing time for receipts and issues. In consonance with this endeavor, the number of in-process documents in the storage section of base/32d Medical Depot
at the end of August was approximately 150 compared to 2, 500 in February,
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4. Centralization of medical repair parts management. The base /32d Medical Depot
assumed management responsibility for all medical repair parts.

*

(C) In September the identification and disposition of excesses continued with major emphasis on: (1) Retrograde of excess hospital TOE equipment, (2) retrograde of excess MUST
(Medical Unit Self-Contained Transportable) equipment, and (3) disposition of excesses generas the result of hospital closures and reduction of requisitioning objectives. Advance instructions were received relative to disposition of excess MUST equipment generated as the result of hospital closures. Serviceable MUST equipment was to be retrograded directly to CONUS
(Toole and Atlanta Army Depots). The latest stratification revealed normally generated, potential excesses in the amount of $3.8 million. The excess listings again were screened by both
RVNAF and USAID for application against their requirements. During the month of September,
medical material valued at $4, 300 was issued to ARVN on a reimburseable basis and stock
worth $393, 000 was shipped to the US Army Medical Depot, Ryukyu Islands.

iated

(C) Medical supplies were maintained at a satisfactory level for the remainder of the year
and no significant problem areas were reported. There were continuing efforts to identify excess which was retrograded to CONUS and Okinawa. Also RVNAF and USAID were provided excess stocks valued at approximately $600, 000.74

NAVFORV
(C) The NAVFORV reported a satisfactory level of medical supplies during 1969. Issues
were up slightly during the first quarter in anticipation of an intensification of the level of combat.

7th AF
(U)

The 7AF reported no significant problems during 1969.

III MAF
(U)

The Ill MAF reported no problems with Class VIII supplies during the year.

Class IX Supply

(C) The general level of repair parts was adequate during 1969. Critical items, primarily
automotive, aircraft, and radio parts, were reported by all components except 7AF; however,
shortages of the items-did not adversely affect operations.

"USARV
(C) Reflecting the implementation of let Log Comrd improved management controls, there
was a general improvement.in the supply status of repair parts during the quarter. The controls
included:

'
-

1. Project FILL/FILL Expanded. This project provided for identification of ASL Items
which continuously, reflected a sOroebalance and which were frequently on high priority requiuition,"in high demand, or-lieted as critical..-A- lit of these. item* was then forwarded to Zd Log
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IComd (Okinawa), AMC, DSA, LCO- P, and NICPs with a request for expedited action to improve
supply and delivery of the items. The project was subsequently expanded to include the top two
percent of the highest number of due-out items.

*

-

2. Project IMI (Intensive Management Items). This project provided for intensive
management of selected secondary items. The direct support units conducted and forwarded to
depots and ICC-V 100 percent inventories of the designated items. The ICC-V reviewed, consolidated, and subsequently forwarded these reports to NICPs for expedited action. It was envisioned that the project subsequently would provide for en route surveillance of affected items.
(C) Automotive items listed in critical supply during the first quarter included 1/4-ton and
2 1/2-ton truck batteries, 3/4-ton and 5-ton truck engines, and clutch plates for 2 1/2-ton
trucks. There was also a shortage of UH- 1 and AH- IG aircraft parts. Modules for the AN/
VRC- 12 familK of radios were the most significant item of communications repair parts in critical supply. 7
(C) By the end of June the clutch plates, AN/VRC- 12 modules, and printing and duplicating
equipment had been removed from the critical list; however, the shortage of truck engines continued. The shortage of 3/4-ton engines became so critical that issues were made only in response to Red Ball requisitions and after deadlines had been verified. There was also a continu76
ing shortage of several minor aircraft parts.
(C) Overall Class IX supply status improved during July. Support was maintained at a very
satisfactory level for the remainder of the quarter, and the efficacy of lst Log Comd's improved
and intensive management controls was reflected In the improved levels of support. The shortage of 3/4-ton truck engines eased significantly as receipts exceeded issues. To maintain these
improvements and increase stock levels, issues continued only in response to Red Ball Express
requisitions. The shortage of VRC- 12 components also was eliminated as USAECOM, at 1st
Log Comd's request, began shipment of the radio sets complete with installation kits. Except
for the 3/4-tun truck engines, the only critical item reported by USARV for the third quarter
were four items for OH-6 and UH-I helicopters. 7 7
(C) While all other items were at a satisfactory supply level, the 3/4-ton truck engine continued critieal until the end of year in spite of eintinued application of Red Ball E'press management controls. The situation actually worsened in November when TACOM Indicated the monthly
input would be reduced from 325 to 200 monthl.y. This condition precluded any prediction of a
get-well date !or the item. 7 8
(C) Several aircraft items, primarily for UH-1 helicopters, continued In eriltlal supply
during the fourth quarter resulting in some Inoperative aircraft. Intensive manafement controls
were applied and receipt of the critical items was tramninnet at the end of the year.

(C) NAVFORV reported a satisfactory level of Class IX supply support for the first two
quarters. The only significant Items listed In critical supply were parts for the $ac•ual pump*
used to propel patrol boats (PBR). Shipments of the needed itetm had b*Sun to arrive as the

first quarter eAded and additiomal shiWaeants were received '. April. 79
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~(C) During the third quarter, NAVFORtV maintained its satisfactory level of repair parts
support. The only items reported critically short were parts for ONAN generators, lZ- volt
batteries, and lZ-volt ZOO AH batteries. These items were removed from the critical list by
the end of the quarter as the supply system responded to intensive management controls. 8 0
(C) There were no significant problems reported by NAVFORV in the fourth quarter and
repair parts were maintained at a satisfatd:ory level.
I!MAF
(C) The III MAF reported a generally satisfactor y level of Class IX supply support during
the first quarter. The only critical item listed was 1100X15 tires that were awaiting special
procuremnent action in CONUS.81
(C) During the second and third quarters repair parts support continued at a generally
satisfactory level. The major problem area was with parts needed to reduce the number of

NORS aircraft.

These shortages worsened during August and September in spite of constant

monitoring of and application of intensive management controls to the supply system. The only
othez repair parts in short supply were radiosonde sets (AMT-4b) and brake shoes. The latter
two items were removed from the critical host in September.8a

(C) In the fourth quarter III MAF continued to report a number of hicopter repair parts in
critically short supply. All other stocks were maintained at a satisfactory level.

SER VICES

General
(C) Logistical sorvices wigre Ium"'ihed by vomponents at a satisfactory level throughout
1969. The major signifivaant problem at'e4 wa#e ý%property disposal which wasn reported by
USARV. Graves registkration activities ptekfid in March and declined slightly diuring the second
quarter, In the Ia** two quartors thttre were furtlwr de~clines in the 11ravos registration workload reflecting the lowered lev*l of combat and troop rod-opoyments.

MortuarV ý.Qerveo
(U) Mottuary services were pm'vidt-de US forces in (4VN by tho Army and the USMC.
USARVb, lot Log Comtd operated faeiiitiern at Damnsn (undier Ianeng Suip~ort Command) and at
T~an Son Whot (under Saigon Support Commtand). The Ill MAP PLC asoe opt"ated a #rave* regiattatioutattivity at Damtns. The Tan Son Ninat facility p~rovided servtc*s to 411 US tormes in
II, U1, &"~d IV CXTs. I"a I CTZ. the servitee were provided by both comnputnat faigiitle, si
kptpwa.
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(U) A closer look at the Tan Son Nhut mortuary furnishes a representative overview of
mortuary activities in RVN. The facility had been transferred from the USAF in the fall of
1965. In 1967 the increased workload had required opening of the second Army facility (at
Danang). Construction of a new mortuary at Tan Son Nhut was approved early in 1968; work
was begun later that year and the new facility was completed in September 1968. The facility
had the normal capacity to store ZOO human remains with the capability to increase this number
to 400 with refrigeration. modifications. This capacity was considered adequate for the levels
of combat anticipated in RYN. The complex also included a Personal Property Depot.
(U) The mortuary achieved a 100 percent error-free record in the identification of deceased
personnel. Continual a-tress on the importance of fingerprints and footprints accounted for a
'gradual increase of cases identified by this method. A total of 5o,033 out of 7, Z41 cases processed during 1968 had been identified by fingerprints for a percentage of 69. 51. During the first
seven months of 1969, a total of 3. Z07 of 4, 267 cases were identified by fingerprints for a percentage of 74. 93. All cases were thoroughly examined for the recording of race, height, hair
color, tattoos, scars, healed fractures, injuries, cause of deathi1 markings on clothing, and
jewelry. Additionally. a dental chart was prepared and compared with offictia dental records
for each case. Continuous command emphasis was directed to the. fingerprinting of every a rrival in RVN. In-processing cente~rs checked thoroughly the records of all incoming personnel for
fingerprint records. Qualified personnel took prints of those arriving in country with no records.
(U) Search and recovery operations were handled woll considering thft difficulties presented
by hostile forces and extremely hazardous terrain conditions. One of the principal problems
concerned the incomplete recoveries made from helicopter crash sites. Heavy engine and trans-

mission a~ssmblies often pinned one or more victims beneath the wreckage. The terrain problems usually prevented the utilization of suitable mobile equipment for raising such heavy wrackage and-there were several casualties which could not be recovered. 8 3
(C) Figure IX-b depicts the level of activitiles at th'm Army mortuaries at Tan Son Nhut and
Danani n h SCatvt
tPC The February. and March increases in number of rewmains processed reflected. the intensification in level of combat during the latter part of the ftirat
quarter. 8 4

j

(C) During the second quarter mortuary activities continued at the increased rate "hush
there wits some decline from the March peak. &S

~(C) In the third quarter mortuakry activities declined dr~matically except for the WIMAI~s
FLC facility tit Danaug. The- lattar facility processed '736 humain roniains during August. a
peak worload tor 1969?.86
(C) Ini the fouirth quarter graves registration activities reu Ainod at a law level relleitting
the 'Continuild reataively
low level of cotnba~t. Roth USARY ahri LI MAPF facilities vatWabshod e
low* (or the year. 8
Property Dispoal
(C) Diopoilal of excess atid ease viceable property during the year wats hampered by a #ok
age of quallilec property disposal porooonnel. To help alleviate this shortage. let Ldg Con1d
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conducted training courses for military and civilian personnel. Property disposal efforts were
further hampered by difficulties in obtaining the requisite integrity and reliability checks of indigenous employees by the GVN National Police.
(C) In spite uf the shortage of trained disposal personnel, USARV held frequent sales and
the 44 sales programmed for FY 69 was exceeded.
(C) There was continued progress in reducing the inventory in property disposal yards and
by the end of February the total inventory for USARV had been reduced to 67, 000 STONs. 88
(C) On 18 Mar a property disposal conference, hosted by 1st Log Comd, was held by
USARV at Nha Trang. The conference agenda was focused on procedures and the overall disposal program. A subsequent conference was held by USARV on 19-20 Mar to formulate improved procedures for use of excess material in support of the MAP Grant Aid Requirement Re-

lease Program. 89
(C) During the second quarter dispos.. le property was reduced further from the 1968
(September) high of 90, 400 STONs, and by midyear overall USARV inventories declined to
47, 900 STONs. This progress was made in spite of the continuing lack of qualified property
disposal personnel and difficulties experienced in obtaining GVN customs clearances to remove
itewms from property disposal yards. 90
(C) In July the overall command inventory excess and salvage property declined to % low of
46, 000 STONs. This progress was offset in August and September when receipts once again exceeded sales and the total command inventory climbed to over 60, 000 STONs. The major factors causing the increased inventory were:
One rl.atively large tu rn-in (3, 700 STONs) by 7AF in August.

1.

2, Difficulties of contractors in removing property from the Chu Lai-Phu Bai area.
Efforts to reduce inventory levels included sealed bid sales of unserviceable items and scrap.
The return on the sales ranged from 7.8 to 9.6 percent of original cost.
(C)

The shortage of qualified property disposal personnel continued to constrain disposal

activities and DA assistance was requented. Chief, Support Services, DCSLOG, DA assured
USARV that property disposal personnel wer4 being trained at US Army Quartermaster School
and would be provided on an expedited basis. Meanwhile 1st Log Comd's training team conducted
in-c ountry training in an attempt to expedite disposal activities and reduce inventories. 91

S(C)

*

There was continued progress in reducing the Inventory in property disposal yards and
by the end of October the totAl inventory for USARV had been reduced to 67, 000 STONs.
(C) Froperty disposal activities continued In the fourth quarter with several sealed bid sales
rf unneedcd property held monthly. Contractors continued to experienco difficulty in removing
property from disposal yards because of GVN customs restrictions. At the end of the year,
there were 70, 000 STONs of sca.p anid waste, and use-able property valued at S38. 7 million in
salvage yards. This backlog constrained salvagi operations. The difficulties with GVN cuatoms
offiil&s, specifically at Qul Nhon, resulted in increased c"sts to contractors which ultimately
result4d in decreased dollar return to the US. GVN officials required fotir customs inspectors
on hand at all times at $VN 1, 000 per man per day. All loading atW movements ceased unless the
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inspectors were on hand. This discouraged prospective bidders from participating in sales.
The most critical operational problem however, was the vast increase in property on hand which
seriously interferred with the effective receipt, handling, and disposal of all types of PDO property. At the end of the year publication of clarifying regulations was imminent and these regulations were expected to remove constraints on propert; disposal activities. 92

Procurement

(U) All DOD-appropriated procurement in RVN was accomplished in accordance with the
Armed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR). Each component was responsible for meeting
its own requirements with modifications as prescribed in ISSAs; consequently the components
performed procurement activities as set forth in their respective service procurement procedures as governed by ASPR. Procurement authority generally followed the service channels and
contracting officers were appointed by each component.
(U) The procurement role for Hq,
-ACV was that of the subunified commander in consonance with JCS PUB 3 doctrine, i.e., primarily coordination and monitoring of the procurement
activities of the components.
(U) The majo- procurement activities in RVN were:
1. Army: US Army Procurement Agency, Vietnam (APA, V), an element of the 1st
Log Comd; located in Saigon.
Z. Navy: Naval Support Activity, Danang, and Officer in Charge of Construction
(OCC), Vietnam (located in Saigon).
3. Air Force: 7.kF Procurement Office (YAF- DMP). There were several additional
AF procurement offices in RVN during 1969; however, there were plans at the end of the year
for consolidating them into one office in Saigon.
4.

Marine Corps:

Force Logistics Command at Danang.

(U) In addition to the appropriated procurement activities, the components also operated
numerous nonappropriatod fund (NAF) procurement offices in RVN for their NAF facilities. The
-Pacific Exchange System also operated a procurement office in Saigon which procured goods and
services to support ope*rations of R VN exchanges.
(U) In December 1968 COMUSMACV had requested DOD
send a procurement assistance
team to RVN to study procurement staffing And operations. The team, which arrived in
February 1969, was headed by the Assistant General Counsel, OASD, Manpower and Reserve
Affairs. One of the major recommendations resultin¥g from the visit was that MACV should establish a Procurermont Policy Division headed by an 06 In the office of 34. Responding to this
recommendation the division was established in September.
(U) The Procurement Policy Division was •tsponalb.e for the overall coordination of procurement activities relating to contracts awarded in or performed in RVN. Some of Its specific
"responsibilities were:
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UNCLASSIFIED
1. Develop procurement policies and guidance relative to DOD contracts awarded in or
performed in RVN.
2.

Monitor and coordinate procurement activities of component commands.

3.

Assign single service procurement responsibilities among component commands.

4.

Authorize commodities that could be purchased locally by the US forces in RVN.

Geea5. Assume responsibility for the chairmanship and operation and management of the
GnrlPurchasing Agency, Vietnam (GPAV), a joint procurement coordinating board.
6. Maintain liaison with the US Embassy, USAID, and other US Government agencies
concerning procurement matters relating to US Mission policy.
7. Develop procurement instructions to be followed by DOD purchasing offices located
outside RVN but awarding contracts for performance in-country. Forward these instructions to
the armed services procurement regulation committee for promulgation.

*
*

*the

*

(U) Many of the division's responsibilities were discharged through the GPAV. In reality,
the latter was not an agency, as it did not purchase anything. It was a board established under
provisions of JCS PUB 3 to coordinate procurement planning. The GPAV members represented all DOD procurement activities in RVN. This included not only the MACV component
command, but also other in- country contricting activities such as MSTS, 01CC (which had the
big RMK contract), and the PACEX Procurement Office. The procurement division chief was
also the GPAV chairman.
(U) A typical resolution passed by the GPAV to improve procurement management in RVN
involved the exchange of contract information. Many purchasing offices in- country. awarded contracts for such things as laundry service, office machine maintonance and r~epaiV~tý
ui
ser-4ice, and potable ice delivery. Before GPAV was estublished, one comnponent had-flo idea what
another wvas paying for the same service in the samne general locality. A prograrn\,was instit~~ed
to provide an exchange of service contract prices. Mvmbor purchasing offices
-ittcj4w
service contracts which the Procurement Policey Division used to publish a pe Wtllac. ýan-qhlet
of prices paid for various services. These pamphlets assisted cont racting fi~
Trn negotiations.

*

*of

(U)Folownga OPAY tneeting In early October, CONIUSMACV 4ubmittedi a proposed contrac cluseto DOD via CINCPAC that outlined certain currency requiroments co*icornting con-.
tractor employees' pay. The purp'oste of this action was to docrease the opportunity for the Individut~i to engage in Wlaclk market currency transactions. (So e Chapter XIV, Discipline, L~w and

Order.)
(U) In addition to those two proJecta,, the procuremont policy divsiooe anil GPAV cove-red
Wsuch topics as customs cloaranceou, wages paid to TCN*. lovation allowances., and potraoeumA
contracts.

~,

The goods andt services procurod for US andi Allied tot vei camew from threeý difforont
CONUS, ofishore- Westorn Pacific, and In- country. The Army.had the -bualk of the pro-.
*curtment
activity workload in RVN as indicated In the following datal:
(U)
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COMPONENT

AGENCY

VALUE IN MILLION$

Army
Navy
7AF
USMC

APA,V
NSAD
7AF-DMP
FLO

235.0
60.8
16.9
3. 5

(U) Most procurement was for utilities and services. Also, certain fruits and vegetables
were procured both in RVN and off shore-Western Pacific. A significant amount of the CONUS
procurement involved contracts for technical representatives and for other services which were
furnished in RYN. Table IX- I (Procurement Workload, 1969) contains additional data relative
to Army procurement activities for 1969.~

MAINTENANCE

General
(C) During 1969 equipment maintenance continued the improvement trend that had h-on eatablished in 1968. The 7AF reported meeting or exceeding USAF aircraft standards generally
throughout the period except for several low density aircraft. A similar tendency was experionced by USARY as Improvements outnumbered decreases in operational (OR) rates. The

III MAF and NAVFORV also reported improvements In their maintenance activities.

7AF
(6) The ?AF reported overall aircraft maintenance experience well within USAF standards
In 1969 with Not Operatimially Ready Maintenance (NORM) and Not Operationally Realy Subaly
(NORS) rates well under prescribed limits. See Figure 1X-S. 94
(C) In January all alri~raft met or exceeeded the desired OR rate except the F4CID. There
Wore no shortfalls reported io February~ howevor, botht A-lVUG/H and U- 11 aircratt failod to
meet desired OR rates In March. 95

*I

(U) Automotive waintonanco rates xeoedtd USAF limits during the quarter except for vehidesa doadlined for maintananco during January and Februa~ry. (See Figure IX-9.) The rates.
though high, remailned fairly tonsistant and were attributed primarily to the old and worn-out
vehicles in the fleet.
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(C) During the second quarter, maintenance was generally satisfactory with only A- 1
(E/G/H) and VC- 118 aircraft in April and RF-4C and VC- 118 aircrafc in May having excessive
NORM rates. Automotive maintenance during the second quarter also was satisfactory with
NORM and NORS rates remaining slightly under USAF standards. 97
(C) Maintenance of the vehicle fleet improved during the third quarter reflecting the intensive efforts of mobile maintenance teams organized by 7AF. In July the component achieved a
90.5 percent OR status and this high level was maintained throughout the quarter. 98
(C) In the third quarter further improvements were made in aircraft maintenance as the
overall NORM rate dropped to 12. 7 percent in July. The NORS rate was also maintained well
under USAF standards. Only VC-54 aircraft failed to meet OR standards in July while UH-1
aircraft exceeded the USAF standard of Z5 percent in August and September. In the latter month
B-57 aircraft also failed to meet the standard. 99
(C) Aircraft were maintained at a high OR rate throughout the fourth quarter. In October
only the VC-47D failed to achieve USAF standards due to a NORM of 38 percent. In November
five aircraft (VC-47D, VC-54, UH-I-1P, U-3B and VC-118) failed to meet OR standards due to
high NORM rates; one aircraft (AC-119) failed to meet OR standards due to a 9.7 percent NORS
rate. Significantly F- 100s, the highest density aircraft, exceeded OR standards throughout the
period. Automotive maintenance was generally satisfactory in the fourth quarter though the
USAF standard was not met in December. 100
(U)

Table IX-2 reflects maintenance status by type aircraft for 1969.

USAR V
(U) USARV maintenance activities kept equipment at a generally satisfactory state during
1969. As depicted WiiTable IX-3, aircraft OR rates were maintained at satisfactory levels when
viewed in terms of the operational and maintenance environment.
(C) Minor fluctuations in OR rates were reported during the first quarter with significant
improvements occurring in January and March while a decline occurred in February. Key
ground combat equipment was maintained at a satisfactory state through MHE, heavy trucks (5-ton
and larger), special purpose engineer equipment, and some radio and radar equipment continued
at Jess than desired OR rates. Aircraft generally showed a steady Improvement in OR rates except for older models such as OH- 13 and OH-23 which were being phased out t4 tht inventory, In
March significat progress In the command's aircraft availability occurred its OR rates im•proved for 10 toes while decreasing for on-, two. 101

"

(C) The tendencies established during the first quarter continued into the sc.-,,
.Nlth gonerally rising OR rates for most Items. Esceptions to this inw.provement were 5-ton dump trucks,
10.ton tractors, AN/PPS- 3 radars, and Z0-ton, truck-mounted cranes. Aircraft maintenance
.also showed some Improvement during the second quarter 1vith improved OR rates for s8 t ypes
while there war a decline for D3 types. Most of the down akreraft were NORM rather than NORS
and the followig.. yes of aircraft failed to meet DA's OR /NORM/NORS goats: UH- I. RUH- I,

U-6 and Cti47A.lU
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(C) In the third quarter, USARV mainteAaa1ce activities continued responsive to requirements and the trend of slowly rising OR rates continued. By the end of the quarter the OR rate
for towed artillery exceeded 99 percent while self- propelled artillery exceeded 95 percent. The
APC- family of vehicle was maintained at 92 percent OR. Items whose improved maintenance
eliminated their unacceptable OR rated during the quarter were scoop loaders, recovery vehicles, wheeled tractors, and commercial forklifts. Added to the list were ANIGRC- 143 radios
and M4&8A3 tanks. 103
(C) Overall maintenance of USARV materiel was performed at an acceptable standard
throughout the fourth quarter, Significant accomplishments were reflected in continuation of
the 99 percent OR rate for towed artillery. Also, the APIC-family of vehicles exceede-I 95 percent OR. Three items (M48 tanks, ANIGRC- 14Z radios, and AN/PPS- 5 radars) were deleted
from the critical list in October and tractor, full-tracked was deleted in November. Three
items (wheeled tractors. road graders, and Z 1/2-ton trucks) were added to the list.
(C) Aircraft generally met or exceeded Army standards. Only five relatively low density
iaircraft failed to meet OR rates during October and November. In December seven types of aircraft failled to meet acceptable rates. 104
NA VFOR V
(C) Duoring the first quarter, NAVFORV was vorI'reutvd with
ilf-&tproblem in the
maintenance of its small craft, primarily PURs and to x lasser d.Ierof PC*'a. Therip was a
critical shortage of maintentance parts, primarily those for Jacuani pumnps, ani fiborglAss material for repair of hulls, The problemi wA4 further aggravated by the Increased tompo of
GIANT SI4NGSHOTISEA LORDS operations (See Chapter V. NMwal Operations) wltich resultod io
greater battle damag~e. Efforts to Imprcwa maintenance poottro includved #xpeditod shipment ot
repair parts f rom CONUS and evacuation of severely damaged hulls to thct Subic Bay Ship Repair
F~acility.
(C) In an effort to Increase availability of the larget tmmlbo of outboard motor% tioed Incountry, Johson/Evinrudo models were salte
a tea4
It w~s hoped that this would
relieve the parts iwoblfam for the mtotorsO
(C) O~tI#9a the enld ta~rtcrV MAinaner~t Otbtle'sil m~ade cood progross as the faiWIV
needed Jacuat.i pump patso began arrivhng. 1ly thce r-td of 144y, supply of the part* roached a
satisfactory WWIe and muaintenfance of river orift. wao -.Ln schedule it* battle damajae eased oliht(C) In the third tquarttr tho isovrmael prgramn for Phl~s (MIWO) shwowd significant Imprtoemv*due to completioti *4 MKIV 3agri
*tnm and Ioam flotation rolref its on the craft. Alto
inI- ounriy aovrhag1 of WLPI ty 1Pe raft ea it*August at NS'AD's My Tho antl Sa Dot lac~ilitis.
'Tht' wsly -problemo @omatered dttriog tho thiptl qka rtor was a totateof
rM R1
tl4HN'4 engines ati
Dougp Tam'ols Navy Supply Coetter- _Navil .Supply Coutor# Sao Diego was rotquestod to.4NredhVi dv.
of he 0"Silws. 10
ater
(C) During thet fonth quartok NAVPORV nmaizotutwne effort Wat ioetisod on Proparing ctraft
(or ACIOV. Un Octobr, 39 Palto Were tur"ed over to the VNN Aftor first boing placedi in wtlint
Condituan. Ba.cktitting.
I with foam flotation kits *Ito vwtotinutd. At the ##d of'
,P

r*4A1i.

November only eight craft remained to be backfitted. There was also considerable progress in
the installation of secure voice equipment (KY-8) on the PBRs. 0

Ill MAF

(C) During 1969, III MAF maintenance was responsive to operational requirements. While
there were relatively high NORM/NORS rates during the year, particularly for aircraft, the percentage of equipment in third and fourth echelon shops remained at acceptable levels as indicated
below:

a•

MONTH

PERCENTAGE

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2.7
2.6
Z.4
2.4
2. 5
2. 5
3.2
2.6
2.7
2.5
2.9
2.8

Table IX-4 depicts III MAF aircraft readings for 1969.
(C) In July there was an Increase r,. deadlined items, however, the rate retrned to 2. 6
percent In the following month. This was gtenerally In line with the year's osperlenele prior to
that time. Thi ma)or problem area* during the third quarter were with UHKand F-4B aircraft, ANIG/C- 1 U r-dios, MN15 recovery vehicles, and generators. 109
(C) Rtcord breaking torrential rains in early October plated a heavy demand on road and
bridre m.aintenance equipment.

Consequently the third and fourth echelon deadline rate rose

from 3. 6 percent In September to 4. 5 percent in October, MeanwhileN, deadline rAtes for ordnance, motor transport, and eommtunleatons /electronic equipment were reduced, furthor refleeting the benefits accruing from redistribution of assets from redeploying qnits an• reduced
enemy activity. The#e tondencies continued into November as the heaiq rains continued. Deddlined engineer euipment rose to S. 6 per•ent while other items were held to a deadlittn
ate of
2. 9 percent. Considerable difficulty -ontinued to be enperieted with At ettrat Malnenanct
as
reflected in the number of airctraft Sating to meet OR standards. 110
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"TRANSPORTATION

General

(C) Throughout 1969 transportation activities continued to make progress with generally improved performances in most modes. Port performance was significantly improved as indicated
by a decline in average number of days in RVN ports for vessels to 8.2 from the 1968 average of
12.3. Tonnages handled through the ports continued in excess of 600, 000 STONs each month; in
addition, there were over one million STONs moved monthly using motor transport. The rail
mode moved an average of 56,000 STONs monthly in spite of continued enemy interdiction. These
tonnages of cargo moved by rail were well ahead of 1968 performance. The amount of cargo
moved by air averaged 94, 000 STONs monthly and was down from 1968 reflecting the improved
performance of other modes and a lower than anticipated level of combat. (See Figure IX-10.)

Ports

Port Performance
(C) Figure IX-11 (Port Performance) indicates the performance data for port operations in
RVN. While reducing ship turnaround times from the previous year's average of 12. 3 to 8. 2
days during the first quarter, ports continued to handle well over one million STONs of cargo
monthly and in every instance had little available cargo that was not moved. The quantity of retrograde cargo increased except for February. 111
(C) The high throughput tonnages continued through the second quarter with June being the
peak month with 1.281 million STONs moved through RVN ports. Retrograde cargo continued
at a greater level than during the first quarter.
(C) In the third quarter there was a general decline from the peak throughput tonnages of
the previous quarters. The decline was due to a decrease in tonnages arriving from CONUS and
other PACOM ports as.well as to a decline in requirements attributable to the reduced level of
combat and redeployment of US.elements. In both August and September, ports handled less
than one million STONs for the first time in 1969. 112
(C) The lowered level of water terminal activities continued into the fourth quarter with
October workload dropping to a 1969 low of 849, 955 STONs. 113
Work Stoppages -t Saigon Port
(U) On 27 April, direct hire dock workers conducted a work stoppage at the Saigon Port
military piers to protest a reduction of the work week from 66 to 60 hours as proposed by the
125th Transportation Terminal Command. Approximately 65 percent of the direct hire laborers
(total 415) were absent during the period 27 Apr-4 May. Taese laborers were employed as cargo checkers, documentation clerks, and forklift operators. Effective with the morning shift of
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7 May, a sympathy strike was instituted, apparently in support of the direct hire employees affecting the military port facilities at Saigon, Newport, and Cat Lai. Officials from USARV and
the US Embassy met that same day with representatives of the direct hire employees and the
Port Worker's Union in an attempt to resolve the situation.
(U) Agreement was reached by all parties that: direct hire and commerical contract stevedores would return to work at 2000 hours that evening; 61 direct hire employees would be released; and the work schedule would be 70 hours and seven days a week for the 300 shift workers.
Non- shift workers (about 115) commenced a work schedule of 60 hours, six days a week. The
effective date for the change in hours was 12 May. Throughout the period of the work stoppage,

the military mission of the port was not affected as military personnel replaced direct hire absentees wherever necessary. 114
Vietnamization of RVN Ports
(C) As the full implications of Vietnamization emerged in June, it became apparent that
there was an immediate requirement to initiate planning for turnover of RVN port facilities to
the Vietnamese. It was recognized that a requirement would continue for US capabilities at each
of the major logistical islands, however the MACV staff recognized that some facilities could be
turned over to Vietnamese port authorities while others lent themselves to combined operations by
both US and Vietnamese agencies.
(C) In August COMUSMACV directed the establishment of combined US- RVNAF committees
-in each RVNAF logistic command. The committees were to plan for and monitor the phased
Vietnamization of ports. New impetus was added to the turnover in August when COMUSMACV
in coordination with Director, USAID directed negotiation of an agreement for combined US'RVNAF operation of the Saigon port. There was greater urgency at this port because of considerable congestion attendant to both military and civilian use of port facilities. A plan was developed that provided the following steps, phased as indicated: 1 1 5
1.

Phase I.
a.

Target date: I Jul 69.

Transfer of Roll On/Roll Off (RO/RO) operation to Newport.

b. Release of Pier K-10, one opportune berth, and the K-10 RO/RO hardstand for
use by the Saigon Port Authority.
c.
Z.

Increase use of the Rice Mill area for storage.

Phase II,

Target date: I Sep 69.

a.

Full implementation of containerization of reefer cargo for Saigon area.

b.

Release of deep draft pier MM 3 for use by the Saigon Port Authority.

c. Evaluation of real estate holdings within the Saigon Port area to include military (US and RVN), contractors, GVN and private.
3.

Phase III. Target date: I Jan 70.
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a.

Removal of nonessential activities from the Saigon Port area.

b. Formulation and coordination of long range plans (FY71) with an initiation of
execution target date of 1 Jul 70.
(S) By the end of the year the turnover o( MM piers at Saigon Port was complete. The
withdrawal from Camp Davies and turnover of Piers Kl1 and K12 had slipped to 31 Nov 70. At
Nha Trang joint usage began on 1 Dec and RVNAF was planning to assume complete takeover oy
1 Jul 70. At Can Tho considerable progress was made. and RVNAF assumed complete responsibility on I Jan 70. Off-loading of their own ammunition was assumed by RVNAF at Qui Nhon on
I Jan 70. Vung Tau turnover also was planned for 1 Jul 70, while no date had been selected for
Danang. There were no plans for turnover of New-port or Cam Ranh Bay as sole-user operation
was expected to continue well into overall Vietnamization of the war. 116
Sea Land Container Service
(U) Sea Land container service in RVN had begun on I Aug 67 when SS Bienville had arrived
at Danang with 228 containers on board. This ship, and others of the C-2 class, had called at
Danang on a 15-day frequency until July 1969 when 28.-container capacity, C-Z. ships were., replaced by four T-3 class ships having a capacity for 476 containers, calling on a 12-day frequency. Service to Cam Ranh Bay had begun in November 1967, with the arrival of the C-4 class
Oakland. Initially, three C-4 class ships were used with a 16-day arrivwl .. requency. A faurth
C-4 was added subsequently, giving a IZ-day frequency of arrivals. This capability had remained constant until the addition of a fifth C-4, SS Rose City which began operation in late
November 1969. A sixth C-4 was to be added in January 1970, which would give an 8-day arrival frequency.
(U) A C-2 class ship had been in use since November 1967 as an intra-RVN shuttle between
Cam Ranh Bay, Qui Nhon, and Newport on a regular basis with "as necessary" runs to Danang.
This service was maintained throughout 1969.
(C) Containers had arrived in RVN at an ever increasing rate. From tho 456 containers
per month during the first few months of the service, arrivals increased to an average of Z,075
per month during the first half of 1969 and to an average of Z, 688 pat- month by the end of the
year. Based on an average container load of 32 metric tone (MTONs) per containor, approximately (16, 016 MTONs of cargo per month arrived in RVN by Sea Land containers.
(U) Reefer container cargo at Danang also Increased from the 120 containters per month iW
1967 to an average of 188 per month during the last half of 1969. Country-wide, an aveo'age ol
503 reofer containers were received monthly for the last half of 1969. See Figure IX- 12 for 1969
statistical data.
(U) These impressive achievements were not without problems. In general, most problem
areas were resolved at the operational level. Specific problems that involved HO MACV
1 17
wereo
1, Newport Marshalling Yard Hardstand. Approximately two-thirds (5-1/2 acres) of
the marshalling yard at Newport was not paved. Sea Land Inc contended that they incurred unnecessary tire damage while working trailers In this area. The CO, MSTS requested the paving,
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however, CG, USARV, corntended that the provisions of the contract were met by the existing
crushed rock hardstand. Both COMUSMACV and CINCPAC concurred in this position.
2. Reglar calls at Niha by T-3 class ships departing Danang. Sea Land Inc. requested authcrity for the T-3 class ships departing Danang to call at Naha on a regulir basis,
The lost Log Comd and 2d Log Comd (Okinawa) also requested this service for retrograde shipments. The MSTS, PAC refused permission, however, primarily on the basis that a stop at
Naha wvorld endanger the la-day (requency cycle of arrivals at Danang and ai~prov~id Naha stops
only on a case by case basis. Additionally, MSTS, PAC held %hatthe primary method of moving
t'containe r- required" cargo between RVN and Okinawa was the MSTS ROIRO shipping. Another
argurnent expounded by MSTS wvas that Sea Land Inc was not rate-favorable due to MESS
bottoms sailing empty or partially laden from RVN. It was feared that cargo would, be generated
just to fill the containers if a regular Sea Land servic:e to Naha was initiated. In fact, T-3 Ships
began calling at Danang in July 1969 and did not meet a regular 12-day arrival frequency. Actual
arrivals were:
ARRIVAL DATE

DATE.SINCE LAST SHIP

SS San Francigco
SS Azalea Q!X
S$ San Juall
SS Los Aniteles
SS San Fran~ji aco
SS ElizabothpnorA
SS LtA.XtIees
Ss un t'uan
&-oELIh
5$Sa
SS Eliraabtho'vrt

27 Junm
II Jul
27Jul
09 Auig
13 Am29 Aug
2~i Sep
28 Sep
02, Oct
21 Oct

14
16
13
04
I&
27
03
04
19

_01
S S L -0- Aa C1

13 Nov

2

55 &aa 1Jan
K22
SS ASan _Fran SIiso

IQ Nuv
Nov

06
0

SHIP

Another consideration was the. report front lot Lop.Contd that MSTS MO/O shipping was not
adequate to handle Nfthr container cargo. It was necessary to uA* SS Sea Train and other shipo
to return U4 Log Comid trailers to Naha.
3. Sailing shios with fll load@ from CONUS to RVN, At tht time at noeutlation* for
however, #xthe expanded containerahip contract, troop roductionn had not bs.noce
0the
maiy asidtanof~
becausp
rodumootinn,
with
troop
punded service beviae almost concurretmly
tgsof containtroh.11 service, a desired Ittal wast to incroase th- perrooldagr oi ý;Argii thippPCd
by containers by sailing all container ship# full while tho uovrall tonniagta tit caruo decreaised due.
stuwintly on this problem. Ono of the
to the troop roductiong. Western A rea, MTMTS worked
major problems In filling eontainer ships resulted when ronItaloorohip 144ilings were bu-nched.
When this occurred, vondors and stmffing points had diffitulty in otufflog containers*to meet itailIng date#. Since stuffing activities concerned vill PACOM ports, all cý.otaiwlnrihips in PACOM
influesiced this problem. An example occurred when SS &pto CjtLwas added to the schoduto of
C-4* and was to follow the last C-4 by only threae days. It was decided to delay the sailina by a
few days to generate more cargo.

UNCLASSIFIED
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(U) Another minor problern resulted from the increasing Vietnamization efforts. Under
DOD directives all costs incident to MAP-grant aid cargo were to be borne by the recipient
country. This applied equally to container cargo. This provision was not consonant with the
contractual arrangements with Sea Land Inc; the latter was required to deliver all containership
cargo directly to the consignee within a 30-mile radius of the port. To preclude potenti'.l port
congestion and administrative difficulty in renegotiation of the contract, COMUSMACV requested
and was subsequently given approval by DOD to waive the DOD requirement and permit delivery
of RVNAF-consigned containers as prescribed in the contract. 1 18

Highway

Motor Transport Performance
(C) Almost ). 3 million STONe of dry cargo, passengers, and POL products were moved
monthly by motor transport in support of Allied operations during the first quarter. Of this
total monthly performance, over one million STONs was dry cargo. (See Figure LX- 134119
(C) D-ring the second quarter highway transprxrt continued to move large tonnages of material. In May the.re was a decline to 1. 17 million STONs, with decreases in port/beach clearances as well as local and line haul categories. The dclreases were due generally to loss curgo
arriving from CONUS and other PACOM ports during late April and early May. By the end of
June total highway performance was back to pro-May levels. 140
(C) In the third quarter there was a sharp decline in highway pertormoirce as tonnages
dropped from over 1. 4 nmlllon STONs in July to slightly over one million STONe in September.
This decline was directly associated with the decrease in port performance and mirrored the deCONUS and other PACOM ports. 121
dine In arrivals of vessels fo•r
(C) The decline in highway movements continued durinu the fourth quarter as less than one
million STONe were moved each month. The slowly declining tendency since May reflected A
significant measure of progess in Vietmamitaation. The redeployment of US units primarily from
the Delta. I CTZ, and the Vung Tau areas had reduced requirements. A more tigWtificnt lactor,
2
however, was the itncreasiunuamount of material being moved by AR VN motor transport units•J

kithway Setcurit
(C) Another factor fostering the heavy use of motor transport throughout the year was the
Inexorably Improving security of essential military roads. See Figure MX-14. At the beginning
(Controlled by A VNI
of the year 59 percent of these road* were in 'Groen" or "Secure" status
USIFWMAF during daylight hours with minimum security measures). At yearls end this figuro
had been raised to 68. 1 percent. The "Amber" or "Eseorttd'" category •used by tVN1iUSI
FWMAF during daylight hours with thorough security measurel) had declined from 39, 1 percent
Dec, "Red" or "Closed" (requitrd major military operations or
on I Jan to a 31.Z peren on 1 Ot
engineering efforts to open) declined during the year from 1. 9 percent in January to . I pertent.
Security stalus by CTZ was as follows.
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MILITARILY ESSENTIAL HIGHWAYS
AS OF 31 DECEMBER 1969

0HUE/PHU

CA LU

io

GREEN 6.1 %

BAI

DUY XUYEN

A

O

AMBER.L%

RED

.7 %

OAGN

NOTU

PHAN TWE

IRN

ANC
lINOVNCIL

-AY

NINUKE
PHU

UONGP~u~

JITRPRVNtA
tL

0X
RVG?&

t

HIGHWAY SECURITY STATUS
KILOMETERS

I CTZ
11CTZ
III CTZ
IV CTZ
TOTAL

GREEN

AMBER

RED

371
1,044
686
495
2, 596

106
678
158
247
1, 189

0
0
26
0
26

PERCENTAGE
I CTZ
II CTZ
IIICTZ
1V GTZ
RVN AVERAGE

77.8
60.6
7818
66.7
68.1

22.2

39.4
i8. Z
_33.3
31.2

.
.

0.0
0.0
3.0
0.0
.7

7'brnsportation Support-of US forces by RVNAF
(U) On 22 May, ARVN began providing highway support to the US with the mo.vement of
10, 000 lbs of high priority US Army aircraft parts from Tan So-~ Nbut to Vinh Long hy ARVN
military truck convoy. This movement continued weekly with the average shipment being 10. 000
lbs. IV
(U) Throughout the year ARtVN motor transport units assumned an incrqastingly larger share
of the workload and by the end of 1969 these units had transported 3. 5 miAllion passengers and
2. 14 raillio'n metric tons of cargo.
R&Il
(C) Rail operationa throughout the firt quarter were well in excess of the previous year's
perform~ance In spite ef continued problems with interdiction, particularly in I and 11 CTZs.
Figure LX-15 ref lects the tonnage* and numiber~ of passengers by rail during the period. The decline in Fobruary was attributed to the increased leval of combatU associated with the enemoy's
.IJLopeatins.124
(C) Rail tonnage showed a sharp increase during April due to the movement of1 3, 000
STON# of construction rock from Nha Tranit t~o Phan Thiet for RMIG.BfJ. Alau, improved seuurity ewitributed to the itc reatted tonnages for the rail mode and this tendency continued throughout the quarter. IThor* was another dramatic increase in June which was$ equally divided between cargo and passengers. The icreased passenger traffic reflected a growing confidence in
the system as a means at isecuro trahspar~ttIon. In June there was still another increase in
.4ai perlormance, Primarily In the cargo category. Z
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(C) During the third quarter rail performance was maintained at a high level in spite of a
slight decline in cargo hauled. This decline was offset by a dramatic increase in the number of
US-sponsored passengers, from 145,495 in June to 235,060 for September. From January's inauspicious total of 67, 600, the passenger performance had increased 3-1/Z times. These
achievements were accentuated when viewed in light of continuing VC/NVA efforts at interdiction
which reached a peak for the year during August. There were 51 incidents during the quarter by
12 6
CTZ Ps follows:

*III

CTZ

NR

.I
II

10
30
11

1<

(C) There was a sharp increase in rail performance in October as 83, 128 STONs were
moved nver VNRS. This was the highest total tonnage ever moved over the system. There was
a slight decline in November as VC/NVA interdictions continued. These interdictions, frequently minings, accounted for a small decline in the number of passengers moved during October and
November. In.December there was a sharp increase in the number of passengers as a new high,
240, 158, was attained for the year. Cargo tonnage for December was 76,454, a slight decrease
12 7
from November. .
Rail Security
(C) Figure IX- 16 depicts the security status of the VNRS at the end of the year. Despite
continued enemy interdictions (See Table IX-S) the amount of "Green" or "secure" (controlled by
RVN/US/FWMAF during daylight hours with minimum security measures) almost doubled, rising from I Jan's 18 percent to 31 percent. "Amber" or "Escorted" (used by RVN/US/FWMAF
during daylight hours with thorough security measures) declined from 25 percent to 15 percent
during the year. There was only minimal progress, however, in opening new segments and at
year's end the amount of "Red" or "Closed" (required major military operations or engineering
efforts to open) had only declined from 56. 9 percftnt to 54 percent,

Air

(C) The air mode continued to account for vast tonnages of cargo and passengers during
1969. Both intratheater and MAC airlift were heavily used and there were no majur problem
areas reported by components. One aircraft of the 834th Air Div took off or landed every 33
seconds, lifting 6,000 lbs every minute around the clock throughout the year; this dramatically
manifests the magnitude of airlift operations in RVN during 1969.
1969 Activities(C) The MACV Common Service Airlift System (CSAS) operated by the 834th Air Div, trans.
ported upwards of 100, 000 STONs of cargo and passengers each month during the first quarter.
(ee Figure IX-17.) This lift was provided using an average of nearly 23,000 sorties per month.
In addition to the CSAS movements, C-7A aircraft available for dedicated use by field force cornmanders and others accounted for an additional average of 13,700 sorties each month. Table
IX-6 reflects the total workload for the three aerial port squadrons in RVN and the activities
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SECURITY STATUS OF THE
VIETNAM RAILWAY SYSTEM
AS OF 31 DECEMBER 1969

HANAGK.
OUONG
SM.
620TRMKM

REDHU

GREEN
~

0

04664.7M

~31%501~

~

UON)NOQUANG
KM.
I KM.92
SA)UNH KNO
TRAM QKMN KM8
007
ON SON. KM.
SNKM 2

AMBER
KM 15CA%
186.7
REDU 664.54

N

KM.
ANI KMM
L~AN
TAN

K 6

10TA70

NI4
GUANO4~
NGINKM.
92

SA HUNN
K,9

65

AM TRANGKM. 1004

PHAU CHAT KM.107K.10
DIUTR

LA
RA

AL 1095T KM.

1134 PACE ~

NNO

~IS!~E

Ve
ENEMY ACTIVITIES, VNRS
Zone I
(I CTZ)

Zone II
(II CTZ)

Zone III
(III CTZ)

Zone V
(II CTZ)

TOTAL

*16

2

18

41

Bridge

5

Track Sabotage

5

8

17

18

48

Attempted Sabotage

0

2

3

0

5

16

21

1

24

62

Attack

0

3

9

0

1z

**Other

5

13

10

2

30

TOTAL:

31

63

42

62

98

Train Mined

*

Seven bridges were sabotaged by the VC setting fire to the fuel pipeline located on the rail

right-of -way between Phu Cat and Dieu T r.
FRIENDLY CASUALTIES:

DAMAGES%

MRS (ARVN)
-I &
WIA -77

Locom~otives - 53
Light - 28
Moderate - U
Heavy - 14

VNRS
KIA Z
WIA -77

Rolling Stock - 181
Light - 90
Moderate - 40
Heavy - 51.
Bridges

Civ
KIA
WIA

- S7

Light

33
-117

- 15

-

15

Rail Datuaged

-

849

Ties Damnaged

-1797

Moderate

ENEMY CASUALTIES k LOSSES:

Heavy -27
KLA

- 21

WIA - 0
VGC

- a
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associated with emergency airlift.

The latter increased significantly during February as the re-

~quiremnents rose with the level of combat.
(C) Retrograde cargo via MAC airlift also continued at a high rate throughout the quarter.
(See Figure IX-l7.) 128
(C) During the second quarter airlift operations continued at a slightly increased rate over
the first quarter. The CSAS continued to move almost 100, 000 STONs of passengers and cargo
through May. In June there was a decline of approximately 10 percent as the number of C- 130
aircraft available was dropped to a low of 55. There were no complaints from components
following this reduction. The number of dedicated C-7A sorties increased during the first
two months of the quarter as field commanders made increased use of this capability. As with
the decline in CSAS operations, the use of C-lA dedicated aircraft also declined during June. 129
(C) On 7 Apr a proposal to restructure the OSAS passenger routes was presented by the
834th Air Div during a Joint Transportation Board (JTB) meeting at Hq MACV. Significant Improvements that were excpected to result from the restructuring included greater concentration
of the C- 130 aircraft on the long haul routes, initiation of scheduled daily service into many
stations not previously served. improved interface between C- 123 and C- 130 aircraft schedules.
and publication of a more informative schedule.
(U) The proposal was sanctioned by the Chairman of the JTB and a working comamittee was
formed. The passenger routes were restructured on 5 May and new xchedules were initiated.
Since the now CSAS passenger schedule had an impact on the dedicated C-lA users they also
prepared new schedules. 130
(C) In the third quarter there was a slight decline in total performance of CSAS reflecting
the easing of requirements as the effects of troop redeployment became appa rent. Theo total

monthly tonnages dropped to 90,000 STONs In July and remnained just under that level for the remainder of the quoirter. This decline also was reflected In it decrease in air terminal worlkoiadL..
Thr revised passenuter routes and new schedules initiated in the precediig q'uarter Worked well
and imoaroved airlift for supported elements. 131
(C) 4A~rlift operations continued at brisk pace during the fourth quarter as *pproximatetly
8S, 000 STONs of cargo and passengers were moved monthly. Emvermonay mission roque-m*. Mse*
sharply In December as the year# high of 13S were flown-by the 834th Air Div in #up-port of
friendly forces. This increase reflected the generally increased. Ilevosl of combat at several
border CIDO-Special Forces camps. 132
&~meraengy Airlift
(UW The CSAS's emergency airlift procedures as implemented by the 834th Air Div wer~e
used with considerable success when the ntyatepe
to oyorrun the Ben Iket CIDGI camp Io
late May. WSe Chapter V, Oround Oporations). ltneotoy activity intensified to the point where
the CIDO camp Was completely dopendent upon aerAIl resupply. Duriuthis peribil of iacroazod
euamy activity C-?A aircraft were operating lnow 8"n Not, By I Jun Intense enemy mortar at-.
tacks and deteriorating runway conditions forced the asuspensiao o( air-. landed oporations.

Air

drops of amnmunition &andsupplies began on 3 Jun and continue i through 10 Jun with FAG and holi.
copter gunship support* Htowever. the ground flri threat tonthweuil to~ increaso. By 2 Jtub the

C. 7Aa were experiencing Intense grou#4 fire in their runs over the drop sonh#. On 13 Jun. in

-

TiS AGL

i~t 4 4 .)

(NCI~SF

NO)

NIS

PAC

I&WIEI
I I ti

UNCLASSIFIED
spite of TAC fighter and helicopter gunship support, two of four C-7As on the drop mission were
hit: three crewmen were wounded. As the situation became more untenable, new procedures
were employed to minimize the ground fire threat. These tactics included the use of TAC fighters to provide suppression fire, A-lE escort during the drop, close in-trail formation for the
C-7A and a smoke screen laid down by A-1 aircraft. The airfield became insecure and all
drops were made inside the camp. With this change in tactics, the C-7As sustained only one hit
through the remainder of the operation. In summary, during the period 3 Jun-3 Jul, 98 airdrop
sorties were flown in support of Ben Het CIDG camp, delivering over 200 tons of ammunition
and supplies.
(U) In another situation involving increased enemy activity in northern III CTZ, the 834th
Air Div responded to 62 emergency airlift requests in support of 1st Cay Div (Ambl) during
August. This involved the deployment of equipment and troops into the Bu Dop/Song Be area.
Of 268 sorties flown, 180 were flown by C- 130 aircraft. While all unit moves were not conducted under emergency priorities, priority handling was afforded to ensure timely delivery and,
to the maximum extent possible, to maintain unit integrity in acc',r -¾.ncewith the ,,round commander's plan.
(U) The 834th Air Div's CSAS also made a significant contrihution to KEYSTONE EAGCE in
airlifting some 5,000 troops from forward bases to the major a.ir thrminals involved. Over half
of these KEYSTONE EAGLE troops were nmoved from Quang Tri to Danang.
(U) During the period 26 Jun-26 Aug a rather unique "unit move" was comipleted, the rtltation of troops of the Rotyal Thai Armed F'orces between Banlgkok and BVN. This wits the first
time the entire rotaitin had been coiducted by air, and the firsi time the 834th Air Div was invwlvefd in such a large scale "out of couintry'" move. One huindrved and sixty-seven C-I tX0 sorties
Were flown, with the number 0i passegers evenly divided be twee inbound and outlbound, however, outbound cargo tonnage w,-a,

eonnsdorably higher than incoming.
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UNCLASSIFIED
auxiliary logistical airfields capable of handling C- 123 or C- 130 type aircraft.
supported over 5,750 aircraft of all types.
3.

The facilities

Medical facilities providing over 9,700 beds for US and FWMAF personnel.

4. Four major depot complexes at Danang, Qui Nhon, Cam Ranh Bay, and Long Binh.
Each of these complexes supported a deep water port and two or more major air bases.
5.

Maintenance and upgrading of 2, 537 miles of RVN highways.

(U) Periodic six-month reviews were made of the US construction capabilities, workload,
and requirements in RVN by the JCS and OSD. These reviews were performed to reduce unobligated backlogs, avd to match funding with capabilities and requirements. Work remaining to
be placed was divided between the contractor ($260 million) and the military troops ($149 million). While the contractor had the iztr 2 -est part of funds (64 percent) remaining, the troops
actually had more projects to be completed since troop costs were largely unfunded by the MILCON program. The generally accepted ratios ol MII.CON costs between troop and contractor
was 1.: 2.
to 3.
Total costs were estinmated to be about equal.
(U) Contract construction in RVN was performed under the stupervision of the Navy Facilities Ungineering Command, throug•h its fielde office in Saigon,
Project directives were prepared
and approved by MACV for submission to Office in Charge of Construction (OICC). The 01CC
prepared the dseign and assined the work to conitractors 'tir eonstr•ction.
The hulk of the contt-z.et cr•o rllion
t
in R VN was accomplis-hed by |aymond, Matr rison, Knudsen- Brown, Root, and
Jones (MMK-11llJ) operating: uider za ost-pha-award-fee (CPAM') contract. The RMK-BRJ work
force at the first of 191,.9 •tm•on*sed of about 15, 000 p•tittionel ntid was staffed and equipped to
construct about $fl o7tiltim, o MILM ON wtok per mi-tnth. The i%ntrartt~r requE red ahout $100
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(C) The military engineer work force and its assigned JCS capability for MILCON was as
follows:

Program 6

Assigned
MILCON
Missions

Monthly
Unit
Capbility

Total
Monthly
Capability

20
14

11
13

$ 41,000
$183, 000

$533,000
$2, 379. 000

10

10

$150,000

$1,500,000

2
3

0
0

0
0

0
0

Army
Combat Ens 12.3
Construction Ens
Navy

MCBs
Marine Corps
Combat BnS 1
Force Bns
Air Irorect
Rted HorseoSqdns
Total

5
54

8440 00

$_40,812000
S181a00

39S4400

UDivisional engineer battalions ,nccludnd sinco their- work was entiroily combat suppo~rt.
-Z/ One construction battalion converted to land cekaring. to swap~rt combat onerations.

LIThe 116th Army Snur Dr, (Cht)1 a reiserve unit. denarted RYIN in' Soptembekr.
(U) The changing emiphasis ln the eo0nstrttcton prorram Is vividly rrflectc in theo tstnAkout
of 'ngtneeor troops, by missioQ at. the first of tb. ycnr. As the Unl~winvg data intitcd, bi Vwriv~nt
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UNCLASSIFIED
(U) Most of the hard core logistical requirements (i. e., ports, airfields, and depots) were
essentially completed in RVN at the beginning of 1969. Current projects reflected improvements
to the existing bases and fluctuating requirements in conformance to tactical operations and the
shifting of troop units. Remaining uncompleted and unfunded projects concerned primarily the
LOCs and support of RVNAF accelerated I&M. The RVNAV construction requirements had been
identified and analyzed by MACV. Some MILCON funding was required in RVN each year to
meet expected contingency requirements and to provide for base structure adjustments. Funds
to be provided, however, were to be limited to well-defined urgent requirements and matched
with the construction capability in-country.
(U) In July the JCS advised CINCPAC and COMUSMACV that all future construction in RVN
would be justified only on the basis of urgent operational requirements and critical requirements
133
to support RVNAF I&M. The SECDEF's guidance limited new construction to the following:
1.

Vietnamizing the war, to include RVNAF I&M and MACV advisor facilities.

2.

Line of communications program.

3. Emergency facilities required for safety, health, security, or in-country redeployment of forces.
4.

Necessary repair of battle damage.

5.

Activities required to support redeployment of units.

Lines of Communication
(U) Land lines of communication (LOC) were in need of extensive restoration and improvement. Prior years of sabotage, lack of maintenance, and heavy wartime traffic had virtually
destroyed the road and rail networks. Reconstruction of these natural assets was necessary to
reduce heavy reliance on air and coastal shipping to support military operations, to Improve internal security, and to assist in nation building. Prior to FY 68, the military construction program had concentrated on on-base roads and had largely ignored the railroads.

-

'

(U) The highway emphasis was placed on upgradint
o! approximately 4, 100 km of national and interprovincial highways and city streets, This program covered minimum essential roquirements to link population centers and military facilities. It did not Includp upgrading and
new road construction requird for support of combat operations in areas not served by tho
major road networks. Cost o" this restoration was borne by a multiple funding program that In"cluded MILCON, O&MA, USAID/DOD, OPN, USAID, MAP, and GVN f'unds...
(U) Railroads had received increased attentinn dtirng 968. Forty-'our percent (552 krn) out
of a total 1,240 km had been resored to an operational condition. At the end of 1969, 49
percent (61.1 kni) were restored to an operational condition. Fudintng of the VNRS ,vtolvvd both
Q!VN piaster funding and USAID/DOD support in commoditios, Tito MILCON funding was tlimied
t"o ,ilway spurs .connecting the VNRS with US military insta.laticons.
(T)The roz'i6 pr..grarn had been funded as shown in~ -alo
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R OA D FUN DING IIN RVNI'~1
($ Millions)
FY 67 & Prior

FY 68

FY 69

Total

MILCON

26.5

29.8

31.1

87.4

0& MA

13.7

66.3

26.6

106.6

OPN

2.?

10.0

14.8

27.0

25.5

21.3

28. 3

75.1

0

l0.(.

3.8

13.8

7.0

0

0

7.0

7(-.9

137.4

104.6

116.9

AID/DOD
USAID
MAP

TOTAL:

1/

DOD assumed rosponaibility for major repakir aind upgrading of key GVN roatds on I July
66 sincv the GVN lacked the rosources to fulfilll this rusponaibility. Maintenance o~f the
highways was a GVN rps punsiihllty.
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(C) As -of the end of 1968, 805 km (19.7 percent) of highways had been restored to MACV
standards. Another 800 km were under construction by a combination of troop-contractor effort. The goal called for completion of 906 km of roads so that by the end of the year, 42 percent of the road program would be completed. Final completion of the cvirrent road program
was scheduled for the end of 1971.
(C) Seveni classes of ruads were being constructed under the program. Four-lane highways
were to be built where traffic was heavy (over 6, 000 vehicles per day). Lesser standards provided for traffic at various traffic densities as shown below.
LOC STANDARDS
Km

Class
A - 7m Roadway w/Z. 5m Shoulders
B - 6 m Roadway w/2.5mShoulders
C - 6m Roadway w/l.5mShoulders
D - 4 .5m Roadway w/l. 5m Shoulders
E - 7m Roadway w/l Z5m Shoulders
F - 7m Roadway w/0.5m Shoulders
Unclassified
Total

1,924
252
708
48
370
755
49
4,106

(U) Expansion of the road program to Include secondary roads to province, district, and
hamlet levels would add about 13, 500 km of class C and D roads to the program. These roads
were not considered or approved by MACV as part of the CENCOM Restoration Program but did
receive increased attention in RVN as the major highways were completed.

1969 Highway Restoration and Upgrading

(U) There was generally good progress in highway restoration and upgrading during 1969
with 840 km completud to CENCOM standards. Enemy interdictions constituted a source of
harrassment particularly during the Tet period, but there was little significant effect on operations and repairs were completed rapidly.
(U) In the third quarter good progress continued in I, II, and II CTZs; however, torrential
rains in the Delta precluded similiar progress in IV CTZ. Enemy interdictions continued but
had little significant effect on operations as engineer troops promptly restored damaged roads
and bridges.
(U) Highway restoration and upgrading in the fourth quarter reflected the shift in the inonsoonal flow over SEASIA. In II and IV CTZs the rains ended, permitting increased progress in
construction while I and II CTZs experienced a slowdown as the result of seasonally heavy rainfall. (See Annex B, Weather in Southeast Asia for discussion of monsoonal patterns.) Enemy
interdictions declined during the quarter, however, the rains in I and II CTZs caused considerable dunage to roads and bridges.
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I CTZ
(U) During the first quarter, military engineer units and RMK-BRJ continued restoration
and upgrading efforts along established priority highways in I CTZ. Crushed rock was issued in
accordance with the III MAF priority listing. The shortage of crushed rock was less critical
than in previous years.
(U) Enemy interdiction on roads and bridges was virtually nonexistent during the quarter
except [or the 10-day period from 23 Feb through 4 Mar. During that time, 32 bridges or culverts were damaged or destroyed. All of the I CTZ enemy activity occurred south of Danang
and enemy efforts seemed to be concentrated on the Quang Ngai/Chu Lai areas. At no time was
QL-l closed to traffic for more than 12 hours because of interdictions in spite of enemy efforts.
(TJ) Bridge construction and restoration continued to show good progress during the quarter.
Seabees were constructing a 609-meter, timber trestle Liberty Bridge on Route 540 to An Hoa

which was completed in early April.
tion.

Other bridges at Cam Lo and Lang Co also neared comple-

(U) Highway construct-on continued throughout the first quarter with major effort being
given to QL- :nd Q- 9. 134
(U' During the second quarter construction efforts made good progress in spite of continued
enemy interdictions. Thee were 23 road and bridge interdictions during the period with 19 of
the bridges either uamaged or de,'troyed. Five of the closures required repairs in excess of 24
hours. The enemy's interdictior were heaviest between Chu Lai and Danang.
(U) In spite ki the 23 interdictions during the quarter in I CTZ no major traffic delays or
road closures resulted, On th.! pos.tive side there were 21 bridges completed and turned over
during the quarter. A significant measure of progress occurred when the street paving plan for
Danang was completed. Construction was planned to begin in early October. 135
(U) Durinig the third quarter military engineer units and contractor personnel continued restoration and upgrading efforts on QL 1, QL- 9, seven highway bridges, and the 10 streets in the
Danang City Street Program. Nineteen km 'rom Song Tra Khuc (BS 643743) to Song Tra Bong,
8 km from the Cau Do Bridge to near the Thanh Quit Bridge, and three city streets were !ormally turned over to the GVN for maintenance. Tvo additional highlights of the quarter were the
turnover to the GVN of the Hue-Daaang segment of QL- I and the Tra Prong River bridge on
26 Jul. There were one ivad and seven bridge interdictions during 'he quarter: none of the interdictions closed routes for any appreciable pe-iod of time. 116
(U) Military engineer units and contracte. ,ersonnel continaed restoration and upgrading
efforts on QL- 1, QL-9, five highway bridges, and seven streets in Danang during the fo'-.rth
quarter. Six km through the Nam 0 Village, 40 *rm from the I/I CTZ border north o0 Duc
Pho, 152 km from Dong Ha south to the Kim Lien Bridge, 41 km from Dong Ha west to Ca Lu,
and the seven streets in Danang were turnei over to GVN for maintenance. A total of 24 9 km
of CENCOM highways was turned over during the quarter. There was only one enemy interdiction during the period. However, torrential rains and high water in October washed out one
bridge, inunadated and closed three bridges for three, four, and 13 days respec'ively. The
rains also closed two sections of highway for four days. in late November auditional rainfall
closed one bridge for four days and one section of highway for 11 dayl. 137
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II CTZ
(U) Steady progress on the restoration and upgrading of national highways throughout the
II CTZ was made by both the 18th Engr Bde and RMK-BRJ. A significant highlight during the
period was the increased effort of ARVN engineer units in major/minor repair of CENCOM
roads. These units made considerable oroaress in uioradine of QL-20. There were Z3 enemy
interdictions during the first quarter; however, none of these were of major significance. Repairs were completed rapidly in most instances. 138
(U) In the second quarter, upgrading and restoration efforts on national and interprovincial
roads in the Coastal District continued. This work progressed satisfactorily with generally
favorable weather conditions. Upgrading or, roads in the Highland areas showed little progress,
however, due to the rainy season and poor construction conditions. The 589th Engr Bn began
subgrade construction on a 30-km section of QL-1 from Xom Moi north toward Phan Rang. Security was provided to crews conducting field work along various roads in II CTZ after being coordinated with IFFORCEV, province chiefs, and detachment commanders through predeployment conferences. The majority of the LOC field survey was completed in II CTZ with the except.ion of a portion of QL-20 (Dalat to Bao Loc) and QL-14 (Ban Me Thuot to Gia Nghia).
(U) Nineteen km of completed highway on QL- 1 from Bong Son to the Binh Dinh Province
boundary were turned over to GVN during the third quarter. There was also good progress
made to bridge construction in the Coastal District.
(U) There were four interdictions resulting from enemy activity on the highways of II CTZ
during the third quarter. Repairs and bypasses were quickly effected and little traffic delay
was encountered. In the highlands several bridges and bypasses were destroyed as a result of
overloading and washouts caused by heavy rains in the later part of the period. Near the end
of the quarter, rains and flooding caused washouts of numerous culverts on QL-I and
LTL-8B in the vicinity of Phan Thiet. Slides and washouts also seriously interferred with
traffic in the Cu Mong Pass area, south of Qui Nhon. Work was initiated by the 18th Engr Bde
to repair this area, and repair work was in progress at the period's end. 139
(U) During the fourth quarter the 18th Engr Bde and RMK-BRJ continued upgrading and
restoration efforts on national and interprovincial roads in the Coastal District while work was
resumed in the Highland District as weather conditions improved. Inclement weather continued
in the Coastal District retarding construction there. In spite of the weather, work began on
restoration of Nha Trang streets. The Cai River bridge on QL- 1 at Dien Khanh, a second
bridge on QL- I at Qui Nhon, 17.47 km of QL- I from Phan Rang to Ba Rau, and Gia Long
Street in Nha Trang were turned over to GVN for maintenance during the quarter. Work continued along QL-l, QL-11, QL-14, QL-19, QL-20, and QL-Z1 in spite of the poor weather.
Interdictions during the quarter were mainly the results of heavy rainfall in the Coastal District.
Bridges and bypasses were washed out due to flood waters and some sections of road became
impassable due to land slides. One bridge was destroyed by enemy action and one was damagecs
when overloaded. In all cases repair action was quickly undertaken to prevent undue interruption of traffic. 140
III CTZ
(U) There was considerable progress both in Saigon anc. in the provinces during the first
quarter. Five km of Saigon streets were completed bringing the overall restoration program
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to 48 percent completion; all work was accomplished by contractor forces.
on QL- 1, QL- IA and QL--4 also progressed well.

Improvement work

(U) There were relatively few interdicticns by the enemy. Of those that did occur, the
majority took place during the post-Tet period and were generally concentrated in three areas:
QL-I and QL-22 north of Trang Bang, QL-4 near Cat Lay, and QL-.5 between Bearcat and Ba
14
Ria. 1
(U) During the second quarter, the Vietnamese road maintenance effort was greatly expanded as work crews began to perform road maintenance on QL- 1, QL-4, QL- 13, QL- 14, and
QL- 15. Four thousand tons of hot and cold mixed asphaltic concrete, 8, 500 tons of aggregate in
assorted sizes, and 750 tons of asphaltic tars and cutback were made available to selected province engineers. In addition, the first major road restoration project within the district to be
let to an RVN contractor occurred during the quarter.

*

(U) The total number of interdictions experienced throughout III CTZ was minor; however,
there was one that was significant. The Phu Long Bridge located near the town of Lai Thieu on
the North Saigon Bypass was blown on 12 May. The damage consisted of the destruction of one
30-meter span of Eiffel bridging. A float bridge was emplaced by ARVN engineers within 72
hours and permanent repairs were to be accomplished by a contract with OICC.
(U) Also during the second quarter, 10 more Saigon city street projects were started, comprising 9.6 km were completed during the quarter. The total program was then 80 percent
complete, with 99 km paved. All work was accomplished by the CPAF contractor. The work
involved base preparation and paving on some streets, while on others only an overlay was requi red.
(U) During the quarter, greatly improved Vietnamese/US coordination for restoration of
Saigon city streets was provided by the formation of a committee chaired by tho Deputy Director
General of Highways from the Ministry of Public Works. As a result of the committee, traffic
interferences were reduced, right-of-way clearances were more effectively provided, and. job
accidents were reduced. 142
(U) Considerable progress was made on QL- I (to the !I/1 CTZ border), QL-4, QL- 15.
and QL-Z0 during the third quarter. Another 4.56 km of Saigon city streets and the North
Salion bypass were completed. The Newport Bridro was repaired and reopened to trafic on
Z2 Sep after an entire 81-meter span was replaced ahead of schedule. Bridft security lighting
projects were also completed on 28 of 29 projects.
(U) The total number of intordl-tions experienced throughomt the Saigon District during the
third quarter were very minor okcept for one ksignificant Incident. The Rach Hao Bridge located
3 km south of the town of Phuoc Le on QL- 15 was blown on 3 Aug. The damage consisted of a
40-meter section being destroyed. A float bridge was "placed by Australian engineers assisted by the 100th Fmoat Bridge Company. Permanent repairs by the Australian engineers were
underway as the quarter ended. 143
(U) In the fourth quarter military engineers and civilian contractors eontinud roetoration
.- 15, QLZO,
and upgrading of roads and bridges with major effort along QL-I, QL-4, QL- 3,
QL-ZZ, and Saigon city streets. The latter program was 95 percent complete-at the and of the
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UNCLASSIFIED
year. The Saigon to Cu Chi segment of QL- 1 was completed in Hau Nghia Province with work
nearing completion in Gia Dinh Province. Only minor interdictions occurred during the quarter.
The most significant was the bridge across the Ca Hon Canal on TL-24 which was blown on
7 Nov. It was repaired by Ministry of Public Works forces and reopened to traffic within 26
hours following the attack. 144
It

IV CTZ
(U) At the beginning of 1969 construction wvas hampered by significantly increased interdiction and lack of security at construction sites. Six days were lost in January by the contractors
on restoration of QL-4 between My The and My Thuan due to lack of security. Elsewhere in IV
CTZ during the first quarter, progress was made in the restoration of QL-4 by the 35th, 36th,
and 69th Engr Bns and the 40th ARVN Engr Gp (Cbt). The ARVN unit also completed a Class
35/50 bridge at Phung Hiep.
(U) The construction of off-loading sites under the Delta Trans portation Plan continued.
Bac Lieu was completed on 10 Mar and Rach Gia was scheduled for completion in April. These
sites were constructed by the 40th ARVN Engr Op (Cbt).
(U) During the quarter a total of Z50, 000 STONs of rock was moved by the Delta Rocký
Agtency. This was a significant improvement over previous quarters, primarily due to the receipt of additional shipping, i.e.,*barges a.,d tugs. The rock forecast level was attained for
the first time during January, with February and March falling slightly behind the scheduled
amount. The requirements for rock in the Delta increased tremendously during the period and
requirements were In excess of 250. 000 STONs per month with the largest amounts required for
the construction of QL-4 from My Tho to Soc Trang. This requirement limited the amounts of
14
rock that could be delivered to the smaller sites throughout the Delta., 1
(U) During the second quartter security al1ong highways improved andthis permitted conaidorable progress in rostoration of road#. Major effort was given to work along QL-4. The Binh
Thuy Bridge and LTL-Z? between Can The and Tra Noc were accepted from the contratctor by

the Southern District Engineer.
(U) Work under the Delta T ratiopo rtation Plan etlso progressed with 3T0.000 STON* of rock
moved by the Delta Rock Amoncy, an ineiease of over 100, 000 STONs over thoe first quarter.

(U) Eno-my Interdiction declined during the second quarteor though infrequent sni-per firewa
received bip work crow* and some contractor equipment was damaged by onemy fire on 15 Jun at
an quimen
pak ot Q-4 betweeon My Tho and My Thean 146
(U) -In the third quarter m~ajor progress was constrained by heavy rains which resulted in as
much as a- III dayo being lost weekly at some sites. On QL-4 particularly, efforts were sloweod
by the monsoonal rains as well as deadlined constructiont equipment. -The AIWN eneineers completed construction of a forty terminal at the Dlinh Minh sIde of the Rau Clan# River at Cani Who.
Oo 7 Sep the 351h Kngr fOn completedi rokpi r of ZZ. 5 km., of pavemtent between Can Tho antI Sac
Travq;. Two bridges also were completed on Qt.-4 during the quarter-- a 30-meter spat%by 35th
Eagr Un and the saeondl of 16 meters by ARVN vingineer troops.
(U) Intordiction. timereased *Ignificantly during the quarter. Extensive, mining incidents
were esperlotwed ont 11 Ault. Three toridges on. CENCOM rmad* were blown. There were also
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three major interruptions of traffic on these roads which were not due to enemy action. Two
bridges collapsed from overloading by vehicular traffic and the Can Tho ferry landing was temporarily lost when it pulled off its footing. By the end of the quarter, the Can Tho ferry landing
was replaced and all damaged bridges were repaired or temporary bypasses installed. 147
(U) In the fourth quarter military engineers made considerable progress along QL-4 as
good weather permitted a speed up in work. Also, RMK began construction of ferry terminals
on the Cai Von and Can Tho sides of the Hau Giang River. Four bridges were completed during
the period and work continued on six others. The lesser road program was just short of 1969
goals with 73. 6 of the programmed 79. 5 km completed.
(U) During the quarter the Delta Rock Agency moved 510, 576 STONs of rock. There was
continued difficulty with rock pilferage. Surveillance by Maritime Police and armed guards
riding "shotgun" on barges appeared to diminish losses in transit; however, thefts at loading
sites and construction areas were a significant problem. 148
Railroad Construction and Restoration
(U) During the first six months construction continued throughout the CTZs on railroad
spurs to facilities at Cam Ranh Bay, Qui Nhon, Tan My, Phu Cat, Phan Rang, Saigon, Nha
Trang, and Danang. Work progress among the projects varied from design stage to impending
completion.
(U) The restoration of railroad lines was impeded by security considerations during the
first six months of 1969. In spite of enemy interdiction, work began on 2 May to restore the
segment between Hue and Dong Ha. The VNRS began rebuilding the An Hoa bridge 2 km north
of Hue and US Seabees were assigned the tasks of rebuilding the Song Bo and Hien Si bridges 15
km north of Hue. Restoration of the entire line was expected to be completed by the end of the
year. At midyear no other sections of railroad had been restored though regular passenger
service was resumed from Saigon to Thu Due and Long Binh. 149
(U) In the third quarter restoration of the 68-kmn segment between Hue and Dong Ha in
northern I CTZ continued basically on schedule; however, a shortage of manpower for the VNRS
and heavy rains slowed progress during the latter part of the quarter. At the close of the period.
the VNRS had restored 5 km of rail from Hue north, including the restoration of the An Hoa
bridge just north of Huu. Meanwhile US Seabees continued work on the restoration of the Song
Do bridge, 15 km north of Hue. By the end of the quarter the Spaboes reported the bridge 42
"percent restured with 1 Nov as the estimated date of completion.
(U) In U1 CTZ restoration of a 43-kmi segment of the Dalat spur, from Thap Chain to Song
' Pha, also was completed. No other restoration was started except for repair of previously
restored segments that were damaged as a result of a significant number of sabotage incidents.
There were no rail restoratton activities in III CTZ during this third quarter. Because of security considerations, the planned restoration of the segment between Xuan Loc and the U/II/ CTZ
border during 1969 was deferred until 1970.
(U) There was progress In construction of rail spurs to US facilities during the third
quarter. Significant completions included spurs at Danang ai.d Newport while work progressed
at Phu'Bal and Camp Haskias (vic Danang) In spite of heavy rains. 150
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(U) Restoration of the 68-km segment between Hue and Dong Ha in northern I CTZ continued
behind schedule in the fourth quarter. A shortage of manpower for the VNRS, heavy rains, and
a lack of suitable construction equipment slowed progress. At the end of the year, the VNRS had
restored 14 km of rail from Hue northward. Additionally, Seabees restored the Song Bo Bridge
(15 km north of Hue) on 31 Oct. In II CTZ there was no restoration completed except for segments damaged by land slides. The latter were caused by RMK blasting operations on nearby
sections of QL- 1. Because of poor security, no additional opening of the railroad in II CTZ was
expected until mid- 1970. In Ill CTZ no progress was made in restoration, again because of security conditions. The plan to restore the segment from I1/III CTZ border to Xuan Loc was deferred until 1970. 151

Seabee Construction

(C) The 1969 current objectives of 3d MCB were to maintain and upgrade LOCs as directed
and to provide construction for FWMAF as tasked. The upgrading of the RVN highway system
was of prime importance. In January the upgrade of highways in I CTZ was in full operation. A
major portion of the Seabee hauling capability was being used to stockpile both crushed rock and
asphalt aggregate. Over 42, 000 tons of crushed rock was made available in January. Primary
emphasis was placed upon upgrading the roadway base in preparation for subsequent asphalted
paving. The convoy route in Hue stood at 80 percent complete at month's end. Within the month,
the 176, 000-cubic foot refrigerated storage facility at NSA, Danang was completed, as was the
remainder of 79 Butler buildings which provided 316,00 square feet of covered storage. The
operations center for the 366th TFW was completed 25 Jan. Major construction also was underway at the An Hoa Combat Base where ammo berms, fuel storage areas, and a 500-man mess
hall were being built. The January naval construction forces work load backlog averaged 24
months in the vertical area and 30 in the horizontal area. All MILCON- funded projects were
undergoing validation with the expectation of some drop in the backlog as projects were cancelled. 1 52
(C) In February the construction at An Hoa was completed and while upgrading of roadway
bases continued to got primary emphasis, concrete paving operations were in progress in several areas of I CTZ. Increased Seabee efforts were required in IV CTZ when several details from
I CTZ battalions were tasked for projects at Vung Tau, An Thoi, and support cor GIANT SLINGSHOT. The average workload backlog dropped dramatically in February as a result of COMNAVFORV recommended cancellations and deferrals of various projects. The backlog was 13
months for vertical and 20 months of horizontal work. 153
(C) The highlight in March was the opening of the 825-foot long Liberty Bridge over the Thu
Bon River near Hoi An. Despite Increased enemy action, including a ground assault against
construction forces, the bridge was opened two days ahead of schedule. 154
(C) Several major projects of vertical construction were completed in April. The projects,
some of which had been under construction several months, had a combined area in excess of
40,000 square feet and included: the FLO Data Processing Center Danang, the air freight/
passenger terminal at Chu Lai, and five hangars at Quang Tri. The 170-foot Nong River railroad bridge, which had been destroyed by enemy action on 14 Mar, was rebuilt by crews working
around the clock and opened 7 Apr. A major effort also completed in April was airfield dust
suppression at Quang Tri where ingestion of wind-blown sand and dust had caused severe
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helicopter engine wear problems. Corrective action consisted of placing 44 acres of soil cement
or crushed rock and 20 acres of hydromulch or peneprime on areas adjacent to the runway and
parking aprons. The ASP No 1 explosion in Danang in April required a major shift of Seabee
manpower to the recover/repair effort there. Major damage occurred at Camps Monohan and
Hoover, as well as the 3d MP Bn compound and brig. 155
(C) The recover/repair work at Danang continued in May with an outlay of IZ, 500-man days
as Camp Monohan repairs were completed and the repair of Camp Hoover and the 3d MP Bn
nearly restored. Restoration of the Freedom Hill PX/Recreation complex tasked an additional
15, 000-man days to the recovery efforts at Danang on the part of Seabees. Road upgrading
moved at a fast pace on QL- 1 and QI- 9 as total paving for the year stretched over 52 miles as
the upgrading continued to be of primary importance. At Quang Tri, new medical facilities including six controlled environment patient wards, 1, 000 feet of 12-foot high Armco revetment,
and a patient recreation building were completed in May. 156

*
*

(C) The rebuilding of Camp Hoover (148 structures) and the 3d MP Bn compound and brig
(166 structures), destroyed on 27 Apr, were completed as reconstruction of the Freedom Hill
PX/Recreation complex continued. Enemy harassment continued as five of the camps were mortared during the month; daylight attacks were mostly sporadic small arms fire and road mines
directed against road crews. The most serious attack in June was lodged against the Phu Loc
Quarry which received 95 mortar rounds resulting in 17 WIA and widespread minor damage.
Paving of QL- 1 was extended 18 miiles north of Hue and 42 miles south by midyear. 157
(C) Construction of a 537- foot,
6-span bridge on QL- 1 at Dong Ha began in July. The effort would require 8, 500 man days and was scheduled for completion In early December. Upon
the completion of the Freedom Hill PX/Recreation complex, the Seabees were assigned the further task of restoration of ASP No I
include earth berms, ammunition magazines, roads, and
an electrical distribution system. The work backlog for Seabee forces was lowered to 6. 1
months each in vertical and horizontal construction. 158
(C) At Dong Ha, work on the electrical distribution system, underway since May, was resumed in August after approval of reprogramming action to increase both scope and funding.
The MILCON project was increased from 25,000 linear feet to 35,400 linear feet. A high priority project was the construction of a by-pass ferry for Hue. This construction would include two
ferry ramps with access roads, security towers, fencing, and lighting. A near two month lull
in enemy activity was broken 11 Aug with a coordinated "offensive" throughout I CTZ. The attacks were nearly all indirect fire (mortars and rockets); however, one ground attack was
launched against an isolated Seabet base south of Danang. US losses were 1 KIA and 11 WIA. 15 9
(C)
aircraft
IV CTZ
work in
Y

On I Sep the Hue highway bridge was opened to two way traffic. Also work began on 152
shelters in Danang and Chu Lai as Seabee teams started construction projects in II and
in support of the ACTOV program. In the quarter ending 30 Sep, over $7. 9 million of
place was accomplished by Seabees. 160

(C) October saw the completion of the project to build 16 UH- hangars for the US Army at
Camp Evans, Phu Bai, and Camp Eagle. The 11, 520 square toot wood frame hangars were incrementally turned over to XXIV Corps units as completed. Beneficial occupancy was taken of
the "1O0-bed hospital built for the 1st Med Bn. The multistructure complex, consisting of medical, dental, and support facilities, was begun in June. The road upgrade prcgram continued to
be a high priority project and was on schedule as 3 miles of first lift and 2 miles of second lift
paving were completed In October. 161
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(C) Enemy activity was light in November and caused no personnel casualties. The Dong
Ha electrical distribution system was completed on 15 Nov as scheduled while the Dong Ha highway bridge opened the same day, nearly three weeks ahead of schedule. The ASP No I at Danang, though not complete, was usable and was occupied by the F'leet Logistic Center. In III and
IV CTZ, work at seven locations was underway. An ATSB at Rach Soi was completed; VNN
bases at An Thoi, Nam Can City, and Ha Tien also were under construction. 162
(C) Prior to 15 Dec, five of the 10 NMCB units %%ereredeployed as part of Phase II redeployment. The road upgrade program continued to show progress with a major effort required
to repair monsoon-damaged roads. The Hue ferry project was 95 percent complete at year's
end with ramps usably complete. Enemy activity was light and for the second straight month
resulted in no Seabee casualties. The programmed work lacklog based on planned employment
of five battalions was at the low for the year. The backlogs were 3.6 weeks of horisontal and
63
4. 8 of vertical work. 1
Organization of Land Clearing Companies
(C) Six land clearing companies were organized by USAR V during the first quarter. The
companies were designed to perform accelerated clearing of heavily forested jungle areas in
support of combat and logistical operations. Each company wvas given the capability of stripping
250 acres per day under average conditions, providing earth moving support for 'divisional engineer battalions, and clearing fields of fire. Each company consisted of a headquarters (20
men), a maintenance section (30 men), and three Z3- man clearing platoons. Major equipmient
-included 30 tractorp with Rlome plows, ten 10-ton truck tractors with trailers. four tracked
cargo carriers, nine disc hArrowts, two fuel trucks, a 5-ton wrecker and three maintenance
shop trucks. The companies were deployed, one to I CTZ. two to UCTZ, and three to III

CT4Z

164

Base Development
Covered Aircraft Shelters
()Air Forco Roed Horse construction units and 01W&' contractor contintueud th

rection

and hardwaniyu of shelters at fivto AV bases. All shelter erection was done by the lRed Hkirso
units. The 0flCC contractor plavced coincrote *holter covers At the three bases where he woo
nmobilxsad: Danang, Dioea Hon, and Tan Son Nhut. Uimited di-sporrial aprons also were undor
construction at Tan Son Nhut by contract and at Phan R~ang by RoedHors*. engin~eers. A# of the
entof thv seotnd quarter,. 331 shelters were kor~etod and 243 covered.'
(C) The Navy aircraft shelter progaram in I1CTZ also mtade significant progress and the
68,0000-square yard dispersal %pron at Danang was com~pleted in June. 165
1. Al.jkorce Progtain, The Rled Horse units kromplotett the arection of itholter. at
Eutensive apron *onstructlon t nd rovetment rlocation as well as
Urnited dispersal aprons at Tan Son Nhut and Phan Rlang ware also eompleted. As ot th# end of
the year 39Z shelters had been earocted and $?? coverod. The original program was 408 utnits
sIX air bases duriug 1969.
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for $8. 775 million, however, 16 units for Phu Cat were cancelled. Final completion was scheduled for 15 Jan 70. Overall program status at the end of 1969 was as follows: 166

Shelters
Authorized

Location
Danang
Bien Hoa
Tan Son Nhut
Phu Cat
Phan Rang
Tuy Hoa
Total

Erected

98
75
62
40
61
56
392

Concrete Covers
RMK
RH
Completed
Completed

98
75
62
40
61
56041
392

53
68
62
0
0

45
7
0
40
61.

183

InPro
0
0
0
0
0
i
15

194

Z. Navy Program. The Navy program. begun 25 Jul 69, originally consisting of two
phaue3 for 170 :and 129 units each at five bases. The program at the end of the first quarter was
reduced to cornplete the first phase only, for 170 units at three bases. Current allocated funds
were $3. 165 million excclusive of procurement costs of 162 shelters. As of the end of the year
80 shelters were erected and 66 were covered. Overall program was as follows,
Shelters
Authorined

'Loction

Danang
Marble Mtn
Chu LAi
Totals

Steel Erection
Compl bi Prop,

68
41
61
170

0
4

45
16
19

al

80

la

Concrete Covers
RM1(
RH
CoMI21 In Przs&
COrnPl In Proc

45
0

0
0

0
4s

0

0
12

0
a

at
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Baso Transtera
(U) As the pace of Vietnatubtalatn quickened, there wA@ a requiroment to promuluato A d,
finitivo policy for disposal1 of excess real pvopert) and related property.

1. Real property was defined as "all land*s. buildings, stttacturas, .0tilities Systemts,
improvotbento, and appurtenaneos thereto, Including vquipm##t tatA..ho4 to and mado part of

buildings, and structurvs, k-ut not

wmovable oquifatont.

3. Related property wad definedi as "Al1 proparty on' inst~allation property records other
tha# real property.'
3. bVquipnwat- attached to and wadc' part of buildinigs and otructures included -'those
itents of tquipmettt and urnidshinits which were required to mtake a facility usable and were
affilsd as a .Vnuszaet part of the structure. These Items Includedtwumbing tisturos and @quipmont: fixod heating, ventilating, itaolitigo witr ooditiottingo eloctrical and fire? protection *s-s
tenlE elvatioro: ovorhead ciane.:
-iutsi ewuters ".d
cab~nets. attachdi~tatlaues @

ing tans, and simila riWsw tied equipmentA.

7,4S
RCPC,
AC
tmiNnC
A,2m1
IE
f

Q~

4

'~KN
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4. Movable equipment was "personal property of a miovable nature which had been
fixed in place, or attached to real property, but which could be severed or remioved froni build-.
ings without destroying the usefulness of the buildings." Exam-ples of rnovabl,ý equipmnint wer-e
machine tools, production machinery, training equipment, test equipment, vats, welding equipment, and windowv air conditioners,
(U) The authority to approve the transfer of real and related property was deleg-ated to Cortiponents except for the followving types which required COMUSMACV approval.
1.

All transfers having operational significance.

Z.

Transfers to the RVINAF or to another GVN agency.

3.

Transfers to a US non-DOD agency in RVN.

4.

Transfers to FWNMAF,

5'. Transfers of cmulais-et-oi
facilities or of any pro(perty that a:fect such facilities. including TOE or TA equipmeant tactically intorfacied with ihe intoaratvd
teleconmunincation system.
(V1) In presc ribing priorities for disposal of excess real anid related pruperty, COAMCS
MACV cloarly reflected the urgency and importance of Vionargttlon. Tht- filowim: requiremnivos were to be vatigiied In priority:
1.

US forices in ftVN.

2.

HVNAF impravnint and monrnidmiun.

3.

VWMA'

4.

Owt~on

4'.

01hrr LIS *er~ive And 'MAP ottfklde

~to

6.

US hns-a.ol) adevwy Alnd other C

befeles

WnVVN.
US Avritce ottfaidv tvi R X
V

(U) it %*U
thAt the P60HUe9 feta4 AMt 60 449101Y APP~ike it 4040~ ih V-Vot`V iC44f
Thie leAtibit andti ceditin of the Peloeett. tho "'0,1.VbýI
reeiteotf 4 a hl 1hp
leoP POWCaiitk hadi to~ bo tosidrod. CoM'otft
ilgt
Pri*ua
ocltjV okrre f~frep"
f.tiwtetw~t'elVed, to
toCONIVSMACV for revolutiosn. )ReA2 properll eoo- nedded it. fill
thv htVNAr or to th@ owaot It kh@ l-iJ*
neit uatio~d tfismh khe.RV,%Al,.
t1et,,ted pr~jwrvv
outI tt*044toe
feill 4 eolrfatneot Wao dhiposod cot troth
the~
poetV
44pý*O*s Mfiiger.

(U) tot gotiral, 11tons &ti t~bed iii critiigl hy hithor heoadqorws-#I oi
sr4-icodtte
*jWýf)o,#
ikvhd~r
elutt atd to s~hort ouppl.*orv #oet tr asfter#6Vd t~nen-l.
l
e.41
the GVX tunlom they *orse ertlim- 1tn
@t$
higth ýkriorlty Qat itt thte 1PVNAV
t
ei
atuodaruleeoUon p"Ml"tt.~ Co-ietit of Poit~tiva Woro roborrod to C4U4\ASMACV (03Prt~o
4in
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(U) Facilities and equipment were tran.., rred in usable condition, but rehabilitation beyond that required for usability was not accoL..plished. Property other than land and structures
was not transferred to the GVN unless a definite need was verified and the ability to operate and
maintain the property was in being or could be attained with reasonable effort. When sophisticated equipment essential to the use of facilities was removed, appropriate substitutions were
made prior to the transfer from resources available to the GVN or from resources of the owning component if substitutes were not available to the GVN, e. g., low voltage generators for
high voltage generators.

f.
f
1ý1

(U) Although the transfer of entire installations to the RVNAF was preferred, provisions
were made for collocation of RVNAF and US forces where appropriate. When installations or
facilities were to be transferred to the RVNAF, the component being relieved ensured continuity
of operation and mairtenance responsibility a.-d that RVNAF personnel received adequate training in the operation and maintenance ýjf associzted equipment and systems. To the extent possible, this training was accomplished within the RVNAF training system. In expedient cases,
on-the-job training under supervisio,, of US military personnel or the operating and maintenance
contractor was permitted.
(U) Advisors actively ass-, ed RVNAF elements in planning long-term utilization of property to be transferred to t0-..m. Planning included fund and personnel programming to support
operational and maintenan, requirements. Meanwhile, unit commanders and installation coordinators ensured that facilities being vacated by US forces were not vandalized. Damages resulting from miscondl?, t were repaired, and installed equipment removed without authorization
was replaced prior t.- clearance of the departing unit.
(U) Excess buildings of intermediate or higher standard at any US installation were not
moved from the installation except as specifically approved by COMUSMACV. For real property transfers between US components, equipment attached to and made part of buildings and
structures and items )f niovable equipment that improved the habitability of buildings and structures., su.:h as air conditioners, were not removed or altered.
(U) For real property transfers outside cf.US forces, equipment attached to or made a part
of buildings and structures was not removed or altered except as follows:
1. High voltage power generation an-.1 tiit"'bution systems were removed and replaced
with low voltage systems of adequate capacity using GVN or US resourcus, unless long term
usage was planned, or low voltage equipment was not available. In chese two cases, RVNAF
was to have, or be assisted by the transferring servica to develop, the capability to operate and
maintain the high voltage system.
2. Low voltage power generation equipment providing capacity in excess of i'.-oj(-cted
requirements of the transferees was recovered.
3. Water purification equipment was recovered when no US personnel woreto
served by it, if rece',ery was economical.

be

4. Air conditioning and refrigeration equipment other than that essential to critical
facilities, such as hospital operating rooms and facilities, were recovered.

"
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5. Recoverable components of ice plants were recovered unless specific requests for
transfer of the plants were approved by COMUSMACV.
6. All other it-ems of movable equipment were recovered if they did not fill an approved
RVNAF requirement and if recovery was economical.
(U) Tactical bridging, if replaced, was recovered and returned to stocks or transferred to
the p•'opirty disposal officer if not ecoromically repairable. Steel airfield matting was left in
place on fields for which there was no further operational requirement. Aluminum airfield matting was recovered and returned to stock, consistent with operational requirements and the
economics of recovery.

*

(U) Revetinr.ntj constructed for the protection of personnel and structures were usually left
in place. The K-wall and other high dollar value recoverable revetment materials were recovered tn the. extent that they would be excess to the in-place needs of the unit taking over the
area. POL ,-torage and distribution equipment and systems which had been erected or installed
and had become excess to US needs,were transferred in place to the RVNAF or to othor agencies
if there was an approved program requirement for them.
(U) In specific cases, operational and logistical consideration warranted exceptions to the
6
policies described but exceptions required COMUSMACV approval.1 7
(U) By the end of the year considerable progress had been made in transfer of excess real
and related property to RVNAF. The most significant was the transfer of Dong Tam facilities
of the 9th Inf Div to the 7th ARVN Div which was completed on 31 Aug. The transfer, being the
first of any magnitude was not without problems many of which served to highlight measures
which could prevent recurrence in future transfers. Other transfers, all of which were completed without major difficulty were the BLACKHORST Base Camp from the 1 lth Armd Cay Regt
to the 18th ARVN Div on 24 Oct; Quang Tri Base Canmp from 3d Mar Div to 1st Bde, 5th Div
(Mech) on 25 Nov; Dong Ha Combat Base trom 3d Mar Div to 1st ARVN Div on 4 Dec; and Camp
COPPERHEAD (Tan S,,n Nhut) from 3d Bde, 82d Abn Div to GVN on 31 Dec. Several smaller
facilities were aIso transferred by the end of the year.
(C) On 2 Dec, the Chief of Staff, JGS directed RVNAF participation in CTZ-level combined
The z:ombined committees followed the organization and concept of operations of the JGS-MACV combined committee. The
directive established VN participation in oacvh CTZ to include representation by the G3, G4, affected division (benefici•. ry unit) regional security element, and the Military Property Construction Office in the area. 168

tUS-VN committees to plan for and implement facility transfers.
*:

"End of

Year Status

(U) Although a great deal of construction had been completed by the end of 1969 much yet
remained to be accomplished. Table IX-8 depicts the overall fund status of the Military Cons truction Appropriation on 31 Dec 69. Of the total $1. 717 billion, $1. 673 billion was committed
and $1. 650 billion had been obligated. Further, of the total program, $1. 507 billion of the facilities had been physically constructed as of the end of the year.
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RVN CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM SUMMARY

($ MILLIONS)
(31 Dec 69)
TOTAL

AIRFORCE

ARMY

NAVY

13.4

9.4

16.0

38.8

36.1

17.4

Z1.4

74.9

29.1

.30.3

13.5

72.9

36.0

32.9

39.2

108.1

FY66SUP
PL89/374

353.4

177.6

148.4

679.4

FY67SUP
PL90/8

217. 5

76.1

100.2

393, 8

FY68REG
PL90 /110

72.4

31.9

27.0

131.3

FY68SUP

16.4

8. 7

15. 3

40. 4

FY69REG

42.3

23.0

MI.LCON
TOTAL

816.6

407.3

381.0

1604. 9

70.8

11.4

29.8

112.0

887.4

418.7

410.8

1716.9

FY65MCP
PL88/390
FY65SUP
*PL89/18
FY66MCP
PL89/188
FY66ADD
*PL89/213

MAP
TRA NSFERS

65.3

TOTAL
FUND)ED

FUNDS

828.4

713.2

.459.

360.2

406.7

406.1

381. 9

1,674.2

1,650.4

ARMY

887.4

848.1

NAVY

418.7

418.4

AIR FORCE

410.8
1,716.9

TOTAL
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DISBURSEMENTS
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(S) The distribution of engineer troop effort by percent at the end of the year was as fol170
lows:
*

Engineer Units
Army
SCombat

Army
Const

NMCB

USAF

FMF

60
2
.18
10
10

36
10
31
15
8

11
0
39
28
22

0
0
0
34
66

8
0
31
0
61

Operational Support
LOC (MILCON)
LOC (Non-MILCON)
Base Development (MILCON)
Base Development (Non-MILCON)

MEDICAL
*

i

*

I

General

£

I

(U) Reflecting the improvements and adjustments in deployment of medical support activities accomplished during the preceding year, the components' facilities and procedures were at
a high state of efficiency to §upport combat operations at the beginning of 1969. (See 1968
MACV Command History-, Vol II, pp. 701-6). There was a highly coordinated organization for
medical support. Tasking of the components provided an optimum mix of activities, resulting
in definitive medical support the efficacy of which continued to be reflected in the declining
mortality rates and a low level of evacuations. Progress also had been made in upgrading and
modernizing RVNAF capabilities, these efforts taking the form of Phase II of the long term plan
for the development of an indigenous medical service. There was progress in preventive medicine activities also and they were being implemented with increasingly favorable results.
Throughout the period there was continuing close coordination and liaison among surgeons and
medical facilities of HQ MACV, USAID, components, and RVN.
(U) The MACV Command Surgeon assumed the responsibility for military medical material
for all FWMAFs in RVN on 15 May. The Medical Material Advisory Division for RVNAF was
transferred to the Officecof the Command Surgeon, MACV at that time. The Supply Division was
established as a separate entity under the Surgeon to carry out this changed mission. Medical
Supply Advisors for ARVN moved from the control of the Area Logistics Command Advisory
teams to the Corps Medical Group advisory teams.

Medical Support Operations

(U) During 1968 the number of hospitalizations and cvacuations had averaged just over
18, 000 monthly with 6, 000 of these patients being battle casualties. Of the total number a
monthly average of slightly over. 5, 000 were evacuated out of country to off- shore or CONUS
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hospitals. The number of malaria cases had averaged 1, 201 monthly reflecting the efficacy of
the command's malaria prophylaxis program. (See 1968 MACV Command History, pp. 699-706,
for further details of 1968 activities.)

1

(U) During the first two months of 1969 the number of admissions remained well under the
previous year's average. See Figure IX- 18. Malaria incidence also was down. In March the
increased level of combat was reflected in medical support activities as admissions exceeded
1968 averages for both injuries received as a result of hostile action (IRHA) and nonbattle injuries-disease (NBI-D) categories were up significantly, resulting in over 6, 000 evacuations
to off- shore and CONUS hospitals. 171

*
*

(C) The rising trend of March continued through the entire second quarter, peaking in May
when there were over 20, 000 admissions and over 6,000 evacuations to out-of-country hospitals.
Malaria incidence also peaked in May with. 1,348 cases reflecting the onset of monsoonal weather
and intensified operations. 172
(U) There were nine repatriated PWs evacuated to CONUS during the first six months. In
each case instructions directing the evacuation emanated from the Armed Services Medical Regulating Office in Washington, D. C. 173
(U) A refinement in processing patients occurred through the establishment of an I CTZ
Joint Medical Regulating Office at the 67th Med Gp by the III MAF Surgeon. This resulted in a
more even distribution of patients to hospital facilities in I CTZ and to off-shore facilities. Further, it afforded pre-regulation (up to 48 hours before departure) of all patients evacuated to offg4
shore facilities. 1
(U) At midyear there were slightly over 8, 000 operating beds available for support of US
and FWMAF in RVN. This figure, an increase of over 2,000 since June of 1968, included the
beds on the two hospital ships USS Repose and USS Sanctuary. Significant organizational changes
included: 175
Establishment of the 2d Surgical Hospital at Lai Khe on 10 Jan to provide more re-

1.

sponsive support of tactical operations in western III CTZ.
2. Inactivation of the 7th Surgical Hospital at Long Giao on 15 Mar due to a continued
low workload.
3. Relocation of the 91st Evacuation Hospital from Phu Hiep to Chu Lai in June in
order to improve the medical support posture in I CTZ.
4. Increase of 100 operating beds at the hospital at NSA, Danang.
made to provide additional space for malaria patients.

*

This increase was

(U) In the third quarter admissions dropped dramatically reflecting the commencement of
troop redeployments and a generally reduced level of combat. Malaria incidence also declined
in July and August but increased to 1, 240 cases in September. The increase in malaria incidence was concentrated in two divisions - 500 cases in the 3d Mar Div and 200 in the 1st Cav
(Ambl). Further analysis revealed that 85 percent of the cases were in combat units while 5
percent occurred in support type units. 176
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(U) Also in the third quarter other effects of troop redeployments appeared as all actionr
incident to Phase I units were completed by the end of August. On 15 Jul th.. 91st Evac Hospital
was moved from Tuy Hoa (II CTZ) to Chu Lai (I CTZ) to replace the 312th Evac Hospital which
was among the Phase I units. On 24 Jul the 17th Field Hospital moved from An Khe to the Phu
Thanh Valley (west of Qui Nhon) where it assumed the treatment of PW mission of the 311th
Field Hospital, another Phase I unit, which departed for CONUS on 7 Aug. The 22d Surgical
Hospital departed in September; it was the first Phase II hospital to depart RVN. 177
(U) USARV's 44th Medical Brigade set a patient ceiling during the third quarter of 1950.
Army patients in the brigade hospital, requiring evacuation of an additional number of patients
who normally would not have been evacuated. This caused an influx of patients to PACOM
hospitals, especially those in Japan, thus creating a bed shortage during the last 10 days in
August. Bed availability in naval hospitals at Guam and Yokosuka also was critical. Sufficient
Army and AF hospital beds were available to accommodate the evacuation flow. 178
(U) In the fourth quarter admissions continued to decline as the effects of troop redeployment and generally lowered levels of combat were reflected in medical support operations.
Malaria incidence was also down from the September high. The decline in admissions also resulted in a decrease in the number of off-shore evacuations. The lowered tendencies continued
"untilthe end of the year. 179
(U)

Figure IX- 19 depicts the locations of US hospitals in RVN at the end of 1969.

Training of Quarantine Inspectors
(U) With the beginning of troop redeployments in July the requirement became apparent for
an interdepartmental (DOD. US Public Health Service, and US Department of Agriculture) policy
and procedure for processing of retrograde material. This requirement was clearly beyond the
capabilities of departmental representatives in RVN and would sorely tax capabilities if quarantine processing were to be conducted at point of entry CONUS ports. To avoid such a condition
it was determined that all retrograde material would be processed and inspected prior to outloadIng. A training course was established for military quarantine inspectors and advisors
using the departmental representatives in RVN as instructors. The first class graduated on
27 Sop and students were deployed to stations throughout RVN on I Oct to assist and advise units
process@4 retrograde cargo. 00

Preventive Medicine Activities

There was continued emphasis on preventive medicine activities during 1969. There
were Indications that these effort* were producing results in control of malaria at the first of
the year, however, incidence Increased during the second and third quarters. Malaria control
measures wore intensified and Increased aerial spray operations were conducted &s a second
special purpos UC-12.3 aircraft was made available by 7AF on i5 Apr.

S(U)

(U) Throughout the poriod MACV.prevontivo medicine advisors worked closely with their
counterparts, In RVNAF In plannIg and implementing sound preventive medicine practices.
"Frequent conference* were hold with the Chief,.Health Advisory Services. Office of the Assist"antDirector for Public Health. USAID, on matters of mutual cotcern in public health. Similarly.
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this office continued coordination on public health matters with the Joint Preventive Medicine
Subcommittee, all US components, FWMAFs, and the Epidemiological Reference Officer (CERO)
in each CTZ. 181
(U) For the remainder of the year preventive medicine activities were performed without
major problem. There was increased emphasis placed on upgrading the training and capabilities
of RVNAF preventive medicine detachments.
Malaria Control
(U) Efforts at minimizing the debilitating effects of malaria incidence continued during 1969.
On 20 Feb, Hq, MACV promulgated a change in prophylaxis procedures by requiring all US milltary personnel to take one Dapsone (DDS) tablet daily in addition to weekly chloroquine-primaquine tablet, unless the DDS was withheld by a medical officer. By September, a significant
number of adverse reactions had been reported from DDS and the MACV Surgeon recommended
discontinuance of the drug.
(U) Other refinements in malaria control included a change in the strength of the malathion
aerial spray solution from 57 percent to 95 percent. This strength permitted reducing by fourtenths the amount of spray needed for a given area. With acquisition of the second UC- 123, additional targets were included in the program, including the cities of Danang and Bien Hoa. With

a view toward further improvements, a MACV request for a high performance jet aircraft equipped with insecticide spray system was submitted to PACOM. 1

RVNAF /GVN Activities

Med.cal Advisory Effort
(U) Close coordination with the Chief, Preventive Medicine Division, Office of the Chief
Surgeon, RVNAF, was maintained in all matters pertaining to the advisory effort. The MACV
preventive medicine advisors worked closely with RVNAF counterparts in reviewing RVNAF
directives pertaining to preventive medicine and in the publication of a new TOE for the RVNAF
preventive medicine units (PMU).
(U)
training
The use
showing

Preliminary groundwork was laid for the implementation of a vigorous audio-visual
program on basic preventive medicine and field sanitation training within RVNAF units.
of 16mm training films to be shown by the RVNAF PMUs was envisioned as well as the
of one minute film spots on TV.

(C) In an effort to increase the command emphasis on sanitation in the RVNAF, coordination was effected between the MACV Command Surgeon and the Training Directorate (MACT).
As a result, MACT published a letter to all senior advisors at training facilities with instructions that sanitation should be given high priority and emphasis by all US training advisors in
working with their RVNAF counterparts, and that progresa in this area would be a matter of
continuing concern. 183
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(U) During the second quarter Medical Group Advisory Teams were formed in each CTZ.
These teams provided advisory assistance to FVNAF Corps Medical Groups in the administration of CTZ programs. The formation of advisory group teams consolidated medical advisors
.. previously assigned to other staff agencies. The advisory group teams were placed under
the administrative control of the Corps Senior Advisor and under the technical supervision of
the MACV Command Surgeon.

¶

(U) Increased emphasis also was placed on the medical advisory support of RF/PF units.
Field manuals on medical subjects, printed in English and Vietnamese, were distributed to Mobile Assistance Team medical advisors. Also, a simplified medical supply catalog containing
medical supplies available to RF/PF units was produced and distributed to improve medical supply support to these units.

-

(U) Advisory activity to the Office of the Surgeon General, RVNAF concentrated on better
management procedures in the administration of student and patient pipelines. Elimination of
Sc'cessive administrative procedures in disposition of patients and a more efficient method of
processing orders for trainees were the initial goals.
(U) All military health assistance program personnel from the components were transferred to MACV during the second quarter. New tables of distribution and allowances for all teams
were published and team designations were changed to MACV MILPHAP Teams numbered 1 thru
27. Transfer of MILPHAP functions at the Can Tho Province Hospital to the Regional Health
Chief Was accomplished on 16 Jun.
(U) In the third quarter considerable progress was made in implementing a joint (Ministry
of Health and Ministry of Defense) utilization of hospitals. Twenty-five provinces were included
.in the Joint"Utilization Program and joint use of both ministries' facilities in 13. provinces was
directed on.18 Sep. 184
(U)- The major• significant achievement during the fourth quarter was the decision to activate
44 new Mobile Advisory Teams (MAT) within DMAC. These teams were critically needed because of a severe shortage of medical field advisors. The teams were expected to be operational by 20 Jan 1970.-185
RVNAF Medical Activities

.*

(U) During the second quarter the RVNAF Surgeon General directed activation of four medical groups, one in each CTZ. Under the organizational concept, the groups exercised command
and control over all subordinate medical units within each CTZ. Formation of medical battalions and other elements included in the reorganization of the RVNAF Medical Service also proceedod, smoothly.

*

(U) On 27 May, the JGS published a directive that established dedicated medical air evacuation aircraft. The directive stated that two UH-1 helicopters in each CTZ would be designated
to perform aeromedical evacuation under operational control of the respective ARVN Corps
Medical Groups. At the end of the September, II and III CTZ had received their dedicated aircraft and had placed them in operation. 186
(U)

"sentto

The final preparation and submission of Chapter 13, GVN Defense Budget (Medical) was
the US Mission Council for approval in the third quarter. The budget included
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recommendations for the use of Joint Support Funds for the local procurement of vaccines, serums, and an increase in maintenance support for RVNAF medical facilities.
(U) A master list of medical supplies was published and distributed by RVNAF during
August and September. This list represented some 4,000 different line items of expendable
medical supplies authorized in the RVNAF medical system. The document was a comprehensive
listing o! medical expendable supplies available to RVNAF. The master list helped standardize
the ordering of supplies and thereby enabled the medical depots to purge excess stocks accumulated over many years. The overall effect of the master list streamlined the medical expendable
supply requisition, issue, and distribution systems. 187
(U) On 23 Sep, the MACV's Military Assistance Service Funding (MASF) Watch Committee
approved the authorization of 102 vehicles needed to support the MILPHAP teams. These vehicles were to be a new initial issue of vehicles as no new vehicles had been issued to the MILPHAP team since 1965 when the tcams were established. This authorization by MACMA also
permitted the MILPHAP teams to replace vehicles when needed. 188
(U) Also in the third quarter, in-depth investigations were undertaken to determine the relative importance of various disease conditions to RVNAF combat effectiveness. These studies
were continued indefinitely and were used to make appropriate recommendations aimed at increasing combat effectiveness. 189
(U) In an effort to reduce combat non-effectiveness due to poor water supplies, the RVNAF
Surgeon General recommended to JGS the formation of a Joint Committee on RVNAF Water Supply. The functions of the committee were to bring all available talents to bear on the multiproblems involved, 'to make recommendations, and to take action as appropriate to improve
water supplies for RVNAF, 190
(U) An evaluation of the RVNAF medical laboratory capabilities in support of their preventive medicine programs was initiated during the third quarter, Recommendations were made,
where appropriate, when deficiencies were noted in laboratory support of work undertaken to determine if a specific disease outbreak had occurred. Additionally, attempts were made to improve routine laboratory support of other preventive medicine activities, such as submission of
water samples by preventive medicine units.
(U) In order to define problems related to the inedit.l pipeline and under the concept of
secondary prevention, an evaluation of RVNAF rehabilitation programs was initiated. It was
hoped that the findings of this evaluation would provide information of value in determining if
program changes were required In medical advisory efforts.
(U) Throughout the remainder of the year, major emphasis corntinued on upgrading and
opening of now facilities for RVNAF. The renovation of Duy Tan GeneraiI Hospital in Dalsawg
war completed in December thus opening ward space for PW patients, Also in December joint
utilization of the Long An Province Hospital was initiated. This represented another significant
19 1
milestone in the implementation of joint utilization of military and civilian facilities.

"RVNAF Military
ated.

Medical Trainingl

(U) During the second quarter the off-shore observer type training program was reevaluThe consensus, both in the MACV and the RVNAF Surgeons' offices, was that the programn
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had only been marginally productive. The cost of the program in time and money was not considered consonant with the tangible results desired or obtained. It was decided that no observer
training would be requested after FY 70. To compensate for this reduction in off-shore training,
US military facilities in-country were tasked with providing observer and OJT for RVNAF Medical Service personnel. The advantages of providing this type of training in-country were reduced
costs, increased training capability, closer control of the program and students, wider availability of more appropriate types of medical and surgical cases to study, (I. e., tropical diseases
and traumatic war casualty cases), and reduced difficulties with language and cultural shock
problems. 19Z
'U) The in-country OJT training program, begun on 17 Mar for RVNAF physicians, had
experienced certain "growing pains", but these appeared to be well on their way to resolution at
midyear.
The advantages of conducting in-country training became very apparent to those involved in monitoring the program. In those few instances where problems arose
due to
misunderstandings because of a failure to communicate, or due to cultural or philosophical differences, a combined RVNAF-US trouble-shooting team were
dispatched. This procedure
had resulted in the resolution of problems with a minimal expenditure of time and effort. The
program progressed well, and there appeared to be potential for successful expansion in both
the number of trainees and the types of training to be offered. 193
(U) The first group of RVNAF physicians concluded its six months training cycle on 17 Sep.
Of the original Zl students, 18 completed the program. Two were withdrawn for administrative
reasons and one was dropped from the program because of disciplinary problems. The RVNAF
Surgeon General was queried to determine if additional medical officers would be made available
to continue the In-country program. A plan was prepared to place four to six students in a US
medical facility in the vicinity of Saigon. This location afforded better control of the program
by MACV and the RVNAF Surgeon General's Office, as well as allowing the students to live in
proximity to their families and medical practices. The in-country OJT training program was
proving more economical and effoective than off-shore observer type training. 194
(U) As of I Apr, responsibility for conducting the basic aidman (CC-I) medical course was
transferred from Military Medical School (MMN ) to the h-ipil i !r. tý,, CTZ*. Approximately
2, 800 students were to be trained within the following year. The input tor this courge included
RF/PF, National Police, and other civil agencies as well as students from the regular military
forces. The RF and PF participation was much greater than previously experienced when these
personnel had been required to come to the MMS in Saigon for training. Initially some difficutly
was experienced in obtaining sufficient quantities of Vietnamese translations of trainis•g manuals
and field manuals for use as training aids. This problem was largely overcome, but was not
completely resolved at midyear.
In the third quarter the CC- I course graduated Its second and
third classes and the caliber of instruction was considered excellent by US advisors. 195
(U) Eighteen RVNAF physicians completed six month preceptor type specialty training in
internal medicine, general surgery, and radiology In selected US In-country hospitals during the
third quarter. These hospitals displayed the desire and capability to accept larger numbers oa
RVNAF physicians for. this training. However. the RVNAF Surgeon General's Office preferred
a tore formalized, centralized program for fewer individuals. The program was reappraised
W'" results unknown at the end of the year. 196
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Nursing Activities
(U) On 4 Mar the RVNAF Surgeon General issued a directive to all military hospitals to
establish a Department of Nursing. In conjunction wilth this program, the Nurse Consultant and
the IMACV Nurse Advisor assj.-ned to the RVNAF Surgeon General's Office initiated visits to 18
selected military hospitals to advise, assist, and coordinate the establishment of these departments of nursing. 197
(U) During the second quarter, a supervised on- the-job- training program was initiated at
Cong Hoa General Hospital. Although the Viett~amese personnel who attended the classes absorbed the material presented and were able to utilize it in practice, the program came to a
halt because of a lack of qualified instructors, insufficient time for presentation of material,
and lack of support for the program by Cong Hoa Hospital staff. 198
(U) In the third. qu,
the RVNAF SureoGnrl
enGnrlarter and the RVNAF JGS approved the formation of the RVNAP Nurse Corps. The officer selected to serve as Chief Nurse, accompanied
by two MACV nursing advisors, visitou RVNAF hospitals to make preparations for intpleawntation of the Nut-so Corps services. l
(U) At Cong Hoa Hospital, tnursim: avtivitie~s made significant prouress iedicating a greatker
appreciation for the se~rvicet and its function. Significant accomplishmtents Included:
1. Facilities.
4. EquiP1110,1 was; oloved Into the opet-ating room suites iv, the now SOU-bed addition. Thto 10 suitets voncorwiud. the cautr;Al sepply vection, And the recovery and Intensive care
wardit wvre, prepared for occupancy.
h. 1'wo more wairds in tbk- new addition wore prepared toe ocupancy. Thro-V
wards oi the 10-ward vomplon. were oponitd. A fQ trih ward wa* riitabllslwfd as a triaiiing ward,...
cumpleio with projeetion room, noraig. laborittory, and library.
4ý. Tho old iwardio were @lowly improved 10 terMS 0i 0041nlittess And pAtiovit fiare.
The Mhot Nurse hogati makina rottads PAch dAy wnd was pprntittod to *u orvivo ,uationit care
more eloooly than to 0th paist. Red* Land tk-Ardl worr tainted, dressIng lecniqu#* wore improvod, linen wtas chaaged mtoro frequaently, ald more attontion wolfs paid ito tho simplec hoostkeepinia chores.
1.

Trainilng

The

rlnn

tormsoert
-~lt~iiconduticid ior nUrsing' pvs"40.

a. ciawtvs for the QPOrB11in1 room nur*0es *ridnt in the necw oporAwton

ouilte.

b. -Classes kor the ward poer.iowio who worked itt thet two tt atl1men w'artls.
set-vice,

e. Trainintg Alttis in V1044mmarte
wier# 014WO 0aelt Wovuko.tho Mt mbors ofo ii
food service. and ho
-OP10-0 oi-Iit.
.d Trwitting o

4

o owo Atne
Aspirant at tWe Ird rivid 140spital in bpriiting room Ard

"ji cnral supptlt tedtiqpiv.
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(U) During the fourth quarter there were continued efforts at upgrading RVNAF' nursing
services. Advisors were particularly _.ctive in U CTZ and DMAC. Meanwhile occupational
training in typewriter repair was initiated at Cong Ha Hospital for amputee patients. 200
Civilian War Casualty Program
(C) The Civilian War Casualty Program (CWCP) as approved by SECDEF had provided
1. 100 hospital beds integrated into the US military hospital system. The continued reduction of
US medical forces in direct relationship to the total force redeployed would have reduced hospital beds for the CWCP below the daily average number of beds required. The I Jan-30 Sep ex-.
perience indicated that a daily average of 569 US military hospital beds were occupied in support
of the CWCP. In order to maintain the required support for continuing the function, COMvUSMACV elected to retain 600 military hospital beds in addition to those needed to meet US/
FWMAF requirements. It was planned that these beds would be a transitional requirement
which would be phased out as the GVN developed adequate capability to provide requisite
care. 201
Veterinary Activities
(U) An additional 100 now dogs arrived from CONUS during theý first quarter.
course for 50 doga was completed and the dogs wore assigned to unilts.

A training

(U) The hemorrhagic syntdromp that had causved numerous fatalities among the military dogs
in ARVN decreased! In Iilnciene. and of particular importantce, in virtklenceo during the first half
of 1969. Cases durbig the period were responsivfp to treatment and lossies were minnimied.
However, the seasonal Inc rease in Incidence of previousA years occurred In Soptomtwr. The
combined efforts of NAACV, USARV, and RVNAF veterinarians wore focvsed in an attempt to
reduce the affects of the syftWome. 20

Dental Activities
(U) The oral surgeery trainlng program for RVNAV deontists made tood '"rottresit cong
Hoa Hospital after the IIVNAr Su~rgeon (eincerred in estondinq the course fr~om six 44& eight
mntrnhs. The first class of eight RVNAtF dootlots was completod at Cong ttoa Hospital on agJm
A comprehonsive exanoifwticA was giveot and the two boot qualified otttdet#t pArticipdting iW the
prgram wore selected to continue. their trainlog at the hospital. V'u ethor pio#s wore filado to.
acetpt vivo additiwonl students into the proprani 4 It was hoped that this solution would give a
dirberatio of sattlor rosideuts to bouinning studeals
(U)The s~rviues at a board- eorttf ld prosthodontist were obtaitied froio the Tanif Son
Hospital Dental
Air base Dental So-relees for consutlations Cacti !ur teathint A~t th@ Conglito"
Ciliic. His eaxprttise
en
-ral
*cd
the program int ionJuaction with plastic itutgfry #t

*
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(U) Close cooperation was maintained with the RVNAF Dental Clinic and the MACV Dental
Staff Officer in revising the RVNAF Master List and the Vietnamese Army Medical Service
Equipment List in an effort to update the supplies and equipment of the RVNAF Dental Service.
(U) The Vietnamese Ministry of Health accepted the recommendation and made plans to include the Ministry of Health Hygienist Training School in the new dental clinic at the Thanh Quan
Dispensary. This was a step forward toward the education of RVN people in the importance of
good oral hygiene. Z03
(U) In the third quarter an OJT program for Vietnamese dental assistants was conducted at
the 377th AF Dispensary dental clinic at Tan Son Nhut Air Base. The results were excellent and
the base dental surgeon agreed to continue OJT for dental assistants. 204
(U) During the fourth quarter teaching assistance on a weekly basis was provided the Saigon
Dental School and additional teaching assistance in oral surgery and prosthetics was planned to
"beginin 1970. Also during the quarter an assessment of the outstanding equipment, facility,
and utility requirements of the RVNAP dental services was completed. This assessment was
2 05
coordinated with US components so as to match RVNAF requirements with US excesses.

MILITARY ASSISTANCE SERVICE FUNDING PROGRAM

General

(C) The Military Assistance Service Funding (MASF) Program concept in military assistance had come into existence as the counterinsurgency effort on the part of the US in RVN increased. During March of 1966, SECDEF had removed the support of the forces of RVN from
the Military Assistance Program (MAP) of DOD and placed the responsibility for support of the
RVNAF with the respective military departments. Thus, the US Army had become responsible
for the support of ARVN, the USAF became responsible for the support of VNAF, and the USN
for VNN. This action had several advantages:
1. Under MASF there was no ceiling on the amourt of support that could be given RVN
as there had been under the MAP foreign aid appropriation which was subject to the vagaries of
Congress.
2. It also removed RVN from the competitiou for MAP doliars. rhus the MASF prt.gram was in dollar competition with US forces within each component. Military appropriations,
being limited, had a dollar ceiling; each dollar spent through MASF program was a dollar less
that was available to spend in support of US Forces.
(U) The MASF program alro si.pported the RF/PF and the FWMAF.
Funding for support
of National Police, People Self-Defense Force, and other organications not under military control was .%ccomplished by USAID and other US and GVN agencies.
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(S) The magnitude of the 1969 MASF program was tremendous. The FY 69 expenditures
were $1.6 billion ($1.2 billion for the Army, $225 million for the AF, $42.7 million for the
Navy, and $43.9 million for the USMC). More than 50 percent of the total MASF program was
for ammunition alone.
*
f

(U) Requirements were determined in much the same way as US requirements were estab-lished, by use of the approved force structure and approved authorization documents such as
TOEs and TAs. Attrition and maintenance floats were added which established the basic equip-.
ment authorizations. Supply requirements, such as spare parts and consumables, were comn-.
puted based on authorized stock levels and usage data. Together they made up the MASF program. Each time a TOE/TA change was submitted and approved, it affected the MASY program.
For example, if an infantry company requested and received a TOE increase of one additional
M151 1/4-ton vehicle, not only would that company receive one more vehicle, but every infantrycompany in ARVN would receive an additional 1/4-ton vehicle. A one-vehicle requirement couldresult in a million dollar increase to the MASF program.
(U) Because of the wide-ranging implications of TOE/TA changes they'were considered
very carefully and only after completed staffing by MACV. A TOE change normally started at
the unit level. It was processed thru the ARVN structure to JGS and into the organization branch
of MACMA. Each request for a TOE increase also was staffed throughout HQ MACV to determine the validity of the requirement and its overall effect upon overall program before it was
presented to the TOE subcommittee of the MASF Program Watch Committee. If approved, it
was passed to the full MASF Program Watch Committee. This committee, was chaired by
ACofS MACMA and included representation from all appropriate staff agencies. If the MASF
Watch Committee recommended approval, the change was then submitted to the Chief of Staff
for final approval. After approval by the Chief of Staff, it was put into MASF program format
and forwarded to the PACOM component service for further review and approval. From there it
followed component channels. Only after review and concurrence at component level did changes
become part of the approved MASF program.
(U) Non-major items, spare parts, consumables, etc., received much the same critical
review as the major items discussed above. Most of these items were accounted for on stock
record cards and were authorized per current stockage objectives. They were programmed by
dollar requirements rather than by units of issue, Approved dollar lines were maintained in the
program office of MACMA and funds were released as required and requested by the various
technical service accountable officers. The MACMA program office reviewed these requests
for compliance with DOD and MACV policies of MASF support. No item capable of being manufactured in-country was approved. Lxamples of these items were office furniture and clothing,
Luxury type items such as watches, individual air conditioners, or duplicate issues (both a poncho and a raincoat for the same individual) also were unacceptable.

"(C) When an increase to a dollar line was requested it not only received the same review,
but it was presented to the Watch Comrmittee and followed the same procedures for approval as
major items.

Swas

(C) MASF support for US advisors also followed the same procedures. The only difference
that the requirement entered the system through the MACMA'advisor channels.
(U) The MASF program was extens3vely controlled. The MACV goal was to support only
the minimum escential requirements needed by RVNAF to perform its mission. After the
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establichment of the MASF Program Watch Committee in March, excellent progress was made
towar 4 s that goal. Reductions included: Army program; $47,866,094 and the Navy $631,311,
for a total oi:$-48, 497, 405.
IS) Du ring 1969 the MASF program made significant progress. The equipment, supplies
and servipes required by RYNAF flowed relatively smoothly into using units and most subpro2g-rams wvere either on-o r aheadof s chedule.
The initial overall FY 70 prog ram of $1. 2 billion
2 dollars was revised upward to $1. 45 billion in response to new force structure requirements and
by rx~idyear the progran-xwas a-9indicated below:
-

...

*

<MILITARY ASSISTANCE SER VICE FUNDI14G. FY 70
(Millions of dollars)

A rmy
Majbr Items

Matjor Items:
(Replacements-).

:,56. 8

30.2

41. 8.'

.3

7.0

842. 8

Z1. 4

Spare Parts!/~

171.1

25.3
103..8-

-Conumble

Air
Force

54. 5->ý

Ammunition

-

"*

-

Navy~

1 11.2

-

Marine
Corps

Total

2.2

-

143.7

1.4

100.8~~5

-

50.5

1

990.1

56.6

14.2

Z67.2

194.6.

429

1,451.5

(S)Ter
smlbas

-sosre
pot-ion emphasized vehicles, communicati on quipment,..assau-ltniidiladce.served'lweapoxia., follow--on spares for communications,
automotive equipment, petroleum produ~cts, amid-other material /services. The Navy emphasized
waterbar.)e craft (1 DE, 1 LSTv. 2 POM', and 83 assorted %mallcraft and boats), motor vehicles,
ship~~ ~~saeTrtadoer materiallserVices. The AF prý;gram for-FY 70 called for procurern~nt of F-. SA
3~craft, -helicopters-And jet e'ngines, supporting operations of aircraft-and heliýcop-,ers and jet engines, supporting opo-rations-of aircraft and hel-copter squadrons, communicaThe
-tions spare parts, PQL prod~ie'ts, aircraft spare parts, and other material /services.
USMC prog~ram em Iphasized smaiA'arms, lianding boats, communications spare parts, petroleum
products, an ohrmate
rjal/services.
typ

(S) There were fhictuatiions in the vari.ous programxs througho it the first half of the year,
the most significant being a USAF Chief ofýStffj - directed $41. 5 million increas~e in the AF program which boosted VNAF air miinitions, and provided addItional F- 5A -and A- 1 aircraft. Gen* erally, the pr-agranms of tiie other services were reviked downw&Tdj and at mnidyear there was an
overall reduction:.of. over $6,4.xn~illion wituhout including the increase in the AF program dir-ected
byUSAF.Chief of StAff.
(C) P611l,ýwing the Žvidway Conferenice, interest In I&M of R'VNAF quickened and this interest was 'reflected in the 6iaiigement of the MASF program. The~r6 was a requirement for
stringent controls over the large sums of compon-ent budgets'tliat were devoted to MASF while
concomitanmtly
fur~thering the ra~te of Kt&M. The MACV staff in'sttuted a double r-eview of
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-authorization dor-num•nts (-TOE/TAI, equipment and mattirial authorizations were accepted only
S'.
II

-after complpte-justification in terms of operational requirements. An example of the rigorous
efforts to hold down costs-was the-review of OVM for vehicles providing only the minimum
.needed
when viewed against the function to which the vehicle was used. The efforts at minimiz"ing costs while simultaneously providing maximum support to a growing RVNAF force level was
: !
indeed a formieable- challenge to 10S, MACV, and component management.

COMMUNICATIONS- ELECTRONICS

The C-E System in RVN

"(S) The communications system in RVN comprised three distict elements: the Integrated
J ".Communications System - SEASIA (ICS-SEA), the Corps Area Communications System (CACS),
"andthe tactical systems organic to combat units. The ICS-SEA satisfied the trunking require-ments in RYN and Thailand, and its transmission links were designated as part of the Defense
.Conmunication System (DCS). The ICS-SEA consisted of three elements:
I. The 439L tubmarine cable bysteem with five nodal points which looped along the
coast of RVN.

"Z.. The Integrated Wideband Communication System (tWCS). (See Figure IX-20.) This
element provided fixed and transportable tropospheric scatter or line-of-sight radio links which
were the backbone of the- long haul system.

.
*

3. .A considerable number of tactical, line-to-sight, and tropospheric scatter radio
facilities supplementing and extending the terminal points of the DCS in RVN.

Si

(5) The ICS-SEA, as part of the DCS,: connected the theater to out-of-country stations by
way of undersea cables to the Philippines and Thailand. Also, there were tropospheric radio
systems from RVN to Thailand. The Defense Satellite Communication System provided links
"from Nha Trang to Okinawa and from Saigon to Hawaii. There were leased commercial satellite
circuits from Thailand to Hawaii. Additionally, high frequency radio circuits provided communica.tions from Cam Ranh Bay to the Philippines and from Saigon to the Philippines.

.t

0() The ICS-SEA included the associated fixed -facilities such as dial central offices, auto- matic digital network (AUTODIN) terminals, and automatic secure voice communications
(AUTOSEVOCOM).
I. At the end of 1969 the telephone system included 37 dial central telephone offices
located throughout RVN; the offices were handling about 500,000 telephone calls each day. The
." .
long distance, common user, telephone system was a basically manual operation which was up.* graded during 1969 to an integrated, long distance, automatic telephone system. The heart of
the automated telephone system consisted of nine long distance switching centers, six in RVN
..' .and
three in Thailand. Each of the nine centers was interconnected-to all other switching centers;
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thus, the customer had direct distance dialing to any other dial telephone in RVN or Thailand.
All nine switches were completed and providing service by December.
tJ
h
s 2. Teletype and data communications. The old teletype relays had been replaced, for
the most part, by an automatic system called AUTODIN. This network consisting of computers
"and high speed data transmission equipment, came into RVN in 1968. Each of the AUTODIN
switches served a number of subscribers and was connected to each other, as well as to offshore points. The system was highly flexible, providing out-of-country service by alternate
routes in case of communications circuit failure.
3. AUTOSEVOCOM. The ability to talk "secure" was necessary and vital to operational
command and control. A secure voice network called automatic secure voice communications

*

(AUTOSEVOCOM), was rapidly expanded during 1969.

*

(S) ICS-SEA provided a multitude of tactical interface points furnishing combat commanders
access to the common user, long haul communications system from the corps areas and tactical

systems.
(S)

The second major element of the communications system was the CACS which was un-

der the command and operational control of the CG, USARV's 1st Sig Bde. It provided a net"work of tactical, multichannel radios and facilities, tailored to ensure flexible and rapid response to combat support requirements between relatively fixed locations. The system supplemented ICS-SEA by extending circuits from nodal points to combat and combat support units. The
CACS was configured similarly in all CTZs.
(S) Tactical communications, the third major element, were conventionally deployed. Assets were organic to units and provided the commanders with a highly mobile means to exercise
command and control. Equipment ranged from hand-carried radios and command and control
consoles in helicopters to fairly sophisticated multichannel radio equipment mounted in 2 1/2ton truck vans.
(S)

There were also some special systems to provide dedicated command and control for
An emergency action console was located in the headquarters building
near the MACV Command Operations Center (COC). A 200-line, cordless switchboard provided

MACV headquarters.

direct telephone access from and to major subordinate commanders, operations centers, and
key staff personnel.
(S) Secure teletype communications circuits extended directly from the COC to each major
subordinate command. These were dedicated circuits.
(S) To keep contact with key personnel who were mobile around the Saigon area, both a
tactical type FM, voice radio net and a commercial type, vehicular-mounted voice radio net
were available. The base stations of both these nets were located near the COC and could be
connected into the MACV telephone system.
(S) Additonally, secure voice and teletype circuits connected Headquarters MACV with
CINCPAC and the National Military Command Center; Headquartere, MACV also operated in the
CINCPAC voice alert net.
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(S) Another major C-E activity dealt with the modernization and increasing roles of the
RVNAF. This effort entailed advising the JGS in planning, programming, tngineering, installing,
and operating their military telecommunications system. There were ad.-isors in each CTZ advising the ARVN Corps Signal Groups who provided the RVNAF with area communications. Liaison and close coordination also were maintained with the Air Force aw., the Naval Advisory
Groups.
1969 Activities
(U) During the first half of 1969, major C-E facilities continued to be expanded and integrated into a system which improved the service in the entire SEASIA area. New and improved
services were provided to additional customers and planned exp.' vsion programs continued. Improvements were realised each month with resulting increased capacity and efficiency.
(S) Reflecting the changing nature of the US and Allied eff-irt-- Vietnamization-- increased
emphasis was placed on the planning, development, and op-iration of & C-E system for RVNAF.
The general concept for these efforts envisioned making s-.b'.cted portions of CIS-SEA available
to RVNAF and other RYN agencies as US requirements decreased A~nd as indigenous capabilities
developed. This effort was constrained by a JCS-imposed requirement to ensure support to
SEATO consonant with US obligations while retainiug the capability to support re-entry of US
farces into RVN. There was also a directed effort at sihakýing of facilities as a means of preparing the RVMAX C..E personnel for their future takeover of such facilities. 206
(C) The third quarter marked several significant tnllestenes in the RVN and SEASIA C-E
activities. The first of these was the conversion of 'wo more tandem switching centers of the
SEASIA Automatic Telephone Service (SE-ASIA-ATS). Both the Tan Son Nhut- Saigon- Long Binh
and Nha Trang switching centers wvere placed in oporation in July. These new centers brought
automatic dialing service for tactical, logistical, and adni-'Astrative activities comparable to
that u sed In CONUS.
(U) The second significant
in RVN, was the deactivation of
country stations. This closure
system which had been Initiated
cidents In August of 1964.

evert, and a redl measure of C-E progress for the US presence
one of let Sig Bde's (USARY) high frequency radio link to out-ofwas the result 6( the co-nplatiou of the satellite communications
whten the hirh freqiuency link failed during the Ould of Tonkin in-

Satellite Commlunications
(U) At the time of the 1'164 unprovoked attac~k by North Vittnamese torpedo boats on US destroyers operating In the MUd Of Tonkin, .aigh frequ~ency radio had been the onily method of comnmunication betweten Washiniton and Saij-wn. During~ the eriul*, heavy sunsport activity had rendared the existing systenit sporadically ineffective. an'! infurxnation vital to an intelligenet assesmaent of the incident :tad been seriwoiuly doll~yed.

(U) To prevent fur that eommuni~ations lapses of this nature, DOD had rushed a small first
generation satellite teretinal to Tan Son Nhut %ir Dawe, By September 1964, the forerunner of
today!# more sophistl
aelt oae
rmirnala. was providing reliable communications between
RVN-and CONUS.
(U) The three SEASIA maitl~atd tarminal, were a part of the world-wide Defense Satellito
Coamnunieatons System, This system provided almost instantaneous communication*

TMIS

-.4Rrn~CAS1t
LXX124

throughout the world with a network of 23 satellites in random equatorial orbit 15, 580 miles
above the earth.
(U) The major advantage of satellite communications was the reliability of the system. Unlike the high frequency radio system, the satellite communications did not use atmospheric phenomena, such as the ionization layer of the atmosphere, to reflect signals. Further, because
satellite communications was a line-of-sight link between two ground stations via the satellite,
the system could use signals in the super high frequency range and avoid virtually all atmospheric interference. This satellite system was so reliable that, although the sites operated by the
1st Sig Bde had no redundant equipment, they were able to maintain an availablity rate of 93
percent.
(U) The reliability of the satellite system was further demonstrated in February when the
undersea cable that linked RVN to the trans-Pacific cable via the Philippines was cut. While
repairs were being made on the cable, satellite communications provided the only dependable
out-of-country service available. The satellite communications also offered field commanders
a long distance voice, data, and facsimile communications system unmatched in any previous
combat situation for reliability, quality, and versatility.
C- E Vietnamization
(C) Throughout 1969 considerable progress was made in Vietnamization of C-E activities in
RVN. However, on 31 Jul a major milestone occurred when MACV OPLAN 100-69 was promulgated. This plan was an autonomous document implementing the actions to be taken for the integrated telecommunications system in RVN. Other significant measures in Vietnamization occurred as efforts intensified following the Midway conference. These measures included:
1. Completion of formal and on-the-job training of the first group of ARVN officers in
operation, engineering, analysis, and management of DCA-SAM activities.
2.
3.
personnel.
4.

Switchover of ARVN's AN/URC-3 circuits to the ICS-SEA systems.
Start of in-country training of ARVN third and fourth echelon radar maintenance

Conduct of first high level C-E planning involving GVN officials.

Integrated Communication System- Southeast Asia

t

(U) During 1968, Phases I and II of the ICS-SEA had been completed and placed In operation. The first-- MACV to Long Binh-- link of Phase III had been accepted by mid-1968 and all
but the Vung Chau Mountain to Nha Trang link were completed at the end of the year. (See 1968
MACV Command History, pp. 713-716 for detailed discussion of 1968 accomplishments.)
(U)
pleted.
handling
mands.

During the first half of 1969, progress continued and the last link of Phase III was comWhile there were refinements and modifications for subsystems the overall system was
increasing volumes of traffic and was fully responsive to needs of the various com(See Figure IX- .0.)Z307
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(U) In the third quarter, work continued on the remaining three links of ICS-SEA. These
links involved completion of switching centers at Pleiku, Vung Chau Mountain, and Warin (Thailand). Z08
Integrated Wideband Communications System (IWCS)
(U) The IWCS comprised the fixed and transportable tropospheric scatter or line-of-sight
radio links which were the main carriers of long haul traffic.
(U) During April, there was one additional link added to the IWCS subsystem. This link
used a TSC-8Z transportable microwave terminal at Dong Ha and fixed microwave equipment at
Quang Tri. This transportable facility was designed to provide all of the control capabilities
provided by the fixed IWCS stations. The Dong Ha IWCS transportable terminal was cut over
into full operations on Z0 Apr and linked to the fixed IWCS station at Quang Tri. An unusual feature of the Dong Ha transportable terminal was that it was completely revetted to include overhead cover.
(U) Work was continuing on three other IWCS transportable microwave facilities being installed at Di An, Sa Dec, and Dong Ba Thin. These facilities were completed in July. 209
(C) There were only minor modifications of IWCS throughout the remainder of the year.
Facilities and equipment were reorganized as troop redeployments obviated or altered requirements. The assets used to maintain links no longer needed were either deactivated or used to
support new requirements.
Transportable Portions of ICS-SEA
(U) Numerous transportable/tactical communications systems were reconfigured, deactivated, and new ones activated-to provide appropriate communications support for combat operations. Most critical was the major reconfiguration of the I CTZ communications system which
was completed in early January, releasing four temporarily deployed 60-channel AF tropo systems. During April additional AF equipment was released as the Dong Ha-Quang Tri AN/TSC8Z activation occurred. An additional AN/TRC-24 system was activated to meet tandem switch
requirements between Phan Rang and Cam Ranh Bay.Zl0

?

(U) Work.progressed on additional transportable microwave terminal facilities. Four
sites -- Dong Ha, Sa Dec, Dong Ba Thin, and Di An-- were prepared for the lZ0-channel, TSC8Z line-of-sight terminals. The installation was delayed by factory wiring defects in the terminals and-rewiring was necessary before the equipment became operational. The Di An and Dong
Ha facilities were operational in June and the last two were ready for use by 15 Jul. Zll

.Southeast

Asia Automatic Telephone Service

(C) At the end of 1968 the Southeast Asia Automatic Telephone Service (SEASIA-ATS) had
been nearing completion. In November of that year, the first tandem switching center at Bang

Pla, Thailand had been completed and cutover.

Remaining switching centers had been in various

stages of completion. The plan for cutover of the systems had been developed by the Joint Cutover Integrated Working Group, a MACV/MACTHAI-chartered activity. (See 1968 MACV CornSmand History, pages 716-718, for additional coverage of 1968 SEASIS-ATS activities.)
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-(C) 'On 22 Feb, the Chn Tho (Army) switching center was completed and this cutover was
followed by centers at Korat, Thailand (AF) on 2-9 Mar and Danang (AF) on 12 Apr. The centers
at Tan Sort Nhut and Nha Trang were completed at the end of July. Installation continued on the
centers at the'remaining sites, at Vung Chau Mountain, Pleiku, and Warmn (AF). All sites were
completed by year's end. 212
(C) The SEASIA-ATS provided direct dial service to all Class "A" telephone subscribers
*throughout RVN and Thailand. The system was managed by Defense Communications Agency
Southeast Asia Mainland (DCA-SAM). In a 3 Dec 68 message, COMUSMACTHAI had proposed
that the MACTHAI elements of the system be established as an independent field activity under
DCS, Pacific. The basis of the request appeared to be a desire to make the facilities more re.,sponsive to COMUSMACTHAL' The proposal was not favored by MACV or DCA-SAM. The latter
activity urged.. continuation of the system under the centralized management of DCA-SAM as
in.the belst interests of optimum operation of the total world-wide system. The joint
MACV/DCA-SAM position was that: 213
-

-being

*

DCA- managed systems /subsystems are configured
without regard to physical boundaries but to ensure
customer~ satisfaction, reliability, and survivability.
All of the systems /subsystems have been designed to
_support a~war effort in Southeast Asia, not in two separ-.
ate countries, It would be difficult to coordinate a system designed as a cohesive unit with two agencies assigned a split responsibility. Problems /Differences
that arise affecting the management of the systemns/sub-systems would have to be resolved by DCA- PAC instead
of being solved at the source of conflict. In addition,
any fragmentation of the management of the systems/
would require a considerable increase in
the investment of personnel, equipment, and communications facilities.

-subsystems

*

As a resvilt of the MACV/DCA-SAM position no change was made in the system.

Cin

(U) Integral to SEASIA-ATS was the dial telephone exchange (DTE) systems which were begun throughout SEASIA-Mainland (Thailand and RVN) in 1967. At the end of 1968, 36 DTEs were
service with a capability for handling 5Z, 760 lines. By the end of June, the number of exchanges had been reduced to 35 but these facilities were capable of handling almost 55, 000 lines.
Figure IX- 21 depicts the statuis of the DTEs at the end of 1969.
(U) In the third quarter additional DTEs were completed and there were 53 DTEs handling
over 75, 000 lines. In the fourth quarter the Vung Chau Mountain center was completed on 31 Oct
and the Warin center-on 19 Nov. At year's end the service breakout was as follows: 21
Service
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Automatic Digital Data Network
(U) During 1968 the automatic digital data network (AUTODIN) had achieved significant progress and the interim and final systems for RVN had been interfaced, becoming all integrated
system that provided field commanders with urgently needed real-time message processing. At
the end of 1968 automatic switching centers had been in operation at Phu Larv and Nha Trang,
ierving 28 subscribers and six interawitch trunks, and 19 subscribers respectively. Traffic
volume at Phu Lam was 37, 000 messages daily; Nha Trang was handling in excess of 25, 000
messages during the period.
*
*
*
*

*

(U) At the end of March 1969, the Phu Lamn switch was providing service to 26 subscribers
operating at total of 30 high speed leased terminals and low speed, Mode V, Government-Furnished Equipment term-inals. The daily average traffic figure was 38, 500 mnessages. Albo the
Phu Lam DCS teletype relay was provided with dual AUTODIN access with the installation of a
Mode- I terminal to the Korat Automatic Switching Center (ASC). This action enhanced the
AUTODIN restoral posture for Phu Lam ASC subscribers. The Nha Trang ASC service increased to 24 subscribers operating 26 high and low speed terminals. The number of messages
processed per day rose to 29, 500.
(U) This level of performance was maintained during the third quarter and no sigrnificant
problems with the AUTODIN system were roportRed. In the interest of better utilization of communications resources, the Long B~inh Data Service Center leased Mode-I activity was deac*.lvated. Service was assumed by the ICCV (Long Binh). Leased cost savings of approximately
$16, 000 per month were realiz;.1. by this action. Additiogially, act,!on was initiated to downgtrade
the DCA terminal by deleting the rnag~ietic tape requiremtnt wid reducing, the band rate (.f the
terminal to 1, 200 bands, This action resulted in monthly eost savings of approximately $39, 000
pe r month. Z1 5
(C) In the fourth quarter, further refinements were made in the AUTODIN system. The
DCS relays at Phu Lam and Danang were phased out on 3 Nov while two Mode-11 Activations took
place at Danang. An Interim AUTODIN rotatoral plant wasn prom~ulgated during the quarter. This
plan designated the Joint Pacific/Pacific Air Force Command tind Control Center at Tan Son
Nhut as the primary restoral center. Meanwvhile a proposed permanenxt restoral plan was boing~

staffed with components by DCA-SAM.Z 1 6

Automatic Secure Voice Communications
(C) The Automatic Secure Voice Comntuni cationts (AUTOS EVOCONI) Subsystem it' 'IVN, A
DCA-managed portion of the Worldwide AUTOSEVOCOM Network was.0iiatalte In 1967. Tho
ability to talk "secure" was necessary And vital to *combat coniwanO and controt. The syste~m
as designed to satisfy all secure voice communications needs of the services excopt ior %actieal
.4requirements and those specifically authorizned by SECDEF. The system wmi built around tho
use of ihe KY-3 for wideband subscriber terminals and the paired HY-ZIKG.- 13 for harowbant!
subscriber terminals. The primary switching facility was the AN/FTC-31 Aulons atW, Switch
located In Saigon. The switch was a Philco Ford producea, BOsbs0bel-trunk configurdtion which sifford~ed direct dialing (or local widebanti subscribers. An assvsclated operator ox
sole, secure voice access console (SEVAC) provided the interfaec- betweer. the local sulo*Crlborg
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and narrowbarid long distance callers. Smaller se%-ire voice cordboards (SECORDS) were installed at selected sites throughout RVN.
(C) At the end of 1968. 10 SECORDS had been operational. They were located at Phan Rang.
Dong Ha, Phu L-ii, Danang, Monkey Mountain, Bien Hoa, Long Binh, Cam Ranh Bay. Chu Lai
and Can Tho. They served a total of 65 subscribers. Additional SECORD sites were under construction at Pleiku, Nha Trang and Qui Whon but were delayed by equipment and mnaterial shortages. In spite of these delays these latter three sites w~ere comploted during the first qu,-- rtasr of
1469. A shortage of qualified maintenance personnel precluded their activation until the second
and third quarters of 1969.
(C) The system. approved for the transmission of Top Secret information, was rapidly expanded during 1969. At the end of the year, the network served 78 subscribers off the AN/FTC31 switch in Saigon and 140 subscribers through the various SECORDS.. Figure 1X-ZZ indicates
the status of the system at the end of 1969.

RVNA.F Communications- Electronics
RVNAF Communications SystezMs
(S) The ARVN as the largest component of RVNAF provided the bulk of communications
throughout RVN. As the backbone, ARVN had a network of switchboards, dial central offices in
the large clites. and communications cotiters* located at the sector headquarters. These were
inte rcotnnected with organic radio relay, and by US-provided ICS-SEA. In addition, single sideband radio* provided command and control communications between Saigon and six major cities.
Tactical communications were provided by CTZ and division signal elements. The existing

equipment was continually modernized to keep pace with In~creased demands. This includntt replacing obsolescent equipment with newer compatible, US tactical goat and the construction of
permanent signal facilities. many of which wore completed during 1969.

(S) A major. segment of the RVNAF, the RF and Pf, was responsible for territorial *eeurity of the villagtes, hamlets, LOCs, antid logistical complexes, The forces comprised over one
half of RVNAF and were assigned and under the operational control of the province chief as a
sector commander. As such they were authorised complete communications capabilities and
personnel to provide thtem with command control communications. Tite communication* equipment was wholly tactical* cansisting of over 40, 000 AM/FM rattios, both HF and VHF, and
Wocal wire wet with telephones and smai6 switchboards.
(S) From the corps headquarters, each of the provinces or sectors there was a lon# haul
system. Tactical radios linked the province to subordirate, tactical units., USadvisors, with the
Unit* used a similar sayatem.
(S) Communications for the VNA? differed from the AlAVN1s because of the use of V*S systoern anid facilities almost exclusively. The VNAFwscnendwt omn oto cam
"municatlons from its headquarters at Tant Stm tNhut to its subordiuatt commands at the five
major kit bases. and fromn those bases to orgatnixationat aircraft. The US totmlain
cent~ts provided tong tInes between Satgo* amd the air bases,

W.,.

'4"
4v
WA........

(S) Air navigational facilities, such as control towers, GCA, and AC&W radars, as well as
telephone exchanges, were jointly operated by USAF and the VNAF. The Air Force Advisory
Group provided personnel to assist the VNAF in the operation and maintenance of the systems.
(S) The VNN was also concerned with providing command control communications between
its headquarters and its operational commands. Using US and ARVN long lines communication
between shoi'e points, and high frequency radios within the command and between SEASIA forces,
essential command and control was maintained.

RVNAF Military Communications

(U) The RVNAF Military Telecommunications Network-Vietnam (MTN-V) had been designed
to upgrade and expand existing fixed C-E facilities, provide new facilities as required in areas
of troop build-up, and to provide long distance interconnects for command and control communications within RVNAF. These facilities had been designea for intergration into the public communications systems, as appropriate, during the posthostilities period.
(C) The first of 41 buildings in the FY-67S MTN-V construction program (AMASF/MILCON)
was completed and signed over to ARVN on 25 Feb. This building, designed to house a 2, 000line dial telephone exchange. served the Can Tho areas. During April, 16 additional buildings
were placed on contract by tne OICC. Six of these were for radio relay facilities, nine were for
communication centers, and one was for a dial central office building. An outside plant project
at Vinh Long was completed on 30 May and a dial central faci'.ty at Vung Tau was transferred to
2 17
ARVN on 14 Jun by MACV's OICC. Additional facilities wereý completed at Chu Lai on 16 Jun.
(U) On 1 Apr, the ARVN 654th Signal Battalion (Long Lines) was activated with the mission
of providing long lines communications from zone center to the CTZs, The battalion consisted
of a Hq and Hq Co, and Microwave, Integrated Communications, and Single Side Band Companies. The latter unit was located at Tan Son Nhut Air Base while the remainder of the battalion was stationed in Cholon. 218
(C) In May, MACJ6 apprised RVNAF's 36 of the training program envisioned to prepare
RVNAF personnel for assumption, operation, and maintenance of ICS-SEA, DTES, and automatic tandem switches (ATS). The lst Sig Bde was tasked to develop implementation of the
training program which involved a number of hard skill MOSs.
(C) The /.aining
program was designed to take approximately four years for completion,
and was based or duplicating the US manning of the ICS-SEA, DTEa and ATSa with Vietnamese
personnel who had an English language speaking and reading capability and formal training In

communications.

The complete training program comprised three phases.

The firdt phase con-

"sistedof training the Vietnamese to speak
"School. The second phase of training was

and road English at the Armed Forces Language
formal vlassroom instruction at a contractor-op-rated
training facility. This instruction would train men to he communications specialists in one of
five MOSs. The third phase provided OJT at ICS- SEA, DTE, or AIS sites. The OJT program
was expected to require 18 months to two years for each individual. After OJT, the traited personnel would be used to augment and replace eventually the US personnel operating and alaintainfing these facilities.
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(U) The 1st Sig Bde was to develop plans to establish a contractor- operated training facility
within RVN. This plan envisioned that the contractor would build the required facilities and install sufficient ICS-SEA, DTE, and ATS communications equipment to train the bulk of the required long lead time training of operations and maintenance personnel. If the contractor's proposals were economically feasible, it was planned that the civilian contract would be established
the facilities constructed, and instruction started by the end of 1st quarter FY 70. If the contractor's proposals were not economically feasible, additional training spaces in the FY 70-73
Military Assistance Off-Shore Training Program would bcý requested to train the required personnel. At year's end the proposals were still being considered at JCS and no training had begun.
(U) USARV requested a cadre of 110 ARVN enlisted personnel be trained off- shore in five
of the long lead time MOSs required in the ICS-SEA, DTE, and ATSs. These personnel would
be used as instructors to teach courses at the in- country training facility under the supervision
of the contractor. It was expected the use of ARVN instructors would significantly reduce the
cost of operating the training facility, when compar -i to operating it with instructors supplied
by the contractor. The following MOS's and numbers were involved: 219
ARMY
MOS

NUMB ER OF
PERSONNEL

TITLE

26V

Microwave Radio Repairman

31

32D

Technical Controller

37

3ZE

Fixed Station Carrier Equipment

21

Repairman

1s

36H

1200 Repairman

36H4J6

Tandem Switch Repairman
TOTAL

6
110

The personnel needed to fill the above requiremn'4ats had been identified and programmed for in-

country or offshore trallning in FY-69 or 70.
(C) By Septeiniber the first proup o~f RVNAF personnel had fitish"A English language trainigadalairedestoeinMOS
training. Unfortunately, DOD had yet to task the cornponent (USARV) to conduct the training as outlined above. At the end of the third quarter

CQMUSMACV re.quested the OINCPAC stress to JCS the inimediate need for tasking USARV

to executo the training. It was emiphasised that each delay irp Initlat~on of the training created a
resultant dolay in the ability of RVNA.F to 4twume ros puns iblities for operation and maintenance
9( the systems concerned. 2 2 0
(U) .The first Instillation of a country-Wide ICS/ARVN Interface program' wvas started when
the IV Corps tie cable projoct (l=QLVN/.Q- 3- 69) was.-approved on 5 Aug. The purpose of the
prfnject'was to provide
eletrotical Interconnee between ARVNI communication centers and 108.SEA nodal points., thereby providing the first step'1ii the integ ration of AVNAF and US communica-

tions facilities into the Single Into# rated; Telecommunications Systorn (SITS). The nodal points
wora Bao. 14tnq Sac Tring, Long Xtiyon. Ca Mau,, Rach Clia, Sa Dot, Vinh Long, an4 CAn Tho.

IIE
*t_1W
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ýX

The tie cables were installed at Soc Trang, Bac Lieu and Ca Mau on Z5 Jul. -the tie cable at
Rach Gia was completed on 22 Aug. In September two more ARVN stations were interconnected
to the ICS- SEA. The new stations were Soc Trang and Rach Gia and their juncture brought 4o
four the number of RVNAF stations in IV CTZ in the IOS-SEA. Z21
(U) Also in September, 10 RVNAF officers were integrated into DCA-SAM working force.
These officers were given OJT in the operations division on systems control teams.

*

i

*

(S) In the fourth quarter 23 additional RVNAF circuits were added to the ICS-SEA bringing
the year end total to 299. Both civilian (Ministry of Post and Telegraph (P&T) and RVNAF circuits were used, thus resulting in some trade-off between the military and civilian agencies.
One major problem resulted from the mix of these two systems when P&T reported a shortage
of multiplex equipment needed for interface of circuits. In spite of the equipment shortage, the
RVNAF communications proved reliable as evidenced by the low number of circuit outages discovered during the 34 circuit checke conducted each month by DCA-SAM.ZZZ
Formation of Signal Advisory Teams
(U) Reflecting the increased emphasis on improvement and mode rnization. of RVNAF,
MACJ6 reorganized his Signal Advisory Branch in January. The reorganization resulted in a
Signal Advisory Team for each CTZ located as follows:
Team

ARVN Organization Advised

Location

1l1
112
113
114

610th Area Sig Bn
66th Area Sig Op
65th Area Sig Op
67th Area Sig Op

Danang
Pleiku
Cholon
Can Tho

*

(U) The purpose of the reorganization was to consolidate advisory personnel for centralized
control of the signal advisory effort by MACJ6, and to realign the advisory structure to coincide
with ARVN command channel. The Area Signal advisory personnel formerly assigned to each
CTZ advisory team were transferred to the new Area.Signal Advisory Team in their respective

*

CTZ.za
Posthosti litles

Telecommunications Planning

(S) During March the first significant steps were taken toward combined posthostilities
telecommnunications planning with the GVN. On 1 Mar the JCS approved contacts with the GVN

I
S

for that purpose, provided such contacts were on a government- to- government basis. In keeping with that gudLnee, it was recommended to the GVN, through both military and diplomatic
channels, that coordinated USIOVN planning begin. Concurrently, MACJ6, as Chairman of the
US Comnnanications-Electronics Staff Committee (CESC), presented to the membership a concept toi two working panels under the CESC to represent the US. in the US /GVN planning

effort. Z14

(S) The CofS approved the concept and implementing actions of the CESC on 5 May.

This

approval included the following: 225

X 13

~115
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1. A prime US nation-building goal was to assist the Vietnamese in attaining an economically self-supporting, single, integrated telecommunication system which satisfied both
civil and military requirements, and which required minimal US support.
2.

There would be no abrupt turnover of US communications facilities or equipment at
of hostilities. The target integrated system would evolve from present US and GVN
systems which must continue to furnish service to all agencies, US and GVN, through the transition time frame.

"thecessation

3. Since most of the existing and programmed communications assets in-country belonged to the US and RVNAF, initial steps were to be taken immediately by Lhe combined military staffs as a wartime upgrade and improvement of all communication services in-country. At
the same time, this effort was designed to-improve the posture of the military systems for meet"ingpostwar civil requirements.
4. Postwar civil communication requirements must be obfained by USAID and other
civil communications assistance/advisory activities, and a master plan developed to integrate
the military and civil systems into the desired single, integrated system.
S. Joint State, USAID, and DOD guidance stipulated that-initial posthostilities planning
would be on a government- to-government basis, and that. it would be a coordinated US EmbassyUSAID-MACV endeavor.
"
"

6.

The US-CESC, chaired by MACJ6 and with representation from US Embassy, USAID,

JUSPAO, and CAAG, was the logical organization to undertake posthostilities communications
planning.- The concept envisioned the formation of two panels under the CESC:

S.

a. One panel would undertake- the immediate planning necessary to integrate US
and GVN communications resources and GVN operations, maintenance, and management personnel at US-ICS sites.
b. The second panel would undertake development of a master plan containing details necessary for the post-war achievement of a GVNintegrated telecommunications system,

.

and plans for the eventual turnover of designated portions of the ICS-SEA to the GVN.
(U) On 17 Jul the combined US and GVN C-E staff committees unanimously approved a concept for the integrated posthostilities. system. The basic principles upon which the system was
conceived were stated as follows: 226

1.. Creation of a single organization
1. 1 This single organization shall provide all
telecommunications requirements within its capability for all the Republic of Vietnam.
-1. 2 This single organization shall operate a
single telecommunications system.
1. 3 For national security reasons, this organization shall be a government-owned company.
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1.4 However, the management shall follow, as
far as possible the model management of a private
company. The limitations imposed on this private
"management shall be only in the following fields:
security (defense and police) rate structure and
fields of investments (in relation with the social
policy of the government).
2.

Assets and capital.

2.1 The assets and initial capital of this
organization shall be all existing land, building,
office, transportation, telecommunications and
associated equipment belonging to all existing
telecommunications agencies, and all facilities
equipment which can be left over by the US Army
and other US agencies.
2. 2 All future foreign aid in the telecommuni-.
cations field shall be concentrated into this single
organization, except in those particular fields of
telecommunications that this organization cannot
provide.
3.

Single integrated system.

3.1 This equipment shall be integrated into a
single system.
3. 2 The integration shall follow the following
basic considerations:
a.

To be operated by a single organization.

b. To be economically sound in operation
and development within the limits of the social
policy fixed by the government.
c. To provide necessary security of operation.
(or reliability) for the Defense and the Police.
3. 3 The telecommunications serv"ce that this
system furnishes shall be:
... Fixed service.
.. ,Mobile service for: the Navy, air navigation
and control, ship-to-shore,

..

etc.

.,. Radio and television broadcasting.

UNCLAS FIED
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... If possible, semi-mobile service for: the

Army, the Police, the Railroad, and other civil uses.
The post-war planning group.

4.

This group must study and help Vietnam to implement the following:
•,

4. 1 Study, recommend, and implement this
organization.
4. 2 Review all existing equipment. Study and
incorporate this equipment into the single integrated
system.
4. 3 Study and implement the training program
for managers and technicians.
4.4 Study and recommend the plan for the transfer of the in-war period to the post-war period.
4. 5 Study and recommend the foreign aid and the
contribution of the GVN necessary during the post-war
period in order to implement this plan of a single organization operating a single integrated system.

*

5.

Present oroblems.

We must have, if possible, clear tentative information on:
k

5. 1 The amount of equipment left- over by the U.S.
government.
K "5.

2 The training schedule of the ARVN in the
operations of the ICS,

4

5. 3 Other estimated schedules for the transition
time from in-war to post-war period.
(S) In November and in response to CINCPAC tasking, COMUSMACV prepared a timephased schedule for the turnover of selected C-E systems. The schedule provided for a relatively austere residual communications system to support interim US requirements and it was
also configured to meet the long range RVNAF/GVN requirements as the nucleus of an eventual
national telecommunications system. Specific turnover dates were contingent upon development
by RVNAF/GVN of the capabilities to operate and maintain facilities and equipment. Schedules
for turnover of specialized categories of C-E assets such as radars, control towers, and
weather communications were also included in the planning. The completed scheduled was approved and forwarded to CINCPAC on 25 Nov. While the proposals were being staff at PACOM
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and JCS, the rationale and methodology embodied in the schedules were used as the basis for the
C- E portions of the COMUSMACV t s Phase III RVNAF Improvement and Modernization Plan.Z2 7

Military Affiliate Radio System
(U) The Military Affiliate Radio System (MARS) had in operation 67 of its authorized stations at the end of 1968. These stations had been established throughout RVN generally in proportion to troop density at the respective sites. During 1968 the number of messages handled
{had increased 100 percent. (See 1968 MACV Command History, pp. 724- 5.)
(U) During 1969, the number of stations, both authorized by GVN and in operation, increased to 80. The system continued to handle a heavy volume of traffic as indicated in Figure
IX-23. The number of stations by component as of 31 Dec was: 228
Authorized

1.

Air Force
Army
Navy

12
47
a1
80

Operational
12
47
21
80

In all instance*, the system sought to provide its services to the maxcimum number of personnel,
In September the effects of troop redeployment were discerned in MARS traffic and the total
number of messages / p~hone patches declined to just over 77. 000. 229
(UJ) In the fourth quarter, MARS traffic began to decline again reflecting the redeployment
of some of Its customers. In spite of the decline in number of troops using the facilities the
system handled over Z. 4 million messages for the year.
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-IX

1.. All material in this discussion has been obtained from the Combined Logistics Offensive
Plan (RVNAF CLP 5769/MACV Plan 185- 69) unless otherwise indicated.
Z.

Ltr (U), MACJ43-LM, 22 Nov 69, Subj: Logistics Offensive Newsletter.

3.

Rpt (S), MACJ43-LM,

4.

Rpt (C), MACJ43-LM, 20 Apr 69, Subj: LOGSUM 2-69 for March 1969 (U), Gp- 4.

*5.

20 Feb 69, Subj: LOGSUM 1-69 for January 1969 (U),

Gp- 4.

Rpt (S), MACJ43-LM, ZO Feb 69, Subj: LOOSUM 1-69 for January 1969 (U), Gp- 4.
6.

R pt (C), MACJ43- LM, 20 Apr 69, Subj: LOGSUM 3- 69 f or March 1969 (U), Gp- 4.

7.

Rpt (C), MACJ43-LM, 21 Oct 69, Subj: LOOSUM 9-69 for September 1969 (U), Gp-4.

*8.

Rpt (C), MACJ43-LM, 20 Nov 69, Subj: LOGSUM 10-69 for October 1969 (U), Gp-4.
9.

Ibid.

10.

Rpt (C), MACJ43-LM, 20 Sep 69, Subj: LOGSUM 8-69 for August 1969 (U), Gp-4; Rpt (C),
MACJ43-LM, 21 Oct 69, Subj: LOGSUM 9-69 for September 1969 (U), Gp-4.

11.

Rpt (C), MACJ43-LM, 29 Nov 69, Subj: LOGSUM 10-69 for October 1969 (U), Gp-4.

12.

Rpt (C), MACJ43-LM, 20 Mar 69, Subj: LOGSUM Z-69 for February 1969 (U), Gp-4.

13.

Rpt (C), .MACJ43-LM, 19 Jul 69, Subj: LOOSUM 6-69 for July 1969 (U),

14.

Rpt (C), MACJ43-LM,

20 Sep 69, Subj- LOGSUM 8-69 for August 1969 (U), rip-4.

15.

Rpt (C),

MACJ43- LM,

14 Jan 70,

16.

Rpt (S),

MACJ43-LM,

19 Feb 69, Subj: Logistical Historical Activities for January 1969

(U),

Gp-4.

Subj: LOGSUM 11- 69 for November 1969 (U),

ip- 4.

Gp-4.

17.

R pt (C), MACJ43-LM, 19 Aug 69, Subj: Logistical Historical Activities for July
(U), Gp- 4.

18.

R pt (C), MACJ43-UL,
(U), Gp- 4.

19.

MACV Directive 700-3 (U), Commisesary Privileges and Sales, 10 Oct 69.

20.

JRpt (C), MACJ43-LM, 24 Dec 69, Subj: Logistical Historical Activities for November 1969
(U). Gp- 4.

19 Oct 69, Subj: Logistical Historical Activities for September 1969
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2 1.

R pt (C), MACJ43-LM, 20 Mar 69, Subj: LOGSUM 2-69 for February 1969 (U), Gp-4.

2Z.

R pt (S), M.ACJ43- LM, 20 Feb 69, Subj: LOGSUM 1-69 for January 1969 (U), Gp-4; Rpt (C),
MAGJ43-LM, 20 Mar 69, Subj: LOGSUM 2-69 for February 1969 (U), Gp- 4 ; Rpt (C),
MACJ43-LM, 20 Mar 69, Subj: LOOSUM 3-69 for March 1969 (U), Gp-4.

23.

Rpt (C), MACJ43.-LM, 20 ay69, Subj: LOGSUM 4-69 for April 1969 (U), Gp-4; Rpt (C),
MACJ43-LM, 19 Jun 69, Subj: LOGSUM 5-69 for May 1969 (U), Gp-4; Rpt (C), MACJ43LM, 19 Jul 69, Subj: LOGSUM 6-69 for June 1969 (U), Gp-4.

*24.

Rpt (C), M.ACJ43- LM, 29 Nov 69, Subj: LOGSUM 10-69 for October 1969 (U), Gp-4.

4,

25.

Rpt (C), MACJ43-LM, 20 Mar 69, Subj: LOGSUM 2-69 for February 1969 (U),
(C), MACJ43-LM, 20 Apr 69, Subj: LOGSUM 3-69 for March 1969 (U), Gp-4.

Gp-4; Rpt

26.

Rpt (C), M.ACJ43-LM, 20 Mar 69, Subj: LOOSUM 2-69 for February 1969 (U),

Gp- 4.

27.

Rpt (C), MACJ43-LM, 19 Jun 69, Subj: LOGSUM 5-69 for May 1969 (U), Gp-4.

28.

Rpt (S), 7AFRP 178-2, Subj: Command Status (U), 1969, Gp-3.

29.

Rpt (S), MACJ43-LM, 20 Feb 69, Subj: LOGSUM 1-69 for January 1969 (U), Gp-4; Rpt (C),
MACJ43-LM,- 20 Apr 69, Subj: LOCYSUM 3-69 for March 1969 (U), Gp- 4.

30.

Ibid.

31.

Rpt (S), MACJ43-LM, 20 Feb 69, Subj: LOGSUM 1-69 for January 1969 (U), Gp-4.

32.

Rpt (C), MACJ43-LM, 20 Mar 69, Subj: LOGSUM 2-69 for February 1969 (U), Op-4.

33.

Rpt (C), MACJ43-LM, 20 Apr 69, Subj: LOGSUJM 3-69 for March 1969 (U), Gp-4.

34.

Rpt (C), M.ACJ43-LM, 20 May 69, Subj: LOOSUM 4-69 for April 1969 (U), Gp-4-,Rpt (C),
MACJ43-LM, 19 Jun 69, Subj: LOOSUM 5-69 for May 1969 (U), G p-4.

35.

Rpt (C), MACJ43-LM, 19 Jun 69, Subj: LOGSUM 5-69 for May 1969 (U), GP-4; Rpt (C),
MACJ43-LM, 19 Jul 69, Subj: LOGSUM 6-69 for June 1969 (U), Gp-4.

36.

Rpt (C), MACJ43-LM, 23 Oct 69, Subj: LOOSUM 9-69 for September 1969 (U), Gp-4.

37.

R pt (C), MACJ43- LM, 20 Aug 69, Subj: LOOSUM 7- 69 fa r July 1969 (U), Gp- 4.

38.

Rpt (C), MACJ43- LM, Z9 Nov 69, Subj. LOOSUM 10-69 for October 1969 (U), Gp-4.

39.

Rpt (C), MACJ43-LM, 14 Jan 70, Subj: LOGSUM 11-69 for November 1969 (U), Gp-4.

40.

R pt (C), MACJ43- LM, 13 Feb 70, Subj: LOOSUM IZ- 69 for Decembe r 196 9 (U), Gp- 4.

41.

Ibidl.
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~42. Rpt (S), MACJ43-LM, 20 Feb 69, Subj: LOGSUM 1-69 for January 1969 (U), Gp- 4 ; Rpt (C),

*

MACJ43-LM, 20 Mar 69, Subj: LOGSUM 2-69 for February 1969 (U), Gp-4.
43.

Rpt (C), MACJ43- LM, Z0 May 69, Subj: LOGSUM 4-69 for Apr 1969 (U), Gp-4.

*44.

Rpt (C), MACJ43-LM, 19 Jul 69, Subj: LOGSUM 5-69 for May 1969 (U), GP-4.

*45.
*

Rpt (C), MACJ43-LM, 20 Aug 69, Subj: LOGSUM 7-69 for July 1969 (U), Gp-4; Rpt (C),
MACJ43-LM, 20 Sep 69, Subj. LOGSUM 8-69 for August 1969 (U), Gp-4; Rpt (C', MACJ43LM, 21 Oct 69, Subj: LOOSUM 9-69 for September 1969 (U), Gp-4.
46.

Rpt (C), MACJ43-LM, ZI Oct 69, Subj: LOGSUM 9-69 for September 1969 (U), Gp-4.

47.

Rpt (S), MACJ43-LM, 20 Feb 69, Subj: LOGSUM 1-69 for January 1969 (U). GP-4.

48.

Rpt (C), MACJ43-LM, 10 May 69, Subj: LOGSUM 4-69 for April 1969 (U), Gp- 4 -;Rpt (C),
MACJ43-LM, 19 Jun 69, Subj: LOGSUM 5-69 for May 1969 (U), Gp-4.

49.

Rpt (S), MACJ43-LM, 20 Feb 69. Subj. LOGSUM 1-69 for January 1969 (U), GP- 4 ; Rpt (C),
MNACJ43-LM, 20 Apr 69, Subj. LOGSUM, 3-69 for March 1969 (U), Gp-4.

50.

Rpt (C), MACJ43-LM, 20 Aug 69, Subj. LOGSUM 7-69 for July 1969 (U), Gp-4. Rpt (C),
MACJ43-LM, 17 Feb 70, Subj: LOOSUM 12-69 for December 1969 (U), Gp-4.

51.

Rpt (C), MACJ43- LM, 19 Jun 69, Subj: LOOSUM 5- 69 for May 1969 (U), GP-4.

52.

Rpt (S), MACJ43-LM, 20 Feb 69, Subj: LOOSUM 1-69 for January 1969 (U). Gp- 4 . Rpt (C),
MACJ43-LM. Z0 Mar 69, Subj: LOOSUM 2-69 for February 1969 (U), Gp-4, Rpt (C),
MAJC43- LM, 20 Apr 69. Subj.- LOCSUM 3- 69 for Ma rch 1969 (U), Op-4.

53.

Rpt (8). MACJ43-LM1.

54.

Rpt (C), MACJ43-LM. 20 Mar 69, Subj. LOOSUM 1-69 for March 1969 (U), Gp-4.

55.

Ibid.

20 Feb 69, Subj- LOOSUM 1-6,# tor January 1969 (U). Gp-4.

S6. Rpt (C), MACJ43- IM. 19 Jun 69, Sub)- LOOSUM 5-69 for May 1969 (U), GP-4, Rpt (C),
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CHAPTER X
PRISONERS OF WAR

We then wish to bring to the attention of
those charged with the urgent task of laying
the foundation for this peace problem which,
because of its human character, deserves our
special care. The problem. .. is. . . of prisoners, whose exile is often made even sadder
and harder by the inability to keep in touch by
letter with their loved ones.
International rules and arrangements regulate
the treatment that must be given to prisoners of
war. We express the hope, in the common interest, that those who have fallen into enemy
hands mnay be recognized as such, and properly
treated. In any case, beyond what is formally
prescribed, there are other no less binding
rules: those of the humnan feeling of respect
and compassion which should induce responsible
authorities to adopt towards these combatants a
more magnanimous and noble attitude.
For this special group of persons painfully
affected by the consequences of the conflict, we
dare renow our prayer that their fate be made
less sad and painfol.
Pope Paul, Z3 June 19691

INTRODUCTION

(U) Thu juootion of pris~oners of war IPWs) andi vivl~iati political pri tonoro lit SEASIA
continued to 6ie an extreomeily diffiCuklt nlitary/poli ial/diplomaittic pr~oblem it- 1969. The US
emphasixod at theo Paris Peace Talks the question of treat-oent tfitIt PW* held by the North
Vietnamese. The Paris talk* also infeludrd discuitsion of quostiona reolAtinu to Nlorth Viet.
namese and VC piouvro hold by the RVN, anti particularly procetiorop (or the repairiation of
a number of tick and wounded North Vietnamepse PW*. So.mo problems* which badl appeArod itt
negotiations at the close (it previous wars in Indochina anti in Korea, reappearid In 1969 rehitIng to the Vietnam War. Fo i"Mnctate the I!Aov 'Arose of the vxvhango of 1isto tit PWS hold by
both~ sides- In spite of US efturts, there was no major breakthrough on the ticerall issue ot US
PWs held by North Vietnam. Nor was there tiny b etA~throulth In ostablishing proc~edures for
the 'opittlation of the #iek and wountded NVA PWs.

ENCLASSIRlED
X*d

UNCLASSIFIED
HISTORY OF PW NEGOTIATIONS IN SEASIA

"Vietnam,

Cambodia, and Laos

Introduction
(U) When the Geneva Agreements governing the settlement of the Indochina War in Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia were signed to settle the French/Viet Minh conflict in July 1954, only
three of the nine states represented at the Geneva Conference -- France, Vietnam, and the
USSR -- had ratified the 1949 Geneva Conventions on PWs and Civilian Internees (Cls). Of the
three countries selected by the conferees to supervise implementation of the Agreements, only
India had ratified the Conventions. The Vietnam Agreement called for the release of all PWs
and CIs held by either side. It specified that all prisoners, foreign and Vietnamese, were to be
surrendered to "the appropriate authorities" of the other party. Once surrendered, prisoners
would be given "all possible assistance in proceeding to their country of origin, place of habitual
"residence or zone of their choice (Art. Zlc)." The agreement did not provide the safeguards
against forced repatriation that had been written into the Korean Armistice Agreement. There
was no stipulation requiring the International Control Commission (ICC) to take custody of, or
even to interview, those prisoners (foreign or Vietnamese) who might not want to be surrendered
to the side from which they had been captured, On the ce-itrary, the ICC was specifically required to "control" the compulsory surrender of prisoners,
(U) The Laos and Cambodia agreements of 1954 provided that only foreign prisoners were
-to be surrendered to the other side, presumably because there was to be no partition of those
countries and because the dissident fighting elements in each were supposed to be rapidly integrated into the national community. Nationals of Laos or Cambodia captured within either
country were simply to be released. There was no specific requirement that Laotians and
Cambodians be released within their respective countries, however, nor were there any
provisions for verifying that releases that allegedly had taken place elsewhere -- for example,
in NVN -- were genuine and that the former prisoners continued residence in the country of
their release was voluntary.
(U) The threte Geneva Agreements of 1954 referred to two categories of prisoners: "prisoners of war" (not further defined); and "civilian internees" (Cls), a term "understood to mean
all persons who, having in any way contributed to the political and armed struggle between the
two parties, have been arrested for that reason or kept In detention by either party during the
period of hostilities" (Vietnam, Art. Zb,).
(U) In the Joint Communique issued In Zurich in June 1961, the three Lao Princes spoke
oi the proposed release of all "political prisoners and datainees." The term "prisoners of
war" was not used, presumably because the parties had agreed to treat the release of Lao prisoners as strictly an internal matter, subject neither todecisions of the Laos Conference nor to
the provisions of the 1949 Geneva Conventions.
(U)

*

In the Laos Protocol of 196,, the article dealing s-weitkcally with prisoners (Art. 7)

referred to "foreign military persons and civilian*."

"personnel" was

I

4

Elsewhere, the term "foreign military

used and was defined in Article la as including "members oa foreight mtltary
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missions, foreign military advisors, experts, instructors, consultants, technicians, observers
and any other foreign military persons, including those serving in any of the armed forces in
Lees and foreign civilians connected with the supply, maintenance, sorting and utilization of
"war materials."

'
.4

Lessons of the Past
(S) This section is included in order to relate previous negotiation experiences to the direct
involvement of the US in the war in Vietnam. Some of the policies pursued in previous years as
well as certain courses of action taken (or rejected) by NVN and RVN may prove relevant and
illuminating:
I. In the previous years, the Viet Minh (and the Pathet Lao) consistently refused to
supply nominal lists of all enemy PWs either before, during, or after negotiations.
a. Although the) submitted partial lists after the 1954 Conference, they indicated
that 70 percent of the prisoners claimed by the French/GVN side were "unknown" to the People|s
Army of Vietnam (PAVN). General Ely, who delayed in making a formal protest about the
shocking physical condition of returned French PWs for fear that the Viet Minh would not return
the remaining prisoners, noted in his memoirs that the delay was further prolonged by the difficulty of obtaining from the PAVN complete lists of French prisoners of war who were living or
had died in captivity. The issue was compounded by the fact that such lists were even harder
to come by for Vietnamese PWs, many of whom had joined PAVN units either voluntarily or
under duress.
b. The French, for their p.•rt, having given to N VN the names of prisoners they
were prepared to surrender, then found ,hat they could not always produce the number promised. For example, shortly before the deadline for release, French authorities discovered that
they had promised to return from the Hue area about 1,000 more NVN PWs •.han they had on
hand. Apparently concerned lest the Viut Minh respond to the shortage by refusing to release
prisoners from the French Union Forces, they asked RVN authorities to turn over Viet Minh
civilian prisoners to enable them to fill the quota. When this request was refused, the French
sought to persuade CIs to volunteer, but only 100 of these were willing to p•se as PWs in order
to be repatriated to the Vlet Mlnh sons,
c. It is unlikely that any of the Communist commands in the Vietnam €on•'llvt -the PAVN, the VC, or the Pathet Leo -- kept an accurate list of its me. who w•re taken
prisoner durinl• the hostilities. Many •ere released by their captors, and some were subsequently recaptured, It was generally &amused, however, that the three ¢omnuLnds had
compiled lists of all captured US and Allied personnel, military and civilian, hut it was doubtt•
they would produce these lists during the neKotiattons or even immediately thel'ealter, unless to do so proved to be distinctly to their advantage. U, for example, th• US oHered to
withdraw some of its forces in exchange $or US prisoners, a•d tl the Communtst.• •ere receptlve to such an oiler, it could be tied quantitatively to the number o• prisoners surrendered
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so nmny US personnel wtthdraw• per prisoner releavedh and -•t €ould then be to the
adwmt•ge • the Cmmmuntsts to pt,odttee UsIs ot their US captl•s and to release them pl•mptly.
2. It was & conststent policy .•f tim ONVN to deny the presence o| its troops outside
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a. At the 1954 Conference NVN denied having troops in Cambodia, but it subsequently withdrew 2, 384 men under ICC supervision. At the 1962 Conference, it denied the
presence in Laos of an estimated 8, 000 to 10, 000 PAVN troops. Thereafter, it withdrew
some forces surreptitiously and left many others in Pathet Lao-controlled territory. Only 40
"technicians" were admittedly evacuated through the ICC checkpoint.
b. North Vietnam continued this policy in its negotiations with the US; it refused
to acknowledge that its combatants captured in Laos between 1962 and 1969 were of the PAVN
and even went so far as to deny that they were North Vietnamese, two facts admitted by the
prisoners themselves. Similarly, having consistently denied the presence of its military forces
in RVN, the GNVN refused to concede that 7, 205 NVN prisoners held by the GVN were PAVN
troops and therefore, PWs.
c. After the 1954 Geneva Conference, Cambodia, Laos, and RVN deeply resented
the continued presence of uniformed PAVN officers on their territory. However, as a signatory to the cease-fire agreement, NVN was partly responsible for implementation of the military
clauses. It thus had legitinmate grounds for keeping senior PAVN officers and political cadres,
posing as interpreters, in the Associated States. They served as members of the Joint Cornmission and its subcommissions and teams, as liaison officers attached to the ICC headquarters
and its investigating teams, and as nz.vembers of "Graves Registration" teams. As a result,
NVN was able not only to play an often decisive role in the formulation of policy and developments but also to strengthen its control over the local Communists. In this way, NVN was able
to continue "showing the flag" in the three countries from which Viet Minh forces supposedly had
been withdrawn under the agreements. Although the Viet Minh used a variety of arguments to
justify extending their presence in the three countries, the governments of those states vither
rid themselves of the PAVN members as soon as possible by dissolving the joint bodies, or
curtailed activities of the Communist representatives by strictly limiting their number and
freedom of movement. After the 196a Geneva Conference, there wc no question of allowing
PAVN members to join any mixed commissions, as NVN, despite the presence of its combat
forces in Laos, was not an acknowledged belligerent.
d. At the end of 1969, the RVN had deiar and de facto custody of 7,Z20 PAVN
PWs. Some were captured by the ARVN, while others were captured by US Forces and then
transferred to the tVN. Under the Geneva Convention, the US had a continuing responsibility
for the latter croup that would require it "to take effective measures," including requesting
their return, if Ihe International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRCI wore to find that the GVN
had failed to carry out the provisions ot the Convention "in any important respct." At one
time, the US itself had hold in custody 14 of An original 17 NVN *samencaptured during a naval
engagement off NVN. The 1? had been the only North Vietnameoe recognised by NVN as mtilitary prisoners, an aciknowledgement probably due to the fact that they had not been captured oh
RVN soil. According to Hanoi, they had been "lUeLgaly" kidnapped In internationoal waters
while on a peaceful mission.
3. The Communist* tended to use every mean*s at their disposal to avoid giving PWs
their choice oi destination.
a. The North Vietnamese took
of the loophole in the W4
-dv'ntae
Agroeeet to
avoid surendertIng large numbers of PWs to the French/CVN side, yet at the tame time de'man
ded that the French giv up all View Minh prisoners, In 196Z the Contmtaists strongly opposed
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granting PWs a choice of destination in the Laos Protocol. As the relevant clauses in the proposed draft were to affect only a handful of Western and Allied Prisoners of the Pathet Lao, the
Communists presumably were reaffirming their opposition to the principle of free choice as a
matter of policy.
b. The US too had a reason to favor a provision requiring th-at all prisoners be
surrendered before they were allowed to choose their country of residence. This was a means
of preventing phony or forcible defections among US PWs. Consequently, the US could find
advantages in supporting terms for the release of PWs that were similar in this respect to those
included in the agreements of 1954 and 1962.
4. It was expected that during negotiations for the release of PWs, NVN would try to
provoke distrust and dissension between the GVN and the US, much as it did between the South
Vietnamese and the French in 1954.
a. In 1954 NVN had refused to permit the evacuation from Dien Bien Phu of wound*edi Vietnamese prisoners, and falsely claimed that the French had agreed to exclude them in an
attempt to sow bitterness and distrust between France and the GVN at the very outset of the
Geneva negotiations. Its further refusal to reconsider its position, until the French had agreed
to closed meetings with a PAVN representative at Geneva to resolve the Impasse and to discuss
the general Issue of PW exchange, was certainly not designed to reassure the GVN. There
were other causes for Irritation and distrust. At the time of the Geneva Conference, the PAYN
and French High Commands met at Trung Gia, north of Hanoi, to discuss the military terms
of a cease-fire. On the French side were GVN delegates instructed by Saigon to discuss only
PW exchanges. Meetings were held twice daily--a plenary session, attended by the Viet Minh,
French, and Vietnamese delegates: and a restricted session. attended only by the Viet Minh ant!
French chief delegates and their interpreters. At the plenary session*, the PAVN had so
arranged the seating that the five French officers faced the five PAVN delegate*, while the
three GVN officers faced empty chairs. As a further slight to the GVN, the PAVN guards
saluted French but not Vietnamese delegates.
b. L~ater, when most F'rench PVs were released by the Viet Minh, whereas the
va&st majority of the prisoners were not, the GVN was quick to assume that the French had
failed to protect the GVN'a Interests with the necessary vigor, not only ai Geneva but at Trung
Ola, In the Jolsit Comnmission, and vis-a-.vis the ICC. Repeatedly, the actions of the Viet Minh
wet@ designed to show both their acceptance of the es-enemy, France. as R potential future ally
with what" they were willing to make deals 4 and their roecetion of the GVN as an ilgl
temporary, and puppet" regime.

c. There w.,A good reasoon to believe tho-t ir. US, ItVN, NYN, itod VC negotiations,
NIVN and the VC would try to undermin~e RVPN*4 confidenee Inl US intention#. In view ofi their
provious experientw, the GV0 was likely to show vitrong rosontmoint it the Commuwnists succeeded iii estracting trom the US In exchange for the releasit of US prisoners. coocassion* that
materially increased Communist streogth. seemingly weakened the secuirity Of RVN, Ot Appr~i ably diminished the GVN ts chAnceov of #ecuring from the Communist *ide concessiofw t"t would
twof greater interest to AVN than the release W~ US P~W*.

4~

,*V.
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5. Another problem was the tendency of the GVN's central and provincial authorities,
at times, to be as recalcitrant and as uncompromising as the Communist$ with regard to the
release of VC and DRV prisoners.
a. After the 1954 settlement, the GVN often refused to accept even unanimous
ICC interpretations of the Geneva Agreements when these applied to South Vietnamese civil or
military prison~ers in their custody, or to implement ICC recommendations for the release of
such prisoners even when the French Command had acknowledged the accuracy of the interpre-.
tations and the fairness of the recommendations. Also, in a number of instances, provincial
authorities of the GVN categorically refused to implement ICC recommendations accepted by
the Central Government, especially when these called for the release of CIS known to such local
authorities as key Viet Minh political organizers in their territory. In cases where the GVN had
not fully concurred with all the terms accepted by the French, it frequently refused to i~mplement agreements concluded by the Joint Commission. For example, it rejected certain provisions of the Graves Convention and the DMZ Protocol, which had been signed by both the French
and the Viet Minh High Commands. Following this, the GVN's determination to use its own
independent interpretation of agreements was ovident in its prolonged refusal to deal with
military PWs as "prisoners of war.." tDistead, they were officially and physically labttled
"Communist Rebel Corr~bat Captives". in violation of the Geneva Convention, of which the GVN
was a signatory.
b.

It was conceivable that, if the RVN was requiredw:
(1) implement agreaments to which they were not a full party,
(4) abide by terins accepted tanly under strong pres~sure from thetir allies. or

(3) accept interpretations of iterational conventions, with which the~y did
not concur, the US could expect to meet much the sarme uwiwil4ngness to heed US advice as the
French encountered after 1954. The GVN authortieti
weret Oxpe*d to be particula;'ly obstinate,
Even if there was a coalition. the non-Communist ele~ment in stuch a pfavernment. 4* well as#
local authorities and the ARVN. were not expected to b# tooro Avwnable to US guidance under
those conditions. A good examnple of potential problems ivaa' oxhibited by the OVIJ Lower Hott*@
an 9 Jan 69 when it passed a proclamation conerii* PW exchangvs (Sao US PWs Releasa4 ty
VCINVA in ARVN* this chaptor.)
6. Thee@ wais no guarantot thet humat.AtArian rtasons, a desire to abide by the Geneva
PW Convention, or *ven commitmetnt to ani areemnt reached during ntgotiationts would induce
NVN hand over all prisoners dmring. the negotiaitions for a, coas~lira, or promptiy alter A
settlement had been reached. To rely onnsuth likelihood would ignore the Viet Minh'# previous

tendoacy to use PWs in tt_'etr iciittody ax a nisonfs of gaining political objecetivtv, Thus. it is
doubtful that the Viet Minh would -have. ft-lia td as many French PWs ase they did, and as soon
after.the 19S4 Conference As they alld. hAd they not hoped thereby to obtain m~aterial contessious
and poiliva~l cooporation fromn the F"Ach. Faitrexample, in return tar the prompt surrender of
French prisoners, the Commuonists may hive hopod for a2more Senerous *1location of equipment
as the ý'ronch withdrew (row, the N'orlth, the retention of lFrench techxtlciats. who would operstt
utilities in the North,~ @eonomic aad cultural cooperation of the hind elicitod in Pham Via t~n#O
W
letter to Prime Miai*tor MN1#es.V-rance at the close of the Geneva Coniverence, And France's
support itt ensuringo that. the general Oloctions scheduled far 1'9% would be hold. 00 the other
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hand, when it came to the French-African PWs, the Communist interest was better served by
their prolonged detention and brainwashing, which afforded the Viet Minh an opportunity to
train those prisoners for future guerrilla warfare and subversive activities in Africa. As for
Vietnamese PWs, the DF.V chos.e to retain permanently an estimated 15, 000 to 20, 000 (including
deserters) to help meet manpower needs for reconstruction of the country and expansion of the
PAVN.
(S) During 1969, as in the past, N'VN's major considerations in dealing -ith prisoner releases appeared to be pragmatic and political rather than moral and humane.
Korea
Summary
(U) The PW issue had crucial influence upon the long negotiations for an arm~istice in
Korea. The Chinese and North Korean Communists favored an "all for all" exchange of prisoners and "forced repatriation". The Chinese Communists opposed giving Chinese prisoners a
choice of returning to Communist or Nationalist China. The United Nations Command (UNC)
favored allowing all prisoners to choose freely whother they wanted to return home or not. For
15 months, negotiation3 were stymied largely on this issue. Eventually, the Communists
agreed to a process, including the pArticipation of a neutral nation, by which prisoners who
didn't want to return home could have free choico. About SO, 000 pritioners were affected by the
UNC carmmitment to voluntary chioice.
PW Probletrs in Korea
(U) $*#me of the problerns relatisd to the prisoner negotiations In Korea have appeared or
might appear In the future in RVN.
1. Attempt* were made at times to tic the issoue into it "package' arrangement, Vombining the prisoner Issue with other issue# and arranging compromise. including the 9W and
other Issues.

2. The UNG mentioned to Communist nettotiators a figure of 116, 000 potential prisnoers
til, ropatriation before It canvassed prisoner opinion and discovered that only about 70,000) wantad to return home.

~.Communist and ftan-Commuttiet Narth Korean prisoners vlashod in the. prison camip#
a# the Communists sought to gain control of the camps. Communist - controlled PW compounds
resisted attempts to scroetn prisoners to discover which prisoners witnted to retuna to North
Korea.
4. Commuttnist prisoners in South Korean lPrisolt camp. were well organla@ed, They
were often led by North Horean agents who hadI infilitrated Into Sooth Korea and allowed tho-ms#I*ves to he captured. Furthermore. the ailents in the priton camip* wore able to t"A 'wain
contact with the outside and with North Norvao delegates to tho Armliotiv. Ct~ntdorooo. - ria44Uo
rebellions inereased &(ter the ArMistice negotiations htad begun and #rnbat'aised the UNC At
one polint, North Korean prisoners kid1#apped a UtS goneal, who wa# a prison #amp com#auder.
as he spoke to prisouera.

44m
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5. Prison camp rebellions "muddied" world public opinion about the process of screening prisoners. 3

A Possible Difference between Korea a'd Vietnam
(U) During the Korean War negotiations, the North Korean and CHICOM delegations favored
for a long time forced repatriation of all PWs to the prisoners' country of origin. There were
indications in 1969 that the North Vietnamese and VC might favor allowing their priso -ers in the
South to have freedom of choice, in part in order to increase the number of their supporters in
the South. 4

UNITED STATES PRISONERS OF WAR

US and NVN Policy

Introduction

*

(5) As of 21 Jan 70, 1,473 US military personnel were listed as captured and missing in
action in NVN, RVN, and Laos (See Table X-1). Of this number, the Joint Personnel Recovery
Center (JPRC) listed 432 as captured an-A 1,041 as missing. 5 Many of the missing were believed
to be alive. As of 14 Feb 70, 369 men were known to be held in NVN. There were also some US
civilians missing. 6 Exact figures for prisoners were not known, since the Hanoi Government,
the VC, and the Neo Lao Hak Sat (NLHS) (Lao Communist Fiont) in Laos had not provided the
names of all PWs to the US, to the ICRC, cr to any other neuLral, impartial organization as
required by the 1949 Geneva Convention. (NVN had signed the Geneva Convention in June 1957;
RVN on 14 Nov 53; and the US on 2 Feb 56.) One observer had received information that Western and Eastern diplomats, who had raised the question of US PWs v th members of the North
Vietnamese Ministry of Information, had been told that over 1,000 Americans were being held in
NVN, but there was no v:y to be sure the information was accurate. 7 Probably, some Americans who had been captured in RVN had been transferred to NVN. A source indicated that an
agreement had been reached between tht. NVN government and the NLHS Central Committee
whereby all Americans who had been captured in Laos would be transferred to NVN for use in
PW exchanges. 8 Two Americans released by Hanoi in 1969 cited two instances in which Americans who had been captured in Laos had been transferred to H, noi, and the released prisoners
believed that all pilots were being held in Hanoi. 9 The largest number of prisoners were pilots
and navigators who had been shot down over NVN prior to the bombing halt. Some of these men
had been held for as long as five years; longer than any other American had ever been held as a
PW.
(S) American prisoners held by the North Vietnamese had been mistreated including the use
of physical and mental abuse and the use of solitary confinemeni. Hanoi publicly stated that the
PWs were treated "humanely" and "leniently, " given medical care., adequate food, and other
privileges. However, Hanoi refused to allow the prisoners to be visited in their places of
detention by delegates of the ICRC or any other impartial body. Instead the North Vietnamese
used occadional press "interviews" with a few prisoners and forced prisoners to make public
statements in an attempt to convey the impression that all prisoners were well treated. NVN
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claimed that prisoners had regular mail privileges. Periodically, NVN had stated publicly that
packages would be accepted for the prisoners. Thus, months prior to 4 Jul and Christmas,
hundreds of packages were sent to Hanoi via Moscow. Only a small number of these packages
were received by the prisoners and it wasn't certain that all prisoners received the packages
sent to them. Letters sent to the prisoners directly or through the ICRC and letters from the
PWs to their families suffered the same uncertain fate. The Chief US delegate to the Paris
Conference said on 5 Feb 70;

Only about 170 families have ever received a
letter from a man who is missing or captured in
Viet-Nam. Many of these families have only recently
received their first letter. In some cases, those
men have been held since 1965--that is, over four
years with no word to their families. 10
No letters were received from US PWs held in RVN or Laos, and there was no evidence that any
of the many letters sent by their families ever reached them. Since Hanoi refused to provide
complete lists of US prisoners, many families didn't know whether their loved ones were alive.,1
United States Prisoner of War Policy
(C) The Geneva Prisoner of War Convention applied to the Vietnam conflict and was being
adhered to by the US, the RVN and other Allied forces. With strong US urging, the GVN provided the ICRC with an updated list of PWs held by the RVN.
(C) The US Government emphasized the PW issue in statements by public officials in
Washington and at the Paris Peace Talks. At the First Plenary Session of the talks, the US
Chief Delegate Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge stated:

We seek the early release of prisoners of war on
both sides so they can return to their homes and
rejoin their families. We would be prepared to
discuss this at an early date so as to arrange for
the prompt release of prisoners held by both sides.,i
SEODEF Laird issued a strong statement on 19 May.copcerning the failure of the GNVN to adhere
to the Geneva Agreement in its treatment of US PWs.
On 5 Jun, SECSTATE Rogers expressed
his concern about US PWs held by NVN. 14 Shortly after the release of three US PWs by
Hanoi in August, US emphasis of the plight of the PWs increased dramatically. The former
prisoners themselves spoke out about their mistreatment. DOD permitted the PWs to speak,
though it entailed a change of policy and greater risk for the prisoners remaining in NVN.
DOD guidance stated that the returned PWs wanted to speak out, that they had promised the PWs
remaining in Hanoi that they would speak out, and that the remaining PWs already had been
exposed to risks, mistreatment, isolation and inhumane treatment. 5
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(C) Paris became the focal point for the expression of US concern about the PWs. US
officials at Paris stressed that the Geneva Convention should be followed, that the names of PWs
held by Hanoi should be provided, that impartial inspection of the PW camps by the ICRC or
Bsome other neutral group should be allowed, that the unhindered flow of mail to and from PWs
should be permitted, and that sick and wounded prisoners on both sides should be repatriated. 16
Ambassador Habib devoted his entire statement at the last session of the peace talks in 1969 to
the PW issue. He gave the NVN delegation a list of all US servicemen missing in SEASIA and
asked the North Vietnamese to let the US know which men they held. As US officials and delegates had emphasized repeatedly, Ambassador Habib stressed the humanitarian aspects of the
PW question and that the question was a central one at the conference. He contrasted North
Vietnamese treatment of US PWs with the adherence to the Geneva Convention by the US and
RVN. Ambassador Habib closed out the year the same way that Ambassador Lodge had opened
it, stating:
I call on your side to live up to the international
standards for the treatment of those who are missing
or held prisoner in Vietnam. This humanitarian issue
should be dealt with separately from the political and
military questions we face in the Paris meeting. We
propose that our two sides enter promptly into discussions on all questions affecting prisoners of war held
on both sides, including the q.estion of their early
release. The united States Delegation stands ready to
enter into such negotiations without delay. 17
(C) The US appealed to a number of countries to raise the prisoner issue with Hanoi, The
USG also had contact with a number of individuals who visited Hanoi or had contact with Communist diplomats and officials in Laos or elsewhere.

The ICRC
(S) The US appealed to the ICRC to intercede on behalf of the US PWs. During 1969, as in
previous years, the ICRC called the attention of the GNVN to its obligations under the Geneva
Convention. It requested complete lists of PWs, civilians and military internees, the authorization of visits to PWs, and the authorization of the rights of prisoners to send and receive letters.
However, the NVN Red Cross echoed the statements of its government that the US PWs were
"war criminals" and not prisoners. Hanoi also refused to accept a "Protecting -Power" for the
prisoners and rejected the offer of the ICRC to act as a substitute for a Protecting Power as
envisaged in Article 10 of the Geneva Convention. 18
(C) An ICRC Conference was held in Istanbul in September.
the US Delegation asserted:

At the Conferdnce, the Chief of

North Vietnam denies universally accepted
standards of humanitarian treatment for prisoners
and violates the provisions of the Geneva Conventions to which it acceded by:

"'T

1. Refusing to identify the prisoners it holds
and account for those missing in North Vietnam.
2. Torturing prisoners both physically and
mentally.
3. Keeping prisoners in isolation cut off from
their fellow prisoners and from the outside world.
4.

Failing to provide an adequate diet.

5. Failing to repatriate the seriously sick or
wounded.
6. Refusing to permit impartial inspection of
prisoner facilities by the ICRC or another appropriate
intermediary.
7.

Using prisoners for propaganda purposes.

8. Denying regular exchange of mail between all
prisoners and theirfamilies.
9. Failing to provide adequate medical care to
all prisoners in need of treatment. 19
The Conference passed a resolution (114-0 with seven abstentions) with the Soviet Union joining
the US in voting in the affirmative. The resolution, which upheld the principles of the Convention of 1949, stated:

The XXIst International Conference of the Red Cross,
recalling the Geneva Convention of 1949 on the protection of prisoners of war, and the historic role of the
Red Cross as a protector of victims of war, considering that the convention applies to each armed conflict
between two or more parties to the convention without
regard to how the conflict may be characterized, reecognizing that, even apart from the convention, the
international community has consistently demanded
humane treatment for prisoners of war, including
identification and accounting for all prisoners,
provision of an adequate diet and medical care, that
prisoners be permitted to communicate with each
other and with the exterior, that seriously sick or
wounded prisoners be prompLly repatrtated, and that
at all times prisoners be protected from physical and
mental torture, abuse and reprisals, requests each
party to the convention to take all appropriate measures

..

..

.. ,

.
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to ensure humane treatment and prevent violations of
the convention, calls upon all parties to abide by the
obligations set forth in the convention and upon all
authorities involved in an armed conflict to ensure
that all uniformed members of the regular armed
forces of another party to the conflict and all other
persons entitled to prisoner of war status are treated
humanely and given the fullest measure of protection
prescribed by the conventions; and further calls upon
all parties to provide free access to the prisoners of
war and to all places of their detention by a protecting
power or by the International Committee of the Red
Cross. 20

(:

The American Red Cross sent appeals to Red Cross societies around the world asking them to
urge the North Vietnamese Red Cross to follow the resolution. 21

Senate and House of Representatives Resolutions
(U) Both the US Senate and the House of Representatives passed resolutions and issued
statements condemning North Vietnamese handling of US PWs. Included among the signatories
were a number of critics of the war. 22

Visitseby Wives to Paris
(U) In 1969, wives and families of missing servicemen traveled to Paris in hope of discovering from GNVN representatives to the Paris Peace Conference it their husbands or loved ones
were alive. The trips were undertaken completely independently of the USG. With courage and
dignity, the visitors confronted the NVN diplomats at Paris. The visits apparently achieved only
slight sa1ccess. The NVN representatives did say that they "would forward,.. inquiries to
Hanoi. ",3One wife commented, "The North Vietnamese promised a gradual, and they stresced
'gradual', release of American prisoners, ane said any list of prisoners' names would not be
released to the US Government, but rather private groups. ,,24 The North Vietnamese told many
of the visitors that they should join the opposition in the US to the war in order to facilitate the
return of their husbands. 25 One wife of a missing serviceman, who had journeyed to*Vientiane,
Laos, was told that her husband was alive. 26 Although the basic NVN attitude concerning US PWs
in the North did not change, by the end of the year there seemed to have been some slight,
grudging movement by the North Vietnamese in the areas of mail and the release of prisoners'
names, A relatively small number of names of men definitely held as prisoners, who had previously been listed as missing, were released in January 1970 after the visit to Hanoi of several
leaders of the antiwar movement In December 1969, However, many American families still
waited without word of the fate of their husbands, fathers, brothers, and sons.
(U) An effort to aid the prisoners was made by Texas businessman, Ross Perot, who
attempted to fly Christmas dinners, medicines, and other goods to Hanoi for the US prisoners.
"Hisefforts were greeted with suspicion by the North Vietnamese. One NVN diplomat in Laos
commented that he had been "instructed to turn down a 'political man' who was coming named
Roos... ",2 Perot was told to send the gifts through Moscow, but no arrangements could be
worked out. Anorganization founded by Mr. Perot, United We Stand, also sponsored a trip to
Paris by 150 wive~s And children of missing servicemen,
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(U) One sign that the plight of American prisoners and of their relatives was recognized in
1969, was the response of the French newspaper Le Figaro. Its foreign editor wrote:

It is inconceivable that a government which claims to
fight for justice and liberty would violate rules that are
designed to insure that a certain degree of humanity is
respected for the well-being of those who have ceased
being combatants. 28
The North Vietnaitnese Position
(S) The NVN officials at Paris and elsewhere justified their handling of US PWs with a
number of rationales. They argued that the PW issue was a side issue (Pham Van Dong) and
that the US raised it to "side-step the central issues." 29 They asserted that the central issues
were the NFLSVN's "10 Points" and said that the prisoners would be released once the "central
issues" had been resolved. The NVN called the pilots "war criminals" or "pirates," apparently
distinguishing between the pilots and other prisoners. A fellow prisoner told SN Hegdahl, one of
three PWs held in Hanoi released in 1969, that he was the only American whom the North Vietnamese considered to be a "PW" rather than a "war criminal." Hegdahl, who had not been a
pilot, received "lenient treatment" compared to other prisoners. 30
(S) The North Vietnamese used two legalistic arguments to justify handling the prisoners as
"war criminals." They asserted that war had not been declared, so the US pilots were "war
criminals." 31 This contention was not valid, as Article 2 of the Geneva Convention maintained
that the Convention applied".., in all cases of declared war or of any other armed conflict
which may arise between two or more of the High Contracting Parties, even if the state of war
is not recognized by one of them." The Vietnam War was clearly an "armed conflict" between
parties to the Convention and was viewed that way by the ICRC. The US servicemen captured
by NVN were uniformed members of the US forces. They qualified as PWs under Article 4A(l)
o' the Convention as "members of the armed forces of a Party to the Conflict." The second
legalistic argument was that the North Vietnamese had signed the Geneva Convention with a reservation. A DRV delegate at Paris stated:
When participating in the 1949 Geneva Convention
on the treatment of war prisoners, the Democratic
Republic of Vietnam clearly made a reserve on
Article 85:
"The Democratic Republic of Vietnam declared
that war prisoners prosecuted and tried for their war
crimes or grave crimes against humanity, in accordance
with the principles laid down by the Nuremberg Tribunal,
are not entitled to benefit from the provisions of this
convention as stipulated by Artic le 85."
The delegate added that in spite of their "crimes," the men had been treated "humanely" and that
they had been allowed to correspond with their families. North Vietnamel spokesmen repeatedly asserted that prisoners had been treated humanely, which wasn't true.
A summation of the
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"legalisticarguments was provided by a DRV official. In the words of a Red Cross official who
"had visited NVN, the DRV official stated "that DRVN was not in war; pilots had legal right to
"sayno to missions over NVN; pilots had obligation to disobey unlawful criminal orders, thus
they must be considered criminals; and DRVN when it acceded to Geneva Conventions in 1957
..
reserved its position to respect Article 85. ,33

"(C) When the US emphasized the prisoher issue in 1969, the North Vietnamese also responed with arguments other than those-cited above. In addition to citing destruction to life and
"
property by the bombing in the N4rth, the NVN and VC delegates accused the US of numerous
atrocities in the South. One accusation was that female VC prisoners, held in Thu Duc Prison
'in RVN, had been tortured. 34 The Saigon Embassy responded to this allegation stating, "As
with earlier Communist allegations of mistreatment of prisoners in SVN, those of PRG in Paris
October 2 relate to real incident, although the alleged atrocities (especially those charged on
Liberation Radio) bear no relation to facts." 35
(C) The increased emphasis on the PW issue by the USG and the visits to Paris and elsewhere by relatives of the missing men appeared to throw the North Vietnamese off balance.
They reacted quickly and sharply to SECDEF Laird's criticisms of Hanoi's PW policy in May
and September revealing "increased sensitlvity" over the issue. 36 Policy concerning the visits
of the wives wavered. One spokesman for the DRV at Paris, when asked about the PWs, responded in a "little lower key and acknowledged the anguish of the families of the pilots, albeit
relating it in gravity to the anguish visited on the people of the North by the bombing. "1 The
spokesman then hesitated in response to a question as to whether or not the wives should continue to come to Paris. His response suggested a "confusion on the other side over the problem. , 3 bne East European diplomat commented that "NVN was nettled by the change In US
attitude regarding prisoners following release of last three men. " 3 8t first, the North Vietnamese encouraged wives to come to Paris as long as they came independently of the US government. Later, they encouraged wives to write. Hanoi stressed finally that the primary communication concerning the prisoners would take place with US peace groups as the intermediaries. While this form of intercourse was reprehensible to many US officials, it was used. The
US position was "we will welcome Information on these men through whatever channels it
"comes." 39
An Explanation of North Vietnamese Policy
(C) The primary reasons why the DRV failed to provide lists of US PWs and followed their
general policy can only be conjectured. The primary explanation probably was that the GNVN
viewed the prisoners as a potential valuable asset in any bargaining to and the war. A NVA
officer, who had been captured on 5 Dec 68, stated that he had been taught in 1966 that the
prisoners were "of first level Importance because they will be used as a means of obtaining
payment for bomb damages from the US when the war ends and that for that reason they must be
protected and given good treatment." 40 Hanoi also probably had political concessions in mind
in addition to the payment of bomb damages. Possibly Hanoi hoped to gain concessions for each
phase of the release of prisoners such as the release of a PW list. In the short run, the DRV
continued to use the prisoners for propaganda purposes by forcing them to make public statements. Overall, the treatment of US PWs by Hanoi may :% explained an one aspect of NVN1s
,..
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Sources-ef Information
(S) Probably between 400 and 500 US fliers were imprisoned in Hanoi. The Secretary
General of the Swedish League of Red Cross Societies returned from Hanoi asserting that
rumors among journalists, diplomats and visitors to Hanoi were that 400 to 500 US pilots w.r.
held in Hanoi. These figures coincided with other assessments. 41 Primary sources of infr.
mation about treatment received by the prisoners were released prisuners, the letters froa, 1!-.,
PWs which had gotten through, and photography. One of the PWs released this year, CPT
Wesley L. Ripble, had a "fantastic memory" and was a rich source of names of PWs and t.f
information.
Other sources of information were a small number of Hoi Chanh, NVA and V(
prisoners, propaganda film, forced propaganda statements by the PWs, and occasional controlled interviews with PWs.
Prison Camps
(5) It was thought that there were five prison camps in Hanoi, the Hoa L~o (Ha Lo) Priion
with more than 200 prisoners, the "Zoo" with 185-188 prisoners, the "Country Club" with 47
PWs, the "Annex" near the "Country Club" with 26 prisoners, and the Thermal Power Plant in
which it was thought that some PWs were held. It was thought that another camp outside of
Hanoi had been closed in 1967. The Ha Lo Prison was divided into the cell block area called
the "Hanoi Hiltoai" and the interrogation area called "Heartbreak." The "Hanoi Hilton" was th0,
most secure prison. The "Zoo0' was crowded. The least harsh conditions existed at the
"Country Club." Visitors to Hanoi had seen only three rooms of the "Country Club." The 2,t
PWs in the "Annex" were believed to be primarily senior officers, all of whom wer in solitarv
confinement and were receiving relatively harsh treatment. 43
i

(C) A Hoe Chanh named4
provided a description of US PWs being held in
1967 at two locations in Hanosand working a( the Yen Phu Power Plant (Soe Figure X-1).
Approximately 20 US PWs had been detained and quartered in the houses numbered 28. 30. 3a, 14,
36, and 38 on PI-am Hong Thai Street in Hanoi. Two to four PWs had been assigned to a hous,'e
the prisoners wer'e reportedly first moved into this area around March 1967. The houses wvr,.
described as one-story brick buildings with a tile roof extending over the entire housing conplex. A coal storage area was located behind buildings 28, 30, and 32. and a 4upply storawe
area was behind buildings 34, 36, and 38. The PWs quarters did not contain bomb shelters.
but individual concrete foxhole type shelters with steel covers were located in front of each
building. These shelters were about chest deep and could fully accommodate a man when he
squatted. During the June and August 1967 airstrikes on the plant complex, the PWs had hcen
taken by armed police to an underground concrete bunker in the eastern sector of the plant ar,',.
No PWs had been Injured during the airstrikes, and their quarters had not been damaged.
(C) A second group of about 20 US PWs, who had been kept originally at the Pham Hong Til,,"
Street Housing complex, had been detained at a former Chinese secondary schools Truong Tr1.,Hoc Trung Hoa. The school areas also contained the administrative section of the power plant.
They were kept In an old French. one-story, tile-roofed, brick warehouse on the southwest
a e of Phu Yen Street. One mobile guard was stationed in front to prevent the local populace
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from approaching the building. The rear of the building. facing the inside of the complex. hi'
locked doors. Wo guards were observed on this side of the building, but 10 armed guards wit
K54 weapons protected the administrative PW detention complex. Guard forces at both the P.,
Hong Thai and the Chinese school detention areas were regular NVA troops, subordinate tu h,
Cahn Ve organization whose forces were employed to guard foreign VIPs. important install...
tions, and PW camps.
(C) PrIsoqers from both locations had been assigned to work details inside the Power plant,
complex. They worked from 1000 to 1600 hours daily. Some curious plant workers who knew
some English had attempted to approach the prisoners. This
g.ka
a..hreaulation. i,%
tba CahgLVe guards only jW~ violators a verbal reprimand. dML

"mYwlWT
oe oTffF-MWres on Phan Hong Thai Street. The escapees must have removed Welt

roof sections to gain access to the roof. Oncei on the roo!, they made a rope out of their cloth.
Ing and probably descended into a storage area. The escape was not discovered until U100 htm'r.
when a check was made by the guards. it was then reported to security authorities who, at
first. did not believe It-, they suspected that the ICC might have taken the prisoners. At 1100
hours. Gln Lam Airfield officials informed the security authorities of the arrest of two PW*. .. t
the southern perimeter of the airfield where they were attempting to enter that facility and .tvai'
a plane. Local children discovered the two men, who were dressed in their undershorts, anti
infornaed airfield military officials. The recovered prisoners were returned to their detent,..,

aea
(C) In late August 1967, all PWs from both complexes had beent transferred to the Ha Lf) ti,
Hanoi with the exception of those who had been classified as cooperative. The latter were de-.
tained In a special military area of the Don Thuy Hospital. A 6-meter concrete wall topped wutit
barbed wire surrounded this are&. 4
(S) The Ma Lo Pilsen compound (See Figure X-2) was located approximately one-halt tikki
northeast of the Hanoi railroad station. This was a maximum security penal institution usediuo
detention of both Vietnamese criminals and US PWs. It was believed that US PWa wer* confined
int the eastern portion of this prison, i. e. ,the lower halt of the compound. The exact number sit
US PWs held at Ha Lo was unknown. Both "Heartbreak" and "Hanoi Hilton" prisons, which h~
been mentioned by returnees, were located within the Ha Lo prison. This maximum securitY
Institution was surrounded by a 1O-foot stuccoed brick wall topped with broken glass.

(S) PW ireturneqs gave a partial description of Ha Lo. The only -isibl* access to the pMt-1-r
was ack arcade through the center of the administrative building (upper left part of the ca"'t.t'wel 11
Returnees stated that although they wear* driven to the prison blinifolded, they were able W'M~
the entrance through a corner of the blindfold. The large courtyard in the lower part of the'
.compound which at first appeared camouflaged was actually covered over with crisscrossed4liar
bed wire on which grape vines grew. Cells, which lined most of the wall around the prisofl,
were described as about SuS feet with high ceilings and a thick wooden door reinforced with
metal straps. A low wattage light bulb hung (trom a corner of the call and burned continuou'llHigh on the exterior wall were I ron-barred windows. The lower left side of the prison wet'
"Heartbreak." Returnaes reported initially being held In this area and subjected to rathe r
severe Wnerrogation. After varying periods of time, they were transferred to the "Hanoi
MilOW~, the area in the lower right of the compound. Vittnan tine prisoners were believed t"'
be detaivied In the upper half of the compound. Returnees reported hearing Vietnamest.like
shrieks and cries8 emanatng from this area. 4 5
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Release of Three US PWs by NVN
(S) Three UIS servicemen were released by NYN in early August 69. They were LT Robert
Frishman, a n~avy flier shot down over NVN on 24 Oct 67, CPT Wesley L. Rumble (USAF), 9hot
down over NYN on 28 Apr 68, and Seaman Douglas Hegdahl, washed overboard from the USS
Canberra in the Gulf of Tonkin and captured on 6 Apr 67.
(C) The release took place after NYN had contacted a leader of the antiwar movement,
David Dellinger. The North Vintnamese had informed Dellinger that they would release three
US PWs on the Fourth of Jtily to comxmemorate that occasion and to again~ demnonstrate the
principles of humanitarianism. 46 The release di~d not occur on 4 Jul as the NorYth Vieti~arese
had annotmnced. Renna rd Davis, anothtr leader of the antiwar movement, who 'ecarne the

spokesman for the team which travelled to Hanoi to assist in 'he release, helId a press conference to discuss the situation. In answer to the question "H1ave you had any contact with the
North Vietnamese thatwould indicate the reason for the delay?", Davis answered:
We've been moving as quickly as possible to make
the arrangements. The delay has not been the fault of
the North Vietnamese. It has been caused by the need
to travel first to Par-is, then back to the United States
to make the arrangements with the delegation, and the,%
to Viertiane. 4
When asked at thic newo coonfarencte whether he felt th:Lt he wAs "being uised ab ar. instrument of
propaganda, rather than asa itsimple mediator". Davis naivoly replied.There is no propogauda here. This is a~n "~presblon
Wf North Vietnam's attitude of sympathy and hurmanity toward prisoners. I don't think the Amnerican people understand enough akbout the North Vietnarnese policy toward
prioleri.. The. VIettinamse positiott .: that the US Is
comnmitting a ggression in Nlulat on of ititernational law, and
that.thoeteore pri~oaera are not .4ntitled to th* technical
statusa of proesof
wkar. Nw-rtheless, the North
Viotnamrtvbe ave demonstrated in the past their humanitarlan
peltey to'ward prisoners. Were privilegzed to play this rote.
our largjer task. however, ia to bring all American aoldierl
out of Vietnam. Thia can unly coin* when AmericAn people
make it Mnown that they witnt uts to get out of V i-atm.
()TN). three. *ervi~eman were entruitted to Dvivltl group opt 4 Aug after firov~belou turood
over by the prison camp personnel to the "Viatnat" Committte for Solidpirity with Aillirica"
People." On 6 Ault. the man who was appareptly it chief PW admiilstrator and interrogmar#'
drove the released ptioonort areouand Hanoi. Thuy Then ;ttendftd a dinnor with the peace -Aelegaition and latear (low to VlontiAftv, L.ao#. At Vitaiane, IhQ pritsomers6 chost to fly tW the US V44
commretefal rather than military *ircriafC4The choive by a group of prisoner r ear4MeW in 1969
to fly back to the US vlU military aircraft batt ruffled (be North Vietnanmese, t5cc 19.68 MACV
Commuand History).
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(S) Why these three prisoners were chosen to be released rather than aWhundreds of prisoners held remained a mystery. It was possible that SN egdahl had be
released because he was not a flier and that the other two men were chosen because they were
injured. One of the prisoners released in 1969 thought that "humanitarian" reasons stemming
from his back injury explained why he was released. 50
(C) The reasons why Hanoi released any prisoners at all were open to conjecture. After
the release of six prisoners prior to 1969, it had been suggested that Hanoi's motives might
have included desires "...

to gain worldwide recognition for a

t

humanitarian' act",

"...

to

give stature to American peace movemerts", and to use "1... the possibility of future release...
as an inducement to compliance..." by other PWs. t
Capture of US PWs
(C) According to a captured North Vietnamese platoon leader, who had been a militia
platoon leader until recalled into the army in latc 1967, North Viettiamese militia members were
carefully instructed on how to capture downed pilots. Prior to 1967, the militia personnel had
been allowed to shoot crewmen, if they had put up any resistance by using weapons, or to beat
them if they had resisted capture. In 1967, however, instruction had been received from higher
militia headquarters directing personnel to do their utmost to capture the crewmen without inflictirng harm, even if they had used weapons or physical resistance. Upon locating the downed
crevman, the squad was tc form ::. cordon around him approximately 50 meters in diameter and
prevent any civilians from passing through. The squad leader, who was responsible to prctect
the crewman from 'ostile civillins, was to proceed, alone or with another member of the squad,
toward the crewman. If the downed airman was injured, a medi'; was to administer first aid.
If the crewman was in good condition, the squad leader was to sho-w him a card containing
English sentences instructing him to surrender and giving directions. 5Z
(S) Much was still not known about conditions of l.fe for US PWs held by NVN after capture.
However, enough Iniormation was known to sketch some aspects of the PWs' ordeals.
TreatnLtnt Upon Capture
(S) A pattern appeared to develop on how the treatment of prisoners immediately after
capture fitted into an overall plan of indoctrination. It appeared that the "softening up process"
begall at capture by allowing the local population to threaten and vocally abuse the captives.
Minor acts of physical abuse (i.e., throwing rocks, hitting with aticks or fists) may also have
been Inflicted %%pot) the prisoners. Accounts indicated that this process might have been repeatOed at several fiflages before the prisoners reached the initial prison camp. One of the PWs released in 1969 believed that he whs taken on a tour of AAA and SAM sights shortly after his
capture. to addition to the local propaganda value of allowing the villagers to vent their rage
on the prisoners, the guards were portrayed as "protectors" in the eyes of the captives, thereby introdocing the feeling of dependence at the very outset. It was true, however, that sometirwis the guards were necessary to prevent serious harm to the prisoners.
Medica~l Treatment of US PWs
(S) The North Vietnamese '.eemed to have provided enough treatment to keep the prisoner
alive. Professionally, the treatment seemed to be quite well done. Referring to an operation
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which. removed the elbcw of LT Frishman, medical officials at the National Navy Medical
Center at Bethesda, Maryland commented that the North Vietnamese had used the proper techniques and termed the basic, op, ration an "excellent job." However, it had taken six months for
the incisions to drain; the cast had been removed too early, after one month; and metal fragment:s had remained in the arm until his return. Frishman himself said that "the North Vietnames, are capable of gi-ing good medical care, but they are basically willing only in doing
what is necessary to keep us alive." Frishman cited LCDR John McCain-as an example of a
flier who had received "basic treatment to keep alive", but stated that McCain and other fliers
woiild " require further treatment before they are in good shape again."54
PW Contact with Hanoi Populace

(C)

According to a captured NVA prisoner:
About 0600 hours on a day in February 1967, the NVN
government had announced by public loudspeakers that
a parade of captured U.S. pilots wold occur in Hanoi.
The people h.d been encouraged to gather and view the
captured pilots but had been warned to abstain from all
violence and to observe international rules for prisoners
-of war. By 0700 hours large crowds had gathered and at
0730 hours the gate of Hoa Lo prison had opened and 53
U.S. pilot prisoners, formed in a column of twos, had
marched out, The prisoners had ranked from ist Lieutenant to Major (announced by loudspeaker) and had been
dressed in white clothes with stripes. Each prisoner
had worn a number from-n 1 to 53 on his back. The
prisoners had been bound to each other in pairs by a
40 centimeter chain (left hand to right hand). The route
of the march had followed Hoa Lo, Tran Hung Dau, Ly
Thung Kiet, Trang Tri and Hang Bai Streets. l'en of the
prisoners had been Negro. The prisoners had appeared
to be in good health and had walked with their eyes on the
ground. They had been guarded by two Armed Public
Security squads armed with AK 47s.
The NVN government had constantly instilled hatred for the
U.S. by various means of propaganda so there had been
some people in the crowds who had demonstrated against
the pilots by shouting "down with the Americans" and who
had wanted the pilots killed. Others, however, had exhibited more sympathy for the pilots and had discussed their
large stature, never having seen men that large. 55

In 1966 and 1967, other residents of Hanoi had seen prisoners, either at work in Hanoi, or while
the PWs probably were being shown destruction caused by the bombing. 56
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The PW and US Air Strikes
(S) An NVA soldier captured by RVN forces stated that the PWs had been put on display at
night to avoid airstrikes from US aircraft. 57 An East European military attache in Hanoi asserted that the North Vietnamese became concerned after President Nixon's 3 Nov 69 speech that
the US would renew bombing the North. In addition to refurbishing bomb shelters in Hanoi, the
attache claimed that authorities reimpoEed strict security around the central PW camp in
Hanoi to keep all foreigners out of the area. Such measures had reportedly been in effect during the bombing, but had been relaxed somewhat following the halt. According to the attache,
the diplomatic community in Hanoi had speculated that PWs, who had been moved after the
bombing halt, had been returned to the area so that they could be used as hostages should the
bombing resume. 58 During the air raids, US PWs in the "Heartbreak" and the "Zoo" had
been told to crawl under their bunks. At the "Country Club", guards had run through the camp
'in confusion, jumping into the bomb shelter or foxholes and attempting to fire at the aircraft.
The PWs had been forgotten and they had stood in the yard to watch the aircraft. Prior to the
bombing halt, US aircraft had overflown the camp frequently. Following the first PW release,
reconnaissance overflights had increased, and these flights continued after the halt. AAA sites
surrounded the camp but no guns had been observed. LT Frishman had known that there were
SAM sites in the area of the "Country Club, " but only once had he actually observed a SAM lift
off very close to him, and that had bteen while he had been at the "Hilton". The closest bombing
had been that on the nearby Hanoi Railroad and Highway Bridge, although bomb craters had been
observed three blocks away from the camp. One PW had recovered a 20mm projectile that had
the camp. 59
entered his window and lodged in the wall; otherwise, no ordnance had ever hit
Interrogation
(S) Ha Lo Prison (Heartbreak/Hanoi Hilton) had been the initial processing camp for most
PWs. Initial interrogation took place there and seemed primarily designed to break the prisoners' will to resist rather than to gain strategic or tactical intelligence. Inducing the prisoners
to answer questions or to discuss tiubjects beyond name, rank, serial number, and date of
birth seemed to have been the priraary objective of the North Vietnamese, and they had been
willing to go to almost any lengths to achieve their objective. Interest in detailed military
informaiion appeared to have beer, insignificant except to obtain answers to simple questions
such as squadron, air wing, launch base, and last mission. To obtain these, the North
Vietnamese had applied psychological pressure such as throwing a pair of leg irons into the
interrogation room and the denial of medical treatment or the threat of physical punishment.
If psychological pressure tactics failed, hard physical abuse had been applied. This treatment
often had taken the form of "ropes" or "straps", but also could have involved the denial of
food and water, solitary confin,3ment, beatings, and standing or sitting in one position for long
periods of time. In addition to interrogation, PWs had received indoctrination in camp policy
during the initial sessions incl,4ding memorizing camp regulations, "respect" and "politeness"
toward their captors. The extended application of the ropes treatment at times had resulted in
the loss of control of bodily functions and in the temporary loss of sanity.
(S) Prisoners had been uttempting to abide by the Code of Conduct, although they had
believed that the North Vietnamese would ultimately gain the desired information. The degree
of significance or truthfulness of thn answer did not seem to be as important to the Vietnamese
as the fact that eventually the PW did comply with thu demands of the interrogator. This was
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consistent with the theory that the main objective of the North Vietnamese indoctrination had
been to gain compliance with all demands with a minimum of resistance--or as previously stated, to break the will to resist. With this theory in mind, the PWs learned to withhold or delay
answering questions until a point bordering on torture was reached, and then to say something
merely to satisfy the interrogator. While it might have appeared to the Vietnamese that they
had accomplished their goals, the prisoners, in reality, had been saving themselves from
needless torture by practicing still another form of resistance. Approaching the extreme
condition, or having experienced it, the PW would have arrived at his breaking point and would
then have given more than rank, serial number and date of birth. Returned PWs said that using
out-and-out lies for answers was not particularly good policy, because it might be difficult to
remember later exactly what had been said and secondly, the Vietnamese seemed to know the
answers to some questions before they were asked.
Indoctrination
(S) After this point, the sessions became more politically oriented. The "soft sell"
approach was still being used by interrogators. One of the returnees said he was never pushed
on any subject about which he was reluctant to answer. The approach was intended to cause the
prisoners to consider the interrogators as "nice guys". The interrogators would ask a simple
political question; the PW would answer. The interrogators would then "prove" the answer
wrong by using known "true" statements. This created doubt in the PWIs mind as to the validity
of his own convictions, and this doubt caused considerable mental stress when he turned it over
in his mind in the isolation of his cell. Attempts to resist answering these questions by remaining silent resulted in physical abuse, and argument had soon proved useless. Only straight
forward answers, whether true, false, or ignorant satisfied the Interrogators. Some of the
PWs developed serious guilt complexes after having answered the questions.
(S) Reading material had been provided which had included Vietnamese, Soviet. North
Korean. and Eastern European propaganda periodicals and books, and articles and books writton by Americans such as Doctor Speck, LTC Duncan, Walter lippman, Felix Greene, the
American Friends S,)rvice Committee, and by the Australian Wilfred Burchett. The PWs had
been asked questions about what they had read. The Interrogators also had organited discussion
sessions. The PWs had listened to records and the radio. Included had been comments by
Senator Fulbright and Stokely Carmichael. The North Vietnamese never used racial prejudice
to create tension among the PWs or to extract information. They V•, however, mention racial
strife In the US during indoctrination sessions, and theSunday Radio Hanoi broadcasts had beon
beamed to US black soldiers in RVN. Interrogators used both the friendly and despmir approaches, and had played on mental depression. Personal information obtained about a PW was not
known to have been %sedto disgrace him, nor were threat# of punishment of other PWs used
to coerce a PW to cooperate. "Confessions" by other PWs, however, wore used extensively
to entice a PW to cooperate in writing a statement. The North Vietnamese throatened trials aud
executions but to such threats were known to have been carried out. The Vietanimese continually
stated that the US Government would bear the full responelbility for bomb damage. This led
tihe PWs to believe that they would be tried and convicted as war criminal*', nd that the US
would pay a fine or ransom for their retease at the end tf the war. 60
PW Camp CondiUons
(S) Moot rooms were furnished with a bed made of boards, a "honeybucket," and a 25-watt
light bulb which burned constantly. There might or might not be a window or peephole in the
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doo to facilitate, checking inside the cells by the guards. The PWs were issued two blankets
two long sleeve shirts, two trousers, two black undershorts and T-shirts., one pair sandals (Ho
*•
Chi Minh type), one pair socks, washcloth, toothbrush, toothpaste and mosquito netting. Food
.
at the "Hanoi Hilton" was adequate, but not elaborate. The PWs were given better food and
treatment prior to release. PWs were very careful about preventing sickness. Clothes and
body were washed at every opportunity, and all edible food was consumed. Despite their
attempts, most PWs suffered from ringworr, parasites, diarrhea, malnutrition, and heat
* rash. However, the Vietnamese did not want the PWs to become sick and were concerned about
fundamental preventive medicine. (LT Frk.hman had received three vitamin shots but no
innoculations. )61
*

Isolation
(S) This had been the greatest obstacle to be faced as other returnees had indicated. Boredom, monotony and anxiety had to be combatted. One of the 1969 returnees, who spent over a
year in isolation, recounted one method used by himself and others to combat the effects of
isolation. They divided the day into separate events and did each event entirely by itself. For
example, the morning cigarette was one event. More explicitly, one did not daydream while
smoking--daydreaming was a separate event. Every daily action, even the most minute, such
as using-the latrine, was made a single event, and, if possible, was done each day at the same
time. He also kept his mind active by memorising dates, names, numbers, etc.
PW Ortanisation and Communication
(S) The existence of a PW organisation and communications system was confirmed.
although the camp officials did not recognise its organisatlon. All PWs knew who the Senior
Ranking Officers (SRO) wets, and each complex end cell had at SRO. Examples of SRO policy
wore:
No escape without outside help. Resist to the point of
permanent physical Injury or loss of control. Do not
ask for money to be sent from relatives even though
requested to do so. Unit before self. Pray. Don't
let the "SO1s" got you.down.
No indication of a PW communication system between camps was evidenced except for the transfor of prisoners from one camp to another. However, Its the camps, even though the authorities
"
tried very hard to seGregate the men, various means of communication were used.-
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Letters Home
(S) PWs were occasionally allowed to write a letter to their wives or parents, however.
the procedure was laborious. A firs. draft was presented to the chief interrogator for approval.
and weeks later the draft was returned with deletions and recommended corrections. Again. a
draft was prepared and the same procedure followed. Eventually. the PW was allowed to write
the final draft. The interrogator did not dictate the contents of the letters but did provide guidelines and restrictions in length. Long delays were experienced between sending and receiving
letters. The last letter Frishman received was dated June 1968. and he received it at Tet 1969.
The most recent letter known by the PWs .-elaaed in Auust 1969 to
yhe been recstived by a pw

C

Ws knew-1MT7T rs`-which contained reierence to gooqd treatment hid a-etter chance of getng through so the PWs included such praise. Packages which had gotten through to the PWs
had had some items removed. 63
PWs Assert their Pride

ta

(S) PWa attempted to resist to the
apst of their ability. Pride was asserted by building and
maintaining a chain of command and by cbmmunicating with each other. in spite of occasional
disagreements among PWs, and in spite of occasional efforts by authorities to get PWs working
against each other, the PWs worked very hard to help each other and particularly to help those
PWA in isolation. Opposition to the authorities was expressed by means of obscene gestures
made in propaganda photographs. Because the gua.'ds placed so much emphasis on the PWs
bowing whenever a guard approached, the PWs bowed at trees, buildings, dogs, pigel, chickens.
and other things in the yard. A courageous example of resistance was the refusal of LCDR
John McCain. son of CINCPAC, to accept amnesty, which he alone was offered. if he would
sign a statement. 64

0

(S) Recreation in the camp consisted of catching and killing rats in the cells. There was
considerable -competition between individuals to amass the greatest number of possible, probableand confirmed kills. Despite these Infrequent diversion, isolation from other PWs#
except roommates when a PW had a roommate, prevailed,
Security and Eocape
(S) Camp security regulations were the same for all camps but physical measures varied
tefm maximum security conditions at "Heartbreak/Hanoi Hilton" to fatrly relaxed ones at
other camps. The "Country Club" was cited as being particularly easy to escape from. However, it was evident that the local population reacted violently toward the PWs. Further, the
Vietnamese policy was that an escapee and his supporters would be severly punished. Evasion
in Hanoi was next to impossible. Outside help, a Hanoi city map, a compass and civilian clothIng were considered essenttala for escape. For these reasons. SRO policy was that no 0scapV1e
fodb
att
.
pted without outside help, Including contacts, safe houses, compass,, maps and survival
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NVN LPW Camp Staff Organisation
(S) One of the returned PWs provided an explanation of the NVN camp organization. The
highest ranking ofleials in the PW orlanisation were known as staff officers. The organizatitln
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in the "Country Club" was divided between the camp military administration and the PW administration. The military administration was headed ty the camp commander. 'Below the camp
commander were the guards, turnkeys, cooks and other camp support personnel. The PWs
nicknamed the head man of the "Country Club" PW alrninistration "Frenchy". The remainder
of the administration group consisted of all the interrogators and indoctrinators. All the guards
answered to "Frenchy" if the PWs were mnistreated. Bad treatment from the guards increased
when "Frenchy"l was absent from the camp. 6
Summary
(C) The comments on conditions in NVN prison camps, cited above, were per se constrained by the limits of the incomplete information whiclý has been~ brought out or smuggled out to
date. The most Important advice that returning PM's had for men who might face similar
ordeals was to plan in advance. After earlier releiases of prisoners by Hanoi, a memorandum
analyzed the treatment which the prisoners had received, Coercive methods, efforts to affect
conversion and manipulation were seen as the prim-ary means used by NVN authorities. Coercion and manipulation were most frequently used wi'-h the latter being primary. ManApulation
took a number of forms, ranging from total controt of the prisoners environment, which is; to
say, absolute control of such fundamental necessities as eating, drinking, eliminating, washing, sleeping and so on...*not the le~st of these rnknipulative techniques was the attempt, at
least it~itially and sustained for several months or much longer. to isolate each prisoner from
the other. That the prisoners themselves were able to confound this technique by establishing
a primitive but effective form of comimunication degraded mnuch of the intende-d effect of this
technique. On those occasions where intellectual stimnulus could not be provided by persons
having the satoo precapture values ;ts the prisoner (i. e., other US prisoners) the Communists
moved t., ;iupp'v such a ne'od, not, of c,ýurt~e, by oorti-itting fratcrnization between the prisoners
theivselvo,; :c th- orovielon of selectod readini, and listening matter, thiti last being supplied
by a rem,
rolled It)i dspeakor in each cell, and by interviews (not intoerrogations) with
English Rpeaking indoctrinators and persuaders 3n the camp staff. A shift occurrvd from the
attempt to get military information which eharactorised inte rrogations in WWI arid WWU towards the calculated manipulation of prisonevrs. 11or a series of propaganda advatntagos which
from the captor's point of view were (#.r more profitable than small pitcvo of mialitary Information. A prisoner who was accutwd of "war jtrimos"l wasn't interrogated. Ile wvas indoctrinated
with the purposos being to convince him that he had comnmittqad a crime And to have him write
and sign a statement to that efftict. 6H However, the fact that statementsx werp made by the PWS
wits not proof the North Viotnarnrdst Indoctrination succeedod since signs Indicated that statemenis were made only after prolonged 4-nd Iniensive mtntal and physical prvsauroe.
Statements Before and After Iteleaso
(P'OUQ) LT Robert Flrshman, onoofthe PVts ral~issedinAug-%stwas forced to %v~teastatemeat before he wasn released &#sserting that hi was repentant *ad asking th~e North Viotnamede
people for "forgiveness" and Ho Chi Minh for *Iamnosty". 69 Also. LT 1Friohnan watt intarviow~.
ad by an Italian newswoman probably In Febritary or March. Thm interview -appoarvd in
Etiropeo on 17 Apr and In Look ýon IS -Jul. A secood priisoner, MLAJ Roger Dean Ingvelson
(USA F) was also inte rviewed at the same titiie. The aut-hor portrayed a Cnksu~sslonakte picture
of LT Frishiman. The ordeal which hie was ý.ndqrgoinp ippo,%rod between INe lines of the interview even though he said that lie was well treated alid fad. In the Intervivw tho prisoner's
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major complaint was that he had no one to talk to.70
ticle:

ThQ following is a selection from the ar-

(U) Lieutenant, how do they treat you?
Good I Real good. They make me get up at five in
the morning -- a little early maybe, since I don't have
anything to do all day, and then they let me have a nice
cold shower. Thefirst meal is at ten, a little late if you
get up at five, but it Is better that way because then I have
more appetite. The meal is great. I have soup, meat loaf.
vegetables and French bread and coffee. They give me
plenty of food, and it is good. They couldn't treat me better.
In the evening, they give me supper at five.
What do you do the rest of the day Lieutenant, besides
cleaning your cell?
Nothing, ma'am. We aren't permitted to work. And
I tell you, r.a4na: though they treat us so well, so very
well, sornethnes I'd give a lot to Oo some work. Instead,
we're only permitted to sweep the leaves outside once in a
while. And It's hard, you know, to do nothing, all day, hour
after hour, week after week, mor.th after month. God, if Y
only had a book. But ýtaying there 1i th•t nothingness, all
you can do is think. And you think of the day they caught you,
and you think of your childhood and of your fatiher and your
wife. But thiaiI',g isn't enough for a man, to It? Well,
sometimes they give us a North Viett.aintee paper In English.
And then they read the news to us over t+he loudspeaker.7
($) The irterview oceurred in the controlled onviconrwont of the "Country CW1gb". A North
Vietnamese officer was present throughout the interview. Alter his release, LT Fr4shtnan
rrvealed his true feelings at a news cr&Kerenco. for the first tlevm, the US and world publls
received a realistic accotnt of what life was like for US PWs to NVNý
Frishmant 'n' Lieutenant Robert Frishiman, oie of the r6leased prisoners of war frost North Viktwnm. Hianoi says the
beat pro-f of their treatmant to Anericaa priaonurfs will toa"
from thoese they have released.
I am here today to tell of the type treatment that I oi'd other
American p rson.ar of war have received, I feel a doep
obligatiop to the kther prisonors of war still in Vietnam tu
express myself strotght forwa •d and tell the truth, What I
say will be refuted by the North Vietnamerse.
If they don't have statetmente of humane treatment, thv.v have
ways of getting them. They threaten that " I e
t1rr them
in any way they have ways of getting eve" widti m, a41d 'old
me not to forget that they have hundreds *1 my buddies nitUl
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in their hands. If they are going to use me and other
prisoners of war as propaganda to try and show the
world that they have given us "humane and lenient
treatment", when they haven't then I feel it's time
that the facts are brought out into the open. I would
like to relate some of my experiences and those of
others, and leave you to your own opinion.
I had two meals a day--pumpkin soup with pig fat in
it ard bread. It may not sound good but you can live
on it. Sometimes we would sweep the leaves and
occasionally sit in the sun.
They would give me some
magazines and books to read, which, of course, were
slanted along the North Vietnamese party line propaganda. But for the most part, I would have to use
American ingenuity to keep my mind busy and fight
the isolation.
What about medical treatment ?
Thv 4octors at Bethesda tell me that if you have to
remove an elbow, the way they did seems to be professional. I still have a right arm and I'm thankful
for that. However, they failed to remove the fragmints of the SAM missile in my arm. It took six
motiths just for my incision to heal over. I would wake
up and find my arm- stuck to the blanketts by the driod
scab, When I took the blanket off, the s••b would eomv
off and the wound would drain again. During the upornlion, they pot serum In my left leg witth a needle, and
left string bohind thorn which resulted in a seCping sore
which drained until my return to this country. A tow
minuteos at Bethesda. the dovtors removed the foreign
objert, sutured it up and now It is healing.
I beliove the North Vietnamese aro capable of ulvitng AoO
medical acre, bti they a•e batskidly willing only io
doIng What is necessary :o keep U* alive. My ease i
not unique, LCDrt (John) Metaln roceived baste treatment to keip alive bto will require
iurther troatient
before they an in good shape again. I hope they get
hote i in Utnv for our doctors to effet A r•ecoery.
While I probably will twver have a whole ann again. I
Ant told that after an operation an14 physical rhabiliatUio
of my strophid muscles. I will hAve a goodtthance of
"•raining at roast pdrtial ome of my right aite, and I
might even be able to fly agtaln, tEe in spite of the

tint. *wich has elapsed, Ptn star* our toainrs tan do
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things that the North Vietnamese doctors weren't willing
to do.
The North Vietnamese told that John McCain was the
worst wounded pilot. He has many broken bones but
hc can walk with a very pronounced lim-p .ind a stiff
arm. He has been in solitary corilnement since April
of '68. It's hard enough just being in solitary bu..t
when you're wounded like Joiw. is., it isi even worse because you don't have anyone to help you~wash. yoxmrselt,
your clothes, or keep your roomn clean, -Why do they
kefop John in solitary.
Is sitting on a stool to a hot stuffy room wvith no slerp,
and mqaquitrt'4s biting you until they mvake their lousy
stAtements humane? 1 know what it's tike,

In

t.ntu da-ys4 Your Lot-t, sw~ell up And creassed up youey legs
until they're, numb. We,4ther 4nl4 your phyi-ical w#11
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Why don't they send out a list of their prisoners of
war? Why do they try to keep us from even seeing
each other? Certain prisoners of war have received
publicity. Others are kept silent. Why aren't their
names officially released? If they don't have any
secondary aiternatives or motives in mind, then release the names of the prisoners of war so their
families will know their loved ones' status. I feel
as if I am speaking not only for myself, but my
buddies back in camp tc whom I promised I would
tell the truth. I feel it is time people are aware of
2
the facts. 7

US PWs in RVN
General
(U) US PWs captured in RVN were imprisoned in PW camps in the jungles of RVN and probably in Cambodia and Laos. US forces found it extremely difficult to discover the exact locations of these camps. Neither the NFLSVN nor the PRG had signed the
1949 Geneva Convention,
hawever, the Viet Cong said that they treated prisoners "humanely". 7 3 COSVN policy was to
make every effort to capture prisoners and to keep them alive, however, some PWs had been
killed, As in Hanoi's PW camps, interrogation and indoctrination seemed directed prin-arily
towards the end of producing propaganda statements by the PWs opposing the war. If anything,
.the PWs held in the jungles of RVN were even more vulnerable than the PWs in Hanoi to
contracting disease.
VC PW Policy

"(G). Documents captured over a period of several years revealed that the official VC policy
toward PWs was one of leniency and humanitarianism for political expediency. One source
stated that the VC cadre were given highest priority treatment for wounds, but that in instances
where VC cadre and US PWs required trfatment at the same time, th! US PW was given attenti.on first, unless the VC was more seriously wounded. 74 However, it was also clear that there
was .a gap of some-magnitude between the overall PW policy and its application. 75 As an
"example.of the policy, aftr the 1968 attacks and the increase in the number of PWs, the VC
ih My Tho Province reissued a basic directive on PW policy which emphasized that a lenient
.and humane policy •.ould split the enemy's ranks and that PWs, particularly US, could be politically exploited. .Onk. former VC platoon leader had been taught in 1966 that:
We are not to mistreat any prisoners taken on the
battflfield. Captives are taken to the base camp for
interrogation and political means are employed to make
them understand the I-arty policy. If captives were
killed or mistreatc-d, political and military information could not be obtained from them, The PW
policy was disseminated by the Central Party HQ
and was to be strictly observed by every ec!-elon
in order to achieve su'.cessful results. 76
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However, instances occurred where subordinate units didn't follow the policy. For instance,
on 24 Dec, the bodies of two US servicemen were recovered. Information from the local
populace indicated that they had been captured by VC forces on 13 Aug 66, had been put on
public display in several villages and had then been shot to death. The bodies of threa RVN
77
There were numerous VC
soldiers also apparently executed were found in the same grave.
and ordering the
policy
PW
to
the
adhering
for
not
units
subordinate
directives berating
military proselyting sections to set up special classes to correct this situation. Several
documents attested to the fact that in many areas the policy was ignored most of the time. The
Party constantly urged the cadres to emphasize in their classes that killing, beating, and torturing PWs, or mutilating the dead was harmful to the revolution. The cadres were told to
make the point that important PWs could be used as hostages, thus assuring the safety of capt78
A
ured VC, and that their release could win propaganda victories of international impact.
document, dated 4 Jan 69, and possibly relating to a 1968 battle, described first aid which had
who had been seriously wounded in
been given to wounded personnel and fair treatment to those
79
order to promote a humanitarian image of the VC/NVA.
(C) Combat units were reminded constantly to increase the number of PWs, expecially
Americans. Quotas of PWs were set for units and medals were offered for their capture. They
were instructed to issue ropes to each soldier for binding PWs, to teach the troops English
phrases such as "Hands Up", and to teach such techniques as removing the shoes of US PWs tohinder their escape attempts. Further, the soldiers were told not to take the personal propert, of PWs but to collect it and make out a receipt and pass it along with the PW. The Party
experienced great difficulty in getting individual soldiers to carry out this policy. Once
captured, the PW was handed over to the village, district, or province authorities. If it had
not already been done, the PW was placed in one of what' appeared to be two categories. The
first was based on the type of unit to which the captive had belonged and his rank. The less
elite his unit, the more likely the PW would be kept at a lower VC echelon, given shorter
indoctrination, and the more likely he would be considered as a potential recruit for the VC.
Generally, the lower the rank the less time the PW would be held. The same was true for all
intelligence and psychological operatlons personnel, and other specialist groups.
FWMAF,
In addition, enlisted men, noncommissioned officers, and officers were usually separated
immediately to break the influence of the higher ranking men over their juniors. The second
category was based on the individual's actions. Those who surrendered in the early stages
of the battle and exhibited little personal loyalty to the GVN received special treatment. Such
PWs were not bound, but they were forced to attend indoctrination sessions. The legitimate
PW, in theory, was to have received humane but firm treatment. If he proved to be obstinate,
certain punishments were suggested, such as standing In the sun or being put in isolation. In
some documents death was mentioned. Care was taken, however, to ensure that the victims
died with their hands untied so that rope marks would not show on the corpse. However, in
general, the accounts from the small number of PWs who escaped or were released indicated
that the men whom they had known who had died, had done so from serious wounds or from
malnutrition and disease.
(C) Almost all important PWs were transferred to the province or region level. While
en route, the PW was usually bound, barefoot, and blindfolded and taken on a route which the
prisoner could not remember. In camp the prisoners were usually unfettered during the day,
however in some instances at night their legs were placed In stocks. The prison camp was
usually small consisting of five or fewer thatched huts or semiburied bunkers containing from
15 to 70 inmates. Caves and tunnels were also used. Some camps were reported to have contained 400 or more prisoners. On the other hand, some camps remained empty for long
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periods of time. It was common for PWs to be transferred to several camps. if Allied troops
were in the area or if there was any chance that the camps had been discovered, the VC usually
moved the PWs. Usually some work was performed, certain holidays were allowed, and some
medical facilities existed.
(C) New prisoners were usually given a booklet about PW regulations or it was read to
them. According to directives, this was considered especially important in the case of
Americans who had been led by their commanders to expect inhumane treatment. All military
equipment and documents were confiscated. FWMAF prisoners who died were often buried
secretly and their possessions sert to the rear, This procedure appeared to be followed,
because the VC thought it would be advantageous to keep these dead men "alive" for retaliatory
"executions". The VC bombarded the PW. with a steady stream of indoctrination. The typical
indoctrination had the PW memorize a lesson and then repeat it in written tests. In addition,
the VC used self-criticism sessions and had the PW write a personal history statement. Tho
FWMAF prisoners posed a problem since they usually could only be released at the regional
or central level and then only in connection with somne international propaganda coup. The
Fleet Intelligence Center SERE Newsletter stated that "The more obstinate FWMAF PWs were
quietly executed.,, 80
(C) A few PWs, including an occasional American, were transferred to security sections
whose detention camps were generally occupied by VC deserters, GVN officials, and spies.
The treatment tended to be harsher, the executions more frequent, and the physical restraints
more brutal, such as the use of blinders and leg irons. Still, the ultimate goal in these camps
was supposed to be "rehabilitation" and eventual release. Regarding the release of PWs, a
My Tho Province directive on PW policy stated that PWs had to be bound closely to the revolution so that they would be looked upon with suspicion by the other side. The document also
stated that before each release, the PW would be provoked to write some kind of pledge in
favor of the NFLSVN and make comments about VC policies and the treatment and attitudes of
the Liberation Troops. Each release scene was to be photographed.
(C) There were several instances, especially around Tet 1968, where groups of prisoners,
such as Provincial Reconnaissance Unit (PRU) members, informants, and other "bad elementse
were marked for immediate execution. In isolated cases, even FWMAF prisoners were put on
these lists, although this may not have been done with high level party approval. VC policy
concerning disposition of PWs when imminent danger arose was net clear. Tiere were some
documents saying to kill and others saying not to kill under such circumstances.
The continued
release of PWs, including FWMAF personnel, and the continued appearance of PW personnel,
indicated that the fundamental policy of leniency and humanity for political expediency was the
preferred course by the VC leadeis. 81
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(FOUO) At one point in 1969, the VC apparently threatened "certain and inescapable
revenge" for the alleged murder of VC prisoners and linked this with a statemrent that the VC
held US PWs. The threat was carried by the Associated Press which claimed that it had been
broadcast over Liberation Radio and had been monitored in Hong Kong. 82 However, at year's
end, indications were that the VC were adhering strongly to their policy of attempting to capture and keep prisoners alive in order to use them for propaganda and bargaining purposes.
Enemy Proselyting.
(C)

Proselyting was evidently divided iato three phases:
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fixzal preparation for release. During all three phases, efforts were aimed at promoting
prisoner cooperation and .- ince;'ity. The interrogation phase was composed of two periods; a
period of indirect interrogation whila accomplishing ideological indoctrination, and a period
of direct interrogation. During the first period, which generally lasted two weeks, PWs were
"enlightened.,, Documents, some in English, were distributed to the prisoners to ensure they
understood the goals and policies of the NFLSVN. Interrogators asked and answered questions
about the indoctrination literature until satisfied that the prisoners understood and appreciated
the NFLSVN. The prisoners were encouraged to ask questions and express their personal
view'ý. Whe- tl. inte:rogatot thought the PWs were sincere and cooperative, the second period of interrogation began. During this period, interrogation was overt. Prisoners were asked
to fill out biographical data sheets. These sheets and questions of a tactical nature were also
compiled and printed in English. After successful completion of the interrogation phase, the
PWs were encouraged to write declarations of good will, cohfessions, and open letters to other
GIs. Until their release, the prisoner. were encouraged to make statements showing repentance for their role e.s "US aggressorF' and appreciation and praise for the NFLSVN.
(C) The educatir n phuse o- proselyting stressed student participation. Prepared lessons
were usually studied for two days and discussed for one day to ensure understanding. Early
lessons documented the "US invasion" , f Vietnam. GVN "puppet' governments, established
with "LTS imperialistic support, " were vehemently critic' . .d.
VC vict'•ries were dramatically
retold to emphasize the "obvious" defeat of the "fc reign aggressoi's." It was stated that this
defeat of foreign invasion "would allow" tLe Vietnamese to solve their own problems and chart
the country's destiny. Other lessons included such subjects as the r'atural resources of
Vietnam, the history of the heroic people, and the record of VWetnamls struggle with foreign
invaders.
(C) Prior to release, special classes were conducted to ensure that PWs understood
completely the clemency and humanitarian policy of the Fron. towards war prisoners. The
prisoners were again asked to make a written deilaration attesting t. the lenient treatment
they received and expressing repentance for their crimes. Prisoners were told to convince
their families and friends that the US "must" cease its "imperialistic occupation" of RVN and
allow the Vietnamese to determine their own destiny. 83
PW Comiort Standards.
(C) When food was available, the US PW usually received moret'.,, his captors. Li fact,
the comment of some men who had been held by the VC was, "there was plenty of rice and other
foul smelling chow, but I just couldn't eat it.' Others commented that 'ih), had eaten everything possible because they had known tnat every bit of nourishment was essential for survival.
The daily food money was usually nominal and used strictly for bud veting. It was automatically
deducted for rice supplements such as purk fat and fish sauce:
US PW Received:

VC Normally Received:

35;.to 40 liters rice/month*
35 to 40 liters rice/month
VN$8/day for food
VN$8/day for food**
Cigarettes, soap, etc. (80% of normal VC ration)
Medicines (8.0% of quantity normally programmed for VC)
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*Initially he received 11/2 times normal VC,
ti na.
**Interrogations indicated VC daily food allowance was from zero to VN$35.
On occasion, however, the per diem rate was paid and allowed to accumulate, and the prisoners
were allowed to buy extras, particularly cigarettes. Evidently, rationing of soap, cigarettes,
sugar, and salt was stressed. In many instances, when "smokes", for example, were unavailable or unwanted, prisoners were allowed to accumulate these rations for special events (a
birthday party, Thanksgiving, Christmas). Prisoners received a clothing issue periodically.
The initial issue included black pajamas, sandals, a towel, and mosquito netting. Subsequent
issues, apparently programmed every 90 days, included black shorts and replacement of
wornout items. The US prisoner could expect to receive all available medicine and medical
attention; VC policy stressed medical care. VC directives established a medical program
-designed to prevent deterioration of health, cure ailments, and ensure prisoner survival. 84
Rach Gia PW Camp.
(S) According to one Hoi Chanh, there were two large prison camps in IV CTZ for holding
US PWs from approximately 1962 until the time of his return to the GVN. 85 One was called
the Ca Mau Prison Camp and the other was the Rach Gia Prison Camp. The Rach Gia PW
Camp was located near Hau Thu Bay Canal, Dong Thai Village, Kien An District, Kien Giang
Province. The source did not observe either of the two prison camps and his knowledge was
limited to the Rach Gia Prison Camp. He was acquainted with two camp officials. One was
an interrogator whom the source knew from 1961 to January 1965. The other was the camp
commander--and the interrogator's father--whom the source knew from June 59 until Feb 69.
The Hoi Chanh met each of these two individuals many times during the years in which he
knew them. During these encounters, usually during the conduct of party business, they each
discussed their respective jobs.
(C) The Rach Gia Prison Camp was commanded by LTC Hlai Thanh. Thanh's rank was
equivalent to that of Province Committee Chief. His immediate superior was the Chief of the
Western Nambo Region (MR-3) Security Section, who also doubled as the commander of the
region. The source did not know the strength or designation of the troops detailed to guard
the camp. The guards he observed wore black pajamas and carried SKS or AK weapons. The
prisoners (total number unknown) were exclusively American and, according to the source,
they came from all four CTZs. He guessed that the camp had first become operational in
196Z as the pace of the US involvement in the war increased.
(C) Upon arrival at the camp, all the US prisoners were chainod and dressed only in black
short pants. The period of time spent in chains varied with individuals but was usually two to
four weeks. Once they became "accustomed to the camp discipline" however, they were
allowed to wander about camp with freedom of action. At times, they were permitted to leave
the camp under guard in order to fish, gather wood, etc.
(C) The source claimed that the Americans were better treated than the VC or ARVN
prisoners. A VC prisoner himself at one time, he explained that he knew from personal experience that the VC and ARYN were badly treated -- poor food and generally poor living conditions. However, he thougnt that the VC did not risk antagonizing world opinion by treating
the US PWs in the same way. He could not provide any concrete examples of preferential
treatment given to Americans, yet, he Insisted that the VC and ARVN earned money to support
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not know whether or not the prisoners were segregated either by race or rank.
Although he was famili r with the problem of black and white race relations, he did not know
whether this issue was exploited in the PW camp. The source also did not know of any cases
of severe punishments inflicted on US prisoners, but he believed that PWs who caused trouble
were beaten. He doubted whether a prisoner who had been severely beaten would ever be
allowed to go free. Instead, he thought that they would -robably be retained or killed because
the VC would not want the world to know of the incident. He knew of no escapes from the PW
camp. He said that escapes were impossible because of the camp's isolated location in the .....
jungle' and because the local inhabitants would probably return any escapees to the VC. The
source heard that even ARVN prisoners who had eluded their guards had been eventually
turned in by villagers froni the nearby area. The interrogator, whom the source knew,
allegedly related the story of an American who had once offered him $VN 4.000 piasters If
he would help him escape. The source's friend had refused and had told the camp security
guards about this incident; the American had been immediately "locked-up".
(C) Interrogation of US PWs was a regular activity at the camp. The source's friend
interrogated frequently and found "no trouble" in obtaining information from the Americans.
The source did not know the nature of the information sought or the interrogation techniques
employed, but he asserted that an NVA interpreter was employed. He was told that, in the
event of PW releases, prisoners would be released in the CTZ where they had been captured,
or at least in a different location than the prison camp, in order to keep its location a secret.
He was unable to provide information on tt.e identities of any US prisoners who might have
been in the camp and had no further information on the prison camp itself, its inmates, its
guards or its operations. 86
Ca Mau Province PW System.
(C) Prison camps run by VC military proselyting sections theoretically were committed
to a policy of reforming rather than punishing prisoners. (This section refers primarily to
VC handllng of RYN prisoners.) A group of captured documents explained the operation of a
detention facility operated by the VC in Ca Mau Province (RVN An Xuyen Province) and gave
an indication as to the sophistication of the VC handling of PWs. The fullowing policy statements appeared in two of the documents:
Our policy toward detainees is punishment in conjunction with re-education. Therefore, the characteristics of our handling of detainees are designed to reform their thoughts.
We detain the enemy in prisons not to revenge ourselves on the enemy as the Imperialists usually do in
their detention camps. The camps are only the places
where we indoctrinate the prisoners with our just cause.

87

(C) As was the case with camps run by the military proselyting sections, policies had not
always been adhered to by the camp security sections, even according to the reports of the
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Ca Mau Province security section. A Ca Mau Province recapitulation report for September
68, noting operational weaknesses, had stated that in various areas the handling of detainees
had not complied with policy. In fact, there had been instances in which PWs had been mistreated. It also noted that due to slowness or callousness of some cadres, a large number of
innocent people, suspects, and unsentenced criminals were detained without action being taken.
Reconnaissance agents often failed to collect documentary-vidence, which hindered interrogations and caused the postponement of trials, "1... and worse yet, a number of Vts (districts)'
have sent no detainees to us (province).fer nearly two years. 11 Some facilities even refused to
accept detainees whose records were incomplete or missing, causing some villages to dispair
of the whole business. There we fe also instances of indoctrinations where detainees were
mistreated. Out of sheer laziness, some indoctrination was administered en masse rather
than on an individual basis.
(C) At province level, the security section had a prison staff subsection. In addition to a
subsection chief and two assistant subsection chiefs, there was an dministration office, an
interrogation element, a detention camp element, and the armed security forces. The office
element dealt with paper work and liaison with other sections. One cadre from the interrogation element was assigned for everi 15 to 20 prisoners. A team of three interrogators was
assigned to verify statements made by prisoners. The detention camp element consisted of a
board of supervisors and an administration and indoctrination cell. Each cadre in this cell
was responsible for 20 prisoners. For every 30 prisoners there was an armed security
squad of 10 soldiers. If the size of the camp warranted it, the squads were combined into a
platoon. The armed security forces also were responsible for the other sections of the
province.
(C) While there was no subsection at district level, there was a prison staff element
consisting of an administration cell, an interrogation cell,, and a detention camp element.
The size of the administration cell varied with the work load. The interrogation cell included
a number of reconnaissance agents to verify prisoner statements. The ratio of inter.rogators
authorized was one for every 15 to 20 detainees. The detention camp element consisted of a
board oi supervisors or control elements, an administration and indoctrination cell, and an
armed security unit. (One document stated that the board of supervisors should consist of
a chief--who did not belong to any other element--the cell leader in charge of interrogation,
the cell leader in charge of administration and indoctrination, an adjutant, and the security
guard commander.) There was supposed to be one administration and indoctrination cadre
for every Z0 detainees, and one security guard squad for every 30 detainees. On the average,
each district had three interrogation cadres, three evidence gathering reconnaissance cadres,
and three administration and indoctrination cadres except Duyen Hai and Chau Thanh Districts,
which had only two. Every district except one had self-production organizations operated by
the detainees.
(C) The prc
-.ce capital had one armed security cell of three to four guards whose
mission It was :.o guard and escort prisoners taken in the city area. In addition there were two
interrogators, one near the city to obtain tactical information and the other for operation In
any temporary mid-way facility. A final element in the organization of a detention camp was
the use of secret undercover agents, usually three to four per facility. They were infiltrated
into the detention camps whenever dangerous or "stubborn ring leaders" were detained there.
Apparently these agents were recruited from among the prison population. .
(C)

.THIS

The province had established certain procedures for handling its detainees.
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person was arrested, documents were prepared itemizing the alleged crime, evidence, and
his personal effects. As the detainee was passed to higher echelons, the documents and
evidence accompanied him. When the prisoner was delivered to a new camp, two receipts
were used; one for the deliverer to take back to his agency, and one for the receiver to add
to the prisoners's documents. In the event of missing items, a record was to be made, a copy
of which was then sent back to the evacuating agency. District level camps were to send prisoners who were sentenced to two or more years imprisonment to the province level. This
was done to reduce the load on the district camps. Jailers were told to submit monthly,
quarterly, semiannual, and yearly reports on the number of prisoners present, their classification, and their status; PWs covered ranged from uninterrogated and uninvestigated individuals
to those sentenced or executed. When a PW first arrived at the camp, an administration and
indoctrination cadre man was supposed to establish a record on him, using not only the dock-r.
ments accompanying the prisoner but also from observation and interrogation of the prisoner.
After coordinating his findings with those of the interrogators, the administration and indoctrination cadre classified the prisoner. Although there were indications such was not always
the case, classification was to be performed rapidly so the various categories of prisoners
could be separated, and "... so that we (VC) can have a quick and correct solution for each
case in the event of an enemy attack against the camp."
(C) There were five categories of detainees. Type 1 were PWs under sentence of death
who were being detained either for further interrogation or public trial. Type 2 "deserved"
sentencing. Type 3 included those known to have worked for the enemy but were not worth
arresting. Type 4 was for suspects, and Type 5 designated those who were probably innocent.
In the case of Types 3, 4, and 5, provinces urged all sections to stress expeditious acquittal,
house arrest, or thought reform. Types 1 and 2 were to be detained separately and further
broken down between those who had more than two years to serve and those who had-less.
Ideally, the province hoped defendants and convicted prisoners could be detained separately
and that types 3, 4, and 5 would be separated from 1 and 2. Whether the camps were built
away from or near each other depended on the base area. However, cadres were urged not to
concentrate them in the same area. Each camp was to accommodate no more than 30 prisoners,
and was to be guarded by a squad of 10 armed security personnel. Prisoners under death sentence and key enemy personnel were to be detained in separate camps deep within the base
areas. Even if these latter camps did not total 30 persons, a full squad was usually placed
on guard. Finally, female quarters were always to be separate.
(C) Periods of interrogation, which were linked closely with classification, were also
standardized. The interrogations of criminal elements were to be completed within one month
of their arrival in camp. Political cases were allotted a maximum of three months. Interrogators were urged to utilize the documents accompanying the prisoner, who as a rule, was
ignorant of their content. Torture and implied threats were listed as being against Party
policy. Indoctrination cadres were also urged to make use of background documents, personal
letters of the prisoners, and observations of their actions in camp. The cadres also were
encouraged to indoctrinate on an individual basis as much as possible. According to one
document, "the prison staff is considered to be a technical element of the security branch.
Investigation and interrogation constitute the main mission." The initial aim was to exploit
the prisoners for all information which would aid the general offensive and smash the "enemy's"
spy apparatus. The long term goal, if possible, was to convert the prisoner and make him
loyal to the revolution. Even after the prisoner was released, however, the village security
section was to observe and continue to indoctrinate the releasee. 88
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Viet Cong PW Camp Photos
The structures pictured on the following pages housed South Vietnamese
and, reportedly, US PWs. This PW Camp was located on the southern tip of
South Vietnam in IV CTZ. It was well-hidden in dense jungle vegetation and
all buildings were constructed of readily available natural material. A strike
force, acting on intelligence provided by an escapee from the camp, was inserted
into the area by helo on 8 Dec 68. The PW Camp was located within three
minutes, however it had been abandoned 24 hours earlier. (Photos and comments come from the SERE Newsletter of April 1969.)

i..

Photo 1, PW cage for approximately 10 people. There were 10 separate
sleeping slots partitioned off, but it could have housed more.
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Photo 2. This cage was located In the northern part of
the PW area. it
may have held tfie 3 US PWs reported to be in the camp.
The structure was
strongly construicted and had 3 sleeping mats.
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Photo 3. Same cage as photo 2, Sgts Pltzer, Johnson and Jackson,
who w~ere released by the Viet Cong in November 1967 (See SERE Newsletter
026) reportedly wore incarcerated in cages like this.
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Photo 4.

Details of cujtstruction of C~up which miay h~ave hold US lPih,
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Phto5~o$ kdrgor PW c~ago showfkiIn -photo I. Suroctu vwas knoAted
about 10 metters sojth 9f tho suspected US PW cage. The plastic Wooe wali used
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Prisoner Escapes
(C) The most spectacular PW escape to date had been that of MAJ James N. Rowe on
31 Dec 68 (See pages 849-850 of 1968 MACV Command HL4story for a complete discussion cf his
escape). He was a prisoner of the VC for five years. The following comments were made by
MAJ Rowe during a 15-minute interview completed shortly after his escape:
The first of January 1969 and as a good holiday
present we ha,'e with us a man who has jived with the
Viet Cong as a prisoner for the -ast five ycirs.
Sir, May I have your iame, your rank and your
unit.

I am James Rowe, 091033,

:-. ýviously assigned
to B Company of the 5th Special Yorces Groap.
Major Rowe, I guess the most logical question
is what was living with the Viet Cong like? Were
you well treated or we - you subjected to certain
indignities ?
Life is at best difficult. It is up to a POW to survive;
whetl...r 1-e vwnts to or n..t is up to him. As stated many
times, it is true I wat. not physically tortured or beaten
during the period of captivity as such. To add this to
tL• living k.
.nditions would insure death. The living
conditions are such that it is a daily struggle - a
twenty - four-hour -a-day strugglp to stay alive.
Did you move around a lot?
During periods of operations or operational alerts
which the VC received in the area, we would move out
of our camp. They normally had a POW camp which
we were in and if they had warning of an operation in
the area or an air strike came in on the camp, we
would move out and we would stay in the forest.
There were other POWs with you ther
and ARVN or just Americans ?

- American

The last Americans I saw were- in October 1967
whon three Americans in the camp were released..
Since that time I have been in isolation,
Did you get to know the leaders of the Viet Cong
very well? The soldiers? Did you work withL thsm at
all or was it strictly POW-captor relationship?
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They have sort of an unusual rolationship
which they try to build between the POW and

the captor.

They deal, mainly with the psycho-

"logical rather

than the physiczl. As such they
try to make the POW a part of the daily life
and yat keep hLn separate. I di'•awork with the
guards. There are scme of the guards that have
been with me since-1964. Others have gone out;
have not reýur"d - they have gone out on ope.mtions or i6ined units for operations and have not
returned. Some I have seen over and over again.
Some have been with me constantly. I did get to
know most of the. guards and the cadres in the
area since I have been with them for an extendead
period of time.
Sir, during the time you were in ctptivity,
was it spent mostly in the Fourth Corps Tactical Zone?
We moved from an area south of Ca Mau
which is an area I was initially in. We moved
from there in 1964 after our camp was bombed
out. Correction on that - we moved in January of
1965 to an area just north of Toi Binh and we have
been in the area north of Toi Binh since 1965.
Sir, let's get to you personally now. How
does a man keep his morale up for 5 years as
a captive of the VC ? I imagine you went through
some pretty emotional times.
. .: " .: - ; .," , *" .:

. ..--.

,'

This is a matter of deciding to do something
and carrying through with it. It's psychological
but you must prepare yourself. You must choose
a goal ant work towards that goal. While I had
bther POW's with me I was the senior ranking
Officer, the senior POW in camp, and as such I
had guidelines set for me. I had no choice - I
wanted no choice. My responsibility there was
clear. During that period of time I had no difliculty with my morale because my main mis sion, my.main responsibility at that time was
the welfare of the people who were subordinate.
to me. After the three other POW's were released in October of 1967 and I was isolated,

-

/.

there were periods of time under psychological
pressure, pollti:al indoctrination and such that.
I became mentally depressed; frustrations and':
"anxiety being the main problems building over':
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period of time and it *
matter of f-ading an outlet primarily for the
frustrations and at the same time establishing
a goal thatvyou could work for; mine being es cape in any form - to t.et avmy from the environment in which I found moyiself.-8
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4C) The first escape of a US PW during 1969 caxne 27 Mar when SP4 Thomas Van Putten.
USA eucaped from a VC prison camp. Van Putten had been serving with the 326th Engr Co
until hia capture on 10 Feb 69. Though he escaped on 27 Mar, he was not picked up until
17 Apr. 90 When recovered. Van Putten was apparently suffering from severe malnutrition.
:,Before being captured, Specialiat Van Putten had weighed about 185 pounds. After his escape.
he w.ighed 121 pounds. He was "1X fPet one Inch taull. 91

t
a

IC,) The seiondescape of 1969 occutred during the night of Z6-27 May when SSG Kenneth
'iR. Gregory freoe4 himself from VC captivity.. :regory related that on 26 May, the VC held
a '1ralease rehearspl"t and that the VC had furnished him with a certificate of rele•ase. However,
this vas only a rehear'sal1 and Gregory believed that he was to be released on 27 May, provided
he wold agree toidemahkda that he distribute propapgnda material after his release. Gregory
did not desire to be released under those demands. During the night he managed to extricate
his left leg from 4 :chain that had been placed around his leg and secured to a log in his bunker;
he then s*pped away. On 30 May. he was observed and picked up by a US helicopter. 92
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Recovery Operations
,cu

(C) The loint Personnel Recovery Center (JPRC) was the- focal point for action and information concerning enemy-held and missing FWMAF personnel. The mission of the center was
tq return all individuals who had been captured to friendly control. The 3PRC was also the
agency charged with the responsibility'for paying rewards to Indigenous personnel who returned
or assisted in the return of US personnel to friendly control. 93
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"eda lW recovery
(S) 1969 Operations. On 10 Jul 69 a Hoi Ghanh nameý
operation into a VC hospital in Quang TinsProvice. Hele'!i forcesfno the area where

an

he had seen a PW on or about I Jul.
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(U) A reconnaissance element of the Sth Regt, 2nd ARVN Inf Div, an RF Co, and other
units were air assaulted by Army helicopters into the area. During the operation, six _NVA
soldiers were killed, two detained, and three weapons captured. Because of the difficult
nature of the terrain, an ARVN soldier was lowered by rope Into the jungle from a hovering
helicopter to reach the PW, SP4 Larry D. Aiken, and a US trooper, PFC Robert Bohler,
4n another rope to assist. SP4 Aiken was found lying face down outside the hut
rappel
4 reported seeing him. He was found unconscious and suffering from a fresh
where
in~r(not a gunshot wound). T.e'; hen carried him 300 yds down a stream bed to a
head
waiting helicopter.

V(
lea

(U) Aiken was admitted to the 91st Evacuation Hospital In Chu Lai where he remained in
a coma-until his death on 25 Jul. Hospital officials concluded that he died of an open skull
fracture and braindasmage inflicted by his captors prior to his rescue. 94
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US PWs Released by the VC/NVA in RVN
(C) The first PWs released by the VC/NVA during 1969 occurred on 1 Jan.
This release took place on the battlefield in RVN (See 1968 MACV Command History, pages
845-847 for a complete discussion), and involved three US Army Enlisted men, SP4 James W.
-Brigham, SP4 Thomas N. Jones, and PFC Donald G. Smith. 93
(C) One of these men released by the VC/NVA on 1 Jan, James Brigham, died on 17 Jan.
Prior to his death, he was interviewed and questioned about his treatment by the VC. Among
other things, he explained that he had been asked if he would permit a VC doctor to operate
on a head wound that he had received just prior to his capture. He stated that the VC had ex-plained that he would die: unless this operation were performed- -"immediately." He had been
treated well prior to that time and had even been allowed to rest often while en route to the
camp.- He had granted permission for the operation and was taken to a hospital which he said
was very. clean. A doctor operated on him, and he.was allowed to remain in the area long
enough to "recover. " During his recovery, he waý subjected to infrequent lectures by a person
-who Brigham believed to be the camnp !commanding officer; this individual told him (and other
prisoners) of the unjustness of the war and how the VC believed in equality for all. He was
told that the VC knew how black Americans were treated in the US, and tilerefore, the VC
tried to give black PWs special consideration. Brigham stated that at no time had he witnessed any of the prisoners being given extra favors except those that had required medical
-treatment. The-injuired had been well- cared for and dressings were changed regularly. 96
(C) SP4 Brigharm's death on 17 Jan prompted a barrage of Communist propaganda which
*accused the US of murder. The Liberation Press Agency carried an article on 21 Jan explaining that the US representatives present at the 1 Jan release had acknowledged that the PWs
were "in quite satisfactory" health at the time of their release. The article went on to say:
"It is clear.. .that the US authorities have planned the murder of Brigham, fearing that his
opinion might influence the movement of the American people, particularly the black people
in the US who are opposing the unjust aggressive war conducted by the US Government in
South Vietnam..--" 97 A source commented that the NVA reportedly told the US PWs that they
would never again release any PWs.in RVN because when they had released the three on
1 Jan, the Negro PW had been beateb by a white officer as the helicopter left the site. The
NV. were urging the PWs to demand when they were released a release bite where they would
"notbe bea.tea. 96 The article did not mention Brigham's medical treatment by the VC, an
obvious reversal of previous'Communist propaganda treatment of the PW release. A newspaper ptublished-on 1 Jan by the NFLSVN Central Committee included a photo of two of the three
PWs released, and SP4.Brigham was quoted as saying "The NFLSVN's PW policy is extremely
humane. That is why I-was. saved from death by the NFLSVN's surgeons who healed my head
wound.!' 99
(U) In another instance, Liberation Radio made the following comments about the PW
release:
Now., .US
-

an honest life.

POW's have been returned to
All three POW's, Brigham,

Jones, and Smith, who were only 21 years old,
stood under the Front's flag, respectfully bowing to those attending the ceremony. Brigham
had been wounded in the head, but was saved
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through the devoted care of Liberation Doctors.
Time and again, he recalled this noble action,
grateful to.his- savior. 10.0
L

(U) In' response to queries prompted by VC propaganda statements, the following official
statement was released concerning SP4 Brigham's death:

'

SP4 James W. Brigham, Jr., was admitted
to Walter Reed General Hospital January 4
.. with partial blindness and persistent draining
wound from the head. Examination revealed
that visual impairment was due to a loss of
part of the brain and the persistent purulent
drainage from an open wound. The drainage
was due to contaminated infected brain tissue.

"

S

After-diagnostic studies to reveal the extent
of drainage, Brigham was operated on Thurs-

6

day (sic), Janeary 9th. A metal fragment
and dead infected tissue were removed. The
wound was found to contain hair deep within.
In spite of antifectious therapy, the inflamation did not subside and a second debridement was necessary. Specialist Brigham's
response was slow following his second operation. On Monday, January 13, he was taken
with convulsive seizures. The seizures were
controlled with difficulty with medication and
he lapsed into unconsciousness and died on
Friday, January 17th, The postmortem examination revealed the cause of death to be
widespread infected brain tissue second to
inefficient debridement of the wound after
initial injury while the patient was still In
captivity. 101
(C) Meanwhile, following the PW release of 1 Jan, the Independent Bloc of the GVNIs Lower
House issued a proclamation concerning such releases:
Considering that., the Communists have
directly contacted representatives of the US
In order to release a number of PW's and
take advantage of that humane action for
distorted propaganda purposee.

Considering that the US ally, which has willynilly let Itself become entrapped by the Cornmunists, has publicly declared that It 1•;

i

A

ready to go anywhere to- any place fixed by
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the Communists in order to receive the U.S.
POW's and at the same time, it sets up
many member delegations in order to contact the Communist representatives.

Because of the above facts, the Independence
Bloc of the Lower House of RYN solemnly
proclaims:
1. (We) do not oppose the humanitarian exchange of POW's on the battlefield. Both
belligerent parties may agree to a truce for
the period necessary for the exchange, but
they may not introduce any conditions concerning procedures or political matters.
Z. The RVN, when authorizing the US to
exchange POW's with the Communists, must
determine a number of well defined localities,
and it must not let the Communists take the
liberty of selecting them nor allow the US
delegation to go anywhere to meet them.
3. The persons in charge of the POW exchange on the Allied side must be designated
by the field commander and they will have
the sole duty of remitting or receiving the
POW's. They will not be authorized to discuss any other questions nor to sign any
document, except the receipt for the POW's.
4. (We) appeal to the responsible circles and
the people of the Allied nations to draw lessons
from this experience In order to heighten their
vigilance in view of the objectives of the Com-'
munists who continuously take advantage of evory
opportunity, including those in the purely humanitarian field, to realize their dark objectives.
Done in Saigon, January 9. 1969

The Independence Bloc of the
Lower House 102
(C) Six other PWs werd released by the VC in 1969. PIPC Jesse B. Harris, MIA since 8
Jun 69. returned to US control on Z00810 Z Oct 69 Ln Quang Tin Province about 12 mile* wealt
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southwest of Tamn Ky. 103 PpC James H. Strickland, captured on 8 Jan 68, PFC Coy R.
Tinsley, captured on 10 Mar 68, and SP4 VWillie A. Watkins, captured on 9 Jan 68, were returned to US control. on 5 Nov, west of Tam Ky.. 104 WO Michael Peterson, captured on 7 Nov after
evading since his helicopter had come to the aid of a downed helicopter and been shot down it-.
self on 2 Nov near Bu Prang, and SGT Verron C. Shepard, captured on 6 Nov after evading
since his helicopter had been shot down on Z Nov in the Bu Prang area, were returned to Allied
control on 10 Dec. 105
(C) Unlike the 1 Jan release, which was conducted by means of a meeting between VC and
US representatives, all six of these men had been released, escorted over a considerable
distance to a point close to friendly units and then left to make. contact on their own. Strickland,
Tinsley, and Watkins were shot at by, friendly units before contact had been successfully made.
A Hbi Chanh who had returned prior to the 1 Jan release, when as~ked what he thought the VC
aims had been in releasing the first three PW in 1969, had asserted in short that the prisoner
release had been a politically motivated move on the part of the NFLSVN to force the Allies
to recognize the existence of the Front and to improve the status of the Front at the Paris
Peace Talks. The VC would have made propaganda use of the release and of the ceremnony itself. 106 A 27 Oct Liberation Radio broadcast hnlped explain the shift in VC release policy.
The broadcast referred to the case of SP4 Brigham and alleged that although he had been in
good health when he had been releastd, the US had used the pretext of further medical examination to kill him. The broadcast further alleged that the US falsely had claimed that SGT
Gregory had escaped although he had been 11released. 11 The broadcast also said that the
Central Committee had reminded the US commanders in Saigon that they must be responsible
for their soldiers and that they had to ensure safety and create conditions for the released
PWs to return to their families, soon. The Saigon Embassy noted that the statement making
US commanders responsible for ensuring safety of PWs contrasted with the statement prior to
the release of the three PWs on 1 Jan when such responsibility had been claimed for the
NFLSVN. The Embassy also noted that the thre#4 PWs who were reported released were

reported missing In the same general area where Harris was released without fanfare a week
earlier. The Embassy thought the Communists might sim-ply release PW,4 without making the
effort to achieve a degree of US recognition for the NFLSVN or to exacerbate USI/GVN rels tions, but only after having absolved themselves of responsiblity for "~y possible harm that
might come to the PWs. 107
Reaso!n for VC. PW Releases.
(C) Pirupaganda gains were uiidoubtedly the primnary rimson for the releasle of US PWV by
the VC. PWo were pressured into prea~ring statements or wore diritate stataiomsts. which
they signed prior to release, Tito stutementis generally than~ked. the VC for buitviusn troatmeint
and stated that the war IwVietnam was. unj&st. Elaborate coaonits vr
h110 rir
o h
release' whore -these OtMAtments wer" readi ii-d somtina
irlo;
everded4 Somietitnea tho careonixs
were photoliaph"-dand in add~toon tho PWs were giveo pttopaginda statomento to carry with
them on ktheir retart%, &rtno of the PWs wevtr Oik'ne
itkerhefktc with the ph~raets IWfthttraw
All. US -troops from $du.th Vtetnau"1 andi 110eatfj tjr Yiot#%Af0V' ~
tetOn th .The
VC/NVA -11s6:,pobably hoped to ,epk-*1Aq pponeats of tw. w..jr .4#eUS A a r~ae~r
mony
anWJA
~ s 1Uag,
o~Ic~ mad a se~tehI.Ui.~ te
ý!rs that tho releseoth
-prson~er* demohistr#o4toi the VC/kVok sokWarity-with Owe Anteri4kan petplet 1ii:Ohlr diai~re for
peace. Prfior tiý the pre release pe*rI4 .:trtX '?"Wa had xl*0 boqu M*0e4 (or Pro~apn#da Purposes.
The PW0 i4a be**-Airossu~re toito~Mnotadpoa~a
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been taken, Also, although none of the released PW~s had been forced to address local inhabitants, there was a report that some PWs had been forced to do so and to speak against the RVN
and US governments. 108

1:
*

(C) One PW thought that in choosing PWs for release, the VC considered physical conditioni,
time in captivity, propaganda value, and willingness to work. Another PW said that the camp
interpreter had told him that the camp doctor had decided that he would be released because hIls
resistance was low due to a wound and malaria and that the staff had felt that he would not survive more than three or four months if he remained in captivity. The same PW commented
*that the VC/INVA released prisoners based on how well they cooperated with the VC /NVA. lie
based this reasoning on the fact that the camp commander told the PWs remaining in the camp
that if they stayed healthy, abided by all camp rules, and tried to make progress like the three
who were being released, that they, too, would return home someday. One of the returned Pws
was told by a guard that two other PWs, who were captured near Bu Prang at the samne time as
the released PWs, were taken to Hanoil. A debriefer hypothesized that the two were sent to
Hanoi because they may have refused to sign statements of "guilt"t , confessions, or "letters of
repentance." However, other factors may have been involved. 109
E~xperiences in VC PW Camps
(C) The following experiences of Harris, Strickland, Tinsley, Watkins, Paterson and
Shepard shed considerable light on ordeals of US PWs in RVN:
1. Most US servicemen had been captured by the VC either while wounded or in a situation
where contact or coordination with their parent unit had been lost and. when the individu~al had
become disoriented and confused, Of the PW's who had escaped or been captured in 1968 and
19(9, only one had been captured when the VC had set a trap specifically for him. 110
2. The prison camp authorities emphasized that they were members of the "Peoples
Liberation Army" or 'INFLSVN . 1 At one camp, the Interrogator, the guards and the camp
commander improosed on the prisoners that the VC/NVA group was a part of the PRO of the
South Vietnarrese Front for Liberation of Due Lap-flu Prang. The captors demanded obedience
of the PWs; for Instance, they had to bow to receive food, bow to leave, aet. a
3. One PW vaid thiat the guard and camp staff seemed to be Interested In the PW* health

und welfare because they were responsible for this to higher headquarters. Thle PWs seemed
to be treated as well as the VC were ablo. to treat them once they reached the PW cavvpa. Tilhe
VC wanted to keep thenk alive, However, It was not clear what treatmont was received by PWs
who tried hard to resist the VC. The VC gave the PWs what they had available. It the VC were
short, the M~ suffored too. One "tmain vn.~u" of it cayvp told a PW that the reason that they
could not chango his bandages miore oftea -was that they just di1 not have enough, The PWm
actually seen dying by released PW* eithiar had died of serious wou~nds received prior to capture,
or of Senoral weakenin~g and nialautrition which had made them vulnerable to disease. L14. The recently released Ms did not reportxany attempt by US PWs to origanise any ot the
camp# militarily. although Major Rowe had organised his PW camp when othor US PV# were
pr-esent. The prisoner's were threatkined with terious reprisals It any semblance, of ongaftlaaClan was detected by tho VCINVA Ituards. N~o peisonerat
_d teadorohip or .2ommand of the
othor. prisoners.. It toust be romemberod that th* releasaed PW* representod only Asmall part
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of the experiences of US PWs in RVN. 113

*

5. Sessions which began as interrogation sessions often became indoctrination sessions.
An interrogator informed one of the PWs that he was a "criminal" because he had committed
criminal acts against the Vietnamese people. A summary of the debriefing of one of the PWs
stated that the general themes of the propaganda sessions were the various peace demonstrations that had been taking place in the US and RVN. The indoctrinator distinguished between
"progressive" and "~aggressive"~ Americans with the former opposing the war and the latter
favoring it. The indoctrination officer mentioned some of the war critics in the US Senate.
One indoctrinator mentioned that US soldiers had participated in demonstrations in uniform.
Although the VC/NVA did not attempt to use racial tensions in the US to divide black and white
PWs, indoctrinators did discuss the issue. One PW reported that the NVA indoctrination officer
discussed at length the current racial conflict in the US and how it affected the black soldier
in RVN. The PW was impressed by the NVA officer's knowledge of the racial issue. He
suggested that the NVA officer was more knowledgeable than he on racial problems, but the
PW could not explain why he felt that way. Another PW asserted that he became angry when
the indoctrinator asked questions concerning the racial problems in the US and told the interrogator that he, the PW, did not think that there was a racial problem in the US. Another point
rui4sed in an indoctrination session was the events at Song My (My Lai). An indoctrinator mentioned as an example of "crimes"t committed by Americans that hundireds of women and children had been killed at Song My. Another ploy used in indoctrination was to fabricate or exaggerate VC/NVA military successes and to fabricate US-RVNAF defeats. One PW seemed
still to have been affected by mention of a particular NVA indoctrination officer after his return.
Interviewing agents expressed the view that the PW was in an "eoxceptional fluid mental state
during interviewing". They stated that the conversation~s between the PW and the indoctrinator
semdto have affected the PWs "~cur-rent mental state" and that heesweated, twitched in bed
and reacted in a very nervous mannor -when discussing the NVA-ixdoctrination officer. 114
6. One PW had been offered thvt opportunity to write home' but. had refused because he
believed the letter would not be mle.The
same PW said that at-one of the PW camps the
PWs were not encouraged to write, -but were allowed whef~t~hey requoisted to do so. There were
no restrictions on what could be written and no p~romises Were required in order to writo a
letter. One PW, a doctor, wrote a letto ea~.h aonth. H~owe.".r, the released PW doubted that
the doctur'a letters ever got out of the Cmp~,.:hecau~xc he saw the inter rogator/interprotor
wadding aon of the doctor's l~tters _U~p and puting it-in. his pocket after-having read it. 11
7. A number of the PW# wWt werOc releiasod had boon too au ri~uuly wounded for escape to

have been fta@1ible. Otherwise, kbhoovetteaily, the bes,t -time for.-6seape remained as soon after
the time of capture as p~ssibleý.- .~ ~oee frotin; Qam-p to camp jornetimas oifered
opportunities to escape. Frakr, wans hv.lutinwouiids,
toar of Whiro, and
promise of r~patriation were the most ctxiiion reasons for the.PWti fialure to aesape. One
PW was warnati when he arzIlved'at tht.-PW camp that art attetnoted 0eYA~P0 wOUld resullt In
deAth. One of the rettrnked PWO Vt~eW "htOtte PW, had w"A~ccossfully-attettp tod to escape.
He hsd been roturned to the caor ater- haviv%# "oh wounoded n thttle3i and after having been
beaten by the Monusinard villt~e~re who lived tv~ar the-camp. Th# roekAad PW said that the
PWs talked of eseap*4 hut 1Mstha t~'terh~t
a en~e~t~
never put a Plan into
action, Wecause they believed that thery cvutW not wihkstandt t-he .,dtor# iiiescap'o and ovasion.
All th#Atrbtt itbat iUfthy had eacape4 initiakly jAWer captur'r, Cther Chavance
A.Auur`viv41 WOUlqI haV
been
~
trteunuesf1atm.th
~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~V
~ e~vdI %-aed
the physical barriers of

*

..
Olowum
IX

*

~

;
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the camp plus the unfriendly villagers who surrounded the camp were almost insurmountable

*

8. Two ARVN PWs were referred to by US F`Wc as "hard cores" because they were uncooperative with VC/NVA camp personnel and refused to obey camp rules. These PWs were
kept in a hole in the ground and were treated worse than the other ARVN PWs. Their bunker
was more strongly constructed. The two ARVN PWs eventually escaped successfully. Other
ARVN PWs seemed to be treated roughly similarly to US PWs, although the ARVN PWs seemed
to be used by their captors to do more work than the US PWs. Reports on the treatment of
ARVN PWs were fragmentary and little precise information was available. 117
9. In addition to providing information about the conditions of their captivity, released
PWs provided names of PWs whom. they had seen and who were still alive, carried out
messages from these PWs to their families, provided information about their physical conditions, and also provided Information about PW9 who hae died in captivity. 118
10. One other piece of Information brought out by released PWs seemed to indicate that
at least one and perhaps a small nuvnber of Americans were actIvely aiding the VC/NVA. This
information jibed with similar Information obtainod irom other sources. 119
11. Released PWs reported various statements made by VC/NVA PW camp officials concerning the overall goals of the VC/NVA, One of the camp directors told a PW that if Allied
and US forces were withdrawn, oroif a coalition government was formed In RVN release of PWs
would be a minor problem. A PW camp commander aasked the PWs to write a motion to the
USG indicating that they were against the war in Vietnam, The motion appealed to the US to
stop the hombing of North Vietnam, withdraw all US troops from RVN, and allow a coalition
government to be established between the NFLSVN and the Saigon Governmwnt. The camp
commander furnished other unrecalled information that was to be incorporated into the document. The PWs signed the documtent because they feared being harmed by the VC /NVA if they
refused. and because thfay thought that it would Indicate to WthUS Army that they were still
alive. The PWs knew that the statement did not represent their true feelings, but they thought
that it would not harm anyone. 120
12.1 Two PW# commonted dafter their retura that they were treated well and were not brain.
washed. One of the PWs said that he tcouldn~t take arm# against the VC/NVA 4kyain be-cause
of the way fit was treated. The other _PW who wa* wounded when captured, cmmented that

hie captors isaved his lifie.

i

U$PWa Released In Cambodia
(C) Potir..UVbUervicomen, MAJ Guerin E, Herlik. SF5 Robeart J. Pryor, SPS John Fisher,
and CWZ Laird Pearson Osburn wore released by the Camnbodian goveronolnt iii March 1969.
The four men were etaptured on 12 Feb 69 whttn their plane was disabled by ground title over
Tay Nieb Provinco, and they were focr.ed to make an emergency latdn. Itwsnt ni ate
thioir arrival1 in Phnom Penh&, Cambodia. that they learned that thoir ptano had landed in Svay
_
ovince. Cambodia. Upon Impict, the men reported that they were takentde fir
Ri~Po
by VCItNVA to6rco* who converged on themo from all directions; it wt.* estimated that therin weare
ewenZSO and 300 troops ionthe area. Aftar capture by the VC/NVA, the mea were turned
pier'to the Cambodian government. Osburn was captured separately, but Majir lie 41k instwauctirl Tisher land Pryor what, to say conceranl their missio~n in RVNI. 1.ii$Amgth41Citaviqty,
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the only mistreatment inflicted on the four -o-ccurred when they did not respond to directions;
they reported no other acts of mistreatment throughout the period of captivity. During interrogations, threats were not used, and as a general rule, the men were treated well. 127
PW RELEASE/EXCHANGE PLANNING
(C) In order to develop a joint US/GVN position on PWs a Combined Military Working Group
meeting was held on 4 Feb. The combined position paper produced by this group provided the
basis for talks between President Thieu and Ambassador Bunker on PW matters. Subsequent
guidance from SECDEF and CINCPAC brought about certain modifications to the PW position
paper. The result, Change I to Annex L, COMUSIvLACV OPLAN 69-69 was approved and distributed on 26 Feb. The most significant part of the change was the designation of Cam Ranh
Bay, and specifically the 12th USAF Hospital, as the central processing location for all US returnees for a large scale repatriation of PWs. The following guidance was provided concerning
the processing of returned PWs:

ORGANIZATION AND OPERATIONS OF
A CENTRAL PROCESSING LOCATION
GENERAL

Prompt repatriation of prisoners of war (PW) is
one of the main US objectives during the current

Paris negotiations. For humanitarian rea~sons,
once agreement is reachlid. such reýpatriation
should be initiated as soon as feas~ible and c~oneluded as expeditiously ait conditions allow.
Similarly. in the interest of the US returnets'
welfare, efforts should ho directed toward tim
goa~l of assuring uniformity of treuuiine
of
raturnod personnel.
Consistent with the folowing cno idertions the
most recent policy gil~Aueo providdd 'in a flrtlmoý
randum by the Uoputy Secretary of Defenso o*n
.18 January 1969 Otates;
"With propor roqard k~r ths, retornoves'
neeth. uritiod1utoly (otoW witk thoir W04I1
Ivloase and reouln to the Ufltile4 COeMrnandor's control, they will be ovacuatod
reardlots of Sorv[-4,o aihi~atitn from xhwi
roleai#e poita by the most e"petiftloue motde
of frvope vnimontt with *vwdical i~i
to t lnol evotral
to-~n~
~
I6%lo
Vitnam rjr elaiwbere in WESTP~AC it Orcmotn~ta roquire."

*

F

I

PA*
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In amplification of this guidance CINCPAC specified
that with regard to Southeast Asia, the central processing location will be situated in South Vietnam
and established as a unified facility. Additionally
the processing facility will be a responsibility of
COMUSM.ACV and operated under basic rules applicable to all MACV Service Components.

4

Cam Ranh Bay has been designated in Annex L
(Prisoners of War) to COMUSMACV Operation
Plan 69-69 as the central location for processing large groups of returned US prisoners of
war. Upon commencement of processing at
this location a unified facility will he activated
under the direct operational control of COMUSMACV. Since medical care will take precedence
and aeramedical evacuation channels will be utilired through the return to CONUS, the 13th USAV
Hospital with its 36th Casualty Staging unit will
be the specified activity for care, processing,
billeting and messing of US returnees, The 12th
USAF Hospital will be augnmented as necessary
by Army, Navy and Marine Corps personnel to
Insure efficient proze.ssing and satisfy the requir•m.•nt that inherent Sorvice funetionn and
responsthilities are carried out in accordante
with
iostintg p4li•y cuidance.
ORGANIZATION

14"'Rah fady
in stb~ihL aunifiod facility at
enislagactiuls /ngantatnnswill hv utilitod
whenever possible. (Soo Flgur*Ž X-$S for A chairt
or thip tentral PW
W thw planned4 oratatn

OPERATION
The tvnrrrldtnc •sieirninn in the

Wjcpflen

andi processin Wf roturneod US pjrison'o4re of
war iw prnpar niefial car-e. Upon intia tottdpt at 1hO repAtrti•-to.
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UNCLASSIFIED
PRISONER OF WAR PROCESSING FLOW CHART

fINITIAL

RECEPTION, IDENTIFICATION AND MEDICAL
•"CHECK Al REPATRIATION

SIT.

HEW AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION TO CENTRAL PRO-

MEDICAL TREATMENT.

CESSING SITE AT CAM
RANH BAY, BRIEF ON GENERAL RECEPTION PROCESS.
:|

FURTHER PROCESSING
AND ONWARD MOVEMENT
AS PRESCRIBED BY SENIOR
MEDICAL OFFICER.

MEDICAL EXAMINATION
AT 12TH USAF HOSPITAL
CAM RANH BAY. REQUESTS
FOR MEDEVAC TO CONUS.

RETURNEES REQUIRING
TREATMENT AND/OR
HOSPITALIZATION.

MEDICALLY CLEARED
FOR FURTHER PROCESSING AND EVAC-

RETUR.NEES REQUIRING
MINIMUM OR NO MEDICAL
TREATMENT.

PERSONAL HYGIENE AND
SUBSISTENCE (APPROPRIATE
EDET).

THOSE REQUIRING CON-

DEBRIEFING SERVICE
TEAMS FOR ESSENTIAL

TINUED TREATMENT AND

ELEMENTS OF INTELLI-

HOSPITALIZATION. FURTHER PROCESSING AND
ONWARD MOVEMENT AS
PRESCRIBED BY SENIOR
MEDICAL OFFICER.

GENCE.

RETURNEES REQUIRING
INTENSIVE CARE, QUARANTINE OR SPECIAL MEDICAL ATTENTION. FURTHER
PROCESSING AND ONWARD
MOVEMENT AS PRESCRIBED
BY SENIOR MEDICAL
OFFICER.

L
I..
DETAILED INFORMATION
BRIEFING ON RECEPTION,
PROCESSING AND EVACUATION PROCEDURES. PUBLIC AFFAIRS GUIDANCE.
MEASUREMENT FOR UNIFORM.

ZILI

PERSONAL NEEDS (COM-

MUNICATIONS, SPIRITUAL,
OI81URSING. PERSONNEL.
tWORMATION, ETC,

RECREATION AND ACTIVIIElS AT 6TH CONVALC$-,
CENT CENTER, CAM RANN

AEROMEOICAL Em%"*"ATI
STAGIN AND DEFRftURF
CONUS.

UNCLASSIFIED
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X-4

X-63
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they wilb following until-arrival in CONUS.
They wilbe given initial public affairs guidance
should contact with news media be uliavoidable
at Camn Ranh.
.identifies
(See Figure X.-4).
*The flow chart. ..
in broad terms processing steps from initial receipt
to aeromedical evacuation to CONUS. Quantifying
time -to be utilized for various processing actions
is sensitive to many variables. The following list
is provided as a gross average estimate, recognizing
each case might be different. It has been assumed the
returnee arrives on one day, remains overnight, the
following day plus the next night, departing the second
morning on an aeromedical evacuation flight:

HOURS

ACTION

2

Initial medical exam and personal hygiene

6
16
6

Subsistence
Sleeping
Tests, lab work, dental, n-iscellaneoug
treatment
Intelligence debrief
Personal affairs, briefing, personal needs
Rest and relaxation 123

2
4
4

ENEMY PRISONERS OF WAR (VC/NVA)
(U) This section discusses primarily the status of enemy military personnel: VC and
NVA, who were captured hy RVNAF and TJS/FWM.AF and detained undler RVNAF custody in
ARVN Prisoner of War Camps (PWC). The abbreviation PW In the text refers, in all cases,
to the prisoner of war personnel, and should In no way be interpreted to apply to civilian
prisoners (political or otherwise) or to military prisoners (RVNAF disciplinary cases) who
were detained in confinement faeilities or prisons other than the PWC. This section also Includes two special topics: first, the problem of returning NVN "Innocent civilians" rescued
by US Forces, and second, the attempts of the GVN to release sick and wounded PW to the
custody of GNVN authoritieti.

Procedures for Procossing aind Clatislfying from Capture to Detention or Release
(U) Procoedures for handling captured personnel continued to fellow the same process as
haid hzzon established in 1968 (See MA.CV Hhatory 1968, pp. 851-05Z). Btlufly sumwiased,
captured personnel were Initially dotained at the division or separato brigade cullet~ting points
until intolligrence iturces couild classify the. individuial through routine interrogation. Those
eklailified as "civil de.fmdants" wort roloasod to the tustody of the provincial Nadional Police
Lit the nrovance In which captured. If status wast determined tvi be "Innocent clvi!Aaine", the in4ividuals wetre returned to the village or hamlet of residence-, otherwise they rem~ained under

T11,1 PAGE P.L
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jurisdiction of civil courts and placed in civilian prisons. Personnel falling into the various
PW categories were subsequently evacuated to an ARVN PW camp in the CTZ where captured
for internment. Prisoners requiring medical attention were placed in an appropriate medical
facility and given a definite classification before internment or release from the facility where
hospitalization had taken place. Capture documentation accompanied the detained person from
time of capture until internment in a PW Camp or when otherwise released.
Categories of Prisoners in PW Camps (See Figure X-5 for Camp Locations)
(C) Danang and Pleiku PW camps interned those PWs captured in their respective CTZs.
The Qui Nhon camp housed those PWs captured in II CTZ not initially interned at the Pleiku
PW camp.. This facility was also the central camp for internment of female PWs. Approximately 92 percent of all female PWs were in the Qui Nhon camp by the end of 1969 and comprised approximately 77 percent of the total PWs held there.
(C) The Bien Hoa camp interned those PWs captured. in III CTZ, as well as most of the
paraplegic, amputee victims, and "youth" (17 years of age or younger) in the RVNAF PW system. Considerable emphasis was placed on education, instruction, vocational training, and
rehabilitation programs for the PW at Bien Hoa.
(C) The Can Tho camp interned PWs captured in IV CTZ. Central PW Camp, Phu Quoc
Island, interned those PWs captured and initially processed through any one of the other five
camps. The PWs at Phu Quoc were generally the hard core VC and NVA.
Enemy Captured. in PW Camps
(C) The GNVN had never officially admitted to the presence of NVA in the fighting area of
RVN. The enemy order of battle, however, and the captured NVA in ARVN PW camps, if
unofficial for Hanoi, were fact for the friendly forces, e.g. the number of NVA, captured and
interned in PW camps each year was as shown below:
Prior to 1966

1966

1967

1968

1969*

167

694

1, 104

2,946

1,988

83

105

IZ9

193

51:

203

2,591

7,004

9,655

6,264

24,871

0

0

24

3

0

0

453

3,390

8,261

12,797

NVA

Total**

7,205
REGPE
VC

UNK
TOTAL

8,307*

32,076**

SReflects

the total number of PWs interned in camps reported on an official
RVNAF roster thru 5 Jan 70.

**

Reflects the total number of PWs interned in PW camps as of 31 Dec.
Not included are those PWs, who were interned in late 1q69 but not reported
(413), and those captured prior to 31 Dec, but still in processing channels.
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LOCATIONS OF PRISONER OF WAR CAMPS
(VIET CONG AND NORTH VIETNAM INTERNEES)
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(C) The number of PWs interned in PW camps each year by capturing force is shown
below: 124
Capturing Force

Prior to 1966

1966

1967

1968

1969 *

Total

RVNAF

301

1,966

3,039

7,291

5, 142

17,300

US

145

1, 199

4,554

4,993

2,993

13,251

ROK

7

215

660

126

1,435

Aust

0

10

8

37

29

79

Thai

0

0

0

2

17

11

453

3,390

8,261

TOTAL

47

12,797
8,307
32,076
*(Preceding footnotes apply)

RVNAF PW Camps, Capacity and Population
(U) At the end of 1968, RVNAF had the capability to house a maximum of 32, 500 PWs
under emergency conditions and 21, 000 under normal conditions. The capacity of each PW
camp was as follows:
Normal Capacity

Emergency Capacity

Danang (I Corps)

2,000

2, 500

Pleiku (IICorps)

2,000

2, 500

Qui Nhon (IICorps)

1,000

1,500

2, 000 (3, 000)*

Z, 500 (3, 750)*

2,000

2,500

12,000

21, 000

21,000 (22, 000)*

32, 500 (33, 750)*

*Bien

Hoa (III Corps)

Can Tho (IV Corps)
Phu Quoc (Central PW Camp)
TOTAL

*Note: There was another compound at Bien Hoa with a 1,000 normal
capacity and 1, 250 emergency capacity which was used but not included
in the RVNAF (ARVN) reports to MACV. The compound housed PWs
considered to be potential Ho. Chanh.
(C) In January, there was a total of 22, 079 PWs in all camps. By far, the greatest population (15,042) was in the Central PW Camp on Phu Quoc Island. Construction was underway
at Phu Quoc, which was programmed to increase its normal capacity to 20, 000 by the end of
1969. By the end of March, the capacity had risen to 14, 000 when Enclosure 7 was completed.
By October, construction of Enclosure 8 had been completed which raised the normal capacity
to 16, 000 and the emergency capacity to 28, 500. However by that time there was a total of
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20, 462 PWs in Phu Quoc Central Camp (CPWC).
(C) During the year, the population in all PW camps steadily increased (See Table X-2).
Danang and Pleiku camps consistently housed a PW population below their normal capacity,
while at Bien Hoa the number of PWs exceeded the normal capacity (starting in May) and increased beyond the emergency capacity from August onward. The number of PWs in the Can
Tho camp remained below its normal capacity until May 1969, but thereafter (with exception
of 2, 351 internees in August) the population increased only slightly during the year, exceeded
the normal capacity by 196 PWs at the highest point and always stayed well below the emergency
capacity. At the end of 1969, there was a total of 32,223 PWs in all camps (See Footnote***
Table 2) compared to a normal capacity of 22, 000 (26, 000) and an emergency capacity of 40, 000
(41,250). (Note: Figures in parentheses includo the additional compound at Bien Roa, not reported by RVNAF).
(C) PW population in each camp by force served is shown below:
P CapNVN

VC

Regrape

Total

Danang

138

966

8

1,112

Pleiku

196

1,090

12

1,298

Qui Nhon

71

1.136

7

1,Z14

Bien Roa

982

3,521

4Z

4,545

7

2.328

.2

2,337

5,338

15,903

476

6,732

24,944

547

Can Tho
Phu Quoc
TOTAL

Z1, 71
.

32,223

*Personnel who chose to go to NVN in 1954 and subsequently ralurised to RyeN
as NVA soldiers.

Chi~i Ho. Program Extended to PWs
ol(C) On 5 Fob, the MOD informed the JOS/RVNAF of the GVN decision to reopen the Chi'du
HtProgram to both NVA and VC PWs. On I I Feb, the Provost Marshal Gaoneral (PMO)
ordered PW camp commanders to segregate NVA and itegroup~o PWs from the VC VPW#1.- Thin.
action was completed by 19 Feb without Incident. The PMG further Instructed PW Camp Cikm-ý
inanders to screen and segregate prospective Choeu Huio candidates from other PWs in order to
avoid any contact between thorn and hard core PWs. On 20 Feb. a 305 letter direc'totd Ogoncles1
~ogr~kv.
Pr1
to recommend deserving PlY. for a change In status to Hot Chaph untder the Chiq ot
(C) On 31 Mar, a total of 1, 538 PIVs were selected as being good risks; 1, 153 of these PWO
submitted a request indicating their desire to change their status from PlY to Hot Chanh. Out

X-69
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of this total, 1, 060 were 17 years of age or younger. Requests were sent to JGS for review
prior to submitting to the MOD for decision. Results of JOS review or MOD action were not
reported. 125
(C) On I Apr, -MOD advised the JGS that, on 20 Feb, the GVN cabinet had decided that it
was not necessary to allow NVA PWs in the Che Hoi program, but rather, they could be
approved for release or parole pursuant to A-rtiele- 17 of the Geneva Convention (GPW). 1-26
(C) With regard to releasing PWs, it should be noted that the GVN did not necessarily make
a clear distinction'between granting a prisoner Hoi Chanh status or releasing him outright.
Often the determining criterion was whether the prisoner resided in secure or VC-held terri*tory. If a prisoner resided in a secure area, he would be, released outright. On the other hand,
if the prisoner's home and family were located in a VC -controlled area, he wouild be granted
Hoi Chanh status and would reside in a Chieu Hoi center until he learned certain minimal vocational skills so that his adjustment to civilian life would be eased. The likelihood of his rejoin..
ing VC forces would then be minimized. 127.
(C) Actual implementation of this plan did not materialize to any'significant degree. Only
one PW was actually released from a PW camp as a result of the Chieui Hoi Program. This
occurred in Septem~bor without publicity. -From time to tit-ne however, a -fewPW's considered
potential. Hai Chanh were transferred from PW camps to the Bien Hoa PW camp and placed in
a compound segregated from other internees. The total population of PWs in Bien Hoa camp
included those "potential Hol Chanh ."'
* (C) On ZZ Nov, a6board of nine roembers from various GVN agencies met and Z.terviewed
.519 PWs 4ttlected by various camp commanders as possible Chieu Hol candidates. The board
recommended that 294 PWs 4o given Chleu Hc6l status, 173 be reclassified. and 12 be released.
End of year reports did nat disclose if thisrecommendation had been approved. 149
T ot. Asmaeity (Mitigation of Sentence)
(U) In January, the rx was A report in the Washington Post that the GVN was conside ring
the release of-*omo. 30,000 civilian defendants during the 1969 Tot season. The possible origin
of this report. ccordfng to AMIXMD officials, could have been a letter released by two GVN
co#~reamento Prosaid aoT hlau apd Prime Minister Huong. In which they requested a Tot
amneosty or mtiktiaiti of sentence for prisoners, including political priseonrs. 130
(C), 'U"Utd States offipials doubted that the GVN had ever considered releasing 30, 000
civilian defendants At Tot because the prisoner and detainee population In RVN at that time was.

about 44, 000 and the release of two-thirds of them would create a major security threat for the
GVb4.-,It W&As known, however. that the GVIN was planning a trkiditional prisoner release during
eT. 1he Minister of Interior had recommended 389 persons convicted of political offenses for
release and lvim Minister of Defense had planned to free 10 PWs. The GYNts criteria for release
was that the prisoper not be a Communist Party *nvmber, that hisl prison
of pokitil pioes
*ehavior 'was good. and that he had served two-thirds of his sentence. Tell VC PWs were
bt n futh~ reortwas received regarding release of political prilboacra. 131
r..lase,
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Prisoner Releases

i.

(U) On 7 Jan, the GVN released 10) low-ranking VC PWs from the Bien Hoa Camp in what
was termed a ý'humanitatian gesture." The releases were similar to the release of 140 VC
PWs on 3 Nov 68 (See 1968 MACV Command History), although there were no elaborate ceremonies marking the release. The MOD said that the release was one of many planned in a
massive psychological effort to get the VC to rally to the GVN. 13Z
(C) In the following months there were more releases, but not on a massive scale. Freeing
cef PWs varied from two in a month to as high as B9 in October. 133 By the and of December
there had been a total of 191 released during 1969. All of the PW releases were generally based
upon provisions of Art. 21 Ceneva Convention, including the youth, aged, and pregnant women.
Rescue and Repatriation of NVN Fishermen
(U) On 29 Jul, five North Vietnamese fishermen were rescued from a 25-foot sinking boat
in heavy seas in international waters, 25 miles northeast of Dong H-ol, by US Navy personnel
from the destroyer USS Renshaw (DD-499). Following directions from tracker aircraft from
the Early Warning Sq I111, the Renshaw headed for the scene of rescue. Five members of the
fishing boat were found floating in a raft dropped by a USAF air-sea rescue helicopter. They
climbed aboard the USS Renshaw via cargo nets lowered by the destroyer's crew. After beb-&
prontounced in good health by the ship's corpsmnan, they were given food and dry clothing and
ware taken to Danang. On 30 Jul, USN personnel from the destroyer USS Meredith (DD-890)
rescued five more NVN fishermen from three rafts. adrift in international waters, approa-J
imately 70 miles nort4 of Dong Rol.

usutzAll

10 NVN were identifivd as limtocent civilians and were cared for in Danang. by. the

31Jul,. thia.US 'Anforn-ed the GNVN that the man were In US hands in RVN and proposed sending
the fiatherhito to Vientiane. L.aos,, from where they could proceed to Hanoi ion. aircraft operated

f

on behalf of thty IMC This method of repatriation wits considered more pipeditiouA thban repatriation by sea. Expdrioene with Operation TIG14T JAW in 1968, which had cuininatod in a ire.
~turn of NVN civilian seaman by soa (although concluded witho~it iaoideth), proved that mtnotod
more cumbersome and poenetiall1y hamardous. North Vietitam rejected the proposal of returr~ing
the fishermen by ICC alincraft and did not offer any proposal of thoir.'owin or expreats further
Interest on the possible return of these men.

(S) On 1Z Sop, MACV was requested by the Saigon E~mbassy to tpreparo a plasi for the return of the fishermen. In & memorandumn to the Mlssion Coorditiator, AMEMI3 Saigon.
COMUSMACY proposed the fo~lowing plant
1. COMNAVSUPPACT Danang purchase a junk suitable to carr'y 10 fishermen wx-NVN
(the staff liaison officer with COMNAVSIJPPACT had detarmiinod that the i0hiornmn had the
ability to handle such a craft). Estimated cost of the junk wiis $1, SOO.'
2. V1 MAF'/NAVSUPPACT Dranng transport fishesanon- and junk Irom 0&nang by truek.
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(lowb oy), to the vicinity of the DMZ and cited the village of Ha Loi Trung (YD Z876) or the fuel
facility at Cua Viet (YD 3568) as possibbý launch sites.
3. Launch small craft with fishermen when wi~ather. permitted. If considered safe,
direct themn to sail north along the coast for at least 10 nauticAl miles, after which they could
land at aytime they wished. If iailing close to the D~MZ was con-siderred unsafe, thn' North-orn
-

Barrier Ship (MvfO)

IF`

could escort the junk out'to 12-14 mniles I ror.~ shor-, ar~d then direct it north-

(C) The advantages of the proposed plan were:
1. Lower cost in that no large naval shipping would be required.
1968, pp 856-857, for Operation TIGHT JAW.)

(See MACV History

2. Actual tim-e/date of transfer could be chosen to provide the best possi~ltf weather
and surf conditions,
3.

Negotiations with NYN Government were avoided.

(C) The disadvantages of the proposed plana werez.
1. Possibility of a longer trip (10-30 km) for the fishermen.
2.

Difficulty of observing their safe arrival in NYN.

On 3 Oct. An AMEMB Saigon message to SECSTATE supported ýhe_ MACV proposal and con sidered that the advantages of the plan outweigh~ed the disadvantages, primarily since there
appeared no doubt that the fishermen were suffi.;iently capablo to assure their, safe return.
SECSTATE agreed and requested that State be- informed of an ostimated da'ýe fur return of the
men.
(a) 1n coor'dlnatlon between CONM.UMACV and CC, IR MAF, 4 tentative da~tiryllo was a01A
for 0800 hduis, Z0 Oct. CUa Viet Was5 eleCted atý the point of imbarlkatlon. In the event weather or-sa were prohibitive. qn-nb'irkatlorw would be delayod by -successive Z4-hour Periods
until transfer w~a- cutanplate. On 8 Ort, C(OMNAVSUPPACT proposed to COMUSMAC":'.
L -Procure boat in Quaang Ngai City. si-nce boats hAd moved south for tho monsoon/

_

typhoon season.
e

2.16ow Junk and transport fihermen by vma to Cua Viet rather than by truck~, becaurie

of scurty
te
onsu1ewaticna adcniir'tLC

L Provide Northern Barrier Ship to escort craft out to

1-14.tydlple trom ?hor-6.

On 14 Oct, CONIUSMACY vtoncurred, With t~ following cangý-* (changoa were required in orde r
to agree with..," AMEMS Paris Ifoitmukon letter to DRV DelegAtion):1. Designate.point o~f release pt isvaward extenslon of touthern bouuladry 4~ 1)mz, 12

nautical miles. iroa lad *t coodiait

) 500770.

'JE
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2.

Provide craft with radar reflector and high visibility signal panel.

3.

Direct fishermen to head northwest towards NYN and to make landing prior to sun-

set.

IS) On 15 Oct, GINCPAG advised all concerned that the State Department would announce
the plan to release the fisherman at a press briefing in Washington on 18 Oct (Saigon time).
(S) On 17 Oct, MACV was informed by AMEMB Saigon FONECON that the IGRO had been
requested to verify present health and continued desires of the fishermen to return to NVN and
that an ICRC representative was to observe the departure of fishermen from RVN waters. The
ICRO representative, Mr. Hauser, was already in Danang and the ICRC physician, Dr. Rhymer,
departed the next day to arrive at Dong Ha for further transportation to Cua Viet. On 19 Oct,
AMCONSUL Danang advised the AMEMB Saigon that the fishermen had been interviewed by
ICRC representative Hauser and examined by Dr. Rhym-er on 18 Oct. All were found in goad
health and all signed statements that they desired to return to the north.
(U)

Excerpts from the State's press briefing of 17 Oct follow:
It has been decided in consultation with the Government of the
Republic of Vietnam to provide 10 North Vietnamese fishermen,
rescued in international waters by United States Naval craft last
Jully, wvith a junk and to release them in the vicinity of the D.MZ
on the morning of October 20.
All of these men desire to return to North Vietnamn. They
have been interviewed by a delegate of the International Committee of the Red Cross, who also determined that they were) in
good health.
They will be escorted to a distance oa 1t to 14 miles from
shore, and advised to sail 1ronm there, northwest, toward the
territory of North Vietnam,
Anticipated release time 8:00 A, MI. local, And If there Is
bad weather, they will be released at the same timeo on the first
day thereafter that weather permits... ,the announcernent we
are announcing today wask made in Paris through an euchanpe of
letters between the United States and North Vietnamese dolegationa at the Paris talks.

It wait not until the last few days before the above press briefing that NVN accopted or even
aknowledged final arr~nge-ments.
(S) Meanwhile COMINAVSUPPACT Danang had selected four of the NVN fisherment A* cs~w
for the junk and had instructed them in the operation and handling of the ccift on 1i, 14, a4)d 1$
Oct. The junk was equipped with radar reflector; two magreta, high refloctor, Signal panels;
andrigefo ad roided with sail. Cooking utensils and provision; with a%tntnintunt of tlhreei
days food supply, SS-pal drun%of diesel fuel, 20 gals of lubricating oili antd t0 gals of fresh

wSPAC'.
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water also were provided. The junk and personnel were staged at NSAD, Cua Viet. Trans portation to Otia Viet had been arranged for by ICRC representatives. The Northern Barrier
Ship would be visited by 010 NSAD to coordinate radar tracking procedures, and weather permitting would release the fishermen at 0800 bira, 20 Oct.
(S) On 19 Oct, weather was reported favorable for the next 48 hours.
Danang issued the following instruction to the 010, Oua Viet:

COMNAVSUPPACT,

Release NVN fishermen YD 500770 at 20080011. Report A LOON
timoe of release, and loss of radar contact, with grid position of
NVN fieshe rman craft.
(S) On the morning ofj 20 Oct, the junk w&ith 10 NVN fishermen embarked from NSAD Cua
Viet at 0611 hours under escort ot LCMB-60? with the 010 NSAD and ICRO representative
aboard. Twenty minutes later, they rendezvoused with the 058 Loyalty (ltSO 45?). The junk
and USS Loyalty arrived vicinity YD Snl0770 at precisely 0800 hours. 20 Oct, and released the
NVN fishermen. When last seen, the J%.nk was on a course of 325o at a speed of 7 knots. The
055 Loyalty continued tracking by radar until 1128 hours when at position YE 196086 contact
was lost; craft was on course 3100 at a speed of 6 knots. 134
Repatriation of Sick and Wounded
(C) During 1969 considerable interesit developed in the growing population in ARVN PW
camps and steps that could be taken to release NVA prisoners to NVN. Prisoners were Wontilted, particularly those sick And wounded, who desired to be repatriated. However there was
no agreed upon plan between the GVN and the NVIN on the procedures for repatriation.
(C) In fact since November 1967, the CVN, with US support had been trying to repatriate
40 sick and wcunded NVA PWa and Z4 civflians.ý Thu PWs had qutalified for repatriation under
Articles 109 and I 10 of the Geneva Convention, had been oxamiined by ICRC doctors, anti had
expressed a willlingnes*s to [CRC roprosfentatlves to be repatriated to NVN4. Offers of repatriation h*.d been m~ade through the [CRC to NVN officials in 1968 but ays of tho end of the year.
the 54 persons were still in ¶2VN cuotody. 135
(C) On 18 Fob, an [CRC representativo informed the AMEXIB, Geneva that, in res#ponse
to a recoeki GYNI rvqwntt fr ICRC assistanceý tn repatriating the N0VA prisonert, [CRC was0
contidering renewing, attnnrpta tto return some, or all of hie Z4 NYN civilians and 40 NYN sick
and wounded PWs held by the GYN. Thv [CRC plan was to haeont of their reprVenuti~ves
miett with the NVN Embassy in Phnom Penh or Vientiatto and arrange for the prisoners to be
raturned by boat to the -coast mf N".I The [CRC would purchase the oat ankd ask th USN to
ttrasport the boat and prisoners to a locationk off the NYN coast. The ICRC also haopd to estort
the prisoners ashore and roturn with their boat to the aecompAnying USN ship* 136 This plan
had a format similar to the I94 releares with the exceptiohs of P~te boat bduyer a4t4 atictenpanfyJOiB' the prJ#soners ashore (See 19?&S MACV Commotaiv History for details on previous releases).
(C) After further planning and diecuntion, [CAC de-cided to -approach Hanoi riweer directly
oe through XIIN ropresa*tative 'a Paris rather dA111 through the NYN Embassies in Camboadia

s$

ur7

or Laos. The reason for this change was that ICRC believed a direct approach would be more
successful than one through diplk.-,atic channels. Also, the ICRC representatives in Cambodia
and Laos were unwilling to approach the NVN embassies. These representatives also doubted
that the North Vietnamese would accept the plan in light of Hanoi's hostility toward the ICRC. 13 7
Nothing came of these plans.
(C) Meanwhile during the first quarter of 1969, ICRC and GVN medical personnel completed a aurvey of all sick and wounded PWs in the six PW camps with the following results: 778
PWs were eligible for release or repatriation due to sickness and/or wounds. Of this number
26 desired to be repatriated to NVN, 198 desired to be released in RVN, and 554 desired to
remain in the PW camps. 138 There was no change reported in this statt~s until August, when
MACPM received a list containing the names of 1,460 sick and wounded PWs under consideration for release. Out of this total, 816 had been affirmed by Joint ARVN/ICRC medical teams
as eligible for release or repatriation. The majority of those PWs preierred to remain in
zazyp, however, rather than be released or repatriated. The desires of these PWs were reported as follows:
Desire to go
to NVN
VC
NVA

Regroupee
Total

Desire to remain in RVN

Desire to remain in Camp

Total

1

196

296

493

31

6

270

307

13

I1
33

Z04

579

16
816

(C) On 28 Aug. 38 of the sick and aged PWs were released for return to their nAtive
provinces. These were all VC PWs and not NVA. Procedures with Hanoi for repatriatio
of the sick and wvunded NVA to NVN were still unresolved.
(C) In this same month, the subje't of GVN furnishing PY list* to thc !CRC bcamrno
matter of SECSTATE concern. It was important to the US international position that provilions
of the 1949 Genova Convention, relative to the treatmect af PWs, be tatisfied bo6h by U$ and
GVN agencies. The GVN was somewhat reluctant to furnish detail* about enemy PWs to the
ICRC, apparently undar the erroneous impression that to do so %wuld
givo sowe tdivantoge to
the enemy. 119 Thus, any submisoion of PW lists by the GVN to the IC'RC was spiamod-W and
lacking detaii. The failure of GVN to keep ICRC up to date on enortey prisoners prompted the
AME*MB Sai#on to urge the GVN Foreign Minister to apprise tho MOO ot the importance oi early
action to furnish PW lists, hopefully by September. In Ott"Waer, the IGRC representatlive in
S.Saigon receilvd a letter from the GVN Ministry of Defatne which explained the delay on tho
basis oW the need to "rectify PW llsts" and that ouch would be mado availtble in "two or three
weeks * In November, the GVN retumed transmittal of PW lists to the ICRC and w4a vomplyIn# fully with the Genova Convent." In this regard. 140
(U) Following this the GVN 4tnounced its •t•adties to arrange procer4ur. with Hanoi, or
sick and wounded PWs to the Hanoi admttnitration. The
by any othe# meoas. tor return oU
wetlgs on 3 "Nov. The GVN commu"erture wa mad at the 42d piw.ary sesstoo ofrits
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niquo. from the PVN delegation stated: 141
For humanitarian reasons and in respect of the Geneva
Convention relative to the treatment of prisoners of war of
August 12, 1949, the Government of the Republic of Viet
nam decides to return to the Hanoi administration sixtytwvo (62) prisoners of war belonging to the armed forces of
North Vietnam and captured on the battlefields of South
Vietnam.
These 62 prisoners of war are sick and wounded soldiers who, after receiving medical treatment, are now in
condition to be sent h3me. The afore-said individualb have
also expressed the desire to return to their homes in the
north.
In view to determine the proper procedures concerning
the return of'these ?risoners of war, procedures which would
be most convenient to bcth sides and best suitable to the individuals concerned, the Government of the Republic of Vietnam is ready for all contacts with the Hanoi administration
through the two delegations of the Republic of Vietnam and
of North Vietnam ,ýt these meetings or through any other
means.
The delegation of the Republic of Vietnam is prepared
to supply the list of the above mentioned 62 prisoners of war,
(U) Hanoi declined the offer. On 8 Dec, RVN officials asked the ICRC to require Hanoi
to accept the 62 PWs. The move was made in a memorandum submitted to the ICRC by
Ambassador Le Van Loi, Chief of the IRVN permanent mission to the international organization
in Geneva. 142
(C) Following is a translation of the 8 Dec note which the Permanent Representative,
Geneva, of RVN delivered to ICnC Geneva:
The periaanent mission Republic of Vietnam to
International Organization Geneva Fresents compliments to ICRC and by order of its government, has
bonor to inform the following:
By note dated Nov 25, 1969, Ministry F'o-eign
Affairs Vietnam approached ICRC dolegation Saigon
in order to make use its authority and influence to
ask Hanoi authorities to accept return to North Vietnam of 62 war prisoners ý,f 11anei Armed Forces who
had infiltrated into South Vietnam and for whom Republic Vietnam's government authorives return to Nerth
Vietnam taking into considerition their lnfirmity, illnesses and their wishes to retuxvu home.
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Previously, at 43rd meeting in Paris on Nov 20,
1969, the Republic of Vietnam's Delegation Chief,
Ambassador Pham-Dang-Lamn offered to Hanoi Delegation same proposal giving him nominal roll 62 pris one rs indicating their administrative and regimental
numbers, and their health status. Ambassador PhamnDang-Lam made clear that Vietnam Government is
ready to hand over these prisoners to Hanoi Administration, without any conditions.
The Hanoi delegation has categorically refused
the generous proposal of the Vietnam delegation..
It is observed that in accordance with article l-,9 of
1949 Geneva Convention the conflicting parties will be
required to repatriate sick and wounded prisoners.
If the Republic Vietnam is required to send back
these prisoners to their country of origin, the Hanoi
authorities are also morally, humanely and also legally
bound to accept them.
The permanent mission of Vietnam would be gratefull to ICRO to make use its moral influence and authority
as depositary and guarantor of the 1949 Geneva Convention to convince 'he Hanoi authorities to receive in North
Vietnam the above mentioned 62 prisoners, who became
invalid and injured for having simply executed orders
froni the communist authorities to attack South Vietnam.

The ICRC action in response to the above appeal was to try to arrange repatriation to NVN
through personal contacts between ICRC delegates and diplomatic representatives of DRY in
Phnomn Penh or Vientiane. 143 As a result the FVN Embassy, Vientiane, eontacted the
President of Lao Red Cross and r.~uested his assistance in repatriation of 24 of the sick and.
wounded PWs via an ICC Saigon/Hainoi Flight. T'he problom was to obtain some asat-rance
from rDRV that the men would bo accepted on arrival. at Hanoi. The plan was for either the
ICRC represtntativo Vientiane or the President of Lao Red Crusa to approach the DRV Einbassy in Laos to ask it Hanui would be prepared to receive thbm. Although the question of
prisoners falls within jurisdiction of ICRC rather than that of a national level, It was believed
some success might be achieved through the initiative of the President of the Lao Red Cross.
tC) During a !)8V press briefing, 4 Mec, at the Paris talks on Vietnam, there was for the
first time a response froth the DRV representative ragarditvg the release of PWsA. .. an amnbiguouo and evatsive one. When questioned an to wvhat raception the prisoners would receive
If they were in fact released at the 17th par:liel. the reply was simply "patriots are always
wall received by the people." The reprcsentative went on to say:
Like tho Frtnt-h people under Nazi occupation,
whether they were trum the south or the north, frors
east or west, a Frenchmian had the riht.Attd d-Atv to
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defend his motherland and to fight against the aggressors. As the Vietnamese patriots who have been
arrested by the US and the puppet Saigon administration,
they must give them back their freedom.... If these

captured persons desire to go to the north, the US and
the puppet Saigon administration must take them to the
17th parallel or near the coast of this parallel to give
them back their freedom. Whether southern or northern,
if arrested patriots wanted to live in the south, they must
be allowed to live there.
The above could be considered as the first time the other side had advanced a "formula". The
problem was that response failed to make clear that ýhe NVN administration would accept
reýiponsibility to meet and receive the sick and wounded if released.
At the 47th Plenary Session of Paris Talks, 18 Dec, the GVN opening statement by Ambassador
Lam included the following:
The Government of the Republic of Vietnam only
needs to know clearly the procedures which are most
convenient and in the best interest of the these prisoners
of war. The release can only take place when the North
"Vietnamese communist administration has given indication that it will accept the responsibility to receive and
take care of the above mentioned disabled and sick prisoners
of war. Up to now, the statements made by the representative
of the Hanoi Administration .......
are not clear and are
insufficient to enable the government of the Republic of
Vietnam to discharge its responsibility towards these disabled and sick North Vietnamese Prisoners of war who
have expressed the desire to return to their homes, in
conformity with the 1949 Geneva Convention. The Government of the RVN has no right to abandon these disabled and
sick prisoners of war Into the wilds of the jungle or on the
open sea, just as the North Vietnamese Communist administration has no right to evade its duty to receive them and
return these prisoners to their families.
Since these disabled and sick prisoners of war are
eager and anxious to be reunited with their families as
soon as possible, the 6overnment of the Republic of Vietnam intends to have them transported by sea to any port
or any point oil the coast of North Vietnam suggested
by the Hanoi administration, during the truce period
declared by the government of the RVN on the fourthcoming occasion of Christmas.
In order to tranaport these dise-bled and sick prisoners of war, the Government of the Republic of
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Vietnam would welcome the participation of the ICRC
or any other international humanitarian organization
to escort these prisoners of war to the place of release.
4ý-

The year ended with no release of the sick and wounded NVA PWs, as there was no further
response from the Communist side, nor had the ICRC reported any success. 144
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15.

Embtel (C), SECSTATE to AMEMB Paris,
Prisoners (U), Gp-3.

16.

Embtel (FOUO), AMEMB Paris to SECSTATE, 280945Z Aug 69, Subj: Final Text of Opening Statement to be Delivered by Amb Lodge at Thirty-Second Plenary Session of Paris
Meetings, August 28, 1969.

"17.

Embtel (C), AMEMB Paris to SECSTATE, 300845Z Dec 69, Subj: Final Text of US Opening Statement to be Delivered by Minister Habib at 48th Plenary Session of Paris Meetings,
December 30, 1969 (U), Gp-None.

18.

Embtel (C), US MISSION Geneva to SECSTATE, 1Z1653Z Jun 69, Subj: North Vietnamese
STreatment
of Captured US Pilots (U), Gp-None.

19.

Msg (U), AMCONSUL Istanbul
to SECSTATE, 120215Z Sep 69, Subj: Prisoner of War
Resolution Approved without Dissent by Commission of International Red Cross Conference.

20.

Embtel (U), SECSTATE to US Mission USUN, 230208Z Sep 69, Subj: Prisoners of War at
International Red Cross Conference; Embtel (FOUO), AMCONSUL Instanbul, 130918Z
Sep 69, Subj: POW Resolution at International Red Cross Conference.

21.

Embtel (C), SECSTATE to AMEMB Rome
to North Vietnam Re POW's (U), Gp-3.

22.

Embtel (U), SECSTATE to AMEMB Paris, 300123Z Oct 69, Subj: Text of Statement and
Concurrent Resolution on Prisoners of War by Senator McGovern in the Senate October Z7,
1969.

Z3.

"N. Viet Aide Brushes Off Wives of Pilots", Pacific Stars and Stripes. I Dec 69.

24.

"Housewife Shakes Her Fist At Red in POW Standoff", Pacific Stars and Stripes, 28 Dec 69,
p. 4 .

25.

"N. Viet Aide Brushes Off Wives of Pilots", Pacific Stars and Stripes, 1 Dec 69.

26.

Embtel (C), AMEMB Vientiane
POW in Vietnam (U), Gp-None.

27.

Ibid.

28.

Embtel (U), AMEMB Paris to SECSTATE, 091803Z Sep 69, Subj: French Press Article on
Prisoners of War in North Vietnam.

29.

Embtel (S), AMEMB New Delhi to SECSTATE, 17153ZZ Sep 69, Subj: Not stated, (U),
Gp- None; Embtel (U), AMEMB Paris to SECSTATE, 252050Z Sep 69, Subj: Paris Meetings
on Viet-Nam: Press Briefing by Assistant US Delegation Spokesman Stephen J. Ledogar,
September 25, 1969.

30.

Op. cit. Hegdahl, #11.

032326Z Sep 69, Subj: Presi Guidance on

et al.,

3002OZZ Sep 69, Subj: Red Cross Appeals

to SECSTATE, 221201Z Dec 69, Subj: Mrs. Hughes, Wife

UNCLASSIFIED
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31.

Msg (U), FBIS Tokyo to COMUSTOC Taipei et al., 031145Z Jun 69, Subj: Article by
Former Hanoi Correspondent Kikuo Iwasa on Laird's Press Interview of 19 May.

32.

Embtel (U), AMEMB Paris to SECSTATE, 1311ZOZ Sep 69, Subj: English Text of DRV

*
*

Opening Statement by Mr. Ha Van Lau at Thirty-Third Plenary Session of Paris meetings,
September 13, 1969, as released to press.
33. Embtel (S), USMISSION Geneva
NVN (U), Gp-None.

to SECSTATE, 021157Z Jun 69, Subj: Visit LICROSS to

34.

Embtel (C), SECSTATE to All Prin Posts, 090100Z Oct 69, Subj: Viet-Nam Weekly Highlights- Paris Talks, 36th Plenary Session, Oct 2, 1969 (U), Gp-None.

35.

Embtel (C), AMEMB Saigon to SEOSTATE, 071640Z Oct 69, Subj: PRG Allegation of Mistreatment of Women Prisoners in SVN (U), Gp-None.

36.

Embtel (C), SECSTATE to All Diplomatic Posts,
Highlights (U), Gp-None.

37.

Embtel (FOUO), AMEMB Paris to SECSTATE, 022120Z Oct 69, Subj: Paris Meetings on
Viet-Narn: DRV Press Briefing, October 2, 1969 (U), Gp-None.

38.

Embtel (C), AMEMB Vientiane to SECSTATE, 230626Z Oct 69, Subj: Call by Bulgarian
Ambassador Vladislov Videnov (U), Gp-None.

39.

Embtel (U), SECSTATE to AMEMB
ments Press Briefing of Oct 28,

110129Z Sep 69, Subj: Viet-Namn Weekly

Paris, 28Z307Z Oct 69, Subj: Excerpts from Depart-

1969.

40.

Rpt (S), Fleet Intelligence Center, Pacific, Jun 69, Subj: SERE Newsletter (U), Gp-3.

41.

Embtel (S), AMEMB Vientiane

to SECSTATE,

311055Z May 69, Subj: Beer Visit to

Hanoi: POWs (U), Gp-3.
42.

Op. cit. #6: Msg (S), 1127th USAF Fld Acty Gp to David Grant, USAF Hosp, Travis AFB,
080645Z Aug 69, Subj: None stated, Gp-3.

43.

O
.
Hegdahl #11; Op. cit Frishman #11; op. cit. #6; Msg (S), IIZ7 USAF Fld Acty Gp
to David Grant USAF Hosp Travis AFB California, 080645Z Aug 69, Subj: Not stated, Gp-3.

44.

Rpt (S), 7AF, 1 Feb 69, Subj: Weekly Intelligence Summary (U), Gp- i.

45.

Rpt (S), 7AF, 17 May 69, Subj: Weekly Intelligence Summary (U), Gp-l.

46.

Embtel (C), SECSTATE to AMEMB Paris, 040018Z Jul 69, Subj: Hanoi Contacts Dellinger
for Arranging Release of Three U.S. POW's (U), Gp-Z.

47.

Ernbtel (U), AMEMB Vientiane

to SEGSTATE, 181320Z Jul 69, Subj: NVN Release of

American POWs.
48.

Ibid.
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49.

Op. cit. Hegdahl, #11.

50. Op. cit. Hegdahl, #11; Rpt (S), 7AF. 16 Aug 69, Subj: Weekly Air Intelligence Summary
(U), O0,-1; Mug (C), AMEMB Vientiane to SECSTATE, 050845Z Aug 69, Subj: POWs (U),
Gp- 3.
51.

Rpt (S), 7AF, I Mar 69, Subj: Weekly Aifr Intelligence Summary (U), Op-I1.

52.

Rpt (S), 7AF, 8'Mar 69, Subj: Weekly Air Intelligence Summary (U), Gp-l1.

53.

Information in this section and following sections has been drawn from: Op. cit. Frishrnan,
#11; Op~j. Hegdahl, *11; Rpt (S), 7AF, 6 Sp69, Subj: Weekly Air Intelligence Summary
(U), Gp- 1; Op. c~t 16.

54.

Enibtel (U), SECSTATE to AMEMB Paris
othVenm()
POW's Released frnr

022328Z Sep 69, Subj: Press Conference by US

in p- 3.Jn
noucj
56.

ý.U

O3if
ýLOMUJSMACV (CMIC)L22 Jan 69. Subj: Fifty US PWs in Hanoi (U).o

57.

Rpt (C), COMUSMACY (CMIC), 18 Jan 69, Subj: Fifty US PWs in Hanoi (U), GO-3.

58.

Mug (5), DIA to AIG 7911, 210154Z Jan 70, Subj: DIA INTBUL 20-70 Far East Summary
(U), Op-I1.

59.

Op. cit. Hegdahl and Frishnian Debriefing*. 011.

60.
61.

Rpt (S), 7AF, 6 Sep 69, Subj: Weekly Air Intelligence Summary (U), Op-I1; Op. cit.
-Frishman, #11; Op. cit. #6.
Op. cit. 6 Sep WAIS, #60; Op. cit. F rishman, #11.

6Z. Rpt (S), 7AF, 16 Aug 69, Subj: Weekly Air Intelligence Summary (U), Op-l1;Op.ci
WAIS, #60; Op. cit. Frishman and Hegdahl, #11; Op. ci0 6.,
63.

Op. cit. Friabman, #1;Op

i

64. Op. cit. Frishman, #11; O...cit

6 Sep

#6.
#6.

65. Op. cit Frishrnan, #11.

66. Op. cit Frishman, #11; Op cit.

6

67. On., cit Hegdahl, #11.
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68. Op. cit. WAIS of 6 Sep, #60, Rpt (S), Fleet Intelligence Center, Pacific, Jun 69, Subj:
SERE Newsletter (U), Gp-3.
69.

LT Robert F'. Frishman, USNR, as told to Lou.is R. Stockstill, "I was a Prisoner in Hanoi,
Readers Digest, Dec 69.

-4

)

70.

Embtel (FQUO), AMEMB Rome to SECSTAtE, 151 N5Z Apr 69, Subj: Not stated.

71.

Look, 15 July 1969.

72.

Ernbtel (U), SEGSTATE to AA1EMB Paris, 022328Z Sep 69, Subj: Press Conference by US
POW's Released from North Vietnam.

73.

Embtel (FOUO), AMEMB Paris to SECSTATE, 13Z140Z Sep 69, Subj: Paris Meetings on
Vietnam: Viet Cong Press Briefing, September 13, 1969.

74.

Rpt (C),

75.

Rpt (S), Fleet Intelligence Center, Pacific, Apr 69, Subj: SERE Newsletter (U), Gp-3; Rpt
(C), TJSARV, 20 Aug 68, Subj: Weekly Combat Intelligence Security Review (U), Gp- 1.

76.

Rpt (C), CMIC USMIACV, Z4 Dec 69, Subj: VC Sapper and Political Training (UI), Gp-3.

-

7.Vg(C), ADM~IN GINCPAC to CINCUSARPAC, 210047Z Jan 70, Subj: Protest to ICRC on
Killihg of U.S. PW'q in Scouth Vietnam (U), Gp- None.

78.

Rpt (S), F'leet Intelligence Center, Pacific, Apr 69, Subj: SERE Newsletter (U), Gp-3.

79.

Msg (C), COMUSM4ACV to AIG 7054, 221025Z Feb 7G, Subj: Captured Documents Screened
at CDEC, Saigon (U), Gp-4.

.2,80.

OMIC, USMACV, 3 Feb 70, Subj: US PW Sightings (U), Gp-3.

As throughout this section, the primary source was: Rpt (S), Fleet Intelligence Center,
Pacific, Apr 69, Subj. SERE Newsletter (U), Op-3.
81.

Rpt (S),* Fleet Intelligence Center, Pacific, Apr 69, Subj: SERE Newsletter (U), Gp-3.

8Z.

Embtel (FOUO), SECSTATE to AMEMB Saigon.
stated,

302046Z Jun 69, Subj: Not

83. Rpt (S), MACJZ5 1, 1 Jan 69, Subj: MACV Intelligence Bulletin 1-69 (U), Op-3.
84.
*85.

Rpt (S), MACJZSI, I Jan 69, Subj: Weekly InteIligence Summary (U), Op- 1; Rpt (S).
MACJ- Z, Dec 68, Subj: Intelligence Summary (No. IZ-18) (U), Op- 1.
Rpt (S), Fleet Intelligence Center, Pacific, Apr 69, Subj. SERE Newsletter (U), Op 3.

86. Rpt (C), 7AF, Z9 Jul 69, Subj: Vietnam Intelligence Summary (U), Gp-4.
87. Memo (C), DEPCORI.)S, Z Mar 69, Subj: Lam Dong Resettlement Proposal.(V, OP-4.

*1

UNCLASSIFIER
X-84

UNCLASSIFIED
88.

Ibid.

89.

Rpt (S), Fleet Intelligence Center, Pacific,i Jun 69, Subj: SERE Newsletter (U), Gp-3.

90.

Embtel (C), AMEMB Saigon to SECSTATE, 171205Z Apr 69, Subj: Escape of US PW (U),
Gp-None.

9.Memo (U), MACOI, 19 Apr 69, Subj: Specialist Fifth Class Thomas H. Van Putten Escapes
Enemy Captivity.

-~from

92.

Msg (C), CGUSAFAGFS
Gregory (U), Gp-4.

93.

Rpt (C), USMACV,

94.

Msg (S), COMUSMACV to JCS, 150 943 Z Jul 6 9, Subj: B right Light (U), Gp-l1; Memo (U).
MACOI, 27 Jul 69, Subj: Release #208- 69.

95.

Rpt (TS), MACJ031, 30 Apr 69, Subj: MACV Command History 1968 Volume 11 (U), Gp- 1;
Embtel (C), SECSTATE to All European East Asian and Pacific Diplomatic Posts et al.,
030ZZ5Z Jan 69, Subj: Vietnam Weekly Highlights (U), Gp-None.

96.

Msg (C), USAINTC Debriefing Team to USAINTC Ft H-olabird, 07Z300Z Jan 69, Subj:
RECAP (Debriefing of Brigham, James W., Daily Summary Nc. 1) (U), Gp-3.

Ft Sill to DA, 031730Z Jun 69, Subj: Debriefing of Kenneth R,.

I Feb 69, Subj: Intel Bulletin No. Z-12 (U), Gp-3.

.-

97.

Embtel (U), AMEMB Saigon to SEOSTATE, 22 Jan 69, Subj: VC Comment on Death of
James W. Brigham.

98.

Msg (C), 3d Bn 525 MI Op to 02 II FFV, 15200OZ Jan 69, Subj: NVA POW Camp for US
POW's (U), Gp- 3 .

99.

Mag (C), COMUSMAGCY to AIG 7054, 131344Z Feb 69, Subj: Captured Documents Screened
at COEC, Saigon (U), Op-4.

100. Msg (U), FBI$ Saigon
101.

to JSPC Okinawa,

11030OZ Jan 69, Subj, Release of POW's.

Embtel (U), SECSTATE to AMEMB Saigon,
Brigham (U).

Z30144 Jan 69, Subj: VC Comment on Death of

102.. Mag (C), AMEMB Saigon to Dept of State, 4 Feb 69, Sutbj. Lower House Independence Bloc
Proclamation Regarding US-VO Prisoner Excchange (U), Op-None.
103. Embtel (C), AMEMB Saigon to SEOSTATE, Z30305Z Oct 69, Subj. US PW Released (U),
Op- None; Msg (C), USAINTO Rep US Naval Air Station Floyd Bennett Field Brooklyn NYJ
to CO USAINTC Ft Holabird,
MD.. 06072OZ Nov 69, Subj: Debriefing of Jessie B.

Harris, Jr., Summary 4 (U), Gp- 3 .

UNCLASSIFIED
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104.

Msg (C), COMUSMACV to JCS, 050830Z Nov 69, Subj: Bright Light/Return of US PWs to
US Control (C), Gp- 3; Memo (U), MACOI, 6 Nov 69, Subj: Return of Three U.S. Prisoners;
Msg (C), USAINTC Rep Ft Campbell Ky to DA, ZSZ230Z Nov 69, St,.bj: Recap-Southeast
Asia: Debriefing of CPL Tinsley, Coy R. (U), Gp-3..

105.

Meg (C), CO 4th Inf Div to CG USARY, 11174.6Z Dec 69, Subj: Recap- Pac (U), Gp-3; Msg
(C), CG USARV to CSA, 131245Z Dec 69, Subj: Recap- Pac Debriefing of W01 Michael T.
Peterson, Debriefing Report Number 2 (U), Gp-3.

106. Rpt (C), COMUSMA.CV (CMIC), 18'Jan 69, Subj: Opinion of PW Release (U), Gp-3.
107.

Emnbtel (C), AMEMB Saigon to SECSTATE, 29050OZ Oct 69, Subj: Release of US PW's
(U), Gp- None.

108.

Msg (C), USAINTC Rep US Naval Air Station Floyd Bennett Field to CG USAINTC, 070345Z
Nov 69, Subj: Debriefing of Jessie B. Harris, Jr. - Summary 5 (U), Gp- 3 ; Meg (C),
USAINTC Rep Ft Jackson SC to DA, 21211OZ Nov 69, Subj: Recap: Southeast Asia: Re:
Watkins, Willie Arthur (U), Gp- 3 ; Meg (C), USAINTO Rep, 109th MI Gp, Ft Knox, Ky to
CO USAINTO, 17180OZ Dec 69, Subj: Recap-Pac, Shepard, Vernon Clark, Sgt (U), Gp-3;
Msg (C), CC USARV to CSA, 0606 18Z Nov 69, Subj: Recap- Pac Debriefing of SP4 Willie
A. Watkins Report I (U), Gp-3; Meg (C), Team 1, Det A, 4th Bn. MI Gp to Go, 5Z5 MI Gp
et al., 16070OZ Jun 69, Subj: None stated (U), Gp-3.

109. Meg (C), CG USARV to CSA, 1Z0753Z Dec 69, Subj: Recap-Pac Debriefing of WOl Michael
T. Peterson, Debriefing Report 1 (U), Gp-3; Meg (C), CG, USARV to CSA, 131245Z
Dec 69, Subj: Recap- Pac Debriefing of WOI Michael T. Peterson, Debriefing Report 2 (U),
Gp-3; Meg (C), USAINTC Rep Ft Bragg to DA, 16ZOZ0Z Dec 69, Subj: Recap-Southeast
Asia: Debriefing of James Hi. Strickland, Jr., Summary 14, Phase III (U), Gp-.3; Meg (C),
USAINTC Rep Ft Campbell Ky to DA, 09201 5Z Nov 69, Subj: Recap-Southeast Asia: Debriefing of CPL Tinsley, Coy R., Summary 21, Phase III (U), Gp-3.
110. Ept (C), 7AFP 240300 Oct 69, Subj: Vietnam Intelligence Summary (U), Gp-4; Rpt (C),
MACJ-Z, Strategic Research and Analysis Division (SRA), 15 Oct 69, Subj:. VC Treatment
of US Prisoners of War (U), Op-4.
Il1. Meg (C), CC USARV to CSA, 131245Z Dec 69, Subj- Recap-Pac Debriefing of WOl Michael
T. Peterson, Debriefing Report Z (U), Gp-3; Meg (C), CO USARV to CSA, 131143Z. Dec 69,
Subp- Recap- Pac Debriefing of Sgt Vernon C. Shepard, Debriefing Report 2 (U), Cp- 3 ; Meg
(C), CG 4th Inf Div to CC USARV, I Z1905Z Dec 6 9, Subj: R ecap- Pac (U), Gp- 3 ; Meg (C),
CO 4th Inf Div to CO USARV, 111746Z Dec 69, Subj: Recap-Pac (U). Op-3.
11Z.
*

*

Meg (C), USAINTO Rep Ft Jackson to DA, Z01755Z Nov 69, Subj: Recap-Southeast Asia:.
Re: Watkins Willie Arthur, Summary 9, Phase III (U), Gp- 3; Msg (C), USAINTC Rep Ft
Jackson SC to DA, 19165OZ Nov 69, Subj: Recap-Southeast Asia: Re: Watkins, Willie
Arthur, Sgt, Summary 7. Phase III (U), Gp-3; Meg (C), CG 4th Inf Div to CC USARV,
IZ1905?, Dee 69, Subj: Recap-Pac (U), Gp- 3; Meg (C), USAINTC Rep Ft Bragg to DA,
01 1935Z Dec 69, Subj, Recap-Southeast Asia: Debriefing of James Hf. Strickland, Jr.,
Summary 4, Phase Ill (U), 0 p- 3 ; Meg (C), USAINTC Rep Bt Lewis, Wash to CO USAYNTC,
2303 15Z Dec 69, Subj: Debriefing of W01 Michael T. Peterson, Summary 3.- Phase III (U).

op- 3.
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Msg (C), CG USARV to CSA, 060618Z Nov 69, Subj: Recap-Pac Debriefing of SP4 Willie A.
Watkins Report I (U), Gp-3; Msg (C), USAINTC Rep Ft Jackson SC to DA, 201755Z Nov 69,
Subj: Recap: Southeast Asia: Re: Watkins, Willie Arthur, Sgt, Summary 9, Phase HI (U),
3

.Op-

.

114.

Msg (C), CG 4th mIn
Div to CC USARV, 11 1746ZDec 69, Subj: Recap- Pac (U), Gp- 3 ; Mug
(C), CG USARV to CSA, 131143Z Dec 69, Sub): Recap- Pac Debriefing of Sgt Vernon C.
Shepard, Debriefing Report 2 (U),..Gp-3; Msg (C), USAINTC Rep US Naval Air Station
Floyd Bennett Field to CG USArlNTC, 0607ZOZ Nov 69, Subj: Debriefing of Jessie B. Harris,
Jr., Summary 4 (U), Gpy3

115.

Msg (C), USAINTC Rep Ft Campbell to DA, Z8193OZ Nov 69. Subj: Recap-Southeast Asia:
Debriefing of CPL Tinsley, Coy R., Summary 15, Phase 3 (Ui), Gp-3.

116.

Meg (C), CC USARV to CSA, 060618Z Nov 69, Subj. Recap- Pac Debriefing of SP4 Willie A.
Watkins Report I (U), Gp- 3 ; Msg (C), USAINTC Rep Ft Lewis To CC USAINTC, 230315Z
Dec 69, Subj: Debriefing of WOl Michael T. Peterson Summary 3, Phase III (U), Op- 3 ;
Rpt (C), ?AF, 24-30 Oct 69, Subj: Vietnam Intelligence Summary (U), Gp-4; Rpt (C),
MACJ2 - Strategic Research and Analysis Division (SRA). 15 Oct 69, Subj: VC Treatment
US Prisoners of War (U), Gp-4.

117.

Msg (C), USAINTC Rep (JSNAS Floyd Bennett Field to CC USAINTC. 060115SZ Nov 69, Subj:
Debriefing of j es sie B. Har ris, Jr. - Summa ry 3 (U), Op- 3 . Mug (C), CO USARV to CSA.
1,20753Z Dec 69, Subj: Recap- Pac Debriefing of WOI Michael T. Peterson, Debwleflng Report I (U), Gp- 3 : Map. (C), USAINTC Rep 109th MI Op Ft Knox IXy to CC USAINTC,
Z3170OZ Dec 69, Subj: Recap-Pac. Shepard, Vernon Clark, Sgt, Summary 4, Ph2ase lfl (U),
Op- 3 . Mug (C), CO 4th Wi Div to CC USARV, 11 1746Z Dec 69, Sukh3: Recap-Pac (U), Op.3.

118.

Msg (C.). USAINTC Rep Ft Jackson SC to CO USAINTC, 14210OZ Nov 69, Subj: Recap-Re:
Willie Arthur Watkins, Stit, Summary 1, Phase I (U), Gp- 3 -. Mug (C). USAINTC Rep Ft
Bragg to DA. 132125Z Nov 69, Subj: Recap-Southeast Asia Debriefing of James H.
Strickland, Jr. Concerning the Death of Cannon and Williams (U), Op- 4 ; Mal (C).
U INCRep Ft Jac-kson SC to DA, 192105Z Nov 69. Subj: Recap-Southeast Asia: Ra:
Watkins, Willie Arthur. Sgt. Summary 8. Phase MI (U), Op-3./

119.

Mug (C). .?JSATCI Rep Ft Jackson SC to DA. I SZZ50Z Nov 69, Subi: Recap-Sjulbeati Asia:
Re- Watkins, Wf~lhe Arthur, Sgt, Sumnmary 3, Phase U (U). Op-3; Mug (C), USAINTC Rep.

~-~~"'of

I1I1th MI Oip Ft Campbill Ky to DA, l4ZZ4SZ Nov 69, Subj- R ecap- Southeast Asti Debriefing of PFC Tinsely, Coy R.. Summary 3. Phase I (Cont'd and Phase U) (U), Qp.3, Rpt (C),
061 Dist SO, Sai gon, Z6 Nov 69. Subj - Viet Cung (U), Op- 1.
1.~o. mng (c), USAINTC Rep Ft Jackson SC to DA, alZI 1I0Z Nov 69, Subj: Vtecap.Southekast Asita
Ite; Watkins, WHille Arthur, Sgt, Summary 12, Phate III (U). Op-.3 Meg (C), USAfiNTC
ftep Ptý D rag,, NC to L)A. 16202OZ Dec 69, Subj - Recap-Southeast Asala: DebrUefln of
James H. Strickland. Jr., Summary 14, Phase U1 (U)# Op3...
IZI- "PisMonrs and ProPaganda"* The Washington Pl~st, ZO Jan 70.

122

USP..Me
(C), CC Ft Campbell Ky to DA, 021300Z Apt 69, Subi: Not.*tatud (U), Go-3; Mug
(C.USAINTC R ep Savannah Ga to DA, 31 l100Z Mar 69, Subj: RecAp-Sootheast Asia (Uj),
Op- None.
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126.

.. ~

Meg (C), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 130160Z May 69, Sub)., Vietnamese Detainees/pris..
oners of War (U), Op-4.
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136.

Embtel (C), AMEMB Geneva to SECSTATE, 181756Z Feb 69, Subj: ICRC Plan to Repatriate NVN PWs and Civilians (U), Gp-None.

137.

Embtel (C), AMEMB Saigon to SECSTATE,
ate NVN PWs and Civilians (U), Gp-3.

138.

Mag (C), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC,
siers of War (U), Gp-4.

139.

Embtel (C), AMEMB Saigo& to SECSTATE, 03091OZ Sep 69, Subj: Furnishing PW Lists to
ICRC, Gp-None; Msg (C), CINCPAC to COMUSM.ACV, 300352Z Aug 69, Subj: Transmission of Enemy PW Listings to ICRC (U). Gp-4.

140.

Embtel (C), SICSTATE to AMEMB Paris et al., 050051Z Feb 69, Subj: Experts from
Press Briefing Feb 4 (U), Gp.4; Msg (C), CINCPAC to COMUSMACV, 30035ZZ Aug 69,
Subj, Transmission of Enemy PW Listing to ICRC (U), Gp-4; Meg (C), SECDEF to JCS.
30173OZ Aug 69, Subj: ICRC and PW Llst (U). Gp-4; Embtel (C). AMEMB Saigon to SECSTATE, 03091OZ Sep 69. Subj: Furnishing PW L8sts to ICRC (U), Gp-None; Embtel (C).
AMEMB Saigon to SECSTATE, 151045Z Oct 69, Subj: Furnishing PW Lists to ICRC (U),
Gp-None; Embtei (C). AMEMB Saigon to SECSTATE, 11 1040Z Nov 69. Subj: PW List (U).
Gp-None.

141.

Embtel (U), AMEMB Paris to SECSTATE, 13134SZ Nov 69, Subj- Text of GVN Prves
Roelase at 4Zd Plenary Session of Paris Meetings. November 13. 1969.

142.

Pacific Star4 and Stripe*, 13 Doe 69.

143.

Emotel (C). ANtEMD Vientiane to SECSTATE,
annd Woundod NVN POW# (U). Gp-1,

144.

EmbtteI (C), AMEMB Paris to SECSTATE, 04ZZISZ Opc 69, Sub,: Paris Meeilng on VietNa-m. DRV Preo* Srtioing (U). Gp-None. Etnbtel (U). AMEMS Parit to SEOSTATE,
|19IZ40Z DeO 69. Sub)- Statement of Pham-Dang-Lam. Mhief of Delegati, n of RVIN at the
47th Plenary Session oa the Paris Meetting. I& Dec 69.
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